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One Minute, DOCTOR.

The St. Louis Physicians' Supply Co.

510 Spruce Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Will supply your needs for DRUGS, INSTRUMENTS, TABLETS,
FLUID EXTRACTS, SURGICAL SUNDRIES at Market Prices.

The Only PHYSICIANS' SUPPLY HOUSE in St. Louis

si -ivCiAi/riivis.

The following are some of our Specialties, for which we have a large sale among physicians.

Their formulas are not secret, anil they are cheaper than the many proprietary remedies whose

formulas are semi-secret: .

ANTIPYKKTIC POWDEE.
Each 10 grains contains : Acet-paraphenetidin

(Phenacetine), 5 gr.; Acetanilid, 2 gr. ; Caffcin

1 1 vdrobromate. 2 gr. ; Celery Seed (concentra-

tion), 1 gr. Reduces temperature and relieves

pain (especially headache) promptly.

KLIXIK COD LIVER OIL, with Creasote ami
Hypophosphites.

Each fluid ounce contains the active medicinal

principles of 2 drachms of pure Norwegian Cod

Liver Oil with 4 grains Creasote and 5 grains

each of Hypophosphites of Lime, Manganese

and Iron.

L.VCTATK1) ELIXIR OF PEPSIN.

A solution of the natural digestive fermenfs<..

,

Pepsin, Pancreatin and Ptyalin with Ltjbt,ic atrlcl ' I

Hydrochloric Acids, in the propo/ fiekis' jn wh'ich
|

they exist in the digestive fkjids.af.'the human 1

stomach. '.

'

VIltlRNUM CORDIAL.
;

;' .'. ; ;

Each fluid drachm represents : .'BTafi Claw*;*

gr. ; Mitchella, 2 gr. : Helonias, 2 gr. : Caulo-

phvllum, 2 gr.

LAXATIVE TONIC PILLS.

Aloin, }-4 gr. ; Ferri Sulph., Exsicc. gr. % ;

Ext. Hyoscyamus, gr. 1^.

ELIXIR BUCHU, JUNIPER and UVI URSI, with
Acetate of Potash.

Each fluid drachm represents: Buchu, 4 gr.

;

Juniper, 2 gr. ; Uva Ursi, 3 gr. ; Potassium Ace-

tate, S gr.

ELIXIR JUGLANS.

Each fluid drachm represents: Cascara Sa-

grada, 15 gr. ; Butternut Bark. 15 gr. ; Senna
Alex., 5 gr.

TONIC SYRUP OF HYPOPHOSPHITES.
Each fluid drachm contains: Hypophosphite

Calcium, 2 gr. ; Hypophosphite Potassium, 1

gr.
; Hypophosphite Sodium, 1 gr.

;
Hypophos-

phite Iron, 3^ gr.
; Hypophosphite Manganese,

%gr.; Hydrochlorate Quinine, % gr. ; Tinct.

Nux Vomica, 2 min.

ELIXIR HYDRIODIC ACID COMP.
Each fluid drachm represents: Hvdriodic

Acid, dil., 15 min.; Potassium Iodide, 5 gr.

;

Fid. -Ext. Colchicum Seed, 2 min.; Quinine
Saji:-yjate,'/i^ gr

;

CAMPHEN<*L*jN"E'.

.
'. '.F{>r external us"?/ An elegant antiseptic and

tinSsthetic dressing lrtr«V<uujds, abrasions, etc.

.Iti» a^olutieij qUi^arbolifc A*eid. Camphor, Oil

*t>{ EuVaJ vpliS>j*i»uf -Boric Acid in a bland, non-

Irritating oil.

ELIXIR COTOBENNE.

Each fluid drachm represents 5 grains of our

Cotobenne, and furnishes a ready, agreeable

remedy in the treatment of summer diarrhoeas

of children.

ELIXIR APHRODISIAC.
Each fluid drachm represents: Damiana, 15

gr. ; Nux Vomica, gr.
; Cantharides, 3^ gr.

;

Saw Palmetto, 8 gr.
; Hypophosphites of Cal-

cium, Sodium and Iron, 5 gr.

JV. B.—Sendfor Price List and Catalogue of Drugs. Special Remedies.

Sundries and Instruments.
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X-RAY JOURNAL.
A Monthly Journal devoted to Practical X-Ray Work and

Allied Arts and Sciences.

VOL. I. St. Louis, Mo., May, 1897. \< ».

THL AMERICAN X-RAY JOURNAL.
PUBLISHED .MONTHLY.

YEARI.V SUBSCRIPTION RATES—IN ADVANCE.

I'nited Stales, Canada, and Mexico $1 oo
Single copies 10

Foreign Countries 1 25
Single copies 15

IIEIiKR ROBARTS, M. I).. Editor,
2<>i.} Moiigan Street, St. Loits, Mo.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
No apology is considered necessary for

undertaking the publication of the Ameri-

can X-Ray Journal, the "first born" of

its kind, and a journal in line with human
thought and the practical needs of man.

Fifteen months have passed since the

Wurzburg professor first announced the

discovery of the x-ray, and so great has

the interest become that every item per-

taining to the new science is grasped by the

public press with avidity. The claims

made by Professor Roentgen were re-

ceived at the time with commingled in-

credulity and amusement, and are even

at this date not properly appreciated by

some professional reading people.

The medical profession have a record

for amplifying, pruning, and utilizing new
facts for the benefit of humanity and

themselves, but in this instance there are

financial, mechanical, and technical diffi-

culties which must be surmounted by

them before the x-rays can be practically

applied. Again, inefficient apparatuses

are everywhere used by exhibitors and

forced upon the attention of doctors. It

is on account of these facts that physicians

do not readily adopt the new science.

1.

notwithstanding the public clamor for

its use.

The ease and certainty of diagnosing

some surgical affections has advanced more

in the past twelve months than any previous

hundred years. In the first experiments

with the x-rays it was thought possible to

photograph only the bones of the hands,

and this only after long exposure, while

examinations with the fluoroscope were

considered too tedious and impracticable.

But the usefulness of the x-rays has so

rapidly extended that no bone of the

human body has escaped successful

photography, and the bones have been

examined directly with the fluoroscope.

Successful work is being done also in

diagnosing cases of cancer, tumors, ap-

pendicitis, gall stones, renal and urinary

stones, exostosis of the cranium and blood

clots, in addition to the more common
cases of fracture, diseased joints, and the

locating of foreign substances in any por-

tion of the body. In the fluoroscope the

heart is observed and studied in its move-

ments, the diaphragm is outlined and seen

to rise and fall with respiraton, and the

visceral organs can be studied.

The application of the x-rays has been

used with success in certain cases of the

blind, in nervous twitching, tremulous

agitations of the hands and bodv, and

also the annoying rotatory movements of

the eye-ball (nystagmus). Other avenues

of inquiry have been opened for the x-ray

application, notably cold abscesses within

the body, degenerative germinal affec-
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tions. especially consumptive abscess and

the early diagnosis of this disease, and

also the practical use of the x-ray in

dentistry.

It is the design of this journal to give

to readers and thinkers a faithful resume

of all x-ray work done in any portion of

the globe. The editor's personal expe-

rience with the x-rays for practical pur-

poses, together with seventeen years of

medical and surgical experience. Idling

many official medical positions, and trav-

eling largely in search of medical facts,

renders the task of imparting x-ray infor-

mation more appropriate for those who
read and think. It is the intention of the

promoters of this journal to give to the

world only truthful results, with full

credit to the experimenter in all its re-

lations to the new science.

This field of inquiry must have asso-

ciated with it practical and useful ad-

juncts. The most essential which shall

occupy space are medico-legal jurispru-

dence, the therapy of electro-medical

science, preventive medicine, hygiene,

dentistry, and collateral branches.

We shall favor correspondence with pro

or con criticism so long as it deals with

the subject matter of the journal.

No advertisements shall appear in this

journal that savor of quackery, deception,

or fraud.

Medical and scientific publications re-

flect the siftings of individual thought,

and the press gives the practical side and

vitalizes the facts. Their work must be

equally commended and personal grati-

tude acknowledged.

The conduct of this journal shall not

be arrogant, defiant, or bigoted, but it will

have the courage of conviction to press

forward the truth as we understand the

truth. It will be ethical, as the throb-

bings of every breast should be, regard-

less of any written code devised by man
for another's guide. There will be no

personal venom, as we hold no animus

against any man, but false principles will

be attacked with the vigor of our ability.

This is a pioneer journal of x-ray work.

We are not imitators. We are casting

our hopes among the needs and wants of

man. We expect encouragement.

While it can not be expected nor desired

that we shall escape just criticism, and it

may be contumely, yet our aim shall be

to improve each coming journal, encour-

aged as we are in the faith and usefulness

of our mission.

Heber Robarts, M. D., Editor.

A PREMIUM OFFER.
The subscription price of the Ameri-

can- X-Ray Journal is $ i .00 per year.

While- this price is low when the character

of the journal is taken into consideration,

we have made arrangements by which we
can offer additional inducements to sub-

scribers. We will send the JOURNAL for

one year and the following named books

pertaining to x-rays at the prices annexed:

"A B C of the X-Ravs" (price. 75
cents) and "the Journ al for $1.40.

"The X-Ray of Photography of the In-

visible" (price. 75 cents) and the Journal
for $1.40.

Both of the above books and the

Journal for $1.80.

•Roentgen Rays and Phenomena of the

Ariode and Cathode" (price. $1.50) and

the Journal for $2.00.

These three books are richly illustrated,

beautifully printed on coated paper, and

handsomely bound in cloth.

The great number of questions coming

to us through the mail seeking information

in regard to the x-ray have become too

voluminous and too important for indi-

vidual reply. We have concluded, there-

fore, to make a catechismal text of these

inquiries, and annex to each a brief

answer or definition. Calculating from

what we have now. and the probable re-

sult from general extended requests for

further questions as a basis for judgment,

we feel confident of being able to continue
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an instructive- and interesting page for

readers in each number of the Journal.
Those questions and answers will ulti-

mately comprehend all information ascer-

tained alx>ut the x-ray science-. There
will be an abridgement of all new tacts

up to the time of going to press with each

number of the Joiux.vi.. so that the readers

will have an eas} and valuable reference

page. Imitation is. therefore, extended

to those w ho desire to send questions per-

taining to electricity, radiant matter, dis-

charge tubes, fluorescence, surgical and
medical use of the x-ray, and all other

allied phenomena. Questions do not have
to be restricted to the x-ray. but may ex-

tend into any of the phases of science and
art intowhich the Journal enters. Should
writers at any time send questions which
they desire withheld from publication,

"personal" should be written upon the

letter for individual answer. No names
will be printed unless requested.

The shock of a Tesla current taken

through the body is less than that given

by a small medical coil. The current can

be passed through the body and then

through an incandescent lamp, illuminat-

ing the latter and producing no material

shock to the person. The Tesla current

has a very high frequency, up in the millions

or thousands of millions, while the others

are in the hundreds. h is not adv isable

to try this experiment unless previously

guarded against accident by an armature
and an additional commutator put on to

an electric motor. The liability to acci-

dent is always present, and especially made
so. when the street current is used, by the

crossing of a high-tension current on the

street.

The physicians of Missouri. Illinois,

Arkansas, and Texas are to be congratu-

lated that St. Louis offers them in the

St. Louis Physicians Supply Company a

house where they can get their drugs, in-

struments, tablets, fluid extracts, and
surgical sundries. This house tries to till

all the wants of the physician. The presi-

dent ot the company is a physician, and
knows the needs of the medical fraternity,

and the secretary, who is also manager, is

an experienced druggist, and superintends

the manufacture of their specialties. Read
their advertisement on the second page
of cover, and send for their catalogue.

We would be ungrateful indeed not to

express our appreciation of Mr. Strauss,

the photographer, and his assistants for

their invaluable kindness and most excel-

lent serv ice in the execution of our x-ray

pictures.

In tl lis connection an injustice would be

done should we fail to proclaim our con-

tinued reliance upon James Heber Robarts,

a lad of 14 years, who has mastered the

x-ray art with wonderful facility and used

it for our constant guide and dependence.

'I'm-, manner of using Tesla's high

frequency current as a remedial agent has

been thus far very crude and unsatisfactory.

With a suitable commutator and resistance

it is destined to occupy a v ery prominent
place therapeutically with physicians.

The fortieth annual meeting of the

Missouri State Medical Association will

be held the in Century Theater in this city

on May 18th, 19th. and 20th. The Illinois

State Medical Society will convene in

regular session at the same time in East

St. Louis. There will be joint sessions of

these associations in both cities. Elaborate

preparations are being arranged by the

committees for the entertainment of phy-

sicians and their wives, and it is expected

that these meetings vv ill surpass, socially

and intellectually, any ev er before held in

either state.

We hav e much to be thankful for along

the path of life's duty, but the greatest

debt of obligation, and the thing for which

we should be most thankful at this time

is for the journalistic appearance of the

American X-Ray Journal. The work
was superintended by Mr. ( ). F. ( )berbeck,
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whose knowledge of publications extends

into the minutesl details. We are not

only indebted to him for assistance and

courtesies, hut also for the perfect typo-

graphical arrangement of this Journal.

Tine University of Strasburg contained

in [883 three men. eaeli unknown to the

other, and each of whom lias since achieved

international fame. The trio consisted of

Paderewski, then musical instructor at the

University; Prof. Roentgen, professor of

physics, and Nicola Tesla.

For the beautiful half-tone of Professor

Roentgen, printed in this issue of the

JOURNAL, we are indebted to Edward P.

Thompson, M. E., E. E.. author of

"Roentgen Rays and Phenomena of the

Anode and Cathode." Professor Roent-

gen was bom in Holland in 184^.

We feel it our duty to express our ap-

preciation of the uniform courtesy shown

us by the Sanders Engraving Company, of

this city, in the preparation of this first

number of the Journal. The excellent

half-tones made by them are models of

art. and reflect credit on the Jot'RNAL and

themselves,
i

The large circulation of this journal

naturally offers increased advantages to

physicians who offer their practice and

property for sale. Stamps should accom-

pany inquiries on these subjects.

Dh. William J. Morton, of New-

York, has recently radiographed the entire

adult in one picture.

BRIEFLY NOTED.
The chief symptoms of death-approach

are shallow and irregular breathing; rat-

tling- in the throat: a peculiar far-off ex-

pression of the face: dulled sensibility:

restlessness and subsultus tendinum : mut-

tering and incoherent speech : a morbid

appetite : unnatural ecstasy : failure of

radial pulse : coldness of the extremities

and vaso-motor paresis, as evidenced bv

cold sweating, etc.— TheNursing II omen

.

ACUTE APPENDICITIS WITHOUT
TUMOR).

By A. <i. G-EK6TEK, M. D., Professor oi Surgery New-
York Polyclinic, Etc.

Simple Appendicitis (no Timor).—
Anatomy teaches that in the supine body

the attachment of the vermiform appendix

can be found directly underneath a point

located two inches from the anterior supe-

rior spine of the ilium, on a line connecting

this bony prominence with the navel.

Whenever acute and persistent pain ap-

pears in this region, accompanied by fever

and retching, the pain being markedly in-

creased by palpation of this area, trouble

of the appendix can be confidently diag-

nosticated. In women bimanual palpa-

tion ought to exclude the presence of an

inflammatory process of the displaced

uterine appendages. Though the local

and general symptoms may be very alarm-

ing, tumor can rarely, if ever, be detected

in the early stages of the affection.

Meteorism is also absent.

In view of the impossibility of fore tell-

ing w hether, in a given case, spontaneous

evacuation of the contents of the appendix

or perforation is to take place, and in the

latter case w hether a superficial or a deep-

seated abscess is to develop; and. con-

sidering the fact that laparotomy followed

by excision of the appendix has yielded

uniformly good results if done before the

access of perforation, it is safe to follow

McBurnev's advice, which recommends

laparotomy and removal of the appendix

whenever severe symptoms persist and in-

crease for more than forty-eight hours.

The steps of the operation are these:

A longitudinal incision, four or five inches

long, parallel with and just outside of the

outer margin of the right rectus muscle.

Having opened the peritonaeum, the ap-

pendix is found, which will be rendered

easy by first ascertaining the location of

the caput coli. The mesentery of the

appendix is included in a double ligature

of stout catgut and divided. Then the

root of the appendix is secured bv two

ligatures, between which the viscus is cut
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off. The mucous lining of the stump is

either seared with the thermo-cautery, or,

alter careful disinfection, is touched with

a few drops dI perchloride-of-iron solution

and dried oil. Then the stump i-- dropped

back and the external wound is closed.

Case.—Miss F. L., aged 20. has had

altogether sixteen or eighteen attacks of

appendicitis in two years. Characteristic

local pain, irregular fever with temper-

atures reaching 104 F. No tumor; uter-

ine appendages normal.

April 20. 1890.— Laparotomy. The
free appendix is found very much thick-

ened, its distal half distended and bent

upon itself, containing a quantity of fetid

serum. It was removed. (Jninterruped

recovery*.

JUVENILE OFFENDERS.
Lord Chief Justice Coleridge, of England,

in charging the Grand Jury at Bedford, Eng-
land, recently, took occasion to remark on some
of the methods by which society manufactures
crime. One of these, he insisted, was the un-
reasonably severe punishments which are too
commonly allotted to small offenses against
propriety. If such excessive punishments should
be awarded to the petty pilferer, there is no kind
of severity which the law can, with relative
adequacy, administer for the greater and more
serious crimes. Commenting on a case in
which two little boys had been sentenced to
three months' hard labor for stealing apples,
after a previous conviction, he said that it was
monstrous to make these boys felons for life for
having done what some of the best men in the
world had done, and for which thev certainly
deserved to have their ears boxed, but not to be
sent to prison with hard labor.

—

London Medical
Times.

The rod in the family or at school, properlv
administered in the old-fashioned way, notwith-
standing the growing disinclination for and
prejudice against, is far more efficacious as a

moral and social correction than judicial sen-

tences of children for petty offences. We concur
with the English Chief Justice in his views

—

many a boy is ruined at home by that neglect
of judicious parental correction which might
have saved a wayward child from becoming at

last a criminal.

—

Medico-Legal Jottmal.

We question very much if the Lord
Chief Justice intended corporal punish-

ment w hen he referred to the boys, " and
for which they certainly deserved to have
their ears boxed." The idea he wished
to convey was that the parent or guardian

should show to the children a contempt
for any one who would be guilty of such

petty larceny. By this no anger would
intermingle with the chastisement, which
is always an associate of boxinsr, striking

and rodding children. It is the element of

disapproval, associated with reason and
and respect, which rules the child in the

guardian's absence. Fear of the super-

natural may create obedience, but fear of

corporal punishment does not enter into a

single factor of the good qualities of a

child. If it is obedient for fear of punish-

ment, it is controlled through the animal

and baser elements of nature. Such persons

will never benignly influence mankind.

They are cowards either by inheritance or

servitude. A child generally realizes that

about the only difference between a man
and a boy is their size. Any punishment
inflicted upon him after the age of such

realization, which occurs very early in life,

is instinctively taken as a superior ••bully

force" used against a weaker.

In connection with the above the follow-

ing may be read with interest. The clip-

ping was taken from the Berbice Gazette

of May 23, 1896. a paper printed in New
Amsterdam. Berbice. British Guiana:

Police Courts of New Amsterdam.
Before Mr. J. E. Hewick, S. J. P.

Sent to the Reformatory.—Manoel Gomes
Pimento was charged with having, on the 15th

inst., stolen $2.88, the property of Mary Marks
at Asylum street, New Amsterdam, under cir-

cumstances already described in this paper.

Defendant pleaded guilty, and he was ordered
to be sent to the Reformatory for three years.

Riding on a Cart.—Thomas Hooper was
charged by T. C. Barron with having, on the

8th inst., ridden on his donkey cart while plving

for hire in New Amsterdam. Defendant plead-

ed guilty, and he was fined $1 and costs, or

seven days' imprisonment with hard labor.

Absence from Service.—Robert Lambert
was charged by Anemandoo with having, on
April 21st, absented himself without lawful

cause from his work as a fisherman. Fined $1.68
and costs, or seven days' imprisonment with

hard labor.

Glass is opaque and diamonds trans-

parent to the x-rays.
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THE USE OF THE X-RAYS AND
FLUOROSCOPE IN SURGERY.

By Arthur Ayer Law, M. D., Minneapolis, Minn.

Thomas A. Edison took advantage oi

the hint given by Professor Roentgen in

his description of the phenomena noticed

when plateno barium cyanide paper was

subjected to the influence of the x-rays,

and experimented along the same line,

finally devising the fluoroscope, with its

tungstate of calcium screen, and in so

doing gave to the world one of the most

important adjuncts to the x-rays them-

selves.

Much has been written about the photo-

graphic application of the x-rays in taking

the skiagraph, but the subject of the use

of the fluoroscope has not received the

attention its importance deserves, for in

the practical application of the x-rays,

either as a means of surgical diagnosis or

as an aid in operating, the fluoroscope is

of infinitely greater service than the skia-

graph. W ith this device we have a speedy

and certain means of locating foreign

bodies (providing they are opaque to the

rays) in practically any region of the

human economy, admitting, of course,

that your apparatus is sufficiently pow erful

to excite the tube to the degree necessary

to enable the rays to penetrate the body.

Instead of being limited to but one view,

as in the skiagraph, we may examine our

patient from any position, determine with

absolute certainty the exact position of the

foreign body—be it bullet, needle, metal,

or glass—and its relation to the adjacent

bones, enabling us to much more intelli-

gently operate for its removal. Obscure

fractures and dislocations are easily deter-

mined, even though the edema of the soft

tissues is so great as to preclude the

possibility of an exact diagnosis by other

methods. Exostosis or congenital mal-

formations can be detected at once, and

their removal or correction be facilitated.

Admitting the importance of the fluoro-

scope as a means of diagnosis, as an aid

in operating it is well nigh indispensable.

for by covering the instrument with a

sterilized tow el we can use it to w atch the

steps of an operation in removing foreign

bodies or to verify their absence: indeed,

if the foreign body can not be readily

found, and we are well aware how elusive

needles or bullets can be. we can follow

our instruments as they penetrate the flesh

and determine their proximity to the body

sought. As a means of medical diagnosis

the fluoroscope has as yet been of little aid.

its use being confined almost exclusively

to the surgical aspect of medicine.

Dependent upon their location, some of

the denser tumors cast darker shadows

than the surrounding tissues. Tubercular

or syphilitic osteitis is revealed, showing

either the ratified areas incident to the

disease, or the blurred and irregular out-

line of the bones, a lack of the usual clear-

cut, well-defined shadows. In the location

of bullets or foreign bodies in the thorax,

trachea, esophagus, or indeed in any part

of the gastric-intestinal tract or abdomen,

the fluoroscope is of infinite service, as also

in the detection of fractures of the ribs.

Dr. Heber Robarts, of St. Louis, has

suggested an ingenious dev ice attached to

the handle of the fluoroscope, where by

pressure on a button under the thumb the

current is cut off. enabling you to study

the soft structures, and when the desired

illumination is obtained cut off the current

and repeat at will.

I am aware that the theoretical consider-

ation of a subject has much less weight

than its practical presentation : therefore,

to illustrate the surgical adaptability of the

fluoroscope. I quote the following cases:

Case 1 6. Mr. F.. Grand Forks. North

Dakota. Referred to me by Dr. Walter

Courtney. of Brainard. Mr. F. was sent

to him with a diagnosis of rheumatism.

Dr. C. suspected a bullet in the knee joint,

as the man had been shot in the thigh in

the early fall. Fluoroscope revealed small

bullet in the knee joint. Skiagraph taken

and sent along with the patient back to

his surgeon.
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Case iS. Mr. 15.. in September. 1896,

shot himself in left foot, necessitating

amputation oi great toe; foot torn. Dis-

ease 16. Bullet in knee joint.

charging sinus persisted for some time.

Fluoroscope revealed five large shot and

fracture oi second and third metatarsal

bones. Two of the shot removed.

Case 19. Mr. S.. brakeman. shot in left

elbow : wound probed, but no bullet found :

believed to be imbedded in forearm.

Fluoroscope revealed no bullet: struck

acromion process and "lanced: while

plowing a furrow in tissues, it was not

imbedded.

Case 20. Miss W. colored. Referred

by Dr. Frank R. Wright. Received a

charge oi buckshot in right arm: four in

triceps muscle, one two inches above w rist,

one wedged between ulna and radius at

wrist, and one in hand. Fluoroscope re-

vealed them. Skiagraphed and returned

to her surgeon.

Case 27. Mr. K.. Utica. South Dakota.

7

Referred by Dr. Dunsmoor. Tumor in

lower third oi femur. Fluoroscope re-

vealed bone shading off into tumor;

skiagraphed the same. Diagnosis, osteo

sarcomo. Dr. Dunsmoor amputated at

hip joint. Microscopic section verified

diagnosis.

Case 34. W. H., aged 12. Referred

by Dr. Fit/.gerald. Fluoroscope revealed

old backward dislocation of radius and

ulna, fracture of olecranon and joint cap-

Case 20. Buckshot in wrist and hand.

sule filled with adhesions. Dr. F. oper-

ated, cleaning out fosse and reducing

dislocation.

Case 37. Mr. M., brakeman. Referred

1>\ Dr. Frank Burton. Right hand pinched

in making coupling. Cellulitis and sw ell-

ing so great as to prevent diagnosis of the

condition of the bones. Fluoroscope re-

vealed fracture of third metacarpal bone

at the middle of shaft and partial crush of

head of bone.
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Case 42. M. S., aged 7. Valley City,

North Dakota. Referred by Dr. Gerish.

Hand puffed badly; last two fingers flexed

Case 42. Needle in palm of hand.

and numb. Two weeks previous child

ran a needle into palm of her hand and

broke it off. Fluoroscope revealed it at

once. With instruments under fluoroscope

I incised, introduced forceps, and removed

needle. Flexion and anesthesia of ringers

cured.

Case 43. E. M. B., child of 16 months.

Rice Lake. W is. Referred l>v Dr. Chas.

Wheaton. Five days previous swallowed

a safety-pin open. Fluoroscope revealed

pin in ascending colon: open, but pointed

the right way. I refused to operate, hold-

ing that if it had gone so far it would

probably go further, an assertion which

was verified by pin passing next day.

Case 44. G. C. D.. bridge builder.

Referred by Dr. Dunsmoor. W hile drill-

ing a steel girder a small chip of steel flew

off clamp and buried itself in the heavy

muscles of the calf of his leg. A doctor

in W isconsin enlarged the wound at en-

trance, but failed to find foreign body.

Fluoroscope revealed it at once. Under

fluoroscope I introduced forceps into the

wound, opened them, watched them grasp

piece of steel and removed the same.

Case 46. Mrs. R. Referred by Dr.

I )unsmoor. Fluoroscope revealed sarcoma

of right shoulder so extensive as to make

operation inadvisable.

Case 49. Miss S. Referred by Dr.

Dunsmoor. Domestic with needle in hand,

which is puffed and tender. Revealed at

once under fluoroscope. and removed by

small incision and introduction of forceps.

The above cases illustrate the ease with

w hich diagnosis can be made and surgical

operations aided by the assistance of the

fluoroscope. The operations in cases 42,

44, and 49 w ere made with the room per-

fectly dark, simply using the fluoroscope

as a guide.

I have had several cases with a medico-

legal aspect, cases where patients proposed

to bring suit either against corporations or

individuals. With these my fluoroscopic

examination gives me knowledge as to

whether it is advisable to take skiagraphs

or not. as the latter are already playing an

important part when introduced as testi-

monv. for thev can not be controverted.

W hile great proficiency with the fluoro-

scope is a question of some experience,

vet almost all cases can be as readily

diagnosed by the novice. Its use is so

extremely simple that it should find its

legitimate place in the armamentarium of

the modern surgeon.

LIFE INSURANCE OF WOMEN.
Onlv eight or nine of the life insurance

companies insure women at the same rate

as men. Further experience is now con-

vincing these companies of the injustice of

this discrimination. The mortality rate

among the female risks in one company

did not rise above eighty per cent of its

anticipation.

—

The Nursing Women.
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PHOTOGRAPH.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE
X-RAYS.

We present here two half-tone illustra-

tions which afford one of the most interest-

ing subjects caught by radiography, and

indicate, to some extent, the possible uses

of the x-ray. The illustration of the

photograph is that of a mummified hand of

an Egyptian princess, believed to be be-

tween 3.000 and 4.000 years old. obtained

near the Tombs of the Kings. Thebes, in

1892, and the illustration of the radiograph

is of the same hand, made in the laboratory

of the Keystone Dry Plate Works on a

Carbutt x-ray plate by John Carbutt.

The x-ray has thus been made to go back

further than it ever went before, and has

opened the way for a new industry. The
bones are inside a mass of pitch, perfume,

delicately woven fabric, and dried human
flesh, in full number, just the same as any

RADIOGRAPH.

one's hand, and presents a wonderful

study. It is not a view within the warm
and quivering flesh, but rather a sight

beneath a golden covering in old. cold

death. Is it the hand of Ma. the daughter

of Ra? or of Nepthvs? or of Safekh? or

of Muth? or of the daughter of Pharaoh?

That the ray does not tell.

BACTERIA IN ICE.

It has been shown by Foster that some
kinds of bacteria live and grow in melting

ice. Putrefactive bacteria having gained

access to the ordinary household refrigera-

tor, where the temperature is a few de-

grees above the freezing point, can live

and multiply there, thus contaminating

meat and other food kept therein. A
butcher's refrigerator so contaminated w ill

taint his meat and perhaps injure his pa-

trons.

—

( \'i/tralblatt fuer Bactcriologic.
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THE X-RAY IN THE CASE OF
ARTHUR DUESTROW.

By Ex-Governor Charles P. Johnson.

It was Friday night, January 29, 1897,

that I had my last interview with Arthur

Ditestrow. lie was then under sentence

of death, to be hanged on February 1 6th

following. About every move or expe-

dient possible within the judicial domain to

save his life had been made and urged

without avail, and there were but few

chances left, the final one among these

being evidently the possibility of impress-

ing the governor of the state with the fact

that he w as insane. For vears I had been

constantly laboring, in connection with a

number of the ablest and most conscien-

tious alienists of the country, to obtain a

recognition, through the regular channels

of the law . of the insane condition of my
client. A long and intimate association

with him made me to know beyond the

peradventure of a doubt that his mental

condition was such as to make him irre-

sponsible in law . Hut it had been, and

was still, an utter impossibility to cause

judicial tribunals or the public to believe

the truth. This condition was owing to

several causes, the principal ones being

the continuous and persistent misrepresen-

tation of the press that he was a multi-

millionaire, when in fact he w as. compara-

tively- speaking, a poor man. and that all

his acts evidencing insanity were carefully

planned and studied, and that he w as sim-

ply' an unscrupulous malingerer. This

necessarilv involved the integrity of a

number of able and honorable physicians

and attorney s, but that was of little account

to those w ho were bent upon the consum-

mation of a lynching under the forms of

law. The brutal characteristics of the

tragedy itself, together with the innocence

and helplessness of the victims, were

enough in themselves to arouse a wide-

spread and deep-seated prejudice, which

could only be fought and neutralized by

proof of an affliction of the disease of in-

sanity. That this proof existed is now

beyond controversy; but the misrepresen-

tations referred to kept alive and increased

the prejudice to such an extent that the

mob spirit entered and permeated every

avenue of justice, and finally succeeded in

the consummation of one of the most

remarkable judicial murders in the annals

of criminal judicature.

Inclined already to the belief that it

might again be necessary to present evi-

dence of Duestrow's insanity, either to

the governor or a sheriff's jury, as a last

resort, and knowing the great odds against

which I had to contend, it required but a

suggestion to cause me to assist in an

endeavor to enlist in behalf of Duestrow

the latest achievement of science, and

have his brain examined under the pene-

trating and searching light of the Roentgen

ray.

The experiment was conducted by Dr.

Heber Robarts. Associated w ith him in

preparing and working the machinery w as

his son. w ho. though but fourteen vears of

age. has already proven his capacity of

being an able assistant. The x-ray machine,

together with its accompanying coils of

wire, cans of insulating oil. glass tubes,

etc.. were quite bulky, and. the opportuni-

ties for adjustment being inconvenient,

some two hours elapsed after our arrival

in the jail before the motor was started.

We reached the place about 8 o'clock.

At first the party consisted of Dr. Robarts

and son. Miss Ada Patterson, reporter of

the Republic, the writer of this article,

two or three attaches of the jail, and one

or more officials of the police department.

During the time occupied in arranging,

connecting, and adjusting the x-ray ma-

chine an almost continuous conversation

was kept up with Duestrow by the reporter

and myself. That conversation was in

itself sufficient to convince any unpreju-

diced person of Duestrow 's insanity. For

over two years I had been conversant with

the birth and development of the various

delusions that had occupied his mind. I

had been with him in that same jail the
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day following his desperate attempt at

suicide, when he t morose and sullen,

in it repeating more than ten monosyllabic

words under continuous questionings for

tw o hours. For six months that condition

lasted. Then all ot a sudden hi' became

talkative and social. lie claimed that he

had seen Ids wile—that she had called to

him at the screen of the jail. Then came

another delusion that others worked elec-

tricity on him. Ik- heard voices calling

him opprobrious names. Strange odors

were waited to him in a mysterious man-

ner. Telephones transmitted communica-

tions in his cell, and phonographs registered

not only his spoken words, but his unex-

pressed thoughts, lie discovered, in de-

lusion. • • Duestrow 's System," which was

a claim that the spleen was the seat of all

diseases, and that he could cure anv disease

by sending electric sparks from that organ,

which is the store-house of electricity.

Again, in delusion, he hypnotized Ids

enemies and others, present or distant.

He could transmit odors, agreeable or

otherwise, to persons, however far away,

and chloroform them if needs be. In delu-

sion, he could coagulate ink at a distance

or change water into w ine. In delusion,

he often saw Ins child, little Louie, and

sent words of endearment and love by
imaginary transmission. His discoveries

had merited appointment and promotion

in the medical department of the United

States. At one time the pope of Rome
had recognized his achievements and con-

ferred a cardinalate.

Yes. I repeat, for over two years, hour

after hour, over a hundred times, have I

sat and talked to 1dm about all these va-

rious delusions and vagaries that at differ-

ent times afflicted him — humoring, con-

ceding, opposing, persuading, ridiculing,

abusing; but always closely observing,

analyzing, and studying. I groped con-

tinuously in the darkened avenues of a

diseased brain. brum first to last it was
confusion, distraction, disconnection, and
obscurity. About the time of his convic-

tion, in February, [896, a new delusion

developed, of which there is no record in

tlie court proceedings. He imagined that

he had received an appointment in the

regular army of the United States. This

delusion had developed to such an extent

about the time noted that he w rote a let-

ter to Ids attorney, dated at Union a few

days before the motion for a new trial was
to be heard, to send his uniform, w hich he

claimed he had ordered by electricity, so

he could correctly appear in court. Shortly

after this his identity changed. lie re-

ceived messages from Europe— William,

emperor of Germany, particularly— in-

forming him of his connection with the-

nobility of that nation. lie exhibited a

statement, genealogical in character, mak-
ing the relationship with distinguished

persons of rank, and assumed the name
of Arthur Von Brandenberg, under which
imaginary name he died. Ib- was given

in marriage, by order of the emperor of

Germany, the Countess Von Branden-
berg. whom he sent his love to just before

dropping to death on the scaffold. It w as as

such imaginary character that the conver-

sation w as carried on with him during the

time Dr. Robarts was arranging the ma-
chine in a manner to take the picture re-

quired. During the conv ersation hi' was
somewhat exercised in seeing the move-
ments going on in his cell. He demanded
several times to know what it meant, and
it required a good deal of ingenuity to

keep him from interfering with and stop-

ping the proceedings. Strategcm was re-

sorted to. and he was persuaded that the

machine was placed for the purpose of

having his picture taken, as was customary
in the army— a picture was needed of

every general, needed to preserve among
the annals of that illustrious corps. By
reason of my long association with Dues-
trow I exercised a power over him which
no one else, I believe, had. Insane men
are in many respects subject 'to the same
influences as sane men. Thev have their

likes and dislikes. They are moved by
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the same impulsions. They arc subjects

of tear, of hope, of desire, and generally

Susceptible to the same emotional impresr

sions. At times he called me his superior

officer, and would defer to me as if I were

Such. At another time he would address

me as a subordinate, a major; and when

he did this lie adopted the tone of a su-

perior. On this memorable night, fortu-

nately in part, he addressed me as his

superior or ranking officer, and seemed

willing to obey orders. It was the ascen-

dency of this idea which finally made it

possible to gel liim in position before the

Crooks tube. Finally every difficulty

met in connecting and arranging for a per-

fect working of the machine was overcome

by the indefatigable perseverance of Dr.

kobarts. and Duestrow was seated in his

cell alongside of his attorney. I had ordered

him officially to repair to the place, and

further informed him of General Miles' de-

sire that the picture should be taken in

that manner. lie was first urged to lie

down, but his dignity revolted so em-

phatically that the idea was immediately

abandoned. After being seated I took

hold of his hand and tried to compose him

by light and pleasant conversation. The
plates were in readiness and the motor in

motion. I experienced at this time a

feeling of intense gratification. Dr. Ro-

barts evidently shared it with me. A new

page in science, as it were, was about to

be written. In a few minutes that pierc-

ing, searching electrical ray might solve

the problem of life or death. It might

reveal what was yel stubbornly denied

—

through ignorance, prejudice, and hate,

and the conflicting and warring opinions

of alienists—that Duestrow was suffering

with the direst disease that afflicts man-

kind ; ami instead of hate, vengeance,

and ignominious death he merited the

sympathy of his fellowman. kind and hu-

mane treatment in an insane asylum, and

a life to run its natural and allotted period.

We were, however, doomed to disap-

pointment. The motor had gotten fairly

under way. The strange, buzzing sound

vibrated in the narrow cell: the lights,

vari-colored and radiant, flashed and scin-

tillated hither and thither, painting in

pale and ghastly lines the faces of those

huddled in the small, attentive group.

The effect on Duestrow was what we
ought to have anticipated. His nervous

organization was originally weak, and his

long confinement and the excessive use of

cigarettes had still further impaired it.

Besides, his mental condition made it im-

possible for him to exercise a normal w ill

power. He clutched me by the hand as

a child seeking protection. His entire

body quivered with nervous agitation. In

a whisper he said: "Do not let me be

killed— I know it is a machine for instant

death. Good-bye." When I assured

him that it w as nothing of the kind, that

if he died or was killed 1 would neces-

sarily meet the same fate, that the object

was simply to take our picture together,

I felt him strain every nerve to try to

compose and control himself. Hut he

could not do it. It was asking too much.

He sprang from his seat, and in an instant

I had lost all control over him. 1 1 is mind

again w andered in the realms of confu-

sional insanity. He lost all coherence.

I lis delusion again took the ascendent.

No manner of reason could reach him.

He was a general, commanding intruders

to depart. "-It is irregular," "it is ir-

regular." he kept repeating again and

again. "I command you to leave here."

"What is your objection to this experi-

ment?" the reporter asked. "That is

none of your affair." he responded. "It

is nothing to you. I will only say that it

is irregular." With this he broke away

from us: disdained all persuasion and en-

treaty, and started on his accustomed walk

across the long corridor of the jail build-

ing. It was a weird scene. The elec-

tric lamps suspended from several points

above the tiers of cells reflected in shadowy

outline the iron network of girders and

rafters that support the lofty dome, and
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threw gleams of pale light below, en-

shrouding the various stationary and mov-

ing figures with a ghostly halo. Back-

wards and forwards, tall, slender, straight,

with lithe figure, Duestrow walked. I lis

carriage w as that of a soldier. He turned

neither to the right nor to the left. He
pushed aside any one who obtruded in the

way of his chosen path, and looked more

like a lone night sentinel pacing his

rounds on the ramparts of some ancient

castle than a prisoner doomed to death.

I lis hair, long, uneven, and unkempt, and

a straggling heard covered his face:

there was a strange look in his eve. and a

nervous, restless energy m his every mo-

tion. To make one last effort for success

in the desired experiment. I joined in his

walk and explained to him the advantage

of his allowing himself to be subjected to

the x-ray. I talked to him as if he were

sane— told him that the discovery of a

brain lesion or adhesion might save him

from impending death. It was impossible.

He was General Von Brandenberg— and

I ceased my efforts.

Before retiring from the jail, however.

I thought I would address Duestrow in a

manner to show the impossibility of his

shamming. The original party entering

the jail had been reinforced by the arrival

of two other members of the press. It

had been some time since I had seen

Duestrow : in fact. I had not conversed

with him since the affirmance of the

judgment of the lower court, and his sen-

tence to hang on February 16th. My
questions were impromptu and delivered

as rapidly as possible. The follow ing is

the conversation

:

'•See here, Arthur. I want to talk to

you. Don't you know that the Supreme
Court has decided that you must be

hanged ?"

"No," answered Duestrow .w ith a smile.

"There has been such a decision, and
the date for your execution is February

16th. They will hang you then, unless

something intervenes. You understand?"

He replied, with a smile. "They can't

do it— they can't hang a superior officer."

••But thev will do it. sure."

As I said this I had his hand grasped

in mine, and my grasp he returned. There
w as not the faintest indication of a realiza-

tion of the awful fact I was telling him.

He simply looked at me. and with the

same peculiar smile— broad, and to me
idiotic— said: ••Thev can't. I tell you."

Instantly I then changed the subject,

and said: "What is your name?" He
answered. "General Von Brandenberg."

•'And where is Arthur Duestrow?"

••Ih- is dead."

"Where did he die ?"

"I don't know ."

•What killed him?"

•lie died of heart failure."

••Where is his son ?"

•Tie is at home."
• W hat is his name ?"

''Louis.

••And Arthur Duestrow 's wife— where

is she ?"

••She is alive and at home." "Alber-

tina."

There w as not in this conversation the

least indication of Duestrow's shamming.

The idea of asking the questions I did

was the result of an impulse to show those

present his true mental condition. I knew
it myself, but doubt whether this conver-

sation, in the very shadow of the gallows,

was looked upon as anything else than a

ruse to enable the lawyer and client to

play upon the credulity of the public.

To such condition had the community ar-

rived— their mental vision was so dis-

torted—they were determined not to see

the truth as long as their vengeance was

unappeased. Do they see it now? On
the morning of the execution, as Duestrow
stood at the window of his cell and looked

at the process of building the scaffold on

which he w as to hang— heard the ham-
mering of nails, the sawing of the boards,

and other accompanying sounds made by
the workmen—a heartless guard told him
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it was being built to hang him on. His

reply w as in keeping with his reply w hen

I told him. "They will hang you then,

unless something intervenes," and he said

"They can't do it: they can't hang a su-

perior officer." lie said to the guard.

"They can't do it. I patented that gal-

lows myself, and they can't hang me on it."

In the interests of science it will always

he a source of regret that the effort of Dr.

Robarts to get an x-ray picture of Due-

strow's brain was not successful. Even a

cursory and superficial examination at the

postmortem showed a diseased condition

of that organ, and since then Dr. Rolling,

under whose direction the microscopical

examination is being made, has discov ered

an adhesion sufficient in kind to have in-

terfered w ith the functional actions of the

brain. True, as yet it can not be claimed

that such condition warrants a definite

conclusion of abnormal mental impair-

ment, hut it unquestionably raises a strong

doubt in cases where the acts and sayings

of the individual are of such a character as

to raise a question of his mental soundness.

In Duestrow s case there was what un-

fortunately arises in so many like cases—

a

conflict of Opinion in the diagnosis of his

disease. That his was a perfectly normal

mind at the time of the tragedy, no one

claimed : but the diversity of opinion as

to the character and extent of the perturba-

tion covered a wide field. Will it be pos-

sible even to reach such perfection in

examination as will insure safety in like

cases to the afflicted son of humanity, or

turn over to just punishment the unscrupu-

lous fraud? It is very doubtful, and will

remain so as long as partisanship and pe-

cuniarv interest enter so largely into the

investigations arising in the department of

medical jurisprudence. What a glorious

achievement in behalf of humanity will be

recorded when the x-ray is the medium

of determining with scientific precision the

extent and character of that disease which

dethrones reason and makes life a curse.

Heaven speed the time of its arrival.

TREATMENT OF CHANCROIDS.
Bj John M. Langspale, M. D.,

Kansas City, M<».

A neglected chancroid or an improperly

treated one may, and sometimes does,

become the source of distressing compli-

cations, w hile, if taken in time and intel-

ligently treated, it rarely gives trouble of

any consequence. It is not my purpose

in this short paper to deal with any phase

of the chancroid other than the treatment,

nor shall I attempt to give the various

treatments of different writers, hut will

confine myself to a brief statement of the

treatment which has proven entirely satis-

factory in my hands for some time. I

do not know how I can better give this

treatment than by reporting a tew case-,

from recent practice.

Case i. C \V.. male, white, single,

aged 2S. clerk, consulted me June S. 1S96.

General health good. Examination re-

vealed two preputial chancroids, one near

the fnenum. left side, the other just above

this one and separated from it by a narrow

margin of healthy tissue. These ulcers

were first washed with hot water and soap,

as well as the balance of the penis, and

further cleansed by spraying w ith peroxide

of hydrogen: they were then cainized and

thoroughly cauterized with fuming nitric

acid and dressed with campho-phenique

powder and gauze prepared w ith the same

drug, when the patient was allowed to go

to his work. The after-treatment con-

sisted of cleansing the sores with hot water

and peroxide of hydrogen, and dressing

with the phenique powder and gauze. The

sores healed rapidly and completely. Xo
complications; no other treatment.

Case 2. J. F.. male, white, married,

aged 42. agent, came to my office for

treatment September 17. 1S96. The pre-

puce was the seat of a large chancroidal

ulcer, situated near the dorsum, involv-

ing both the dermal and mucous layers.

There was a large suppurating bubo in

the left inguinal region, which had received

no treatment further than the application
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of tincture of iodine and laterally flaxseed

poultices. The ulcer on the- prepuce was

thoroughly cleansed by the use of hot

w ater. scraping, and the peroxide of hydro-

gen spray : alter which it was dressed with

phenique powder and gauze. Under

thorough aseptic and antiseptic precautions

the bubo was now freely incised and

emptied, the cavity cleansed with hot water

and peroxide of hydrogen and curetted.

The wounded surface was covered with

the phenique powder and packed with

gauze, a bandage applied, and the patient

put to bed. The subsequent treatment

consisted of thorough cleansing, followed

by the phenique powder and gauze dress-

ing. Recovery rapid.

The third and last case I shall report is

that of M. (i.. aged 24. male, w hite. siilglej

,

clerk, who presented himseli for tre?a! :nent

October 3. 1S96. Examination showed

huge chancroidal nicer On the mucous

surface of the prepuce near the tnenum,

and a small one situated on the anterior

surface of the scrotum. The scrotal

chancroid w as evidently due to auto-infec-

tion, being situated on that part of the

scrotum exposed to contact with the pen-

dulus penis. There was an unusual amount

of inflammation in connection with these

sores, and. while the patient could not

afford to leave his work, it was thought

best to use no cautery. The ulcers were

cleansed in the same manner as in Nos. 1

and 2 . and dressei 1 with iodoform and iodo-

form gauze. There was little change for

the first four days, but on the fifth day I

noticed a dermatitis had dcyeloped. cover-

ing the front aspect of the scrotum. I at

once came to the conclusion that the der-

matitis was due to the iodoform, as I had

seen the same results follow -

its use before.

1 substituted phenique powder for the

iodoform : the dermatitis soon disappeared

and the sores were healed in two weeks.

I do not report these cases as unusual or

remarkable, for I could report many more

like them, but simply to show that they

can be treated with absolute certainty of

success by the course I pursued in the first

two cases, and the latter part of the treat-

ment of the third. I do not hesitate to say

that the splendid results in these cases

were due to the thorough cleansing of the

sores and the free use of the phenique

powder.

I thought for a long time, as many
others do now, that iodoform w as indis-

pensable in the treatment of sores of

venereal origin, and often forced my
patient to submit to its use. in spite of his

objections and the suspicion created by its

too familiar and disgusting odor. The
odor is, however, not the only objection to

to use of iodpiormv lor I have seen some

very aggravating conditu/ij.s. follow its use,

, siic'h as posthitis.^balano-posdiius, derma-

titis, etc. Experience has convinced me

! that manv, times these conditions were due

i to the" iodptoi;in an(| not. a lipsult of the

disease. I have never seen. an> such com-

plications follow the use of the eampho-

phenique powder, which is non-irritating

and possesses decided anesthetic and anti-

septic properties, rendering it peculiarly

adaptable to the treatment of venereal

sores and the resultant inflammatory con-

ditions which may attend them.

EPILEPSY AND ITS TREATMENT
BY ELECTRICITY.

Dr. W. H. Walling, in the Medical

Brief, mentions a case of epilepsy of

twelve years' standing which was greatly

benefited by electricity— faradization of

the spine, stomach and abdomen, and gal-

vanization of the sympathetic. Then the

anode was placed below the mastoid proc-

ess, toward the median line, and the

cathode on the forehead near the left

temple, and one-half a milliampere allowed

to pass for two minutes. The electrodes

were cautiously changed, and the current

continued for from three to five minutes.

Improvement continued for a time, but the

doctor had to use the tribromide of gold

and the oxybromideof arsenic to complete

the cure.
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Paolo (Paul) Zacghias.

PAOLO (PAUL) ZACCHIAS.
W'c present a portrait of this dis-

tinguished man. reproduced from the

Medico-Legal Journal (Vol. III. Xo. 3).

and was obtained by that journal from

Dr. Herman Karnfeld. of Grottkau, Silesia,

who had received a portrait of him from

a friend in Florence, copied from an origi-

nal painting.

Paul Zacchias was born in Rome in 1584.

and died there in 1659. in the fullness

of his mental vigor at 75. He was the

father of medico-legal science. To him

is due the systematizing of that peculiar

combination which compels the jurist to

examine into the physico-mental condition

of the man who stands charged with vio-

lating the law. and forces the physicist to

inquire into the working of the physio-

logical machine, in order to trace a dis-

order, if any there be, and to bring to the

light of day the mysterious cause that

destroved the harmony between mind and

body, thus determining the responsibility

of the will power and the irresponsibility of

fatality.

Paolo Zacchias wrote independentworks

which were famous for their medical in-

formation and legal knowledge, though,

of course, more or less tainted with the

superstitious views regarding magic, de-

mons, and witches which were so widely

diffused at that time. He was the admin-

istration dictator over all matters pertaining

to public hygiene, and was made exj^ert

to the Rota Romana, the highest Court of

Appeals, composed of twelve princes of

the church, elevated and inducted into

these high offices by Pope Innocentius X..

to whom he was body physician. The

instigation of the practice of legal medicine

was introduced into the courts by the

penal code of Emperor Charles V. in 1532.

but not until the remarkable production of

Paolo Zacchias did medical jurisprudence

become a science. He wrote the Ques-
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Hones Medico-Legalis, which embraced

throe large volumes. The first contains

the decisions of the "Rota," or Court of

Appeals, and the others the questions

propounded to him and his opinions. It

is very remarkable, indeed, that there is

hardly a question know n to medico-legal

science today w hich is not treated in that

remarkable book, while problems are taken

into consideration which our advanced

position of physiology is not yet prepared

to solve satisfactorily—such, for instance,

as the questions of the formation of her-

maphrodites, the animation of the fetus,

supei fetation, etc. Another treatise pub-

lished by him discusses one of the most

vital questions of medico-legal science. It

isentitled 1 ' Dedementia ct ration is lacsione

ct morbis omnibus qui ratio/////// laedunt

q/nestioi/cs." w hich furnishes hundreds of

observations regarding mental disease that

may be studied with interest and profit to

this dav. I le w rote learnedly on medicine,

and liis talent was appreciated for poetry,

music, painting, and theology. lie was

one of the foremost scholars of his time, a

philosopher, an intellectual genius, and

the peer of all his cotemporaries.

"W. S." X-RAY PLANTS.
Mr. James (i. Biddlc. 912 Drexel Build-

ing. Philadelphia (sole agent for Messrs.

Willyoung & Co.), has been very success-

ful in securing a large number of orders

for the now widely known "W. S." x-ray

apparatus. The most expensive part of

an x-ray outfit is the induction coil, and

this very important piece, as made by

Willyoung & Co., is said to be remarkably

effective and enduring. In addition to the

adjustable condenser invented last year by

Mr. Willyoung, a new improvement has

been introduced in the "Ideal" automatic

interrupter just placed on the market. It

is claimed that only one-half the amount

of current is required to energize a coil,

as the apps or other form of hammer
head vibrators require. Furthermore, the

"Ideal" interrupter does away almost en-

tirely with sparking at the platinum con-

tacts, and can be operated continuously

without sticking. It can be connected to

any direct current up to 1 to volts if the

primary current is regulated by a suitable

rheostat, but without necessity for rotary

or mechanical break of any kind. The
makers claim this to be the first auto-

matic interrupter that can be safely con-

nected to a 1 10-volt circuit in the manner

indicated.

Other parts of these equipments are

equally meritorious as the induction coils,

and interested parties should avail them-

selves of Mr. Middle's offer to mail his

new x-ray catalogue No. 200 upon request.

Some of the recent orders received by Mr.

Biddle are from the Episcopal Hospital,

Philadelphia; Jefferson Hospital. Phila-

delphia; German Hospital. Philadelphia;

Girls' High School. Philadelphia: Johns-

Hopkins Hospital. Baltimore: Pennsyl-

vania Hospital. Philadelphia; United

States Marine Hospital Service, Washing-

ton; Emergency Hospital. Washington;

Williamsport Hospital,Williamsport, Pa.

:

Wrest Penn Hospital, Pittsburg; Catholic

University, Washington : I Iospital. Alton.

111.; Hospital, Boise City, Idaho; College

of Medicine, Cincinnati; Hospital. New
London. Ct.

;
Hospital, Lancaster, Pa.,

in addition to a very considerable number
of private physicians and surgeons.

AVENIN.
Recent experiments show that oats contain a

substance, easily soluble in alcohol, which has

an irritant action on the motor cells of the

nervous system. It is a nitrogenous substance

apparently of an alkaloid character. The quan-

tity present varies according to the quality of

the grain and the soil on which it is grown.

The darker varieties contain more than the light.

Its composition is given asC 56 H 21 N0 1S . The
bruising and milling of the oats diminishes

the quantity of this substance very rapidly, but

it is quicker in its action.

—

Hardwick^s Science

Gossip.

The increase of dyspepsia, especially

among young persons, is largely attribu-

table to the extensive use,of oat meal.
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Dr. William Konrad Roentgen.

From a photograph by Hanfstaengl, Frankfort-on-the-Main.

LOCATION OP FOREIGN BODIES
IN THE EYE WIXH ROENT-

GEN RAYS.

Dr. Clark. Columbus, reported at the

recent meeting' of the American Ophthal-

mological Society at New London a case

in which the presence of a small fragment

of metal in the extreme angle of the an-

terior chamber and the iris, where it could

not be seen, had been determined by

radiography. The sensitive plate had been

introduced into the adjoining nostril, the

patient being put under ether, and the ravs

directed upon it through the eve from the

temporal side. lie also suggested that the

plate could be placed in the cocainized

conjunctival sac. or an opening could be

made in the conjunctival and the small

plate slipped behind it. He believed that

this method of locating: a foreign bodv in

the eye-ball was perfectly practicable,

especiallv if the particle were lodged an-
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teriorly, as in the ciliary region, where it

could not be seen w itli the ophthalmoscope.

Dr. Will ianis. Boston, reported a case

in which, a fragment of the copper case of

a cartridge had passed through the cornea

and lens. Nothing could be seen of it.

and it was not certain that it was in the

eye. The use of the x-rays showed the

presence of the fragment, and it was re-

moved. The radiograph was obtained

with ten minutes' exposure by laying the

patient's head with the side of the injured

eye upon the plate, and placing the Crookcs
tube above and rather in front of the

patient's head.

Foreign bodies are now being success-

fully radiographed after the suggestion

made by Dr. Clark.

THE X-RAY IN SURGERY.
By Dr. George F. Shkadv in "The Forum" for March.

Even independently of the knife the

hitherto hidden intrenchments of mortality

have been revealed by the electric light,

which has opened for intelligent inspection

and successful invasion the interiors of all

the hollow organs.

A still greater revelation was in store

for workers in such fields, more espcciallv

for such as were in search of more marvel-
ous methods. It is scarcely more than a

twelvemonth since Roentgen of Y\ urzburg
cheated reason and tricked prophecy by
demonstrating the miracle of the x-ray.

\\ ith the first announcement of the dis-

covery came the application of the new
light to the needs of surgery. The skeleton

was laid bare in the warm and breathing
body. and. for the first time, photographing
the hitherto invisible was an overpowering
fact. It is not necessary to speak of the

world-wide astonishment with which this

new discovery was received, nor of its

probable benefit to the medicine and
surgery of the future. In the enthusiasm
of anticipation the possibilities of good
appeared to be almost unbounded, but in

the light of actually demonstrated results

we must needs cultivate patience and per-

fect methods. Thus far the bones in the

living subject have been very clearly and
beautifully shown through various thick-

nesses of super-imposed solids, but expec-
tations in other directions have not yet

been realized. Opacity has lifted its veil

and has approvingly blinked at the new
light, but has not yet yielded absolute-

homage. Much more is yet to be accom-
plished. Although solid bodies of differing

density have been duly located in the vari-

ous tissues and cavities; though bullets,

coins, and needles have by such means
been discovered and removed, the outlines

ot the internal organs have not been so

accurately rendered as w as at first antici-

pated. This is in the main due to the w ant

ot distinctness in the demonstration of

substance, and to the lack of sharpness of

outline.

The best results so far from the x-ray

have been obtained in cases of dislocated

bones, of fractures, and in the discover}- of

imbedded bullets. In the present aspect

of such accomplished facts there is a mel-

ancholy retrospect associated with the lost

missile in the body of the lamented Garfield.

All the devices known at that time were of

no avail in locating the bullet. It was
believed, and was thought to have been
proven, that it had taken a downward
course and lodged in the right groin,

whereas in reality it traversed the body in

an entirely different direction, through the

spinal column, and at the autopsy was
discovered behind the region of the stomach
on the left side. With the Roentgen ray

the w hereabouts of the truant could doubt-
less have been accurately determined, and
a successful operation for its dislodgement
might have been possible.

Nurse—"I thought you would like to

see the new baby. Isn't it awfully cun-
ning and sweet?"

Papa—••Beautiful: Lovely! It is a

peach."

Nurse—"Yes, sir: but ain't you glad it

isn't a pear?"
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HEN AND EGG.
Exposure, two minutes.

Radiograph of a hen at 9 p. m., showing the egg in situ. This egg was duly laid the following

day at 10 a. m. The hen showed no inconvenience from the effect of the x-rays. The picture

indic ates under exposure.

In subsequent issues of this journal we will give full particulars of a series of experiments made
on eggs at different periods of incubation. These investigations will be extended so as to include

the animal and vegetable kingdom, to ascertain what effect, if any. the x-rays have upon vital cells.

The effect of the Roentgen rays on fetal life under forty-five minutes' exposure at two, four, and
six months has not apparently influenced the normal issue. Researches by others made in this

line will be gladly accepted.

ODD CAUSES OF ELECTRICAL
FIRES.

From the quarterly report of the Elec-

trical] Bureau of the National Board of

Fire Underwriters we learn of the follow-

ing' odd causes of fire:

A plush curtain in a theater, on being

hoisted, came in contact with a 32-candle

power incandescent lamp. The common
size is 16-candle power. The heat from

the lamp ignited the curtain, but the fire

was discovered, with no loss, except the

curtain.

A stage hand w as ordered to turn out

an incandescent lamp. and. not knowing

how to do it. instead of turning the switch,

wrapped a damp towel around the bulb.

Some time afterward the towel was dis-

covered smoldering.

A portable incandescent lamp was al-

lowed to remain lighted lying on a mattress.

The heat from the lamp ignited the cloth

and the excelsior of the mattress, and the

fire spread through the basement and

store.

An electric pressing iron was allowed
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to — t ii 11 cl with the current turned on. The

heated iron after a time set fire to the table,

and the Barnes communicated to the sur-

rounding combustible material.

A wagon loaded with gasoline collided

with an electric car. The wagon was

demolished and the oil Hooded the street.

The accident attracted the attention of the

motorman of another car. w ho ran his car

up to the scene. Seeing the oil running

under his car. he turned on the current to

get away. A spark from the wheel im-

mediately ignited the gasoline fumes and

instantly the street was ablaze. Four

people were injured, one seriously, and

one horse was burned to death.

Fire occurred in a basement owing to

dripping water falling on an electrical

measuring instrument, thereby short cir-

cuiting it. No damage was done beyond

the loss of the instrument.

Sparks from arc lamps in a department

-tore ignited cloaks on a table underneath.

An elevator motor was burned out,

having been left running when the em-

ployees left the store, the motor brushes

having been badly adjusted.

A carpenter dropped a nut on the coils

of a rheostat, short circuiting them w ith an

iron frame resting against a gaspipe. An
arc w as formed between the frame and the

pipe : the latter was melted and the escap-

ing gas ignited. But small loss occurred.

Rats gnawed the insulation from a wire

which lay on a gas pipe; an arc was

established between the wire and the gas

pipe, setting fire to the gas.—A czc Ideas.

THE BANANA CURE.
Crichton Campbell, writing to the editor

of the New York Sun, speaks as follows

of the banana :

Bestow a boon on humanity and help to

popularize the baked banana as an article

of food for rich and poor, especially the

poor. One cent will buy a good sized

banana, which, when baked in its skin in

an oven for fifteen or twenty minutes, until

it i- quite soft and bursts open, alone makes

a full meal. I say from personal experi-

ence that three bananas, weighing one

pound, are equal in nourishment to twenty-

six pounds of bread when baked.

Bananas should never be eaten raw.

They are lull of animal germs and very

indigestible.

Baked bananas are also the ideal food for

nervous persons and anemics, also brain

workers. I learned their great power to

sustain mental effort in India. I am as

hard a brain worker as any person in New
York, and I have subsisted for years en-

tirely on baked bananas. When 1 see

lean, blood-poor persons T advise them to

cat baked bananas, and they unfailingly

build up and gain flesh.

This subject, w hich might not inappro-

priately be called the '"banana cure,"

because main diseases can be cured by

eating baked bananas, merits the closest

inyestigation. The introduction of the

potato w as a great boon to the people, but

I predict that the spreading of the above

facts over this country will prove of still

greater benefit.

MEDICAL LONGEVITY.
The average duration of a medical man's

life during the sixteenth century w as thirty-

six years, five months: in the seventeenth

century it was forty-five years, eight

months ; in the eighteenth century forty-

nine years, eight months; and in the nine-

teenth century fifty-six years, seven months.

It would appear, from these data that

—

whether the survival of the fittest or not

—

the duration of medical life has been in-

creasing in a marvelous manner. Should

the same rate be maintained, practitioners

of medicine may ere long look forward to

centennial honors.

This is doubtless to be accounted for by

the frugal diet and abundant exercise of

the average doctor. He escapes the ener-

vating effects of luxurious ease. If this

continues, the surest method of obtaining

longevity w ill be to become a doctor.

—

The Alkaloidal Cli)iic.
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SOME VARIOUS TYPES OF X-RAY
TUBES.

A large number of tubes have already

been employed in different experiments

with and applications of the x-rays for

photography, and in connection with the

fluoroscope.

Mr. G. Seguy has constructed and ex-

perimented upon several types, and he has

In the accompanying engravings. Nos.

i , 2, 3. 4. 6. 7. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 17. 18,

20, 21, 24. 26. 28. and 32 are constructed

according to the principles of the first

methods. Nos. 5, S. 9. [g, 16. 23, 25, 27,

29, and 30 employ the second method;

that is the theory of the reflection of the

cathode rays and of the phenomenon of

internal electrolysis of the volatilized mole-

\.\RU>IS TYPES OF X-RAY Tl'BES.

gathered a collection which is illustrated

\\\ La Xatitrc.

There exists at the present time three

methods of obtaining the x-rays. That

employed in the very beginning is based

on the direct action of the ray. The sec-

ond permits of obtaining instantaneity in

the radiograph, and is based upon a reflec-

tion action. The third is the result of the

combination of the first two methods.

cules. The tubes Nos. 19. 22. and 31 pro-

duce x-rays according to the two combined

theories.

—

Bitbier''s Popular Electrician.

SIMILIA SIMILIBUS.
"They say microbes are in a kiss,"

Quoth he—their lips had barely parted.

"I am a homeopath," the miss

Returned in tone not quite faint hearted;

"In 'like cures like
1

I put my trust,"

Whereat their lips again concussed.
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CATAPHORESIS AS APPLIED TO
SENSITIVE DENTINE, RENDER-
ING DENTAL OPERATIONS

PAINLESS.
My Charles G. Pbasb, m. d., D. I>. S.. New York,

in "The Journal of Blectro Therapeutics.'*

I will not trespass upon your time in

writing at lull length upon so limited a

subject. We are still experimenting, for,

although the results which have been ob-

tained hv cataphoric action upon the

dentine have been satisfactory, in the light

of our present knowledge and in view ol

the purposo for w hich it is employed as

limited by the scope of this paper, yet we
do not know what the future may reveal.

The question arises, is there any damage

Sustained by tlic pulp that will result ill

permanent injury and final death through

driving or carrying the obtruding medica-

ment into the toothbone and pulp? (Ar-

senic, of course, not being used, cocaine

being largely employed, as also some of

the essential oils.

)

To this question I reply, we have not

been able to discover any damage to the

pulp in cast s in which anesthesia has been

produced by cataphorcsis up to the present.

Whether any of these pulps w ill ultimately

die as a result of the treatment time w ill

tell. Years may be required before we
can positively say they will not.

The fraction of a milliampere of the

current will produce pain at the onset

when applied to sensitive dentine, there-

fore the utmost care is required in con-

trolling and graduating the current, which

should be gradually increased, each in-

crease of current causing pain at first. In

seven to ten minutes there will be no pain

on increasing current, which is then carried

to two or two and one-halt milliampcres.

and continued for three or four minutes.

Operative procedures may then be endured

without pain.

During the application of the current the

applicator should not be removed from

contact with the part, that sensation may
be avoided by reaction of current, and the

current should not be increased until the

pain ot the previous accretion has sub-

sided, and it is also advisable to place the

medicament used into the cavity of the

tooth about five minutes before the appli-

cation of the current. This w ill modify

the pain of Hi st contact. The medicament

is conveyed into and retained in the cavity

by means of a small pledget of cotton the

size of the cavity, and the applicator is

placed against t he cotton. 'w hich should be

kept well saturated with the medicament

by means of a pipet or other instrument.

In a recent operation a mesial approxi-

mal cavity, the dentine ot which was

extremely sensitive, was subjected to cata-

phoric treatment and then thoroughly

excavated without pain. A disto-approxi-

mal cavity was then discovered in the

same tooth, which w as cut out without the

cataphoric application and without any

pain whatever, showing conclusively that

the pulp had been inv aded by the medica-

ment sufficiently to anesthetize it. and the

whole tooth could have been cut to pieces

without pain. This is a great accomplish-

ment and a boon to the sensitive patient.

The rubber dam should be applied before

making the application.

THE PASSING OF THE PHYSI-
CIAN.

• • It needs no prophetic eye, "savs the Med-
ical News, "'to see the extinction awaiting

the practicing physician, using the term in

contradistinction to the hospital or dis-

pensary physician. Surgeons, aside from

professors and hospital and dispensary

surgeons, are already extinct. The drag-

nets of ambulance, dispensary, clinic, and

hospital have secured such a •corner" in

surgery that no man outside the chosen

few can make a liv ing. What has occurred

in surgery is now occurring in medicine.

No patient able to walk or ride in a cab

need pay a cent for medicine or treatment.

If slightly hesitating on the brink, the

maelstrom of dispensary, clinic, or hospi-

tal will suck him into its hungry and capa-

cious maw. from w hich nothing is ever vom-
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ited back but statistics. It too sick to walk

or ride in a cab, an ambulance waits to carry

him tenderly, and without shock or ex-

posure, to sumptuous hospital apartments,

built possibly bv misused funds donated to

the hospital for charity. Ambulating and

portable sick people being thus provided

for. there remains only a small class of

the desperately sick whose removal might

mean death. To provide for these cases

it is only necessary to slightly enlarge the

staff of out-door visiting physicians, and.

presto, the thing is done. And the weary

and struggling outside general practitioner

can go home, shut himself up with his

emaciated wife and starving children, and

turn on the unlighted gas."

This same death knell was preached

when Grosswasa student under McClellan

in 1S27. We recall the long, sad wail

sent up against free clinics and the rich,

the beneficiaries, by Dr. P. S. Connor,

before the alumni of the Jefferson Medical

College of Philadelphia in 1877.

Clinics have their abuses and should be

restricted, but doctors today are better paid,

and there are more of them in proportion

to the population than at any previous

period.

MORTALITY IN LARGE CITIES.

The mortality rate of sixteen of the

largest cities in the United States in 1892

was as follows

:

Population.
Death rate
per 1,000.

New York 1,687,072 2.5-9

Chicago
Brooklyn

1,200,000 22.3

871,723 24-37
St. Louis 460.OOO 19.4
Boston 459'°62 23.02
Baltimore 455-472 21.92

San Francisco 330,000 20.82

Cincinnati 300.000 22.09
Buffalo 255,664 23.48
New Orleans 254>°oo 27.48
Washington 2^0,000 24.03
Pittsburg 24-3
Louisville 227.000 14.88

Detroit ....... 220.000 19-33
Milwaukee 220.000 21-33
Minneapolis 10.93

The great disparity of mortality is more

noticeable in cities of less population.

Quebec, of the Province of Quebec, with

a population of 62,000 has a mortality of

I
1 per thousand, while that of Des Moines.

Iowa, with a population of 62.000. has a

mortality of only 9.

FOREIGN BODIES SWALLOWED
BY CHILDREN.

The American Medical and Surgical

Rnl/etiii. in an article on this subject, says

that pins, safety-pins, pebbles, jackstones,

etc.. swallowed by children need occasion

no alarm, as they will all pass through

without harming the child. The greatest

danger is from the castor oil with which

the child is usually dosed in such cases;

it is better to leave the bowels at rest and

give gruel, crackers, baked potatoes, milk,

anything that will constipate the child and

make a pultaceous mass in which the

foreign bodies will be imbedded and car-

ried through.

When foreign bodies stick in the throat

and the child is unable to swallow, it

should receive an emetic, or the coin

catcher should be introduced. This is a

basket-like affair easily used. In one case

both a i-cent and a 2-ccnt piece were

removed at the same time by this instru-

ment.

MODERN MEDICINE.
• What are you studying so intently?"

said Mullins to his friend. Dr. Paresis.

" I'm trying to ascertain whether a

patient of mine can stand a consultation."

•• That book you are reading treats of

his ailment. I suppose."

"No, this is Bradstreet's."

The latest exploit with the Roentgen

rays is reported from Lisbon. It was at

the instance of the Queen of Portugal,

who takes a keen interest in science, that

the ladies of her court submitted them-

selves to the searching action of these

vibrations. The ladies have been startled

at the sight of their distorted ribs and

bones, the result of tight lacing. Hence-

forth they have determined to be free

women. Corsets are to be cast aside.
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BOOK REVIEWS.

Roentgen Rays and the Phenomena of the
Ariodk and Cathode. By Edward 1'. Thomp-
son, M. E., E. E., author of " [nventing as a

Science and Art." Concluding chapter by
Professor A. Anthony, with sixty diagrams
and forty-five half tones. Svo., cloth. Price,

$1.50.

The book involves researches of Spottiswoode,

Lichtenberg, Karsten, Hammer. Poggendorf.

Gassiot, Plucker, Crookes, Goldstein, Hertz,

Lenard, Kowalski, Roentgen. Righi, Varlev,

Elster, Geitel, Thomson (J. J. and Elihu),

Lodge, Swinton, Salvioni, Rowland, Edison.

Tesla, Borgmann, Pilichikof, Meslans, Chas.

Henry, Branly, Stolstow, Pupin, Stine, Dufour,

Sylvanus P. Thompson. Terry, Scribner,

M'Berty, Rice, Minchin, Applevard, Buguet,

Rooil. Mayer, Murray, Lafay, McKay, Perrin.

Thomson (Lord Kelvin), and many other emi-

nent physicists and electricians. The contents

are arranged into chapters as follows: Chapter

I, "Anode and Cathode Phenomena in Open
Air, Compressed Gases, and Low- Vacua;" II,

"Action of the Magnet upon the Cathode and

Anode Columns of Light, and other Kindred

Occurrences in the Discharge Tube;'' III.

"'Electric Images, Electrographs, Anode and

Cathode Dust Pictures, Photo-Electric Pictures

-and Portraits, Bas-relief Facsimiles and other

Curious Pictures based upon Discharge of

Current;" IV, "Anode Radiations, Motions,

Effects, Striae, Velocity, and Kindred Occur-

rences, such as Heat Stria; and Sensitive State;"

V. "Cathode Rays in High Vacua, Inside of

Discharge Tube :" VI, "Cathode Rays Outside

of Discharge Tube;" VII, VIII, XI, X, XI.

XII, "Roentgen Rays: Properties, Laws, and

Principles of ;" "Applications;" "Instructions

•on Electrical Apparatus for Generation;"

"Construction of DischargeTube;" "Difficulties

Experienced and How Overcome;" ''Miscel-

laneous Phenomena:" XIII, "'Roentgen Rays

in Diagnosis ;" XIV, "Generalizations. Theo-

ries, and Kindred Radiations." These are

divided into 210 paragraphs, in which the author

recites the experiments of physicists, and with

each are numerous cross-references together

with the lesson taught by each experiment.

The book opens with the investigations of

Faraday in 1831, which marked the time when
the first researches were made in electricity

bearing upon the recent x-ray discovery. Sepa-

rate chapters are devoted to Reiss, Gassiot,

Lenard. Roentgen. Hertz, Thomson, Edison,

Tesla, and miscellaneous researches on Roent-

gen rays. Chapter XIII gives "A few Typical

Applications of X-Rays in Anatomy, Surgery,

Diagnosis, etc." The book concludes with

"Theoretical Considerations," ably written by
Professor Win. A. Anthony. The author has

encompassed the scientific range of all x-ray

phenomena, and epitomized this vast domain
of interesting research. It is a thesaurus of

information on all that pertains to the Roentgen
ray, and it is doubtful whether its equal

exists in any language. The book is a studv.

The student of radiant matter, discharge tubes,

and all electrical phenomena bearing on this

subject can not pass judgment on the history

and intricaciesof this science without having first

studied Mr. Thompson's valuable book. The
first edition has the fault of not being indexed,

but the contents are. however, conveniently ar-

ranged and easily understood.

The X-Ray,or Photographyof the Invisible.
By William J. Morton, M. D., in collaboration
with Edwin \V. Hammer. New York: Amer-
ican Technical Book Company. Price, 75
cents.

This book is bound in cloth, covers about 200

pages of printed matter, illustrated throughout

and with an additional ending of thirty well-

executed x-ray half-tones. The authors show

a technical familiarity with the subject, revealed

in a most striking manner by elementary teach-

ing, simplicity, and practical use of the x-rays.

The book is divided into four parts, and these

again into chapters, concluding with appendices

A, B, and C. Appendix A is by Professor

Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen, entitled "'A New
Form of Radiation:" appendix B is by Thomas
A. Edison. "Experiments with the Roentgen

Rays;" and appendix C is by Dr. Oliver Lodge.

F. R. S., "The Surviving Hypothesis Concern-

ing the X-Rays." While these subjects are

interesting to those somewhat familiar with

electrical phenomena in vacua, it is the more

elementary portions of this book which will in-

voke the greatest interest. Part I. including

seven chapters, is beautifully primary, defining

the volt, ampere, and coulomb, the ohm, the

watt, the farad and microfarad, induction, and

conservation of energy. The definitions are

made with familiar and commonplace examples,

and are so rudimentarv in detail and withal

interesting that each sentence conveys to the

reader a clear and well-defined understanding.

" Sources of Electricity," " The Induction

Coil." "Crookes' Tubes and their Variations,"

"The Fluoroscope and Photographic Appara-

tus," makes up the subject matter of Part II.

Part HI enters into "'The Practical Detail of

the Choice of Apparatus, and How to Make
Proper Connections," "On the Nature of the

X-Ray." " The Source of the X-Ray and How
Demonstrated." " X-Ravs and their Relation
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to Vacuum," "Taking the First X-Ray Pict-

ures," " Photography with the Camera."
Part IV gives the •'Surgical Value of the

X-Ray," and concludes with " Fractures and

Dislocations," " Diseases of the Bones and

Deformities," " Stiff Joints," "The X-Ray in

Dentistry." "Foreign Bodies in the Body,"

"Soft Tissue and Location of Organs," "Medico-

Legal," and "Curative Action of the X-Ray."

Those persons who desire to extend their knowl-

edge in this popular branch of science will find

easy and ready information in this most excel-

lent book. Those who are working with the

x-rays will find labor, anxiety, and expense

saved by carefully perusing these pages. The
book reflects the author's knowledge of the x-ray-

work after exhaustive personal experience.

The A. B. C of the \-R\ys. By William H.
Meadowcroft. New; York: American Tech-
nical Book Company. Price, 75 cents.

Whatever may be said of elementary works

written on the subject of the x-rays, the A, B. C
must always occupy an unoccupied field of in-

formation for students and beginners. Any
one who will familiarize himself with this read-

able book can satisfactorily manipulate an

x-ray apparatus. The sections are carefully

arranged. The matter is written so plain and

readable that the student, though unfamiliar

with anv part of the new science, will in one

evening find himself in possession of a good

understanding of the x-ray phenomena. The
book is well indexed. Handsomely bound in

cloth, about 200 pages, richly illustrated.

LIABILITY OF MEDICAL MEN.
An astonishing ruling' has. according to

the reports of the German medical journals,

been recently made by the courts of that

country on a point of alleged malpractice.

In April of the present year a serving man
was wounded in the chest with a knife,

and was treated by a practitioner without

antiseptic precautions. The man died

from septic poisoning, and the practitioner

was arraigned on the charge of culpable

homicide, which w as upheld by the magis-

terial court on the ground that a medical

man should be so far abreast with modern

science as to avail himself of the recog-

nized rules of treatment, and that in the

case in question the practitioner should

have been aware that the procedure adopt-

ed by him might lead to the death of his

patient. The Kcichsgericht being appealed

to, confirmed this decision. In view of the

wide differences of opinion still obtaining

among practitioners in England and Amer-
ica regarding so-called •• Listerism." one

can not help thinking w hat havoc would

be made with professional reputations and

pockets were such a cause recognized in

either of the latter countries as a fit ground

for legal interference.

—

Boston Medical
ami Surgical jfoi/r/iai.

THE ROENTGEN RAYS IN OCULAR
THERAPEUTICS.

The unexpected result of the applica-

tion of the Roentgen x-rays of relieving

pain and reducing inflammation in the

effort to detect the presence and location

of a foreign body in the eye is worthy of

a passing notice. A man had complained

of severe pain in the ball, incapacitating

him from work and causing sleepless

nights, and had earnestly requested relief.

The experiments undertaken by Dr. Stern

in the Polyclinic laboratory were eminently

successful in detecting the presence of a

piece of metal in the vitreous. Coinci-

dently the pain was relieved, and the man
could both work and sleep. Whether

this happy result was only a coincidence or

a real effect of the rays can not be posi-

tively asserted, nor can its application be

general until further experiments on a

sufficiently large scale demonstrate the

truth or falsity of the statement that the

x-rays are a therapeutic agent.

—

Philadel-

phia Pol\cli)iic.

Experimenters are discovering that

the Roentgen rays are quite complex. One

electrician reports in \ature that he has

differentiated them so as to be quite sure

of three distinct kinds. To one kind wood

is transparent and flesh opaque. To an-

other kind bone is almost as transparent as

flesh. The suggestion has been made that

the difference is due to frequency rather

than quality. Another experimenter has

succeeded in taking photographs through

a plate of iron eight inches thick.
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FOREIGN BODY IN THE EAR RE-
SULTING FATALLY.

Voss (La Sem. Med. de St. Peters-

botirg) January io, 1895) reports the case

of a child lis t
1 years old who pushed a dry

pea into his car. Four doctors spent several

days endeavoring to extract this body, bul

only succeeded in pushing it quite out ol

sight. Onthe fifth day the foreign body was

imbedded in the tympanic cavity, whence

it was removed alter dissecting the ear

forward and opening the posterior wall oi

the auditory passage; the tympanum was

crushed, the ossicles were broken, the

cavity was suppurating. The fever from

which the child was suffering at the time

of abstraction continued, and the patient

became comatose and perished four days

later. To determine the position of foreign

bodies, the patient should be examined at

once with the aid of the x-ray.

The drinking cup as a carrier of con-

tagious disease among school children is

novs under consideration by the New York

Board of Health.

X-RAYS IN LEGAL CASES.

Lucien I. Blake, professor of electricity

in the I Diversity of Kansas, went to

Wichita, Kan., the other day to take a

Roentgen shadowgraph of the wrist of

Pete Noel, who lias brought suit in the

District Court against the Atchison,Topeka

<V Santa Fe Railroad for $10,000. claim-

ing that the company's physician damaged
him to that extent by bunglingly setting

his fractured wrist. The shadowgraph

will be introduced in evidence, plaintiff

and defendants having agreed to accept it

as final ev idence.

In Denver, Colo.. December 4. 1896.

James Smith brought suit against Dr. \\ .

\V. Grant for $20,000 damages for false

diagnosis of an injury that led to treatment

of contusion instead of fracture. The
x-rav w as recognized in court as disclos-

ing the true nature oi the trouble.

In W aterloo. Iowa, recently a suit was

brought against Dr. D. W. Overholt for

alleged malpractice in setting a fractured

leg. The x-ray was admitted in evidence.

I II K

Cramer Banner Plates
Are Especially Adapted for

X-Ray Work _

-

Full Descriptive Catalogue sent to any address upon
application.

Q. Cramer Dry Plate Works,
St. Louis, Mo.

Mention AMERICAN X =RAY JOURNAL when corresponding with us.
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by far the most healthful breakfast food
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A "clear head" is worth thousands of
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man. The Ralston, rich in phosphates

and nitrates, without excess of starch,
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delicate flavor, yet is easily digested bv

the weakest stomachs.
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Health Flour
Every one, sick or well, ought to eat the

God-given grain as it comes from the

Creator. Dan forth Health Flour is

this unbolted whole wheat, without the

rough, undigestible woody fiber. It is

the human body in almost all its elements,

and when eaten to the exclusion of white

flour will go far toward curing that horri-

ble dyspepsia. It contains a wealth of

phosphates—over four times as much as

common flour.

Put up in 12, 24 and 48-pound bags.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH PHYSICIANS SOLICITED.

A sample package of Ralston Health Food, sufficient to wake a quart, sent on receipt

ofJive cents for postage.

nanufattured Exclusively
by PURINA MILLS, St. Louis.

A NEW INSTRUMENT HOUSE
I CAN SAVE YOU MONEY. LET ME QUOTE YOU PRICES.

Surgical Instruments,

Elastic Hosiery,

Deformity Apparatus.
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C. W. ALBAN, 303 N. Twelfth St., St. Louis, Mo.
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The Jefferson Medical College, Phila-

delphia, will give a summer laboratory

and post-graduate course.

The old Alabama Medical College is

to be congratulated upon its being received

as a part of the State Universitv.

Dr. Emma Wakefield is the first col-

ored woman who has qualified under the

laws of Louisiana to practice medicine.

A colored woman passed the examina-

tion of the Board of Medieal Examiners

of the state of North Carolina in 1894,

and received her license to practice

medicine.

The doctors of Richmond, Va., are

crying out. and justly, too, against the

heavy license tax that is imposed upon
them by state and city governments. The
average physician has to pay an annual

tax of from $40 to $60.

The Bellevue Medical College and the

New York University Medical School

have been consolidated under the name of

the New York University-Bellevue Hos-
pital Medical College. The faculty of

the new college will number 1 16.

2.

The College of Physicians and Sur-

geons at Chicago has recently become the

medical school of the University of Illi-

nois. Thus, one by one, the creditable

medical colleges are attaching themselves

to universities. The personal or individ-

ual medical school will soon be a tradition.

When tubes are connected in series

they will each give off Roentgen rays. It

is said that inasmuch as two pictures are

formed when two tubes are placed in this

manner, the mathematical data forming

triangles, one can calculate the exact po-

sition of bodies otherwise difficult to

locate. It is likewise useful in connection

with the stereoscope.

Dr. Davis, of the Bellevue Hospital,

New York, has been investigating the

cause of visual hallucination in delirium

tremens. Ophthalmoscopic investigation

revealed a congested, almost black, condi-

tion of the blood vessels of the retina.

The normal condition of the retina is

pale, and the vessels almost invisible. In

the condition of delirium the vessels are

raised above and projected into the field

of vision, where their tortuous shape and

movements seem like the twisting of

snakes.

The Medico-LegalJo/n-nal, Yol. XIV,
No. 3. published by Clarke Bell. Esq.,

No. 39 Broadway, New York, contains

some original articles which affect Ameri-
can citizens in particular and civilization

everywhere. The matter appeals more
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to the professional mind, but should also

be read by laymen as well. Particular

reference is made to the Medico-Legal

Points in the Mavhriek Case, by Ilarriette

C. Keatinge, M. I).; Compulsory Vac-

cination, by Montague R. Leverson,

M. I).; Sexual Inversion, by Havelock

Ellis, of London: [mpotency in Women,
by R. W. Shufeldt, M.D., of Washing-

ton, D. C. : and Right of Possession of

Dead Human Undies, by Dr. Hermann

Kornfeld, of Grotkau, Silesia.

We are in receipt of the following in-

quiry for information from Dr. X. Stone

.Scott, of Cleveland, Ohio. The doctor

is professor of genito-urinary diseases in

the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

Cleveland, and consulting surgeon to

several hospitals of that city. His investi-

gations are certainly timely, and are

looked for with great interest.

Cleveland, O.. April, 1S97.

Dr. Heber Roh.vrts, St. Louis.

Dear Sir: I am very much interested in the

reported cases of x-ray injuries, especially of

the deeper structures. If you haye seen bad

results following x-ray exposures, will you

kindly lill out the blank? All communications

will be considered strictly confidential, unless

expressly stated that other use may be made of

them. Thanking you in advance, I am, yours

very truly, Dr. N. Stoxe Scott.

Name of patient. Age. Date of exposure.

Kind of apparatus used. Length of spark.

Length of exposure. Number of exposures.

Distance of platinum terminal from part ex-

posed. Part of body submitted to exposure.

Length of time from exposure to development

of symptoms. Symptoms. Duration of symp-

toms. Remote results. Remarks.

Dr. Robert Koch, whose name is

probably more widely known than any

living investigator in bacteriological re-

search, has recently written an article for

the Deutsche Mcdici)iiscJic Wochen-

schrift. in which he announces the dis-

covery of an immunizing tuberculin, which

he calls tuberculin remainder. It is ten

years since Prof. Koch reluctantly made

public his immatured discovery known as

tuberculin. Since then imitators claiming

to have discovered cures for contagious

diseases have probed the backs of credu-

lous humanitv with shots o) sinister nomi-

nate serum, void of useful results, until

the profession has grow n weary and the

people suspicious. The intellige nce that

ten years' labor has been rewarded, com-

ing from a reliable source, is welcome

news. This discovery contemplates im-

munizing the body so that it can not take

consumption. The tuberculin simply

gave immunity to the toxin, the tubercu-

lin remainder gives immunity to tuber-

cle-bacilli. The former was a toxin

product: the latter is a micro-protean of

the bacilli, divested of fatty acids, and

contains none of the alkaloidal toxin.

Bacilli can not live, it is claimed, in a

body immunized with Koch tuberculin

remainder.

Tin-: application of the static machine

for electro-therapeutic work has been of

long standing: indeed, accounts of the

same run as far back as the sixteenth cen-

tury. In this country it is well known

that Franklin used this form of current,

or. perhaps more strictly, frictional cur-

rent for producing electro-therapeutic re-

sults. It was then thought necessary to

use the spark discharge for all cures. It

has now been demonstrated that while this

is the most efficient, it is not at all neces-

sary, and marvelous cures have been

effected by simple electrification. The
introduction of the x-ray feature has

brought more forcibly before the minds of

physicians the value of the electric cur-

rent as a therapeutic agent. During the

past few months a great deal of study has

been devoted to this phase of the subject,

and today no physician is credited with

being up to date without a more or less

intimate acquaintance with the benefits to

be derived from the electric current, both

from its electro-therapeutic and x-ray

standpoint.

The question of what effect the high

frequency current would have when used

for electro-therapeutic work has been
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much discussed during the last Eew

months. The recent reports which have

been rendered concerning its application

lead to the beliei that it will result in an

agenl of more than usual interest. The
ease w ith which the instrument generating

ihis current can be used will insure its

wide application as soon as physicians

become sufficiently well acquainted with

the results obtained by it. In the elimina-

tion of retracted tendency it has been

found that local application is the method

to be employed.

Dr. \V. K. Grayson, White House,

Texas, in the Texas Medical Neivs for

May. has written on the ••Polarity of the

Atoms Composing the Unman Body, and

their Relation to Mind and Matter." The
article closes with reference to the sensi-

tive machine of Mr. Emnner and x-ray

analogy. He says

:

••Mr. Eninner's machine is a cylinder about

six inches long and an inch and a halt in diam-
eter. It is coated with an exceedingly sensitive

chemical easily decomposed by the electric cur-

rent. In front is a needle of aluminum, whose
point is coated with another chemical. The
needle rests upon the cylinder, while its base is

set in a diaphragm of aluminum, a very thin

plate of the latter metal being used. In front

is a somewhat fan-like arrangement intended to

convey the impressions direct to the recorder.

The machine is connected with an electric in-

duction coil, and run by means of a small

motor, the thought impression being transferred

by the needle to the sensitive surface of the

cylinder. The person whose thoughts are to be

read is seated about three feet in front of the

machine, not in contact, and lets his mind pur-

sue any train of ideas. The motor is set going,

and in a few minutes the cylinder has done its

work, leaving a fine tracing of vibrations, the

result of the person's thought. A finer needle

is substituted if the impressions are to be read,

connected with the secondary induction coil,

and wires leading from the electrode are placed

at the base of the brain of the reader. The
ideas which have passed from the brain of the

first person into the machine are now transmit-

ted into the mind of the second person, the
thoughts being received in an unconscious
manner, that is, not by any sound or written

word, but the conception simply frames itself

just as when it was given birth in the head of

the owner. Mr. Emnner Bays in experimenting
with the x-ray he will be able to make actual

photographs of thought—that is, he can picture

its vibrations just as those of light and sound
can be caught by the camera. The machine
placed about three feet from a person, and on
one side, about half way between them will be

a camera, and just opposite the tube in which

the x-ray is generated. The thought vibra-

tions, in passing from the person to the ma-
chine, naturally have to pass the space between

the camera and the x-ray, and a photograph of

these vibrations will be the result. The scien-

tific world will look with great interest on the

future development of Prof. Emnner's experi-

ments on these lines."

It is interesting to note the practice now

being performed for the treatment of

chronic heart disease known as the Bad

Nanheim, or Schott system. The prac-

tice is quite new in America, having been

introduced into the clinical service of the

department of therapeutics of the Phila-

delphia Polyclinic only less than one year

ago. Dr. Robert Babcock had used the

system in 1S93. the only practitioner, to

our knowledge, in this country who ante-

dated the polyclinic. Much interest is

awakened in the subject since the increase

in heart disease grows more apparent as

laws upon hygiene and sanitation are en-

forced, to the end that less contagion

occurs and diseases generally become less

severe. Again, the method prescribed for

treating affectionsof the heart have alw ays

been exceedingly unsatisfactory when
taken in comparison with the results ob-

tained from the Schott method. Seven

cases were selected by the polyclinic, on

account of their severity, as test cases to

determine what effect, if any, the treat-

ment wotdd have on them. The result

was beneficial in every case, even beyond
expectation.

The system consists of the use of warm
saline carbonated baths, ranging in tem-

perature from 92° F.. on entering the

bath, gradually reducing the temperature

while in the water to 85 F. The duration

of the bath is from five to ten minutes.
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Conjoined manipulation maybe an accom-

paniment to the treatment. Artificially

employed, 40 gallons of water are used,

w ith sodium chloride (X aCL) from 4 to 6

pounds, and calcium chloride (C aCLa )

from 6 to 10 ounces, and later are added

sodium bicarbonate (N n II.C.()2 ) Y? to 1

pounds, hydrochloric acid (IICL) to 3

pounds. These agents are used in grad-

ual increasing strength from the smallest

quantity to the largest, including six

baths, one daily.

It is an interesting coincident to find

this artificially employed water imitated

by nature, with the exception of the hy-

drochloric acid. Mowing from an artesian

well in Louisiana. Mo. The effect ot

these baths reduce the area of cardiac

dullness and slow the frequency of the

pulse. Thome's theory is that the baths

and exercise dilate the arteries of the

muscles and those of the periphery gener-

ally, and thus relieve the heart from back-

ward pressure. Dr. Solis-Cohen sup-

ported the same opinion before the Phila-

delphia County Medical Society. If this

theory is correct, then there is diminution

in the size of the heart by depiction of its

own ycssels. and the organ gains strength

by haying room to contract, and moves

more slowly because the contraction is

more complete.

The story goes that a reporter for one of

Murphvboro's (111.) daily papers, speaking of

a prominent -voting lady milliner who was lay-

ing in her spring stock of goods, said "he was

pleased to see her stocking up." The next

day the reporter was chased three blocks and a

$4 parasol broken over his head.

—

Exchange.

It may be interesting and useful to

divert this story into a little thought. A
reporter for a metropolitan paper hap-

pening to be in my office while x-ray

experimentations were being made, pre-

sented me with a photograph as a fair

comparison with radiography. The next

morning. July 2, 1896, there appeared in

the paper:

In connection with the Roentgen rays, Capt.

J. B. White, of Grandin, Mo., manager of the

Missouri Lumber and Mining Company, has

sent to the Globe-Democrat a photograph

secured from a negative taken by W. II. Ken-

nedy, a photographer of that place. During
his work Mr. Kennedy had occasion to take

some pictures in the mill of the Missouri Lum-
ber and Mining Company's mill. In one of

these his negative shows that the rays from his

camera, which is an ordinary one, penetrated

through the dress and cap of a girl, and the

picture shows what was back of her almost as

clearly as though the Roentgen rays had been

employed. Some experimenters with the rays

account for this by saying that the girl's dress

and cap were blue, a color they say is favorable

for Roentgen ray purposes.

Roentgen Rays and Phenomena of the

Anode and Cathode. Sec. 1 34^- Hodges'

Experiment. Electrical Engineer. New-

York. March 4, 1896:

"Attention has been invited in the scientific

press to the penetrating power of heat rays and

of light of low refrangibility. In conjunction

with this, let it be remembered that the photo-

graphic plate has the property of being im-

pressed practically only by rays having a higher

refrangibility than red. It would be natural,

therefore, to conclude that if the spectrum

could be turned around, the photographic im-

pression might be produced through opaque

bodies. This, perhaps, was the kind of reason-

ing which prompted Mr. N. D. C. Hodges,

formerly editor of Science, to perform an ex-

periment, the gist of which consisted in attest-

ing the permeability of rays of light which had

been passed through fuchsine. Christiansen,

Soret and Kundt performed experiments with

an alcoholic solution of this material and found

that the order of the colors in the spectrum

was somewhat reversed—namely, violet was the

least refracted, then red, and then yellow, which

was the most refracted. Mr. Hodges used a

pocket kodak, carrying a strip for twelve

exposures. This camera was placed in a closely

fitting pasteboard box Thus protected, some
portions of the film were exposed to sunlight,

so far as it could penetrate the end of the paste-

board box, while other exposures were made
with a prism on the end of the box, containing

an alcoholic solution of fuchsine. The por-

tions of the film exposed to the anomalous rays

produced by the fuchsine solution were fogged,

while the central experiments with ordinary-

light shadowed none. The anomalous rays

must have penetrated the pasteboard, and prob-

ably the wood and leather of which the camera
was made."

Stokes' theory, Philadelphia Transac-
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tion, iS^2. '• Change of Rcfrangibility

of Light." assumes that some substances

have the power of reducing the refrangi-

bility. For example, ultra-violet Light,

highlv refractive, is changed to yellowish

green, less infrangible, by reflection from

uranium glass.

In the case of the photograph there

was probably a highly electrified condi-

tion of the air or an unusual luminosity of

the air. or both, which facilitated the

transmission of actinic rays through the

meshes of the clothing. The x-rays w ill

cause shadow graphs to be produced upon

sensitized plates, but do not reflect rays

of light from an object, or cause them to

be reflected upon a sensitized plate, as is

the case w ith photography. The x-rays

had nothing to do in the production of the

picture.

It was reported in the press that Co-

lumbia College was trying to unravel the

mystery w hich surrounded the formation

of the picture of an eye upon a pair of

glasses taken from the head <>t a dying

woman. The St. Louis Post-Dispatc/i

referred to it as a freak of the imagination,

or certainly a unique freak of nature.

Roentgen Raws and Phenomena of the

Anode and Cathode, Sec. 36$

:

•Mr. Hammer recently had on exhibition

at the Electrical Exhibition of the National

Electric Light Association in New York

city, 1S96, a portrait formed of fine dust

upon a pane of glass. The circumstances

were as follows, as remembered by the author.

Mr. Hammer happened to be in some place

where an artisan was removing a photo-

graph from an old frame. The glass which

protected the portrait exhibited a fac-simile in

dust on the inner surface. The glass had not

been in contact with the photograph, because a

thick passe-partous surrounded the picture.

Neither was the glass an old negative photo-

graphic plate. Further test and inspection

tended to prove that the dust picture was exe-

cuted by some action of the beat or light of the

sun. Prof. Benjamin F. Thomas, of the Uni-

versity of the state of Ohio, in an interview

scarcely thought that the result was due to con-

vection, because the dust print was so sharplv

defined. The principle of the discharge of

bodies by light may be applicable, perhaps, but

further experiment would be necessary as a more
secure foundation.

"Mr. Hammer and Prof. Anthony intimate a

connection by differentiation of temperature as

a possible cause.

•'Mr. William J. Hammer hasa historical col-

lection of incandescent lamps (Electrical En-
gineer, New York, April 29, 1896, p. 446)

which were arranged on shelves in a glass case

standing obliquely in the sun-light about an

hour a day. After the lapse of many months
the very fine glass within the case lodged upon
the inner surface of the glass in such a manner
as to produce oval dust figures corresponding

somewhat to the shapes of the lamps. No one

can doubt that the sun and lamps acted as agents

in their formation. As to the correct explana-

tion, the matter has not been scientifically dis-

cussed by scientists (presented here for the first

time) to enable the author to render the opinions

of others, but it is of interest in connection with

Roentgen rays and the discharge of electrified

bodies by light. As a matter of course, the

surface of the lamps would reflect the light in

such a way as to make bright spots (movable,

however, with the sun) upon the glass of the

containing case, and if the latter were in any

sense charged by negative atmospheric elec-

tricity, this light would cause a variable amount
of dust to be attracted according to the intensity

of the rays striking the glass."

It is not unlikely that the light reflected

from the eye. which is well known to be,

under certain conditions, a reflective mir-

ror, falling upon the glass spectacles and

there forming a bright spot, acted upon

the finer particles of .dust which w as on

the glass, producing the dust figures of the

eyes. As has been suggested, it is prob-

ably necessary for the formation of such

pictures that the glass should be charged

by negative atmospheric electricitv. or

possibly so artificially charged.

Electric Images. Reiss' Reibungs, Vol.

II, Sec. 739:
"He laid a coin upon a plate of glass and

charged the same electrically about one-half

of an hour or more. Upon removing the coin

and sprinkling the plate with dust, an engraving

of coin was visible upon the glass."

Electrograph—Original communication

by Prof. McKay, of Packer Institute,

Brooklyn

:

" The picture of a coin is produced by the
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photographic plate in utter darkness, resembling

in this respect sciagraphy."

The coin is placed upon the sensitive-

side of the photographic plate and both

securely wrapped in black paper. Tin-

foil is placed upon the opposite side of the

plate and attached to an intluence ma-

chine or induction coil, while the other

plate is made to touch the coin. This

discovery was first described by Prof.

Sanford, of Leland Stanford I'nivcrsity,

three years ago.

WlTHIN a few months following Prof.

Roentgen's announcement of the X-ray

phenomena the editor of this journal had

constructed a Tesla high-frequency coil for

x-ray work. It was the first apparatus of

the kind made for this purpose. Constant

application of the instrument to fluoroscopy

and sciagraphy revealed a want and im-

perfection in the picturing. It was this

fault which caused us to conceive a method

for its improvement. The fluoroscopy

and switch in handle herein shown was

made by an Eastern concern on receipt of

the following from us :

L. E. Knott APPARATUS Co., Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen—The power of the Roentgen rays

is all that is required, but some method of util-

izing it to better advantage is demanded.
Radiographic pictures as well as fluoroscopic

views of the softer structures are essential.

It is impossible to get a good picture of a

tumor, or of any consumptive area, or of any
fleshy induration with any existing device. It

also requires much study to differentiate with

the fluoroscope diseased from healthy tissue in

the interior of the body. This fault lies with

the slow method of cutting off the electric cur-

rent, which should be instantaneous. The cut-off

should be under control of the operator, on the

fluoroscope, and under the thumb. The picture,

consciousness of it, and interception of the

current should be, as nearly as possible, simul-

taneous.

There should be a slide space contained in

the outer fluorescent end of the fluoroscope for

the purpose of receiving the sensitized plate. A
perfect apparatus will excite a discharge tube

which will readily cast a shadow of the softer

tissues followed immediately by transparency,

then a shadow of the denser structures, pro-

gressing in this way until all of the parts are

lost. The view wanes before the sight not unlike

the mellow receding rays of the northern lights.

With the improved method of cutting off the

ray a picture of the internal structures is readily

produced. When such a picture is Brought

well into view, cut off the current, slide in the

sensitized plate, keeping the eyes still in the

fluoroscope. When all is ready turn in the

current. The picture will now soon appear in

the fluoroscope, and at the same instant on the

sensitized plate. This is the moment when loss

of time destroys the picture. With some degree

of care, combined with the instantaneous cut-off

under the operator's control, a perfect picture

can be obtained.

Since this was written, and since the

instrument has been put to actual test, we
desire to retract some of the claims made
for it. While it is a practical and valuable

device, experience has proven the inade-

quateness of a sensitized plate to be

affected by the x-rays at all times sufficient

to make a picture at the moment of fluo-

rescence. W hen the rays stream out in

great quantity and force, a picture of
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denser structures in rapid succession dawn
before the eves, hut the plates tail to re-

spond to tlu' outlines of softer tissue with

the promptness suggested. The plate is

not influenced as by light rays. Visible

shadows upon tungstate of calcium or

other fluorescent material has not been
made t<> synchronize with a fixed shadow
upon a sensitized plate.

ASEXUALIZATION.
An enacting lull has been recently intro-

duced in the legislature of the state of

Michigan which provides for asexualiza-

tion. Feeble-minded and epileptics who
become inmates of the feeble-minded

institution of the state, "before he or she-

is discharged, shall be caused to submit
to an operation that causes asexualization,

that such person shall cease to be able to

reproduce their kind."

All persons convicted the third time for

felony, and those convicted of having rav-

ished a child or woman, after the first

year's incarceration, must submit to the

operation which causes asexualization.

A fee of $25 is provided for when a phy-

sician is employed not a member of the

hospital staff, and for non-compliance with

the law the superintendent or other officer

pays a penalty of removal from office.

A PREMIUM OFFER.
The subscription price of the Ameri-

can X-Ray Journal is $1.00 per year.

While this price is low when the character

of the journal is taken into consideration,

we have made arrangements by which we
can offer additional inducements to sub-

scribers. We will send the Journal for

one year and the following named books
pertaining to x-rays, prepaid, at the prices

annexed

:

'•A B C of the X-Rays" (price 75
cents) and the Journal for $1.50.

••The X-Ray of Photography of the

Invisible" (price 75 cents) and the JOUR-
NAL for $1,50.

Both of the above books and the

Journal for $2.00.

"Roentgen Rays and Phenomena of

the Anode and Cathode" (price $r.^o)
and the JOURNAL for $2.10.

These three books are richly illustrated,

beautifully printed on coated paper, and

handsomely bound in cloth.—*

SELECTING AN X-RAY OUTFIT.
This question is a practical one. and

one which sooner or later every physician

will be forced to consider for himself.

Having had fifteen months' experience in

this work, and we believe worked with

nearly every kind of an outfit which has

been placed on the market, it is expected

that we should answer, in a general way
at least, the many inquiries which almost

daily reach us relative to the best or most

efficient apparatus.

The first and most important thing for

the prospective purchaser to consider is

the means obtainable for operating such

an outfit. The electric incandescent light-

ing current, either direct or alternating, is

th e power in most instances to be obtained.

Battery power may be used, but objec-

tionable reasons obtain which will be

mentioned later. Water motor may be

practical under some conditions, and hand
power, also available, is productive of

good results.

Our reasons for considering that battery

power has objectionable features is that

no battery has yet been constructed which
does not require more or less attention,

and this is likely to be needed just at the

time the instrument is required for use.

The average physician w ill use an outfit

only a small fraction of the time, making
the cost of the street current trifling after

the wires are laid. In such places where
this power can not be had, the induction

coil or hand power static machine will

render efficient service.

The ideal apparatus would seem to be
one which can be attached to the lamp
socket of an incandescent lighting current,

as there is then no cost of maintenance
except w hen in actual use, and the power
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is always ready when the instrument is

needed. There is also reliability and effi-

ciency in the hand power machine.

Suppose that means for operating have

been arranged for, what kind of a genera-

tor shall the physician employ? This is a

point on which only one who has had

experience with all kinds can safely advise.

However, we find men who have used

only one device speak most enthusiast-

ically of that particular form, ignoring en-

tirely the merits of other machines. First

of all. let the physician select the one

which is easiest to operate and most sure

to give results at all times. In order that

these conditions may he met. the number

of parts should he as few as possible.

The starting of the apparatus should be

as simple as the turning on of an electric

light. The entiie instrument should be

so adjusted that one can not readily make
an error in operation. The question of

deciding which one of the various forms

most nearly meet these conditions will be

mentioned briefly.

The various forms of induction coils, on

the whole, seem to be easy to operate

—

that is. the induction coil pure and simple,

which can be operated without the aid of

rheostats, rotary breaks, and other appli-

ances, is simple enough not to be con-

fusing. Where, however, these coils are

adapted to the incandescent lighting cur-

rent, it is necessary to use in conjunction

with them rheostats, rotary breaks, or air

blast blow-outs. If the induction coil

could be operated without these extra

appliances, we should not hesitate to

recommend it for simplicity, and we are

not sure but that these objections are now
being obviated. Concerning its reliabilitv.

there is no question but that in the hands

of a skillful operator it would be produc-

tive of excellent results. Unfortunately,

however, the quantity of current delivered

is larger than is absolutely necessary for

the best results. This causes rapid change

in the vacuum. Limitation of the rapid-

ity of discharge by an automatic inter-

rupter renders any change in the vacuum an

extremely unfortunate attribute, as a very

small percentage of variation will often

entirely destroy results. The difficulty,

then, in the induction coil stems to turn

largely on the question of the advisability

of using an extra battery current, and the

inconvenience caused by the extra appli-

ances which are necessary w hen operating

by incandescent lighting circuit.

Various kinds of influence machines are

now coming into prominence, and the

results obtained with them are surely

worthy of careful investigation. With

these the frequency is only limited by the

degree of efficiency tube. Furthermore,

there is so little heating effect that the

v acuum seems not to change from time to

time to any perceptible degree. In addi-

tion to this feature, the possibility of valu-

ing the discharge by varying the length of

the spark gap renders a greater change

in the degree of the vacuum admissible.

Until recently it has not been possible to

obtain a static machine so constructed that

it would operate in all seasons of the year.

There have, however, been machines of

this class recently placed on the market

which "seem to warrant the assertion that

they will operate under all climatic condi-

tions. The simplicity of operating a

static machine is surely obtained. If it be

operated by hand power, there are no

extra appliances to look after. If it be

operated by motor, it is only necessary to

close the switch and the machine is in

operation. Some slight degree of care is

necessary in operating such a machine to

keep a jar of calcium chloride, or some

other efflorescent liquid, within the case.

Electric heaters are now also used inside

the case. The best work brought to our

attention has been produced by the influ-

ence machine, and that not in the hands

of a skillful operator, so that we feel war-

ranted in asserting that such a machine

must of necessity be easy of operation.

There is one class of x-ray generators

which has not yet been mentioned, viz. : the
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high Erequency coil, which has attracted

wide attention during the past year.

Whin firsl constructed, those coils were

made oi a large number of parts, all of

w hich must be properly correlated in order

to secure good results. Manufacturers

have now . howev er. learned to so perma-

nently adjust these p;irts. and to mount
them as one machine, that the difficulty of

operation is now reduced to, a minimum.
The high frequency coil w hich has come
under our notice, being operated by sim-

ply opening and closing the switch, re-

quiring no more skill or attention than the

turning on of an electric light, seems

specialhj well suited for practical surgical

work. The rapidity of discharge is of

great value, but the rapidity can not be so

great as the discharge in a static machine.

( )ther x-ray apparatuses have recently been

constructed capable of doing practical

work, in which it is clearly demonstrated

that it is not essential for the production of

x-rays that the break should be so enor-

mously high.

Questions concerning any portion of

this subject w ill receive prompt reply.

RADIOGRAPHS.

This radiograph shows the right elbow
«»f an adult and the forearm held in the

hand by another person. A te naculum is

shown beneath the head of the radius and

a pin through the upper third of the fore-

arm. Tlie picture is reproduced herein

ev idence of rapid radiography, the time of

exposure being i \

'

z minutes.

This radiograph of the foot and shoe of

an adult was taken from the inner and

planter aspect, the outer and dorsal surface

resting upon the sensitized plate. The
hooks and eyelets, steel spring, and nails

in the heel are distinctly seen. The flesh

became almost transparent under short

exposure.

WHAT X-RAYS WILL DO.

A fond mother reported that with their

aid a coin which her son had swallowed

had been distinctly located in the sarcopha-

gus. That is not quite a match for the

society lady in New York who fell on the

pavement in a sitting posture with such

violence that she feared she had broken

her sternum

.

It is probably true that the life of Presi-

dent Garfield w ould have been saved if the

Roentgen rays had been known in 1S81.

No ditliculty now is found in locating a

bullet distinctly in the deepest recesses of

the body.

—

St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
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The above is a radiograph of C. W.
Dawson, aged 42. White Hall. Green

county. 111. Injured October 12. 1896.

Fell from spring wagon while shooting

at a bird; horse shied, throwing him off

his seat: fell between wagon bed and

wheel ; his head was caught between the

spokes and twisted. Was paralyzed im-

mediately for about one hour: paresis in

limbs for some weeks longer. On inspec-

tion there is prominence of fifth to seventh

cervical vertebrae, with lateral deviation.

Head is thrown forward, gradually sink-

ing more and more ; no power to straighten

up voluntarily; since, short time, muscles

of left arm atrophied : fingers bent upon

palmar aspect of hand.

It w as necessary to go to press with the

June number before Prof. Brokaw was

able to get a post-surgical radiograph of

the neck. The picture, when taken, w ill

show the heavy silver wires bound about

thes pinous processes of the fifth to seventh

vertebras, and the body of the fifth cervi-

cal vertebra tilted upwards from crushed

body of the sixth.

Inquiry for clinical report was given as

follows :

-

Heher Robarts. M. D.

Dear Doctor—The case of Dawson I am not

quite -ready to report in full, as I am too busy to
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write it up; besides, I must take a radiograph

when he returns, showing the wire in situ.

In this case I tut down upon the fracture,

ton ed the neck in as nearly a proper position

as possible, wired the spinous processes with

heavy silver wire, closed the soft parts with

silkworm gut, and placed a supporting bandage

to hold head in fixed position. Dawson re-

mained in St. John's Hospital three weeks;

wound healed and he is wearing a supporting

banadge; will wear a cervical collar to support

parts for some time. 1 shall take a radiograph

of his neck on his return to .St. Louis in the

near future (he is at present at home).

The result in this case was all that could be

desired, and today Dawson is relieved of all

pains in his upper extremities and the numb-
ness and disagreeable tingling in his hands.

Marked improvement in his "grip" is already

manifest. Yours, A. V. L. Brokaw.

CLARIFICATION OF WATER BY
ALUM.

By Henri' Leffmann, M. D., Bacteriologist City of

Philadelphia.

The clarifying action of alum depends

on its decomposition l>v the carbonates

present in the water. Almost all natural

waters contain some carbonate, either

calcium, magnesium, or sodium carbonate.

\\ hen these are brought in contact with

alum a double decomposition occurs by

which several ingredients are formed,

among which is aluminum bydroxjd. This

forms a flocculent precipitate which has

an attraction for main forms of organic

matter, and thus a coagulum is formed

which entangles the suspended substances,

living and dead, and causes them to settle

much more rapidly and completely than

they would under ordinary conditions.

This collecting of the suspended matter

in larger masses also permits of rapid fil-

tration, so that the addition of a small

amount of alum is regularly resorted to in

the so-called mechanical filters, the water

being forced through at high speed by

means of a pump.
The amount of alum needed is small :

one grain to the gallon is usually sufficient.

In the household use of alum for purify-

ing water on a small scale the water

should be drawn into a jar or tub. a solu-

tion of alum stirred in. and the water

allowed to stand for a lew hours. All the

suspended matter w ill settle in the form of

a slimy mass, and the clear water may be

drawn off almost to the last drop. The
appearance and the wholesomeness of

turbid water are much improved by this

method. There seems to be no reason to

regard the employment of a small amount
of alum ( i to 2 grains to the gallon) as

injurious, but this amount should not be

largely exceeded.

WATER-PURIFYING COAGULANT
Dr. Henry Leffmann, of Philadelphia,

of chronic fame in water analysis and treat-

ment, writing in Public Health, gives in

part the chemical explanation so often

made in this journal (by Professor P. T.

Austen in the first instance) of the action

of alum in precipitating and coagulating

impurities dissolved in water, and com-

mends its use for the clarifying of turbid

drinking water. For that purpose it has

been used, time out of mind, in the South :

and with the small but sufficient quantity

of a grain of alum to the gallon of water,

as recommended by Professor Leffman. it

has no injurious effects, for the simple

reason that it is not there—that is. it is

instantly broken up in combination with

the impurities of the water, and falls to the

bottom a new and neutral substance which

any filter will arrest. Professor Leffman

omits to mention w hat he probably knows,

that not only carbonates, but all organic

matters in solution (that is to say. nitro-

genous matters), enter thus into combina-

tion with alum, and thus and only thus can

be filtered out of drinking water, taking

with them the microbes and other micro-

scopical suspended matters present which

no sand or stone strainer could otherw ise

arrest.

—

Modern Medical Scioice.

For the wave-length of the x-rays some-

observers obtained v alues about one-tenth

that of the extreme violet, while another

obtained a v alue greater than that of the

extreme red.
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Plate io. L. M. Q.

Double reflector tube, high frequency coil. Exposure, two minutes, 16 inches distant.

Radiograph of both forearms and wrist of a man 31 3'ears of age. The palmar surface

faced the sensitive plate. The left ulnar and radius fractured at the junction of the upper and
middle third, and the carpal end of the radius fractured in one-half of its articular surface.

The scaphoid and semi-lunar are also fractured. The wrist is almost completely ankvlosed.
The injuries are two years old and were caused by falling from a scaffolding 35 feet. The
radius is bent in the shaft at the site of injury, the upper fragment leaning towards the ulnar side.

The fragments being, however, in apposition, the union has kindly taken place without retained

provisional callus, and the cancellated tissue can be seen throughout the entire shaft. The ulnar

clearly shows vicious union, the cancellous tissue terminating openly at the end of each frag-

ment, and a large provisional callus is thrown out and retained about the fracture. A fluoroscopic

study of this injury at the time and immediately after the dressing would have occasioned a

better result. The right arm and wrist are healthy; the two forearms are placed in contrast.
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THE LOCATION, BY TRIANGULA-
TION, OF FOREIGN BODIES

IN THE HAND.
By N. Stone Scott, A.M., M. D., Cleveland, Ohio;

Professor of Genito-Urinary Disease, College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons; Consulting Surgeon lo the City

Hospital; Consulting Surgeon to St. John's Hospital;

Visiting Surgeon to the Cleveland General Hospital; in

collaboration with Harold W. Brown, Electrician.

One of the earliest practical uses to

which the x-rays were put was in the loca-

tion of foreign bodies, and in this it marks

a distinct advance in surgery for the year

1896. Any one who lias hunted for a

needle which he supposed was in the palm

of the hand, hut which he could not feel,

will be only too glad to be able to call to

his assistance the use of the x-rays.

In locating a foreign body it is not

enough to get a general idea of its posi-

tion, but we desire its exact location, that

we may decide on the best way to proceed

to its removal. This is easily done in the

arm or other nearly circular portion of the

body by taking two observations—one from

before backwards and one from side to

side. With the hand the observation from

before backward is easily and accurately

made, but the one laterally is not so satis-

factorily taken, owing to the great differ-

ence in the thickness of the part in these

two directions.

For surgical purposes the position of the

foreign body relative to the bones is the

point of importance—whether the foreign

body be imbedded in bone or in the soft

parts. If it is nearer the dorsal side of the

bone, the incision w ill be made from the

dorsal surface: but if nearer the palmar

side of the bone, the incision will be made

from the palmar surface, irrespective of

the depth to which the incision must be

carried. I have found that this relation-

ship can be easily ascertained by taking

two pictures on different parts of the same

plate. One end of the plate is covered

with a heavy sheet of lead, practically im-

pervious to the x-rays, while the other end

is being exposed to the x-rays through the

hand. The first picture is taken with the

tube directly over the hand, and the other

picture on the other end of the sensitive

plate without moving the tube or the plate.
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In the accompanying picture the needle

in the left-hand figure, which is the one

taken with the tube directly over the hand,

appears to be by the side of the metacarpal

bone of the middle finger and almost par-

allel with it. whereas in the right-hand

figUre the needle seems to be at some

distance to the left, and seems to diverge

from the axis of the bone, thus showing,

when the location of the tube with respect

to the hand is borne in mind, that the

needle is in the palm of the hand, and that

the end of the needle toward the lingers

is the more superficial.

If the distance from the needle in one to

the needle in the other picture is less than

the distance from the center of the bone in

one to the center of the bone in the other,

the needle is below the axis of the bone:

but if the distance between the two pictures

of the needle is greater than the distance

between the two pictures of the bone, the

needle is above the axis of the bone. That

is. if the needle seems to move farther

than the bone seems to move, it is above

the axis of the bone: in the same way the

end of the needle that moves farther is

located nearer the upper surface. This

can be shown geometrically as follows:

X

If X is the source of x-rays. 15 the axis

of the bone in the first position and 15' in

the second. X and X 1 the needle in the

two positions, C and C 1 the pictures of the

needle on the sensitive plate CD CI) 1

, and

I) and D 1 the pictures of the axis of the

bone (practically the center of the picture

of the bone in each case), then we know

by similar triangles that

XC _XN , XD XB
CC 1 NN 1

a DD1— BB 1

But if the Crookes tube is some distance

away. XD is practically equal to XC and

BB'pNN1
, since each is the actual distance

the hand is moved. Making substitutions,

XC _ XN , XCXB
CC— NN 1 DDI_ NN 1

Dividing the Hist equation by the second.

DD'_XN DP'—CC XN—XB
CC 1- XB

or CC _ XB

or, changing the form slightly.

X N—X B=(DD'—CC )

That is. the distance that the needle is

above or below the axis of the bone equals

the distance that the needle has apparently

moved from the axis of the bone, multi-

plied by the distance of the axis of the

bone from the source of x-rays, divided by

the distance between the two pictures of

the needle.

In the case here shown the source of

x-rays was ten inches away, the distance

between the pictures of the needle four

and three-fourths inches, and the apparent

distance that the outer extremity of the

needle moved away from the bone one-

fourth of an inch, so that that end of the

needle was^5 inches, or a trifle over half

an inch. The other end was much nearer

the axis.

Among the recent discoveries made by

means of the Roentgen rays, reported from

Berlin, are several relating to diseases of

the heart. It has been observed in cases

of asthma that the right half of the dia-

phragm stops work during the attack, and

the left half is compelled to bear all the

exertion.

—

Sun.
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THE GODS AND TELEPATHY.
By J. J, Fly, M. D.

Creeds and dogmas have long ruled

the world; the pendulum has sometimes
swung to the- purely ideal, and at other

times to gross materialism.

Disease was considered by the savage
man as a curse inflicted by the wrath of

God, or evil spirits, and no attempt w as

made to effect a cure by material remedies.

l>nt every effort in this direction w as turned

into appeasing the vengeful deities. 1 [ence

medicine in the earliest times fell into the

hands of priests, the most artful of the

tribe, exorcising, beseeching, and praying

away the offending genii.

yEsculapius was the first physician, who
lived before Homer, and the date of his

birth is lost in the dust of mythology. IK'

was said to have been the son of Apollo,

and was educated by Chiron, the fabled

centaur. His skill was so great that he

even raised the dead, and on one occasion,

when he had raised Hippolytus, the son of

Theseus, King of Athens. Jupiter became
so offended that he slew him with a

thunderbolt.

According to Cicero there were three

deities of this name—one the son of Apollo,

who invented the probe and bandage for

wounds; one a brother of Mercury, who
was killed by lightning; and a third, son

of Arsippus ami Arsinoe, was the first to

teach both drawing and purging. There
were many statues erected to .Esculapius.

and they were adorned in a rich profusion

of gold, ivory, and laurel. About five

miles from the city of Epidaurus stood the

famous temple of ^Esculapius. in a beau-
tiful valley in the heart of the mountains,
and in its neighborhood were buildings for

the accommodation and recreation of the

patients who Hocked thither in quest of
health, so that it w as practically a proto-
type of our modern watering places. To
this temple there belonged a number of
priests, who had some skill in medicine,
and subjected their patients to a treatment
closely resembling magnetism or mesmer-
ism.— [Brit. Encyclopedia, vol. vm.1
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In 2cjz B. C. the Roman Senate sent a

solemn embassy to Epidaurus. to implore
the aid of .Esculapius in mitigating the
terrible pestilence that was then raging in

Rome. A similar institution now exists

in Lourdes, at the mouth of the valley

Argeles. France. Here it is reported that

the Virgin Mary had appeared to a peasant
girl repeatedly in 1S5S. Upon the spot

w here the Virgin appeared a large church
has been built, and a multitude of pilgrims

resort to this place every year from all

quarters of the globe, to bathe in the heal-

ing fountain, and carry away rosaries and
other charms that chase away their ills.

The shrine of Our Lady in Gaudalupe,
is to Mexico w hat Our Lady of Lourdes
is to France. It was founded on the same
pretext that gave rise to the latter, only
tin- Madonna appeared on this occasion

several times to an Indian Catholic.

The priest was finally convinced of the

truth of the Indian's story by her image
being impressed upon his cloak, and by
the desert place in which the apparition

appeared having suddenly bloomed with
flowers.

Since the year 1661 there have been
many wonderful cures in order by visiting

the shrine of Ste. Anna Beaupre, near

Quebec. Canada. In 1670 a notable

fragment of a finger bone of Saint Anna
herself was found and conveyed to the

church, and has not ceased to be the object

of fervent devotion, and marvelous efficacy

in the cure of disease results from a dip in

the waters of a spring situated a few steps

behind the old chapel.

We have a parallel of these in the house
of mercy. Rethcsda. a pool at the sheep
gate of Jerusalem, built round with porches
tor the accommodation of the sick who
sought benefit from the healing virtues of

the waters.

We might go on and fill a volume with
this kind of history of disease and its cure,

but the above will suffice our purpose in

quoting it: that is. it is seen that from the
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earliest tlawn oi history to the Indian

medicine man oi today—all along the line

of the world's history—there has been a

degree of mysticism interwoven in the

phenomena of disease and reliel therefrom.

The question now arises with the modern

physician, Was there, or has there been,

any basic element oi truth in the claims

that are and have been made by these

idealists.- I am aware that, owing to the

latter day training of the medical profes-

sion, it has drifted out on the currents of

materialism w ith the rest of the scientific

world, and has determined that what can

not be demonstrated by the scalpel, micro-

scope, the alembic, or crucible remains

disproved.

Hut we must remember that many of

the most important discoveries have been

accidental : that many of the most useful

remedies were long domiciled around the

domestic hearthstone, and were used by

our grandmothers and the laity long before

they were taken up by the profession.

The true physician never becomes too

much learned to ignore the smallest ray of

light that is struggling to cast a reflection

Upon the acquirements of his profession.

W e denominate medicine and its thera-

peutic application to disease as a science,

but every physician feels that the environ-

ments that make it so are very indefinite,

and that in most instances its lines of de-

markation fade out into speculations and

astral compounds that casts a blur on its

escutcheon.

The reason is obvious. Life is at the

base of his study, and until he knows

what life is. and how it operates upon

matter, he never can resolve the study of

disease and its cure into an unimpeachable

and substantial fact.

Life has many phases, and. as disease

is only a mode of life, we may expect

disease to assume as manv variations as

this life is susceptible to changes. The
tendencies of life within the body are

toward a state of universal harmony and

well-being, and it accords with the univer-

sal law s of nature. The trend of its action

is to antagonize error, to remove all in-

harmonic elements to its well-being, and

this is what is called the vis mcdicatrix

iiatttric. or the instinctive healing power

in an animal or vegetable, by virtue of

which it can repair injuries inflicted upon

it. or remove disease. This act accords

with the function of the mental and meta-

bolic forces that brought it into existence,

and sustains its individuality as a mundane

being. In the constitution of man there

appears to be two departments of life

—

one subconscious and the other conscious.

The subconscious plies its powers upon

the care and support of the various organs

of the body, and in the cerebrum resolves

its kinetic energy into a new and outer

phase, which we call conscious sensation.

There is a world of mystery in the sub-

conscious domain of organic life, and who
will say that intelligence is not just as

prominent a factor here as in the conscious

and sensational lifer We believe it is,

and. further, that there is a potentiality

existing here that the conscious life of man
has but vaguely understood from time

immemorial. Conscious life is but an

extenuation of the subconscious, which

becomes only an attribute w hose function

is to bring the ego into relation with the

external world. We know of our own
existence, and all that we do know through

sensation : yet We will never be able to

know why we are conscious, why we are

intelligent, or why a conservation of energy

or a correlation of forces become trans-

formed into a sensation. We only know,

or think we know, that it is through the

explosion of these forces that are embraced

in our being that a state of conscious sen-

sation is culminated.

W ho is it that can fathom a duam ?

Duam life is inordinary to waking life:

the imaginary here becomes a reality;

forgotten scenes and incidents are again

brought up into the realms of conscious

knowing: and new scenes, new com-

panions and adventures are made real, and
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we may rejoice or be Sorrowful over the

phantasmagora thai here appears. lint

st<>]>. lei us inquire: Arc the scenes of

dream life only phantasms? Are they

hallucinations? What are phantasms and

hallucinations ?

A friend has passed :i \ t<> the great

beyond—perhaps a husband, wife, <>r a

brother; he was near to u>: we dream ol

seeing him; or, while pursuing out daily

avocations, we hear him speak to us

—

pronounce our name; or, while we are

walking along thinking of him, he suddenly

appears in real form before ih: lie is so

natural, and appears so real, that we for-

gel at the momenl he is dead, and do nol

feel surprised until we can pull ourselves

together by reflection. Is this only imag-

ination? Please explain imagination?

Again, I am sitting al mytable reading;

my mind is absorbed working out some

intricate problem. I am aroused by a call ;

a familiar voice sounds upon my car. I

recognize it and go to inquire, but I find

no one present. I am sure I heard a voice

and named the man—well, it is funny!

But hold on—one-half hour has elapsed,

and I again hear the voice—same call,

same voice—and now we have the real

person waiting at the gate, sitting on his

winded horse. W ill you please explain

these? I know such experiences are not

uncommon, and I further know that a man
must not necessarily be insane to have

such experiences.

Let me tell you, the subconscious nature

of man is an intelligent entity; it is the

real ego of man. and is the tablet upon

which is written the whole history of his

life: it can and does commune with the

purely spiritual, and regards not time nor

space. I am sitting pondering over a case

of typhoid fc\ er—a near friend is struggling

in the dilemma—now I sec his daughter,

who has been bending over him tor w eeks

anxiously tending him. Suddenly she

appears before me. her face covered with

smiles, and holding in her hand an omen
of good luck. This may seem strange.

and not worth mentioning: but what does

it mean ?

On another occasion I am attending a

child— a pet of the family; she is very ill.

the family is extremely anxious. I am

thinking about the little fellow and sud-

denly the home of the little fellow appears

before me. draped in mourning. 1 have

had numerous experiences like this; thev

sometimes come when I am not thinking

of the subject that appears; at other times

they appear when I am thinking about

them, sometimes when I am riding along,

and at other times w hen I am K ing down.

Thev used to surprise me very much, but

are common-place with me now .

I come home tired, throw myself down

On a sola to rest, and I see a friend who is

Some ten miles away. I note what he is

doing, and the next day or two when I

meet him I describe where he was and

what he was doing at the time mentioned.

He looks at me in surprise and asks. •
I low-

did you find it out r"

Verily, is there a communion between

souls that the consciousness sometimes

Overhears? Do souls communicate with

each other at times when the conscious-

ness does not recognize ?

Let this be as it may—we are satisfied

that the oracles of Jupiter at Dodana, of

yEsculapius at Epidaurus, of Apollo at

Delphi, and the hundred other shrines

established since these,' were founded on

suggestions arising from the subjective

sensations coming through man's subcon-

scious nature. It is through the energies,

of this prime source of our being, that the

life of the body is maintained, not only in

the natural metabolic resources, but it is

through its energies that the wrongs coming

up in the process of life, which we call

disease, are removed, and under certain

conditions it can thus be on the impulse

of a moment.

I was called to see a case, sciatic rheu-

matism, lie had been confined to his bed

for five months, and his suffering was

almost unbearable. lie had worn out the
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hypnotic effects of morphine, chloral, etc.

The purpose of my visit was t<> try the

effect of hypnotism upon him : the idea

w as novel to me, but he desired it and I

concluded to try. As I approached him

I smiled, but he said. "I believe in it. I

had rather be dead than to suffer Like I do.

I am willing to submit to anything from

which there is a shadow of hope."

I took him by the hand and made a few-

passes from his shoulder down to the

hand I held. After a half minute I asked

him if he felt any peculiar sensation in his

arm. He replied that he did; that it felt

numb and tingled. I then told him to

close his eyes, then made a pass or two

over his face and said. ••Now you can not

open your eye*—they are fast shut." and

to his own surprise and also to his wife's

he could not. I then snapped my fingers

and said. "Now you can." They Hew

open with a jerk, and we both laughed.

I then placed his hands and arms in differ-

ent positions, and they remained immov-

able at my commands. I then made a

few passes over his body from head to toot,

and said to him very positiv ely. "Now, sir.

you are not sick ; you have no pains now .

neither will you have them any more.

Your disease is gone, and you will soon

be around attending to your business." 1

spoke without any doubt in my mind and

sent the suggestion home to his subcon-

scious life. It received it and acted on it.

and the second day he walked into the

dining room for his meal, which he had

not done for five months.

He never suffered any pains that he

cared for after this, and made a speed)

recovery. I only repeated the operation

•one other time, and I do not think this

was necessary. He took no more medicine.

Was this cure the effect of suggestion

alone, or was there a magnetic emanation

associated with it? If animals can in-

fluence animals without v erbal suggestion :

if a man grows restless under your gaze

and concentration of thoughts when his

back is turned toward you. and is impelled

to turn and look at you when you know
he did not know that \ou w ere there before,

we must conclude that man has some

method ot influencing man outside of con-

scious acts or words.

I must now close this article, which has

been extended to a greater length than I

intended. I will do so by making the

suggestion that every mind has a batter] .

which, when brought into use. can send

an x-ray that annihilates distance and can

penetrate all solids, and brings friends face

to face that reside on different continents.

PHYSICIANS are said to average only

$1,500 per year in New York, and the

reason may be found in these statistics:

There are 1 14 dispensaries and 26 hospi-

tals in New York County. In the 26

hospitals, in the year 1 S95 . 75.368 patients

were treated free, and in the dispensarie s

661.803. making a total of 737.171. This

is a goodly proportion out of 1. 851.000

population—nearly 40 per cent. There

have been 92.529 free visits of patients to

hospitals, and 1.387.170 free v isits of pa-

tients to dispensaries. In attendance upon

the 114 dispensaries in 1895 were 949
medical men. which is 27 per cent of all

the physicians in the city, who number

3.430. Here we have more than 1.500,-

000 free visits and more than 1 .000.000

free prescriptions, and more than one-

quarter of all the physicians in the city of

New York engaged in treating the popula-

tion free of charge.— 77/c Enginccr.

The belief that lightning will not strike

a feather bed was shown to be mistaken

by an incident of the electric- storm of

Saturday. A bolt struck a chimney on

the house of Charles Steates, who lives on

the Deerfield road. Part of it jumped to

the house of Bernard Huss and tore off the

conductor pipe. The other part went

down the chimney, ripped the plaster and

paper from a bedroom, and then struck a

feather bed. The bed was torn and the

feathers scattered about the room.— Utica

{X. r.) Herald.
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TOPIC ANTISEPTICS.
By Robert Petek, M. I)., Toledo, O.

It is desirable t<> conserve impaired

tissue as much as possible. The harm

once done can not be undone. Structure

entirely destroyed must lie replaced in

one way or another. Such as has not

been totally sacrificed can he restored;

such as has been only crippled in integrity

will, under favorable conditions, reassert

itself by the vis medi-catrix naturae.

When the environments are unfavorable,

and nothing occurs to render them favora-

ble, crippled tissue can often not reassert

itself by its resisting power, and then it is

doomed to succumb to the ine\ itahle.

As soon as tissue is impaired it becomes

a /ocus minoris resistoitiu-. It is open to

invasion, since it has become most relia-

ble to infection, and the natural enemy to

tissue will usually find it out. It is by

their means that tissue generally goes to

disintegration. Like the magnet draws

the steel, so impaired tissue attracts the

ubiquitous germ.

Topic antiseptics might he defined as a

process which tends to convert a condition

of local sepsis into one asepsis. Such a

meaning of the phrase would he truly

ideal and positive, but, unfortunately, it is

not always to be obtained. Always try-

ing to do the most that we can conducive

to this end. we must be satisfied with

what we may achieve. It depends in no

small degree upon the defensive power of

the tissue itself what the tissue of any one

instance will be. It is true, how ever, that

local antisepsis, w ell directed, does accom-

plish much.

While cleanliness is the most powerful

therapeutic agent of the present day, it

takes all the most scrupulous foresight and

all the w its that we possess to safely carry

it out. The mere unw itting routine of its

fulfillment lures one into danger which

must know no excuse. In its execution

we must positively know that we are wide

aw ake to its full requirements. A boon

must not be made into a banc.

The tendency of modern times on the

treatment of tissue has been to allow the

healing process to go on with as little dis-

turbance as possible. When we make an

aseptic wound, or should we be so for-

tunate as to make a wound aseptic, we
endeavor to keep it in this condition. We
employ all the means and precautions

possible as safeguards to accomplish this

one end. The process, uncontaminated,

is physiological, and the rebuilding of

tissue is prompt and enduring. It is there-

fore desirable to place impaired tissue

into such ideal envelopment that will

insure all this, if possible.

It is stupid to suppose that a thing can

be so germ-proof that, unless impaired

tissue is primarily aseptic and maintained

in this condition, it will otherwise so

remain. Dressings must be watched. In

this way only can we ascertain whether

they are being surcharged with secretion

which may be more abundant than can be

readily neutralized by surrounding influ-

ences, which, of course, points to removal.

In the enthusiasm of good intentions all

possible aids have been brought into ac-

count in trying to attain security and

uphold it. Tissues have been doped both

differently and indifferently in the vain

hope of creating an all-pervading influ-

ence of tissue sterilization, and thus a

great deal of harm has frequently been

done. Tissue still intact was then ren-

dered of minor resistance. The means

employed were well meant, but too de-

structive. Tissue was thereby simply

overwhelmed, and w hat was already bad

enough was made still worse. It is such

influences that we must avoid if we desire

to be truly kind and conservative.

It is not only not objectionable, but it

often becomes advisable and even impera-

tive, that some medicament be locally

applied to impaired tissue in powder form

or otherwise. This is indicated in various,

manifold conditions. For this purpose

iodoform has been extensively used in the

past, and is very good in all but its ••loud"
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odor, on which latter account many sur-

geons prefer to employ campho-phenique

powder—an iverb powder the medicament

of which consists of campho-phenique.

The latter is a compound of 495 parts of

pure camphor and 505 parts of crystalized

carbolic acid in chemical combination

(not a mere mechanical mixture, which it

is needless to say would produce a vio-

lently escharotic liquid). This campho-

phenique powder is non-irritant ( in fact,

producing a decided anesthesia of the

skin), non-toxic, and powerfully antisep-

tic. It does not dry off rapidly, and it

readily adheres to the integument, form-

ing an excellent special dressing, and

meeting all the requirements of topic

antisepsis.

CATAPHORESIS.
By H. C. Sample, M.D. .Chicago, 111., in the MedicalBrief

.

Cataphoresis is a term used to indicate

electric osmosis. The word cataphoresis

is derived from two Greek words

—

kata

(down) and popeein (to carry), and

means the carrying of a medicament into

the tissues by the aid of electricity.

Chemical bodies are classified in this

science as either electro-positive or elec-

tro-negative. The alkalies are electro-

positive and the acids are electro-negative

elements.

The benefits derived from this science

to the practitioner are manifold. It re-

duces the volume of dosage. It is put at

the seat of ailment. It prevents injury to

the digestive tract. It prevents the drug-

gist from stealing your thunder, and it

helps to reduce the vacuum in your pocket-

book.

These I think should be sufficient in-

ducements for the practitioner to give this

branch of electro-therapeutics a hearing.

In the cataphoric process some medi-

cines are carried more rapidly than others.

The alkaloids more rapidly than the acids,

some alkalies more rapidly than others,

and some acids more quickly than others.

I will give a few of the many elements

that are electro-positive and electro-

negative.

Electro-positive solutions: Hydrogen,

potassium, sodium, silver, copper, tin,

nickel, zinc. lead, magnesium, calcium,

ichthyol. ammonium, gelsemium, jabor-

andi, iodoform, cocaine.

Electro-negative solutions: Oxygen,

chlorine, bromine, nitrogen, sulphur, flu-

orine, phosphorus, carbon, iodine.

This shows that there is a law of polarity

that must be observ ed in cataphoresis, also

a chemical law that must not be forgotten,

and that is: In cocaine we have the

chemical formula of C 17 II,i ,.\()
4

I Ic, : when
used upon the positiv e pole the acid part

of the chemical will remain at the anelec-

trotonic zone, and the base, cocaine, w ill

be driven into the tissues.

Chloroform having the chemical sym-

bols of CH, CL3 and which may be con-

sidered as being the chloride of the tri-

valent radical formyl, would theoretically

be used upon the positive pole, but some

electro-therapeutists claim it is electro-

negative. This claim, no doubt, is due to

its quick absorbent properties, but it is

electro-positive and so is ether.

Lithium solutions generally are electro-

positive, but benzoate of lithium is elec-

tro-negative. In this case the benzoic

acid and lithium are in such close union

that if it be placed at the positive pole-

will remain in that vicinity with the acid,

and can only be carried into the tissues at

the negative pole.

Iodine has a strong affinity with the

ingredients that are usually united with it.

carries them with it in the cataphoric

process.

W hen we are satisfied that we have a

neutral agent and are desirous of its action,

it is best applied by putting equal amounts

on both poles and in close proximity to

each other.

In skin affections, such as eczema, ery-

sipelas, or any disease of a parasitic na-

ture, cataphoresis surpasses any other

method, using one one-thousandth of bi-
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chloride. In uric acid deposits, piperazin

or propylamin, which arc electro-positive

elements, will give gratifying results.

For a lateral curved spine use ichthyol

mi the convex side ol spine. Anchylosis

or gleet, use ichthyol. For pain use gel-

semium ; edema, use jaborandi.

The dosage depends upon the condi-

tions presented, and while we put very

little of the drug into the body, not more

than about one-third of the amount used

during a ten minutes' seance, yet it is put

where it is needed and very little of it is

necessary.

The volume of current used in catapho-

resis varies from ten to twenty milliam-

peres. After a ten minutes' seance, or if

forty milliamperes be used, the acids oi

the body accumulate at the anelectrotonic

/.one to such an extent that the medicine is

partially destroyed, and a similar effect

occurs at the negative pole; therefore a

mild current, and of not more than ten

minutes" duration, should be used.

THE X-RAYS IN THE DETECTION
OF RENAL AND VESICAL

CALCULI.
A. P. Laurie and John T. Leon, of

London, in the Lancet. January 16, 1S97.

report a series of experiments in museum
specimens with a view to determining

how far different calculi were opaque to

the x-rays, and comparing their opacity

with flesh and bone. The result showed

conclusively that calculi composed of

oxalate and phosphate of lime were more

opaque than bone, uric acid calculi of

almost the same opacity, and gall-stones

slightly more opaque than Hesh. Mr.

Henry Morris confirms these results,

w hich seem to show that there should be-

no difficulty in photographing stones in

the bladder or kidney. After some incon-

clusive experiments on living subjects,

they inserted a uric-acid calculus of about

five-eighths inch in diameter into the kid-

ney of the cadaver of a man about 50
years of age. This was done with as

little disturbance to surrounding parts as

possible. To photograph the stone he

used a '•focus" tube and an induction coil

giving a 6-inch spark, with four storage

cells connected to the primary circuit, and

took the photograph on a ••Lightning

Cadett" plate. After an exposure of

thirteen minutes, with the body K ing on

its back, the plate was removed. On de-

velopment it showed a faint, but distinct,

image of the stone, though the spine was

only very faintly indicated.

The next experiment on a living subject

gave a negative result, which was subse-

quently confirmed by operation.

The next case was that of a boy aged S

years, who had symptoms of vesical cal-

culus. On this occasion the same induc-

tion coil and the same number of cells and

an y.v.y.y Fayet plate were used, the expos-

ure to the ravs being seven minutes. The

untouched negative showed the calculus

was a little ovet an inch in diameter. A

few days later lithotrity was performed, a

No. 9 lithotrite being used, and the detri-

tus weighing 98 grains. It was composed

principally of uric acid, and was oval in

shape.

Another case was that of a boy aged

about 1^ years, in whom a skiagraph

showed the presence of calculus in his

bladder quite distinctly.— . American Med-

ico-Surgical Bulletin.

Ax English lady in making a cake lost

her diamond ring in the dough, but did

not discover the loss until the baking un-

complete. Rather than sacrifice her pro-

duction, or run the risk of having a guest

swallow the ring, she sent the cake to an

x-rav studio. The ring being located by

the shadowgraph without spoiling the form

of the cake, extraction w as readily accom-

plished.

The x-rays have shown that the tibia

and femur in Justice Stephen J. Field's

knee have almost grown together, and that

the hinge has partially solidified.

—

St.

Louis Post-Dispatcli

.
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CONDENSED X-RAY INFORMA-

TION.
X-Rays. Vim.ahi. /.' lirlairaoc Ji/cc-

trician, April 10.—An abstract of a paper

from the Italian discussing the action of

an ozonizer on gases subjected to the ac-

tion of x-rays or the electric spark and on

the gases of combustion,

Ac tion ok X-Rays on the Heart.
Seguy and Q i k Nis ski". Z.

'

Eclairage

Electrician, May i.—An abstract of an

Academy note in which they show that

w hen a person is subjected to the action

of x-rays for a very long time peculiar

heart troubles are produced, manifested

by unendurable palpitations and very

violent and irregular beats.

Vertical Earth Air - Currents.
Bauer. London Electrician, May 7:

abstracted briefly from Terrestrial Mag-
netism, March.— After discussing the

work of others in this direction, he makes

deductions from Schmidt's computations

eliminating some errors, and then finds

that there appear to be such currents; be-

tween 40 and 50 N.. for instance, they

amount to an average of 0.09 1 ampere per

sq. kilometer; a general resemblance is

traced between them and the electrical

currents resulting from the rotation of a

magnetized sphere in a conducting liquid.

Therapeutics of the X-Rays. Elec-

trical Review, April 28; reprinted from

the London Lancet.—A brief mention of

an experiment by Vortet. in which guinea

pigs were inoculated with tubercle : those

treated for one hour a day during 25 days

did not show the illness which those not

treated did. Bausset treated a long-stand-

ing case of pulmonary and abdominal

tuberculosis ; the action of x-rays was fol-

lowed by apparent benefit not otherwise

accounted for.

Do Roentgen Rays Make Air a

Conductor? Minchin. London Elec-

trician, April 9.—He holds that they do

not ; he refers to a previous communication

in that journal about a year ago, in which

some experiments were described, and in

which he gave a table of the metals ac-

cording to the sign and the magnitude of

the charge conferred by the Roentgen rays,

the table agreeing closely with the ordinary

table of the E. M. F. sc ries of metals im-

mersed in a liquid. According to J. J.
Thompson's theory the air which is tra-

versed by Roentgen rays becomes a con-

ductor, and it w as at first thought that this

was correct, but he has since questioned

it and conducted a series of experiments,

which are described, and which gave a

negative result. The paper is discussed

editorially in the same issue.

New I'sk ion X-Rays. Hbycock.
London Electrician . April 9: reprinted

in Electricity. N. V., April 21.—A brief

abstract of a Royal Institution lecture on

metallic alloys and the theory of solution.

When a salt, such as potassium perman-

ganate, is dissolved in water and the

mixture slowly frozen, the salts separate

themselves from the ice and form a core

in the center; it has always been very

doubtful whether the metals composing

alloys form a homogeneous mixture or

exist in distinct particles capable of being

separated from each other: to test this he

made an alloy of sodium and gold and

allow ed it to cool very slowly, after which a

very thin section was cut and photographed

by means of Roentgen rays, which show ed

that the sodium had crystallized out from

the general mass: this he believes opens

up a wide field of research in microscopic

photography: it is suggested that x-rays

might be used in a similar way to study

the true nature of various brands of steel

and iron—that is. mixtures of iron and

carbon.— The Electrical World.

The electric railway companies are now
using x-rays to detect fraudulent claims

for personal injuries. A man asked a

Baltimore company $3,500 damages for

the alleged breaking of his arm. He was
offered $100 as a compromise, but refused

it. His arm was then subjected to the

x-rays and found not broken. He had it

heavily bandaged, but the deception failed.
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WHAT IS THOUGHT OF THE
AMERICAN X-RAY JOURNAL.
Central Christian Advocate, St. Louis.

—

I have been much interested in your journal.

—

J.
15. Voi \(,, Editor.

New York.—Your favor of May 17th has been

duly received. I welcome your publication, and
will be obliged it you will forward me all the

numbers that have so far appeared, as well as

those which will follow. I inclose a check for

subscription for the following year.—N. TKSLA.

New York.—Your most excellent journal

meets a long-felt want, and I am only too glad

to subscribe. I am very busy with my text book
on operative surgery, but I hope I will find time

to send you a short article and a few illustrations.

—Carl Beck, M. 1) , Professor of Surgery of

the Xew York School of Clinical Medicine, etc.

War Department, Surgeon General's
Office, Washington, D. C.—Please send one
copy of the American X-Ray Journal, com-
mencing with No. 1, to the Library of the Sur-

geon General's Office, U. S. Army, Washington,
D. C. Bill will be paid on presentation.

—

Liisrary Surgeon General's Office.

The latest journal to come to our desk is the

American X-Ray Journal, a monthly devoted
to the practical application of the new science

and to the physical improvement of man, and
in its salutatory says no apology is considered
necessary for undertaking the publication.

—

North Carolina Medical Journal.

We are in receipt of No. 1, Vol. I, of the

American X-Ray Journal, published by Heber
Robarts, M. D., at St. Louis. It is not a very

bis book, but it shows care in its get-up, both
mechanical and literary. It is the only magazine
of its kind in this country. We hope the Doctor
will achieve success with his publication.

—

Waterloo Times.

Dr. Heber Robarts, of this city, is the editor

of the American X-Ray Journal, the initial

number of which appeared last month, and
which is devoted to the practical application of
this new science. It is somewhat remarkable
that St. Louis should enjoy the credit of having
the very first magazine of this kind in the world.—Central Christian Advocate.

No. 1, Vol. I, of the American X-Ray Jour-
nal has just reached our table, and is a bright,
spicy journal, illustrated, and edited by Dr.
Heber Robarts, St. Louis, Mo., issued monthly,
price $1 per year. There is undoubtedly an
opening for a journal of this kind, and we
gladly place it on our exchange list, and hope
it will prosper.— Oklahoma Medical Journal.

Smithsonian INSTITUTION, Washington, I).

C— I take great pleasure in acknowledging the

receipt of No. 1. Vol. I. of the Americ an X-Ray
Journal. The secretary authorizes me to say

that he is desirous of obtaining this journal for

the library of the Smithsonian Institution, and
will be glad to send regularly in exchange the

Smithsonian Annual Report.

—

Cyrus Adler,
Librarian.

COMPANIA DE Liz El-ECTRICA Y PUERZA
Motriz de Monterrey, Sociedad Anonima,
Monterrey, N. L.—Acknowledging your favor

of the 6th inst., we beg to advise that the journal

and the book have been duly received, and are

greatly appreciated.

—

Campania de Luz Elec-
trica y Fuerza Motriz de Monterrey,
Sociedad Anonima. el Adminis i radok de
Planta. E. Dysterud.

Minneapolis, Minn.— Your very successful'

American X-Ray Jounral arrived Saturday. I

congratulate you on the appearance and text of

the paper. I believe it will fill a hitherto vacant

place in the way of medical journals. X-rays

are on the boom up our way. I have been in-

vited to read papers before the State Medical
and Minnesota Valley Societies.—A. A. Law,
M. D., Surgeon Northern Pacific Railway.

The American X-Ray Journal has just made
its appearance. It is a monthly, devoted to the

practical application of the new science and to

the physical improvement of man. The initial

number contains twenty-six and a half pages of

text and a number of engravings. Dr. Heber
Robarts is the editor, and he has given us a very

presentable initial number.

—

St. Louis Medical
and Surgical Journal.

Piienique Chemical Co.. St. Louis.— Re-
plying to your favor of the 27th inst., will say
that our advertisement in the American X-Ray
Journal has brought us splendid returns— in

other words, "the best of results." The char-

acter of your journal is scientific and scholarly,

and we feel sure under your management it will

prove a grand success.

—

Phenique Chemical
Co., per Jno. Crouch, Manager.

The Corpuscle. Journal of Rush Medical
College, Chicago.— It is needless to inform
you that the special field occupied by your
journal is one cultivated by the leading surgeons
and practitioners of this city and the northwest.
Rush College is especially interested in the de-

velopment of the x-ray, and her graduates to
the number of 4,000 are scattered throughout
the northwest.— II. G. Cutler, Publisher.

No. 1, Vol. I. of the American X-Ray Jour-
nal, edited by Heber Robarts, M. D., St. Louis,
has reached our sanctum, and promises to be a
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monthly devoted to the practical application of

the new science and to the physical improve-

ment of man. We are always glad to extend

the right hand of fellowship to any enterprise

that looks to the betterment of mankind, and

at the same time give them a bottle of the milk

of human kindness with our left.— Columbus

Medical yourual.

City High School, I. N. Kjeyser, Principal.

Central Ohio Scientific Society, I. N. Key-

ser, Corresponding Secretary, Urbana, O.

—

I am in receipt of your American X-Ray JOUR-

NAL, and am much pleased with your venture.

My own experience in the Roentgen experi-

ments has been most gratifying and instructive,

viewed at least from a purely scientific stand-

point, but through a disastrous fire in our

laboratories I lost everything but my coil, which

I now offer for sale.— I. N. Keyser.

The National College of Electro-Ther-

apeutics, Indianapolis, Ind.—Allow me to offer

congratulations upon the admirable American

X-Ray Journal I have just received. It will be

of the greatest interest and value to physicians

and electricians, and I predict for the journal a

warm reception from all progressive practition-

ers. I would be pleased to exchange journals

with you if you care to receive the Electro-

Therapeutist. The latter will soon be enlarged

and improved.

—

Wm. F. Howe. M.D., President.

The American X-Ray Journal, a monthly

devoted to the practical application of the new

science and to the physical improvement of

man, Heber Robarts, M. D., editor, St. Louis,

Mo. The first number of this journal has just

made its appearance, and if succeeding numbers

are as good as the first one, as no doubt they

will be, every physician and electrician interested

in Roentgen photography should take this

journal. The first issue is a credit to the editor

and publishers.

—

Electro- Therapeutist

.

ABOUT one year ago Roentgen made known

to the world his discovery of the x-ray. Devel-

opment has followed rapidly. The most skep-

tical of one year ago today admit of its varied

uses in medicine. The profession are eagerly

seeking to learn, not only of the uses of the

x-ray to surgery, but of the therapeutic uses as

well, and to meet this demand comes the

American X-Ray- Journal of St. Louis This

journal will fill a real want, if not a -'long-felt"

one. Turn on the x-ray, Brother Robarts, and

the profession will look to you for light.

—

Southwestern Medical Record, Houston, Tex.

Spokane, Washington.— I have just returned

from the northern country after a long trip, and

find your letter, together with the first copy of

your paper, the American X-Ray Journal,

which I wish to compliment you upon. This

surely should be a journal largely subscribed

for by the profession, as it is almost invaluable

to a first-class practitioner. The copy you gave

me I presented to Dr. H. H. Luhn, one of the

leading practitioners here. A policeman was

shot in the jaw a short time ago. and Drs. Luhn
and Russell have been treating him. The bullet

could not be located, and, the doctors disagree-

ing as to what part of the head it was, the man
was x-rayed yesterday.

—

Chas. S. Warren.

We acknowledge receipt of the American
X-Ray JOURNAL, a monthly devoted to the

practical application of the new science, by

Heber Robarts, editor, St. Louis. No. i, Vol. I,

is a beauty, illustrated and up to date. We
welcome this addition to x-ray literature. The
editor says: "It is the design of this journal to

give the readers and thinkers a faithful resume

of all x-ray work done in any portion of the

globe. The editor's personal experience with

the x-rays for practical purposes, together with

seventeen years of medical and surgical experi-

ence, renders the task of imparting x-ray in-

formation more appropriate for those who read

and think."

—

Daily Capital yourual, Salem,

Oregon.

There has just appeared No. i, Vol. I, of the

American X-Ray Journal, a monthly devoted

to the practical application of the new science

and to the physical improvement of man. This

is a very neatly gotten up pamphlet, edited and

published by Heber Robarts, M. D., St. Louis.

The subscription rate for the United States,

Canada and Mexico is $i per year in advance.

The first number very appropriately gives a

most excellent portrait of Dr. William Konrad

Roentgen, together with a number of x-ray

shadow pictures of interesting subjects. The

new journal, doubtless the only one in the world

devoted exclusively to the Roentgen phenomena,

will deal largely with the medical uses of this

new radiation, and therefore may be expected

to cater rather to the medical practitioner than

to the electrician. However, it will be of inter-

est to every one engaged in this absorbing sub-

ject, and we bespeak for it a prosperous future,

and extend to it a hearty welcome into the

realm of electro-technical journalism.

—

Elec-

tricity, New York.

St. Louis is maintaining her reputation for

progressiveness in medical journalism as well as

in other enterprises. Her geographical posi-

tion, the cosmopolitan character of her people,

and her unexampled achievements in the arts

and sciences entitle her to be crowned as the

queen metropolis of the Mississippi Valley.

The seed of enterprise could not be planted in
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a more fertile soil than is here to be found. The
uniform success "t established industries en-

courages efforts in the creation of new ones,

while the widening field invites and fosters

friendlv competition. The latest product of

this progressive tendency is a new medical

journal, just published, entitled the American
\-R.\y |ui rnal, edited by Heber Robarts, M.D.
It i- restricted to a branch of science which is

increasing in usefulness every day, and offers a

large field for further investigation. The first

number presents a neat appearance, and con-

tains a variety of instructive and interesting

reading matter. There is every indication that

it will be a success. We extend to the editor our

best wishes for a bright future in the new field

he has chosen.

—

St. Louis Medical Era.

The American X-Ray Journal, No. t. Vol. I.

Mav. 1S97, Dr. Heber Robarts, editor, monthly,

St. Louis, $1 a year, is devoted to the "practical

application of the new science and to the physi-

cal improvement of man." The title page is

attractive, the electric goddess with x-ray ap-

paratus penetrating the globe. There are the

usual familiar cuts, the mummified hand, plate

of Dr. Roentgen, hen and eggs, book reviews;

"Roentgen Rays," by Prof. Thompson, $1.50;

"The X-Ray, or Photography of the Invisible,"

by Dr. Win. J. Morton, of New York, 75c, the

best brief book for the physician ; and the ad-

vertisements of electrical apparatus. Dr. Joseph
Marsee, the dean of the Medical College of

Indiana and professor of surgery, has a com-
plete x-ray outfit, which he exhibited at the

annual reception given by the Medical College

of Indiana to the county and city health board
officers at their meeting in Indianapolis Tues-

day evening, May 10th. There is no doubt
a field for such a journal devoted to electricity

as used in medicine and science, and this

journal, if kept up to a scientific standard, w ill

doubtless meet the need. — Indiana Medical
yournal. Indianapolis.

The name of Heber Robarts, M.D., is familiar

to our people. Dr. Robarts. who has taken one
of the most advanced positions in the field of

science, for some time practiced medicine in

our city, winning the esteem and confidence of

all with whom he came in contact, not only by
his graceful, courteous manner, but by his high
standing as a physician as well. He removed
to St. Louis about two years ago, where some
six months ago he electrified the scientific

world by his discoveries in the appliance of the

x-rays for diseases of the eye. He even went so
far as to make practical demonstrations of the

fact that with the proper use of this invention
of Professor Roentgen the blind could be made

to see. In order that his discoveries might be

sent broadcast to the w orld, so that all mankind
might benefit by the same, Dr. Robarts has

established the American X-Ray Journal, a

monthly publication devoted to practical x-rav

work and allied arts and sciences. A copy of

the first number of this journal has been sent to

this otlice, the receipt of which we gratefully

acknowledge. The work is overflowing with

valuable treatises on the application of the x-rav

for different diseases and for certain purposes.

It is of inv aluable worth to all men of a nature

scientific, or those who desire to keep abreast

of the times. To such as these the journal

should decorate their libraries.

—

East St. Louis

Daily Journal

.

ROENTGEN RAYS AND THE SOFT
TISSUES.

Messrs. Rcmv and Contrcmoulin. says

the Literary Digest, has presented to the

Academy of Sciences a new result of their

researches on the application of the x-rays

to anatomical study. With the aid of

chemical preparations they have put the

muscles, ligaments, and tendons of dead

bodies, both of men and frogs, in such

condition that they have given radiographic

images. The muscle appears of a somber

shade that reveals its full outline, but

within the boundaries thus indicated are

perceived still darker portions that cor-

respond to muscular bundles. The muscle

is masked by bundles of longitudinal fibers,

very clearly outlined. The muscular ten-

dons show very clearly in many cases,

and some interosseous ligaments are also

seen plainly.

In a hospital at Florence a patient was

submitted to the x-rays, when, to the as-

tonishment of the operators, it was dis-

covered that his heart was on the right side

instead of the left. This did not appear

to trouble the patient in any way. It may
be remembered that Picchianti. the noted

scientist, also had his heart on the right

side, and that he died at sixty-four years of

age w ithout ever having been seriously ill.

The best phosphorescent screen is made
of paper saturated with pentadecvlparata-

tolylketone.
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BUSINESS NOTICES.

THE NATIONAL SURGICAL AND DENTAL
CHAIR EXCHANGE.

All kinds of new and second-hand chairs

bought, sold and exchanged. Send for our

bargain list. Address, with stamp, Dr. II. A.

Mi'maw, Elkhart, I ml.

THE MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC NEWS.
A new twenty-page illustrated monthly, de-

voted to general medicine, hygiene, popular

science, wit, wisdom and news. Short, pithy,

practical and interesting articles. A journal

for the busy doctor. Terms, $1.00 a year.

Sample copies, ten cents. Address the pub-

lisher, H. A. Mi maw, B. S.. M. I).. Elkhart,

Indiana.

THE NATIONAL MEDICAL EXCHANGE.

Physicians', Dentists' and Druggists' loca-

tion and property bought, sold, rented and ex-

changed. Partnerships arranged. Assistants

and substitutes provided. Business strictly

confidential. Medical, pharmaceutical and

scientific books supplied at lowest rates. Send

ten cents for Monthly Bulletin containing

terms, locations, and list of books. All in-

quiries promptly answered. Address. H. A.

Mumaw. M. 1).. Elkhart, End.

EXAMINATIONS BY FLUOROSCOPE OR
SKIAGRAPHS.

Examinations by fluoroscope or skiagraphs

taken at patients' home*, rates moderate. Sit-

tings by appointment. Legal cases solicited.

First-class apparatus on sale. The X-Ray
Studio, no East 26th Street, New York City.

Established April, [896. Mention American

X-Ray Journal.

NEUROSINE.
Deering J. Roberts, M. D.. editor Southern

Practitioner, Nashville, Tenn.. states (original

paper, ''Nervous Diseases and Treatment"):

''Neurosine, not containing opium, morphia or

chloral, makes it more commendable, as we all

know the danger resulting from the use of such

hypnotics and narcotics, and the general un-

suitability of drugs of this class in the treat-

ment of all nervous diseases. I have found

Neurosine so uniformly satisfactory that I but

deem it my duty to lei others know the benefit

I have derived from its use."

FOR SALE.
A Tesla High Frequency Coil, in use about

six months; manufactured by the L. E. Knott

Company, Boston, Mass., and made for alter-

nating circuit of 52 or 104 volts. This coil is

especially suited for medical colleges, hospitals

and physicians' offices, etc. Address I. N.

Keyser, L'rbana. O.

X=Ray Studio . . .

no East Twenty=Sixth Street,

— NEW YORK CITY.

^_1^_^£ For X=Ray Work.

JUST OUT.

OUR X=RAY PLATES
Specially Prepared. Give them a trial.

M. A. SEED DRY PLATE COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS, MO. NEW YORK, N. Y.
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X=RAY JOURNAL.
A Monthly Journal devoted to Practical X-Ray Work

and Allied Arts and Sciences.

VOL. 1. St. Louis, Mo., August, 1897. No. 3.

THE AMERICAN X-RAY JOURNAL.
PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

Yearly Subscription Rates—In Advance*
Inited States. Canada and Mexico $1 00

Single copies 16

Foreign Countries 1 50

Single copies 25

HEBEK ROBARTS, M. I>., EDITOR,
21)14 Morgan Street, St. I.ocis, Mo.

Entered at the postoffice at St. Louis, Mo., as second-
class matter.

Particular attention is directed to the

laborious and exhaustive report made
for this journal by Dr. N. Stone Scott,

which covers the study of "x-ray

injury," and deserves the closest atten-

tion. It is the only catalogue raisonne

made of this irritating subject by an

impartial, ardent investigator.

I desire to supplement briefly what has

been here said, quoting from three em-
inent men, and also from my own ex-

perience.

Nikola Tesla says, in the Electrical Re-

view : "It was known to me that a certain

irritation of the skin is caused by very

strong streamers* which mostly at small

distances are formed on the body of a per-

son through the electrostatic influence of a

terminal of alternating high potential."

Tesla discovered that by the interposition

of substances capable of conducting an
electric current, as aluminum, or a sub-
stance occluding the skin from air, as oil,

both of which are readily pervious to the

x-rays, would shield the body from injury.

He further says :

'

' These facts impressed
me with the conviction that, whatever

* Not x-rays.—Ed.

the nature of the hurtful influence, it was
in large measure dependent either on an

electrostatic action or electrification, or

secondary effects resulting therefrom,

such as are attended to the formation of

streamers." Tesla tested the action of

•the x-rays upon the skin by placing

three bone buttons on the body. The
x-rays are propagated in straight lines,

and it was impossible for the rays to

have reached the skin through the open-
ings in the buttons. At this point, how-
ever, the skin was injured. Tesla says:

"Concomitant causes were at least in

part responsible. '

'

Assuming that the x-rays may cause

injury to the skin, Prof. Tesla concludes

with four "specific actions:"

First. The thermal effects. Consider-

ing velocity of x-ray particles, they corre-

spond to temperature which may be as

high as 100,000 degrees, Centigrade.

These particles with such intensity of heat

would be injurious to the elements of life.

Second. There is the purely electrical

effect, x-rays conveying electricity, and
the amount can be measured. These
bodies being highly electrified, coming
in contact with the body, may destroy

the tissues.

The third effect is the electro -chem-
ical. The charged bodies giving rise to

an abundant generation of ozone, which
is a destructive agent to the skin.

The fourth is the purely mechanical.

By mechanical means alone bodies mov-
ing with great speed might be sufficient
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to deteriorate the tissues, and, of course,

deeper layers then would be influenced.

Carl Beck, M. I)., Professor of Sur-

gery in the New York School of Clinical

Medicine, one of the largest users of the

x-rays in the world, having daily occas-

ion to use it in his abundant surgical

clinics, makes use of this language in

his "Roentgen Rays in Surgery,"

read before the Pan-American Congress

in the City of Mexico, Nov. 9, 1896:

"Although having made more than 300

skiagrams since February, 1896, and
knowing of many others, I have never

observed any ill effect that could be

traced to the rays. I once exposed my-
self to the rays for more than five suc-

cessive hours, and did not note the

slightest reaction."

Dr. W. J. Morton, of the New York
Polyclinic, and the most widely known
x-ray expert in America, author of "The
X-Rays, or Photography of the Invis-

ible," etc., writes in the Items of Inter-

est: "Never in my experience, and I

have continuously taken x-ray pictures

of every sort since the first announce-

ment, more than a year ago, have I seen

the slightest injury to a tissue result.

This I believe to be due to the fact that

I have used a powerful x-ray, and have

thus been enabled to place my Crooke's

tube at a considerable distance from the

patient." Be}rond the hurtful influence

of electric streamers, of course.

I have continuously made use of the

x-rays since July, 1896, and have in no

instance observed the slightest incon-

venience. In orderthatthe so-calledx-

ray dermatitis or destruction of tissue

might be imitated by another method,

but caused by the same conditions, I

united in a chain or string of cotton

twelve Grecian sponges. The first

sponge was united to a No. 32 wire six

feet long, the other end of which was

hooked into an exposed electrode of a

Crooke's tube incapable of generating

x-rays. The current of electricity

divided, just as it would do in a live

tube, and passed with considerable re-

sistance to the twelfth sponge, which by
the aid of an insulator I was able to brush
over and very near to the thigh of a

paralytic. After a time the sensation

was perceptible, which resulted in a

dermatitis. The experiment was re-

peated with a live tube, with similar re-

sult. If this wire is coiled about the

glass tube it will manifest the same re-

sult. If the skin is exposed to ap-
point of the wire connecting the stand

with the Crooke's tube, the result is the

same. If the skin is exposed to the tube

while an electric current passes, the ef-

fect will be the same, and it is not mod-
ified by the direction of the reflector.

Any substance capable of shielding the

body from these electric streamers, but

pervious to the x-rays, not interfering

with their free passage through the body
in the least, immures the body from all

injury, and provides a reason for the

conclusion that the x-rays have no

hurtful properties.

I exposed a feeble child five years of

age to the x-rays 45 minutes, distance

from the discharge tube 16 inches. The
current was the high frequency ampli-

fied from the alternating incandescent

street current. In the months of De-
cember and January nearly 600 eyes,

representing every nature of disease and

cause of blindness, were exposed to the

x-rays. No ill effect was noted in any

case, and many were exposed at 6 inches

for 10 minutes. Exposure was made to

powerful x-rays of women in the first,

second and third months of fetation.

The raj^s penetrated the pelvis twenty

minutes duration at 12 inch distance,

the subjects objecting to longer expos--

ure, without any noticeable effect. Ma-
ternity was normal in each case. A hen

laying eggs was exposed to the x-rays

on several occasions of 15 minutes at 6

inches. Exposures were made at night

when the hen was quiet. A setting was
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made of nine of these eggs. During the

period of incubation the hen and nest

were exposed to the rays at a distance

of 6 inches from the tube and 15 minutes

duration. All the eggs hatched and the

chicks appeared normal.

With all that has been written for the

lay press, medical journals and scienti-

fic publications, I am unable to find a

rational conclusion for the belief that the

x-rays ever injured in any instance hu-

man tissue. A doubt lingers around

every report, speculation pervades the

mind of nearly every writer, or sensa-

tion titillates the ambition for place in

the press of erstwhile investigators.

X-RAY INJURIES.

Bi n. Stone scott, a.m., m. I)., Cleveland, Ohio.

Consulting Surgeon to the City Hospital; Consulting

Surgeon to St. John's Hospital; Surgeon to the

Ont-Patient Department, Cleveland General

Hospital, Etc.

The question of x-ray injuries is of so

much importance that it has excited

great interest, and has received exten-

sive notice in the medical, electrical and

lay press. As regards the medical press

this is especially true of a case reported

by a physician, who, without x-ray ex-

perience, has relied on his medical

knowledge alone, and has advanced an

erroneous theory of the first importance.

It has been evident for a year past that

the x-rays are sufficiently powerful to

produce under some conditions most dis-

astrous results, but very diverse views

have been held as to the cause, the fre-

quency, the kind of apparatus most like-

ly to produce them, and the best way to

avoid them.

In order to assist in arriving at a

proper solution of these questions, I

have sent a circular to most of the lead-

ing medical and electrical men who are

doing x-ray work, asking for particulars

of x-ray injuries. The questions asked

include the kind of apparatus, length of

spark, number of exposures, distance of

platinum from the part exposed, and in-

quiries relating to the characteristics of

the injury itself. The results of these

investigations are shown on the accom-

panying chart. Some fifty personal re-

plies have been received ; one quarter of

these report forty -five hundred cases,

and, since a large number of the leading

men in x-ray work are to be found

among the writers of the three-quarters

giving no estimate of the number of

cases examined, it is certainly not an

over-estimate to say that this report in-

cludes at least twenty thousand examin-

ations, exclusive of those made by x-ray

exhibitors. This list contains thirty -one

cases of injury, or one in about thirteen

hundred.

Dr. Gilchrist, of the John Hopkins Hos-

pital, has collated from the literature

twenty -four cases of injury. I have,

mainly by personal letters, increased this

to sixty-nine. This includes the case of

J. Lynn Thomas, of cystitis, which the

author thinks was not due to x-rays ; one

reported by Dr. Wallace, in which she

attributes an aggravation of renal colic

to the action of x-rays; and one reported

by Prof. Blake, in which there was the

formation of abscess, evidently due, as

the Professor thinks, to an increase of

the original difficulty. It includes a

similar case of my own, of a felon,

which I think an incident rather than a

result of the x-ray examination. The
chart also shows twenty -three cases list-

ed as x-ray exhibitors, as well as several

cases in which the injury was doubtless

an increase of the trouble for which the

case was examined, rather than an x-ray

injury.

Man}' of the reported injuries occurred

in the early days of the discover}-, when
the apparatus was crude or the operator

inexperienced. It is not difficult in most

of the severe cases to see how it might

have been avoided.

The symptoms of all cases, except the
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few where deeper structures were sup-

posed to have been affected, present the

picture of a dermatitis, the distinctive

feature of which is its slow onset and

tendency to assume a chronic form.

Those who work extensively with x-

rays are frequently compelled to give up
their work. The first symptoms appear

as a rule, in from three to seven days.

Fuchs, however, reports a case of one

exposure of an hour, in which the hand

had a frozen appearance during the ex-

posure, with pain, redness and swelling,

which commenced at once continuing to

vesication. Profs. Daniels, Marcuse,

Kolle, J. Mont Bleyer and others, men-
tion cases which were several weeks in

developing symptoms that were notice-

able.

The skin directly over that strongest

source of x-rays, the platinum terminal,

first commences to swell, becoming red

and painful ; this gradually extends to

parts farther from the source of x-rays,

even to those parts not directly exposed.

The pain is of a deep-seated, dull, ach-

ing character (although some cases run

their course without pain). Vesicles

then appear filled at first with a serous

exudate and purulent material ; in severe

cases a sphacelus forms which is grad-

ually thrown off, leaving a raw granu-

lating surface slow to develop and slow

to heal.

The kind of apparatus seems to make
no difference; the Ruhmkorff coil, the

Tesla coil, and the static machine have

all given severe cases. The majority-

have been given by the Ruhmkorff coil

;

but this is due simply to the fact that

this was the kind first in use, and is yet

by far the most frequently used.

Distance of the platinum terminal is

of importance, because when the plat-

inum is near, the x-ray is concentrated

upon a small surface ; but if the ray is

strong enough to produce desired effects,

it will be strong enough to produce the

undesired if continued too long. Kolle

and Richardson both report cases where

the platinum was eighteen inches away;

Richardson's case being submitted to

three examinations (on successive days)

of twenty, thirty and thirty-five minutes,

a total of only eighty -five minutes.

The length of time is also important.

On the chart five cases are reported

from exposures of less than one hour.

In cases No. 1 and No. 57 the distance

of the terminal is not given ; the time is

forty-five minutes. No. 21, which is

exactly one hour exposure, with quite

severe symptoms, had the terminal at

only five inches. Number 41, though

extremely short in time, only five min-

utes each on three successive days, was

only one inch from the terminal. If the

experiment had been made at a distance

of eight inches this would have been

equivalent to some five hours exposure;

not so very short a time after all. It seems

probable that the most susceptible would

not be affected by an exposure lasting

an hour if the terminal is at least ten

inches away; this, under ah ordinary

circumstances, is amply sufficient for a

medical examination.

Consideration of the causes of x-ray

injuries would take us too far beyond

the scope of this paper, and belongs

legitimately to the electricians, who are

at wide variance with one another. I

shall only mention in passing the va-

rious theories. Elihu Thompson ad-

vanced the theory that the burns were

caused by ultra violet light ; he has since

proved to his own satisfaction, although

not to the satisfaction of some others,

the falsity of this hypothesis. Tesla

considers the injury due to ozone gen-

erated at the point of contact of the x-

ray. Another believes it to be nitrous

acid. Several experimenters think it is

produced by particles bombarded off the

terminal. One observer believes the

particles floating in the air are bom-

barded into the skin by the x-ray. A
number of operators have advanced the
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theory that the burns are caused by

static or other electrical discharge. It

seems certain that if it he not due to the

x-rays directly, it must be something

which goes where they go, and any

thing which would protect would stop

the ray, since cases of injury have oc-

curred through clothing of various kinds

and through many protective substances,

such as vaseline, zinc ointment, thin

aluminum, etc.

That the x-rays do affect the skin,

seems certain, but that deeper structures

are affected primarily, is at least doubt-

ful. Among the reported cases there

are but six which can possibly be so

classed.

Dr. A. G. Wallace, in the Kansas

Medical Journal, February, 1897, reports

a case of renal colic, which prior to the

x-ray examination had been having at-

tacks about once a month; after the x-

rays were used these occurred every day

and a large quantity of sand was passed.

This "disintegration of the calculus"

the doctor attributes to the x-ray.

There have been many cases of renal

calculi examined by x-rays, and, since

this case is the only one in which such

a result has been noticed, it seems much
more probable that this increase was a

coincidence rather than a result.

Dr. J. Lynn Thomas, in the British

Medical Journal, March, 1897, reports a

case of stone in the bladder, which the

day following an exposure to the x-rays

lasting sixty -five minutes, developed a

cystitis. Dr. Thomas does not think

the x-ray caused the cystitis; a con-

clusion which seems eminently proper,

in view of the fact that a bladder with a

stone in it is sure, sooner or later, to

develop cystitis ; yet it ma}' be possible

that the irritation of the stone, while not

enough to produce symptoms of its own,
may have been enough so that the slight

added irritation of the x-ray brought on
the cystitis. The case is certainly of

great interest, and worth}- of record.

The Electrical Journal, December 1,

1896, contains an account of a case in

which Prof. Blake examined the ankle

by x-rays ; six weeks later an abscess

opened in the region of the ankle joint.

Prof. Blake in a personal communication

to me says that he thinks the abscess

due to the original trouble for which the

examination was made.

This leaves three cases in which there

is a reasonable doubt as to the existence

of a periostitis. One was reported to

me by my friend, Dr. B. Of this case

the doctor says: "The periostitis which

resulted from the x-ray examination de-

layed an operation which was necessary

for an old dislocation of the ulna, and

the exudate which was thrown out tend -

ed to interfere with a better result."

That this bad effect was due to the x-

ray is at least doubtful. Hundreds of

examinations have been made for frac-

tures and dislocations without producing

such results. On the other hand, med-
ical history is replete with cases of com-
paratively trivial fractures and disloca-

tions which later developed periostitis.

Thus it certainly is not proven that the

x-ray was an etiological factor in the

production of the periostitis.

My own case was that of a quadroon,

twenty -eight years old, who had her

hand severely crushed and burned five

years before in the hot mangle of a laun-

dry. As a result of this there was ex-

tensive sloughing of the soft parts, and

consequent cicatricial contraction when
the hand finally healed. December 18,

1896, the hand was viewed several times

in the fluoroscope, and two skiagraphs

were taken. The apparatus consisted of

a Tesla coil and double focus tube, made
by the Warren Tube Works after my
own drawings. The hand was placed

eight inches from the platinum terminal,

the exposures lasting one and a half min-

utes each. January 14, 1897, almost a

month after the examination, she pre-

sented herself with an inflammation of
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the distal phalanx of the middle finger.

The pain, she said, started at the time

the examination was made, and had been

very severe until some days since, when
an abscess broke between this finger and

the next, to which it was closely bound.

From tbis time on the pain was com-

paratively slight, lasting for a number

of weeks, until, finally, a small seques-

trum was discharged, after which it

healed rapidly. At no time did I see

any inflammation of the skin. There

was undoubtedly in this case an ostitis

and accompanying periostitis, that this

developed soon after an x-ray exposure

is equally true, and it is impossible to

prove that the inflammation was not due

.to the x-ray. It has to be borne in

mind, however, that these cases qf scar

tissue and consequent lowered vitality

are especially prone to inflammatory re-

action ; and some other accident, pos-

sibly slight, which she either uncon-

sciously or wilfully overlooked, might

easity have been the determining cause.

The case of Dr. Gilchrist I have re-

served to the last, because of it's im-

portance, of the wide publicity given it,

and because of the harm done by the

erroneous deduction which the doctor

has drawn. In the beginning of the x-

ray work, many physicists, because they

were in a position to manipulate a

Crookes tube, undertook to pass judg-

ment upon medical subjects. Much
wild semi -medical talk and writing was

indulged in, and not a little harm done,

so that the profession was not slow to

see that medical men must equip them-

selves to retain control of medical sub-

jects. As an illustration I would cite a

little book entitled "Something About

X-Rays for Everybody," by Edward
Trevert, Electrician. On page 61 he

says: "Figure 38 shows the bones of a

young woman's arm, consisting of the

humerus (upper bone), the hinge joint

of the elbow, and the ulna and radius

(the lower bones). A fracture of the

radius near the elbow is distinctly

shown." This fracture, which is so

distinctly shown, is nothing else than

the bicipital tuberosity. Such mistakes

were very natural, and arose from a lack

of medical experience and knowledge.

But a medical knowledge is not the only

requisite, and Dr. Gilchrist, who is not

an x-ray operator, has made a very nat-

ural mistake on the other side, and given

a wrong interpretation to his skiagraphs

when he infers that there is an osteo-

plastic periostitis present. The case

was, briefly, that of an x-ray exhibitor,

who, after exposing his hand four hours

daily for three weeks, had a dermatitis

develop over the hand, wrist and fore-

arm. The points on which the doctor

relies for a diagnosis of "osteoplastic

periostitis, and probably an ostitis," are :

1st. Pain which was of an aching,

throbbing character, so that he frequent-

ly could not sleep at night.

2d. The phalanges were noticed to

be distinctly thickened.

3d. Voluntary movements of both

fingers and hand were abolished ; he

complained of the joints being very stiff.

4th. Photographs show all the pha-

langes of the right hand much thicker

than those of the left, normal hand. The
increase in size is particularly marked

in the first phalanges of the index and

second fingers. It cannot be said from

the photographs, alone, that any of the

carpal bones were increased in size.

5th. The spaces between the bones

at the joints were much less marked and

narrower than those of the normal hand.

6th. The outlines of the affected bone

was more irregular and rougher.

7th. The bones were denser in ap-

pearance.

Let us review his reasons and, if pos-

sible, answer them:

1st. Pain of a dull, aching, throbbing

character, might suggest bone pain, but

it is also characteristic of most x-ray

burns, even those on the thigh and ab-
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domen, where it cannot be clue to injury

of underlying bones.

id. The sensation of the phalanges

being thickened, might be due to a

thickening of the hone, but, if tlie skin

is thickened and infiltrated, it would be

very easy to imagine that the bones were

thickened. A comparison between the

diseased and normal finger by the sense

of touch would be most deceptive.

3d. The feeling of stiff joints and loss

of voluntary movements would certainly

be the result in a severe dermatitis with

infiltration of the deeper portion of the

skin, and, furthermore, if the bones in-

volving the finger joints had been in-

volved and the carpal bones not—as

judging from the skiagraphs is the case

—the fingers ought to be stiff, the wrist

movable. The history distinctly says,

however, that the wrist was stiff.

4th. When one views the hand

through a fluoroscope, and has the

strength of the x-ray gradually increased,

the first thing seen will be an outline of

the hand, then gradually the bones be-

come clearer, and after a little the thin-

ner parts of the flesh gradually fade out,

as it were, and, lastly, even the bones

seem to dissolve, commencing at the

thinner and smaller ones. So, too, if

one takes a skiagraph of the hand, and

gives sufficient time to properly bring

out the wrist and thicker parts, the thin

parts will be overtimed. It was while

conducting a series of experiments some
time since, to overcome the unequal ex-

posure, that I got some pictures of nor-

mal hands, which offer an explanation

and refutation of the fourth, fifth, sixth

and seventh points made by Dr. Gil-

christ. These pictures were made by
shading the thinner parts, during part

of the exposure, with lead plates. Ap-
parently the infiltration of the skin and
its consequent thickening has brought
about tbe same result that the lead plate

produced with a normal hand.

5th. In the under-exposed hand the

joints are much less marked and nar-

rower than in the one over-exposed.

6th. The under-exposure is also the

cause of the affected bones being more
irregular and rougher, because in the

over-exposed bone the lesser projections

and irregularities are first to disappear,

thus diminishing the apparent size ami

smoothing off the outline.

7th. The same reason accounts for

the apparent density of the bones.

8th. Aside from these points, an ex-

amination of the outlines of the soft

parts shows that those of the affected

hand are plainer than those in the other,

adding to the proof that the affected

hand is relatively under-exposed. And
last, but not least, I must criticise any

deductions drawn from a comparison

between one picture of each hand on the

assumption that they are taken under

similar circumstances. One cannot be

sure that a tube is working just the

same during two exposures, and since

we have no standard of measure for x-

rays, it is impossible to say that the rel-

ative exposure is the same. This case

of Dr. Gilchrist's should have had a

series of pictures taken of each hand.

In conclusion I would recapitulate

:

1st. Injuries are very rare when
proper precautions are taken.

2d. Injuries are limited to the skin

and contiguous structures, at least it is

not proven that deeper parts are injur-

iously affected.

3d. It is probable that the bones or

deeper structures are not affected.

4th. The proper precautions consist

in confining x-ray examinations to short

exposures, not to exceed one hour for a

distance of ten inches from the terminal,

and not to be repeated until sufficient

time has elapsed to show that no bad

effects seem likely to develop.

5th. If repeated short exposures are

made, the slightest bad symptoms should

be an indication to cease all farther ex-

posures.
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A--/?/4KS AS A DEPILATORY.

Dr. Freund, of Vienna, has used the

x-rays as a depilatory. The experi-

menter tried them upon a boy whose
spine was hidden by an abundant crop

of hair. This malady is known to

the profession &s hypertrichosis. Dr.

Freund turned the x-rays upon the

boy's back and the superfluous hair

roots and all, vanished. The boy had
been shown to the medical society in

Vienna, and photographs of his condi-

tion before and after the application of

the x-rays taken, which confirm the

success of the application. The per-

manency of the cure may be questioned,

as similar experiments in this country

have shown that after the removal [of

hair by x-rays the follicles after a time

appear to be stimulated and the hair then

grows more vigorously than before.

—

Magazine oj Medicine.

Dr. Freund can run the same electric

current through a tube which is dead,

or will not generate x-rays, and obtain

precisely the same results. The x-rays

had nothing to do with the removal of

the hair.

RADIOGRAPH OF AN ADULT.

We are under obligations to Dr. Wm.
J. Morton, of the New York Polyclinic,

for courtesies extended in securing this

half-tone, and to Joseph Wetzler, edi-

tor of the Electrical Engineer, in which

paper the picture first appeared, and who
kindly reduced the plate for reproduc-

tion in the American X-Ray Journal.

The radiograph is of a healthy, well

muscled woman 30 years of age, 5 feet

and 4 inches high, and weighing 120

pounds. Tube was 4& feet from the

body, and active 30 minutes. It is the

first x-ray picture of the entire body of

an adult. The picture is under - exposed

.

The x-rays were evidently very power-

ful, because, if the intensity diminishes

inversely as the square of the distance,

it would take about twenty times as long



to take a picture 4A feet

from the sensitive plate as

it would one foot. Due to

the easting of long shad-

ows, distorting the picture,

the tube was required to

be placed 4 A feet above the

stomach. I>r. Morton had

made attempts to radio-

graph the entire body with

2 and 3 discharge tubes

working at the same time,

but independent pictures,

and unequal power of the

discharge, necessitated

failure. This shadow-

graph shows not only the

bones and skeleton, but

also the flesh and the tex-

ture of the clothes worn.

The silk folds of the

sleeves are mainly visible

to the naked eye, as well

as the folds of the skirt

and its hem. The gold '}

necklace about the neck,

the bracelet on the arm

and the finger rings on

the hands may be noted.

Some of the rings contained

diamonds, in which case

the rings appear to be

stoneless, as the diamond

is a carbon and not opaque

enough to be affected by
the rays. The garter

buckles appear clearly,

the one on the right being

more visible than the one

on the left, which shows
directly over the knee

bone. The high-laced

patent leather shoes show
the eyelets and the nails

in the heels. The portions

of the internal anatomy
showing the heart, liver

and stomach.
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RADIOGRAPH IN DENTISTRY.

By C. EDMUND Kells, Jh, New Orleans, La.

The illustrations herewith demon-
strate the great value of skiagraphy in

dentistry, in one class of cases only.

The cast of lower teeth upon the right

side of a young girl about 14 years of

age, shows a tooth occupying the place

of the second bicuspid, to be abnormal in

shape, resembling greatly a temporary

molar, and the question arises as to

whether it is only a temporary molar, or

permanent bicuspid.

In this individual case, which was
shown to a number of prominent and
well-informed dentists, opinions were
divided, some pronouncing it a tempo-
rary molar, which should be extracted,

others a permanent tooth which should

not be disturbed.

Now if it were a temporary tooth, it

would have bifurcated roots, if a perma-
nent tooth, a single one.

The skiagraph shows but one root,

and so settles the question beyond dis-

pute.

This is but one instance in which the

use of the Roentgen ray is most val-

uable in dentistry.

SKIAGRAPH OP FRACTURE OF TIBIA
AND FIBULA.

By De. John T. Pitkin, Buffalo, V Y.

On August 15th, 1896, the gentleman
whose foot appears in the accompany-
ing half tone, while riding on his bicycle

homeward bound from business, was
struck by a passing vehicle, dismount-
ing him with great violence.

By the impaction of his right ankle

against the street curbstone, he sus-

tained a fracture of tibia at its lower

third, and two fractures of fibula, one at

upper, the other at its lower extremity.

So great was the resulting loss of bone

support that the foot could be flexed or

extended, everted or inverted on the leg

ad libitum.

For six days subsequent to foregoing

traumatism the fractured bones were

sustained by loosely applied splints, to

allow the acute inflammatory action to

subside. At the expiration of that

period plaster of pans bandages were

substituted, and worn for a period of

about one month, statu quo. The limb

now is, as revealed by skiagraphy, as

follows : The tibia has reunited with

osseous union, but its lower third has

been allowed to rotate forward about

forty -five degrees, the internal maleolus

rests anteriorly upon the superior articu-

lar surface of astraqulus, forcing the

same away from the corresponding ar-

ticular surface of tibia.

The upper peroneal fracture has

healed properly, but the lower third

presents a cartilaginous union, as

shown by vertical line in skiagraph.

Thus the ankle is left with but little lat-

eral bony support, and therefore requires

the constant employment of metallic

braces.

FOR SALE, CHEAP!
One High Frequency X-Ray Apparatus, com-

plete. Does beautiful work. Cost $225.00.

Will sell for $100.00 cash. Reason for "selling,

going out of the country. Address

AM. X-RAY JOURNAL.
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Every one who cares for children, and

who does not, will be interested to know
that another volume is about to be added

to our rapidly growing pediatric litera-

ture. The Medical Gazette Publishing

Co. announces a book "About Chil-

dren," to be issued in September. It is

written by Dr. Samuel W. Kelley, Pro-

fessor of diseases of children in the

Cleveland College of Physicians and

Surgeons. As Pediatrist to the Cleve-

land General Hospital, his course of six

lectures in the Hospital Training School

THE DENNIS FLUOROMETER.
By John Dennis, Telegraph Kdnor of the Democrat

and Chronicle, Hochestor, N. V.

The object of the Fluorometer, in its

use in connection with the Roentgen

energy, is to enable the surgeon or

physician to ascertain, with exactness,

the position which any foreign sub-

stance which can be seen on the field of

the fluorosope, occupies in the human
body. To accomplish, this it provides:

First—A position of the body or limb,

by which what may be called, for want

of a more precise term, a perfected

met with such approval that it was de-

cided to publish them in book form.

It is said that carbolic acid, if dissolved in

glycerine or alcohol, is not caustic, whatever

be the degree of concentration. A small pro-

portion of water added to the alcohol or glycer-

ine solution will cause it to act as a caustic.

—

Medical Argus.

Campho-Phenique, which does not

injure human tissue in full strength, and

is a better germicide than carbolic acid

for surgical purposes, may be used with

water or glycerine with'perfect impunity.

shadow, on the field of the fluoroscope,

or, in the other case, on the sensitive

plate, at the same time giving the sur-

geon data which will enable him to

make his measurements not only, but

to reproduce the exact position of the

body or limb, for purposes of ex-

ploration or operation. In other words :

it eliminates the element of distortion in

the shadow caused by the changing

position of the body or limb.

Second—The Fluorometer eliminates

the distortion resulting from the radia-
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tion of the force or energy known as

the X or Roentgen ray.

Third—The distortion caused by the

position of the subject and the distortion

caused by the radiation of the energy,

having been eliminated, the Fluoro-

meter provides an acurate cross-section

of the body or limb, and supplies an

absolutely correct right -angle, at the

intersection of the lines of which the

foreign object will be found in the body

or limb.

In its last analysis the Fluorometer

cross -section is obtained, the two arms

of the Fluorometer will present the char-

acteristic single shadow on the field of the

lluoroscope. Attachable to the arms of

the Fluorometer are two pins or sights.

By means of these sights, the foreign

object having been brought in line with

them and the proper adjustment having

been made, a correct line is produced,

with the sights and foreign object coin-

cident. By means of a metallic grating

of inch mesh, which is placed adjacent

to one side of the body and consequently

consists, essentially, in a set of carefully

designed metallic angle pieces, which
conform generally to the shape of the

body or limb, and which in their use

in connection with the x-ray, are sus-

ceptible of being squared with a simple

and conveniently adjustable table. The
patient being laid on the table and
a fluorometer appliance adjusted, as

shown in the accompanying engrav-

ing, the Fluorometer is brought with

the body, into the parallelism of the rays.

That is, when the proper position of the

one side of the Fluorometer, exact

measurement can be made with the eye

from the base line of the Fluorometer

and from points on the circumference

of the body, to the foreign object. Then,
without moving the body or the Fluoro-

meter, the tube is placed directly over

the subject for the purpose of obtain-

ing the vertical line. By means of an

adjustable cross piece which is placed

over the arms of the Fluorometer,

exactly the same result in a vertical

way is obtained by viewing the subject
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from beneath the same condition of

mnralysm having been produced. An-
other set of pins having been placed in

position. It will be seen at once that

while the first operation locates the

foreign object on an exact cross -section,

the second observation shows the

exact position occupied by the foreign

object in that cross -section. All the

elements of distortion having been

eliminated, the foreign body will neces-

sarily be at the intersection of the two

lines of the right angle.

the fluoroscope, back of the grating, and
make the necessary exposure.

IMPRO VED ROENTGEN RAY APPARA TVS.

The increased demand by the medical

profession for Roentgen -ray apparatus,

which may be used with ease and cer-

tainty, and applied without fear of fail-

ure to what are now considered difficult

cases, such as fracture of, or dislocation

of the hip, has led Messrs. Queen & Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa., to institute in their

Ml j

In practice the surgeon indicates the

first cross -section obtained by a line of

India ink or iodine on the body, and is

thus enabled to establish the position of

the object by measurements from points

on the exterior of the subject, with as

much exactness as if the body or limb

were actually severed at the first cross -

section and presented to view.

If it is desirable to preserve a record

of the observations, all that is neces-

sary is to produce a fluorograph by sub-

stituting a sensitive plate for the field of

laboratory a series of careful experiments

for the improvement of this apparatus in

the various parts. One of the most im-

portant results of these experiments is

the Queen Self- Regulating X- Ray Tube,

which has been fully described in prev-

ious publications. As further results

important improvements have been made

in induction coils, vibrators and con-

densers, and in the complete outfits.

In designing the new line of coils,

Messrs. Queen & Co. have given care-

ful attention to proportioning the differ-
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ent parts so ns to get a very heavy and

continuous secondary discharge with

the smallest possible amount of wire.

As every improperly placed or unneces-

sary turn of wire in the secondary wind-

ing of an induction coil increases its re-

sistance and cuts down the volume of

the discharge without proportionately

increasing the length of spark, this is a

point of very great importance, which

has been too often overlooked in coil

designing. The distribution of the wire

on the secondary was determined by

measuring the discharge from single coils

insulating material of the secondary. By
this means it is not only impossible for

the coils to break down, but small leaks

which diminish the efficiency and may
develop in time into serious breaks, are

entirely prevented.

The induction coil, illustrated in Fig.

1, has neither vibrator nor condenser,

being intended for use with an adjust-

able condenser and independent vibra-
tor, described below.

The spark points are adjusted by the

hard rubber disc, shown at the left of

the base, which is so well insulated that

i ii. I.

of a few turns- of wire which were placed

at intervals throughout the field of the

primary. From the data obtained by

these tests curves were platted showing

the proper distribution of wire for coils

of all sizes.

Similar methods were used to deter-

mine the size and number of turns of the

primary, and the amount of iron in the

core.

In the choice of insulating materials,

and in assembling the greatest possible

care is used. Methods are employed
which remove absolutelv all air from the

the operator is in no danger of receiving

a shock, even when the points are opened

out to the full extent.

The coil is finished throughout in

polis.ied mahogany and hard rubber.

The condenser and vibrator for use

with coils, illustrated in Fig. 1, are

mounted together, and are shown in Fig.

2. Two of the binding posts, shown at

the right, are connected to the batteries

or lighting circuit, and the other two to

the induction coil. The vibrator is op-

erated by means of a small coil (shown

at the back of the box) which is a shunt
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from the main circuit. An independent

set of contacts makes and breaks the

circuit through this coil (they are shown
in the front of the main contacts), and

the switch near the binding post opens

and closes the shunt circuit. The main

circuit is controlled by the reversing

switch, shown at the left.

The vibrator, which is a very much
improved form, is shown more in detail

arrangement is the suddenness of the

"break," which is accomplished by the

collar in the vibrator spring striking the

moveable contact while at full speed. In

the old forms of interrupters, the break

was made when the vibrator started to

move, consequently it was not only

much slower, but did not make use of

the momentum of the iron head of the

vibrator. Sometimes the welding action

FIG.

in Fig. 3. The moveable platinum con-

tact is carried on a small vertical spring

behind the vibrator spring. When the

contact is made the movement of the

vibrator is not arrested, as in other forms

but continues to its fall amplitude, thus

allowing a long "make." The length

of the "make" can be varied by screw-

ing in or out the other platinum contact.

The most important advantage of this

of the current joined the two pieces of

platinum so tightly that the magnetic

pull was not sufficient to separate them.

In the new form, as the break is made

when the vibrator is at the middle of its

swing, the sudden blow with the entire

momentum of the vibrator head is al -

wa3rs sufficient to break the platinums

apart, and once started, the vibrator

continues in motion until the current is
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turned off. The suddenness of the with an adjustable condenser, and in-

break makes it possible to use this form dependent vibrator mounted on the same

FIG.

of vibrator on the 110 volt, as well as

batter}' circuits; it also adds very great-

ly to the efficiency of the induction coil

with which it is used.

A rod screwed into the iron head car-

ries a weight which may be moved up
and down and clamped in any position

with a set screw. By this means the

rate of vibration may be varied within

wide limits. To summarize, the new
vibrator has the following advantages
over older forms

:

First. Its action is independent of

the current going through the coil.

Second. Its rate of vibration is ad-
justable.

Third. It permits of a long "make,"
and the length of the "make" and
"break" are adjustable.

Fourth. The "break" is very sud-
den, increasing the efficiency of the coils

and making it thoroughly adapted to the

110 volt circuit.

Fifth. It never sticks.

The outfits, complete for x-ray work,
consist of a coil mounted on abase, with
rheostat if used for 110 volt circuit, and

base, as illustrated in Fig. 4. In addi-

tion to this, a number of tubes, suitable

stand, fluoroscopes, etc., are included

with each set.

In making up these outfits Messrs.

Queen & Co. have aimed to combine the

apparatus in such a way as to secure

ease and certainty of operation, and at

the same time powerful results.

Hi.. 4.
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BEYOND.

BY MRS. ELLEN KNIGHT BRAD FOR I)

.

|
Written for the American X-Hay JOURNAL ]

With vision clearer than e'en tears could make

The eyes whose limit was the violet ray,

We now may see, and things which lie beyond—
(Life's tmsteries long screened) are ours

to-day

!

Yea, now we see! Blest be these mortal eyes'

The veil is pierced ! How like magician's

sleight

This bringing of life's marvels to adjust

Within the focus of our second sight.

And if our waiting eyes are made to see

New visions, then perchance our ears may
hear

New sounds; eacli sense be quickened, till at

last

All nature's secrets grow divinely clear!

What if our ears might catch the gentle tread

Of the Spring's coming—hear the sparkling

dew
Sprinkle the lily's cup, and thro' the mold,

List the procession of the violets, blue

!

If we might he ar the crocus part the sod,

And come with merry face to meet the

light,

Or learn the symphonies of the pulsing stars.

That breathe the benediction of the night!

Then soon, with quick perception we might find

Heaven all about us! Ah, so let it be;

That with these human senses made divine,

We may put on our immortality!

Moline, III., June 30, 1897.

The American X-Ray Journal Pub. Co.

St. Louis, Mo.

Gentlemen : I will take the liberty

of reporting to you what is to me at

least a novel and interesting surgical

manipulation, and to my knowledge the

only one of its kind on record.

The 15th day of June, 1897, a boy.

apparently about five years old, accom-

panied by his father, called at my office.

The boy was fair -sized, rather emaciated,

large deep set eyes, a little nervous,

complained of a pain after eating, with

two or three small hemorrhages the past

three weeks, with a somewhat profuse

hemorrhage the day preceding their call

at the office.

Father also stated that the boy had
lost his appetite—in fact, was afraid to

eat from the pain that it caused him af-

ter eating. Father stated that 1 7 months
previous the boy had swallowed a book
case key during an attack of cough-

ing. That he had consulted a number
of physicians, and they advised him to

let it alone while it did not inconveni-

ence the child. For a period of a little

over twelve months little or no trouble

was experienced from the presence of

the foreign body in the stomach.

I, without asking any more questions,

applied the fluoroscope, readily outlin-

ing the key. Not being prepared as to

what course of treatment to pursue, I

dated my next call June 19th. In the

meantime I looked over my case pretty

thoroughly. The novel idea struck me
that could I procure a forceps that I

could introduce from the mouth into the

stomach, and thus by the aid of the x-

ray extricate the key, that it would, if

possible, be of least danger to my patient

and most convenient for myself.

I therefore got a forceps in spiral

form, made to remove foreign bodies

from the esophagus, manufactured by

Sharp & Smith. With this at hand, I

waited for the arrival of my patient.

Having given instructions not to give

him any dinner or supper, I proceeded

at once to give him an anaesthetic. Plac-

ing the fluoroscope over the region of

the stomach, I introduced my forceps,

to find that it was from two to three

inches too short. Having my little

patient on a Clark & Roberts operating

table. I simply turned this contrivance

in an inclined position, head down.

This brought the key in reach of the

forceps. After manipulating the forceps

in the stomach for some little time, I

found it difficult to bring the forceps and

key in contact, as I had no control what-

ever of the forceps. I therefore placed
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my hand on the abdomen in the region

of the stomach. By making deep pres-

sure in one position or another, I could

readily move the key. The forceps be-

ing more stationary, I worked the key

into the forceps, as it were, but the

angle did not seem to be right. I used

all the force that I thought prudent.

The third or fourth time I did not grip

the key quite so hard, when it slightly

changed its position in the active extrac-

tion, immediately after which quite a

profuse hemorrhage occurred. I changed

the position of the lad that the blood

might not enter the trachea, and awaited

his recovery from the anaesthetic, which

I promoted by artificial respiration.

When he was able to swallow I gave

him small pieces of ice
;

gave him a

rather strong solution of chloride of

iron, upon which all bleeding ceased.

He was taken to his home. The next

morning he found it difficult or almost

impossible to swallow liquids, but could

with very little inconvenience swallow

semi -solids, he was, therefore, given

milk or water toast. Experienced very

little pain; vomited considerable blood

day after the operation—none since.

When last I heard from him he felt well

in every particular, with the exception

of the difficulty in swallowing liquids,

in which he was improving from day to

day.

The key, which was about three

inches long, was so corroded that the

handle part was no thicker than a sheet

of paper. The tongue of the key was
so nearly rusted off that it was broken

a day or so after on the slightest pres-

sure. On that part which had fitted over

the pin in the lock , the action of the acid

in the stomach had access to that part

of the key, both on the inside and out,

was so corroded that in two or three

places the circle had been destroyed,

making sharp and ragged edges. Had
this key remained, it would, without

question, have killed the child, either

from the loss of blood or inanition or

inflammation, as the sharp points would
only have been increased in number.

The accompanying picture is a photo-

graph of the end of forceps and key. I

am at present getting up a forceps with

a little screw on the handle, so that I

can turn forceps at any angle at will

while in the stomach, and about six

inches longer. Armed with this instru-

ment and the E. E. Knott high frequen-

cy induction coil, with their improved

Crooks tubes, I defy any metallic sub-

stance to remain in the stomach if I have

opportunity to remove same.

Yours truly, A. H. Arp, M. D.

CAMPHOPHENIQUE IN THE TREA TMENT
OF SEVERE BURNS.

By Frank L. James, Ph., D. M. D.. St. J,onis, Mo.

The results in the following case,

which I am now asked to write up after

the lapse of several years, were so

remarkable that I would scarcely ven-

ture to put them on paper, were not

other physicians who saw the case yet

alive and willing to corroborate what

I have to say :

—
W. L- C. ,

single, about 20 years old,

white, a waiter at a cheap restaurant,was
one day, some ten years ago, assisting the

cook to remove from a high range, a

large tin boiler full of boiling green

corn. A brick, that he had stepped on, to

get a better hold on the can, turned as he

lifted his side of the latter, and he fell,

the can being turned over at the

moment, and nearly its contents thrown

over him. A bucket full of cold water

was thrown over him and he started for

my office on a run. When he arrived

at the door, seeing a little girl in the

operating chair and a lady standing by,

so great was his nerve, and the innate

politeness of the man, that he stopped

at the entrance for a moment.

I saw that something unusual had

happened, and turned to ask him what
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was the matter. He replied in a steady-

voice : "I am scalded, badly scalded,

sir!"

The child jumped out of the chair,

and the lady bade him come in, and at

once took her departure.

On attempting to remove the under-

shirt, large pieces of skin, some of them

of an area equal to the palm of the hand

came off with it. His right arm and

shoulder were nearly pealed ; there

was a burn across the chest extending

from nipple to nipple, from which the

skin hung in tatters, and there was a strip

of parboiled skin extending from the hi])

to the knee of the right leg. The left

side of the body had not suffered to the

same extent, but it had not escaped

entirely. There were several severe

burns on the forearm and wrist, and on

the buttock of that side, i Altogether it

was the worst scald that I had ever

seen in my practice of then nearly

twenty years.

I was at the time experimenting with

an article that had not yet been put up-

on the market (Campho-Phenique) and

had found that it promptly relieved the

pain of minor burns; so without stop-

ping to think of the danger of phenol

absorption, etc., I poured about two

ounces af it into a bowl and emptied

about twice that much salad oil in with

it and with the mixture commenced to

swab the burns. In the course of two

or three minutes the poor fellow began

to sa}': "Oh don't that feel good! Don't

that feel good!" Repeating the words
over and over again.

I had scarcely made the application

before doubts and fears began to crowd

into my mind --fears of carbolic acid

poisoning (by absorption) being upper-

most. After I had avourted the wounds
I dusted over them plentifully some

corn starch powder that I chanced to

have by me, and started to ring for a

conveyance to carry the patient to his

rooms, two or three blocks away. He

declared that he felt strong enough to

walk, and that he could not afford a

carriage ; so throwing over him a linen

duster, he was permitted to go to his

room.

This was about noon, and about 7

o'clock p. m., still fearing an accident

on account of the large amount of

phenol contained in the agent employed

(I was then only experimentally ac-

quainted with Campho-Phenique) I

went to the patient's room to see him.

I found him sittijig up, reading, and

inquiry developed that he had slept a

couple of hours during the afternoon.

As the man was comfortable, nothing

further was done that evening dxcept to

prescribe a saline aperient to be taken

early next morning.

The next morning I received a note

requesting me to visit the patient
—

"at

my leisure, sometime during the morn-
ing, as he was feeling too sore to walk

down" (to use the words of his note).

I did so, found him without a fever and

he reported that he had slept the better

part of the night. I opened some large

blisters, emptied them and dusted the

surface with starch, after having applied

Campho-Phenique, and left the patient

comfortable.

That afternoon an accident (a slip

upon the stair) compelled me to keep

the house for several days. In the

emergency I sent for Dr. Joe Leslie,

now of Hot Springs, Ark., who took

charge of C.'s case, after I had ex-

plained the situation to him.

Dr. Leslie treated the case on the

lines that I had commenced, using no

dressing but Campho-Phenique and

starch powder, and a few days later the

patient called on me and asked if I

thought he could go to work.

Most of the wounds had healed com-

pletely, but there was still a bad sore

on the chest and another on the knee

(I've forgotten on which side) which

were several days (possibly a couple of
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weeks) longer in healing. There were

no bad scars, and needless to say no

trace at any time of phenol poisoning.

Since that time, and up to my retire-

ment from active practice, some five years

ago, I have frequently used Campho-

Pheniqne in burns and scalds, and al-

ways with the same results—rapid alle-

viation of pain, and rapid resolution.

I have related the experience as the

events occur to my memory, after so

long a lapse of time, and while I may have

forgotten some points, the statement is

essentially true in all respects. I con-

sider that the entire Materia Medica

contains no agent superior to, or the

equal of Campho- Phenique in burns of

every degree.

Frank L. James, M. D.,

615 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.

Extract from a letter received from

Dr. Bowman K. Pearse, Editor Kansas
Medical Index, and a prominent practi-

tioner of that city, July 16th, 1897, says:

Campho-Phenique, Campho-Phenique Pow-
der and Campho-Phenique Gauge are always
on my dressing table at my clinic room; always
in my cabinet at my private office, and always
in my satchel for outside work. The reason
for this, if asked, is simply because they do
their work well, and constitute an ideal dress-

ing outfit.

ALASKA.
A proposition for ten persons of good habits

with $1,500 each, to go in company to the gold
fields of Alaska. One physician, one mechanic
and one miner included. Projector has been in

Alaska. For information, address

A, care Am. X-Ray Journal.

Send us your orders for Drugs, In-

struments, Fluid Extracts, Tablets,

Elixirs and Pills, and we will endeavor
to prove a convenience to you. Send
for a catalogue.

St. Louis Physicians Supply Co. ,

510 Spruce Street, St. Louis, Mo.
N. B. If a stranger to us, send

reference with the order. We sell on

sixty days time when desired by pur-

chaser. Two per cent, allowed for

cash in ten days.

FOR SALE, CHEAP/
One High Frequency X-Ray Apparatus, com-

plete. Does beautiful work. Cost $225.00.
Will sell for $100.00 cash. Reason for selling,
going out of the country. Address

B, AM. X-RAY JOURNAL.

A PREMIUM OFFER.

We will send this Journal for one
year and the following named books
pertaining to x-rays prepaid, at the
prices annexed

:

'ABC of the X-Rays" (price 75 cents)
and the Journal for $1.50.

•' The X-Ray of Photography of the Invisi-
ble " (price 75 cents) and the Journal for
$1.50.

Both of the above books and the Journal for
$2.00.
" Roentgen Rays and Phenomena of the

Anode and Cathode" (price $1.50) and the
Journal for $2.10.
These three books are richly illustrated,

beautifully printed on coated paper, and hand-
somely bound in cloth.
One-half dozen Solid Silver After Dinner

Coffee Spoons, with gold washed bowles.
These spoons retail for $1.00 each, or $5.00
per one-half dozen.
For a short time these spoons are offered as

premium to solicitors for subscribers to the
American X-Ray Journal. These spoons
are very beautiful and valuable, and make a
handsome present.
Anyone sending two cash subscribers will re-

ceive one of the above described spoons. For
eight cash subscribers, y2 dozen spoons, and
for 12 cash subscribers, one dozen of these
spoons.

X=RAY APPARATUS FREE!
One or more persons, as one, sending one

hundred separate cash subscribers for the
American X-Ray Journal, will receive a
complete, free

High Grade Apparatus, $75.00
Two Crooks Tubes - Ki.OO
One Support for Tubes, 1.60

$104.60
Including hand power and mahogany case.
For 130 subscribers,
High Grade X-Ray Apparatus, $105.00
One Fluoroscope. - - 12.00
Two X-Ray Tubes. - 16.00
One Support for Tubes - 1.60

$130 50
Including direct current in mahogany cabinet.
For alternating current, 140 subscribers.
For 250 cash subscribers we will furnish the

Tesla High Frequency Coil, price $200. CO.
Stamp for reply should accompany inquiry.
Address

AMERICAN X-RAY JOURNAL,
St, Louis, Mo.
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. _ FOR X-RAY WORK.
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JUST OUT.

OUR X-RAY PLATES.
Specially Prepared. Give them a trial.

M. A. SEED DRY PLATE COMPANY,
ST. LOUIS. MO. NEW YORK CITY.

THE

Cramer Banner Plates

ARE ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
FOR X-RAY WORK

Full Descriptive Catalogue sent to any address upon

application.

G. Cramer Dry Plate COorks,

St. Ijoiiis, JLo.

mention AMERICAN X-RAY JOURNAL when corre»pondiiiu with us.
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The use of the x-rays as a therapeu-

tic agent has received a great deal'of atten -

tion by the lay press, and, incidentally,

by the medical journals. Cases reported

to have been cured by this agent include

that class of ailments which, as a rule,

are considered incurable. Consumption,

cancer, heart disease, and some forms of

blindness are mentioned. These cases

have a sensational cast which bids for

eager, suffering and emotional readers;

the medical journals are waiting for more
tangible facts with which to guide the

ways of practice.

There can be no question about the

ultra violet rays passing through the

body, and that the effect of this agent

creates a feeling of well-being not oth-

erwise accounted for. This self -benig-

nity has been observed by every x-ray

operator. That the rays are bacteri-

cidal must yet be proven. It is think-

able, however, that the results obtained

by radiant matter within the tissues of

the body, may be due to a vital stimulus,

as light to vegetation, capable of engen-
dering greater power of cure already in

operation in phagocytosis, and also the

eliminative functions of glandular organs.

So effective have been the action of

the rays upon some persons, that though

not practitioners of medicine, they have

observed the change. Prof. Nikola Tes-

la was troubled with a chronic cough,

which he noticed rapidly disappeared

and was cured while working with the

x-ray. He gave mention of similar con-

ditions in other persons.

Whether it is a cure effected with the

x-rays, or merely a coincidence, the fol-

lowing case is instructive

:

J. C. S., living at 3019 Laclede Ave.,

this city, became a patient in Aug., 1894.

He was 58 years of age, unmarried,

weighed 210 pounds, which was his

usual weight. He stood erect, and his

general appearance was healthy. He
never had a venereal disease. He had

never been sick except a few months the

previous year, when he complained of

pain similar to the present. At that time,

too, he was sore in the right inguinal

region. He now complained of severe

pain in and about the shoulder, extend-

ing into the fingers. The arm was quite

lame. He was habitually constipated,

and recently suffered with a great deal

of pyrosis. His life was active and he

has always been a very large eater, and

especially of meats. Soreness was acute

in the lower left angle of the right hypo-

condriac, extending horizontally across

the epigastric region. After six months

treatment the patient lost 25 pounds and
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the physical symptoms were aggravated.

He sought relief from other physicians

in vain. He visited watering-places

without avail. In August, 1895, he

weighed 120 pounds, was sallow, and

looked greatly distressed. Physical ex-

amination revealed a hardened and rough

induration, very painful and tender,

movable within the abdomen, and ex-

tending from the xiphoid appendix to

the lower border of the umbilical region

in the median line. It was fully 7 inches

in length and 3 inches across- The case

was variously diagnosed, but the con-

sensus of opinion pointed to a case of

surgery. In August, 1896, the patient

weighed 95 pounds, was excessively

weak, constipated, and suffered with

continuous pain in the umbilical region.

Paroxysmal attacks came almost weekly,

at which times his life seemed hopeless.

At this time the patient was examined

with the x-ray, and although the diag-

nosis was not made clear, it was suffi

cient to nullify the claim of cancer, or

other fleshy growths. The condition

was pronounced benign, surgery was

denied, and the patient encouraged.

Three applications of the x-ray with 30

minutes duration was given within a

week. The patient, after the first day,

noted some immunity from pain, but its

full effect was not evident for a month.

This improved condition lasted for some

sixty days. He then lapsed into a more

critical condition, and reduced to 80

pounds in weight. In March and April

of this year he was again bathed with

the rays a few times. The x-rays were

powerful enough to cast a clear shadow

of the bony structure in the fluoroscope,

and the duration was 20 to 30 minutes.

Sixty days after the treatment the only

change noticed was less pain and better

sleep. Since last June the patient has

gradually regained strength and weight

i!

X-Ray Apparatus in use in the private office of Dr. Carl Beck, New York City.
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—now, October, he weighs

1 15 pounds ; he is tolerably

free from pain, and eats

"everything;" nothing

abnormal is felt in the ab-

domen. Every indication

points to full recovery.

X-ray therapy commands

the closest investigation.

It is an agent that can be

used with perfect impunity

to the tissues—very unlike

medicinal products. It of-

fers greater hope than any

medicinal agent gave in its

early use.

THE ROESTGEN RA YS IN

SURGERY.
Read before the Surgical Section Of
the Second Pan-American Con-
gress, Citv of Mexico, Nov. 9, 189T.

bj Uarl Beck, M.D., Professor oi

Surgery, New York School of Clin-
ical Medicine: Consulting Surgeon
to St. Mark'- Hospital, l'oliklinik.

West Side German Dispensary

;

surgeon II. S. C. S. Orphan As\ linn :

Honorary President Section ol

General Surgery. Second I'an

American Congress, Etc.

At the instance of Pro-

fessor Beck the cuts were

kindly sent to The Ameri-

can X Rav Journal, by

Henry W. Cattell, A. M.,

M.D., of Philadelphia, Pa.,

Bullet fn situ above elbow. First Roentgen picture of a medical
case taken in New York City. Duration of exposure, one and one-hall
hours. [ A better picture can now be taken in 10 seconds.—ED.]

Editor of the International Magazine, in which maga-

zine the cuts and

article in full ap-

peared.

The article is

most interesting

and instructive,

and should be

read by every

physician and

others interested

in this subject.

For lack of space

we can only re-

produce the half

tones.

fracturb;of the foitrth metacarpal bone.
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COI.LES' FKACTURE. Accident Ave weeks ago.

COLLES' FRACTURE AXD FRACTURE OF THE STYLOID PROCESS OF THE ULXA.

An enormous amonut of callns lias been thrown out, preventing pronation and supination.
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COLLES' FRACTURE. 24 days after the accident, the deformity heing increased
by extensive callus formation.
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VICIOUS UNION* OF FRACTURE OF FEMUR.
Nine weeks after the accident.



Partial resection of left ankle. Partial removal of right second, third, fourth and fifth

metatarsi and of the os cuboideum.
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Resection of knee-joint for tuberculosis,
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THE X RAY PICTURE OF THE LIVING
HUMAN HEAD.

Iti WILLIAM JAMBS MOBTON, M. I>.,Nk\v YohkCITY.

[ Prom Items of Interest, New York City.]

To those actually familiar, in practice,

with the fluoroscopic and photographic

revelations of the Roentgen ray, the ex-

hibit is still a source of never failing

wonder and admiration. But the public

mind, fed by the sensationalism of the

daily press, and satisfied to substitute its

own imaginative processes of what might

arteries, its convolutions, greater cent-

ers, etc.

These results I have never been able

to repeat nor substantiate. And since

negative evidence, on the basis of diag-

nosis by elimination, is often quite as

valuable as affirmative, I reproduce in

these pages an x-ray picture of the liv-

ing human skull which, as I believe,

represents the highest perfection of

actual accomplishment yet recorded.

Compound fracture of the tibia, caused by the new army bullet. Shot from 50 yards
at Governor's Island, New York.

be, for what really is, expects of the x-

ray, revelations of the human interior

not yet nor probably ever attainable.

We all recollect how during the period

of the early announcement of Roentgen's

discovery, statements were made and

pictures exhibited purporting to show
the structure of the brain, its veins and

This picture is chiefly remarkable, so

far as it relates to the topographical and

structural anatomy of the brain, for what

it does not show. (Plate I.)

The subject was a boy of twelve and

one -half j'ears of age. I took the

picture at the request of his parents, to

see if any cause could be disclosed for
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PLATE I.
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frequent attacks of the epileptic petit

vial. The usual focus tube was em-

ployed, and according to my usual

custom was placed at a distance of two

feet from the sensitive photographic

plate. The duration of the exposure

was fifteen minutes. An inspection of

the print shows that the x-ray passed

abundantly and freely through the head

to the plate. The flesh and bones

of the face indeed seem to have

exerted scarcely an appreciable obstacle

to its passage. In the present case a

piece of depressed bone was suspected,

but it is reasonably positive that no

such depression exists. It is certain,

however, that the convolutions of the

brain, and their specific relation to their

envelope of bone, have left behind them

upon the plate a fairly definite record.

This record I will not here attempt to

interpret. Further similar pictures will

be required to corroborate the localiza-

tions here evident. Fascinating as such

a field of exploration rnay be to the neu -

rologist, it is, however, as has been

said, very different from the false x-ray

pictures of the brain, heretofore repre-

sented, and I am not without hopes that

the x-ray, still in its very infancy, may
yet prove to be of inestimable value in

brain as well as in other surgery.

If we turn from the skull contents to

the facial region of the head, we find

some points which may prove of real in-

terest to dental surgery. These points

are both affirmative and negative. Af-

firmatively, the existence and position

of certain teeth not visible to the eye by

ordinary inspection, are made clear, and

their stage of development is disclosed.

Negatively, we are assured (by com-

parison of this print with other prints

of the normal skull) that no devia-

tions, malformations or abnormal osse-

ous growths, dental or otherwise exist.

Dr. Ottolengui, who was quick to ap-

preciate the dental features of this x-ray

picture, has kindly consented to make

the interpretation, and to him I cheer-

fully leave this branch of the subject.

In conclusion I can hardly refrain

from alluding to the great injustice

which is now being done to legitimate

x-ray work by those who cause severe

burns and injuries to patients. This is

wholly unnecessary and entirely due to

lack of skill and knowledge. So great

has been the impetus to investigate

Roentgen's discovery that a mass of in-

efficient apparatus has been placed in

inefficient hands. The burns, necrosis

of the derma and depilation recorded are

invariably due to long exposure, or

nearness of the patient to the tube—be-

cause of a weak and inefficient x-ray.

Never in my experience, and I have

continuously taken x-ray pictures of

every sort since the first announcement

more than a year ago, have I seen the

slightest injury to a tissue result. This

I believe to be due to the fact that I

have used a powerful x-ray and have

thus been enabled to place my Crooke's

tube at a considerable distance from the

patient. My minimum distance for any

work has been eighteen inches, my
average distance, from two to three feet,

and I have recently taken a picture of

the entire adult figure, showing the

skeleton bones, at a distance of four and

one -half feet.

These remarks I make, not to take

any credit to myself, but rather to aid

others to seek the right path, and thus

avoid casting an unnecessary and un-

deserved opprobrium upon this new and

marvelous addition to our means of

diagnosis.

Dr. Morton having very kindly pre-

sented this most interesting picture and

article fori publication, I am only too

willing to interpret the dental aspect of

the picture. Being desirous of present-

ing the whole skull, it was necessarj' to

reduce the photograph in reproducing it,

as the print was of life size. In order



Fig. 3.
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Solid (|n;irtz showing gold. Sjieeimens from Randsburg, Cal., ami Aurora, Lower
California. Taken b\ x -raxs .Ju)\ "Jo, l

ss T. i»y Dr. V. K. Yoakum, I>os Angeles.

therefore to bring out more clearly the

details of the mouth parts, a second

picture has been made, showing that re-

gion in full size. (Plate II.)

The first features which will attract

the attention of the dentist are the two

triangular sharp pointed projections in

the fore part of the jaws. At first one

might imagine that we have here some
one of the lower animals, heretofore un-

known, armed with terribly powerful

mandibles, which would place the creat-

ure half way between the elephant and

man. But the subject was a very mild

mannered human child, endowed with no

oral armament beyond normal. The ex-

planation of the triangular shadows is

that the Crooke's tube being necessarily

at the side of the head, we obtain a pro-

file view. Consequently, remembering
the curve of the jaws anteriorly, and the

narrowing at that part, we find that the

shadows of the teeth on both sides of the

jaw, the hypotenuse of the triangle being

made sharply distinct by the progressive

absorption of the teeth posteriorly.

To be more explicit, the sharper part

of the triangular shadow in the upper
jaw includes the two central and the two

lateral incisors, while the base of the

shadow includes the cusp of the forming

cuspid, plainly visible in the film, though

not so distinct in the illusiration. In

the lower jaw, the triangle is somewhat

differently produced. We have a deeper

shadow from the process because it is

thrown by the bone of both sides, and

the upper edge of the triangle is outlined

because the thin roots of these young

incisors, largely filled with pulp tissue,

and not yet of full length, have not re-

sisted the passage of the light, so that

the crowns appear, with the roots almost

unindicated. The cuspid is seen faintly

rising from the shadow, but is not

yet sufficiently calcified to cast a deep

shadow. The bicuspids, however, which

must appear at an earlier day are more

developed, and are plainly outlined, the

resorption of the roots of the temporary

molars being beautifully shown, especial-

ly the posterior root of the second tem-

porary molar, which, as usual, is more

resistant. A point of great interest here

is the distinct space shown between the

erupting bicuspids and their predeces-

sors, the temporary molars. This proves

that the resorption of the roots of the
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Radiograph of a Canadian penny in the esophagus of a child three years of age.

By Dr. Pitkin, Buffalo, N • ^ •
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temporary teeth is not due to an irrita-

tion caused by actual contact or abra-

sion, but rather that the resorption being

a physiological expectation, a thick layer

of odontoclasts are normally present and

at work decalcifying the roots.

Another interesting feature of the

picture is the condition of the twelfth

year molars, still in the bone, but with

scarcely any roots, the third molars cast-

ing no shadows at all, being at this age

still a pulp mass.

The faint shadow below is the outline

of the opposite inferior maxilla, which

has been impressed upon the plate be-

cause the head was slightly tipped to-

wards the x-ray which it must be re-

membered was on the side opposite to

that which is distinctly shown—thus the

jaw bone nearest the light is but slightly

depicted. R. Ottolengui.

[The radiographs were kindly loaned

to the American X-Ray Journal by

the editor of Items oj Interest^

Perhaps the strongest propensity mani-

fested by a little child is to keep the ali-

mentary canal replete with promiscuous

material, digestible or otherwise, mar-

bles, buttons, jackstones, pennies, nick-

els, etc., etc., are all consigned by the

little one to the primae vial. Pernicious

and disastrous as the habit may prove to

the juvenile's well-being it promises a

fruitful field for research and profit to

the expert Roentgenian.

On June 2d of the current year a three

-

year -old lad of Italian parentage was
brought to The Buffalo Electrical Sani-

tarium with the following history

:

One week prior to his admission to

this institution a large Canadian penny
had suddenly disappeared. Since that

time he had complained of pain in the

chest and was unable to deglutate solid

aliment.

Fluoroscopic examination revealed the

presence of the missing coin in the

child's oesophagus two inches above the

cardia (see accompanying skiagraph).

So securely was this semblance of her

Royal Highness grasped by his gullet

in the year of her jubilee that probes,

bougies, brushes and forceps per ovum
failed to effect its dislodgement.

An anterior meseal incision was there-

fore made in the cervical region at its

junction with the body, the trachae and

great vessels were pressed to one side

and an entrance to the chest effected

beneath the sternum. The oesophagus

was located between a sound passed

through the mouth and the exploring

index finger in the thorax. The tube

was then raised and an incision made
through which the penny was extracted.

During the operation no air was ad-

mitted to the pectus, hence touch was

the only sense that could be utilized, the

pulsating heart and great bloodvessels

felt beneath the index finger served to

warn me of their presence and tbld

their exact location. The patient suf-

fered but little from the loss of blood.

Had it not been for the x-rays, with

which we were able to determine the

presence of the penny such an extreme

procedure would hardly have been war-

ranted. It is in this manner that we
learn how much we owe to their dis-

coverer, Professor Roentgen. Let us

pay to him our everlasting tribute of

respect. John T. Pitkin, M.D.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

DIAGNOSIS WITH THE ROENTGEN RAY.

By H. C. McBriar, D. D. S., Middletown, X. Y.

That the sciagraph, or photograph

taken with the Roentgen ray is destined

to be of service to the dentist as well as

to the general surgeon, is amply proven

by the following cases from my practice

Both of these patients suffered with neu-

ralgia, that ailment which converts so

many into human shuttlecocks, to be

referred from physician to dentist, and

from dentist back to the doctor.

In the first case, the sciagraph gave a
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negative result which, however, was of

value because it was thus ascertained

that the pains were not of dental origin.

The teeth were all perfect and unques-

tionably in a healthy condition. But

the origin of the pain seemed to indicate

that there might be an impacted wisdom

tooth. The sciagraph, however, dis-

pelled this theory, no sign of a wisdom

tooth being evident (Plate III. Fig. 1.)

In the second case the neuralgia was

equally severe and mysterious. A scia-

graph was made and disclosed the

presence of pulp nodules, or secondary

dentine formations, in the root of the

lateral incisor, at the point marked in

the picture (Plate III. Fig. 2), the

upper half of the canal showing clear,

and thus indicating the presence of live,

soft tissue only. The canal of the cus-

pid is shown to be clear through, while

a root filling in the molar shows a dark

shadow. All of these details are much
clearer in the films than in the photo-

graph (or half tone reproduction) be-

cause in the former we have a chance to

examine the picture with transmitted

light.

The pulp of this tooth being removed

the neuralgia disappeared. Without the

sciagraph there would have been no

more reason for opening the lateral in-

cisor than for so treating either of the

adjacent teeth.

THE ADVISABILITY OF X RAYS.

Br S. H. MONELL, M. D.. BKOOKLTX, NEW YORK.

Chief Instrurtor of the Brooklyn Post-Graduate School

of Clinical Electro-Therapeutics and Roentgen
Photography : Fellow of New York Academy of

Medicine, Kings County Medical Society ,Etc.

Scattered through the East and West,

all over these United States, are physi-

cians who followed to its crest the first

wave of popular x-ray enthusiasm, who
spent time and money freely in breaking

tubes and puzzling over apparatus they

little understood, who recognize the

value of Roentgen's discovery in many
diagnostic examinations and still aspire

to share its benefits, but who accept the

verdict of certain medical journals that

x-rays are not available for the general

practitioner. While it may be more
brilliant and startling to report in these

pages some new discovery of the nature

of luminiferous vibrations yet it seems

to me that the greatest practical need

now existing in regard to x-rays is to

bring up the profession to the height of

present development.

The value of high efficiency x-rays in

surgical and even medical diagnosis

cannot be disputed. If, however, none

but a few specialists can procure reliable

and adequate effects and x-rays are

barred to the great mass of physicians

the whole world must share in the dis-

appointment, for millions of people live

remote from these " few specialists."

The belief that the average physician

cannot employ an instrument which has

revolutionized the examination of sur-

gical affections in a single year is mis-

chievous and prejudicial to medical pro-

gress. When a leading medical journal

publishes the statement that, " the fact

remains the same that x-ray photogra-

ph}-
, while frequently individually suc-

cessful, has no success in the long run,"

we must stamp the statement with em-
phatic disapproval. On the contrary

there is scarcely a practitioner who de-

sires to produce the most brilliant and

reliable x-ray effects, and who will de-

vote a reasonable time to the technique

who cannot soon equal the work of the

leading specialists. This is as it should

be, for no monopoly of so great a bless-

ing as Roentgen's discovery is desirable.

To make the fact known then, that a

Crooke's tube will respond to the hum-
blest as well as to the most " eminent "

practitioner is one of the most important

missions of The American X-Ray
Journal at present.

What is required? Why, simply cor-

rect apparatus and the " know how " to

use it.
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Is the art of manipulating a superb

Crooke's tube difficult and docs it take

long experience? On the contrary it is

simplicity itself and full instruction in

the best technique involves but a couple

of hours' time. This fact may be re-

assuring to the thousands who have
" tried and failed " or who have as yet

no measure of real x-ray capabilities

beyond the dim glow of some inferior

tube they have seen poorly operated, by

a non-expert. Ninety-nine out of every

hundred physicians would to-day be

astonished could they enjoy an actual

demonstration of the powers of a fine

Crooke's tube glowing with splendid

radiance. Vet equal results are possi-

ble in their own offices. In two of my
articles (referring to the improved tube

developed by me) I have described

effects which I easily demonstrate to

those who come to me for instruction.

They are easily obtained and any one

can do the same, yet from all quarters I

receive letters saying, " The results that

you obtain are really marvelous," and

followed by many inquiries as to meth-

ods and apparatus. I do not wish my
reports to be considered

'

' marvelous '

'

but I wish it to be made generally

known that all I am able to do with a

Crooke's tube can be done by any one

who cares to learn how. It takes but a

couple of hours to give in a practical

object lesson the whole art of tube man-
agement in which success depends.

There is no excuse for disappointment,

or disaster, x-rays are available for the

general profession. Their use need not

be confined to a few. The cost of ap-

paratus is now less than formerly, and

the cost of complete instruction is nomi-

nal. With the author's form of tube

breakage rarely occurs and the average

physician can readily produce x-rays

which will afford, for instance, the fol-

lowing effects

:

Metallic objects through a piece of

half -inch board are visible in a com-

pletely darkened j^oom at forty or more

feet from the tube, while at fifteen feet

they show clear and sharp definition.

With volumes of books aggregating

3,600 pages, plus heavy board covers

piled in front of the tube the rays render

the same objects clearly visible, while

through a double foot plate of sheet

copper the hand is visible from twelve to

twenty inches from the tube. The
mechanism of the hand, wrist, arm,

ankle and all small and thin parts ap-

pears upon the fluoroscope three feet

from the tube. Between the distance of

thirty -six and twelve inches from the

tube all gradations of transparency, such

as the surgeon may require for these

parts, are secured. When the object is

nearer than twelve inches the bones be-

come sufficiently transparent to allow

the ready detection of a broken needle

embedded in the radius or ulna, or bones

of the hand, one of the most difficult of

foreign bodies to locate with the fluoro-

scope. The shoulder and knee joints

are also quite distinctly shadowed at

three feet from the tube and the increase

in transparency up to six inches is ade-

quate for full surgical examination.

These effects are usually produced on

the instant with no tedious delay what-

ever.

Those who have spent hours over a

tube requiring even the hand to be held

within a few inches of it may compare

the above with their experience.

But it is perfectly easy to go much
beyond this. The thick bones of the

skull yield to the penetrating effective-

ness of rays which are within reach of

all physicians who desire to employ

them. The head of a grown person

viewed through the fluoroscope from

side to side at all distances from three

feet down to four inches between the

bulb and the ear shows increasing trans-

parency, until not only the lighter por-

tions—frontal sinus, antrum, nose, etc.,

are illuminated, but any metallic object
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placed opposite the* thickest part is

plainly seen wherever it is moved by

the hand, showing that a bullet any-

where in the head could be quickly

located with ease. At the maximum of

radiance the transparency of the skull is

about equal to the transparency of the

hand with ordinary tubes and inferior

apparatus.

The spinal column and the osseous

detail of the trunk are visible in clear

outline and may be studied in different

degrees of transparency at various dis-

tances up to three feet. The detection

of a bullet, fracture or dislocation is

thus assured with the fluoroscope alone.

While a photograph may, if desired, be

secured in five minutes' exposure, in-

stead of the half hour formerly required

for the trunk of the body.

At between three and four feet from

the tube the heart of an ordinary man is

seen in nearly normal position and size.

In a man of spare build the heart is as

plainly seen, in as sharp detail and defi-

nition as is the hand held behind the flu-

oroscope. These practical test demon-

strations prove an efficiency adequate for

rapid surgical examinations in all parts

of the body. My remarks here do not

apply to occasional flashes of great radi-

ance followed by days without again

being able to produce a similar view but

refer to effects which are reproduced at

will at different times with different

tubes and which may be equalled by all

physicians who follow my teachings.

The ready recognition of functional

derangements which may occur in any

tube and the knowledge of how to cor-

rect them constitute the basis of satis-

faction in x-ray work. It is a great

economy of time as well as an unspeak-

able comfort to be able to step from

guesswork to certainty in understanding

the behavior of a Crooke's tube; to

know at a glance or by a moment's test

whether it is a good tube or a poor one

;

whether it can be coaxed into working

form or is hopelessly impaired. The
physician who has learned how to tell at

once what is the matter with a refractory

vacuum tube and how to correct the

trouble has made a long step towards

satisfactory x-ray work. It is the state

of doubt as to the significance of phe-

nomenon visible within a badly working

tube which perplexes and distracts the

uninstructed physician. Operative skill

is not a vague, intangible chance " prize

in a lottery," it is a definite, practical,

easily acquired technique which almost

any physician can obtain in a few hours.

A judicious appreciation of this fact will

put a different aspect upon the question

of utilizing x-rays in the minds of the

great majority of physicians.

ROENTGEN RAYS IN ANALYSES.

Dr. Ferdinand Ranwez gives the re-

sults of experiments with the x-rays to

detect impurities in saffron. The plan

adopted was to wrap a gelatinobromid

plate in black paper, place the saffron

on this on the same side as the sensitive

film, and allow the rays to act for four

minutes, afterwards developing and fix-

ing in the usual manner. The presence

of barium sulphate, potassium nitrate,

and similar adulterants may be sharply

indicated in the resulting radiograph.

An?i'ls de Phar.

X-RAYS AND THE RETINA.

The Roentgen rays should be visible,

Dr. Brades, of Halle, has assumed, to

an eye from which the lens has been

removed, as in the treatment of a cata"

ract. He has succeed in finding a girl

who can see the rays with her left eye,

from which the lens have been taken,

while her right eye, which is normal,

sees nothing. He asserts that the rays

affect the retina, and that the light can

be seen by normal eyes if the head be

enclosed in an opaque vessel near the

source qi the rays.

—

Medical Times.
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WE WAST TO KSOW.

BY HOMER C. BENNETT, M.D.. M.E.

If the Roentgen rays, that are way ahead,

Will show us in simple note,

How. when we ask our best girl to wed,

That lump will look in our throat.

If the cathode rays, that we hear all about,

When the burglar threatens to shoot,

Will they show us the picture without any doubt,

Of the heart that we feel in our boot.

If the new x-rays, that the papers do laud,

When the ghosts do walk at night,

Will show 'neath our hat to the world abroad

I low our hair stands on end in our fright.

If the wonderful, new, electric rays,

Will do all the people have said.

And show us quite plainly, before many days,

Those wheels that we have in our head.
«

If the Roentgen, cathode, electric, x-light,

Invisible! Think of that!

Can ever be turned on the Congressman bright

And show him just where he is at.

Oh, if these rays should strike you and me,

Going through us without any pain,

Oh, what a fright they would give us to see

The mess which our stomachs contain!

Lima, Ohio.

Lynn, Mass.. Sept. 3, 1897.

The X-Ray Journal Xo. 2914 Morgan

St., St. Louis. Mo., Heber Robarts,

M. D., Editor.

Dear Sir: Dr. X.Stone Seott has

undoubtedly done a great service in

putting the results of his inquiries into

the causes of x-ray injuries into such

form as to be available to the general

reader through the means of your valua-

ble journal.

There are some remarks which he

makes, however, which I must take ex-

ception to; for example, ou page 58, he

states that I advanced the theory that

the burns are caused by ultra-violet

light. I am not aware of ever having

advanced any such theory, except in so

as it has been my ideas that the x-rays

themselves are extremely high -pitch

rays, beyond the ultra-violet. On the

contrary, from the first I discarded all

theories as to the cause of x-ray burns

for the one which was the most obvious

to me, namely, that the injuries were

caused by the rays themselves, or a cer-

tain set of rays, probably those of the

lower wave lengths, emitted by the tube

and known as x-rays, these lower wave

lengths being included with the higher

wave lengths.

I have seen no reason to change my
original opinion that the injurious rays

are the most easily absorbed of the

Roentgen rays, or the lower wave

lengths of the Roentgen order so to

speak. My experiments, which Dr.

Scott has alluded to, were made for the

express purpose of showing that this

was the correct view. The first experi-

ment was made to find out, in the first

place, if injury would follow what would

be equivalent to a long exposure to the

rays. It did follow. The extent of the

injury and other circumstances showed

to me that it was without question due

to the radiation and not to electro-

static, ozonic, or other effects. My
second experiment proved, conclusively,

that the rays and the rays alone were

the cause. It is not worth while to dis-

cuss whether they act through thermal

effects, electrical effects, or electro-

chemical effects, or by purely mechanical

effects, as nobody knows anything about

that part of it. That injuries can be

caused by electro -static streamers under

the circumstances which produced in-

juries in my second experiment, namely,

through aluminum foil, is impossible.

I have no doubt that the condition of

the subject will have an influence on the

extent and character of the injury, and I

further have no doubt whatever that if a

sufficiently lcng exposure be given and

the tube be at the time evolving the

apparently lower order of Roentgen rays

in quantity, injur}- will follow, and that

the injury will be due to the absorption

of these lower pitch ra3rs within the tis-

sues. I feel sure, also, that we know
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nothing whatever of the manner in

which these rays produce the injury, or

how they act, and it is idle to assume
that they act in any particular way un-

less we get more information upon which

we may base our assumptions. I am
also convinced that no examination,

either by the fluoroscope or by photo-

graphic plates, need ever be prolonged,

or be made under such conditions, as

will involve any considerable risk of

x-ray injury. Yours truly,

Elihu Thomson.

INTERNAL RAYS.

Prof. S. I*. Thompson, in a letter to

L'Eclairage Electrique, explains the

distinctive properties of a new kind of

rays, which he has discovered inside

the x-ray tube, and which he calls "in-

ternal rays." These rays which we have
already shortly described in our report

of the British Association meeting at

Liverpool, says the English Electrical

Review, differ from the Roentgen rays

in being deflectable by a magnet, and
from the cathode ray, in being given off

in every direction from the surface of

the anti-cathode. Prof. Thompson's
attention was first drawn to these rays

by observing that the boundary line of

the fluorescence in the focus tube was dis -

placed by a magnet, while no displace-

ment of the corresponding line on a

fluorescent screen held outside the tube

was observed. Evidently, then, there

were some deflectable rays flowing along

withthe Roentgen rays inside the tube,but

unable to pass with the latter through

the glass. These rays do not appear to

us to be so different in kind from the

Roentgen rays as to require to be

characterized by a special name. If

Lenard's theory of the difference be-

tween the cathode and the Roentgen

ray be correct, the two kinds of rays

regarded from the point of view of

magnetic deflectability pass into each-

other by insensible gradations. Though
Prof. Thompson says internal rays do

not pass through the glass, they must
be able to pass through the sides of an

aluminum tube, in which case they

would merely be a variety of our old

friends, the Lenard rays. There ap-

pears to have been a great tendency

lately among the X radiationists to

mistake mere varieties for new species.

When you have a poorly nourished

patient afflicted with a tape -worm, cause

him to abstain from solid food for supper

and eat no breakfast. At 10 o'clock in

the morning give him a two-ounce emul-

sion holding four drains of Merck's es-

sential oil of male fern and one -half

dram of chloroform. In 50 minutes ad-

minister two ounces of castor oil contain-

ing one drop of croton oil. Now direct

the patient to la}' upon the table con-

venient for x-ray examination. With
the fluoroscope the intestinal movements
are recognizable and the study facilitated

by aid of the instantaneous cut-off.

Within 20 minutes following the second

dose of medicine the worm will pass in

one mass.

HAIRY N/EVUS TREATED BY THE X-RAYS

Leopold Freund (Wien. Med. Woch.,

March 6, 1897) reports the results he

has obtained from the treatment of a

pigmented and hairy naevus reaching

from the nape of the neck down almost

to the folds of the nates, and extending

over the whole back, the sides of the

thorax, the shoulders, and the upper

half of the right arm. The back was

exposed to the rays for two hours even-

morning at a distance of four inches

from the tube, the cathode rays being

emplo\-ed. For ten days no effect was

produced, but on the eleventh the hairs

began to fall out in bundles, and this

continued to an increasing extent for

eight days, when a slight dermatitis ap-
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peared, which soon yielded under the

use of iehthyol. By this time the neck

and interscapular space had become

quite bald. The actual cause of the

falling out of the hairs appears to have

been a slight inflammatory change, fol-

lowed by atrophy of the follicles. No
attempt at regeneration had taken place

within six weeks.-British Medical Jour-

nal, May <S\ 1S97.

THE ROENTGEN RAY.

Dr. E. Bock suggests in Memorabilien

for February that if letters are painted

on a sheet of cardboard, afterward varn-

ished and dusted with powdered metal,

or if the leters are made as gold leaf is

applied, the Roentgen rays will throw

their shadow through the opaque cornea

of the blind; and if the optic nerve is

still sound, the blind person will seethe

shadowgraph thrown on the retina. He
urges experts to experiment in this line

with persons who have lost their sight

from opacity of the cornea, etc., and

quotes Professor Eder, of Vienna, as

authority for its feasibility.

THE TRUE PLACE OF THE X-RA YS IN THE
DIAGNOSIS OFABNORMAL CONDITIONS.

Dr. Nicholas Senn, in his presid-

dential address before the American
Medical Association, said: ' Trans -

lumination of the body by the wonder-
ful Roentgen ray is the last and most

important addition to our diagnostic

resources in medicine and surgery."

These words from so eminent and
honest authority as Senn, can not

otherwise than meet with the serious

consideration of every thoughtful worker
in the domain of science. And while

the advantages in diagnosis by means
of this agent are marvelous indeed, we
must study to ascertain the true scope

of its utility and the evils that some-
times arise from its employment. In-

deed, we have no agent, however

good, that is of universal utility, and

we have no instrument, however im-

portant, that can not have its true func-

tion so perverted as to accomplish harm.

The scalpel, which has brought relief

to so many thousands of suffering hum an

beings, has sometimes wondered into

regions that would have been better off

without it. Anaesthetics, that have

taken away the pain of surgery, have

gathered at least a few prematurely to

their reward in the great unknown. In

fact, those remedies which have served

us best have sometimes made us sor-

row most. And the way in which we
can know the true value of the Roentgen

ray is by a study of the reports of all

observers. And I must confess that in

ophthalmic and laryngological practice,

so far as my experience has extended,

the value of the x-ray is confined to

the locating of certain foreign bodies

and the determination of certain patho-

logical states of the bone. As to the

evil results I have had no experience

whatever, and out of a few hundred

cases that I have examined with this

agent I have failed to discover any un-

pleasant effects. But other observers

have reported some very interesting

morbid changes that have been pro-

duced by the influence of this weird and

mysterious force.

THE BLIND AND SENSITIVE ELEMENTS.

A story hails from Russia about a new
instrument for making the blind to see,

said to be the invention of Dr. Noishew-
ski. The principle of the instrument is

the sensitiveness to light of selenium

and tellurium, both of which change

their quality as conductors of electricity

with a variation in the light to which
they are exposed. In stating that the

blind can "see', by this instrument, a

relative meaning, only, is indicated.

While their actual vision will be unaf-

fected, they will feel the various effects
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of changing light by its action. It is

claimed that Dr. Noishewski has enabled

a totally blind man to find the windows
in a room, and after a little practice, to

distinguish approaching men from ap-

proaching animals. It is further stated

that the inventor is at work upon im-

provements to his device, which he hopes

to make so efficient that the blind will

be able to tell almost to a certainty when
they are approaching opaque or trans-

parent objects.

X-RA YS AND CANCELLA TED DISEASE.

French surgeons have succeeded, with

the aid of x-rays, in producing photo-

graphs of the bones of a living person

which reveal the existence of disease in

the center of the bones, while the outer

portions are sound.

—

Ex.

Physicians dispensing their own med-
icines, or by prescription, depend upon
the drug stores, can rely with certainty

upon the high value of the pharmaceuti-

cal products of the Si. Louis Physicians'

Supply Co. Any and everything needed

by a doctor can be supplied by them. It

is the only complete physicians' armar-

nentarium in the West. The gentlemen

connected with this firm are physicians

and druggists. They are capable, oblig-

ing and reliable. Physicians doing

business with them will have no reason

for regret, but like a kind home, will

continue to do business at the old stand.

Every railroad corporation should be

in possession of an x-ra3r apparatus.

X-ray machines are exceedingly simple.

They reveal every portion of the interior

of the body ; the}7 can be worked by any

railway surgeon
;
they furnish the most

important diagnostic means of the nine-

teenth century.

Fluoroscopy, and, if possible, radio-

graphy should be made of every injury

received upon the road. Immediately

after the dressing of the injured person

a picture should be taken, and again

when the patient is discharged. These
are unerring records for the benefit of

all parties concerned, and of vital worth
in case of litigation.

The name or actual existence of a

medical staff of railroad surgeons will

be insufficient evidence, even when ar-

rayed, to shield a corporation against the

conquering evidence of an x-ray picture.

Radiographs will be had by the prosecu-

tion when it is too late for the defence

to correct their mistake. The trend of

legal thought is to individualize culpa-

bility in these cases, and managers must
awaken to the responsibility. The time

has arrived when courts of equity, or

courts passing upon unwritten law, will

instruct severely against corporations or

managers failing to provide reasonably

for their injured—the possession of an

x-ray apparatus.

CAUTION.

With the advancement in science,

construction rapidly progresses. At the

present time, and in the field of x-ray

apparatus and appliances, the physician

is confronted with a knowledge, accumu-

lation of data and facts that is likely to

set his brain whirling in order to clearly

make a selection of goods suited to his

use. He is likely to correspond with

various manufacturers of such wares, re-

ceiving from each descriptive matter il-

lustrating their particular form of con-

struction and the merits of their' goods.

While he may be peacefully contemplat-

ing a selection, believing so far as his

knowledge of the science will permit,

that he is making a wise choice and se-

curing goods exactly suited to his pur-

pose, his attention is called to circular

matter received through the mail upon

the very goods he is contemplating a

purchase. Carefully opening the circu-

lars, his eye is attracted to the prices.
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He looks with amazement to the cost of

the goods as revealed by the circulars,

and the prices quoted from some reput-

able house. Instantly he resolves to de-

lay the purchase, and make further in-

quiry. He corresponds with his new

formed acquaintance as to the grade of

wares, and in due time receives an an-

swer that they are all that could be

wished for—the apparatus the best man-

ufactured, the outfit the most perfect

possible, and the definition far superior

to an apparatus of eight or ten times the

value. Like human nature, he glories

in the fact that he can save unto himself

an amount of no little value, and hastily

proceeds to order the outfit from his

new formed acquaintances.

In due time the goods will arrive.

They are placed in shape, according to

directions. The apparatus may have a

capacity to glow a small tube; it may,

also have the capacity to penetrate a

small dense mass, so as to just glow the

screen of the fluoroscope. This is what
the maker calls a perfect outfit. To have

the screen of the fluoroscope illuminated

slightly by the x-ray is anything but

satisfactory to the definition sought for

in practical work. The physician at

once is dissatisfied, denounces the maker
of the outfit in measured terms, but to

no purpose. The circular matter has

been so carefully prepared as to leave

beyond a question no part for redress.

It is the same old story of the desire to

save a little in the original cost, and the

purchase of unsatisfactory apparatus. It

can hardly be expected that a physician

should be required to have complete

technical knowledge of all the sciences,

and therefore it would prove greatly to

his advantage, greatly to his saving of

money, and greatly to his success if he

would clearly outline to any ordinary

manufacturer what his wishes are as to

the goods he desires to secure. He would
then in turn receive the information and
cost of an outfit suitable for his condi-

tions. What would suit one operator

would be wholly inadequate for another.

Thus it would be useless to force one to

the purchase of the exceedingly expen-

sive outfit when the use would not de-

mand. In the line of x-ray work, the

definition of the outfit is one of great

importance. To have a screen show

the effect of the illumination, and to be

unable to define the shape of the image

or parts under examination, clearly re-

veals that the outfit is an impractical

one, yet it produces x-rays beyond all

questions of doubt. On the other hand,

the ordinary practitioner when possessed

of an outfit designed for ordinary surgi-

cal diagnosis would have within his

range an outfit that would clearly define

the extremities of the body, such as the

arms, hands, and the lower extremities.

The apparatus which would clearly de-

fine the parts, as enumerated, would by

no means be of service in making defini-

tion through the chest and abdomen.

An outfit that would produce good defin-

ition through the larger sections of the

body cannot be secured for little mone}r
.

The various parts must be made perfect

and thoroughly tested. For surgical

diagnosis, such as ordinary accidental

cases of the extremities, dislocations of

the extremities, a small outfit of much
less cost would prove equally as satisfac-

tory in the hands of the regular practi-

tioner. It would give him the opportunity

of making a record by photographs of the

surgical work upon the case or the set -

ting of the limb and filing same as

against a suit in the future for malprac -

tice. Strange as it may seem, circular

matter has been distributed to the pro-

fession, and most boldly announcing

complete x-ray outfits for the sum of

$15.00! If we stop to consider a little,

and sum up the various parts that are

necessary to make an outfit simple and

complete, we would have a value in a

poor tube, a cheap tube holder and a

cheap fluoroscope, exceeding in cost the
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price asked for the complete outfit. Now
what becomes of the cost of the more

expensive part, which is the device for

generating the high potential energy?

The circulation of such literature is

wholly misleading, and is simply done

to catch the money of the profession,

regardless of any merit that may be at-

tached to the outfit. The class of wares

that the profession desire have long

passed the era of toys, and let us hope

that the science may not retrograde to

the age of mechanical toys. A science

so noble and captivating, so instructive

and revealing to the advanced mind,

must progress upon the pure lines of

science, and should demand the highest

type of wares. To be exact and perfect

in our doings we should have such in-

struments of application or measure as

to carry us as far as possible beyond the

range of error, and into the units of per-

fection. To be of service to mankind is

to be of service to the world. Do not

let us fall into the habit of securing that

which is cheap, because cheap goods are

purchased for exactly for what they are.

The}' never prove satisfactory
;
they can

never reap the benefits as would accrue

from the use of higher class wares.

With good instruments we accomplish

much. With poor instruments we ac-

complish but little. The reputation of a

practitioner may many times be at stake,

sirnply through the use of inferior goods.

Let us not encourage such. Let us, in

making purchases, select goods of known
value and honor, not at exhorbitant or

fabulous prices, but at legitimate values.

All reliable manufacturers are only too

pleased to give their years of experience

and knowledge in the line of their spe-

cialties for the benefit of the profession,

as against the many misstatements of

those constructing goods and making

sales, seeking simply the money from

the profession in exchange for wares

that prove useless. Let us affix upon

our minds the facts that we should first

consider, not what the original cost

may be, but what is the cost to maintain.

Thomas F. Livingston,

Electrician, 820 Broadway,

New York, N. V.

IMPROVEMENTS IN INDUCTION COILS.

The study of Roentgen -ray phenom-
ena has caused a diligent study on the

part of many experimenters for the im-

provement of the familiar Ruhmkorff in-

duction coil. The suggestions made by
Mr. George T. Hanchett in another col-

umn, seem so eminently and sensibly

practical that it is to be hoped that the

directions indicated by him will be close-

ly followed by experimenters interested

in this subject. The induction coil, as

it has been constructed, is a highly in-

efficient piece of apparatus. While many
improvements have been made upon it

recently, there still remains much room
for further progress.

—

Electrical World.

LIFE AT WASHINGTON.

The inauguration of a President, the

selection of his Cabinet and the seating

of a new Congress give especial timeli-

ness to the remarkable series of articles

on various phases of the government by
Secretary Herbert, Postmaster- General

Wilson, Attorney -General Harmon, Sen-

ator Lodge and Speaker Reed, to be

printed in The Youth's Companion dur-

ing 1897. This series of articles and the

many other brilliant features promised

for 1897, show that now, on the eve of

its seventy- first birthday The Compan-
ion is as wide-awake and as progressive

as ever. The Companion's Art Calen-

dar, lithographed in twelve colors, is

given to each subscriber for the year '97.

It is the most costly gift of its kind The
Companion has ever offered. An Illus-

trated Prospectus may be had free by
addressing

The Youth's Companion,
205 Columbus Ave. , Boston, Mass.
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X-RAY NOTES.

Aortic Kctasy. M. Beclere present-

ed a radiographic photograph, which

verified the existence of a double center

of pulsations.

Researches with Uranium Rays.

BECOUEREL. Jour. Inst. Elec. Eng.,

June ; abstracted briefly from the Comptcs

Rcndus, March and April. Two papers,

one on reseaches on uranium waves,

and the other on the law of discharge of

electrified uranium in air.

X-Ray Burns. Sharpsteen. Elcc.

Eng., July 8. A detailed description of

two serious cases, from which he con-

cludes that the harmful effect is due to

the pulsating current ; that if proper

treatment had been pursued at once the

skin would have become sound again

;

and that the health of a person has some-
thing to do with the effect produced.

X-Rays in 1708. Cosmos, June 12.

Under this heading a translation is made
of an article in the Philosophical Tran-
sactions of 1708, by Hawksbee, describ-

ing some experiments in which opaque
objects were to a certain extent made
transparent by means of what appears

to have been a static charge effect ; the

matter seems to have no connection with

x-rays.

Application of Roentgen Rays to
Surgery. Am. Jour, of Sc., July; ab-

stracted briefly from the Comptcs Ren-
dus. May 17. Oilier describes his re-

searches on the osseous regeneration

after surgical operations ; observations

heretofore been very difficult, but x-rays

now enable one to study the develop-

ment exactly, rendering unnecessary, in

certain cases, the amputation of diseased

limbs, since the diseased portions can

now be accurately located and removed.

Penetrative Power of X-Rays
for the Alkaline Metals. Mar-
angoni. Proc. Lond. Phys. Soc. June;

abstracted briefly from the Rend. Acc.

Line, 5, p. 403. He found that the

thickness of sodium was double, and

of lithium twenty times that of potas-

sium to produce the same depth of

shadow; lithium is, therefore, the most

transparent of any of the metals ; the

aTkali metals are, therefore, exceptions

to the general rule that the transparency

is inversely proportional to the density

;

it seems rather a function of the atomic

weight.

Nature of Roentgen and Other
Rays. Precht. Lond. Elec, July 2;

abstracted from the Wied. Ann. 61, p.

2. An elaborate paper on the compari-

son of Roentgen and other types of ra-

diation. He described photographs

showing that the bending of cathode rays

in a magnetic field is strictly in accord-

ance with the Biot-Savart law, and the

theory of electrodynamic tension ; the

canal rays are not deflected by a magnet

and have no power of exciting fluor-

escence or photographic action ; Roent-

gen rays can alter the resistance of the

selenium cell 32 per cent. ; the amount

of absorption by paper subjected to

Roentgen rays depends upon the time

during which the radiation lasts ; he

thinks a portion of the action is purely

electrical ;
experiments were made with

interference, and some data were ob-

tained corresponding to a frequency of

light, pointing to the fact that the radia-

tions may be longitudinal rays.

Luminescence by Various Rays.

Arnold. Wted. Ann., 61, p. 313; ab-

stracted in the Lond. Elec, July 2. A
systematic investigation of luminescence

produced by all sorts and conditions of

rays, including light, cathode, Roentgen,

Becquerel, canal and discharge rays; a

number of substances were also exam-

ined ;
among the results was a proof

that the effects obtained with solid solu-

tions cannot be obtained by a mere in-

timate mechanical mixture of the two
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substances; there is a more decided dif-

ference in the luminescence of various

bodies under the influence of cathode

and x-rays respectively. Most brilliant

solid solutions fail to produce Becquerel

rays; the canal rays obtained by Gold-

stein from the red cathode rays by per-

forating the cathode, are not deflect^

by a magnet, but have the property of

producing an intense luminescence which

is only temporary, as the bodies rapidly

lose this property under their influence

;

there is no photographic action ; their

energy is very great ; it is thought that

luminescence may offer a valuable test

for distinguishing between the various

types of rays.

X-RAYS AND BIRTH RATE.

The Vermont Medical Monthly savs that over

.",iMi,iKiii French women have had tlu-ir ovaries

removed in the past fourteen ^ears. It is small

wonder, then, that the government officials of

France have become seriously alarmed at the

rapid decrease of the birth-rate in that country.

It would be instructive to be told how many
thousands of these women were spared with the

sole object of preventing conception.

—

American

Journal of Surgery and Gynecology.

Statutory enactment requiring x-ray

examinations by legalized experts of all

ovaries, prior to operative interference,

may save the French republic. It would

prevent asexualization, an operation on-

ly resorted to by the authorities of Mich-

igan to do away with the feeble- minded,

epileptic, triple convicts and ravishers.

HUMAN LORGSETTE.

This is an apparatus, so styled by
Gaston Seguy, of Paris, France, with

which, it is claimed, the organs of the

interior of the human body can be ex-

amined with minute detail. The Human
Lorgnette is used by the Department of

Customs of France to examine sealed

packages. The contrivance is of small

compass, not being larger than a parlor

stereopticon, and contains all the essen-

tials of the x-rays. Prof. Segue was the

first man in France to take up the ex-

periments of Roentgen, and has spent

most of his time since in this line of re-

search in the laboratory of Le Roux.

X-RAYS ASD TRANSPLANTED BONE.

Northwestern Lancet (St. Paul) is

authority for the statement that a case of

bone grafting is reported from Buffalo,

N. Y., in which a five -inch piece of

bone from the femur of a sheep was
transplanted into the tibia of a man suf-

fering from comminuted fracture. The
case is chiefly interesting because of the

use of the x-rays during the process of

repair, by which it was shown very ear-

ly that union was taking place between

the ends of the transplanted bone and

the fragments of the tibia.

The x-rays were recently employed

to locate a piece of steel in the eyeball,

which was found in the vitreous above

the ciliary body. Hirschberg magnet

failed to dislodge the missile, necessi-

tating an incision at the sclero -corneal

junction.

RADIOGRAPHY APPLIED TO THE SUR*
GERY OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.

M. M Chipault and Loude presented

radiographic proofs relative to the

surgery of the cranium, brain, ver-

tebrae, medulla and the peripherial

nervous system, which show what val-

uable information can be furnished by

the x-rays, provided always that the

apparatus employed shall possess great

power, and the period of application

shall continue for twenty or thirty

seconds.

Xow-a-days a surgeon will rarely be

satisfied that a bone is properly set, un-

til verified by the x-rays.

—

Dr. W. F.

Estcs in the International Journal of

Surgery.
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As Editor of this journal I desire to

express my grateful acknowledgement

for the hundreds of encouraging letters

received throughout the land. It will

be my purpose to ever keep the columns

up to the standard, and act as such that

the announcement in the first number of

the Journal will not be infringed upon.

The success of the American X-Rav
Journal is an assured fact. The busi-

ness outlook is most promising. Be-

tween the last and present issue of the

Journal the advertisements have in-

creased 14 new pages. Subscription has

increased throughout the States at a

gratifying rate, and in the last month

letters containing subscription price for

the Journal have come from Germany.

France, Cuba, South Africa, Chili,

Mexico, Liberia and China.

Manufacturing phamacists and whole -

sale drug houses, makers of mechanical

appliances, electrical apparatus, x-ray

marhines and all those inventions cal-

culated for the physical improvement of

man, find the unique pages of this jour-

nal a profitable medium in which to pre-

sent their wares.

It is with a great deal of pride we are

able to give to the world this increased

and greatly improved issue of the

American X-Ray Journal. The ex-

pense is very great, but the lessons

taught in its pages demand that no ex-

pense should be spared.

The day has passed when illustrated

articles on the surgery of bones and
joints will be appreciated without radio-

graphs to prove the case.

There is not a surgeon living that

could now successfully place a work on
surgery upon the market without the

salient features of the x-ray.

Pictures made by the Roentgen rays

are variously called radiographs, shad-

owgraphs, x-ray photographs, cathode

photographs, cathography, electro -pho-

tographs, skiagraphs, skotographs, ultra -

actinographs, caloragraphs and Roento-

graphs.

The phenomena of electricity and light

depend upon the same principles. Both

consist in vibrations of ether that fills

the whole universe. Wilhelm Hertz, the

renowned Professor of the University of

Bonn, showed that electric induction

obeys exactly the same laws as those

governing the diffusion of the light

waves.

X-Ray plants advertised in this jour-

nal are worthy of patronage, and can be

relied upon in every way. Physicians

and other prospective operators should

be careful that the manufacturers of x-

ray goods are reliable, and come well

recommended. Cheap and inefficient

apparatus, notwithstanding the boastful

praise of some houses making them,

bring failure and discredit upon the most

useful boon to this century.

HEALTHY HUMOR.

They turned the x-rays on her

(It really was a shame),
And the lovely living picture

Was nothing but a frame.
—Puck.

Doctor—Now, what did your father

and mother die of?

Applicant—Well, sir, I can't say as I

do 'zactly remember, but 'twan't nothin'

serious.

—

Punch.

Doctor (on second visit to see a boy
who had swallowed a copper cent)—
How is the boy this time?

Anxious Mother—No change yet.

—

Life and Health.
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No surgeon or x-ray operator can be

properly equipped for diagnostic work
without the Dennis Fluorometer. Bullets

and other foreign matter can be accur-

ately located within any portion of the

body by this device, and it is the only

safe and reliable method known. Sur-

geons and hospitals purchasing useful

x-ray machines, should not overlook

this most essential diagnostic feature.

We are in receipt of an article from

Doctor Francisco de P. Astudillo, Pro-

fessor and Scientist of Habana, Cuba.

The subject matter deals almost exclus-

ively with specihc pathology in a special

line of cases in which the x-ray is the

sole remedial agent. The results ob-

tained are very wonderful, and calcula-

ted to awaken greater interest in x-ray

work in its entirity.

Since the American X-Rav Journal
has a large circulation in all Spanish

America, we will reproduce the original

in the November number of this journal,

together with the translation.

BOOK REVIEW.

Manual of static Electkicitv in X-Rav and
Therapeutic Uses. By S. H. Monell, M. U., Foun-
der and Chief Instructor of the Brooklyn Post-Grad-

uate School of Clinical Electro-Therapentics and
Roentgen Photography; Fellow of the New York
Academy of Medicine; Member of the New York
County Medical Society ; Kings County Medical So-

ciety: Editor of the Electro-Therapeutic Department
Department of the Medical Times and Register; \\\-

thor of the Treatment of Diseases by Electric Cur-

rents. A Hand Book of Plain Instruction for the Gen-
eral Practitioner, Etc. Second Edition. William

Beverly Harrison, N . Y. 670 Pages. Octavo, Cloth,

Gilt. Price, $6.00 Net.

This volume is just recently from the press.

It is attractively printed in small pica on good

heavy paper, is well bound and capable of with-

standing severe use.

The general scope of the book is broad and

comprehensive, new and original. The con-

tents are arranged into parts and chapters, the

latter into explanatory headlines, full and ex-

plicit. The index affords an easy guide to the

book's contents.

The work is written in a most attractive style.

It is scholarly, vigorous and confident. It picks

up the reader, raw and untutored, and conveys

to his understanding in convincing language
the essentials of static electricity, divested of

mask, myth and mystery. It is the only book
written in any language exclusively upon the

subject of static electricity, and the inventive

genius of the author has slipped the cog of

time, making the world his debtor.

Two essential features mark the volume:
First, its historic interest for purposes of refer-

ence of the reports of Addison, Golding-Ilird,

Sir William Gull, and others, and the "collect-

ed opinions as to the value of static electricity

in medicine." Secondly, the practical method
of using static electricity in all morbid condi-

tions, and also the superior attainment of x-

radiance. The book contains about twenty illus-

trations.

Part I. is divided into 10 distinctive chapters,

each under entitled captions, the subject mat-
ter of which contains all the knowledge known
upon the subject, together with the more inter-

esting personal experience of the author.

Chapter III., details the "'Care of the Holtz

Machines.'' Chapter VI., " How to Regulate

the Strength of a Static Machine." Chapter
VII., "X-Ray Apparatus and Static Methods."
Chapter XII., "Electro-Physiology. " Chapter
XIV., "Neuralgias and Neuritis." Chapter

XVIII., "Chronic Functional Nervous Dis-

eases." Chapter XX., "Pain." Chapter XXI.,

"Brain-Fag and Insomnia." Chapter XXIV.,
"Heart Diseases, Chronic Grief and Weather
Neuroses " Chapter XXVIII., "Diseases of

the Skin. '
' Chapter XXXIV., "Impaired Voice

of Surgeonsf Debility of the Age." Chapter

XL., "Static Electricity in Gynecology."

Part II., contains 17 chapters. A few exam-
ples of the subjects are: Chapter I., "Histori-

cal Therapeutics." Chapter III., "Clinical

Cases Treated by Static Electricity." Chapter

XVII., "The Moral Effect of the Static

Machine Considered as a Medical Apparatus.'

On page 91 Monell says: "I am not wedded to

any hobbies, and at all tim<;s approve of the

best means which will produce the best results."

Again, on page 4: "Electricity is not hostile

to any other mode of cure. All that electricity

and drugs, massage and heat, and cold and hy-

dropathy, and climate, food, mental therapeu-

tics and surgety combined, can do for suffering

humanity, is yet utterly inadequate to supply

the demand for relief from pain and disease.

The united forces of medicine need more help

not less. With this fact in view, the author

commends the fuller study of static electricity."

Again: "The physician instructed in its tech-

nique can operate it successfully every day in

the year. It is no longer a creature of atmos-

pheric variability." As an example of the
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charms of style of the author, I quote from

page 2<>l , in Rheumatic Stiffness and Partial

Paralysis: "Apply the spark slowly for several

minutes with intervals of rest to avoid fatigue.

The sense of lightness, buoyancy, endurance

and general well being imparted to heavy, Mill

and inactive limbs by this method is far more

appreciable to the patient than the results of

anv other form of treatment known to medi-

cine."

I'lie book commends itself to every practi-

tioner of medicine, and to every x-ray worker.

No person can be informed without this book,

for its contents can nowhere else be found.

IMPERIAL GRANUM.
A prominent Vermont physician writing to

thank The Imperial Granum Company for cop-

ies of their famous clinical record, adds the

following convincing words as to the merits of

their product as a food for children: "I can

show a baby that has been reared on—IMPER-
IAL GRANUM—after trying numerous other

foods until he was reduced to a mere skeleton

—

that is now as tough and. strong a boy of four-

teen months as can be found anywhere."

Physicians cannot afford to be without an
X-Ray apparatus. It furnishes a diagnostic
means in importance equal to light and sound.
How can a deaf and blind man practice the
science and art of medicine? The x-ray is

revolutionizing practice. It is causing the
knife to be laid aside, except for useful reasons
—no more "exploratory incisions. '

' Percussion
and Auscultation is less needed as the use of the
Roentgen ravs increase.
Colleges, medical and scholastic, w ithout an

x-ray apparatus, have justly a lagging exist-
ence. Failing to be informed upon the most
useful invention of this century invites retro-
gression.

DOCTOR:
Your library is not complete without the

Hypnotic Magazine, which publishes each
month a report of the work done at the daily
clinics of four or five schools of Suggestive
Therapeutics in America, with full detail of
cases treated. Cost of this handsome monthly,
including premium book on Suggestive
Therapeutics, written by Dr. Parkyr and
Sydney Flower, LL.D., is only $1.00 a yeai

;

with the American X-Ray Journal, $1.50.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Our Static High Grade X-Rav Apparatus,

worth $125.00, for $100.00 cash. This appara-
tus is new and does beautiful x-ray work, and
can be used for therapeutic purposes. Address
C, A.m. X-Ray Journal. Enclose stamp for
reply.

,

One X-Ray Apparatus, no better in the world.
Will give views through the body instantly.

Used also for electro-therapeutic purposes.
Address D, Am. X-Ray Journal. Enclose
stamp for reply.

One Fluid Cautery Battery, in perfect work-
ing order. Compact and convenient. All at-
tachments for immediate work. Could not be
told it had ever been used. $15.00. Address E,
Am. X-Ray Journ al. Enclose stamp for reply.

A PREMIUM OFFER.

We will send this Journal for one
year and the following named hooks
pertaining to x-rays

:
prepaid, at the

prices annexed

:

"A B C of the X-Rays" (price 75 cents)
and the Journal for $1.50.
"The X-Ray of Photography of the Invisi-

ble" (price 75 cents) and the Journal for
$1.50.
Both of the above books and the Journal for

$2.00.
"Manual of Static Electricity in X-Ray and

Therapeutic Uses." Just out. (Price, net,

$6 00) and the Journal for $6.00.
''Roentgen Rays and Phenomena of the

Anode and Cathode" (price $1.50) and the
Journal tor $2.10.
These three books are richly illustrated,

beautifully printed on coated paper, and hand-
somely bound in cloth.

One-half dozen Solid Silver After Dinner
Coffee Spoons, with gold washed bowles.
These spoons retail for $1.00 each, or $5.00
per one-half dozen.
For a short time these spoons are offered as

premium to solicitors for subscribers to the
American X-Ray Journal. These spoons
are very beautiful and valuable, and make a
handsome present.
Anyone sending two cash subscribers will re-

ceive one of the above described spoons. For
eight cash subscribers, % dozen spoons, and
for 12 cash subscribers, one dozen of these
spoons.

X-RA Y APPARA TUS FREE I

One or more persons, as one, sending one
hundred separate cash subscribers for the
American X-Ray Journal, will receive a
complete, free

High Grade Apparatus, $75. P0
Two Crooks Tubes - 16.00
One Support for Tubes, 1.60

$104.60
Including hand power and mahogany case.
For 130 subscribers,
High Grade X-Ray Apparatus, $105.00
One Fluoroscope, - - 12.00
Two X-Ray Tubes, - 16.00
One Support for Tubes - 1.60

$130 50
Including direct current in mahogany cabinet.
For alternating current, 140 subscribers.
For 250 cash subscribers we will furnish the

Tesla High Frequency Coil, price $200. CO.

Stamp for reply should accompany inquiry.
Address

AMERICAN X-RAY JOURNAL,
St, Louis, Mo.
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Six months have passed since the ap-

pearance of the first number of the

American X-Ray Journal. Eighteen

months previous— it was in December,

1895, when William Konrad Roentgen

read his preliminary communication en-

titled: "A New Form of Radiation" to

the Wiirzburg Physico- Medical Society.

The character of the discovery and

the nature of the announcement was of

such plainness and simplicity that the

world instantly appreciated something

of its worth. The knowledge reached

every home and won votaries to its cause.

At the inception of this journal the

intensity of interest had reached a degree

which was revolutionizing and con-

quering. Ever}' nature of publication

was devoting some space to the subject

and the matter was sought with the

greatest interest. No agency for the

benefit of man had ever before so

quickly won approval. It was evident

from the repetition of notices, daily ap-

pearing, that the facts already announced

were confirmed and that also a lull in

the excitement must soon ensue. It is

a matter of history that the fame of great

and useful discoveries bound rapidly to

the zenith and by a law of compensation

relax with shameful retreat. A re-

taliation spirit seems to arise which

retards the progress of science and art

;

possibly an emergency -check in nature

to prevent one faculty from dispro-

portionately out -stripping another.

In this instance, however, no ret-

rogression has occured. There are less

lay press accounts, but a deeper and

firmer hold is being taken by the ad-

vanced element of the medical profession.

This is evidenced by the cordial support

given this journal all over the world.

Scarcely a land upon the earth has failed

to learn of and subscribe for this Journal.

The problems which first confronted

x-radiations and diffusions are now
eliminated and no possible " erroneous

impressions " or " distortions
'

' can

now occur. X-ray apparatus are per-

fected to the degree that no portion of

the human body can escape scrutiny.

None but the best apparatus should be

purchased by physicians, and a full

supply of accessories, including the

fluorometer, should be with every pur-

chase.

While the Journal has met with cor-

dial support we can see why it should

be in the office of every physician.

We believe there is a closer re-

lationship existing between physicians

than formerly. The more we as-

sociate together the greater the mutual
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understanding-. This relationship should

he encouraged between doctors in

country towns. One of the best means
to this end is to establish a business

which will be mutual and which will

greatly encourage patients to be doctored

at home.

Any physician owning a useful x-ray

apparatus will find his business in-

creased. Physicians in the neighborhood

should encourage the use of the ap-

paratus and make their own diagnosis.

By this means the public, having greater

confidence in local physicians, diag-

nosing and surgery can be done at home
where it rightly belongs. Never was
error more grossly committed than flight

from the country to the city for physical

relief. The most practical men of the

profession are the town physicians and
they only need fraternal unity at home
to do any surgery. The possession of

an x-ray apparatus will assist in es-

tablishing that fraternity and bring

together all classes of the profession.

The public will hail such consummation
with delight and the profit to all the

physicians will be enhanced. The
Journal will assist in this matter to the

fullest extent. The blight and wither

-

ings of the past should only encourage

us to grasp hold of the tidings before us.

This Journal will hope to give more in

the future than the past.

LOS RA VOS ROENTGEN Y LOS CIEGOS.

Habana, Setiembre 22 de 1807.

Sor. Heber Robarts, M. U., Editor del X-Ray Jourxal, St. Locis, Mo.

Muy Sor. mio y de mi major consideracion : he recibido su apreciable del 9 del actual, la

que tengo el gusto de contestar, d:indole las gracias por el honor que me hace ofrecicndome su il-

ustrado periodico para publicar mis experiencias.

Aunqiie sea algo largo voy a decirle todo lo que he hecho para que Vd. con su talento es-

tracte lo que crea litil.

Dedicado desde joven al estudio de las Ciencias Fisico-Quimicas, cuya carrera segui, y
amigo de la experimentacion, he seguido hasta donde mi limitada inteligencia me lo ha permitido,

el vertiginoso vuelo que en pocos anos han emprendido, llenandonos a cada paso de asombro y
admiracion los pasmosos resultados que Ios sabios dedicados a su estudia obtienen.

Desde que se dieron a conocer los rayos X se desperto en mi el deseo de conocerlos y estud-

iarlos para lo cual pedi por medio de corresponsal a la casa de Anthony un aparato complete
Me remiticron una cosa que ni honra al pais que lo produce ni a la casa que lo vende; una bobina

pequena en mal estado y un tubo de juguete, teniendo en cuenta que yo no habia limitado precio.

Compreiul lendo que era necesario escoger personalmente lo que yo deseaba fui hace un afio

a New York y de»pues de buscar lo que en dicha po blacion hubiera fui ;i visitar al Sor. \V. H.

Meadowcroft, Sec'y de la Edison Decorative &, en Harrison, con una recomendacion del Scien-

tific American, y tuve el gusto de encontrar en dicho Sor. Secretario una persona bellisima que

me estuvo enseiiando lo mejor que respecto a rayos X habia y le encargue me construvera un

aparato que pudiera corresponder a mi deseo.

Efectivamente : en dicha renombrada fabrica me construveron un inductorium soberbio. y
un interruptor rotatorio asi como tubos de doble foco, y con el me dedique a estudiar esa nueva

rama de la Fisica que esta llamada a representar un papel importantisimo en las Ciencias.

Yo, que siempre he tenido gran compasion a los ciegos, pense que por medio de los rayos X
podris el oculista saber si el nervio optico de un paciente estaba 6 no muerto; pues por notable s

que sean los conocimientos de los medicos dedicados a la curacion de las enfermedades de la vista,

no pueden llegar esos conocimientos a penetrar a traves de tantas causas como pueden velar el

camino para iuvestigar si el nervio optico esta en eondiciones de apreciar las vibraciones lumin-

osas.

Penetrando, me dije, los rayos X todos los tegidos, es natural que penetren todas las sus-

tancias que estan ante el nervio y con la ayuda de ellos y de sustancias fluorescentes tal vez pueda

apreciar los objetos; pero por lo menos ha de percibir la luz.

See our $1,000 Cash Prize Offer on page v.
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Persiguiendo el eetudio de esta teoria mefije un dia en un ciego que tenia sus ojos claros y

que hacia 12 aflos no veia, habiendo sido asistido por los principales oculistas de Madrid, Barcel-

ona y Paris, y cuyo oiego habia gastado todo su capital en su curacion, que no pudo conseguir, y

declarado ciego totalmente por esas eminencias, tuvo que pedir limosna para vivir.

El diagnostico de todos los oculistas que le asistieron era caida total de la retina del ojo

Izqulerdo y casi total de la del derecho.

Dicho ciego no percibia ni aim los rayos ni pequerta claridad con el sol al medio dia.

Le invite d someterse a una observacion y se me presento el dia 13 de Agosto.

Colocado delante del tubo Crokes pudo ver objetos con el fluoroscopo y lo dernds que Vd.

conoce por haberlo publicado el Sun copiado de la carta que le remiti al Sor. Meadowcroft, debi-

endole afladir que hoy esta trabajando en escritorio y puede considerarse totalmente curado; pue

aunque ve a corta distancia es cuestidn de lentes toda vez que le he hecho mirar con gemelos de

teatro v percibe claramente los objetos a la distancia que nosotros los vemos.

Ahora bien: en la observacion hecha por mi se presentan dos fenomenos importantisimos.

Dicho ciego pudo ver los colores del espectro y leer claramente con los rayos aplicados

sobre una mesa con una inclinacion de 45°, es decir que los rayos caian sobre la mesa y despues

se dirigian a sus ojos.

,;Es efecto de refleccion de dichos rayos, 6 de iluminacion particular?

El otro fenomeno es la intluencia que dichos rayos han podido tener para que obrando

sobre la materia haya esta podido volver a su estado normal.

Y que ha habido en esa modificacion de la materia un fenomeno mecdnico es indudablo

pues el enfermo notaba sensacion de calor, apesar de que con un termometro sensible no pude

observar calor alguno en los rayos a la distancia en que el dicho enfermo se encontraba.

Ahora bien: yo creo, v perdone Vd. si digo un disparate, y reservelo en ese caso, que lo que

se ha verificado es lo que mecdnicamente pudieramos llamar un bombe.o electrico.

Los rayos han robado d la materia expuesta a su accion la electricidad que posee y al cesar

la accion de los rayos X esa misma inateria ha recibido de la atmofera la cantidad de electricidad

(pie se le habia quitado. Repetida la experiencia se repitio el fenomeno y durante ese trabajo

mecdnico a que la deselectrizacion de las moleculas did lugar se produjo el fenomeno del calor,

fenomeno que indica una suma de trabajo.

No somos los fisicos y electricistas los que hemos de decir como han obrado las moleculas

en esa caso; cual era el estado de ellas en la enfermedad que padecia el ciego; comopodian volver

d su estado normal. Ese es trabajo de los Medicos y hombres pertenecientes a otra rama de las

Ciencias. Nosotros le procuramos el medio: ellos deben aplicarlo.

Y lo mas notable es que hoy tengo en tratamiento mas de 20 casos, cada uno de distinta en-

fermedad y todos han experimeiUado algima modificacion, lo cual indica que no ha sido una
casualidad lo operado con el primero, habiendo entre esos casos algunos tan notables que han d e

llamar la atencion del mundo cientiflco cuando se conozca.

Y por si Vd. quiere hacer de ellos algun uso y sino como pura curiosidad le copio la hoja

experimental de cada uno.

1). MANUEL BORDAS.
Hace dos afios perdio la vista poco d poco primero del ojo izquierdo y luego del derecho.

Diagnostico: unos debilidad del nervio optico y otros debilidad general. Ve la claridad

del dia y sombras.

Agosto 20.—Ha percibido la claridad de los rayos X.
Sbre. 1°—Ha visto claramente la luz con el fluoroscopo, una tigera y una Have.
" 11.— Manifiesta que ve mas claridad y con el fluoroscopo vio un martillo.

" 14.—Percibe mejor los objetos y durante el dia ha visto sus manos al lavarselas en la palan-
gana.

Da. LUCRECIA PALACIOS.
llace G meses perdio la vista. Primero veia los objetos dobles y le jos con el ojo izquier-

do; con el derecho veia bien y ha perdido poco d poco la vista.

Diagnostico: Atrofia de la papila.

Agosto 27.—No ve nada con el fluoroscopo ni con los rayos directos.
" 31.—Despues de sometida al tratamiento rayos directos, ha percibido con el fluoroscopo

una tigera. Con el derecho las ve claramente.
Sbre. IS.—Manifiesta que durante los dias que ha dejado de asistir d la experiencia, por estar

See our $1,000 Cash Prize Offer on paga v.
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enferma, ve" con el ojo izquierdo los bultos, la sombra de su mano cuando la pasa ante

los ojos, y discos luminosos de dostintos colores.

D. ERNESTO ARAZOZA. (Notable caso.)

I lace 18 afios que perdirt la vista de un susto, teniendo 8 afios de edad. No ve absoluta-

mente nada.

Diagnostico : Tuberculos en el cerebro. Meningitis y paralisis del nervio 6ptico. Con-
gestion & la retina. Lo han visto tres oculistas que son los que han dado cada diag-

nostico.

Agosto 21 .—Percibe algo la claridad & los rayos X directos y la sombra con el Fluoroscopy
" 23.— 11a notado la claridad del dia y precisa mas los rayos X.
" 25.—Ve lo mismo y dice que siente en los ojos una sensacion agrable que en su concepto

indica rnejoria.

31.—Siente un poco de dolor en los ojos. Ha visto durante el dia a las 2 de la tarde vini-

endo en el vapor de Regla, la claridad y movimiento de la espuma de las ruedas del

vapor y tuvo mareo Se encuentra mas aliviado. Con el Fluoroscopo dibujo la forma
de la tigera sobre la mesa por no conocerla—No tiene nocion de colores ni de objetos.

Sbre. 4.—Manifiesta que siente rnejoria porque ve con mas intensidad la claridad del sol.

" !>.—Despues del tratamiento vio la claridad de la luna en la calle.

10.— Ha visto de 12 A 12y£ de la mafiana una gran intensidad de luz y vio objetos sin po-

derlos precisar. Siente mucho ardor en los ojos y dice que siente en ellos algo que le

circula, fenomeno que no ha sentido antes. Durante un fuerte aguacero ha visto correr

el agua por la calle. Ha percibido con mass intensidad la luz del tubo.

" 11.—Lo mismo.
14.—Le causa doloray ardor la influencia de la luz del sol sobre los ojos. Al Fluoroscopo

ve la sombra de su mano.

Da. EMILIA QUINTANA.
En Junior de 1889 empezo a perder la vista, nublandosele los ojos, es decir, los objetos.

y se sometio al tratamiento de un oculista perdiendo completamente la vista en Agosto

de 188!*. Ve solamente claridad.

Diagnostico: Amaurosis sifilitica. Fue operada de ambos ojos.

Agosto 21 .— Percibe el color de los rayos X y siente cansancio A los 3'.

i: 24.—Despues del tratamiento ve mas intensa la luz del tubo.

" 31.—Despues del tratamiento ve mejor la luz del tubo con el ojo derecho. Con los rayos

reflejados vio una tigera. (Llamo rayos reflejados a los que despues de caer sobre el

objeto van A loss ojos en un angulo de 45°.

A la claridad de la luz elc'ctrica ha percibido el tamano y distancia de los ovalos del gen-

ero de su vestido.

Sbre. 7.—Ha visto conclaridad la luz verdosa del tubo. Crokes.
e< 17.—Ha visto durante los dias anteriores mucha claridad y ha distinguido la forma de un

barril. Ve la luz de los faroles de los coches. Percibe claramente la luz del tubo.

D. MIGUEL LLORENTE Y TORRADO.
Es natural de la Habana, de 30 afios de edad. hace 20 que perdio la vista del ojo derecho A

consecuencia de un golpe ligero.

Diagnostico: Catarata traumatica y caida de la retina.

Cinco afios despue*, hace 15, perdiu la vista del ojo izquierdo.

Diagnostico: caida de la retina v catarata.

Ha sido asistido por los oculistas notables de esta Ciudad y medicos eminentes. Ha con-

sultado ademas al Doctor Knapp y dos mas de Newyork.

Percibe un poco de claridad con el ojo inquierdo y nada con el derecho.

Agosto 21.—No ve nada con los rayos X directos ni reflejados ni con el F.

11 23.—Lo mismo.
" 31.—Lo mismo.

Sbre. 2.—Lo mismo.
" 5.—Distinguio los faroles del alumbrado publico, por la noche, y al dia siguiente noto

que veia con mas intensidad la claridad del dia y las luces artificiales que tenia algo

pioximas.
f< 7.—Lo mismo.

See our $1,000 Cash Prize Offer on page v.
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Sbre. !>.—Lo mismo.
" 11.— Lo mismo.
" 10.—Distingnio un e->tremecimiento de la claridad estando bajo la accion de los rayos X.

Antes de someterse :i la experiencia de los rayos X veia con el ojo izquierdo, aun estando
en una habitacion oscura, como unos circulitos y arcos y sombras luininosas blancos y
amarlllos y medio rojos.

Muchos de los circnlos arcos y sombros han variado de forma y de manera de presentarse:
algunos han casi desaparecido y ninguno se presenta nunca cuando eshi bajo la accion
de los rayos X.

La mancha blanca 6 catarata del ojo ojo izquierdo ha sufrido alteracion en su forma.
Este es un caso digno de estudio toda vez que los rayos X no parece haber penetrado hasta

el nervio optico, pues no ve su luz y sinembargo ha sufrido modificacion su enfermedad
hasta el estremo de verya la luz de gas de los faroles.

Da. MERCED MORA.

I lace dos afios perdio la vista y la opero un oculista la catarata viendo despues de la oper-
acion hasta los 6 meses que perdio de nuevo la vision. Ve claridad pero no percibe objetos-

Agosto 16.—Ve la claridad del tubo Crokes.
18.—El dia 17 ha esperimentado alguna mejoria. Ve la luz natural mas clara que antes,
fenomeno que la ha llamado la atencion. Ardor en los ojos y algun lacrimeo. Despues
del tratamiento ha visto claramente la luz verdosa del tubo y con los rayos directos ha
percidido la sombra de su mano.

Manifiesta que durante el dia ha percibido la sombra de su mano mas distante de lo que
la veia antes

20. —Dice que ha visto una cuchara y el color rojo de una cinta con la luz natural.

Da. VALENTINA PEREZ.
Ilace 17 anos esta ciega. Se dio un golpe en el ojo derecho y fue operada en Marzo de

1881, manifestandole el oculista que su vista estaba completamente perdida. Fue op-
erada por otro oculista del ojo izquierdo y perdio la vista.

Agosto 22.— Percobio la claridad de los rayos X.
" 24.—Durante el dia ha percibido el movimiento de sus manos al lavar un pafiuelo.

Despues del tratamiento vio con los dos ojos la luz del tubo. Con el izquierdo principio
a ver la luz blanca y seguidamente fue cambiando al amarillo hasta precisar el verdoso
caracteristico.

Con el derecho veia la oscilacion de la luz.

Percibio con rayos reflejados las sombras de las letras negras sobre papel bianco.
29.—Con la luz natural ha distinguido los colores.

Sbre. 4.—Percibe claramente la luz verdosa del tubo y distingue A la claridad de el todos los
colores. Manifiesta que ve a un metro de distancia los objetos y su contorno.

11.—Ve mejor durante el dia hasta el estremo de andar sola. Despues del tratamiento
vio mas claro y brilliante el color de la luz.

13 -—Ve con mas precision la claridad y no titubea al andar.
Percibe la sombra con el fluoroscopo.

1C..—Ha visto durante todo el dia la claridad y ha distinguido el color de su mano y una
sortija en la mano de una negra. Distingue con claridad los objetos.

D. TOMAS TARXOS.
Hace dos aftos se quedo ciego despues de un traumatismo. En la actualidad ve reflejos con

el ojo derecho. No distingue ningun objeto.
Agosto 31.—Con el Fluoroscopo distingnio la sombra de la mano.
Sbre. 2.—Ha visto con mas claridad la luz del dia.

6.—Ve mucho mas.

7.—Vio claramente la mano con el F.

Ve los rayos X con mas claridad. Experimenta pequeno ardor.
15.—Nota mas intensidad de luz y le molota mucho al medio dia la claridad del sol. aliv-
iandose con los vidrios oscuros. Ha visto el martillo con el F

18.—Ha esperimentado grandes resplandores durante el dia y ve los objetos sin precisarlos.

See our $1,000 Cash Prize Offer on page v.
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D. JUAN NAVAS GARCIA.

Al salir de la cama ;i la azotea al aire libre cayo al suelo como atontado y despues siguitS

su trabajo sin novedad hasta la noche que empezo a perder la vista.

Flic operado de ambos ojos.

Agosto 2(>.—No vio nada.

Sbre. 2.— Percibe la claridad.

" 7.—Vio con el F. una Have y una tigera.

" 15.—Lo mismo.

Da. COXCEPCIOX BENITEZ.

I lace un aflo perdio la vista c ignora la causa.

Diagnristico : Glaucoma cronico en ambos ojos con brotes agudos.

Agosto 24.—N'o ha visto nada.

" 31.—Lo mismo.

Sbre. 2.—Despues del tratamiento ha visto la claridad de la luz elcctrica.

" 4.— I la percibido por primera vez el color verde de los rayos X.
<!.—Ha visto durante el dia un poco de claridad constante por primera vez desde que se

enfermo. Ye el color verde de los rayo6.

!).— I la visto durante el dia claridad y ha distinguido por primera vez la claridad debil de

la pantalla del fluoroscopo.

" 11.— I la visto durante el dia mas luz y ve sombras a manera de Iistas y cuadros. Ha per-

cibido con el F. la sombra de un martillo pero no lo precisa.

14.— El dia 12 vio un gran resplandor amarillo intenso como oro brillante y la han re-

petido unas vegigas en los ojos que padecia las cuales le han supurado mucho.

" 16.—Ha visto claridad.

" 18.—El 17 tuvo nuevamente las vegigas y despues de la supuracion ha visto un solo cuadro

de color verde. Ye la sombra del martillo en el F.

D. PABLO SUAREZ.

Dace 9 meses perdio la vista en un mes.

Diagnostico: debilidad en los nervios opticos. Ve la claridad y no precisa los objetos.

Sbre. 7.— Ve rayos amarillos con el tubo Crokes.
" 9.—Mas amplio el campo visual y ha visto la mano con el F.

" 11.—Ha percibido un martillo y una Have con el F.

" 14.—Lo mismo.

Estos son los casos que tengo en tratamiento y por el resultado que se obtiene podni Vd.

comprender que no se trata de una casualidad sino que efectivamente tienen una poderosa accion

los rayos X sobre los organos de los ojos.

Es de notar que no hay entre esos casos dos de igual enfermedad, y sin embargo :i todos les

ha producido efecto.

Tan luego reciba unos acumuladores que he pedido a X'ewyork citare a los medicos y ocu-

listas de esta Ciudad para que examinen dichos casos y que ellos con su competencia expliquen

el fenomeno.

Xo quiero cansar mas su atencion; pero he querido dar a Vd. todos estos detalles para que

pueda juzgar del resultado que se obtiene.

Le remito una fotografia tomada por mi del ciego D. Ignacio Marquez con quiem hice la

primera experiencia, antes de la experimentacion y otra del mismo ante el aparato en la forma en

que coloque el tubo iluminando la primer palabra que el pudo leer.

Adjunto remito a Vd. $1 para que se sirva remitirme la coleccion de su periodico del aiio

corriente y le ruego me diga cuantos anos tiene de publicacion para remitirle su importe y me los

mande.

Aprovecho esta oportunidad para ofrecerme de Vd atto. S. S. Q. S. M. B.

DR. FRAXCIS DE ASTL DILLO.

See our $1,000 Cash Prize Offer on page v.
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THE ROENTGEN RA VS AND THE BLIND.

IIauana, Sept. 22, 1897.

Heber Robarts, M. D., Editor American X-Ray Journal, St. Louis, Mo.

Dear Sir: I have received your esteemed favor of the Oth inst., to which I reply with

pleasure, thanking you at the same time for space in your periodical for the publication of my
experience.

Notwithstanding that what I am about to say is rather lengthy, I will endeavor to tell you al'

I have done, and you may, in your judgment, extract from it whatever you may find profitable

and useful.

From my youth I dedicated myself to the study of Physical Chemistry, which course I fol-

lowed to this day, being devoted to its practice. The last few years have filled those dedicated to

its study with admiration and wonder and into the flights of the marvelous.

From the time the x-rays became known I had a desire to study them. To accomplish this

I obtained through a correspondent in New York a complete outfit. They sent me something that

is neither a credit to the country that produced it nor the house that sells it—a small pump in very

bail condition and a tube which was nothing but a toy. Taking into consideration the fact that I

was not at all particular as to the price, I came to the conclusion that in order to obtain what I

wanted it would be necessary to go in person and get it. For that purpose I went to New York,

and looked for everything in that line that I could find in the big city.

I called on Mr. Wm. II. Meadowcroft, Secretary of the Edison Decorative Co., with a rec-

ommendation I had from the Scientific American. I had the pleasure to find in him a very cour-

teous gentleman, who took the trouble to show me everything in the line of x-ray apparatus that

could be found. I gave him an order for an apparatus which suited my purpose. Really, in that

renowned factory they made me a magnificent Inductorium with an automatic interruptor, with

tube of double focus. With this I devoted myself to the new branch in phvsics which will be

called to play an important part in the branch of science.

I have always had a great sympathy for the blind. It occurred to me that through the me-
dium of the x-rays an oculist could find out whether or not the optic nerve of patient was dead.

It matters not how great may be the knowledge of the doctor who makes a specialty of treating

the eyesight, their knowledge can not encompass all cases. How can they fathom the way to in-

vestigate the luminous vibrations of the optic nerve?

It occurred to me, that if the x-rays could penetrate the tissues it is natural that they pene-
trate all of the substances that are before the nerve. With the aid of the x-rays and fluorescent

screen it seemed certain that objects could be estimated, or at least the patient could perceive the

light.

Following the course of this theory: I noticed one day a blind man who had his eyes clear,

but for 12 years had been unable to see, and had been treated by the best oculists in Madrid, Bar-
celona and Paris. This man had spent his entire fortune trying to get cured, but was unable to

succeed, and finally he was declared to be irreparably blind by these learned men. At last, after

spending all, had to go begging. All the oculists diagnosticated the case ''falling of the retina of

the left eye and nearly all of the right. " This man could not distinguish the brightest light,

even the meridian sun.

I invited him to my office for treatment, and he responded on the 13th of August.
Seating him before the Crookes tube, he could see the objects with the assistance of the

tluoroscope. More of this case you already know from a letter sent to Mr. Meadowcroft, which
was published in the Sun. I can say that this man is to-day working at the desk, and can be con-
sidered as entirely cured, although he wears glasses. With opera glasses he can see objects at the
same distance with us.

Now, then, the observations made by me bring forth two important phenomena. Said blind
man could see the colors of the spectrum and read clearly with the rays applied over a table with
an incline of +5°—that is, the rays fell over the table and afterwards were directed to his eyes. Is

it a fact that there is reflection of the rays, or is it self-illumination?

The other phenomenon is, after working with the x-rays, a return to the normal state.

That there has been in that modification of the matter, a mechanical phenomenon, there is

no doubt, as the patient noticed a heated sensation, notwithstanding that with a delicate ther-
mometer I could not observe any heat in the rays at the distance I had the patient. Now, then.
I believe (and I beg you to pardon me if I have made a blunder, and if such is the case, correct
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it), that which has been verified is what would be called mechanically electric bombarding
(Bombeo electrico.)

The rays have robbed the power possessed by the matter exposed to its action, and as the
action of the x-rays cease that same matter has received from the atmosphere the quantity of

electricity which was taken from it. The experience being repeated, as was the phenomenon,
and during this mechanical work to which the dielectrization and electrization of the molecules
gave place, the phenomenon was produced by heat, an occurrence which shows a great deal of

labor.

It is not for us to say, Professors of physics and electricians, how the molecules have worked
in these cases of the blind, or how they could return to their normal state. This belongs to an-
other branch of science claimed by medical men. We procure the way, and they ought to apply
the remedy.

The most notable thing is that I have now more than twenty patients which I am treating,

each with a different malady, and all of them have experienced some kind of modification, which
indicates that the case cured was not a casualty. Other cases which I have, if once known, would
call the attention of the scientific world to them.

Should you wish to make these facts known, or if not, only for pure curiosity, I give you a

copy of the experiences of each of them:

MR. MANUEL BORDAS.
It is two years since he lost his eyesight, which occurred slowly; first the left and then

the right. Diagnostic: Some weakness of the optic nerve, other weakness general.

Sees shadows and the light of day.

Aug. 20.—He has perceived the light of the x-rays.

Sept. — He has clearly seen the light with the fluoroscope—a pair of scissors and a key.
" 11.—He states that he can see more clearly, and with the assistance of the fluoroscope he

saw a hammer.
'' 14.—Can see objects better, and during the day he has seen his hands as he washed them

over the bowl.

MRS. LUCRECIA PALACIOS.
It is six months since she lost her eyesight. At first objects appeared double, and, with

the left eye, far away. Soon the right eye began to fail, and by degrees she lost her

sight altogether. Diagnostic: Atrophy of the papilla;.

Aug. 31. —Cannot see anything with the fluoroscope and the x-rays. After being put under the

treatment of the direct rays she has seen a pair of scissors with the assistance of the

fluoroscope. With the right eye she can see them clealy.

Sept. 18.—States that during the days in which she has failed to take treatment, on account of

illness, she can see objects with her left eye, also the shadow of her hand as she passes

it before her eyes, and also an illuminated discus of different colors.

MR. ERNESTO ARAZOZA. Notable Case.

He lost his eyesight suddenly 18 years ago, when 8 years of age. Cannot see anything.

Diagnostic: Tubercles in the cerebrum, meningitis, paralysis of the optic nerve and

congestion of the retina. Three oculists have treated him, and they are those

who gave the diagnosis.

Aug. 21.—He can see clearh- the light and shadows through the assistance of the fluoroscope.

" 23.—He can see more clearly the light of day and also the x-rays.

" 25.—He can see the same; says he feels a very agreeable sensation, which he thinks indi-

cates his improvement.
31.—He feels pain in the eyes; has seen throughout the day. While coming in on the boat

from Regla the brightness of the foam, and the motion of the wheels of the boat he

thinks has helped him. With the aid of the fluoroscope he drew the shape of a pair

of scissors over the table, not having formerly known their shape. Has no notion of

objects or colors.

Sept. 4.—He states he feels much better because he can see with more intensity the light of the

sun.

" 9.—After the treatment he could clearly see the light of the moon in the street.

{t 10.—He has seen from 12 to half past 12 in the morning a great intensity of light, and could
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distinguish objects without knowing what they were. He feels burning sensations in

the eyes, and says that he feels in them something that circulates, a phenomenon
which he has not felt before. During a heavy rainfall he has seen the water run
through the street. Has perceived with more intensity the light of the tube.

Sept. 11.—The same.

" 14-—He feels a burning pain through the influence of the light of the sun over the eyes.

Through the assistance of the fiuoroscope he can see the shadow of his hand.

MRS. EMILIA QUINTANA.
In June, 1«89, she began to lose her eyesight. Her eyes began to get cloudy, that is to

say, the objects. She put herself under the treatment of an oculist—losing complete-
ly her eyesight in August, 1889. Can only see light. Diagnostic: Amaurosis Sifiliti-

ca. She was operated on both eyes.

Aug. 21.—She perceives the colors of the x-rays, and distinguishes to the 3°.

" 24.—After the treatment she sees more intense the light of the tube.
" 31.—After the treatment she sees better the light of the tube with the right eye. With the

reflected rays she saw a pair of scissors. ([ call reflected rays to those who after
fallen upon the object go np to the eyes at an angle of 4."> degrees.) To the brightness
of the electric light she has perceived the size and distance of the folds in the cloth of
the dress.

Sept. 7.—She has seen clearly the green light of Crookes tube.

" 17 -—During the last few days she has seen a great deal of light, and distinguished the form
of a barrel. She sees the light in the lanterns of the carriages. She perceives clearly

the light of the tube.

MR. MIGUEL LLORENTE Y TORRADO.
He is a native of Habana, 30 years of age. It is 20 years since he lost the sight of the

right eye through a light fall. Diagnostic: Traumatic cataract and falling of the
retina (y caida de la retina). Five years afterwards, and 15 years ago, he lost the
sight of the left eye. Diagnostic: Falling of the retina and cataract. He has been
treated by the most prominent oculist of this city, and physicians as well. He has
consulted, besides. Dr. Knapp and two others of New YorK City. He can perceive
some light with the left eye, but none with the right.

Aug. 21.—Cannot see anything with the x-rays direct, nor reflected ravs, nor with the fluoroscope.
" 23.—The same.
" 31.—The same.

Sept. 2.—The same.

" 5—He distinguishes the light of the public street lamps by night. The following dav he
could see with more intensity the light of the day and the artificial lights which were
near him.

" 7.—The same.
" 9.—The same.
" 11.—The same.

" 16.—He distinguished an overpowering sensation of light while under the action of the
x-rays. Before submitting himself to the x-rays he had a sensation with the left eye,
even though he was in a dark room, and could see circles, arches and luminous
shadows, white, yellow and red. Many of the circles, arches and shadows have varied
in form since the use of the x-rays. Some have almost disappeared, and none ever
appear while under the action of the x-rays. Now the cataract of the left eye has
suffered some alteration in its form.

This is a case worthy of study, since at no time does it appear that the x-rays penetrated
to the optic nerve, as it cannot see the x-radiance. notwithstanding the cataract has
suffered some modification even to the extent of being able to see the gaslight.

MRS. MERCED MORA.
It is two years since she lost her sight, and an oculist removed the cataract, enabling
her to see after the operation for six months, when she again lost her vision. She can
see the light, but perceives no objects.

Aug. 16.—Can see the light of Crookes tube.
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" 18.—The 17th day she experienced some improvement. Sees the natural light more clearly

than hefore. A phenomenon that has called her attention (fenomeno que le he llama-

do la atencion)
;
burning sensation of the eyes and flowing tears. After the treat-

ment she has seen clearly the green light of the tube, and with the rays direct has

seen the shadow of her hand. She states that during the day she sees the shadow of

the hand more clearly than before.

" 20.—She says she has seen a spoon and the red color of a ribbon with the natural light.

MRS. VALENTINA PEREZ •

She has been blind 17 years. She struck herself in the right eye, and was operated on

in March in 1881. The oculist stated that her eyesight was completely lost. Another

oculist operated upon the left eye, and she lost her eyesight entirely.

Aug. 22.—She perceived the light of the x-ray.

" 24.—During the day she has seen the movements of her hand while washing a handkerchief.

After the treatment she saw with both eyes the light of the tube. With the left she

began to see the white light, and following it began to change to yellow until she

perceived the characteristic green. With the right she could see the oscillation of

the light. With the direct rays she saw the shadows of the black letters upon white

paper.

" 29.—With the natural light she has distinguished colors.

Sept. 4.—She perceives clearly the green light of the tube, and distinguishes through its light

all the colors. She states that at a distance of three feet she sees objects and sur-

ro undings.

" 11.—She sees better during the day to the extent of being able to walk alone. After the

treatment she could see more clearly and brilliant the light.

" 13.—She can see with more precision and does walk with confidence. She sees the shadow

with the fluoroscope.

" 16.—She has seen during the day the light, and has distinguished the color of her hand, and

the ring in the hand of a negress. She clearly distinguishes the objects.

MR. TOMAS TARNOS.
Two years ago he became blind after traumatism. Now he can see shifting lights with

the right eve. Cannot distinguish any objects,

Aug. 31.—With the fluoroscope he distinguishes the shadow of the hand.

Sept. 2.—Has seen with more clearness the light of day.

" G.—He sees much more.
" 7.—He clearly saw the hand with the fluoroscope.
u 11.—Can see the x-rays with more clearness. He experiences a light sensation of burning.

" 15.—He notices with more intensity the light, and is much bothered by the light of the

midday sun. 1 Ie is relieved by the use of green glasses. Has seen a hammer with

the fluoroscope.

" 18.—He has experienced excessive flashes during the day, and can see the objects without

being able to know them.

MR. JUAN NAVAS GARCIA.

After leaving his bed he ascended to the roof, and the free air falling upon him, he fell

to the floor as if stunned, and afterwards he proceeded to his work without any trouble

until night, when he began to lose his eyesight. Both eyes were operated upon.

Aug. 26.—Cannot see anything.

Sept. 2.—He perceives the light.

" 7.—He saw with the fluoroscope the keys and a pair of scissors.

" 15.—Same.

MRS. CONCEPTION BENITEZ.

It is a year since she lost her sight, without knowing the cause. Diagnostic: Chronic
glaucoma of both eyes, with sharp eruptions (brotes agudos).

Aug. 24.—She has not seen anything.
" 31.—Same.

Sept. 2.—After treatment has seen clearly the electric light.
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Aug. 4.—He lias seen for the first time the green color of the x-rays.

'< 6.—Has seen constantly the light during the day for the first time since he became blind.

Can now see the green colors of the x-rays.

" 0.—Has seen clearly during the day, and has distinguished for the first time the dim light

of the shade of the rluoroscope.

11.—Has seen the light more during the day, and sees in the form of squares and stripes.

He has perceived in the flnoroscope the shadow of a hammer, but cannot distinguish it.

•'< 14.—The 12th day of September he saw a groat intense yellow flash like shining gold, and

some blisters (vegigas) in the eyes of which he previously suffered, and which now

are full of pus.

>•' 16.—He has seen the light. The 17th day he had again the blisters, and after suppuration

he has seen only a green colored frame. He sees the shadow of the frame of the

rluoroscope.

MR. PABLO SUAREZ.

. He lost his sight in one m mth, nine months ago. Diagnostic: Debility in the optic

nerve. Hi sees the light, but does not know the objects. He sees yellow rays with

the Crookes tube.

Sept. 9. --There is mare space in the visual field, and he has seen the hand with the fluoroscope.

" 11. --He has seen the hammer and keys with the rluoroscope.

" 14. --Same.

These are the cases I have under treatment, and by the results obtained you can understand

that the cases treated are not accidental ones, but that the x-rays have effectually a powerful ac-

tion upon the organs of the eyes. It is to be noted that of these cases there are no two of them

alike, and, notwithstanding, some effect has been produced in all of them.

As soon as I receive some accumulators, which I have ordered in New York, I will engage

the doctors and oculists of this city, in order that they may examine these cases, and that they

with their competency explain the phenomenon.

I do not wish to tire you any longer, but I wish to give you all of these details in order that

you may be able to judge the results thereto obtained. I send you photograph taken by me from

the blind Mr. Ignicio Mirg.ie/., with whom I hid the first experience, and before the experiment,

and another of sime before the apparatus, in the form in which I placed the tube illuminating

the first word he was able to read.

Inclosed please find $ 1.00 to pay for one annual subscription for the Journal. Please tell

rn : hr.v lon» the Jo ir.nl has been in [publication, in order thu I may send the money for all

sioseq tilt Usu ?s. I take al/aiti^e of this opportunity to offer myself

Yours very truly, DR. FRANCISCO DE P. ASTUDILLO.
Literal translation from the Spanish by Professor J. Claudio Martinez, 280S Washington

Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

THE DYNAMO I\ THERAPEUTICS.

Br John- T. I'itkis, sr. D , Buffalo, N*. Y.

In this, the electrical age, it seems to

ma that it behooves us as Physicians (if

we desire to be progressive) to keep in

touch with the rapid developments in

that branch of science which has stamped

its name not only upon this city (Buffa-

lo) , but also upon the epoch in which

we live.

The extreme value of electricity in its

various forms or degrees of tension, i. e.,

(l) Galvanic, (l) Faradic, (3) Frank-
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liuetic, as a remedial agent, either alone

or in conjunction with ponderable agen-

cies for the alleviation of lithaemic, neu-

rotic and asthenic disorders, is too well

known to require from me at present any

more than a laudator}' comment. But

the physician who desires to avail him-

self of the utility of this subtle variety of

force finds himself confronted on every

hand with manifold difficulties and per-

plexities.
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The knowledge of this important

branch of science acquired in the aver-

age University medical course is ex-

tremely meagre and utterly inadequate

to form for him a proper working foun-

dation and the man of any science who
endeavors to build a superstructure on

other than the rocks of knowledge is

thereby doomed sooner or later to failure

and remorse.

Many manufacturers of electrical ap-

paratus take undue advantage of us by

making instruments which are very com-
plicated and correspondingly expensive.

Once in our possession they seldom work

satisfactorily for any considerable period

of time, usually on account of impair-

ment or exhaustion of the source of

electrical supply.

The purpose of this communication is

to offer a simple plan whereby this com-
plication can be obviated.

Some of us now have, and all of us

can have from the dynamo, a constant

supply of electricity which is essentially

galvanic. How can it be utilized?

A first-class Faradic coil with com-
plete accompaniment of electrodes should

cost not to exceed ten dollars. The
primary of such a coil can be connected

directly to any street lighting current in

the following manner

:

Supposing your office to be wired, as

the electrician would express it, in mul-

tiple, that is, the current has the choice

of following several lines throngh as

many lamps, which it will do, always

selecting the channel or channels of least

resistance.

Unscrew from the wall fixture or elec -

trical chandelier the sixteen or twenty

candle power lamp (as the case may be)

in the place of which insert a screw

socket ; from this two wires should lead

to a Faradic instrument, but before reach-

ing same, one of the wires must pass

through an electrical lamp which must
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always be turned on. The purpose of

the lamp is to act as a safety valve, pro-

tecting the house wires on the one hand
and the instruments on the other, for in

its use the surplus of electricity is trans-

formed into light and heat ; thus it allows

only such a portion of the electrical cur-

rent to reach the instruments as they can
safely utilize, it also becomes an index

to the operator, showing him when the

current is passing onward. By this ar-

rangement your wall bracket lamp and

and coil will be wired in series. The
apparatus is always ready upon turning

the button for electro -therapeutic pur-

poses (always on tap).

The current so obtained, if from a 110

volt dynamo, will have a strength at

coil, of about 52 volts and half an am-
pere, this, after induction, can be safely

employed for Faradization of the

patient's extremities for muscle, nerve

and joint affections.

To electrify the great nerve centers,

less voltage is recommended. This can

be obtained by interposing in the prim-

ary circuit between the lamp and coil a

water Rheostat, i. e., a jar of acidulated

water into which the current is lead to

two copper plates.

The greater the distance between

these immersed plates the more will the

electrical force be converted into chemi-

cal energy and thereby reduced.*

The galvanic current may be obtained

from the same apparatus by disconnect-

ing the Faradic instrument and attaching

proper electrodes to the wires which

formerly supplied it.

Should a street service not be obtain-

able, you can procure a small dynamo
and propel the same by a water motor, a

small gas or steam engine. Small dy-

namos can be built by the makers, so

wound as to give any number of volts

*Tke water rheostat may be replaced by extra lamps

wired in simple series.
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desired,! as already intimated. A dyn-

amo giving 40 to 50 volts and one -half

to one ampere for ordinary Faradic and

galvanic work, is the quality and quan-

tity most desirable.

By introducing resistance coils into

the galvanic current amperage will be

raised at the expense of voltage, and
with proper electrodes you are prepared

for cautery work.

By the means suggested in this article

you have at your disposal not only a

constant source of electrical supply, but

also currents of some power capable of

doing some good. The two or three cell

fluid chemical batteryt with its filthiness,

uncertainty of action, requiring constant

care and expense, giving only about one

volt per cell, even when freshly charged

has, in my humble opinion, outlived its

usefulness, except, perhaps, as a plaj'-

thing or faith cure, and should be rele-

gated to the realms of innocuous disu-

sage.

Again history repeats itself, for the

dynamo is only the outgrowth of the

magnetic -electrical machine with which

our medical forefathers ground out elec-

tricity for the alleviation of the suffering

of their fellowmen.

In closing, let me suggest that electri-

city be employed like other powerful

remedial agencies in dehnite doses, i. e.,

as many volts and amperes as may be

required to overcome a given pathologi-

cal condition. Then will both you and

your clientage marvel at its efficacy.

fLarge wire for quantity, long linp wire for tension
is used in winding the armatnre and field magnets.
|Tlie fluid battery has been largely replaced in the

arts and telegraph service by the dynamo.

DOCTOR:
Your library is not complete without the

Hypnotic Magazine, which publishes each
month a report of the work done at the dailv
clinics of four or five schools of Suggestive
Therapeutics in America, with full detail of
cases treated. Cost of this handsome monthly,
including premium book on Suggestive
Thp.r \peuttcs, written by Dr. Parkyr and
Sydney Flower, LL.D., is only $1.00 a year;
with the American- X-Ray Journal, $1.50.
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THE LIMITATIONS OF THE ROENTGEN
ENERGY.

Bl .John Dennis.

These conclusions have now forced

themselves on the minds of every con-

scientious and skillful Roentgen-ray op-

erator on surgical lines

:

First. The energy cannot be utilized

in diagnosis of foreign substances in the

human organism, with exactness, or in

presenting undistorted views of the an-

atomy, without scientific and positive

appliances which will reveal the location

of any such object with geometrical pre-

cision, or present a relatively correct

shadow of the bones of the skeleton. It

is now known that the Roentgen en-

ergy, unaided, is an unsafe and, indeed,

dangerous guide ; that it will reveal the

presence of an object more permeable to

the ray than its surroundings, but will

not disclose its position with the accur-

acy necessary to insure successful ex-

ploration. It is unnecessary to enlarge

upon this proposition. If it has not im-

pressed itself on the mind of an exper-

imenter, he has yet much to learn re-

garding the practical application of the

force.

Second. That observations by means
of the Roentgen engergy, for the diag-

nosis of the location of foreign substan-

ces in the living human organism, can

no longer properly be made as experi -

ments ; scientific means having been

provided by which all elements of ex-

periment and uncertainty have been

eliminated. In other words, prolonged

and repeated exposures, with tubes in

close proximity to the subject, are not

warranted in the present condition of the

art, that art having advanced to the point

where any object which can be discov-

ered on the field of the fluoroscope, can

be located with geometrical exactness

with reference to exploration, only a few

minutes exposure, with the source of

energy outside of the known danger
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line, and with the subject sufficiently

remote to insure against untoward effects

being necessary. In case the object is

not discernable on the field of the fluoro-

scope, and is still susceptible of being

revealed on the sensitive plate, scientific

means have been provided by which the

distortion can be eliminated and the

position of the object fixed, without ex-

posing the subject to danger from the

energy. The fluorograph provides for

the correction of all distortion, and the

results are exact, as in the case <jf a

fluorometric observation with the fluoro-

scope. This is done without the long,

tedious and repeated chance exposures

which so often result in final failure in

exploration, even at the hands of the

skillful surgeon.

Third. That the probe, with all of

its potentiality of good and evil, is no

longer an experimental instrument, but

is guided to its destination with unerring

precision ; that a line of travel is mapped
out for the probe which eliminates the

elements of uncertainty and hope, and

guides it direct to its mark.

Fourth. That the Roentgen energy

is absolutely safe and certain in its re-

sults, in a surgical endeavor, if in the

hands of competent operators, and if

aided by the latest scientific appliances.

Fifth. That the usefulness of the

Roentgen energy has suffered, as an aid

to the surgeon, by reason of its failures

in the hands of unskilled operators, who
have endeavored to utilize it without

sufficient knowledge of its limitations,

and without the additional aid in the

way of appliances which science has

provided.

One of the many readable journals of

the country is the Medical Review of
Reviews, edited by Daniel Lewis, A.M.,
M.D., New York City. A novel and
useful feature adopted by this publica-

tion is the "Key to Medical Periodi-
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cals," and the title of the "Month's
Leading Articles."

This is the third year of publication

of the Sou t7/ AJrican Journal of Engin-
eering, Mining and Science, printed in

Johannesburg, S. A., and edited by

Robert Dives. It is an exceedingly in-

teresting monthly, and the advertise-

ment pages are full—a proof of good
times in that interesting country. The
September number contains an editorial

"The History of Our Times," which

should be read by every one interested

in history, and South Africa particular-

ly. The price named on the journal is

sixpence monthly.

A HAPPY THOUOHT.

Sept. 25th, 1897.

Messrs. John Carle & Sons,

New York City.

Dear Sirs : I have recently used the

Imperial Granum with very gratifying

results, being called in consultation

when death seemed imminent, to see a

child that could relain nothing whatever

on its stomach. I remembered my sam-

ples of Imperial Granum and ordered

it tried at once, and it zvas retained.

The child has not vomited since, the

bowels are quiet, and the patient on the

road to recovery. I have also recently

used the Imperial Granum in a case of

typhoid fever with equal satisfactory re-

sults. Yours very truljr

,

M. D.

Physicians can obtain samples of this valuable

prepared food free, charges prepaid, on appli-

cation to John Carle & Sons, 153 Water Street,

New York City.

FOR SALE CHEAP.

Our Static High Grade X-Rav Apparatus,
worth $125.00, for $100.00 cash. This appara-
tus is new and does beautiful x-ray work, and
can be used for therapeutic purposes. Address
C, Am. X-Ray Journal. Enclose stamp for
reply.
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One X-Ray Apparatus, no better in the worlc.
Will give views through the body instantly.
Used also for electro-therapeutic purposes.
Address D, Am. X-Ray Journal. Enclose
stamp for reply.

One Fluid Cautery Battery, in perfect work-
ing order. Compact and convenient. All at-
tachments for immediate work. Could not be
told it had ever been used. $15.00. Address E,
Am. X-Ray Journal. Enclose stamp for reply.

X-RAY APPARATUS FREE!
One or more persons, as one, sending one

hundred separate cash subscribers for the
American X-Ray Journal, will receive a
com plete. free

High Grade Apparatus, $75.00
Two Crooks Tubes - 16.00
One Support for Tubes, 1 60

$92.60
Including hand power and mahogany case.
For 130 subscribers,
High Grade X-Ray Apparatus, $105.00
One Fluoroscope, - - 12.00
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ELECTROCUTION, AND WHAT CAUSES
ELECTRICAL DEATH.

Bi Homer c. Bennett, M.D., M. E. Lima, Ohio.

A Lecture before the Class of the National College of

Klectro-Therapeutics, Re-arranged and Written for

The American \ Raj Journal.

The infliction of the death penalty as

a means of capital punishment by means
of electricity, is now the only legal

method in but two States, viz: New
York and Ohio.

This method has been in vogue in

New York for a number of years, and

was first used there on William Kemm-
ler (alias John Hart), in the Auburn
prison, August 6, 1890. It has but re-

cently been introduced into Ohio, where
the idea first originated some fifteen

years ago, and the first time it was used
in Ohio was at the Ohio Penitentiary on
the morning of the 21st day of April,

1897, at about half-past 12 o'clock.

It does not fall within the province of

this paper to enter into the discussion of

the subject of capital punishment as a de-

terring agent for the prevention of crime,

at all but as we are confronted by a con -

dition instead of a theory, we will en-

. 6.

deavor to show that if the death penalty

is to be inflicted at all as a capital pun-

ishment, that the method commonly and

officially known as electrocution, is the

most humane, painless, bloodless and

best method known.

In the legislative history of Ohio elec-

trocution and the name of Jones will al-

ways be associated, because about fifteen

years ago, the subject was first brought

before the General Assembly of Ohio by
Representative Jones, of Jackson coun-

ty. It was at first treated as a jest, but

later it was decried by certain sentiment-

alists, who were horrified at the idea.

But like "Banquo's ghost," it would

not "down," for after awhile the matter

was again brought up, this time by Rep-

resentative Jones, of Trumbull Co., on-

ly to meet with opposition and failure of

recognition. The idea had come to stay,

however, and after it had been tried in

the State of New York the matter was
for the third time brought up, and again

by a man of the same name as before,

this time Senator Jones, of Madison

county, who in the seventy -second Gen-
eral Assembly of Ohio introduced Sen-

ate Bill No. 216, which with but slight

change became the law as it now exists

in Ohio.

Thus we see that there were three

periods in the history of this method in

Ohio, viz: inception, struggle and fail-

ure, and at last success; and, as we have

seen, there was a Jones at the helm in

each.
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In the meantime, however, New York
had taken the matter in hand, and it was
cussed and discussed for a long time, but

it finally prevailed, on the ground of be-

ing more humane. There, however, it

had its hardest fight to live after it was
upon the statute books, for the most ex-

traordinary methods were resorted to to

prevent its execution, case after case be-

ing taken to the Supreme Court of Ap-
peals, and even to the Supreme Court of

the United States, on the ground that it

was "cruel and unusual."

The Supreme Courts sustained the

law, and then appeals were made to

electricians and manufacturers and deal-

ers in electrical goods and supplies, be-

cause they said that to use electricity,

the greatest discovery of the age, for the

ignoble purpose of capital punishment,

would be to bring disgrace and shame
and reproach upon the most wonderful

thing of modern science, and that it

would not do to convert so valuable an
agent to the furthering of "legal mur-
der.

'

'

The makers of knives, axes, swords,

guns and ropes which have all been used

for the execution of criminals at differ-

ent times, have always been respected

and honorable men, notwithstanding,

and it seemed strange that electrical

workers should have been influenced by
such statements, but such was the fact,

though by what the wire, armature and

electrode could be any more disgraced

than any other instrument, was not

clearly demonstrated.

The result was that the State author-

ities were unable to secure the proper

appliances and apparatus with which to

properly carry out the law, as no reput-

able manufacturer could be induced to

install the plant, nor any experienced

THE OHIO STATE "ELECTROCUTION CHAIR," I SE1) AT < OI.UMKl », OHIO.
Showing how capital criminals are now executed by electricity. Hon. C. (i. Coffin. Warden of the

Ohio Penitentiary, at" the switch.
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electrician would risk his reputation by

being in any way connected with the

thing.

Consequently they were compelled to

depend on inexperienced men, and to

use defective apparatus, and in the ab-

sence of any precedent it is a wonder

that the earlier electrocutions in New

York were not as barbarous as the aban -

doned method of hanging.

It was also said, and probably with

good grounds for it, that at the time of

the earlier executions by this means that

the apparatus was tampered with, in or-

der to cause just such horrors as would

lead to such a popular outcry and create

such a prejudice in the minds of the

people that would lead to the repeal of

the law. At any rate there were at-

tempts made to have the law rescinded,

and the strong argument used was that

the flesh was burned where the electrodes

came in contact with the skin.

But the law stood as it was, and after

a time the feeling died out, and there

was the usual revulsion, and with more

complete understanding of the subject

and with the perfected machinery and

appliances at their command, there was

nothing more heard of the frightful tor-

tures and the burning of the flesh, and

time, science and common sense finally

triumphed in the Empire State, and af-

ter a lapse of so long a time the idea

which originated in Ohio, where so many

great ideas and men have started, re-

turned to its home, and was put into ex-

ecution most successfully, and the

Joneses were at last vindicated.

Such, in substance, is the history of

the introduction and establishment of

electrocution up to the present time, and

its practical demonstration so far as

shown by actual use, where this method

has been once used, has doomed any

older method to oblivion.

It was through the courtesy of Hon.

K. G. Coffin. Warden of the Ohio State

Penitentiary, that I was permitted to see

the condemned men, Wm. Haas and

Wm. Wiley, the afternoon before the

execution, and also to examine the ap-

paratus used, and then, later, to witness

the first and second legal electrocution

occurring in the State of Ohio.

The chair used in this instance was

designed by and built under the person-

al supervision of Mr. H. L. Canfield for

the State, and is a handsome and sub-

stantial piece of furniture, but not such

as one would want to ornament a

parlor. It is made of oak, about three

feet wide, and about two and a half

Showing the construction of the "death chair," the

method of applying the current through the hands in

t In- ra-.' <>t McIClvainc. and t lie attitude of the subject
before receiving the contact.

feet deep, and from the bottom of the seat

to the top of the head rest is about 3 and a

half feet. The seat is of perforated wood

and the head -rest is so adjusted, some-

what after the manner of a dentist's

chair, so as to be raised or lowered, and

it has a padded front which can be forced

forward by means of a thumb screw af-

ter the face strap is adjusted, thus mak-

ing the head immovable without being

painful.

The subject is seated in the chair and
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held there firmly by means of thick straps

of yellow leather, about three inches

wide, one around each wrist, one around

each arm just above the elbow, one

around the body just below the arms,

one around the body just above the hips,

one around each ankle and one across the

whole face and around the head. This

last one is made of soft black calfskin,

and consists of two pieces, each about

four inches wide at the widest part, just

meeting at the middle, but lapping over

each other at the sides of the head, thus

making a sort of diamond -shaped band-

age with a concave surface which fits

over the face, leaving a small opening

for the tip of the nose to project, thus

allowing the subject to breath. This

strap answers the double purpose of a

strap with which to secure the head and

also as a mask.

Each ankle fits into a semi -circular

notch in each side of a cross -piece at the

bottom of the chair. These notches are

covered with russet leather and studded

with brass tacks to which the ankle

straps are attached. When a man is

strapped in this chair he can move noth-

ing but his knees, and them only from

side to side.

The contacts are made by means of

two electrodes, one of which is applied

to the outer side of the right leg at about

the junction of the upper and middle

third, and is held in place by means of

a light strap around the calf.

The other electrode is applied to the

vertex by means of a long black strap

which passes down over the temples and

cheeks and under the chin.

Right here I will call attention to these

electrodes. Everything used was in

first-class shape, and was neat and artis-

tic, except the electrodes, which are the

most important part from an esthetic

standpoint, as they do the work, and

when they were shown to me I could not

repress a smile, because they were so

crude and rough. I would not have

such ugly things seen about my office

and have it known that they were to be

used by me. The one for the leg was
about two by four inches, and the one

for the head was about fonr inches

square, and they consisted of nothing

but pieces of common rough galvanized

iron wire screening, having about a

quarter -inch mesh, and they looked as

if they had been just cut from the piece.

To one side of each was soldered a bind

-

ing post to which to attach the conduct-

ing wire, and to the other side was
roughly stitched a common coarse sponge

without any attempt at finish or insula-

tion on the side of the binding post, and

although they were no doubt efficient,

they were ugly and dangerous to handle,

and were not in keeping with the rest of

the paraphernalia, the majesty of the

law and the dignity of the State, but

they did the work, and probably there

was no one there who was enough in -

terested in the details except myself who
would make any note of their defects. It

is to be hoped that they have been re-

placed, or will be, by others more

artistic and safe.

In my practice, when I apply an elec-

trode to a patient, I am accustomed to

having them neat, if not pretty, and made

of brass, either polished or nickeled, and

properly insulated on the back.

As far as I was able to learn, I was

the only electro -therapeutic specialist in

attendance, although there were present

twelve physicians, who through the

thoughtfulness of Dr. F. S. Wagenhals,

the prison physician, and the courtesy

of Warden Coffin, were admitted to the

execution room and invited inside the

railing before the rest of the spectators

were admitted, and in view of the small

-

ness of the room and large number of

witnesses, there being about ninety, was

quite an advantage, and was appreciated

by the doctors.

Everything being in readiness, the

condemned men were led in, one at a
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time, and strapped securely to the chair,

and the electrodes adjusted after being

well wetted with a solution of sal-am-

moniac, and the current was turned on.

When the switch was thrown by the

Warden, which completed the circuit

through the body, there was a sudden

tetanic contraction of every muscle in

the body, so that every strap was pnt

under strong tension until they creaked

with the strain. With the contraction

of the diaphragm there was a short,

spasmodic, inhalatory gasp, which was

undoubtedly entirely involuntary and au-

tomatic, otherwise there was not a sound

audible except the creaking of the straps

to show that a human being was being

put to death.

As soon as the current was turned off

there was, of course, a relaxation of the

tetanus of the entire muscular system.

This was repeated again and again,

about three seconds duration each time,

till three such shocks had been given,

when the man was pronounced '"dead,"

although death had probably occurred

before the first charge had been turned

off, and the subsequent contractions and

relaxations and gasps, were but such as

were known to follow the application of

electricity to dead muscle, as was pre-

viously tried on the bodies of a horse

and dog.

The current used was the alternating

dynamic form, with a tension of 1,700

volts in the first case, and 2,000 volts in

the second, an amperage in both cases of

amperes, and alternations of 16,000

per minute, and the apparatus used was
that of the famous "Wood" system,

made at Fort Wayne, Ind., than which
there is none better.

It has been decided by the authorities

of New York State that about this num-
ber of volts do the work most effectually,

although I have personal knowledge
here at home, where persons have met
with accidents, where they received a

much smaller dose, and with very poor

contacts, and only one, which was in-

stantly fatal, in spite of all attempts at

resuscitation, persisted in for hours.

The only visible sign of the deadly

work of the current were slight blisters

on the legs of both men, due to the cur-

rent heating the water in the sponge,

and the hair of the head where the wet

sponge rested was hot for the same reas-

on, but not burned or singed at all.

The sensational newspaper accounts

which were circulated and written by

unscientific and inexperienced men, one

of whom to my certain knowledge was

badly rattled and half drunk, were all

nonsense. The various noises described

by them as snapping, buzzing, purring,

etc. , were only due to the stretching of

the new leather straps, as the muscles

contracted, and the "small puff of

smoke" which one imaginative writer

saw, was an almost invisible vapor that

arose from the head electrode when the

current heated the water in the sponge,

and was so slight as to be seen by but

a very few who were quite close. I was

only six feet from it, and although I ex-

pected, and looked for it, I did not see

it.

As all electro -therapeutists know, the

greatest resistance to the passage of the

electricity, resides in the skin, which,

next to the hair and nails, is the poorest

conductor in the body, and that after the

skin is penetrated, the soft moist tissues

of the bod}r
, on account of the large per-

centage of water which they contain,

and which is an excellent conductor, of-

fer but slight resistance to the passage

of the current.

The part of the skin chosen also de-

termines the amount of the current re-

quired, as the skin varies in the amount

of resistance offered, in different parts of

the body. For instance, very much
more voltage, or electro -motive force,

will be required to force the same

amount of current strength, or amperes,

through the body, from one hand to the
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other, than will be required to force the

same number of amperes through the

body, from the abdomen to the sacrum.

It is estimated that the resistance of the

body from one hand to the other, is

about twice the amount of resistance en-

countered in the entire Atlantic cable.

A shock of 1,700 volts, passing

through the body, will force through it

a current strength of from seven to four-

teen amperes, according to the condi-

tions, where the electrodes are placed,

the size of the electrodes, and individ-

uals, and the state of the health of the

person. For instance, a man who is

large, anaemic, and sickly, with a dry

skin, will require more voltage to kill

him than one who is small, full-blooded,

healthy and with a moist skin.

This was demonstrated in these two

cases. In each case there were ih. am-
peres passed through them, but the man
Haas, who was short, well built and ap-

parently strong, it took only 1,700 volts

to do the work, while in the case of the

man Wiley, who was tall, slender, pale

and sickly looking it required a voltage of

2,000 to force the 7i amperes through

his bod}-

, with the same contacts.

It is claimed, but with how much
truth I do not know, that it is impossi-

ble because the measuring apparatus is

in a room separate from the execution

room, to tell the exact amount of elec-

tricity used in the New York prisons in

any individual case, but with the appara-

tus used in Ohio this can be accurately

found out, and this record if kept will be

of value to the electrical scientists of the

future.

The dynamo generating the current

used at Columbus, Ohio, is located in

the power house which is about a thou-

sand feet from the Annex where the elec-

trocutions take place, and the current

is conveyed to the Annex by means of

overhead wires across the intervening

space. This dynamo is a "Wood" sys-

tem, thirty kilowatt alternator, with a

one and one-half kilowatt exciter, and

is capable of carrying a load of six hun-

dred sixteen candle power lamps. The
armature is of the ten pole iron clad

ring type with ventilating air chambers,

and an initial potential of 2,000 volts,

with a speed or 1,680 revolutions per

minute, making 16,000 alternations per

minute. By the courtesy or Mr. F. S.

Hunting of the engineering department

of the Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,

we are able to present a cut of the alter-

nator and exciter.

When this 2,000 volt alternating cur-

rent is thrown into the Annex circuit

that circuit can be controlled or cut

down from this full power to that of 100

volts by means of a separate set of lead

wires which are connected up in series

with the alternator and a rheostat com-

posed of German silver wires in the An-
nex switch -board, and with a direct

reading, primary current voltmeter read-

ing from 1,000 to 3,000 volts, so that the

operator can easily control the voltage

required to do the work of electrocution,

which is, as has been stated, about

1,700 volts.

The Annex switch -board contains the

following, viz :

A primary voltmeter, reading from

zero to 3,000 volts ; an ammeter, read-

ing from zero to 25 amperes ; one rheo-

stat controlling the primary voltage from

zero to 3,000 volts; one two -pole single

-

throw knife switch to throw the current
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tin i >u<^h the chair ;one double -pole doub -

le-throw knife-switch to open the alter-

nator or field -coil in connection with the

single-throw knife-switch, so that be-

fore the main current switch is thrown off

the subject, the handle of this switch will

open the alternator field switch before

the contacts of the main switch are op-

ened, this devise being necessary to

avoid the formation of a spark, or as it

is called, an arc, and the grounding of

the operator.

The time taken by the two electrocu-

tions is as follows, viz:

12,31 :00 —Haas takes the chair.

12,31:30—The current switched on,

1,700 volts, 7-i amperes.

12,32:00—Haas pronounced "dead,"

12,34;00—Wiley takes the chair.

12,34:45—The current switched on,

2,000 volts, 7-j amperes.

12,35 :00—Wiley pronounced "dead.
'

'

This record shows that in the short

space of less than one minute, net, two

men were legally executed in a painless

and bloodless manner.

Formerly it took a much longer time

to accomplish this end, as some have

been known to struggle for life as long

as twenty-seven minutes when being

hanged, and it is a common thing for

them to linger for half this length of

time before being pronounced as "dead. '

'

The object sought after in hanging is

that the sudden drop will break the neck
and cause death suddenly by paralysis,

but this often fails, and the victims of

defective apparatus have to suffer death

by slow strangulation, and they are con-

scious for some time, and sometimes
they are frightfully mutilated by the rope

cutting into the flesh of the neck.

A case of this kind was detailed to me
by my friend, Dr. Harry S. Jones, of

Columbus, Ohio, who was for fourteen

months the prison physician, under

Governor McKinley, where the rope cut

the throat of a man who was being

hanged, so that the doctor was forced to

support the body in order to prevent en-

tire decapitation, for about nine minutes,

while the man slowly bled to death, and

in the mean time the doctor was drenched

from head to foot with the blood of the

dying man.

After going through with such an ex-

perience is it any wonder that after wit-

nessing the quick, painless and blood-

less electrocution, that he was much im-

pressed with the many benefits of the

new method?

ft was the opinion of every one who
witnessed these two executions that the

men never knew what had happened, and

that they were killed quicker than they

could think, and therefore felt no pain

whatever.

ft is a well established fact that it re-

quires an appreciable length of time to

think, and it has been estimated by em-
inent scientists that the ordinary sensory

impressions travel along the nerves at

the rate of about 155 feet per second of

time, and that painful impulses do not

travel that fast, and when we know that

a current of electricity will travel

the circumference of the earth eleven

and a half times in a minute, or

at the rate of over 25,000,000 feet per

second, it is almost inconceivable to

reckon the time required for so strong a

current to pass from a man's head to his

foot, at most only five feet, or for it to

pass through the skull and reach the

sensorium and paralyze consciousness.

At most, the slow going thought or pain

impulse is left far behind in the race,

and the man is dead, or at least uncon-

scious, long before he knows it.

Evidence has been adduced from ex-

perience in past electrocutions, both

legal and accidental, that a current

strength of 8 amperes forced through

the body by a pressure of 1,700 volts

and representing a power (1,700 x 8) of

13,500 watts, or about 18 horse power,

will produce instantaneous, painless and

absolute death.
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On July 7, 1891, there were four mur-

derers electrocuted at Sing Sing prison,

New York, on whom was used a strength

of about 1,600 volts, and was the first

and only time that four prisoners were

electrocuted in one and the same day,

but since then there have occurred three

double electrocutions when two men
were electrocuted in the same day. These

occurred as follows, viz:

Clinton prison, Dannemora, N. Y.,

Oct. 29, 1895.

Sing Sing prison, Sing Sing, N. Y.,

on April 23, 1896.

Ohio penitentiary, Columbus, O.. on

April 21, 1897.

There are but four electrocution chairs

in the world which are used for the in-

fiiction of the legal death penalty, and

they are at Sing Sing, N. Y., where

Warden Sage has had charge of 21 elec-

trocutions; at Auburn, N. Y., where

Warden Stout has had charge of 10 ; at

Clinton prison, Dannemora, where War-
den Thayer has had charge of 9 electro-

cutions; and at the Ohio penitentiary,

Columbus, O., where Warden Coffin has

had charge of 4 electrocutions.

( Continued in January Number.)

WHAT CAUSED ELECTRICAL DEATH?

Since electricity has come into general

use, as a therapeutic agent, and especi-

ally since numerous lethal doses have

been given, either by accident, or, as, in

electrocution, by design, there has been

much theorizing as to what actually

causes the death.

Some aver that the death is caused by

the tetanic contraction of every muscle

in the body suspending the functions of

the heart and lungs. This same condi-

tion of suspension exists in persons who
have been apparently drowned, when
both the heart and lungs have ceased

their work for some time, yet such per-

sons have been resuscitated, The same

maybe said of asphyxiation by gasses,

and of narcotic poisoning.

Another theory is that death is caused

by paralysis of either the central or peri -

pheral nervous systems, which seems to

be plausible, yet there are cases on rec-

ord where persons have received non-

lethal shocks, and were paralyzed, who
recovered, showing, that up to the ex-

tent of the paralysis, there was no change

made which could not be repaired.

There are other theories advanced, but

these two have the most advocates, and

are the most generally accepted.

After a careful study of the action of

electricity on the human system, both

in disease and health, there occurs to

me another theory, as to the cause of

electric death, which, until it is contro-

verted, and another, and more scientific

one is advanced, will seem to me to be

the best one yet proposed.

It is a well-known fact, among elec-

tricians and scientists, that a bar of iron,

can be permanently magnetized, It is

also a fact that if such a magnet be cut

into two parts, that each part will par-

take of all the properties of the parent

magnet, and in itself be as complete a

magnet as before division, that is, each

divided part will have two poles, which

will attract their opposites, and repel

their likes.

This division can be carried on indefi-

nitely, with the same result, till we know
that every atom of the magnet, will itself

be a perfect magnet. We know that

if a magnet is free to move, that it will

assume an approximately north and

south direction.

We also know that if we heat a per-

manent magnet very hot, that the magnet-

ism will be destroyed.

We also know that if we pass a high

tension alternating current, either through

or around a permanent magnet, that the

magnetism will be destroyed. It is this

principle that is employed to demagnetize

watches, when they become accidentally

magnetized.
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We know that the air above us is

positively electrified, and that the earth

beneath us is the great negative electric

reservoir, and that there is a constant

effort, like water running down hill, to

establish an electric equilibrium, between

the so -called positive and negative poles,

which designations are merely relative,

and are made by electricians only for

convenience.

As we are usually standing erect, and

it is a property of electricity to always

follow the best conductor, and as the

body is a better conductor than the air,

we are constantly acting as electric con-

ductors, from the air to the earth.

As like poles repel and unlike poles

attract, it is only right that we assume

that, since, as shown above, every atom

in the magnet, is itself a perfect magnet,

that every atom in the magnet is arranged

accordingly, the positive pole of one

toward the negative pole of its neighbor,

in order to make the perfect magnet.

If this is true of an iron magnet, it

must be equally true of the human body,

and such a condition existing in the hu-

man body constitutes perfect health, and

any deviation from this condition con-

stitutes disease, and the nature and

extent to which this equilibrium is dis-

turbed, determines the nature and

extent of the disease.

Upon no other theory can we account

for the action of electricity, as a

therapeutic agent for the amelioration

and cure of disease, than that the passage

of the mild current through the diseased

part will so act as to rearrange the atoms
of the body in their normal relations,

from which they have been moved.

This theory will also account for the

effects of climate, and altitude upon the

body. If a person living in a climate or

altitude where the air is always highly

electrified positively, goes to a place

where the opposite condition exists,

there will be a disturbance of the

atomic electric equilibrium of the body,

which will sooner or later be manifested

in some way, either for or against his

health.

Every physician knows that to send

certain persons to the mountains will

benefit them, whereas to send them to

the coast would kill them. Some live

in Colorado and New Mexico, who
would soon die if sent to southern Cali-

fornia, or Florida, and vice-versa, and

we can account for this fact on no

other theory than that of the disturbance

or restoration of the body atomic electric

equilibrium. Many will contradict this

statement, and say that the presence or

absence of oxygen or ozone in the air is

the reason, for the help or harm re-

ceived in these cases. When they say

that, they state only a part of the propo-

sition, for what is oxygen but an oxi-

dizing agent which produces heat, which

is one of the forces correlated to

electricity.

There is a correlation between elec-

tricity, heat, light, motion, chemism,

magnetism, gravity, levity, etc., and

why not nerve force, intellectual action,

and life or vital principle, or whatever

you choose to call it, which actuates the

body, both animal and vegetable. The
U. S. Government agricultural experi-

ments prove that the growth of vegetables

is stimulated by electricity, and all of

these correlated forces can be converted

into each other.

The eminent Dr. J. Inglis Parsons, of

England, has reported numerous cures

of cancer, by the passage of strong alter-

nated currents of electricity through the

growths, and he thinks that the current

breaks up the affiliations and affinities of

the particles of the foreign body, giving

them a chance to once more resume their

normal relations, and return to health.

Every electro-therapeutist knows
that he can relieve or cure diseased

conditions with electricity, but how it is

done, we do not positively know, but
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we can account for the many seemingly

wonderful results obtained, on no other

grounds than the above theory.

From the above reasoning we assume

that disease is more or less fatal, accor-

ing to the extent with which the elec-

trical equilibrium of the component

atoms of the body is disturbed, and if it

progresses to a certain extent, death will

result, and we know that we can either

wholly restore the equilibrium, or arrest

the progress of the disturbance, and

cure or relieve the disease, as the case

may be.

As stated above, we do not know how
the electricity acts, to arrest and cure

the disease, but we can reasonably as-

sume that it follows the law which

governs the correlation of force, and the

conservation of energy, that it does

elsewhere.

It will be conceded by all that what-

ever is a power for good when rightly

used, is just as strong a factor for

evil when wrongly used, in proportion

to its potential.

Therefore, if with a mild current of

electricity, rightly applied we can arrest

disease, in a sick person, we can by a

too strong current cause disease, and

even death, in a well person.

If we can, according to Dr. Parsons,

above referred to, with a therapeutic

dose, cause a rearrangement of the atoms

of a cancer, and bring about a return of

the normal equilibrium, the lack of

which would cause death, we can with

a lethal dose, as given in electrocution,

so disturb the normal atomic equilibrium

as to cause in a well man, complete,

instantaneous disease, and death.

As shown by the results of the autop-

sies of electrocuted men, there are no

evidences , either macroscopical or micro -

scopical, which would be pathognomonic

of the cause of death, therefore, in the

absence of some of the more exact rea-

sons, we can, following the above

line of argument, accept the theory

that electric death is caused by a violent,

rapid and excessive disturbance of the

normal atomic electrical equilibrium of

the bod}r
, to such an extent as to cause

complete and instantaneous, disease and

death.

The author invites discussion of his

theory here set forth, which as far as he

knows is entirely new, and original

with him.

Homer C. Bennett, M.D., M.E.

Electro -Therapeutic Sanitarium, and

X-ray Studio, Nos. 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10,

Collins Block, Public Square, Lima, O.

Dec. 1, 1897.

COAL ANALYSIS BY ROENTGEN RAYS.

The density of the shadow of a coal

sample viewed through a fluoroscope is

dependent upon the percentage of ash,

and by matching the shadow of sample

under investigation with that of a sample

of coal of similar size and thickness, and

with a known percentage of ash, speedy

and probably quite accurate results may

be obtained.

—

Caryl D. Haskins.

VICTIM NOT A GOOD WITNESS.

In the United States Circuit Court,

Judge Elmer B. Adams caused some

surprise on the 12th inst. at St. Louis,

by sustaining a demurrer to an indict-

ment charging "Professor" I. C. Fay.

a medium of that city, with using the

mails to defraud. The evidence against

Fay was conclusive, but he was dis-

charged by Judge Adams, who held that

any man who was so mentally dwarfed

as to be swindled by representations such

as "Professor" Fay made should not be

a competent prosecuting witness in the

criminal prosecution of the man who

made them.

—

Chicago Legal Journal.

X-ray Tube. Rollins. Blec. Rev.,

Dec. 1.—An illustrated description of

his tube, in which the anode is kept

cool by a stream of water behind it.
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TREA TMEST OF BURNS.

The most painful burns are assuaged

in a few minutes by an application of

cocainized Campho- Phenique, after the

following formula :

1^ Cocaine hydrochlorate, 5 gr.

Campho -Phenique h oz.

Olive Oil h oz.

M.

Rub up the cocaine and Campho -Phe-

nique and add the olive oil. A man
whose hand had been torn and badly

burned by an electrical discharge, the

pain of which was so severe that he fain-

ted twice before the dressing could be

applied, expressed himself as absolutely

without pain in less than one minute

after the application.

In the first number of this journal we
produce a photograph and a radiograph

of a mummihed hand of an Egyptian

princess, believed to be more than 3,000

years old, obtained near the tombs of

the King's Thebes, in 1892.

The accompanying radiograph is the

mummified foot of an Egyptian princess

and from the same body as the hand.

The deformity noticed in the big toe

or joint is evidently from the sandal

strap. Dr. Keen, of Philadelphia, es-

timates that the age of the young lady

was about 15 years, as shown by lack of

ossification in the joints.

M. Contremoulins of the laboratory

of Micro -Photograph}- of the faculty of

medicine in Paris, has invented an appa-

ratus called "le chercheur de projec-

tiles" or "searcher for projectiles,"

which he claims is capable of revealing

with the absolute precision of a demi-

millimetre, the exact location of a ball

within the brain. The invention dates

about November 2 5th, this year.

The Dennis Fluorometer was invented

by John Dennis, of Rochester, N. Y.,

about August. 1896. It was used suc-

cessfully October 23d, 1896, to locate a

bullet in a human skull in the city of

Rochester, and is now used in some of

the American hospitals as an indispens-

able adjunct to the Roentgen rays. The

I

instrument locates bullets, etc., with

mathematical accuracy.

The American's invention antedates

the Frenchman's about fifteen months.
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CONDENSED X-RA Y INFORMA TION.

Ahsorption ok Roentgen Radiation.

Humphreys. (Univ. of Va.) Phil.

Mag., Nov.—A short article describing

researches made to determine whether

the absorption of these rays depends on

the kind of elements and amounts, or to

some extent on the manner in which the

elements are combined, that is, whether

it depends at all on the grouping of the

atoms in the molecule ; he found that the

absorption is chiefly, if not entirely, an

atomic phenomena, and therefore the

absorption due to a compound differs

but little, if at all, from the sum of

those of its constituents. In the experi-

ments the rays were passed through

compounds, and also through "equiva-

lent thicknesses" of the constituent

elements ; from the small number of

substances examined he believes that

possibly the Rontgen ray absorption is

an atomic one, and he concludes that, if

so, all compounds none of whose ele-

ments were highly absorptive would

transmit the rays, while all those con-

taining one or more elements which in

the free state were opaque would them-

selves be opaque ; about forty compounds
of a varied nature were examined : it

also seems that the absorption is a func-

tion, though probably not a linear one,

of the atomic weight.

Discharge Rays. Hoffsian. Wied.

Ann.., No. 2 ; abstracted in the Elektro-

clicm Zcit., Nov. 1.—He made researches

to determine the properties of these rays
;

the conclusions are given in the abstract

but are too numerous to be given here ;

among others he states that some sub-

stances have the property of changing

these into Roentgen rays.

Magnetic Deflection of Cathode
and X - Rays . Metz . L 'Eelairagc Elec

.

,

Oct. 30.—A reprint of an Academy note

describing experiments. The only dif-

ference in the results between this and

his previous experiments is that the

fluorescent spot was always diffused,

even when the vacuum was very high.

Several other Academy papers on Ront-

gen rays (already noticed in the Digit)

are also abstracted in that issue.

Roentgen Ray Tube. J.W. Howell,
Newark, N. J. App. filed Aug. 26,

1897. The art of regulating a vacuum
in a Roentgen ray tube, which consists

in passing a current proportional to the

resistance of the tube through a suitable

salt in a vacuous inclosure, and thereby

volatilizing the salt in accordance with

the degree of vacuum desired.

Charles A. Leonard, A. M., M. D.,

in the Journal of the American Medical

Association. In reference to x-ray

"burns," the author does not believe

that they are the x-ray per se, but

that they are due to the results of

induced electric currents in the tissues

of the patient. The x-ray depends for

its production on the physical phenom-

ena of electric induction, and it is cer-

tain that any conductor of electricity, as

the patient's tissues, if approached suf-

ficiently near to the x-ray tube, i. e.,

within the field of electric induction, will

have a current of electricity induced in

it which may be capable of destroying

its vitality. A substantiation of this

theory is seen in the fact recently made

known, that a sheet of aluminum if

grounded and placed between the tube

and patient, will prevent the burn, while

interfering in no way with the x-ray

phenomena. The induced currents are

formed in the aluminum and carried by

the wire to earth without injury to the

patient.

The Contractions of the Stomach

studied with the Roentgen ray have re-

sulted in establishing the fact that the

human stomach, like that of the frog and

the dog, the larger part serves as the

receptacle for the food, while the smaller

prepyloric part is the motor organ of the

stomach.

—

Semaine Med., July 28.
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Action of X-Rays on Cutankous

Evaporation. Lecercle. E' Eclair

-

age Elec, Nov. 6—reprint in Electrical

Review —A brief abstract of an Acade-

my paper giving the results of exper-

iments in which he measured the amount

of water evaporated from the skin before

it is exposed to the rays, immediately

after, and an hour and a half or two

hours afterwards; he found that it pro-

duced a diminution of the evaporations

which persists for a long time afterwptva^;.*

and can even result in the CG*m#lete

suppression of the evaporation. ''This

is followed by an abstract of another

paper in which he describes similar

experiments made on the heat radiation:

they show that there is always an in-

crease in the heat radiation which persists

for a long time after the exposure : he

also observed in some cases a temporary

diminution of the heat radiation.

Radiographs. Seguy. Z,' Eclairage

Elec, Nov. 6—reprint in Electrical Re-

view.—A brief abstract of an Academy
paper. In a recent paper Porcher claimed

that there was nothing gained by photo-

graphing fluorescent image ; the present

author, however, obtained different re-

sults ; he made a radiograph of the

thorax in 30 seconds ; it appears that he

used two fluorescent screens, one on each

side of the very thin glass plate contain-

ing the sensitive film; the image was

complete and very sharp. This is fol-

lowed by a brief abstract of another

paper by the same author ; he made the

bulb of glass which contained powdered

Cases Exposed to Roentgen Rays.

Rutherford. Phil., Mag., Nov.—

A

long article on the velocity and rate of

recombination of the ion of gases ex-

posed to Roentgen rays ; he investigated

the duration of the "afterconductivity"

of air and other gases exposed to these

rays, and determined the velocity of the

ions from this data. No general con-

clusions are drawn.

albumen and carbonate of calcium, or,

better, the chloride of didyme; this has

the property that the fluorescent image

is red and not green ; it emits twice as

many x-rays as the ordinary glasses ; the

image on the fluorescent screen is more

brilliant, and is of a greenish yellow with

a red tint.

Cathode Ray :Gplorations. Abegg*
}l'i'dr\J>in.; No 1;1V rioficed briefly in

,tfc£ Lond, Elec Nov. M2vJHHe made
experiments.\\hrch invalidaterbthe.'chem

-

iexiLhypothesis concerning the colo^&\ions

o/'jsajts With ode': ya.ys v
* noticed ; >\

Goldstein. " : :*::/•"»

Roentgen Ray Tube. H. L. Sayen,

Philadelphia, Pa. App. filed April 26,

1897. As a means for varying the pres-

sure in a high -vacuum tube, a main

circuit for operating the tube and a shut

circuit for varying the pressure.

Deflection of Cathode Rays by

Electric Oscillation. Schmidt. Elek,

Zcit., Nov. 6—reprint in Electrical Re-

view. — An abstract of recent paper

describing experiments. A very long

tube was used with a fluorescent screen

in the interior of one end and a dia-

phragm in the middle of the tube.

Deflections were produced in the beam
by merely touching the tube on the out-

side, the bright spot on the screen

becoming oblong ; similar results were

produced with strips of tin foil on the

outside of the tube, or with a metal ball

connected with the cathode terminal,

when the spot became a bright band.

He is convinced that the repulsion is

due to the oscillations rather than to the

electrostatic charging.

Mutual Influence of Cathode
Rays. Bernstein. Wied. Ann.,

No. 11—reprint in Electrical Review.—
abstracted briefly with some illustrations

in the Lond. Elec, Nov. 12.—He made
experiments with the apparent repulsion

of cathode rays and obtained results
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which do not agree with Crookes' inter-

pretation ; he favors some kind of wave
hypothesis; two opposite beams running

parallel, side by side in the same tube,

did not affect each other, but when the

cathodes were placed side by side and

the beams went off in opposite direc-

tions they were bent; the direction of

the emerging waves is, therefore. of no ac-

count; the actio.u.is probably g&eftk4 by

one cathode, cipher beam of the otlur

at its origin.
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ELECTROCUTION, AND WHAT CAUSES
ELECTRICAL DEATH.

By Hom r C. Bennett. M. D.. M. E.. Lima. Ohio.

A Lecture before the Class of the Normal College of

Electro Therapeutics. Re-arranged and Written

for Ths American X-Ray Journal.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13*.]

There are but four electrocution chairs

in the world which are used for the in-

fliction of the legal death penalty, and

they are at Sing Sing, N. Y. , where

Warden Sage has had charge of 21 elec-

trocutions: at Auburn, N. Y., where

Warden Stout has had charge of 10 ; at

Clinton prison, Dannemora, where War-
den Thayer has had charge of 9 electro-

cutions ; and at the Ohio Denitentiary,

Columbus, O., where Warden Coffin has

had charge of four electrocutions, which

makes a total of 44 electrocutions in the

two States where it is in vogue, up to

the present date, December 1, 1897, as

far as known to the writer, but there are

prospects of more to take place soon, so

that by the time this is published, this

total will have been increased.

The following is a complete list, up to

this date, of all electrocutions which

have been inflicted, which list from New
York was kindly furnished by the Hon.

Walter N. Thayer, Agent and Warden
of the Clinton prison, at Dannemora,
N. Y.

AUBURN PRISON.

(Auburn. N. Y.

)

Name. County.

Win. Kemmler, Erie,

(alias, John Hart.)

Joseph Tice. Monroe

John Fitzhum, Buffalo,

Date.

May 18, '92

May 18,

June 26,

Win. G. Taylor, Saratoga, July 27,

John Johnson,

Lucius Wilson,

(alias "Drik.

Wm. Luke,

John Hoch,

Guiseppe Constantino.

Robert
J.

Powley,

Cayuga, Nov. 14,

Syracuse, May 14.

Albion,

Lewis,

April 4,

Jan. 20,

June 22,

June 29,

'92

'93

93

93

94

'95

'97

'97

'97

CLINTON PRISON.
(Dannemora, New York.

)

Name. County. Date.

Jos. Wood, Warren, Aug. 2, '92

Kornell Loth, Schenectady, Jan. 16, '92

James Martel, Saratoga, June 6, '93

Martin Foy, Jr., " Oct. 23, '93
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Geo. H. Smith. Albany. Oct. 29, '95

Chas. N. Davis. " Oct. 29, '95

Bartholomew Shea,

Renssel.'er, Feb. 11, '96

Joseph Zlamel, Fulton. April 14, '96

Frank Conroy (alias, Charles),

St. Lawrence, Aug. io, '97

SING SING PRISON.

(Sing Sing, N. Y.

)

Name. County. Date.

James S. Slocum, N. York, Jul)' 7. '91

Harris A. Smiler, N. York, July 7, '92

Joseph Wood (col.). N. Y.
, July 7, '91

Schichiok Jugigo, New York, July 7, '91

Martin D Loppy, New York, Dec. 7, 'gr

Charles McElvaine, Kings, Feb. 8, '92

Jeremiah Cotto, " Mar. 28, '92

Fred McGuire, Orange, Dec. 19, '92

James L. Hamilton (col.),

L. I. City, April 3, '93

Carlyle \Y. Harris,

New York, May 8, '93

John L. Osmond,
New York City, June 12, '93

John Delfino, Brooklyn, Dec. 4, '93

Matthew Johnson,

New York, Feb. 26, '94

David Hampton (col.),

New York, Jan. 28, '95

Dr. Buchanan, New York, July r, '95

Richard Leach, -New York, Aug. 5, 95

Louis P. Hermann,

New York, April 23, '96

Charles Pustolka, N.York, April 23, '96

Carl Feigenbaum, N. York, April 27, '96

Arthur Mayhew (col.),

Queens, Mar. 12, '97

John H. Barker (col ),

Westchester, July 6, 97

OHIO PENITENTIARY.
(Columbus, Ohio.)

Name. County. Date.

Wm. Haas, Cincinnati, April 21, '97

Wm. Wiley, " April 21, '97

Frank Mueller. Columbus. Sep. 3, '97

Albert J.
Frantz, Dayton, Nov. 19, '97

The literature on the subject of elec-

trocution is remarkably conspicuous for

its scarcity, as the only thing of the

kind which I have been able to secure,

outside of the sensational newspaper re-

ports, is an able paper by Dr. Carlos

McDonald, of New York.

Dr. McDonald was requested by the

then governor of New York to make a

special report to him on the subject and

to attend the first seven electrocutions,

which he did, and he has embodied a

part of his official report in an article

whice was published in the New York

MedicalJournal, of May 7 and 14, 1892,

the subject of which is : "The Inflic-

tion of the Death Penalty by means of

Electricity, being a report of seven cases

with remarks on the Method of Appli-

cation, and the Gross and Microscopical

Effects of Electrical Currents of Lethal

Energy on the Human Subject."

This is a careful and able paper of 37

pages, with cuts of the chair showing

the method of applying the current from

one hand to the other, as applied to Mc-

Elvain, and also the microscopical ef-

fects of the current as observed in the

autopsy of Jugigo.

The cuts, through the courtesy of

Dr. R. B. Granger, editor of the journal

mentioned, we are able to reproduce

herewith.

From him we learn that when the first

man, Kemmler, was killed, the current

was applied to the vertex and sacrum

and that in the next five cases it was ap-

plied to the vertex and the calf of the

leg, and that in the seventh case (Mc-

Elvain). it was first applied from one

hand to the other, as shown in the

above cut, and then a second application

was made from the vertex to the calf,

and that all the cases since then have

been applied the same way, viz: from

vertex to calf.

In these seven cases the time con-

sumed, from the time when the men en-

tered the room, till they were dead, var-

ied from eight minutes in the longest, to

three and a half minutes in the shortest
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instance, and the voltage varied from

1.
| S" to 1,700 volts, and the ampereage

varied from two to seven amperes

strength.

I have the complete reports of the

stven autopsies by Dr. Mac Donald,

also one from Dr. Conant Sawyer, phy-

sicia 1 to the Auburn prison, in the case

of Powley, also the one held on Haas by

Dr. F. S. Wagenhals, physician to the

Ohio Penitentiary, and they all corres-

pond to the statement made by Dr. Mac-

Donald, when he says that, " I he prac-

tical results of the microscopical exami-

nations are that the passage of the elec-

tric current through the body is atti nded

with no recognizable changes in its tis-

sue organs, excepting the local thermic

changes in the skin at the points of ap-

plication of the electrodes and some

minute petechial spots on several of the

oi gans and it is doubtful if these are not

some indirect or secondary consequen-

ces of the current.

Of the hundreds of physicians who
have witnessed the different electrocu-

tions, there are none but what are of the

opinion that consciousness to pain is

entirely and almost instantaneously ob-

literated by the first application of the

current, and there are but very few but

what think that death results almost if

not as soon as the consciousness is lost.

It is the unanimous opinion of every

one who has any knowledge of the

workings of the method, either practi-

cally or theoretically, whether they are

professional or non-professional, that

electrocution is the surest, quickest,

most efficient and least painful method
of inflicting the death penalty that has

yet been devised.

The only exception which can be tak-

en to this method is on account of the

vesecation which sometimes occurs at

the points of contact with the electrodes,

because the passage of such a powerful

current for any length of time will heat

the water in the sponges to the boiling

point, and scald the skin. This onlv

occurs when the application is prolonged

and as there is no doubt but that death

occurs at the first contact when it is

properly made, there is no necessity at

all for any prolonged application to such

an extent as to boil the water in the

sponges, as is now practiced.

If the sponges should be not wet

enough or applied to the head where the

hair is not well wetted, or to the dry

hair, as was the case of Frantz, then

there might be the formation of an arc,

which would burn the hair and skin,

but with care such accidents should not

occur.

The application of the current of 1,700

volts, and amperes for three seconds

is amply long enough to cause death if

the contacts are perfect, and is not long

enough to cause scalding, and if this

plan was adopted there would be then

nothing to detract from the method, and

nothing to offend the sensibilities of the

most asthetic, and would make the

ideal method.

After a man is dead from ihe first

shock he cannot be made any

deader by further shocks, and only

one should be given, unless some un-

forseen accident should render it abso-

lutely necessary.

As far as known to the writer, there

have never been any attempts made at

resuscitation after legal execution, for it

is not desired that the subject live, but

where slight non-lethal doses of electri-

city have been given, and in some cases

of accidental shocks, attempts have been

made at resuscitation usually by means

of artificial respiration, and it may not

be out of order to call attention here to

an ingenious yet simple apparatus de-

vised and used by Dr. P. J.
Gibbons, of

Syracuse, N. Y., for this purpose.

Dr. Gibbons kindly furnished me with

a reprint of an article, which he wrote,

and which was publised in the New
York MedicalJournal for April 20, 1895,
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entitled, "A Method for Resuscitation

from Electric Shocks," with cuts of his

apparatus for practicing artificial respira-

tion, which through the courtesy of Dr.

R. B. Granger, the editor, we are ahle

to reproduce herewith.

As will be readily seen the two bel-

lows act as a set of lungs, one to pump

pose that it is more useful in resuscitat-

ing drowned, poisoned or suffocated per-

sons than those suffering from electric

shock, which are usually fatal. I men-
tion this fact and show this apparatus,

not to advocate its use, but to show the

scant literature on the subject, and the

simplicity yet ingenuity of the device.

air into the lungs and the other to suck

it out, and anyone who has tried the usual

methods of artificial respiration for sev-

eral hours on some drowned, or asphyx-

iated, or narcotized person will appreciate

the convenience of this apparatus of Dr.

Gibbons in such cases.

The doctor in his article does not cite

any cases, and it is reasonable to sup-

As the late electrocution of Frantz at

the Ohio penitentiary on November 19,

1897, is still fresh in the papers, and has

been exploited as a failure and Frantz

proclaimed as a "martyr to science," it

will not be out of order to go a little in

to detail of this case. I quote the fol-

lowing from one of the sensational news-

paper accounts which appeared the next
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day: "As tne body sank there were

three distinct agonizing efforts at inspi-

ration—not expiration. How the scien-

tists will reconcile this fact with their

claim that muscular contraction causes

all the apparent struggles for breath is a

serious question.

"

The above question only goes to show

teries. And then, if there were such

efforts, it would be just what we would
expect under the circumstances, viz.,

inspiration, due to the spasmodic con-

traction of the diaphragm causing a

vacuum in the lungs, into which the air

rushed, which would seem to the unin-

itiated as an effort to breathe, and not

FIG. II.

what erroneous ideas the laiety get about

scientific subjects.

How a non-professional person in such
a time of suspense and excitement could
tell whether certain efforts were of in-

spiration or expiration, when there were
straps all over the body, and a thick

black leather mask covering the whole
face, is one of the still unexplained mys-

expiration, as the reporter seems to in-

fer that we claim.

Such mistaken ideas, while they may
be harmless in the individual, are, when
published in a paper of large circulation

and widely distributed, productive of

much harm to a worthy thing, and goes

to show that metropolitan papers should

employ professional men to report sci-
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entific things, if they want to get the

truth.

1 have been a reporter myself and

know something whereof I speak, and

know that reporters, as a rule, do the

best they can, but oftentimes too much

is expected of them.

Relative to the reports in various pa-

pers, in which the true facts of the elec-

trocution are grossly misrepresented,

Dr. F. S. Wagenhals, Chief Physician

of the Ohio Penitentiary; Dr. W. B.

Bassell, the Assistant Physician; Dr. C.

Ferrell. Night Assistant, who assisted

Drs. Wagenhals and Bassell at the elec-

trocution, have made the following state-

ments, which were published in the Col-

umbus Daily Press on Sunday, Nov. 21,

1897:

HERE ARE THE FACTS ABOUT FRANTZ'S

ELECTROCUTION.

"As a great amount of sensational

matter has been published, and some

criticism of the manner of the elctrocu-

tion of Albert J.
Frantz has been in-

dulged in by some, we deem it proper

to make the following statement:

"In our opinion, the death of Albert

J. Frantz was painless, and he was dead

to all sensibility after the first contact

of the current. The heart not ceasing

to beat after the first contact, the second,

third, fourth and fifth currents were

applied until all indications of life were

extinct, in strict compliance with the

law, which reads as follows: 'The ap-

plication of the current must be applied

until such convict is dead.' The sounds

which emanated from the body were

caused by the forcible expulsion of the

air and gases produced by the violent

contraction of the muscles of the chest

and abdomen and the sudden relaxation

of the same following the application of

the current. The odor and smoke which

arose from the electrode upon the head

was due to the chemical decomposition

which took place when the current

passed through the sponge, it being sat-

urated with a strong solution of com-
mon salt and sal-almoniac. The hair

of the scalp under the electrode was not

scorched or burned. The time con-

sumed from the first contact of the cur-

rent until he was pronounced dead, was
three minutes, two and one-half minutes

of which was taken up by examinations

in the absence of the current, leaving

but one half minute in which the cur-

rent was applied to the body five times.

"In regard to the comparison of this

mode of death to that of hanging (from

a humanitarian standpoint), we are de-

cidedly in favor of electrocution, it be-

ing swift and painless, while death by
hanging in many instances is prolonged

to 15 or 2J minutes before life is extinct,

as death is caused by strangulation in

the majority of cases.

(Signed) F. S. Wagenhals,
Prison Physician.

C. B. Ferrell, M. D..

Prison Physician."

"I was present at the electrocution of

Albert
J. Frantz, and examined his body

after death. Will say that there was no

burning of the flesh, and the only indi-

cation of the entrance and exit of the

current was a slight hyperemia or red-

dening of the skin at the point of con-

tact of the electrodes. The expression

on his face was perfectly natural and

showed absolutely' no signs of pain.

Very respectfully,

Wm. Benedict Bassell,

Asst. Physician (Night.)"

The following letter, which speaks for

itself, I repeat in its entirety.

Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 24, 1897.

H. C. BenntU, M. D , M E.
,
Lima, O.

Dear Sir: Your letter of the 20th

inst. has not been answered sooner on

account of pressure of other duties.

In regard to the Frantz execution,

will say that it was not a "failure," as

reported by some sensational papers.

The incident which gave rise to this re-



Fig. 3.

Vies. 1, 2 and 3 show the character and distribution of the petechial spots in the floor of the fourth ventricle in the
use of Schichiok Jugigo.
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port w is tlie appearance of steam which

was mistaken by some for smoke, dur-

ing the first and second and third appli-

cations of current. This was caused

by the displacement of the electrode on

the head, probably by the placing of the

hood over the eyes after I had examined

the strapping and position of electrodes,

found them all right, and turned to the

cabinet to prepare for the immediate

throwing on of the current as soon as

the prisoner should have answered the

question as to whether he had aught to

say. Owing to the number of people

standing between myself and the pris-

oner I did not notice the displacement of

the electrode, and consequently the con-

tact at the top of the head, owing to the

slipping of the electrode, and also ow-

ing to the fact that the crop of hair on

the top of the prisoner's head was un-

usually thick, was not so close as should

have been, and this fact caused the

steaming to take place. There positive-

ly was no burning, even of the hair, as

was found by examination afterwards,

and there is no question in my mind,

nor I think in the mind of the physician

in charge, that the first application of

the current did the work. However,
after the first current was turned off, an

examination was made, and a noticeable

beating of the heart discovered, no doubt

reactionary, which decided the physician

not to take chances, and a second ap-

plication was ordered. The statement

has been vouchsafed, by a number of

physicians since, and even made bv the

physician in charge, that had they wait-

ed a few seconds, this apparent beating

of the heart would have ceased and the

man would never have revived. But
as 1 said, no chances could be taken,

and the current was ordered on again.

I then threw the current on twice in suc-

cession, with the same result of steam
rising from the top of the head. An-
other examination was made, and the

physicians decided for th : sake of being

on the safe side, to have the current

again applied. Then it was that I

chanced to get a view of the prisoner,

and at once noticed the displacement of

the electrode. I sent a guard over to

re-arrange it, and turned the current on

twice successively, this time without

evidence of steam or smoke, because the

contact was perfect.

My own opinion is that the man re-

ceived the force of the current the first

time, and would never have revived

no further application had been made. I

am decidedly of the opinion that but one

application is necessary, and think that

future tests will prove it. It would have

undoubtedly have been proven in this

case had it not been for the slipping of

the electrode, which caused the steam to

rise and create so much misapprehen-

sion and distrust as to the efficacy of the

first application. It was very unfortun-

ate that such a thing should have hap-

pened to have given the slighest ground

for sensational newspapers and the en-

emies of this mode of execution to base

a cry of "failure" or bungling on. 1

am working out a plan now which 1 will

certainly perfect before another electro-

cution takes place, which will make the

strapping and placement of electrodes a

much simpler affair, and render impos-

sible the displacement of any portion of

the appliances after once put into posi-

tion; also doing away with the necessity

of so many persons taking part in the

operations.

If I have failed to state clearly the

information you desire, I will be glad to

answer any further question you may
ask. 1 thank you for your kindly expres-

sions of good will, and will be interested

in reading your forthcoming article on

the subject under discussion.

Very truly yours, R. P. Gkeen,

Supt. Gas Wks & Elec. Lt. Piant, O. P.

I have to make special mention of

and tender my thanks for assistance,

statistics, and courtesies which I have
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received in preparing this paper, to the

following persons, viz:

Hon. Asa S. Bushnell, Governor of

Ohio, Columhus, O.

Hon. E. G. Coffin, Warden Ohio

Penitentiary, Columbus, Ohio.

F. S. Wagenhals, M. D.
,
Physician

Ohio Penitentiary, Columbus, Ohio.

Harry S. Jones, M. D , ex- Physician

Ohio Penitentiary, Columbus, Ohio.

Mr. R. P. Green, Electrician Ohio

Penitentiary, Columbus, Ohio.

Ohio State Journal and Columbus

Daily Press, Columbus, Ohio.

Mr. F. S. Hunting, Electrician, Fort

Wayne, Ind.

Mr. Thomas Duncan, Electrician.

Fort Wayne, Ind.

Hon. O. V. Sage, Warden Sing Sing

Prison. Sing Sing, N. Y.

Robert T. Irvine, M. D . Physician

Sing Sing Prison, Sing Sing, N. Y.

Hon. Walter N. Thayer, Warden
Clinton Prison. Dannemora, N. Y.

J. B. Ransom. M. D
,

Physician

Clinton Prison, Dannemora, N, Y.

Hon. James C. Stout, Warden Au-

burn Prison. Auburn, N. Y.

Conant Sawyer, M.D., Physician Au-

burn Prison, Auburn, N. Y.

Carlos MacDonald. M. D., Pleasant-

ville, N. Y.

P. J. Gibuons. M. A., M. D
,
Syra-

cuse, N. Y.

S. B. Granger. M. D., Ed. N. Y .

Medical Jour., New York.

Cincinnati Enquirer and Commercial

Tribune. Cincinnati. O.

Urlin & Pfeiffer, Photographers, Col-

umbus. Ohio.

Weight of a Hydrogen Molecule.—

The weight of a molecule of hydrogen, as

given by an eminent authority, is ap-

proximately o. 000,000,000,000,000,000-

000,04 gram: by multiplying this incon-

ceivably small number by 55, the atomic

weight of iron, we get the weight of a

molecule of iron—0.000,000,000,000,-

000,000,002,20 gram. In the sulphocy

anide test we are enabled to detect the

presence of thirty-three ten-millionths of

a gram of iron; dividing this number by

the weight of one molecule of iron, we

find that this apparently delicate test is

unable to indicate a less number of mole-

cules than 1,500,000,000,000,000.

Radiograph, by Dr. William Mair,

Calcutta, India, showing point of a

needle imbedded in fifth metacarpal

bone, where it had been lost for seven-

teen years.
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\ OR ROENTGEN RAY RESULTS I IN

AMAUROSIS.

FREDERICK STRANGE KOLLE, M. D.

The statement that the Roentgen rays

were to a certain extent valuable in thsir

power to enable the blind to see, has

caused considerable excitement and in-

terest, and has made the blind patient

look forward to the renewal of his sight

with hope and longing.

These poor, unduly misled individuals

arrive at our offices and demand treat-

ment with the x-rays, feeling assured

that they may be made to see at once,

or in due time be able to move about

without the aid of an attendant—per-

haps to even write or read. That this

feeling has been aroused in these unfor-

tunate individuals is not to be wondered

at, and the question arises, what can be

done with this class of patients ?

When I first read or heard of the fact

that the blind were able to distinguish

shadows and light, when brought near a

Crookes or vacuum tube, it did not

arouse much interest in me, until the

pitients began to present themselves

for treatment. For the last three weeks

I have been experimenting faithfully

with several patients, and beg to submit

their histories in condensed form, which

I think most important, and a brief

description of the results obtained,

when subject to the x-rays.

First. I might state, that the results,

at least a great number of them men-
tioned in current literature and the

daily press, were due to light, and not

to the action of the x-rays upon the

retina, optic nerve or brain center.

Many blind persons are able to dis-

tinguish night from day ; can locate the

position of the sun in the heavens ; an

ordinary 16 c. p. electric light, and even

the flame of an ordinary lamp. Again,

the majority of patients could distin-

guish the light and location of a vacuum
tube, while charged.

In all, or most all, of the experiments

recorded, the patients were brought into

a dark room, near to the uncovered

tube in action. It is quite evident that

the patient would experience the so-

called sensation of light, because light

came from the tube.

Let us admit that the light is very lit-

tle and of an apple-green color ; but its

softness of color makes it very agreea-

ble to the eyes of the blind. If, now,

an object be passed between the tube

and the eyes of the patient, they excit-

edly exclaim that they can see the oh

ject, but when closely questioned, they

can only make out a difference in the

light going to the eye corresponding,

more or less, to the density of the

object.

A finger held near to the eye or

slowly passed by the eyes of the patient

can be made out as a shadow, and in

such a way can the fingers of the hand

be counted.

At a distance of eight inche? neither of

my three patients could tell how large or

small the object was—again proving the

sensation to be due to the action of

light, which, being diffused, does not

throw the shadow of the finger upon the

eye as when near to it.

When the fluoroscope is used, light is

again observed, but of a much weaker

character. I say light, because the sensa-

tion perceived by the eye, when looking

through a fluoroscope is one of light, due

to the convertion or absorbtion of the

rays by the chemical compound employ-

ed for the screen. The light varies as to

the normal eye, according to the tube

efficiency and the chemical used to make

up the screen.

If any object i. e., the hand, be placed

against the screen and held within the

radius of the x-ray emanation, the

patient, unless unable to see any light of

whatever nature, will be able to make
out a shadow, taking away the little

light previously perceived.
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The best results in this way are ob-

tained with a screen heavily coated with

Potassium-platino-cyanide.

All this, however, does not prove that

the x-rays have any of the property cred-

ited to them.

To enable the physician or radio-

grapher to know whether or not, the

patients' eyes are susceptible or acted

upon by the rays, I have devised the

following described instrument. (Nov.

27, '96.)* The radioscope is entirely re-

liable, easily made, light and readily ap-

plied to the eyes, excluding all light,

from any source, except that which may
be due to the action of the rays upon the

eyes. It consists of the ordinary light-

proof fluoroscopic box. See N. Y. Med.

Jour., Jan'y 16, '97 with its lower or

screen end replaced with a sheet of

aluminium 1-2 of an inch in thickness,

this excludes all light and appears per-

fectly dark when held before the eyes

yet permitting the passage of the

Roentgen rays, which are to us yet, in

visible. If this instrument be applied to

the eyes of a blind person, a certain

phenomenon or sensation will be ob-

served varying with the susceptibility or

excitability, of their optic nerves or cen-

ters. The sensation may be said to be

due to the action of the x-rays. If an

object, dense and impervious to the rays

be interposed between tube and radio

scope, the patient may be enabled to

tell its presence.

Case I. A boy aged 17, gives a his-

tory of scarlatina early in life, with

blindness resulting. He is unable to

count fingers held close to the eyes and

can not decide one color from another,

when disks of colored glass were used,

but states that one appears darker than

the other according to the density of

their colors.

He can locate an electric light at a

distance of 10 ft., with the right eye

—

the left being much poorer.

When using a charged vacuum tube.

he can locate the tube as a large area of

light, does not give it any color, but says

that it appeared lighter than the red,

emerald green or orange disks. He
could count the fingers when slowly

passed before the eyes, but was un-

able to tell their length or breadth.

By the use of the radioscope, held

within the x ray emanations, he claimed

to see a light or something resembling

light—especially appreciated by the

right eye. He was unable to say

whether it was very light or dark and

thought it resembled many twinkling

stars. (Stern-Shuppen licht). If an

object was held between the scope and

tube, the star-like sensation ceased to a

certain extent, but he could not make

out the fingers of the hand or the width

of 1, 2 or 3 fingers.

If the finger was brought on a line di-

rectly in front of the eye, entirely cover-

ing the area corresponding to the size

of the globe, no sensation was per-

ceived. The left eye did not respond to

any of the experiments.

1 found it advisable to proceed slowly

with the experiments, as the patients

have a tendency to become excited or

very nervous indeed.

A curved sheet of lead 12 inches wide

and 1 -16 inch thick was allowed to en-

close the head with its concavity, the

patient facing the tube; but no further

results were noted.

By turning the patient around so that

the back of his head was presented to

the tube, nothing definite was noted, al-

though he claimed at times, he could

feel something pass between his head

and the tube, when the hand was inter-

posed, but failed to notice the same at a

later sitting.

Case II. Miss A. R., aged 28, by oc-

cupation a cook, gives the following his-

tory: Had always been well until about

14 months ago when she noticed a pim-

ple developing on the right side of her

lower lip. No attention was paid to
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same until in a few weeks, the tissues

surrounding it became exceedingly

painful. She consulted a physician

who diagnozed the affliction as cancer

and treated her for several months with-

out success.

About six months ago the sight in her

left eye began to fad (July 17, 1896).

She then consulted another physician,

who recommended her to an eye infirm-

ary in New York City. Sight soon dis-

appeared in the eye and one month

thereafter the sight of the" right eye also

began to wane, and eventually became

useless. During all this time the pa-

tient was under treatment and received

increasing doses of the Iodide of Potash

and continued treatment until the week

she presented herself at my office,

(Nov. 27, 1896).

Upon examination I found that she

could distinguish daylight from dark-

ness with the right eye and at certain

times be able to locate the light of a

lamp at a distance of several feet. She

could not tell the color of the glass disks

in daylight or the color of the light com-

ing from a lamp, but described it as red.

When subjected to a tube in action she

could tell the following colors, using the

colored glass disk arrangement; ruby

red appeared as very dark red, scarlet

as light red, orange as dark yellow, yel-

low as white, green (emerald), as bluish

green, and the color of the active

vacuum tube as white.

She was able to locate the tube and

to count the fingers, when passed before

the eyes, but unable to make out their

size and shape. With the radioscope

she at once observed the star-like sen-

sation, especially with the right eye, and

could really tell if an opaque object was
passed between the tube and radioscope

by immediately announcing, light and
darkness. She could not make out the

object, even a small copper disk \]^
inches in diameter, appeared as a large

shadow to her, although several of the

stars, as she called them, remained.

To be convinced that she really saw
them, I asked her to count them, if not

too many ; after a few moments she

stated that there were 28, then 22, 27

and at a later sitting 32. By looking

downward the sensation was most
marked in the right eye.

The glass disks, independent of color,

appeared only as shadows and obliter-

ated the sensation.

Minute letters cut out of sheet lead

could not be made out, except that the

patient appreciated that something was
held in front of the screen or eye.'

Being a very intelligent patient I gave

her a number of sittings and the above
is a concise statement of the results ob-

tained.

Case III. O. G, ae. 23, had lost his

eyesight about three years ago, by the

accidental discharge from a gun. His
right eye was removed at the time and
there is total blindness in the remaining

eye. He was unable to see any light

when brought near to the tube and did

not observe any sensation like that in the

other patients when looking through the

radioscope. but at a second sitting

thought that there was something inside

of his head, but could not call it light,

and was unable to distinguish anything

passed in front of the radioscope.

From the above 1 conclude that owing
to the nature of the x-rays, accepting

the theories of Roentgen. Lodge, Tesla,

Rood and others, the crystalline lens of

the eye are impervious to the rays to a

great extent; that the rays may, how-
ever, penetrate the globe immediately

around the lens: that they cause a cer-

tain excitation of the retina, containing

healthy or partly diseased nerve endings;

that the rays do not allow of refraction,

deflection or convexion and therefore

can not create a focussed image upon the

retina, nerve or optic center when an

impervious object is held between the

eye and the tube.
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It is possible that minute bodies may
be appreciated by the blind patient, but

the shadow resulting, will be of the

same proportion as the object itself, cov-

ering that area of the eye or other sensi-

tive portion acted upon by the rays,

causing an obliteration, of even that ex-

citation, when a larger and impervious

or opaque body be interposed.

The shadows posing before the eye,

can be observed and counted; but the

dimensions of that body—although of

varying width, will appear the same, ex-

cept in
#
the case of the very small ones

mentioned. 1 have been unable to ob-

tain a patient with the lens of the eye or

eyes removed and therefore am unable

to verify the results obtained by Dr.

Brandes of Germany.

PHENOMENA AND ACTIVE SPIRITS.

Spiritualism, in its full meaning, is

the basis of the phenomena, instead of

resting on them. Phenomena are shad-

ows, not the reality. They are expres

sions, not the thing or person making
the expression. They are pointers, di-

recting us to the power producing them
The falling apple seen by Newton was

not the force of gravitation, but it pointed

him to the infinite energy operating

through universal being. Hut it took

something more than the mere fall of an

apple to evolve and demonstrate the law

of gravitation. And it rtquires more
than a rap, tip or slate- writing to prove

the agency of decarnate spirits.

—

J. S. Loveland in the Philosophical

Journal.

X-Rav of Hand and Wrist, by W. O. Horner, Cleveland, Tenn. After expos-

ure a transparency was made from the negative.
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MASTER AINI> SERVANT.

II iion FOR INJURIES TO EMPLOYEE— X-RAY

NIOTOGRAPHS AS EVIDENCE

—

EXPERT WITNESSES.

W S. Bruce eial. I Error 10 Circuit Court.

v y Slielby County,

p I
Belli. i Estes, L H., Judge.

(Supreme Court of Tennessee. June 16. 1897.)

|. K. Plippln and E. E. VVriRht, Attorneys for Plaintiffs

in Error.

Percy S Watkins, Attorneys for Defendants in Error.

In the process of the trial, one Dr.

Galtman was introduced as a witness,

and he was permitted to submit to the

jury an x-ray photograph taken by him.

showing the overlapping bones of one

of the plaintiff's legs, at the point where

it was broken by this fall. This was

objected to by the defendants' counsel.

This picture was taken by the witness,

who was a physician and surgeon, not only

familiar with fractures, but with the new

and interesting process by which* this

particular impression was seemed. He
testified that this photograph accurately

represented the condition of the leg at

the point of the fracture in question, and,

as a fact, that by the aid of x-rays he

was enabled to see the broken and over-

lapping bones with his own eyes, exactly

as if, stripped of the skin and tissues,

they were uncovered to the sight. We
might, if we so desire, rest our conclu-

sions on the general character of the ex-

ceptions taken to this testimony, but we
prefer to place it on the ground that,

verified by this picture, it was altogether

competent for the purpose for which it

was offered. New as this process is, ex-

periments made by scientific men, as

shown by this record, have demonstrated

its power to reveal to the natural eye

the entire structure of the human body,

and 1 hat its various parts can be photo-

graphed as its exterior surface has been

and now is. And no sound reason was
assigned at the Bar why a civil court

should not avail itself of this invention,

when it was apparent that it would serve

to throw light on the matter in contro-

versy. Maps and diagrams of the locus

in quo drawn by hand are often used to

aid a Judge or a Jury to an intelligent

conception of the matters to be deter-

mined, and no one would think of ques-

tioning the competency of the testimony

of a witness who stated that he knew
the map or diagram to be entirely accur-

ate, and who then used it to illustrate

or make plain his statement. The pic-

torial representation of the condition of

the broken leg of the plaintiff gave to

the jury a much more intelligent idea of

that particular injury than they would

have obtained from any verbal descrip-

tion of it by a surgeon, even if he had
used for the purpose the simplest terms

of his art. We have not had our atten-

tion called to any case bearing on this

question, save that of Smith v. Grant,

tried in the First District Court of Colo-

rado and reported in the Chicago Legal

News of December, 1896; but photo-

graphs showing exterior surfaces have

been admissible in numerous cases.

They have been held competent on the

question of identity of person (Udder-

zook v. Com., 7Q Pa. St., 340: Cowley
v. People, 83 N. Y., 464: Luke v. Cal-

hoon Co.. 52 Ala., 118; Ruloff v. Peo-

ple, 45 N. Y. 213), and to identify prem-

ises (Church v. City of Milwaukee, 31

Wis., 512; Blair v. Pelham. 118 Mass.,

42 1 1, and in cases of handwriting (Marcy

v. Barnes. 16 Gray. 161 ). It is not to

be understood, however, that every

photograph offered as taken by the

cathode or x-ray process would be ad-

missible. Its competency, to be first

determined by the Trial Judge, depend

upon the science, skill, experience, and

intelligence of the party taking the

picture and testifying with regard to it,

and, lacking these important qualifica-

tions, it should not be admitted, and

again, even when it is not conclusive

upon the Triors of fact, it is to be weigh-

ed like other competent evidence.

The rulings in this case are in line

with the greatest medico-legal jurists.
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X-RAY OPERATOR REWARDED.

Very early following the discovery by
Prof. Roentgen of the x-rays, W. O.

PROF. \V. O. HOKNEK, CLEVELAND, TENN.

Horner, a prominent optician of Tennes-

see, equipped his office with the^ best

opportunities offered by his learning

and now employ him to radiograph

their surgical cases.

When a man takes a step forward ,to

his own advantage, every move of which
benefits humanity, the people are. sub-

stantially appreciative. The maxim has

proven trua in this case, for Prof. Hor-
ner's business has so increased that he

has been compelled to re-equip his

office with the latest x-ray devices in-

cluding the Dennis Fluorometer.

Prof. Horner is now employed by

railroad surgeons to radiograph injuries

as soon as possible following their occur-

rence and again after surgical apposi-

tion.

INTERIOR VIEW OK PROF. HORNER S OFFICE.

x-ray apparatus then made. The ma-
chine was purchased for the purpose of

such aid as it might give him in the

specific line of optical work.

As Dr. C. j. B. Stephens, the pro-

gressive dentist of Great Falls, Mont.,

has recently said: "There are condi-

tions in dentistry which may be positive-

ly diagnosed by use of the x-ray which

could be known by no other means ex-

cept by sacrificing the teeth.'' So Prof.

Horner has discovered advantages for

the x-rays in optical work. The interest

he took in the new science broadened

him beyond that of an optician. The
surgeons at his home in Cleveland and

those of neighboring cities grasped the

Roentgen Rays a Detective.—Ac-

cording to the Journal de Medicine de

Bordeaux, a man by the name of Ferdi-

nand, placed under arrest for illegal

practice of medicine, claiming to be a

graduate of an American college, pre-

sented a diploma which excited the sus-

picion of the magistrate. Calling in the

services of an expert, the document was

submitted to the action of a Crookes

tube, and the result showed distinctly

the outlines in the substance of the pa-

per, of a name which had been erased

from the surface to make room for that

of "Dr. Ferdinand." who was held

upon the evidence.

—

Popular Science

News.
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X-RAY TRAUMATISM.

Capt. W. P. Bannister, Medical Dept.,

U. S. A. Transaction of the Medical

Society of the District of Columbia :

• A constant and critical observation

of the effect of the x-ray in this rase for

six months, forces me to the conclusion

that the lesion is not due to the lumi-

nous x-ray per se, but to some other fac-

tor not yet isolated. Considering the

intensity and degree of the irritation to

the integument, it is not possible that, if

the x-ray caused it per se, it could pass

through such a delicate membrane as

the peritoneum, or such delicate organs

as the kidney and liver, all of which it

traversed in this case without producing

si-ns of irritation in them, inflammation

or death. If by any chance it specialized

its effects on the skin, it should have in-

inflamed the integument where it

emerged at the back of the patient, cer-

tainly to some proportional extent to

the severe injury it inflicted on the

integument at the front of the patient,

where it first impinged. In my first

report, written last October. I invited

attention to the fact that the intensity

of the irritation was greatest where

the rays struck the surface perpen-

dicularly, and noted the resemblance

in that particular to the effect of heat

rays, and I believe future investigations

along that line will discover the real

agent in the production of these lesions.
"

FIRST RADIOGRAPH IN EVIDENCE.

For the first tune in the history of

murder trials an x-ray photograph was

offered in evidence, which occurred in

the Haynes murder trial, in Watertown,

N. Y, Oct. 2i, 1S97. In this case the

prosecution claims that a 32-caliber bul-

let struck Allen on his jaw. that it split

and one piece was deflected into the

chin and that the other piece is in the

back of Allen's head. The defense

claims that the substance at the base of

Allen's skull is not a fragment of the 32-

caliber bullet, but is a complete 32-cali-

ber bullet. To prove this claim the de-

fense produced an x-ray photograph of

Allen's neck, showing the substance

which resembles a bullet near the second

vertebra at the base of the skull. Dr.

(iilbert Cannon, of this city, made the

photograph, and from experiments says

that the bullet is not a 32-caliber bullet.

Both sides argued for several hours

that afternoon over the offer in evidence

of the photograph by the defense. Jus-

tice Wright finally allowed it, and it

was examined carefully by the jury.

A MECHANICAL HORROR.

Machinery, is a monthly journal pub-

lished at Johannesberg, South Africa.

In the October number just received is

an account of a most remarkable clock

belonging to a Hindu prince, which the

editor thinks the strangest piece of ma-
chinery in India. Near the dial of an ordi-

nary-looking clock is a large gong hung
on poles, while underneath, scattered on

the ground, is a pile of artificial human
skulls, ribs, legs and arms, the whoit:

number of bones in the pile being equal

to the number of bones in twelve human
skeletons. When the hands in the clock

indicate the hour r, the number of

bones needed to form a complete human
skeleton come together with a snap; by

some mechanical contrivance the skele-

ton springs up, seizes a mallet, and walk-

ing up to the gong, strikes one blow.

This finished, it returns to the pile and

again falls to pieces. AYhen 2 o'clock,

two skeletons get up and strike, while at

the hours of noon and midnight the en-

tire heap springs up in the shape of

twelve skeletons and strikes, each one

after the other, a blow on the gong, and

then fall to pieces, as before.

—

Prognos-

tic Star- Gazer.

Send $r for a year's subscription to

The American X-Ray Journal at once.

A
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4CR0MYGALIA.

HY JOHN T. PITKIN, M. D
,
BUFFALO, N. V.

Acromyglia, or Acromegaly, is a

strange, and fortunately a very rare dis-

ease, the ostensible manifestations of

which are an apparent reversion from

the human toward the animal type, a

variety of atavism, e. g.

A lady of refined appearance afflicted

ing hands and feet became gross, awk-

ward, paw like in formation. The spine

became crooked, the body bent, the

limbs and head slowly enlarged in con-

tour.

As a result of a general constructive

fibrous metamorphosis the vital organs

became increased in size and added

their quota to her unsightliness. A
voice once soft and melodious was

JOHN T. PITKIN, A. M
.

, M. D.
,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

Surgeon, Electro-Therapeutist and x-ray Specialist, who testified as an x-ray expert for the defence in the

great Ornie murder trial, resulting in an acquittal.

with this ailment, who forms the con-

text of this article, underwent the fol-

lowing distortion :

In consequence of a marked osseous

hypertrophy and hyperplasia of the entire

bony framework, her features gradually

changed from their usual fineness or at-

tractive look to one of coarseness and

repulsion. Her slender, graceful, taper-

harsh and baritone. Eyes that were

bright and normally sensitive to light,

became dim and lusterless.

Pathologists inform us that the essen-

tial and primary lesion of this disease

consists in a destructive involvement of

the pituitary body situated at the cere-

bral base, lodged in the fossa of the

sella Turcica Therapeutically. My
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highly esteemed colleague, Dr. George ceed three months, the doctor reports

T. Motley, of this city, under whose that very marked improvement in his

care the lady was placed, is administer- patient's condition has followed its ex-

ing an animal extract which he made of hibition.

RADIOGRAPH OF ACROMYGALIA BY JONH T. PITKIN, M. I>.

the bovine pituitary bodies procured Can you tell me. Johnnie, which trav-

from the shambles of East Buffalo. Al- els the faster, heat or cold? "Heat,
though this line of treatment has been of course. Anybody can catch cold

followed for a period of time, not to ex- easily."
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COINDKINSKD X-RAY INFORMATION.

New Application of the Roentgen

Ray. Fluorescent Screev. An impor-

tant advance in the application of the

Roentgen ray to medicine is described

in the Semaine Med. Instead of taking

photographs, it is now possible to look-

directly into the body and see the skele-

ton with our own eyes. This is accom-

plished by means of a screen made by

gluing a piece of cardboard yimm.

thick on a pane of glass. A square

piece is then cut out of the center,

10 x25 cm. and the space left on the

glass is filled with the finely pulverized

chemicals, which we know become fluor-

escent under the Roentgen ray ; double

cyanide of potassium and platinum, or

double cyanid of barium and platinum.

This is covered with another piece of

cardboard, the same size as the first,

enclosing the chemicals. If this screen

is held at the cathode end of a Crookes'

tube concealed in a pasteboard box or

covered with a cloth, the part of the

frame that holds the chemicals is in

stantly illuminated, and a hand inter-

posed between the illuminated frame

and the invisible Crookes' tube, becomes

transparent, so that nothing but the

bones can be seen. Promising results

have already been secured by Burka,

Roentgen, Salvioli, Lewy, Grunmarch,

du Bois-Reymond, etc., who have dis-

tinguished the skeleton and organs

throughout the body, and diagnosed sev-

eral cases of arterio-sclerosis, etc., with

amazing accuracy. Becher, of Berlin,

adds the suggestion that lime water in-

jected into the stomcch or intestines, or.

the introduction of air. prevents the

passage of the Roentgen ray.

—

Deutsche

Med. Woch.

Dissemination of X-Ravs. Buquet.

L' Ind. Elec, Dec. 10. , Electrical World,

Jan. 8.—A reprint of an academy note.

The cause of failure of radiographs he

claims is often due to the return of the

rays from the backs of the plates; he

made an experiment to .demonstrate the

effect of these return rays directly, and

showed a means of overcoming it. He
made a radiograph of a watch on a plate,

ha f of the back of which was covered

with a sheet of lead: the exposure was

two minutes: the part which was not

protected by the lead was covered with

a haziness which almost completely ob-

literated the photograph, while the part

over the lead was very sharp; two radio-

graphs of the watch were made under

like conditions, but in one case there

was a lead plate below the photographic

plate, and in the other case there was
not, and the difference in the sharpness

was quite apparent. Such protecting

screens are not necessary with short ex-

posures and very penetrating tubes, but

they become necessary for long expos-

ures: in surgical applications the radio-

graphs also show more detail, even for

short exposures.

Experimental Tuberculosis Atten-
uated by the Roentgen Ray.—Lortet

and Genoud report a series of successful

experiments with guinea pigs inoculated

with tuberculosis in the inguinal region.

Three selected at random out of the

eight inoculated, were tied on a board

on their backs, and the inoculated region

exposed to the Roentgen ray for one

hour each day, from April 25 to June 18.

Ganglionary abscesses developed in the

control animals, which discharged spon-

taneously a whitish suppuration: the in-

guinal ganglia grew soft and could not be

distinguished from the surrounding tis-

sue. The animals also showed great

emaciation. On the other hand, ihe

three animals exposed to the Roentgen

ray gained in weight: they had no ab

scesses, and their inguinal ganglia re-

mained hard and distinct, with no tend-

ency to suppuration. The results prove

that the Roentgen ray materially modi-

fied the acute developement of the tuber-

culous infection, and justify its applica-
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tion to human beings, especially child-

ren, with superficial tuberculosis, limited

to the pleura, or with tuberculous gang-

lia in the mesentery.

—

Bulletin Medical.

Roentgen Rays. Rollins. Elec.

Rev., Dec. 22.

—

Electric World. A short

article in which he states that Roentgen

rays differ only in degree and are depend-

ent for their penetrating power on the

voltage and the degree of vacuum ; the

voltage should be so adjusted that rays

of the proper wave length arj generated

for the specific purpose ; for showing

the bones of the hand the voltage should

be kept low ; if the bones are deeply

imbedded the vacuum and the voltage

should be kept the same and the light

should be increased by more frequent

impacts of the cathode discharge ; if the

voltage and the vacuum are raised the

proper distance between the cathode

and anode is increased and the bones

become relatively more transparent
;
by

increasing both of these he believes all

the elements would be as transparent as

glass is to light.

Confidence Well Placed.

December 6. 1897.

John Carle & Sons,

New York Cm

.

Gentlemen :

—

You can b; assured that 1 will pre

scribe the Imperial Granum, whenever
there is an indication for a prepared

food, because I had sufficient confidence

in it to give it to my own child, and it

agreed with him perfectly, and he has

increased in size and weight to an aston-

ishing degree. M. D.
Physicians can obtain samples of this celebrated

food free, charges prepaid, on application.

X-RAY APPARATUS FOR SALE.

The owner is offering this apparatus

for sale because he is in other business.

The machine is practically new, hav-

ing been used but a few days and is of-

fered at a very low price. Good work-

is done with it and with a proper rheo-

stat it can be used for electra-thera-

peuti'c purposes.

With the coils there are in addition

two rubber pans 14x16 inches for de-

veloping purposes, the condenser is

mounted in the coil base, one fluoro-

scope, one stand and eight storage bat-

teries. The speed regulator and

breaker are conveniently combined with

the switch.

The coil is thoroughly insulated with

black hard rubber and mounted on pol-

ished cherry—the base being but 16x30

inches.

It gives a strong eight inch spark and

generates abundant x-radiance. One
half of the strength of the eight storage

batteries will discharge a spark six

inches. The eight cells afford abundant

current for all purposes. The coil is a

most powerful one and can be used for

the demonstration of many mechanical

devices in addition to x-ray therapeu-

tic work. The cells are large and can

be used singly or in combination.

Letters of inquiry will be prompth

answered by addressing "K"
X-Ray Puhlishini; Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.

Campho-Phenique taken from an orig

inal bottle and freely applied, pure, upon

chilblains and frosted tissue, will relieve

pain immediately. A mixture of 20

drops of Campho-Phenique and 4 drams

of the oil of vaseline used night and

morning will cure chilblains and frosted

feet.

This mixture is also the best prepara-

tion known for the relief of sore bunions

and corns.

We recommend all Klondikers to

provide themselves with an original bot-

tle of Camphor-Phenique.

Skiagraphy of the Emperor. It is

reported that the left arm of the Ger-

man Emperor has been " skiagraphed "

by the Roentgen rays. The experiment

revealed the nature of the malformation,
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and the result has been submitted to

eminent surgeons who believe, it is

stated, that a simple operation may give

partial, if not complete, use of the

hand and arm.

Eureka Springs, Ark.,

As a summer and winter resort cannut be surpassed.

To this famous all-year-round resort round-trip tick-

ets are on sale from all principal cities throughout

the country at greatly reduced rates.

Double daily trains from St. Louis. A neat lit-

tle pamphlet giving detailed description of Eureka

Springs will be mailed free upon application to

GEO. T. Nicholson, Gen'l Pass. Agt. , Frisco

Line, St. Louis, Mo.

For $100, Worth $200.

High Frequency

X-Ray Apparatus
FOR SALE.

All Accessories with Machine, Fluorc-

scope, 2 Tubes and Stand.

Address "M," 2914 Morgan St.

Sound View Hospital.
^ I \ Ml OKD COM N

(Fifty minutes out from New York).

For the treatment of medical and Surgical Cases, by
all the approved methods and appliances of advanced
modern practice, both medical and operative; specially

including those of

Haematherapy, or Treatment

with Supplied Blood.
in which the moit memorable progress has been made
in the last three years.

Every patient will have special nursing as the case
may indicate, and a competent physician and surgeon in

constant attendance; together with mature scientific

adaptation of the

Power of Supplied Blood
to the case, from day to day.

The staff of Visiting Physicians and Surgeons com-
I
rise some of the brightest professional minds of the

metropolis.

The Hospital is Beautifully Situated,
occupying a sequestered country sen on a high point of

jand. with extensive grounds, grove and water front; ii

|JSS than an hour's ride from New York City by the New
Haven Railroad and is also reached daily by the New
York and Stamford boat

T. .J. ItlGGs, H, i).. Surgeon-Director.
S:ainfor<l, Conn.

New York Office. Victoria Hotel Annex. 1144 Broadway

HAVE YOU TRIED THEM?

Cramer X-Ray Plates

JUST OUT. SPECIALLY MADE
FOR X-RAY WORK.

Full Descriptive Catalogue sent to any address upon

application.

G. Cramer Dry Plate Works,
£t. XjO-u.1s, Is/Lo.
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The December issue of The Ameri-

can X Ray Journal completed the first

volume of the first journal ever pub-

lished in the United States in the inter-

est of x-rays and radiant matter. A
loose folder of skiagrams with explana-

tory notes had been printed, and the same

is now continued under the title of

"Archives of Clinical Skiagraphy" as

the official organ of the Roentgen Coun-

cil of London. A most worthy magazine

known as the ''Skiagram" is also pub-

lished in London by members of this

learned Council. Nothing, however, ap-

proaching x-ray journalism had been

printed in this country until the advent

of The American X-Ray Journal.

Those who are fortunate enough to

own all the numbers of '97 issue can

congratulate themselves upon having

the first literature upon this all-absorb-

ing subject. As time goes on the first

numbers will enhance in value and their

worth as pages for reference and as a

souvenir can be appreciated.

We can see now how we might have

made the first pages more valuable than

they are, but the opacity of foresight

and the luminosity of afterthought find

no exception in new publications. We
have done the best we could under the

circumstances. The Journal is a suc-

cess. Medical journals, scientific publi-

cations and lay papers throughout the

land have given praise and encourage-

ment to the enterprise—more than we
deserved. But they were issued in the

spirit of true journalism, the rightful

effort to encourage a publication which

every physician who would be informed

should have. Certainly we do feel that

taking into consideration our many short-

comings, the life we have was nurtured

by the great medical and scientific press

of this country and in acknowledging

gratitude we shall hope in the future to

compensate them by raising the plane

of the Journal to what it should be.

The increased demand for space has

required us to add 16 more pages to the

Journal. We shall continue to print

upon this beautiful coated paper of 80-

lb. weight.

In the review on pages 192-3 of the first

volume of six issues of The American

X-Ray Journal, it is found that 123 sub-

jects have been written upon; 50 cuts,
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mostly half tones, have assisted in exem-

plifying the subjects, all of which occupy

155 pages; 20 physicians and scientists

have contributed original literature and

50 business houses, including one from

the Pacific Coast, have liberally patron-

ized these pages.

Subscribers have come in from all

overthe world. It is interesting to know

that we have paid subscribers from Eng-

land. Germany, France, Russia, Bel-

gium, Turkey, Friendly Islands South

Seas, Cuba, Mexico, and South America.

It is a great satisfaction to know that the

Journal is appreciated everywhere in

this countrv a fact proven by the sub-

scriptions received daily from nearly ev-

ery state and territory of the United

States.

ORTHOGRAPHY.

We have been so many times embar-

rassed with so-called "typographical

errors" which have heretofore crept

into the Journal that the feeling has

ripened into this opinion: While it is of

no particular credit to any one to spell

correctly it is a disgrace to spell incor-

rectly.

Typographical errors in spelling must

hereafter cease.

Including this issue of the Journal and

all subsequent issues until the June number

we will give one year's subscription free to

each of the first two persons calling our

attention to any misspelled word or words

either in the reading matter or advertise-

ment—excluding proper names.

None Too Soon.—A great abuse to the medi-

cal profession is about to be abated in Washing-

ton. Representative Powers of Vermont has in-

troduced into the House of Representatives a bill

to fix telephone rates in the District at S25 a year

for private telephones, and $35 a year for busi-

ness houses. At the present time the rate is $72

if paid in advance, otherwise $82, and physicians

must pay ten cents extra to telephone to their

own homes for any purpose.

—

North American

Medical Review.

The Washington system is simply one

of "hold 'em up." I n December last we
entered the drug store of the Shorham
Hotel and asked permission to use their

phone which was politely given. After

ringing the bell and called out the num-
ber, an indistinguishable voice was

heard and thinking that it was myself

also that was not understood I repeated

the number. Again came sharply the

same voice when the druggist relieved

my embarrassment by calling my atten-

tion to a slot in the box, on the margin

of which was written, "Ten Cents." I

dropped the dime with much satisfaction

and feeling very thankful for the cheap

service, repeated to central again the

same number and the answer promptly

came in measured tones, "The phone

has been removed from that house." I

looked at that slot in the box and then

turned about to see if I was observed.

I purchased a cigar and took time to

light it, and wafting gently a little-

smoke to conceal my color, left the place.

ANAESTHETIC PROPERTIES OF
X-RAYS.

Surgeons in this city who have made
use of the x-rays for diagnostic purposes

have reported a condition of anaesthesia

in and about the parts after they had

been examined. Drs. Schmidt and Hol-

ier observed this in patients operated

upon in their private hospital. The pa-

tients would invariably speak of feeling

less sore on the following day and after

the operation. It appeared also that

the patients were improved. Dr. Krebbs

has also noticed that pain due to chronic

lung disease would subside after the use

of the x-rays.

This anaesthetic condition was noticed

by Tesla who caused a continuous im-

pact of the rays upon the human system.

He noticed a tendency to sleep was in-

duced and a benumbed condition of the

faculties. The parts he observed felt

warm and the effect was of a soothing

nature. Edison noticed this same phe-
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nomenon and also reported that tlie eyes

felt fatigued and later that objects could

be more easily distinguished. Roent-

gen mentioned that the eyes were not

affected, but he was working at the time

with an apparatus that did not cast the

rays beyond seve n feet while Tesla's trav-

eled forty to fifty feet. Tesla's late sug-

gestion that the particular phenomena

produced by the x-rays may be due to

heat of the material particles thrown out

from the tube does not seem possible un-

less the prism is in this case reversed.

Heat rays and light rays of low refrarrgi-

bility have great penetrating power, but

do not impress a photographic plate un-

less of a higher refrangibility than red.

INTERNAL VACUUM.

The discharge a tube, containing ra-

diant matter only, is said to have a va-

riability of vacuum induced by the elec-

tric current. This notion is taught and

sent out by makers of x-ray apparatus to

prospective purchasers.

Experiments conducted by Lenard in

[894 showed that the lowering and rais-

ing of the vacuum in a Crookes tube was

easily accomplished with caustic potash

which had been employed to absorb the

last trace of moisture and carbonic gas.

When the vacuum was too high in the

tube the application of moderate heat

was sufficient to alter the density to a

point of allowing the current to pass and
cause phosphorescence in the glass tube.

Prof. W. C. Peckham in the Electric

World. May 30, 1896, believed that if the

vibrations of the tube can not keep time
with those of its coil few or no x-rays

will be given off. He says: "The dis-

charge tube is a resonator for its coil

and when the coil and tube are properly
attuned the maximum effect is obtained.

"

It does not appear possible that rare-

faction of gasses in a tube could take
place under the influence of an electric

current otherwise a tube would exhaust

itself without a pump. Monell says in

"Manual of Static Elictricity and X-Ray
Uses": "What takes place is some
rearrangement of the atoms and ions in

relation with the electrodes." During
the passage of the electric current polar-

ization of the electrodes is constantly

taking place within the tube. "We do
not raise the so-called high vacuum but

I believe that the bombardment of an

opposite polarity releases the inter-

fering ions, shakes loose the particles

around the electrodes, permits a normal

rearrangement of them, and to express

it in simple phrase 'clears the atmos-

phere' ". Rest has the effect also of re-

storing a tube to efficiency when the

vacuum is said to be too high. This

strange occurrence Monell likens to

the cutting edge of a razor which will

come again when laid aside after fruit-

less efforts with the strop.

A dry temperature of 400 or 500 de-

grees or boiling in oil or heating the

tube with a lamp will restore its effi-

ciency. It appears reasonable that

when the atomic particles of radiant

matter are electrified and are impacted

against trie inner walls of the tube that

they discharge or impart with their mag-

netic properties which radiate into space

in some form of actinic matter. The
particles are charged and re-charged

With swift succession until polarization

occurs in them when they cease to be

affected. Time, heat and reversal of

current will temporarily restore them.

Their properties can not be wholly re-

stored nor can these particles be entirely

removed, for their inherent property is

injured or become diamagnetic and are

thrust into the mechanism of the tube.

Russian Doctors.— Russian Doctors

wear, as a sign that they are legally

qualified to practice, a little zuak. or

badge, a silver oval plate, one and one-

half inches long by an inch wide.
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BURINS AND TECHNIQUE IN X-RAY
WORK.

BY S. H. MONELL, M. D.

,

loundor and Chief Insiructor of the Brooklyn Post-

Graduate School of Clinical Electro-Therapeutics

and Roentgen Photography ; Fellow of the

New York Academy of Medicine.

Theoretically, the subject of so-called

x-ray burns reminds one of Banquo's

ghost; practically the subject contains

about as much living interest to the well

equipped x-ray operator of to-day as the

once much discussed question of "Rail-

road Spine" does to the rider of a '98

bicycle. When the "boneshaker" was

extant, vibration was an issue, but the

pneumatic tire has buried it. When op-

erators were working in the dark and

striving to compensate for the deficien-

cies of poor tubes, feeble apparatus, and

unskilled technique, by long exposures,

close proximity to the tube and an excess

of current, we had a number of reports

of x-ray injuries which now possess an

historical interest only. With improved

tubes and apparatus safety is simply a

question of skilled technique, and it is

reasonable to say that from this time

forward we should never hear of x-ray

injuries again.

1 believe that continued agitation of

this subject hurts a good cause, and does

not advance the science. It is difficult

to see any reason for continued specula-

tions which lead nowhere and prove

nothing; but since so many physicians

find articles in current journals which

confuse them I have been asked to set

them right.

X-rays have been reported to cause

a loss of hair, dermatitis, ulcerations of

the skin, and a few deeper injuries. The
American X-Ray Journal of August,

1897, published the number of these in-

juries reported during the first eighteen

months of experimental work, and the

total number was sixty-nine. Four of

these were a mistake. Twenty-three

were professional x-ray exhibitors who

exposed their hands in close proximity

to the tube for four or more hours per

day, for weeks and months at a time,

before they succeeded in getting hurt.

Out of the countless thousands of other

persons who have been made the sub-

jects of x-ray examinations, but forty-two

had bad effects. Most of these hap-

pened during the earliest days. Proba-

bly a million x-ray pictures have been

taken altogether; probably a thousand

experimenters are now daily exposing

themselves to x-rays; yet despite these

facts, practically no one suffers. If

x-rays burn, would not cases be.numbered
by thousands instead of a few dozen?

"Idiosyncrasy" does not explain this.

But it does not make any real matter

whether x-rays can burn or not, for ex-

perience demonstrates three reassuring

facts:

1. It is easy to see how every one of

the sixty-nine injuries reported could

have been avoided.

2. It is easy to avoid injury during

x-ray work.

3. It is difficult to cause injury during

x-ray work.

It is easy and safe to walk down stairs,

but if a man breaks his neck by throw-

ing himself down, the stairs are not to

blame. Let us now consider a few

practical points:

The Journal of Electro-therapeutics for

January, 1898, contains an article enti-

tled, "The x-ray and the so-called

Burns." With the author's kind per-

mission I will use a few of his remarks

for my text, assuring him that I do so in

a friendly spirit. Says Dr. Jenkins: "So

much for the ray itself, with all its won-

derful and alarming results." What
alarming results?

"That these rays do produce burns

there can be no doubt". Why can

there be no doubt? What proof

has ever been advanced that x-rays

burn? I have paid some attention to

the matter and I challenge any one to
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produce a demonstration of dermatitis

produced by x-rays. On the contrary

the accumulation of proof points the

other way.

Again, the article to which I refer, re-

marks: "Dr. Monell, of Brooklyn, ad-

vances the theory that the so-called

burns are not due to the tubes or rays

at all. hut to the direct contact of the

electricity." ***** "There may be some

truth in what Dr. Monell says, but it of-

fers no argument in proof that the ato-

mic force of the ray combined with the

platinum does not produce the so-called

x-ray burns.

"

I do not exactly understand what is

meant by "the atomic force of the ray

combined with the platinum,'' but I pre-

sume that Dr. Jenkins could demon-

strate the "proof" to which he refers, or

otherwise he would not offer the remark

as proof that my statement is wrong.

Confessing, however, my ignorance of

"the atomic force of the ray combined

with the platinum," I must say that I do

not recognize the above quoted "theory"

as a verbatim extract from anything I

have ever written. I have examined my
Manual of Static Electricity in X-ray and

Therapeutic Uses, and some half dozen

of my published articles about x-rays,

without rinding the words mentioned.

An instant later Dr. Jenkins further

remarks: '•***** indicates that Dr. Mo-
nell is evidently wroni; in his theory,

and that he will not only have to change
his opinion as to the cause of burns,

but retract his statements about static

machines, for if the ray is the cause it

makes no difference how the current is

produced."

If any operator will kindly come to my
office and take charge of my x-ray appa-
ratus for a couple of hours and show me
that I am mistaken in the views which
experience with my apparatus teaches
me to believe correct. I will retract ev-

ery error of the past and welcome the

new truth. Physicians, however, who

have come to me for instruction during

the past year and a half, and have seen

the actual work on which my writings

are based, will perhaps be inclined to

the opinion that the demonstration might

require considerable skill in technique.

I am, however, not only willing to be

convinced, but am continually seeking

new information.

1 shall now use the above text to re-

peat the substance of my teachings on

the points noted, and I need not fortify

myself by new arguments, for on Oct. 2,

1897, I replied to other inaccurate and

similar charges in a manner which re-

quires no alteration now.

"Several correspondents write me
that they understand me to claim that

the static current does not cause a burn,

and <;o on to notify me of a case reported.

My experience demonstrates that with

proper management the direct static cur-

rent tends so little to cause injurious ac-

tion upon the skin that it is easy to avoid

all trouble, even when working contin-

uously with tubes for several hours. I

have, however, seen evidence that by

condensing the current through Leyden

jars, and by non-expert methods of

employing tubes which really abuse the

apparatus even without condensers, and

by persisting for a long time, a derma-

titis can be set up.

' 'To set forth my early and present po-

sition in regard to static burns it may be

best to quote from what I have previ-

ously written:

"While there is no mechanical device

which can not be abused, yet if any phy-

sician with a Holtz machine and one of

the author's tubes would start out in the

morning with the deliberate purpose of

inflicting upon himself a 'dermatitis

Roentgeni,' by nightfall of a long sum-

mer's day he would be baffled in the at-

tempt if he employed the proper method.

The direct static discharge of high po-

tential and infinitely small amperage

does not produce electrolytic or chemi-
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cal effects upon the human tissues with-

out x-rays and consequently does not

produce such effects in conjunction with

x-rays."

If the current is transformed by con-

densers, or backed up by the resistance of

a high vacuum tube, and if a powerful

spark interruption is maintained, the

current is altered and my statements

above quoted do not apply to the condi-

tion. Every one who uses a static ma-

chine certainly knows that by the use of

a covered electrode vesication can be

caused by a static application, but this

ancient fact does not make a sedative

breeze vesicate. The term "proper

method," must define the scope of my as-

sertion that the static current is safe, for

it certainly does no harm ordinarily, and

must be used under altered conditions

to cause dermatitis. As proof of this

there comes to my notice the experience

of an x-ray exhibitor whose hand is now
inllamed to a moderate degree. He
tells me that during a special exhibit he

exposed the back of his hand at close

range, often in contact with the bulb,

for a total of twenty hours divided be

tween two days. The current was

pushed to its utmost. There were but

two tubes employed, one being kept go-

ing constantly for six hours. They were

the "Monell Static Tubes" and remained

in working order despite this severe use.

In about ten days a dermatatis appeared,

but has not proved to be very severe.

A powerful spark was used and the hand
was often in actual contact with the

bulb. This bears out all my assertions

about the slight liability of this form of

current to do damage in x-ray work.

The operator was sufficiently skilled in

handling tubes, but was not familiar

enough with static apparatus to regulate

the current and avoid an excess. Had
this been done he would have been able

to keep his hand free from injury, espe-

cially if he had used reasonable caution

as to distance. He, however, had a firm

belief — not correctly understood—that

it was impossible by any use of static

electricity to cause an inflammation of

the skin. Had he not been so con-

vinced of this by his previous immunity
while exhibiting for several months,

often subjecting his hand to long expos-

ures—once as long as six hours without

harm—he would have been more care-

ful. So rarely is an injury caused by

operators using static machines correctly

that alarm may be dismissed from pa-

tients' minds."

I stand by every word of the above

statement, written six months ago.

Time has not impaired its accuracy, nor

subjected it to change; and now let us

state a few operative details.

We place a tube in its standard upon

a table, connect its terminals with the

prime conductors of any large therapeu-

tic static machine, and start it into ac-

tion. If the tube operates perfectly by

the convective discharge of the direct cur-

rent we observe no noise, no heati lg of

the tube beyond about blood heat, and

no spray about the external surface. If

the palm is folded around the bulb no

sensation except the slight warmth is

felt.

All the current is now going around

the circuit within the tube and there is

nothing outside the tube to cause a

burn. It is my belief that a tube opera-

ted in this way can not cause a so-called

x-ray burn, but perhaps I had better say

that it has never done so in the severest

tests that time has permitted me to

make. Even if an exposure was contin-

ued for a week without interruption such

a tube would apparently not injure a pa-

tient because no discharges except those

of a harmless nature take place outside

the bulb. The x-rays penetrate readily

enough, but x-ravs do not burn or ulcer-

ate any tissues through which they pass.

Now let us put a pairof interrupters on

the sliding poles of this giant machine,

and regulate the intensity of the bom-
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bardment to suit the given tube. If the

internal resistance does not exceed tin

resistance of two inches or less of ordi-

nary air the current in this case will also

discharge within the tube and no over-

flow will sputter and fly across the ter-

minals around the external surface. Ex-

posures of any length of time may be

made with this tube with absolute safety

at any distance from the tube, whether

six inches, twenty inches, or one inch,

so long as the patient does not feci upon

the surface of the exposed skin the fa-

miliar sensation of the static spray.

But suppose the resistance of the vac-

uum increases during use, or is higher

than stated above. Let us consider that

it equals the resistance of three and a

half inches of air gap; and across the

space between the internal electrodes

the current will only jump under the

pressure of a tremendous bombardment.

In fact all the current will not discharge

itself within the tube, but backs up and

makes a luminous brush along the posi-

tive wire, and sputters in a visible spray

discharge upon the outer surface of the

tube. It the hand is placed within the

radius of this external electrical dis-

charge it will be subjected to the action

of the same needle-like shower upon the

skin which is familiar to every patient

who, upon the static platform, has re-

ceived a negative spray through resist-

ing garments. If this bombardment
upon the skin is maintained long enough
it will set up a dermatitis, but it will

take some time to do it. To avoid the

possi )ility of a dermatitis we need not

seek an "aluminum screen," or send a

cry for help to distinguished electrical

inventors. The spray acts injuriously

only through resistances and only when
the object is within the short radius of its

bombardment. We can either move
the tube a few inches further away and
escape danger altogether, or we can dis-

pose of the resistance of the dry or cloth-

covered skin by removing the clothing

over the part, and moistening the skin a

little, just as we moisten it in the direct

application of a galvanic or faradic cur-

rent. The most rudimentary experience

in actual electro-therapeutics divests

the whole subject of x-ray burns of all

the practical interest which has been

supposed to belong to it. Any thera-

peutist can demonstrate the actions upon

the skin of different therapeutic currents

and can show how to prepare the con-

tact so as to avoid irritation while se-

curing proper effects.

No operator with well instructed skill

would place a tube from which an exter-

nal spray sputtered, so near the patient

that the electrical bombardment would

irritate, for the brilliant radiance pro-

duced by such a tube would make it un-

necessary in the first place, and in the

second place the operator would know
better.

Having command of a tube of high

efficiency the physician can regulate the

distance between the patient and the

tube to suit his own judgment, and if

his judgment is good his patients will be

as safe as an infant slumbering in its cra-

dle. Even if the vacuum of an excep-

tional tube may at first compel the use

of an excess of current, as I have stated

above, yet in a few moments it will be

possible to regulate the current so as to

control in a large measure the external

spray, and this regulation will also re-

move the possible cause of complaint.

This is solely a question of technique, and

in its practical bearing upon the physi-

cian's work calls for no scientific specu-

lation, or profound experiments from the

laboratory of the physicist. It is, I say,

a question of technique, and not of vague

speculations, and so important is tech-

nique in all the work of the physician

with Crookes' Tubes that a few notes of

some of its relations to results ma) - in-

terest the reader of this article.

Instead of reciting imaginary condi-
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tions I will report, in synopsis, a little

of last evening's work.

Present, Dr. W— , of Rochester, N. Y.,

an operator with considerable previous

experience but who desired further in-

struction in securing maximum effects.

In one, two, three order, about ten tubes

were rapidly tested, the value of the

vacuum resistance of each tube practi-

cally measured, the working x-ray value

of each tube instantly determined and
the luminous manifestations of each

shown to be the language by which to

interpret its condition.

The tubes tested varied in size from

the smallest x-ray tube I have ever seen,

its bulb being about the size of ark Eng-
lish walnut, up to tubes eighteen inches

in circumference. The internal resist-

ance varied in different tubes from the

low vacuum of a sixteenth of an inch of

a resistance, up to full three inches, and
the measure of the resistance of each

tube accurately informed us of its effi-

ciency for x-ray work.

Having completed instruction in thus

ascertaining the value of any given tube

we next took in hand a tube of low vac-

uum to demonstrate the method of rais-

ing the internal resistance to a working

point. A tube, twelve inches between
the terminals, with a bulb five inches

long and thirteen inches in diameter,

possessed so low a vacuum that the dis-

charge between the electrodes was a di-

rect stream like a pencil, bluish near the

cathode and somewhat pink near the

platinum reflector. The resistance

equalled only about one-sixteenth inch of

air gap between the sliding poles of the ap-

paratus. I asked Dr. W— what he would

do with such a tube in his own office.

He replied that he would throw it away,

considering it impossible to make any

use of it. "However," said he, "you
teach that by reversing a tube you can

raise its vacuum; I would reverse it and

see if that would do any good." Per-

mitting Dr. W to assume charge of

the tube, it was reversed and the current

again started.

How long should it be kept reversed?

Until the blue disappears and as much
green as possible is developed in the

phosphorescence. In about five min-

utes I stopped the machine to permit

Dr. W to test the result of his work.

The tube was the same as before rever-

sal, and not improved in the slightest

degree. It gave out no x-rays, as a blue

stream uetween the electrodes is not the

high potential bombardment which is

required to produce x-rays. The sug-

gestion to "reverse the tube" was, how-

ever, all right, and the result is a ques-

tion of Uchnique. Taking the tube in

hand in a different manner it required

less than three minutes to demonstrate

with it a bright green luminosity and

x-rays as good as the average operator

throughout the country is obtaining with

his best tubes to-day. So much for

raising a low vacuum.

A tube with more than three inches

resistance and of a larger size was next

connected with the machine. The cur-

rent backed up along the positive wire

and flared out of the terminals of the

tube. The resistance was just high

enough to prevent immediate action and

in former days the alcohol lamp would

have been brought into service to heat

it. By re-enforcing the strenuous pres-

sure of the current with the sharp blow

of a sudden "break and make" the tube

instantly glowed with bright green and

gave out superb x rays. In a case of

still higher resistance the use of tin foil

around the terminals, as I have described

on page 621 of the second edition of my
book, is perfectly successful.

Next in order followed a demonstra-

tion of tests of the comparative value of

x-ray efficiency in different tubes, or in

the same tube at different times, and

working under a different dosage. With

the fluoroscope. and depending on the
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eye and observation of the bones of the

hand alone, a non-expert may think two

tubes of equal value when one is several

times as efficient as the other. This is

important in regulating the exposure

time in photographic work. A simple

test exactly measures the values. Ad-

justing different tubes with different do-

sages of the current, beginning with a

very low current, I took Dr. W—
along a succession of steps of x-ray pen-

etration as follows: i. The hand cast

only a black shadow on the fluoroscope.

2. The bones of the hand ap-

appeared lighter. 3 The bones of the

hand became very transparent. 4. The

bones were almost of the same transpa-

rency as the soft parts. 5. The metal-

lic objects on the back of a strip of pine

were plainly visible through a Webster's

Unabridged Dictionary. 6. Wrist, el-

bow, shoulder, ankle, and knee were

transparent. 7. A watch was held upon

the left side of my head and was visible

wherever moved, the fluoroscope being

placed against the right side of the head.

8, Pr. W— - obtained the best view of

the author's heart at about thirty inches

from the tube. 9. Through all parts of

the body of men aged over forty the raj s

penetrated with brilliant light, and with

definition according to the part. 10.

When the fluoroscope was held over the

region of the pelvis and hip joint it was
brilliantly lighted up, and coin in a purse

in the subject's pocket, the suspender

buttons, the drooping links of a watch

chain, the watch in the lower vest

pocket, and the outline of the head of

the femur were visible. The transpa-

rency of the bones of the thick pelvis of

a large man aged about forty-rive was
fully equal to the ordinary transparency

of the hand with ordinary apparatus,

and the sharpness of the metallic ob-

jects was as well defined as ordinarily

through the simple resistance of a book.

12. The x-radiance produced by this

tube was shown to render objects as

transparent ten feet away as at ten inches

with many common tubes.

To demonstrate facility in operation

and the comfort of the operator, it was

shown that no puttering was required to

produce the different desired effects with

any of the different tubes manipulated.

It was also shown that while working in

front of the tube the operator has no

care on his mind; he practically ignores

the machine after having once adjusted

it, and whether ten minutes, or an hour,

or two hours, goes by, there is no occa-

sion to stop the current, rest the tube, or

cool it off ; there is no great amount of

noise, and no disturbance of any kind to

distract the operator or make the patient

nervous.

These results are simply a question of

technique. I demonstrate them over and

over again. I can repeat them at any

and all times. There is no reason why
every operator in the country should not

command an equally certain technique.

I teach the operator to understand ex-

actly what he is doing and what the tube

is doing, in a practical sense. I have

little knowledge of the kind that emi-

nent physicists bring to bear upon the

consideration of x-ray phenomena, but I

know how to make a tube work and teach

others to do the same. It is unsatisfac-

tory to do x-ray work when the operator

is obliged to fuss and putter with his

tubes, sometimes for half an hour, before

an examination can be made. Operat-

ing by guess work, with no clear idea of

the meaning of any of the actions of the

tube or current, and continually troubled

by perplexities as to the best means of

proceeding is unsatisfactory. It is un-

satisfactory to do x-ray work when the

operator lacks the guidance of compara-

tive tests to inform him exactly what his

tube is doing; whether it is doing its

best, or could be made to do better, or

how it compares in efficiency with the

maximum now known
A knowledge of correct technique ends
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all this uncertainty and removes dissatis-

faction from the manipulation of a

Crookes tube. "Technique" is the

jockey in the saddle that drives the elec-

trical current to a finish, commands the

most balky tube, points its head in the

right direction, and spurs it into brilliant

action with neither hesitation nor swerv-

ing to the right or left.

With skilled technique the question

of x-ray burns becomes as obsolete as

the customs of the Aztecs. It really

matters not what has caused the burns

of the past, for there certainly need be

none of them in the future. Among
abundant evidence, however, that the

burn has never been due to the x-ray I

think the experiment of Elihu Thomp-
son last spring supports, by the weight

of a direct experiment, the common ob-

servation of all competent x-ray work-

ers. In setting up a dermatitis on his

own hand he produced no effect where
the skin was covered with lead and tin

foil. Tin foil did not prevent the x-rays

passing through his hand anymore than

a sheet of paper would prevent them,

but the tin foil prevented the burn, dur-

ing an exposure at the extraordinary

small distance of five-eighths of an inch

from the platinum reflector. It is to my
mind absolutely certain that the x-ray

does not inflame a tissue through which

it passes; but nothing is more certain

than that a sufficiently energetic electric

current passing to tissues which it can

reach and enter only after electrical en-

ergy has been transformed into heat by

resistances such as dry and hair-covered

skin, or clothing, will vesicate, and can

be made to produce intenser and deeper

inflammatory action by the technique of

a competent electro-therapeutist. Com-
petent technique can also avoid these ef-

fects at will. Those who study electri-

cal phenomena along the lines of engi-

neering and metallic conductors should

take into account the vastly different ex-

perience of therapeutists who employ

electrical currents upon and within hu-

man tissues. Many of the matters dis-

cussed by electricians in a perplexed

and puzzled manner during the past two

years of x-ray work have dealt with the

rudimentary and long established facts

of electro-physiology and electro-thera-

peutics as if they were unknown. It

would have been well for the best inter-

ests of practical x-ray work if some of

the discussion had first waited to read

the A B C's of electro-physiology.

865 Union St.. Brooklyn, New York.

The origin of the word '-deadhead"

is explained as follows: Fifty years ago

the principal avenue of Detroit, Mich.,

passed close to the entrance of the plank-

road leading to Elm wood Cemetery. As

this cemetery had been laid out some

time previous to the construction of the

road, it was arranged that all funeral

processions should be allowed to pass

along the latter toll free. One day. as

Dr. Pierce, a well-known physician,

stopped to pay his toll, he observed to

the gatekeeper: '-Considering the be-

nevolent character of our profession, I

think you ought to let us pass free of

charge." "No.no, Doctor," replied the

gatekeeper, "we can't afford that. You

send too many deadheads through here

as it is." The story traveled around the

country, and the word -'deadhead" was

eventually applied to those who obtained

free admission to the theatre.

Kites sent up on Oct. 15, from the

Blue Hill Observatory, surpassed the

record of Sept. 19 by more than 1500

feet. The)- carried the meteorological

instruments 1o a height of 10,900 feet

above the hill top, or 11,500 feet above

sea level. The kites were sent up

at 3 50 o'clock in the afternoon and

reached the highest point at six oclock.

At that altitude the temperature was

forty-three degrees, while it was seventy-

three degrees at the ground, showing as

much difference as one might expect.
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THE ROENTGEN RAY WAVE LENGTH

DEPENDS UPON THE POTENTIAL.

BY WILLIAM ROLLINS.

When we try to see what goes on in a

vacuum tube, looking at it "with that

inward eye which is the bliss of solitude,"

the Roentgen rays appear to differ only

in degree, and to be dependent for their

penetrating power upon the potential of

the current and the degree of the vacuum

in which the cathode discharge takes

place.

We should bear these probabilities in

mind in the practical application of the

rays to medical diagnosis, arranging the

potential so as to make rays of the pro-

per length for our purpose.

If we wish to see the outlines of the

bones of the hand distinctly, we shall

keep the potential low, to make the con-

trast with the soft tissues great, while if

the bones are more deeply seated we

should not use a tube with a higher

vacuum to send the rays through a great-

er thickness of tissue, but we should

keep the potential and vacuum the same

to prevent altering the wave length, and

increase the light by making more im-

pacts upon the target from the cathode

discharge.

Suppose we take a tube with the low-

est vacuum in which we can generate

any considerable number of Roentgen

ravs. In this tube the anode must be

cooled and the cathode movable. The

tube should have a potash bulb, as used

byCrookes, to quickly lower the vacuum

or raise it again. The curvature of the

concave cathode is to be that of a sphere

of two inches diameter. A spherical

curvature is not the best: but. as Kip-

ling says, "that is another story."

With a very low vacuum we can gen-

erate Roentgen rays with the anode

nearly in the center of curvature, or a

ittle over one inch from the cathode,

and yet have good definition if we have

taken care in grinding the concave sur-

face. Then, if we look through a hand,

the bones seem very dark, because of the

contrast with the softer tissues. If, now,

with the same potential, we increase the

number of impacts upon the anode tar-

get from the cathode discharge, we
make both bones and tissues lighter

without much changing the relative val-

ues.

If we raise the potential and the va-

cuum, focussing the cathode stream on

the target again, we shall find as previ-

ously stated in these notes, that the dis-

tance between the cathode and anode is

increased, while the bones are, relative-

ly, more transparent. Every time we
do this with higher potentials and va-

cuums, the relative capacities of two sub-

stances are changed; and we could go

on building more powerful apparatus

until we could make rays to which all the

so-called elements would be as transpar-

ent as glass to light. Platinum being

then permeable, we could, for some of

our work, abandon internal cooled re-

flecting anodes and use a form of tube

employed in some of my experiments,

the platinum, in the form of a disk, be-

ing sealed into the wall of the tube, cor-

responding somewhat to Lenard's alum-

inum window. Then, by using higher

potentials and cooling both terminals,

we could approximate to that vibration

to which the worlds are transparent.

—

Electrical Review.

Efforts have been made, and are

likely to be consummated, for mutual

affiliation with the University of Chicago

and Rush Medical College. The sec-

ond stipulation provide "that the re-

quirements to admission to the college

shall gradually be increased until the

Autumn of 1902 when those only will be

admitted who have completed the fresh-

men and sophomore years of regular

college work.

"

Send Si for a year's subscription to

The American X-Rav Journal at once.
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A NOTABLK X-RAY OPERATION WITH
DENNIS' FLUOROMKTKR.

BV JOHN DENNIS.

Late in the month of November, 1H97,

Mr. B. was brought from Northeastern

New York to the Hahnemann Hospital

at Rochester. Over thirty years before

he had received a charge of squirrel shot

in the right leg, midway between the

Dennis Fluorometer. The first obser-

vation was made from the side, the cross

section vie w of the limb being secured in

about the center of the group of foreign

matter which was revealed by the super-

ficial view. A position satisfactory to

the surgeons having been obtained, a

Fluorograph was taken. It will be seen

by examination of the Fluorograph

(Fig. 1.) that the foreign matter was

considerably scattered.

fig. 1

knee and ankle. Some of the shot had,

at two different times, been removed,

but such was the condition of the limb

that it was determined by his home sur-

geons that an attempt should be made

to remove the matter by means of the

Roentgen rays.

The day after the patient arrived at

the hospital the limb was brought within

the influence of the Roentgen rays and

measurements made by means of the

An observation was next made from

beneath the limb, it remaining in the

same position as before. It was found

that the shot were practically in a line,

which extended about one inch above

the cross formed by the Fluorometer,

and about two inches below the line of

the cross section that is up and down the

limb. The forked sights were then

placed in position, and the divergence

or obliquity of the rays eliminated, thus
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showing the exact position of what may

be called the "layer" of shot.

It was upon this observation, which

was later followed Dy operation, that

the diagnosis was based, and it is per-

haps of sufficient interest to warrant a

more detailed description. After the

first observation at the side a line of

India ink had been drawn around the

limb marking the cross section which

had been produced by the Fluorometer

appliance. A cross-piece was next

placed over the upright arms of the Flu-

orometer for maintaining the cross sec-

tional view during the second observa

tion and the tube was placed above the

limb, instead of at the side as before, the

observer with the Fluoroscope placing

himself beneath the table. The first ob-

servation from this second view-point,

was of course for the purpose of finding

the shot, and they were, as has been said.

practically in a thin layer, the edge of

which layer was toward the observer.

One of the forked sights was then placed

on the Fluorometer arm nearest the ob-

server, and thus nearer the screen of the

Fluoroscope, in such position that the

layer of shot intersected the notch of the

sight and about midway of its length:

that is up and down the limb. On the

upper arm of the Fluorometer nearest

the tube (now the crosspiece) was placed

a second forked sight, at a point equally

distant with the first from the left side ot

the Fluorometer. The tube was then

shifted until the grooves of the sights

coincided : in other words, until a straight

ray passed through both. It was then

noted by means of the metallic grating,

which had been placed on the level of the

top of the table under the Fluorometer,

that the layer of shot appeared about

one-half inch to the left of the right line
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through the two forked sights. The
sights were then moved one-half inch to

the left, both being moved the same dis-

tance. The tube was again shifted

slightly until the straight ray was through

the notch of the upper sight, through

about the center of the layer of shot, and

through the notch of the lower sight,

thus bringing the three in line, so that a

coincident shadow was thrown on the

screen of the Fluoroscope.

All that now remained was to draw a

line in India ink on the upper surface of

the limb, corresponding in position with

the notch of the upper sight, and to draw

a similar line on the under portion or calf

of the limb, corresponding with the notch

of the lower sight. When thus corrected

by the Fluorometer, this line was two

and three-fourths inches long, and of

course ran at right angles with the line

which marked the cross-section of the

limb. The sights were then removed

and another Fluorograph, (shown in

Fig. 2) was taken, as a matter of record.

A few days later the patient was placed

under the influence of anaesthetics, and

the operation for the removal of the shot

performed, the India ink markings on

the limb being relied upon as a guide to

the surgeon. At the very first incision,

made in careful conformity to the lines

which intersected the cross-section line

on the upper and lower portions of the

limb, the scalpel encountered three of the

shot, showing the geometrical accuracy

of the diagnosis. These three shot were

removed and fourteen others, mostly im-

bedded in the bone, were found on the

iine between the two and three-quarter

inch Fluorometric markings, above and

below. It will be seen that the Fluoro-

graph (Fig. 2)places this line of shot ap-

parently three inches from the left side of

the Fluorometer appliance. As seen by

direct examination of the limb while in

the Fluorometer appliance the indica-

tion lines were a fraction less than two

and three-quarter inches from the out-

side of the Fluorometer appliance. This
difference (in this case something over

one-fourth of one inch) represents the

divergence or obliquity of the rays be-

tween the uppermost shot and the sensi-

tive plate. In other words; had the in-

cision been made three inches from the

square edge of the Fluorometer appli-

ance as indicated in the picture, the

scalpel would have gone astray a trifle

over one-fourth of an inch, with the dis-

tortion of the ray corrected, in the manner
which has been described, as has been
said, the first incision of the scalpel result-

ed in its encountering three of the shot.

The Fluorometer is so constructed

that the effect of the distortion caused by
the obliquity of the rays is ascertainable

in each and every case.

DEEP BRKATHirsU.

In an excellent little work entitled

"Deep Breathing," edited by Dr. M. L.

Holbrook, the author, Sophia Marquise
A. Ciccolina, sets forth her method of

developing lung power, and so promot-
ing the physical health.

Her method is, briefly, to breathe

from the abdomen entirely; so exhale by

compression of the muscles overlying

the stomach, and to inhale by expansion

or inflation of the stomach. The ribs

are motionless during the acts of inhala-

tion and exhalation. The inhalation is

slow and deep, and the air is to be held

for a few seconds after a little practice;

is forced into the upper chest by con-

tracting the abdomen, drawing back into

the abdomen by expansion of the stom-

ach, and finally exhaled rapidly. Ac-

cording to the author, this rapid exhala-

tion has the effect of actually expanding

the chest, and the whole process, if

practiced for an hour each morning, and

persevered in until it becomes second

nature, tends to cure nervousness, con-

sumption, hysteria, and many allied

pathological conditions.

—

Journal of Life

and HealiJi.
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X-RAYS A!NI> ABNORMAL PHENOMENA.

Editor American X-Rav Journal.

After reading in the November num-

ber of your excellent journal the remark-

able results reported by Dr. Astudillo,

of Havana, Cuba, in the use of the x-

rays with the blind, I am constrained to

write you of a peculiar experience which

I had with a blind man a short time ago.

There is a blind man here, who tunes

pianos for a living, who goes all over the

city alone. He is about thirty years of

ai,r e, and began to get blind when he was

a boy, after an acute disease of

some sort, I have forgotten what now,

but that is immaterial.

After going to many oculists, he be-

came totally blind, except to very bright

light, about four years ago. He can

now tell when he faces a window, or a

match is moved before him, and he

lights his own cigars. There is a total

opacity of the right cornea and but a

thread of dark color about the circum-

ference of the left cornea, which is oth-

erwise entirely opaque.

He came to my sanitarium at my re-

quest to experiment with the x-rays, as

he is well educated and intelligent, hav-

ing been through the State School for

the blind.

I told him of Dr. Astudillos and your

experiments with the x-rays, and he was

curious to try them himself.

I handed him the tube, to let him feel

the shape, and explained the mode of

attachment, etc. After he had examined

it, he made the remark that that was the

first time he had ever seen a Crookes'

tube, and that now he knew what it

looked like. It is amusing to hear a

blind man talk about seeing. He can

run my Remington typewriter first-rate,

and speaks of seeing the keys, etc.

I purposely refrained from telling him
what the color of the tube would be,

when it was acting, as I wanted him to

tell me if he saw anything. As he once

was able to see, when a boy, he knows
what colors are.

I attached the tube to my static ma-
chine, placing it in the holder, in an up-

right position in front of him. with the

platinum anode on a level with his eyes,

and about six inches from his face.

When it was acting well I asked him
if he saw anything. He hesitated a min-

ute, and then told me that he saw a blue

light, a dark blue light. I asked him if

it was violet, and he said yes.

I then told him, the room being dark,

that all that 1 saw was a greenish yellow

light, but he said it was bluish to him.

After looking steadily at the tube for

several minutes, he volunteered the

statement that his eyes felt better that

the pain and fulness which was there

before was better, and later he said that

it was gone. I made no suggestions to

him. so that there was no psychic or

hypnotic treatment attempted. He was

pleased with the feeling produced, which
I had not thought of before.

I passed my hand between the tube

and his eyes, and he could detect the

shadow, likewise that of several metal

instruments, but he could not tell what

they were. He could only tell there was

a shadow passing before his vision. In

his case the optic nerves are not de-

stroyed, but he is blind on account of

the corneal opacities. I might state

here in passing that there is a constant

and involuntary lateral oscillation of the

eyeballs, which he is unable to control

by will power. His attention had never

been called to this nystagmus before,

which he tried to control, at my sugges-

tion, but failed.

We know that at the upper or blue

end of the spectrum, there are still fur-

ther colors, which we are unable to see,

which we call the ultra violet rays.

There are some eyes which are very sen-

sitive, either naturally, or have been so

educated, that they can detect shades of
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color beyond the range of ordinary

vision.

To the ordinary vision these ultra vio-

let rays of light or color are invisible,

and it is supposed that the x-rays are

somewhere beyond the violet, out of our

sight. But we know they are there.

Is it not probable that in the case of

this blind man, whose eyes are blind to

ordinary rays, that his vision is so sensi-

tive that he can detect the ultra violet

colors, in the x-rays?

We know that when we lose one of

our senses, that the other senses are

more acute. The sense of touch, and

pressure, is highly developed in this

man, and he says that, he can tell when

he is approaching a person or object,

before he strikes it, and that if he is not

going too fast that he can avoid it, with-

out seeing or touching it. There is a

totally blind dog here in town that can

go anywhere, and it must be by the

sense of smell, and hearing, as he never

strikes anything, and he trots fast.

Verily, "there are more strange things

in this world, Horatio, than are dreamed

of in thy philosophy."

Allow me to quote from an article by

the late Prof. G. V. Riley, of Washing-

ton, on "The Senses of Insects", pub-

lished in "Insect Life" Vol. VIII, page

40, in which he says:

—

"There is every justification for be-

lieving that all the subtle cosmic forces

involved in the generation and develop-

ment of the highest are equally in-

volved in the production and building

up of the lowest of organisms, and that

the complexing and the compounding

and specialization of parts have gone on

in every possible and conceivable direc-

tion, according to the species. The
highly developed and delicate antennae

in the male Choronomous, for instance,

may be likened to an external brain, it's

ramifying fibers corresponding to the

highly complicated processes that ramify

from the nerve cells in the internal

brains of the higher animals, and re-

sponding in somewhat similar manner to

external impressions. While having no
sort of sympathy with the foolish notions

that the spiritists proclaim, to edify or

terrify the gullible and unscientific. I

am just as much out of sympathy with

that class of materialistic scientists who
refuse to recognize that there may
be and are subtle psychical phenomena
beyond the reach of present experiment-

al methods. The one class too readily

assume supernatural power to explain

abnormal phenomena: the other denies

the abnormal, because it, likewise, is

past our limited understanding."

The same author goes on to quote
from an article by William Crookes, en-

titled "Some Possibilities of Electric-

ity", which appeared in the Fortnightly

Review, March, 1892, as follows:—
"The discovery of a received sensi-

tive to one set of wave lengths and si-

lent to others is even now partially ac-

complished. The human eye is an in-

stance supplied by nature of one which

responds to the narrow range of electro-

magnetic impulses between the three

ten-millionths of a millimeter and the

eight ten-millionths of a millimeter. It

is not improbable that other sentient be-

ings have organs of sense which do not

respond to some or to any of the rays

to which our eyes are sensitive, but are

able to appreciate other vibrations to

which we are blind. Such things would

practically be living in a different world

from our own. Imagine, for instance,

what idea we should form from surround-

ing objects were we endowed with eves

not sensitive to the ordinary rays of

light, but sensitive to the vibrations con-

cerned in electric and magnetic phe-

nomena. Glass and crystal would be

among the most opaque bodies. Metals

would be more or less transparent, and

a telegraph wire through the air, would

look like a long narrow hole, drilled

through an impervious solid body. A
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dynamo in active work would resemble
a conflagration, while a permanent mag-
net would realize the dreams of mediae-

val mystics and become an everlasting

lamp with no expenditure of energy or

consumption of fuel. In some parts of

the human hrain may lurk an organ ca-

pahle of transmitting and receiving other

electrical rays of wave lengths hitherto

undetected by instrumental means.
These may be instrumental in trans-

mitting thought from one brain to

another.

"

The above words quoted from the in-

ventor of the tube with which we now
generate the x-rays, and written long

before they were discovered by Roent-
gen, were they not prophetic, and is not

this blind man who can see the ultra

light, fulfilment of the prophecy?
Truly we are in the beginning of a

wonderful era, and still more wonderful
things are to be accomplished, and the

American X-Rav Journal is going to

be of great help towards the advance-
ment of this new science, and I wish you
well. Yours Fraternally,

H. C. Bennett, M.D., M.E.

BLESSINGS OF BACTERIA.

Storage Battery Applications.
Clark. West Elec., Jan. i.—A short
article on the future of the storage bat-
tery business. After enumerating the
well-known advantages of storage bat-
teries, he calls attention to their use in
the future when storage becomes neces-
sary to utilize the whole of a water power;
another opening is in the installation of
batteries on the premises of large users,
a business which is already being ex-
ploited successfully in connection

&

with
a station in the East; reliability and en-
durance are the chief requisites, as dis-
tinguished from the reduction of the
weight; he thinks there is more than a
probability of a profit in storage battery
traction as compared with the under-
ground conduit system; train lighting
by batteries will be universally used.

It is rapidly becoming the opinion of

a great many intelligent but unscientific
people that the doctors are running this
bacteria theory into the ground. If Job
had lived in the present generation his
apothegm to humanity might have read:
"Man that is born of woman is of few
days and full of microbes." Under the
bacteria theory that everything he eats,
everything; he drinks, everything he
wears, the air that he breathes and the
tools that he handles, are infested with
deadly germs which have no other func-
tion in the economy of nature than to
lay him low. It is, therefore, with pleas-
ure that once in a while we encounter a
scientist who has discovered some mi-
crobes which appear to take the part of
man in his battle with ill-health, death
and the devil. At a meeting of the
Washington Chemistry Society last week-
President Schweinitz devoted his annual
address to those microbes which are at
peace with mankind, and we have taken
a few sentences at random from this ad-
dress for presentation below:

"Our ideas of germs are so thorough-
ly associated with disease that we are
prone to forget that many of them are
very useful fellow-workers after man has
learned how to use them. The value of
this cell life in the production of beer,
wine and other fermented liquors is too
well known to need more than passing
notice. But you may not all know to
what extent the aroma and flavor of but-
ter and cheese are due to the products
of micro-organisms. Now these pro-
ducts are frequently ethers and esters,
sometimes acid and acid derivatives or
amines, the latter a class of compounds
to one of which smoked herring owes its
peculiar flavor and which is also formed
by a number of bacteria."

_

This extract alone ought to be suffi-
cient to convince any thoughtful man
that President Schweinitz is on the
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right track, for the similarity between

some kinds of butter and smoked her-

ring is too apparent for dispute. Indeed,

one occasionally encounters butter which

in flavor resembles the herring that has

not been smoked, but which has de-

parted this life from old age and de-

creptitude. But we are interrupting the

scientific gentleman, who proceeds as

follows:

"When milk is first collected from

healthy animals it is almost free from

germs, but exposed to the air it quickly

becomes filled with those forms of life

which are harmless to man. If placed

under suitable conditions they will mul-

tiply very rapidly and the milk becomes

sour, due to the formation of lactic acid

produced from the sugar of the milk by

one or more of these germs. If the

germs present happen to be those giv-

ing an ether and ester which have a

pleasant flavor and aroma, good butter

may be made, but if they give rise to

the formation of disagreeable thio, or

some amines, the butter is poor and bad.

Now, by isolating different germs in the

milk and cultivating them separately, so

as to discover their own peculiar pro-

duct, it is possible to always have good

butter of the same sort and flavor by

first destroying the other germs present

by Pasteurization and then inoculating

the cream with the particular germs de-

sired."

If we have followed the Professor in-

telligently, he proposes to vaccinate but-

ter. The possibilities are too enormous

to be rightly appreciated all at one time,

but no one can fail to comprehend the

pleasure and satisfaction which will fol-

low the ability to pick up a roll of butter

at market, and find stamped on the end:

"Inoculated by the Anti-Rancid Co., of

Podunk," or "Guaranteed to be Vac-

cinated with Best Microbes That Ever

Crawled," or "No Germs Like Ours."

The possibilities are too enormous to be

absorbed at one sitting, but no one will

dispute the proposition that right on the

surface it presents the grandest emanci-

pation which has attended the progress

of tli is marvel dus century."

—

Excitants.

Radiograph showing fracture of Sty-

loid Process of left ulnar and bird shot

in hand. The thumb was shot off

twenty-three years ago, the scattering

< iS

\ \\

shot remaining in hand ever since with-

out apparent disability. Injury to

wrist occurred four months ago. By

August Schmidt. M. D.
, 2105 South

Broadway, St. Louis. Mo.

Dr. Burton Ward, accorJing to the

Medical Age, declares that there is one

infallible symptom indicating whether

one is sane or not. Let a person speak

ever so rationally and act ever so se-

dately, if his or her thumbs remain inac-

tive there is no doubt of insanity. Lu-

natics seldom use their thumbs in writ-

ing, drawing or saluting.
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WAVE LENGTH OF ROENTGEN ROS.

Practically all the results of experi-

ment have so far pointed to the truth of

the hypothesis that Roentgen rays differ

from ordinary light rays and other man-

ifestations of radiant energy only in tne

item of wave length. The supposition

that they are radiations of almost incon-

ceivable frequency of vibration and hav-

ing a wave length many times less than

that of violent light is a competent ex-

planation of most of the phenomena due

to them, leaving their remarkable action

in discharging electrified bodies and cer-

tain others as yet dimly comprehended

actions for further explanation. These,

however, do not seem inconsistent with

the theory that the Roentgen ray is sim-

ply an ordinary transverse ether vibra-

tion of high frequency.

In another column is a translation in

abstract of a recent article by Mr. J.

Precht, giving an account of some ex-

periments with cathode and Roentgen

rays. Three different determinations of

the wave length cf the Roentgen rays

resulted in widely varying figures, the

lowest wave length found being 0.00016

millimetre. The result of the experi-

ments, assuming that they are all enti-

tled to equal weight in consideration,

simply leads to the negative conclusion

that the wave-length measurements ob-

tained by them are entirely indetermi-

nate. If the assumption is permitted

that the wave length of Roentgen rays is

so small as to be comparable to molecu-

lar sizes, it can be readily seen from

physical considerations that the phe-

nomena of refraction and diffraction

would not manifest themselves or at

least not in the manner with which we
are accustomed: and that no surface

would give such reflection as may be had
with ordinary light waves, but rather

that each surface upon which Roentgen
rays impinge would become a new source

of diffused radiation of the same char-

acter. It seems that no method of wave-

length measurement that has been uti-

lized for the determination of the ele-

ments of wave motion of ordinary light

would be satisfactory for the determina-

tion of these incomparably finer vibra-

tions, and that the grossness of structure,

even of such bodies as we are accus-

tomed to consider as having high refrac-

tive indices, will probably permit these

rays to go through them in much the

same fashion that a light ray shines

through a swarm of flies.

Mr. Gladstone and Varied Exercise.

—Mr. Gladstone is noted for his outdoor

life, and his enjoyment in felling trees

in Hawarden Park. When asked the

secret of his vigorous health at eighty-

three, he replied : "There was once a

road leading out of London on which

more horses died than on any other, and

an inquiry revealed the fact that it was

perfectly level. Consequently the ani-

mals, in travelling over it, used only

one set of muscles. Continuous em-

ployment of the same physical powers

on the same lines, result in physical ex-

haustion. It is varied and symmetrical

exercise of the mind and all the muscles

that lie at the base of any sound system

of physical training.

—

Modern Medicat

Science.

She Was Badly Disabled.—A Law-

yer having some papers to be executed

by an old Irishwoman went to her house

one morning for her signature. On his

arrival he requested her to sign her

name - 'here," indicating the spot.

"Och," said she, with a bland smile,

"you sign it for me, for sure, since I lost

me glasses I can't write."

"Well, how do you spell your name,

Mrs. S. ?"

"Martha dear," she cried, come here

directlv shpell me name for this

gintleman, for sure, since I lost me teeth

I can't shpell a word."
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It will be observed that

the x-ray portrait No. i.

herein reproduced from

Vol. i, No. 3, of The

American X-Ray Journal,

is quite free from shadows

or evidence of clothing hav-

ing been worn by the sub

ject at the time the picture

was taken, except the

shoes. The subject is a

woman thirty years of age.

The picture was taken in

full dress.

The x-ray portrait No. 2,

reproduced from No. 5,

Vol. 1, of the same journal

is of a man thirty years of

age with his usual dress.

It will be seen that the

clothing shows clearly.

The cloth in the panta

loons, lining in the same,

the shoe tops, the muscles

and bone are all seen over-

laying one after another in

the same plane. No. 2 is

a composite picture and

the human frame is about

as clear in this as in No. 1.

The American X-Ray

Publishing Co. offers a Pre-

mium of $10.00 for the most

instructive article explain-

ing the reasons for the dif-

ference in appearance of the

two radiographs.

Competing articles for

the premium must not have

less than 1000 nor more

than 3000 words.

The articles must be

original, signed by their

respective authors, and ad-

dressed to the American

X-Ray Publishing Co., St.

Louis, Mo., for original

publication in The Ameri-

no. 1.
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The awarding committee will consist cept the successful article, will be re-

nt three well known x-ray experts. turned, provided the necessary stamps

It is desired that the communication accompany it.

NO. 2.
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X-RAY THIRTY MILKS FROM R. R.

Eui ion of the American K-Ray Journal:

Popular curiosit}7 regarding the x-rays

seems to have grown with wonderful

pace. From reading I would judge that

the only stony ground on which the seed

has fallen is amongst those who have

gotten hold of poor machines. Even

the busy country doctor does not lose

sight of a scientific discovery which has

accomplished so much in a single year.

Thirty-five miles from a railroad and the

busy marts he has no opportunity to

witness the wonderful search-light of the

Fluoroscope and Crookes' tubes. In his

rounds he finds some cases difficult of

diagnosing and is led to wonder if these

penetrating rays would aid him. There

seems to be several different kinds of

rays; the Cathode, Leonard, Rayons

Wrainques, by H. Bicquerell, glow-

worm rays and the rays emitted by fluo-

rescence. No doubt under influence of

higher vacuum or other improvements

greater results remain to develop.

With the fluoroscope it seems that ev-

ery part of the human body can be seen.

Yet we have doctors, some old and some
just from college who do not believe this.

Thus it is seen that -'Thomas" remains.

Since the discovery of x-rays they have

been applied in nearly every existing art

and science. To one who like the writer

has never seen a fluoroscope or Crooke's

tube, the wonder is, what will next be

the result of investigation along this

line? Will it be made to penetrate fos-

sil remains? Will it yet be intensified

in focus and vacuum until the bowels of

mother earth will show up as it does the

human brain. Perchance some long

range method will be found to cast a

search light that will show up the starry

canopy. We do not know but that treas-

ures on both land and sea may be equally

revealed. We are yet infants in the do-

main of science.

The x-ray has become a potent factor

for every physician who can use it and
will be true to his patients. It is not a

Koch lymph, an elixir of life or a blue

glass fad.
J. C. Emmons, M. D.

Scotland, Ark., Oct., 1897.

The editor of this journal would like

brother Emmons to know that perfectly

efficient x-ray apparatus, practical for

all medical and surgical purposes, can

be had without the use of city electric

currents, dynamos, storage batteries, or

cells dry or fluid. X-ray apparatus are

now constructed so that they can be used

thirty-five miles from a railroad and at

the cross road, with proficiency and he

who will can become practically learned

as those in the "busy marts - "

We appreciate Dr. Emmons' letter

and invite others to write.

Live Frogs as an Antithermic.—An
English practitioner of Constanta, Rou
mania, writes: On the evening of Octo-

ber 19, I was called to visit a Roumanian

boy, 6 years old, suffering from typhoid

fever. I found him in extremis, almost

pulseless. The child's head was com-

pletely wrapped over with a large white

sheet, and as I looked at it this enor-

mous white envelope seemed to be on

the move, and while I was surveying

this covering there crept from under it a

small frog, which quietly sat over the

child's left arm. It seemed quite con-

tent. I immediately called the mother's

attention to it and requested her to take

the animal away, thinking it had crept

there as an intruder. "Oh, no!'' said

the old lady, "a doctor recommended

that a lot of them should be kept to the

head to keep it cool.'' Seeing the head

covering still on the move, I raised it

for curiosity, and in a second out jumped

about twenty other frogs and hopped

away in all directions. I have often

heard the expression "as cold as a frog,"

but this was the first time I had seen a

frog applied as a head-cooler."

—

London

Lancet.
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SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS.

CHICAGO OPHTHALMOLOGICAL AND OTO-

LOGICAL SOCIETY.

I)r. Starkey opened a discussion on

the use of x rays in ophthalmology, as

follows: We all know that certain sub

stances which are transparent, or nearly

so, to ordinary light, are opaque to the

x-rays, and per contra certain substances

opaque to ordinary light are more or less

transparent to the x-ray. In general, it

may be said that the greater the density

of the object, the greater its opacity to

the x-ray, and it may also be said that

the higher the vacuum tube the more

transparent are bodies to the x-ray.

Starting with this knowledge we can

readily see that pieces of metal will cause

a denser shade from the x-ray than

bones, if a sufficiently high vacuum is

used.

As far as I am aware, the case I shall

report is the first one ever successfully

skiagraphed in Chicago as to the loca-

tion of a foreign body in the eye. It can

be seen that it is necessary in the majority

of instances that the skiagraph should

be taken from two positions, from the

side of the head and from the front, and

by means of those two skiagraphs the

body can often be definitely located.

Dr. Sweet, of Philadelphia has invented

a plate holder and indicator which I had

hoped to show, but am not able to do so.

The first patient is a male thirty-one

years of age, who was struck in the left

eye on June 28 with a piece of metal.

He was seen the next day, when the lens

was found opaque so that nothing could

be seen within the eye. The eye qui-

eted down and he was discharged from

the hospital, but in August the eye began
to soften and it appeared that it was go-

ing to be destroyed. On August 20 a

skiagraph was taken and it showed def-

initely that he had a large piece of metal

in the eye. An attempt was made to

extract the bit of iron with a strong elec-

tro-magnet, but was unsuccessful and

the eye was removed.

The second case was seen October 28,

male, struck in the eye with a piece of

metal. A hole in the cornea, and iris

and lens opaque. The next morning a

skiagraph was taken, which showed the

presence of a foreign body in the eye.

An unsuccessful attempt was made to

remove the steel, although it was only

forty-eight hours after the accident. The

eye was removed and a piece of steel

imbedded in the blood clot, so that a

magnet could not affect it much.

Dr. Starkey showed many interesting

skiagraphs of the bones of the head and

of foreign bodies in different parts of the

body.
DISCUSSION.

Dr. Casey A. Wood.—Two or three

weeks ago a man appeared in my office

with, presumably, a foreign body in his

eye, but the patient refused to have a

skiagraph taken because he feared unto-

ward results. It certainly looks as if

with improved methods and short expo-

sures we may expect some benefit from

the use of the x-ray in ophthalmology in

the future.

Dr. Hale—My experience, which is

limited to one case, has been very dis-

appointing, but I am also inclined to

think that it was due to imperfect ap-

paratus.

Dr. Starkey, in closing, said that the

exposure is never longer than eight min-

utes with the proper vacuum tube.

Electrical Phenomena in the Sa-

hara. Co URM ELLES. L'ECLAIRAGE

Elec, Dec. 25.—A brief abstract of a

paper read at the French association

for the Advancement of Science. He
attributes the electric manifestation no-

ticed in that desert and the production

of ozone to the friction of the particles

of sand raised by the wind, and the

medical effects of the station at Biskra

to this phenomena.
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HOW THE SURGEON LOST HIS PEE.

A famous Vienna surgeon was asked,

by telegraph, how much he would charge

for a capital operation on Reb Chaim

Rosenbaum, a young, promising mer-

chant in darkest Polish-Russia. The
reply was that 5,000 gulden ($2,000)

would be a fair compensation for the

job: After various negotiations it was

agreed that the desired amount should

be paid after the operation was per-

formed. The surgeon left sunny Vienna

at once to emerge, after a thirty-six

hour's journey, in the garlicky atmos-

phere of a small Polish town. There he

was met by a congregation of long-

bearded and long-coated individuals

witli long faces, who explained that the

life-saving professor was too late this

time and that good Reb Chaim Kosen-

baum was gathered to his fathers the

previous night. The surgeon's disap-

pointment was so much greater as the

mourning survivors did not show any

willingness to pay his expenses. He con-

cluded, however, to take a day off in the

town. The population heard of the

presence of the celebrated surgeon and

it was not long before he saw himself

surrounded by a crowd of surgical cases.

He was kept busy operating the whole

day, receiving fees of 50 to 100 gulden

from each patient, so that, while not

getting the stipulated 5,000, his trip was
not a dead loss. When on the follow-

ing day he was entering his train to re-

turn to Vienna, an old Polish gentleman

most politely approached the professor,

wishing him a lot of good things, praising

his skill and many virtues, and finally

saying that the whole town was forever

under deep obligations to him, and to

show his everlasting gratitude he would

confide a secret to him. The professor

could do no better than to listen and great

was his surprise when he heard the fol-

lowing confession: "Don't you know,

dear professor, that there is some mis-

take about Reb Chaim Rosenbaum's pre-

mature end and that in fact he found it

preferable to stay with us instead of be-

ing gathered to his fathers. Among the

many patients you operated upon yester-

day you also operated upon Reb Chaim
Rosenbaum, and God bless you, you

were satisfied to take 50 gulden instead

of 5,000. Thanks to Heaven and to the

greatest of all great professors, he is on

the road to recover). Great is your

kindness and great is Allah !" The pro-

fessor made an unsuccessful effort to

smile, the locomotive began to puff, and

when next he goes to Rosenbaum's town,

without a payment in advance, may we
be there to see — Clinical Recorder.

DKATH RATE A.MOINO PHYSICIANS.

This interesting question has been

raised by a communication to the

Brooklyn Medical Journal by Dr. Kort-

right. The death record given is of

four hundred and fifty-eight medical

men who departed this life in New York

and Brooklyn during the past eight

years. It shows the average life of the

decedents to have been 54.6 years, and

the mortality 25.53 per cent

—

a mortali-

ty exceeded only among saloon-keepers,

butchers, quarrymen and poor factory

operatives. The death rate among

clergymen is only 15. 93, and among

lawyers, 20.33. It thus appears that

the practice of medicine is more hazard-

ous than that of any of the other learned

professions The ailment which claimed

most of the victims, according to Dr.

Kortright, is the pathological condition

which obtains in the group of affections

classed as Bright's disease, viz.: arteri-

al sclerosis and degeneration of the

muscular fibres. This condition is re-

sponsible for 35 per cent of the deaths

among doctors. This showing agrees

with that made by English statistics.

The cause is found in the vicissitudes to

which the general practitioner is of
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necessity subjected—the loss of sleep,

exposure to the inclemencies of the

weather, irregularities of meals, over-

work, mental anxiety, etc. The con-

stant variation of the tension of the ar-

teries from such causes results in fibrin

ous deposits and inflammatory changes

involving the kidneys as well as the

heart and arteries. Poisoning and star

vation of the tissue involved, through

necessarily consequent defects of elimi-

nation, soon manifest themselves. The

step is short to changes in the specific

gravity of the blood from retained pro-

ducts of metabolism and pathologic con-

ditions expressed in the term arterio-

sclerosis.

United States Consul Childs has in-

formed the State Department that an

electric light plant has been established

in Ch'ang Sha, capital of the most ex-

clusive and hostile province in China,

where, a few years since, the people re-

fused to allow telegraph poles to be

erected. A native company has been

organized to light the city with electric-

ity, and it will only be a short time be-

fore it will be under way, as most of the

capital has been subscribed. The con-

sul states that the public buildings will

be electrically lighted, and that prejudice

is giving way to the modern invention.

Thk Dyea-Klondike Transportation

Company's aerial tramway over the Chil-

koot Pass, Alaska, referred to in the last

issue of The Electrical World, will be

operated at first by a temporary steam

plant, in Dyea, driving a Westinghouse

two-phase 45 -kw generator. The cur-

rent will be transmitted 20 miles by the

Scott system, and will actuate electric

drums near the summit of the pass.

There will be about 6900 feet of Telfer-

system aerial tramway, constructed,

probably, in two sections. Mr. W. A.

Burkholder expects to spend three

months in installing the system.

X-RAY m.l!NI)!NKss

BY ERNEST H. SANGREE A. M., M D.

,

Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology in the Medical

Department of the Vanderbill University. Nashville Tenn.

The late Centennial Exposition in this

city is, so far as I know, the first very

large exposition at which x-ray machines

have been exhibited, and it has thus

happened thai probably a great many

more people of all grades have looked

through the screens here than have ever

before done so in the same space of

time.

A gentleman of much more than aver-

age intelligence and of considerable

knowledge of electrical phenomena pre-

sided over one of the machines and he

told me that out of about thirty-five

hundred persons who looked through

the screen, four failed to see anything—

not only could they not see the bones of

the hand, coins in a book, and the like,

but they were not even able to see any-

light in the screen— it was as dark to

them after the current had been turned

on as before.

Two of these individuals he had come

back and try again at night, and he ex-

perimented with them in every way he

could devise, but all to no avail; they

were unable to distinguish anything.

Though I believe no one has men-

tioned such a condition as blindness to

the x-rays, it is not strange that such a

condition should exist. Indeed the fact

of color blindness would rather lead us

to look for some whose eyes would not

respond to the special vibrations set up

by the x-ray apparatus. The gentleman

to whom I allude was not the only one

to notice this peculiarity ; for several

others in charge of machines, said, in

response to his remarking this, that they

• had also occasionally run across people

of the same kind and that it was of no

use to trv to make them see, for it was

impossible.
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LEGA1 mmi.s.

Wanted the Mortgage First. —

A

Swede came into a lawyer's office one

day and aske d: "Is hare ben a lawyer's

place?" "Yes, I'm a lawyer." "Well,

Maister lawyer, I tank I shall have a pa-

per made." "What kind of a paper do
you want?" "Well I tank I shall have

a mortgage. You see, I buy me a piece

of land from Nels Peterson, and I want

a mortgage on it." "Oh, no. You
don't want a mortgage; what you want

is a deed." "No, maister; I tank I

want a mortgage. You see, I buy me two

pieces of land before, and I got deed for

dem, and 'nother faller come along with

mortgage and take the land; so I tank I

better get mortgage this time."

An Important Civil Service De-
cision.—Judge John H. Rogers of the

Federal Court, Fort Smith, Ark. , handed
down an important decision last week in

the case of W. J. Fleming against S.

F. Stahl. Mr. Fleming was an office

Deputy under former Marshal J. G.

Crump. Mr. Stahl was appointed by

President McKinley to succeed Mr.

Crump. He undertook to remove Dep-
uty Fleming, and the latter brought suit

to restrain him, alleging in his bill that

the position of Deputy United States

Marshal was, by order of President

Cleveland, placed upon the qualified civil

service list, and that his removal was
about to be made because he was a Dem-
ocrat.

The decision was rendered on a de-

murrer to the bill. The Court held that

it had no jurisdiction to restrain a remov-

al upon the facts stated in the bill. In

regard to the effect of the order of the

President by which the office of Deputy

Marshal was placed in the classified

civil service, the Court said:

"The civil service law never contem-

plated that the President or the Com-
mission or both could make any rule or

regulation which could have the force

and effect of law. True, the President

may make rules and regulations admin-
istrative in their nature which would
govern the policy of his administration,

and he could enforce the same by the

removal of any person from office who
refused to abide thereby, but they could

not have the force and effect of law nor

would the Courts enforce them. Such
rules and regulations are purely admin-

istrative and may be altered, amended
or approved by the President at any

time or by his successor in office."

The injunction was dissolved and the

bill dismissed at the cost of the Plain-

tiff.— Chicago Law Journal.

Medical examiners of U. S. Pension

Boards are effected by this decision.

—Ed.

Three Thousand Dollars for a

Sprained Ankle.—At first thought, the

supreme court of Minnesota says, it

would seem that $3,000 for what coun-

sel called "a sprained ankle" was much
too large. But it believes that "sprains"

may often be much more serious than

broken bones, and it holds that the evi-

dence in the recent case of Christian v.

the City of Minneapolis justified a ver-

dict of $3,000 for the so-called "sprained

ankle," and that the damages awarded

were not so excessive that it would be

warranted in disturbing the verdict.

X-Ravs in Federal Court.—The
Roentgen, or x-ray photograph was

declared by Judge Seaman in the United

States Court competent as evidence in

the recent suit of Patrick Shea against

the owners of the steamer Osceola for

damages for personal injuries. After

the physician, who treated Shea, gave

expert testimony as to the present con-

dition of the plaintiff, Shea had himself

photographed according to the Roentgen

process. The photographs were shown

in Court, and they corroborated the tes-

timony given by the expert.— Chicago

Law Journal.
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CONDENSED X-RAX INFORMATION.

Switch fob X Ra^ Work.—Kolle.—

ELEC. Eng. Dec. 9.—An illustrated de-

scription of a double switch by means of

which the motor circuit is closed first

and that ot the primary coil later, the

circuits being opened in the reverse

order.

Physiological Effects of X-Ravs.—
Balthazard.—Rev. Gn. dees Sciences,

Nov. 30. —A short article, in which he

endeavors to prove that the physiological

action of these rays is much less impor-

tant than that of the electric radiations

which accompany them; in all experi-

ments with x-rays the electric radiations

should be excluded by a screen of alu-

minum.

X-Rays and the Tubercle Bacil-

Ltjs.

—

Pott.—Elec. Rev., Dec. 8; re-

printed from the London Lancet.—He
gives the results of experiments which

were undertaken to ascertain the effect

of x-rays on cultivations of the tubercle

bacillus, and the conclusions were that

they had no effect; he believes that the

improved condition of patients who have

been submitted to these rays was due to

other causes.

The X-Rav in Corneal Opacity.—
Dr. E. Bock, in Memorabilien, Feb.

—

The author says that if letters are

painted on a sheet of cardboard, after-

ward varnished and dusted with pow-

dered metal, or if the letters are made of

gold leaf, the Roentgen rays will throw

their shadow through the opaque cornea

;

and if the optic nerve is healthy, the

blind person will see the shadowgraph

thrown on the retina. Prof. Eder, of

Vienna, has verified these experiments.

Phosphorescence bv Electrifica-

tion. Trowbridge and Burbank. Am.
[our. of Sc . Jan.—A short article, in

which they endeavor to verify by means

of phosphorescence the statements that

x-rays communicate an electric charge

to bodies. They believe that it is not

inconsistent with the electromagnetic

theory of light to conclude that the phos-

phorescence excited by sunlight or day-

light is due to "an electrical condition

which can ba dissipated by heat." phos-

phorescence may be an evidence of the

electrical stresses- which produce the

phenomena of ultra violet light.

X-Rav Tubes.— Rollins. -Elec Rev.
,

Dec. 15.—A short description of his

tube, in which there is a movable anti-

cathode secured to an iron ring which

may be moved in the tube by means of a

magnet on the outside so as to put it into

the best possible position; the tube can

not be transported. In two other short

notes by the same author he considers

it probable that one cause of the rise in

the vacuum in x-ray tubes is that parti-

cles of the platinum leave the anode and

carry the molecules of the gas against

the glass, where they remain ; he also

believes that the angle of the lines of

force with the surface of the cathode de-

pends on the degree of vacuum in the

tube.

Heart Changes Observed bv X
Ravs.—Bv Theodore Schott, M. D.

—

Deutsche Med. Woch., April 1, 1897.—

Not entirely satisfied with the results of

percussion and palpation, the author,

in order to demonstrate the diminution

that takes place in the size of the heart

after treatment with cool saline baths and

passive gymnastics, has undertaken to

photograph a number of cases with the

Roentgen rays. The vacuum tube is

always placed at a certain distance from

the patient, and it is possible therefore

to express the result in centimetres.

Unfortunately, the shadows of the ster-

num and the vertical column prevent the

measurement of the vertical diameter.

In two cases, one a boy of eight and

one-half years suffering from insufficiency

of the mitral valve, the greatest trans-

verse diameter of the heart diminished
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from 12.3 cm. to 11.2 after passive

movements. The other, a girl of four-

teen, remained for ten minutes in a sa-

line bath at a temperature of 31 deg.

The greatest diameter diminished in

this case from ri.i cm. to 10.3 cm.

—

Sailer, in International Medical Mag-

azine. .

Roentgen-Ray Notes. Rollins.

Elcc. Rev., Jan. 5. —A continuation of

his notes. In order to see through

greater thicknesses, and yet have marked

contrast, he recommends raising the

amperage, thus keeping the wave length

unchanged, but increasing the amount

of light, which does not change the rela-

tive transparency very much; he endeav-

ors to show why there is a change in the

relative transparencies; for greater de-

tails in the bones waves of shorter wave

lengths are required. He also found no

reason why a brass anode should not be

used instead of the more expensive pla-

tinum. He found that the burning from

vacuum tubes not generating x-rays

may be severe, the tube being exhausted

to such a degree that no Roentgen light

could be produced with the voltage

used.

Self-Regulating X-Ray Tube.—
Elec. Eng., Dec, 16.—An illustrated

description of Rice's modification. A

well-known system of regulation is in

use, in which there is a spark gap shunt-

ing the tube, in series with which gap

there is a small tube containing the

usual volatile salt ; the objection to this

is that the spark is annoying, that the

regulation produces a flickering, and

that the sparks sometimes partially short

circuit the tube. In the present ar-

rangement the shunt spark gap is re-

placed by a long tube containing water,

the resistance of which is very high
; a

shunt current passes through this con-

tinuously ;
otherwise the arrangement is

similar to the well-known one. He found

that a tube three thirty-seconds of an

inch inside diameter and about two feet

long, filled with water, affords the

proper amount of resistance.

Action of Roentgen Rays on Plants.

Atkinson. Science, Jan. 7.—A descrip-

tion of some extensive preliminary ex-

periments to determine what lines of in-

vestigations might be profitably carried

on in order to find what influence, if any,

the Roentgen rays would exercise on
plants as a possible stimulant. An
illustration is given of an ordinary and a

Roentgen ray photograph of part of a

plant. He found that plant tissues ab-

sorb the Roentgen rays quite freely, and

was surprised to find that there was not

a more marked influence on growing

plants, and especially that there are no

visible external injuries even when they

are exposed to close range a large part

of the time during several days. No
other general conclusions appear to be

drawn.

X-Rays and Miner vl Phosphores-

cence. Burhank. Am. Jour, of Sc.

Jan.—A short article describing experi-

ments with fluorescent minerals under

the action of the rays. Fluorite phos-

phoresces with a bluish white light which

continues for a very long time after-

wards; it is sometimes used below the

photographic plate in radiography to in-

crease the effect, but it unfortunately

fogs the plate and blurs the outlines.

Many minerals were tried, and more

than two-thirds were found to phospho-

resce, those containing calcium being

the most susceptible, and in general

those containing the ores of the metals

being non-phosphorescent: with calcite

the effect of heat is to greatly brighten the

light emitted: with other crystals heat

sometimes increased, sometimes dimin-

ished, and in several cases did not affect

the light.

Roentgen Rays. Rollins. Elec. Rev.,

Jan. 12.—A continuation of his notes.

He gives the reasons why Leonard's

x-rays were feeble. In discussing the

question whether the cathode stream
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goes forward in a high vacuum, he states

that with the degree of vacuum used in

producing Roentgen rays the position of

the anode in relation to the cathode may

be of importance. In discussing the

question whether the Roentgen rays are

strongest when the anode is the source,

he states that if the target for the ca-

thode discharge is in line between the

cathode and the anode it need not be an

anode and with powerful generators it is

better not to have the target the anode,

as a cold target not in circuit does not

blacken the tube as quickly as when it

has the function of the anode; he also

shows that there are two sources of

Roentgen rays in every tube.

Voltage of Spark Discharges.

Trowbridge. Am. Jour, of Sc., Jan.

—

A short article on E. M. F., in which he

gives the results of experiments made
with his improved Plante rheostatic ma
chine with sixty condensers and a 20,000

volt accumulator, thus giving 1,200,000

volts: with this he investigated the con-

ditions necessary to produce a spark of

great body. 48 to 50 inches in length; the

length corresponding to the latter volt-

age is 4.8 inches. E. Thomson, with

transformers sparking 50 to 60 inches,

estimated that the voltage necessary to

produce a spark of 80 cm was 500,000;

the present writer believes this is nearer

the truth than the 100,000 claimed by

Heydweiler. The results show that

Lord Kelvin's conjecture that the electro-

static force necessary to produce a spark

in air "remains sensibly constant for all

distances'' beyond the limit he described

is correct, for when the length of spark

is plotted as abscissas and the corres-

ponding voltages as ordinates a straight

line is obtained. The rheostatic ma-
chine is much more efficient than the

transformers for such high voltages: with

the former one-third of a horse-power

will produce the effects which heretofore

required from 30 to 40 horse-power: the

method of charging and discharging the

condensers was to use lever arms instead

of rotary cylinders, thus securing greater

uniformity of action. He also tried the

discharge through Crookes' tubes, one of

which was exhausted so that an 8-inch

spark preferred to pass through the air;

the discharge produced by the machine
passed readily through the tube, produc-
ing brilliant x-rays and the degree of

rarefaction of the tube was not sensibly
affected by single discharges. The re-

sults so far obtained show that the length
of the spark is proportional to the volt-

age, and that rarefied spaces hitherto con-
sidered to have too high a vacuum to

conduct electricity cease to act like such
a vacuum to these very high voltages.

Strong Journalism.—Evidence of

strong journalism is measured by the in-

fluence it wields amongst its readers. The
Medical Brief enjoys the distinction of

having the largest circulation of any med-
ical monthly published in this or any
other country. Its veteran editor and
owner, Dr. J. J. Lawrence, ripe with expe-
rience, full of technical learning and withal
a determined mind, advocated his views
in the pages of his journal, upon the
financial system of the country; and with
amazing boldness in the face of statistics

and argument, urged a protest gainst the
medical use of certain animal products.

Scarcely another publication could have
so successfully waged a siege to the ex-

tent at least of eliciting inquiry into the
truth.

Dr. Nicholas Senn, of Chicago, it is

said, was recently arrested and taken to

Galena, 111., by a constable. He was
summoned to testify in a case, but tele-

graphed that he was unable to leave his

practice, whereat a writ was served on
him for contempt of court. When he

appeared the judge accepted his excuse

as a well grounded one and imposed no

fine.

—

Philadelphia Med. Journal.
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CAMPHO-PHE1NI0UE POWDER.

The following article, showing the

value of Campho- Phenique Powder as

a dressing, in crushed and comminuted
wounds of the muscles, by H. L. Gault,

M. D.
,
Surgeon of Chester and Centra-

lia Railroad, Sparta, Illinois, appeared

in May number of Kansas City "Medi-

cal Index:"

"The tollowing little report is given

to brother physicians to illustrate how
easy it now is to get splendid results and

quick recoveries in a class of injuries

which, up to a few years ago, were justly

regarded with dismay and dispair by al-

most all practitioners and surgeons—in-

juries in which the crushing force of

machinery has reduced muscles to al-

most a pulp, beside bruising the perios-

teum, if not cracking the bones. A. B.,

a railroad employee, came to me a short

time ago, with the hand in the conditicn

described; two of the fingers were

ground almost to tatters. On first look-

ing at them my impulse was to am-

putate them at once, but having had

considerable experience in that class of

cases, I proceeded slowly and carefully

to approximate the bits of muscle that

hung together, and finally got them into

some sort of shape. I then dusted

them plentifully with Campho-Phenique

Powder, covered them with a bandage,

also thoroughly impregnated with the

powder, and sent the patient home. On
the ensuing day, finding no suppuration,

and the patient in no-wise suffering, the

dressing was left intact. It is scarcely

necessary to go into further details. The
same dressing and the same treatment

was maintained throughout, recovery

being rapid and perfect. At no time,

from first to last, was there anything but

healthy pus, and but little of that.

There was absolutely no odor, and no

pain after the first dressing.

Regarding the antiseptic and vulner-

ary used, I will say that as a dry dress-

ing I have never yet seen anything equal

to Campho-Phenicjue Powder. I am in

constant employment of Campho-Phe-
mi.iue, both in its original, liquid form,

and in the powder, and I can not say too

much for it, especially in the latter

shape.

"

Journalism in the Klondike.—The
Midnight Sun is the name of an enter-

prising newspaper printed in Dawson
City. The editor thereof is looking for-

ward with much anticipation, to the

time when wireless telegraphy will be

an accomplished fact, and he is already

making preparations to avail of its ad-

vantages in behalf of his publication.

He is, according to an editorial in our

sprightly contemporary, "fixing up" a

receiving station on his roof garden to

catch all the late news that may float in

the upper air currents. These waves

of intelligence he says will probably have

to be thawed out before the}' can be de-

ciphered, but he has provided for such

an emergency, by connecting a hot-air

cylinder with his receiving apparatus.

"No expense will be spared,'' he re-

marks with enthusiasm, "to make the

Midnight Sun the finest example of ad-

vanced journalism north of Galves-

ton.
"

Appendicitis.—Dr. Pepper states that

in appendicitis, in spite of the claims to

the contrary, twenty cases to one are

cured permanently without operation.

The University of Pennsylvania is ef

ficiently equipped with X-Ray appara-

tus, an Institution in which Professor

Pepper is an honored teacher.

Eureka Springs, Ark.,

As a summer and winter resort cannot be surpassed.

To this famous all-year-round resort round-trip tick-

ets are on sale from all principal cities throughout

the country at greatly reduced rates.

Double daily trains from St. Louis. A neat lit-

tle pamphlet giving detailed description of Eureka

Springs will be mailed free upon application to

Geo. T. Nicholson, Gen'l Pass. Agt., Frisco

Line, St. Louis, Mo.
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BOOK REVIEW.

The Treat mcii t of Disease by Klectric

Currents.

BY S. H. MONELL, M. I).,

Author of "Manual of Static Electricity," Founder and

Chief Instructor of the Brooklyn Post-Graduate School

of Clinical Therapeutics, anl Roentgen Photography;

Fellow of the New York Academy of Medicine. William

BurtsHanna, N. Y. iioo pages, $7.50, net.

We find in this volume a condensation of facts

which physicians have long sought in vain.

In the hands of expert operators electric

currents have been for a long time used with suc-

cess for the treatment of disease, and with such

startling results in many instances that learned

professors in medical therapeutics, have re-

flected doubt upon the correctness of the reports

and thereby biased young practitioners from the

use of electro-therapeutics. Again, success in

the hands of the few has spread apace the knowl-

edge which has allured the untaught who, hoping

for like good results, purchase apparatus that are

worthless for medical purposes and therefore fail

utterly.

Dr. Monell has cleared away in a few pages the

perplexities that have befogged the source of

knowledge. The quibbles, the confusion, the

vague meanings which have hitherto character-

ized electro-therapeutic literature are here wholly

unmisked—the subject being treated with the

plainness of the Anglo-Saxon tongue.

The book abounds in common-place similes

which are used for the purpose of imparting ac-

curate meaning and setting aside all ambiguity and

doubt In every paragraph the reader finds

something new and so easily does he grasp the

thoughts thatjwith hours of reading he does not

tire.

The author betrays a familiarity with the sub-

ject not equally enjoyed by any other writer.

The writing is essentially Monell. Every sen-

tence bristles with the evidence of self conviction

won by labor, experience and thought. His lan-

guage is simple, pure and rich. Upon one page

we found more than 175 variable words.

Many medical authors writing upon questions

peculiar to their practice have been enthusiastic

in their opinions, but at the same time displayed

an incautious tendency to frown upon the results

claimed by electro-therapeutic writers. Recent

writers upon electricity, have properly conceded

to medicine the place it occupies in therapeutics.

The "over enthusiastic claims of electro-therapeu-

tic advocates" can be no longer justly written.

This book marks an essential feature in that it

makes no claim whatever in its teachings, but

simply states the demonstrated action of elec-

tricity.

Medical men can find in this book all that they

need of the physics and physiology of galvanic,

faradic and static currents. The author has sim-

plified the m ithodof teaching by a clinical course.

Individual cases including almost the domain of

pathology are used subjectively. How to obtain

the current, the nature of current, the pole used,

duration of each seance, changes to be looked for

and all practical methods are taught with the

conviction of pure clinical teaching.

The book is divided into 70 chapters, several of

which are devoted to pelvic disorders of women.
The bipolar method for relieving pain in this sit-

uation and the clear practical course adopted for

curative treatment with electrical currents ap-

peals to the understanding of every reader. The
force of this observation culminates on page 398

in the following: "When structural changes

have occurred the prognosis is affected rather

than the m'ethod of treatment, the differences in

the latter consisting chiefly in selecting the pole

(either positive or negative) which conforms to

the indications present. In one way or another

almost all these cases, even those which have been

sent by thousands to the operating table can be ei-

therentirely cured or given symptomatic relief by

the persistent use of conservative electrical meth-

ods, and the number who will find no relief except

by the removal of the diseased organs is so small

that the physician in ordinary practice can not

compute the vanishing percentage."

The chapter devoted to "Urethral Strictures"

details plainly the method for treating certain cases

successfully where the modern and successful

practice of divulsing urethrotomy has exceptions.

This teaching must arouse the attention of all

genito-urinary surgeons.

The subject of "Pain" treated by electricity

for cure or palliation must engross the attention

of every practitioner. The resources of medical

electricity for this purpose are many. While its

advantage is superior in most cases to anodynes
Monell says, "It also imparts a general neutri-

tional benefit".

The book is essentially practical for the doctor

and should be studied until he becomes familiar

with every detail. The index is alphabetically

arranged and is full and complete.

The volume was given to the profession just at

the time it was most needed. This is the begin-

ning of the electrical age in which electro-thera-

peutics is making such conquering advance. This

book is an index of the progress of the medical

profession

.

An Electric Mail Wagon.—The British Post

Office has had on trial in London an electrically

driven van for the carrying of mail matter be-

tween the main office and sub-stations. The ex-

periment at the start seems to be successful.

—

Electric World.
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X-RAY APPARATUS FOR SALE.

The owner is offering this apparatus

for sale because he is in other business.

The machine is practically new, hav-

ing been used but a few days and is of-

fered at a very low price. Good work

is done with it and with a proper rheo-

stat it can be used for electra-thera-

peutic purposes.

With the coils there are in addition

two rubber pans 14x16 inches for de-

veloping purposes, the condenser is

mounted in the coil base, one fluoro-

scope, one stand and eight storage bat-

teries. The speed regulator and

breaker are conveniently combined with

the switch.

The coil is thoroughly insulated with

black hard rubber and mounted on pol-

ished cherry—the base being but 16x30

inches.

It gives a strong eight inch spark and

generates abundant x-radiance. One

half of the strength of the eight storage

batteries will discharge a spark six

inches. The eight cells afford abundant

current for all purposes. The coil is a

most powerful one and can be used for

the demonstration of many mechanical

devices in addition to x-ray therapeu-

tic work. The cells are large and can

be used singly or in combination.

Letters of inquiry will be promptly

answered by addressing "K"
X-Rav Publishing Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.

For $100, Worth $200.

High Frequency

X-Ray Apparatus
FOR S.A.LE.

All Accessories with Machine, Fluoro-
scope, 2 Tubes and Stand.

Address "M," 2914 Morgan St.

S3
Manufacturer of Fine

Carriages, Doctors' Coupes
AND ALL KINDS OF VEHICLES

Rubber Tires and Ball- Bearing Axles when desired.

827-29-31 SOUTH BROADWAY, ST. LOUIS. MO.
First Premium Awarded at the

St. Louis Fair, 1892-93-94.

Patent Transformable Buggy Coupe.
THE DOCTOR S FRIEND.

Write for Descriptive

Catalogue.

Giving Prices an!
Styles

The Only

Transformable

1
Lightest

BUGGY
and

COUPE
for Winter

and

Summer.

J. E. W,

WITHO
ruRiGHT. Patentee.

ATTACHMENT.
J. E. W. ScHiikiGHT, Patentee

WITH ATTACHMENT.
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The electric current will he dimin-

ished if the carbon in the electric cell is

touched with paraffine or wax.

Certain substances may be caused to

pass through the skin in the direction of

the positive to the negative or negative

to the positive pole, but the medicament

in each case is mostly limited to one di-

rection.

The green serpentine movement seen

within a Crooke's tube when charged

with a coil machine indicates either that

the tube is worn out or the voltage is too

low, if with an influence machine it in-

dicates wrong connection to the tube.

Some of the best operators with x-ray

machines have never had any previous

experience with electrical apparatus.

The genius of man is often best devel-

oped when he is made self-reliant. The
race is not always to the swift, nor the

battle to the strong.

Wires paraffined will prevent

"crosses" and "short circuits" when they

run in numbers. Single wires may be

sufficiently insulated with cotton, silk or

mackite. All textile material is hygro-

scopic and are therefore poor insula-

tors when the wires are bunched.

The subject of the first lesson for ev-

ery prospective electro-therapeutist

should be patience. The lesson should

be memorized and worshiped with the

zeal of the Mohammedans worshiping

Allah. The x-ray student must "learn

to labor and to wait." The reward in

either case is bountiful.

Commercial formol is the best pre-

servative of tissue. A 10 per cent solu-

tion will preserve the color of the

brain and the smaller vessels will after

months still have red color of the hema-

globin. 60 per cent of ethyl alcohol

and 10 per cent of formol will harden

nerve tissue and preserve the normal di-

mensions.

Our published offer in the February

issue to give to each of the first two per-

sons who would point out misspelled

words in The American X-Ray Journal,

one years' subscription, was answered
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by five persons on the third day after the

Journal had gone into the mails. They
were the first and since they all came in

the same delivery we have concluded to

give credit to each and therefore the one

years' subscription goes to the following:

Dr. John Pitkin, Sr., Buffalo, N. Y.

;

W. H. Van Sickel, Electric Engineer,

Eau Claire, Wis.; Dr. Fred. H. Hol-

com, Buffalo, N. Y. ; N. L. Pence, M.

S., Professor Physics, Lexington, Ky.

and W. W. Judd, M. D., 93 Flournoy

Street, Chicago.

Prof. Van Sickel pointed out the great-

est number of errors whicli are as

follows :

163 second col. third line "elictricity"

166 first
"

35
' 'dermatatis"

189 second "
32 ' gainst"

190 first
"

14 dispair"

192 38
" "radigraphy"

193
•• 18 ' 'indispensible'

178 8 'decreptitude"

iii 22 " "gynescologist'

The same offer is to continue until and

including the June issue.

The use of the electric street current

in the treatment of disease has been re-

cently adversely criticised. It is claimed

that during treatment the patient is in

constant danger from a sudden overflow

of electricity. Under usual conditions

the variation of voltage is but slight, but

there is danger of leading-in wires cross-

ing of higher voltage which would greatly

increase the pressure. This could oc-

cur also from an accident which might

happen in the engine room that would

greatly increase the speed of the genera-

tor. It is also said that before the cur-

rent could be cut off it would pass

through the protecting devices and

through the body. We have no authenti-

cated account of an accident occurring

from any such cause.

In using the dynamo current in coils

for x-ray work the tubes are known to

be exceedingly sensitive to the varying

demands made from time to time upon

the street current. A change of two or

three volts in the street current in-

stantly affects the x-radiance to an ap-

preciable extent.

Ik three parts of sifted and calcified

oyster shells are mixed with one part of

flour of sulphur and exposed to high

heat for one hour the result is one of

the phosphori. Exposure of this pow-
der in a glass tube to burning magnesium
will cause it to shine and emit different

colored rays of light in the dark. This

curious effect is called phosphorescence.

If the tubes containing the powder are

exposed to the sun-rays the effect is the

same and the resulting phenomena are

called phosphorescence after insolation.

Many other substances are made to pro-

duce the same curious effect. It is found

that almost all bodies which acquire

phosphorescence by exposure to the sun

or by heat, become luminous by friction.

Mechanical force can only be regarded

as an indirect mode of producing light,

because heat is first developed ; heat is

a source of light, and vice versa.

It is the phosphoregenic rays or those

which have the power of continuing

chemical changes that render certain

bodies phosphorescent by insolation and

these rays extend from the indigo to be-

yond the violet.

If the original rays of certain substan-

ces undergo a change in their refrangi-

bility that substance may become self-

luminous. The electric lamp casting its

bright rays through blue glass and then

falling upon a plate of glass colored yel-

low by the oxide of uranium will cause

the latter to become self-luminous. This

is internal dispersion of the rays and is

titled by Professor Stokes fluorescence.

A strong solution of sulphate of quinine

with tartaric acid spread over a surface

will become self-luminous and fluoresce

when rays passed through violet glass

are allowed to fall upon them.

Long before Professor Roentgen had
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identified the x-rays it was known that

"a tube of uranium glass, conveying the

coil discharge in vacuo, is similarly,

with fluorescence, affected by this pecu-

liar electric light."

THE Electrical Engineer editorially

warns the government of a serious omis-

sion in the equipment of our war ships.

There is no adecpiate means for ascer-

taining tin temperature of the magazines

or coal bunkers at sufficiently short inter-

vals. While merchant marine vessels

are adequately protected by thermostats

as a safeguard against fire, the war ships

lack this necessary precaution.

This is certainly timely warning, but

of much less importance than that which

should be given against the appointment

t,. 1 > I'lii e of stubborn and eccentric char-

acters. Eccentricity is the bordering

line to insanity, the affected person's

mind running in deep channels with a

deaf ear to all but his own opinions. If

the navy authorities had heeded the ad-

monition of the commanding officer of

the Maine no explosion would have

occurred.

ELECTRIC POWER PLANT, HELENA,
MONTANA.

Below Canyon Ferry in the upper

Missouri, seventeen miles north of Hel-

ena, Mont., the river was recently dry for

forty-eight hours because of a dam that

had been completed by the electric

power Co., of Helena. It required two

days for the river to fill the great lake

made by the dam. The surface of the

lake has an area of six square miles.

Before the water flowed over the dam
prospectors were washing for gold and
large catches of trout, stone rollers and
other fish were taken out of the pools

formed in the bed of the river.

The dam is 35 feet high and was built

at a cost of $450,000. It is to furnish

electric power for Helena. The city

has some 20,000 inhabitants and boasts

of the possession of more wealth per

capita than any other city in the world.

Fort} - millions of dollars was washed

from the sands within the city limits.

It was here that the Parent Shrine was

banqueted in its pilgrimage across the

continent from New York to San Fran-

cisco.

It is said that every person in the town

above eight years of age can read and

write, including the Chinese.

The city is beautifully located at the

foot of Mount Helena, overlooking an

extensive fertile plain to the east and to

the north more than fifteen miles. Here

the tortuous Missouri wends her way,

upon whose farther shores rise precip-

itously a range of lofty mountain peaks.

COAL DISCOVERY.

The South African Journal, Machinery,

reports a find of coal, sixteen miles from

Johannesburg which measures 217 feet

in thickness and forms the thickest seam

in the world. It is 150 feet thicker than

the Mammoth seam, which is also located

in South Africa. This seam of coal lies

in a basin limited to about 1,200 acres.

The first indication of coal was met by

a native while sinking a well. Several

years after Mr. J. B. Garbe, of Johan-

nesburg, advised the owners to bore.

Coal was first struck at 304 feet, after

passing through about 200 feet of clay

and shales and 104 feet of sandstone.

The thickness of the first seam is 18

inches. Further passing through 9 feet

of sand stone the main body of coal was

struck at 313 feet.

The statement made some time ago

by Dr. Estes that "nowadays a surgeon

will rarely be satisfied that a bone is

properly set until verified by the x-rays"

is supplemented by the fact that "'the day

has passed when arbitrary illustrations

on the surgery of bones and joints will

be appreciated without radiographs to

prove the case.

"

LIBRARY OF THE
COLLEGE OF PHYSICIAN

PHILADELPHIA
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A FKW ILLUSTRATING CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE SIGNIFICANCE OF FRACT-

URES AND DISLOCATIONS.

BY CARL BECK. M. D.

,

Professor of Surgery, New Yor< School of Clinical Med-
icine, Surgeon lothe St. Man's Hospital, etc.

Since the Roentgen rays began their

triumphal, revolutionizing inarch through

the world, our knowledge of fractures

and dislocations, has been greatly wid-

ened. In trying to comply with the

kind request of the editor of this Jour-

nal, to prepare an article on an x-ray

subject, I do not intend to enter into a

general discussion on this most interest-

ing and delightful topic, but I just beg

to submit a few illustrations of fractures

and dislocations of various regions of the

body, which may speak louder than any

well prepared treatise.

The reader particularly interested in

the study of the Roentgen rays in gen-

eral is referred to my former publica-

tions in the January and June issues of

the International Medical Magazine.

Fig. i represents a slight thickening

of the joint-surface of the first phalanx

of the left thumb in the metacarpo-pha-

langeal joint and an extensive exostosis

of the second phalanx of the second

right finger in a boy, twelve years of age.

The swelling around the joint was

thought to be of a tubercular character

first, as the boy showed a tubercular

habitus, swollen glands in the neck,

rhachitic thorax, etc.

Fig. 2 shows the dislocation of the

second phalanx of the right thumb in the

phalangeal joint of a woman 32 years of

age. The accident happened four years

ago. The function of the joint is greatly

impaired.

Fig. 3 shows compound fractures of

the second phalanx of the fourth and of

the second and third phalanges of the

fifth finger.

Fig. 4 shows a fracture of the ulna,

sustained two days before the radiograph

was taken, in a child two years of age.

The fragments are overlapping.

Fig. 5 represents a compound multi-

ple fracture of the elbow in a man 40

years of age, whose elbow was crushed

in a machine three months before the

skiagram was taken. An operation, con-

sisting in the removal of fifteen bone-

splinters, representing fragments from

both condyles and the olecranon, was

performed one week after the accident

had happened. The large cavity was

packed with iodoform gauze. Recovery

was nearly perfect, the functions of

the arm being but little impaired. Now
the pati nt is even able to do heavy work

in his trade as a butcher. The skiagram

shows the irregular attachment of the

different fragments.

Fig. 6 shows a fracture of the middle

of the right humerus in a boy 10 years

of age. The skiagram was taken two

months after the accidem. There is

slight deformity. The extensive callus-

formation impaired the function of the

arm, particularly of the biceps muscle.

The adhesions which had formed be-

tween the muscle and the callus yielded

to massage treatment.

Fig. 7 shows a fracture of the anatom-

ical neck of the right humerus in a girl

six years of age. Dislocation of the hu-

merus was first thought of by various

physicians of excellent repute, until the

rays revealed the true nature of the in-

jury. The skiagram was taken two

weeks after the accident.

Fig. 8 shows a compound fracture of

the lower third of the tibia and of the

external malleolus, caused by the new
United States (Krag-Jorgensen) army

bullet, shot from a distance of about 200

yards. The picture shows, that the bul-

let does not cause, as it is generally erro-

neously assumed, a clean, round, canal-

like foramen, but that it destroys organic

tissue, particularly bone, most exten-

sively, at least in a zone of 400 yards.

(Cut produced In Oct. issue of 'I he Amekican
X-Ray Jduknai, )
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FIG. 6
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Fig. y represents a case of Pott's fract-

ure, sustained 18 months ago, where

onlv slight thickening of the internal

malleolus can be noted on external e.\

animation. The patient complains of

intense pain in the fractured area, the

cause of which was thought to be callus-

formation in the intrr-osseous space.

But the rays showed that the seat of the

pain could only be within the soft tis-

Bues, as the conditions of the bone were

entirely normal. Later the diagnosis

neuritis was made by an eminent neu-

rologist.

Fig. 10 represents an oblique supra-

malleolar fracture of the tibia in a lady,

68 years of age. No immobilization had

been tried in this case for a whole week,

so that the displacement could not be

reduced entirely. The skiagram was

taken two months after the accident.

High E. M. F. Trowbridge. Sc.

Am.. Jan. 15. The Electrical World.—
A short article describing his high volt-

age battery and experiments ; a short

article referring to these was noticed in

the Digest, Jan . 15. He believes this to

be the largest plant for the study of dis-

charges of electricity that exists at pres-

ent : it consists of 10,000 storage batter-

ies, of which an illustration is given : it

is combined with a Plante rheostatic ma-

chine, by means of which he obtains

over 1,000,000 volts, producing a spark

in air more than four feet in length.

Each cell is composed of a test tube 5.5

inches long and 0.75 inch internal diam-

eter, containing two strips of lead sepa-

rated from each other by rubber bands,

and immersed in sulphuric acid ; each

has an internal resistance of 0.25 ohm
;

they are mounted in sets of three in

blocks of wood which have been care-

fully paraffined
; the bittery gives 8 am-

peres (!) at 20,000 volts. He found that

x-rays require at least 100,000 volts.

With the rheostatic machine, c ondensers

are charged in parallel and discharged

in series ; there are sixty conde nsers

made of plates of glass 15" x 18", coated

on both sides with tin-foil, and with 20,-

000 volts he can therefore obtain 1,200,-

<h><>
; this machine, which is illustrated,

is operated by lever arms instead of the

usual cylindrical commutator. Besides

the results already noticed in the previ-

ous article, he states that he has shown
conclusively that the.length of the spark

between points separated by more than

1 inch varies directly with the E. M. F.

;

a spark 48 to 50 inches long requires

1,200,000 volts, and a lightning dis-

charge one mile long would therefore

require over 100,000,000 volts. Burns

like those produced by x-rays will be ob-

tained if the hand is exposed to the

brush discharge from the terminals of

this machine. He shows .that there is

no use insulating lightning rods : also

that no vacuum tube which he could

produce could resist the discharges due

to this voltage.

Roentgen Rays and Gold Quartz.—
Tesla believes that mountains can be

radiographed by the x-rays, and gold lo-

cated without the trouble of excavation;

that such mining is possible at Klon-

dyke, though as yet only to a limited

extent. He says that
j
some Roentgen

rays "are without limit as to length and

radiography. They are limited now be-

cause of our almost toy apparatus for

producing them. He thinks that as it

is only a question of tubes and currents,

at any moment a way may be found for

producing rays that will penetrate hills

and mountains, perhaps the earth itself.

A noted metallurgist has a radiograph of

quartz with gold imbedded in the center

and concealed from the naked eye. He
believes that much labor can be saved

and a great deal more gold mined at

Klondyke if the beds and mounds of sand

and gravel are searched by x-rays as

they are thrown up. Then only the

highest dirt need be washed.

—

Med. and

Scientific News.
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ROKINT(iE!NO(iRAIM ETHICS.

Radiographer to the Methodist Episcopal Hospital
;

Member of the Kings' County Medical Society, the

Brooklyn Pathological Society, the Long Island

College Hospital, and Kings' County Hospital

Alumni Association, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

BY FREDERICK STRANGE KOLLE, M. D.,

Now, that most experimental research

among radiographers, has been laid

aside, the most important questions

arise, as to how these invisible rays of

Roentgen, are to be applied, by whom,
and for whom? I refer to cases of a sur-

gical or anatomical nature only. In an-

swer to the first question, it would hardly

be necessary to dilate at length upon a

description of the methods used by the

various specialists
;
by all means care,

judgment and practical knowledge are

to be employed.

There is no danger in these cathode

emanations—that is, as far as we now
know. The early cases of dermatitis

and alopecia Roentgenosa, resulting

from exposure, have been satisfactorily

proven, to be either, due to carelessness,

poor judgment, or an insufficient knowl-

edge of the apparatus used ! There is

no need for such results and I believe

later statistics show a very marked de-

crease in the number of cases of injury

reported.

The question as to who should be per-

mitted to make a radiogram is a very

important one. The fact, that so much
nonsense as to the dangerous results fol-

lowing the application of the x-rays, has

been infused into the minds of the gen-

eral surgical fraternity, is principally due

to the fact, that, men, professional and

otherwise, have jumped at the conclu-

sion that either they were electrical ex-

perts or cut out for expert witnesses in

damage suits ! Humanity and suffering

seems to have been entirely overlooked

by man}' x-ray operators ! They seem

to be in the specialty, for what financial

benefit and fame they can derive from

the mysterious work.

For the past eight months, practition-

ers and even surgeons of repute have
asked me, how could I account for the

dullness of x-ray work? Why was it not

used in every hospital—as it should be ?

Why has it dwindled down so suddenly ?

I will gladly answer for the hundredth
time, that, the stagnation of radiography,

etc., is not due to its loss in value, but

to the fact that so many inexperienced

men are and have used the rays both

privately and in hospitals
; that, more of

these self-dubbed physicists, are hand-

ling delicate apparatuses that require

a most expert knowledge and that, ow-
ing to these facts, hospitals and pri-

vate individuals have laid aside the af-

fair, as exceedingly expensive—even dis-

satisfactory ! For no other reasons? In

the first place, a vacuum tube needs to

be thoroughly understood before even an

electrician can use it. Invariably a tube

is pierced the first or second time it is

used, or it is otherwise misused, so that

it is ruined. Tubes are expensive

—

they should be, and the result is, the

operator becomes disgusted, says it does

not pay him to continue the work. The
hospitals can not allow a requisition for

new tubes every week
;

consequently,

the entire usefulness and value of the

rays, is entirely overlooked and allowed

to rest in statu quo, or sink into a rust-

ful abyss of dear oblivion !

This goes to show, that, either an op-

erator must be an electrician, a phys-

icist or. have studied the uses and ap-

plication of this new art from beginning

to end. One or two hours instructions

are not to be considered at all I It re-

quires weeks to understand the appa-

ratus alone, and even months to learn

how to use it properly and with success !

Experience alone, is the educator and

that must be obtained, before a man
launches himself into the specialty. Do
we expect physicists, electricians and

experimenters to do all for you : you

have their results in plain facts : they
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are obtained by deep and careful study
;

every new idea represents the spirit of

the scientist ; he lays the foundation of

a grand branch of science for you —there-

fore, to build, you must labor, too, and

to labor, is to study. Schools of instruc-

tion should be opened in every large

city ;
every medical and physical col-

lege should install an apparatus and

teach students its use and value !
Luck-

ily our city is the pioneer in tins direc-

tion, we have a school where physicians

can study the process 'of radiography,

and I have no doubt, the practitioners

who have studied there, can appreciate

my remarks.

With proper men at therheotome and

tube, radiography will yet become the

all important branch of surgery—with-

out them it will die an ungrateful, unap-

preciated death !

For whom shall radiograms be made ?

They should be made by the physician,

that is, an electro-medicist, and be made

for the physician and surgeon !

This assertion leads on to important

questions relative to legal cases. In the

first place, the specialist called upon

should be a man entirely conversant with

anatomy and pathology—you will at once

note the importance of this—for this rea-

son : If the patient is brought to you

by the attending physician he requires

you to make radiograms of certain parts

of the body, to show, if possible, the

cause of deformity and pain or loss of

locomotion. Now just imagine how the

operator would feel under the circum-

stances, not understanding a word of the

statements made. Even should the

physician overlook the matter, it be-

comes the source of considerable doubt,

as to the findings, in the radiogram /

There is such a fact, as understanding

the negative, as every radiographer will

acknowledge. Again, the radiograms

have been completed; the patient brings

his suit into open court, and you appear

before a severe counter-counsellor, a

critical judge and an interested jury

—

imagine how poorly your broken unap-

plied knowledge will impress the jury

and the court, even should your im-

proper statements, on general belief be

accepted. Is it correct ? Is it over,

or underrated ? Is it fair ? I say, No !

It can not be either one or the other !

Only lately, I was called into a case to in-

terpret the findings in a doubtful radio-

gram for a so-called electrician—a bell-

hanger perhaps, from what he knew of

the parts involved. All he knew was,

that a bone should be straight and un-

broken, except at the joints. Such a

pipe-stem arrangement of bones seemed

to make up the whole body ! This is

only a picture—an illustration of what

can occur ! Now picture yourself, an

electrical expert calling iodoform packing

a shattered bullet ; the sesamoids, bro-

ken bone ends ; an epiphesial separation,

a fracture, etc., etc. There is no end

to these questions.

Therefore, a.^ain I say, let the specialty

as used in medicine and surgery, be ap-

plied by medical men, who are fully ac-

quainted with this important branch of

service, and who know, and know well,

whereof they speak !

Borough of Brooklyn, G. N. Y.

Apostrophe to the Dollar.—An ed-

itor has been inspired, after looking over

his list of delinquent subscribers, to

compose the following : "How dear to

our heart is the silver dollar, when some

kind subscriber presents it to view ; the

liberty head without necktie or collar and

all the. strange things which to us seem

so new ; the wide spreading eagle, the

arrows below it, the stars and the words

with the strange things they tell ; the

coin of our fathers, we're glad that we
know it, for some time or other 'twill

come in right well : the spread-eagle

dollar, the star-spangled dollar, the old

silver dollar we all love so well."

—

Life

and Health. Jan. 1898.
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THE EFFECT OF ROENTGEN RAYS
ON PLANTS.

Prof. G. F. Atkinson, of Cornell Uni-

versity, publishes in the January 7 num-

ber of Science a "Report upon some pre-

liminary experiments with the Roentgen

rays on plants," from which the follow-

ing extracts are taken : Since it is a

matter of some interest to know what in-

fluence, if any, the Roentgen rays would

exercise on plants, I undertook a series

of somewhat extensive preliminary ex-

periments to determine what lines of in-

vestigation might profitably be carried on

should there be marked indications of

any response to possible stimuli from

this source.

The author then describes twelve ex-

periments in which he used the follow-

ing substances : Leaves, seedlings of

corn, a begonia plant, a caladium plant,

species of mucor, several forms of chro

mogenic bacteria, a motile bacillus, sen-

sitive plants, etc., and draws the follow-

ing conclusions : It is thus seen that

plant tissues absorb the Roentgen rays

quite freely, and it is singular that there

is not a more marked influence on grow-

ing parts, especially that there are no

visible external injuries, even when the

parts are exposed at close range a large

part of the time during several days,

since the general impression is that the

rays, even with comparatively short ex-

posures, are injurious to the human tis-

sues.

The longer his experiments continued

the more mysterious the whole subject

seemed. On a dark night, when the

electric light rays were intercepted by a

black screen, exploring the field with a

fluoroscope there was an abundance of

light, flashing and quivering with the

variations in the electric transmission

through the tube, penetrating, and yet

capable of absorption to a considerable

degree. That it should present no ea-

sily discernible influence for the time

during which the work continue 1 was
cause for profound surprise.

SKILL EASILY ACQUIRED.

Bkooki.yn, N. Y. March 3, 1898.

Editor of The American X-Kav Journal:

After each article I have published

during the past year and a half about

x-ray work I have received letters of en

quiry in which the writers refer to "the

wonderful results I mention," etc. My
article entitled "Burns and Technique
in X-Ray Work," in your Feb. number
has beeu no exception to the rule, and
1 beg yout permission to say to your

readers that the results mentioned were

of very commonplace character. None of

the results reported in that article de-

serve to be called "wonderful", for they

are only ordinary practical work. At

this stage of x-ray work it is disappoint-

ing to find that so many physicians

write me that they "are getting no such

results and regard them as almost be-

yond belief". I can only say that they

are within the reach of every medical

man who adopts a correct technique and
who will provide himself with efficient

apparatus of any kind. There is no

trick or secret about it and the intelli-

gence of a child ten years old would be

quite equal to acquiring the necessary

skill. Allow me to say in closing that

the most brilliant results that I fre-

quently obtain are never set forth in my
published writings for the reason that I

value my reputation for conservatism

and adherence to facts, and I never print

what I can not demonstrate to each and

every physician who comes to me for

instruction. Very Truly,

S. H. MONELL.

Effect of Cathode Rays ox Air.

Lenard. "Wied. Ann.," 63, p. 253;

noticed briefly in the Am. Jour, of Sc.,

Feb.—He shows that these rays form

regions of mist condensation far more

powerfully than x-rays do.
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Is There a Relationship Kxistinji Between

The X-Ray and the Laminat-

ing Power that Obtains in

Telepathic Vision?

BV J. J. FLY, M. D.

This may seem to be a very strange

question to those who do not know from

experience anything of the mysterious

faculty of telepathy ; and those who do

not yet believe that this wonderful occult

faculty is a part of the make-up of human

beings, may think strange of a man who

would propose it. Yet, in these days of

strange innovations and wonderful re-

sults of experimental investigation, the

majorities have become resolved into

the status of not being surprised at any-

thing, but simply pose in silence and

watch results and verifications of the

claims that are being made. I am glad

that this is so ; I am glad that the dis-

position to ostracise anything new, and

bring into disrepute the originator, is

fast becoming a relic of the past. It

shows that the world is open to investi-

gation and that man has at last conceded

the right to every individual to think

along the line to which his mind natur-

ally inclines. With these rights con-

ceded and the shackles broken that have

hitherto bound down the creative pow-

ers of the mind to old creeds and dog-

mas, there is nothing to obstruct the

genius of man from sweeping into bound-

less infinity and fearlessly facing and

interrogating every phenomenon that

addresses itself to the human mind.

But the methods of investigation them-

selves become a question of grave im-

port. How is it that we know a thing?

and how do we come to know? What
is knowing? This is the most wonder-
ful question, and involves more than any
other. I think we may safely say

:

"The reason why the material world is

intelligible, why we can interpret the

signs it gives us, is because there is an

intelligence behind the universe which

has been and is related to the universe.

The trend of materialistic science is to

abolish faith, and pose upon demonstra-

ted facts ; but it only takes a few mo-

ments of meditation to determine that

we can not know anything without trans-

cending the phenomena upon which the

knowledge is based, and bring to bear

upon our conscious entity, the potencies

of faith. Science says, the truth of

knowledge rests upon experience and

observation ; but here again the inter-

position : What of the methods? What
of the sensations that lend our intelli-

gence to confirm or deny a given propo-

sition? and what is this sensation, and

how did it reach our intelligence? These

questions are legal notwithstanding their

metaphysical character, the solution of

which has ever been a task before hu-

man intelligence. The convictions of

knowing are evinced by certain states of

consciousness, certain symbols—signs

evoked in our minds by events happen-

ing in the universe outside our minds.

We do not really know anything of things

within themselves ; we do not perceive

the actual world around us, nor anything

like it ; what we see is not any more

tangible than the emotions we feel.

The sensation of sight is not in the re-

tina, it only bears an image of external

things which become resolved into a con-

scious sensation in some mysterious

manner through the avenues which im-

press the living, acting, cellular struct-

ure of the gray matter of the brain.

Therefore all sensations coming from the

impact of undulating, vibratory or pul-

sating ethefs, every conscious fact relat-

ing to the external or internal world, can

be only psychologically regarded.

But we started out to discuss the com-

parative analogies existing between the

x-ray and telepathic vision, having wit-

nessed the light and studied its pecu-

liarities.

1 thought I might make a declaration

of my experiences and at the same time
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establish a favorable conviction in the

minds of others by showing up what ap-

pears after having had some experience

in both, an analogy between them.

And, while dealing with the phenomenal

characteristics growing out of these in-

ner sources of light, impinging upon the

conscious mind. We almost tremble in

anxious hope that we shall reasonably

rind the one to be an analogue of the

other, instead of an analogy existing be-

tween two entirely different things. We
are fully aware of what this means ; of

the new world it would open up, and the

relations it would establish between the

outer and the inner being—between ma-

teriality and spirituality. It would

show that the universe had its counter-

part in the invisible, with similar tangi-

ble relations to conscious entities adapt-

ed to its more ethereal environments.

If such a hope as this should be rebuked,

it would be nothing new. Has not ev-

ery great truth been opposed? Such is

the history of the past. Let us follow a

few of the steps made by experimental

research in the unfoldment of the differ-

ent forms of light, together with their

adjustment to human powers of co-ordi-

nation. We are not interested in the na-

ture and source of light, as these form

no part of our subject. It being the

different forms or phases taking place in

this great force, and the law that governs

it as applied to the perceptive powers of

man that more particularly interests us

at present. My proposition here affirms

that there are different forms or manifes-

tations of light and we wish to show how
beautifully nature economizes her pow-

ers in her transmissions from one me-

dium to another while she retains the

same principle through the whole trans-

formation. The principle of evolution

is as beautifully illustrated in the trajec-

tions of light from one medium to an-

other with its co-ordination to the per-

ceptions of the human mind as could be.

We hope to illustrate our position by

the following short history of the differ-

ent manifestations and properties of

light. It has been said of light, "That
it reveals the glories of the external world

and yet is the most glorious of them all.

It gives beauty, reveals beauty and is

itself most beautiful. It is the analyzer,

the truth teller and the exposer of shams,
for it shows things as they are. Its infi-

nite streams measure off the universe

and How into our telescopes from stars

which are quintillions of miles away.

On the other hand it descends to objects

inconceivably small and reveals through

the microscope objects fifty millions of

times less than can be seen by the naked
eye." Yet, as the investigation of light

goes on, the more wonderful are its phe-

nomena, the more amazing is its power,

and the greater the mysteries it reveals.

It was no doubt incontrollable impulses

akin to the above, that awakened the

sublime powers in the mind of Newton
to strike the key-note to the proper

methods in the investigation of light,

and from which he evolved his molecu-

lar theory; and while the undulatory

theory is more generally accepted, it ap-

pears that any one can see its utter ina-

bility to explain one of the most impor-

tant phenomena of light, viz. : its disper-

sion into its component parts. Before

Newton, the ancients had learned that

light moved in straight lines, they knew
that rays were reflected from polished

surfaces and the angle of incidence was

equal to the angle of reflection
;
they

also knew that an opaque bodv inter-

rupted these rays. Snell discovered the

law of refraction which became the chief

corner stone of optical science. It was

while Newton was experimenting with

this law of light through a prism in the

window shutter of his room that he dis-

discovered that light was a compound
body and consisted of seven colors which

is called the solar spectrum. He veri-

fied this fact by again condensing the

colors and focusing them into white
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light. Newton thought that we could

not have dispersion without refraction ;

his experiments led him to think so ; but

Dolland subsequently proved that he

was in error. However, Newton's ex-

periment has established one of the

greatest truths, by showing that natural

objects have no color of their own ; but

that their action is limited to colors that

are showered upon them. How wonder-

ful
1 What a field of light was thrown

upon the subject of this great law of

force that illumines the external world

giving it its various tints, colors and

shades of colors, as we see chromatically

arranged in hill, dale, and the mountain

range ; in the grasses, flowers and fo-

liage ; in the pigmental expression of

the human race and the iridescent hues

of the lower animal world.

It was through this problem solved by

Newton that science bounded forward

through many centuries in a single day

and set the scientific world thinking

along the line of legitimate conclusions.

The phenomena of light that we have

just enumerated we will call ordinary

light, adjustable to the organs of light

perception (the eyes) through which the

radiant beauty, harmony and incongru-

ities of the external world are reflected

into sensations upon our psychic na-

tures, and by which objective nature

may be realized and studied together

with the intelligence that is related to it.

Let us now take our second step into

the ultimates of light ; the second step

in the line of its unfoldment of its greater

powers and capabilities as has been

evinced by experimental research. It

has been proven that the eye is not

commensurate with the whole range of

solar radiation. Above the visible

spectrum it has been found that there

are other spectra of color. Stokes has

counted ten octaves above the violet

and Muller has demonstrated two below
the red. This fact could not have been
discerned without an intervening me-

dium between the eye and this more re-

fined ethen al light
;
consequently a sub-

stance that neither transmits nor al>-

sgrbs light was exposed to these invisi-

ble rays and their presence shown by

converting them into another kind of

light— a fluorescence that could be per-

ceived by the eye. Thus we have found

that our second step above the ordinary is

made easy, and can appreciate Tyndal's

thought when he said : "If we allowed

ourselves for one moment that notion of

gradual growth, amelioration and ascen-

sion implied by the term evolution, we
might fairly conclude that there are

other visual impressions awaiting man
far greater than those of which he is now
in possession. For example, beyond

the extreme violet of the spectrum there

is a vast efflux of rays which are totally

useless as regards our present powers of

vision." We will say in regard to this

thought, that we have dared to embrace

that hope ; that we believe that nature

has not made a single ray of light or a

single entity in her grand emporium that

is not adapted to some of the percep-

tive powers of the soul of man. Man is

a microcosm !

From the ulterior rays let us proceed

to the third step up the ladder of the ev-

olution light. Here we meet the ca-

thode rays. Lenard, in the investiga-

tion of the cathode rays with a view of

determining their nature, concluded they

did not differ from the nature of ordinary

light. It will be remembered that the

cathode rays produce a phosphorescent

glow from the bombardment of the re-

maining particles of air in the tube,

their collision with one another produc-

ing light • but on exhausting the tube to

one-millionth of an atmosphere the pur-

plish cloud on the inside has disappeared

and the interior of the tube is clear, but

the glass itself has become fluorescent

from the bombardment of the remaining

molecules of air against the walls of the

glass. (A. B. C. of the x-rays). Hertz
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showed that the cathode rays passed

through thin sheets of metal placed within

the tubes and Paul Lenard established

their existence on the outside : that they

could pass through substances opaque to

ordinary light and cast shadows of other

objects less opaque and that these shad-

ows might be impressed upon an ordinary

photographic plate and be developed in

the usual manner. His investigation

showed that these rays possessed all the

properties of ordinary light with the ex-

ception that they were unperceived by

the eye, and that they possessed greater

power of transmission through solid bod-

ies that were opaque to ordinary light.

As it is only this property that we wish

to call out as belonging to these rays, we
will not ask space for a further interview

of the literature upon their nature, ex-

cepting to make the statement that the

conditions under which they have been

adjusted to the higher functions consum-

mated by them are also different from

those that obtains in the atmospheric

media through which ordinary light is

impressed. There appears to be only

three dimensions of space, but if there is

anything in "Algebra c Variables" there

can be no such limitations.

The extreme rarefied condition of mat-

ter that obtains in Crookt 's tubes has been

called by both Faraday and Crookes ra-

diant or the fourth state of matter : that

is, matter whose molecules are '-rela-

tively as far apart as compared with

those of gas, as the molecules of a gas

were as compared with those of a liquid.

"

Thus while we have here a still finer de-

gree of light, we find it arising in a me-

dium more ethereal and spiritual than

the medium of ordinary light and one

that is adjusted to it in perfect adapta-

tion as far as can be determined.

The fourth and last step to which the

genius of man has reached, is the x-ray.

We have not space to review the lit-

erature upon its source or to discuss the

probability of its being a pulsating

stream of ethereal atoms. We are in-

clined to accept that it is anticathodic

in its origin ; that it originates from the

fluorescent spot on the wall of the glass

opposite the cathode.plate, and emanates

from the bombarded surface. It differs

from the cathode rays, which seem to rise

from the cathode plate, in possessing

greater power of penetrating opaque
substances. It has been found to differ

in some other respects, viz. : that the

air absorbs a much smaller fraction of

the x-ray than it does of the cathode and

that the- fluorescent effect of the x-ray is

observable two feet away from the dis-

charge tube which is not observable of

the cathode
; that other bodies are more

transparent to the x-ray than to the ca-

thode, and that the x-ray is not deflected

by the strongest magnetic fields, which

is not so with the cathode ; that there

are different kinds of cathode rays dis-

tinguishable from one another by their

pho phorescent powers, absorption and

magnetic deflection. Roentgen calls it

a ray because of the very regular shad-

ows it forms on the screen. The no-

menclature we have adopted here in the

classifications of different grades of light,

from the coarser to the finer, from the

ordinary to the inordinary, may be cor-

rect or otherwise
;
but, be this as it may,

it can not be disputed that we have

shown from experimental investigation

that there is an evolution of the phe-

nomena of light which reaches into states

or conditions that the ordinary powers

of vision can not utilize by ordinary

methods : it has also been shown that

the objective mind can not even know

of these higher modifications without

studying them through a medium which

serves to bring them within the func-

tional range of objective sight. Now.

with the intervention of this medium,

the phosphorescent screen, it follows

that there is not an organ in the human
body that may not be seen and studied

with the natural eye. How wierd and
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Strange does it sound to say you saw

the waving motion of the heart, as it

forced the blood current through the

vessels of the human body that stood by

your side, alive and well, and with whom

you were engaged in conversation.

Moreover, the blind have been made to

see and read, and further, those who

never knew what the sensation of sight

was like, have been blessed for the first

time in life with that knowledge.

Further, it has been demonstrated by

the application of these finer ether

streams that there are other avenues for

the transmission of light to the organs of

light sensations in the brain than the re-

tina and optic nerve. The evidence

has come in a way that clearly points

out the fact that every pore of the hu-

man cranium is an open window from

which the soul may look out upon the

common world and common things and

by changing its focus just a little behold

the transcendent beauties of a more ethe-

real state. It is here that telepathy begins;

but we reserve its consideration for the

next number of this magazine.

IS GRAVITATION EARTHLY MAG-
NETISM ?

BY W. R. D. BLACKWOOD, M. D.
,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Magnetism acts on iron actively, on

steel less powerfully and to a small de-

gree on other metals. It has no effect

whatever on textile stuffs such as cotton,

woolen, hemp, etc. Gravitation is a

force which compels every known sub-

stance to fall to the earth unless sup-

ported by such means as will overcome
the attraction of gravitation. A tin pad
with the engineer's dinner in it may
stand by the most powerful dynamo,
whose fields are saturated magnetically

to such a degree that all iron or steel

within a considerable distance will be

drawn to it, yet the pail lies quietly

within an inch of the active poles
;

let,

however, the support on which the pail

rests be withdrawn from beneath it and

the dinner falls to the ground at once.

This shows another force than magnet-

ism altogether. So with every known
substance on earth ; thousands of differ-

ently constituted objects—stone, wood,

cheese, oysters, fruits, books on electic-

ity or theology, and millions of other ex-

amples—none of such will move a parti-

cle toward any magnet, yet they all fall to

the earth if not held above it by artificial

support. The earth's magnetism is pro-

duced, it is now believed, by the friction

of the tides, the friction of air-currents,

the revolution of our globe on its axis,

etc.

—

i. e. by deduction. The difference

in potential at differing points, and also

at the same points at different times is

due to the conductivity of the metallic

strata underlying the surface which

transmit the currents toward or away
from the points of friction or induction,

just as in artificial batteries or mechan-

ism used to produce electric force, i. e.

to send the force along given conduct-

ors, for we do not make electricity at all,

we simply send it hither and thither pre-

cisely as the pump makes no water, but

lifts or forces the fluid from the well to

its destination. The atmosphere is al-

ways charged electrically, sometimes

more powerfully than the earth beneath

a given locality, owing to currents being

driven aside as the clouds move in the

wind. Now if magnetism is gravity,

then articles would be hauled up at such

times into space instead of going to the

ground. Even when the atmosphere

and earth are at equi-potential gravity

acts just as it does when the earth charge

is the stronger. The varying charge is

adjusted through storms, when lightning

equalizes the polarity and the static capac-

ity also. Gravitation acts equally on all

objects at all times, notwithstanding the

condition of the earth's charge : hence,

as magnetism is a form of electric force,

were gravitation magnetism it would

vary continually as the potential varied.

It never varies.— The Medical Summary.
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THE X-RAYS IN OBSTETRICAL DI A(i

INOSIS.

Levy and Thurnim record a method

of measuring the dimensions of the pel-

vis by means of the Roentgen rays.

{British Medical Journal.) Previous at-

tempts had been made by means ot

plates introduced into the vagina, and

had failed on account of the limited

space and the length of exposure re-

quired. The authors place the patient

horizontally over a plate twelve by six-

teen inches in size, and set the tube ver

tically over the symphysis, and exactly

twenty inches above the center of the

plate; an exposure of two to five min-

utes suffices to give a satisfactory skia-

graph, on which the pelvis is faithfully

represented. This is measured, and as

the distance of the tube from the plate

is known, the pelvic dimensions can be

accurately computed. To facilitate this

Levy has designed an instrument on the

principle of the pantagraph, by which

the true conjugate can be mechanically

determined. The transverse diameters

at the brim and outlet can be estimated

with equal certainty, and the method

has been satisfactorily tested in a num-

ber of cases in Landau's clinic. Fur-

ther investigations have been carried

out by the authors on pregnant women
with flat pelvis in order to ascertain the

dimensional relations between the fetal

head and the pelvic outlet, but the re-

sults are not at present unobjectionable;

further research is being undertaken,

and a satisfactory and practical outcome

is anticipated.

New Hints for Radiograhv.—Mar-

cus states that iodoform, vaseline and

iodoformed ether introduced into deep

cold abscesses, form a mixture with the

contents of the abscess impermeable to

the Roentgen ray. Also that insuffla-

tion of air into hollow organs renders

them perfectly transparent to the ray,

which fact can be utilized in obtaining

information in regard to the stomach, or

the intestines insufflated from below, as

they leave a blank space on the plate.—

Presse Med., Nov. 27.

The Roentgen Rays.—During 1897,

great activity has been displayed in the

perfection of radiographic and fluoro-

scopic apparatus with the result that

those who are expert in the invention

and practical employment of such appa-

ratus are enabled to secure clearer and

larger pictures than ever before. The

rays have proved of value in the detec-

tion and sometimes the rectification of

obscure deformities following fracture

and dislocation, in the location of foreign

bodies in the body, and in particular in

the esophagus and other portions of the

gastro intestinal tract. Foreign bodies

in the eye have been successfully located

by their use.

The work of their application to the

diagnosis of internal disease, particularly

of the chest, has been actively pursued

during the year, and they have proved

of value in the diagnosis of thoracic

aneurisms and other tumors, tubercular

processes in the lungs, and in accurately

mapping out the extent of cardiac en-

largements. With regard to proving of

service in the early diagnosis of phthisis,

it may be said that, in the early stages

when the disease is simply a catarrhal

bronchitis at the apex, for instance, and

no solidification has occurred, the inter-

ference with the rays would hardly be

sufficient to produce a shadow, although

the stethoscope would reveal the pres-

ence of fine crackling rales.

It is improbable that the rays will

prove of value in the diagnosis of phthi-

sis in the early and therefore most im-

portant stages, until the apparatus is

perfected so that it will bring out much

finer differences in the consistence of

tissue than it does at present.— The Vir-

ginia Medical Semi-Monthly.
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A!N X-RAY MCTURK OF A I.OADKD
LEBEL RIFLE.

Professor Roentgen lias shown that

the x-rays arc disseminated

in the bodies which they

traverse similarly to light

passing through distorted

media. Recently the im-

portance of this discovery

has been more fully recog-

nized in regard to the dis-

turbances which are pro-

duced in certain radio-

graphic operations.

. When a very opaque ob-

ject, like a large watch,

is interposed between a

powerful Crooke's tube and

a photographic plate, the

x-rays are powerfully dis-

seminated in the space

which they traverse behind

the plate, making impres-

sions on the back, that is

the side of the glass which

carries the sensitive film.

This impression, or shad-

ow, increases uniformly

with the duration of expos-

ure. The result is that a

relatively short exposure

gives a faint silhouette of

the mechanism of the

watch, but the impression

seems a trifle blurred. The
value of the impression at

g first increases with the

time of exposure, but this

reaches a certain limit

f - when the impression rapid-

r- ly grows bigger under this

t double radiation and be-

£ comes more and more gray

M until all the details of the

* silhouette are lost.

It is evident that one can prevent the

shadows of the return rays when, in

getting ready for the experiment, a suffi-

ciently opaque screen is placed against

the back of a sensitive film. A sheet of

lead half a millimeter in thickness is or-

dinarily sufficient. This thickness can

be increased in exceptional cases.

This precaution is not necessary when
a little less powerful tube is employed,

because the glass on the back of the

plate is then sufficient to arrest all the

return rays. For the radiographs of

very opaque objects requiring very long

exposures, placed in front of powerful

tubes, it has been found expedient to

use a sensitive preparation of loose films

of double commercial gelatine and lay

them on lead sheets of the same shape,

enclosing the whole in black paper

whose object it is to arrest the ordinary

rays of light.

The role played by the black screen

is clearly brought out in a radiograph of

a large watch obtained after an exposure

of two minutes at a distance of 12 centi-

meters from a very powerful tube, only

half of the back being protected against

the return rays by a metallic screen.

The protected part gave a very detailed

silhouette of the interior mechanism,

whilst a thick shadow conceals nearly

the entire other half.

This may explain the numerous fail-

ures which have been met with in even

the best radiograph work designed for

the study of very opaque substances in

the human body and of metallic objects

generally.

By using a back screen, there are ob-

tained, for example, all the details of

construction of cartridges. The hunt-

ing cartridges, for example, allow the

experimenter not alone to see the ar-

rangement of the charge, of the wadding

and the nature of the powder, but also

the irregularity of the metallic socket,

the form of the capsule and the position

of the trigger.

A copper pistol and a revolver which

will not produce a shadow by the old

methods, exhibited the balls clearly in
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place when the back screen was em-

|)lo\ ed ;is described. Tins has helped

the experimenter to obtain also several

radiographs of a Lebel gun by relatively

short exposures, these having been, at

20 centimeters, 10 minutes for the lock-

ing parts, and 1 minute for the other

parts. Referring to the figure, one can

clearly see through the two steel jaws,

the swinging tray, and the cartridge

which it contains ready to pass into the

barrel. Eight cartridges can be dis-

tinguished at different angles and all

pressing in line against the coiled spring

which pushes them forward.

One can finally distinguish that these

cartridges are of the kind used by shoot-

ing clubs, as the powder is granulated

and not "ribboned" like that which M.

Vieille uses for cartridges for warlike

operations.

The above data is part of an article

contributed to La Nature by Abel Bu-

guet, Professor at the School of Sciences

and the School of Medicine at Rouen.

—

Electrical Engineer, N. Y.

The Application of the X-rays to

the Diagnosis of Traumatisms of the

Elbow.—The diagnostic value of the

skiagraph in cases of injury involving

the elbow-joint is fully appreciated by

Quenu {Rev. de Ortho., July, 1897), who
reports a case that had been diagnosti-

cated by one physician as a posterior

luxation, and by another as a fracture.

At the time he saw it the oedema was so

great that it was impossible to deter-

mine exactly the relations of the bones
;

the olecranon alone was accessible, and

it appeared to be in its normal position,

or at least only slightly elevated. The
contraction of the muscle prevented the

least motion without intense suffering.

A .skiagraph was made, and the ulna

w:as shown to be in a state of subluxa-

tion, the former attempts at reduction

having been only partially successful.

He succeeded readily in reducing the

luxation, but there was so much swelling

that it was impossible to definitely de-

termine when the reduction was com-
plete. A second skiagraph showed that

full reduction had been secured. The
author says that the painlessness of this

diagnostic method, its certainty and

harmlessness make it of great value and

almost a necessity if the surgeon would

treat fractures involving joints with the

greatest care and precision.

Electricity and the Mysterious.—
The general comprehension of electrical

phenomena which exists in the lay •mind

is rapidly becoming greater with the con-

stantly increasing use of electrical appa-

ratus in every day work. There exists

still, however, a tendency to ascribe

nearly everything that is mysterious or

unaccountable to electricity. Nearly

every fire whose origin is unaccounted

for is laid to electric wires, although in

all probability gas is a much more dan-

gerous incendiary than electric current

as now used. The daily papers, realiz-

ing this peculiarity of the public mind,

cater to it by attempting to bring in elec-

trical causes for everything not obvi-

ously explainable on other grounds.

The recent destruction of the battleship

Maine by an explosion, the cause of

which is unknown, has given ample op-

portunity for many able theorists in the

electrical field. One paper states that

the explosion was due to the short

circuiting of a dynamo, and another

that it was due the "explosion of

the boiler of the dynamo machine."

Many hypothetical causes have been

evolved tending to show how the dam-

age might have been inflicted by inter-

ested persons, by means of wonderfully

contrived electrical devices. The elec-

tric detonator and push-button, alleged

to accompany it, have received great

prominence, while the time fuse and per-

cussion cap have been neglected.— The

Electrical JForId.
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THK AMERICAN Kl KCTRO-THKHA-

PEUTIC ASSOCIATION.

The seventh annual meeting of the

American Electro-Therapeutic Associa-

tion was held at Harrisburg, Pa., on

September 21, 22 and 23. Dr. \Y.

T. Bishop, of Harrisburg, being Presi-

de nt. Among papers of interest and

importance to the general practitioner,

as well as the specialist in electro-the-

rapy, the following were read : "Elec-

tric Treatment in Gout and Uric Acid

Diathesis," by Dr. R. Newman, of New
York, who presented the advantages of

static electricity in these conditions
;

urinary analysis were submitted sub-

stantiating his claim. In "Chorea," by

Dr. F. T. Bishop, of Washington, static

electricity was again set forth as a very

valuable aid in treatment. "Sources of

Atmospheric Electricity," by Dr. R. J.

Nunn, of Savannah, Ga., had for its ob-

ject the suggestion to practical students

of physics to test with mechanical devi-

ces the correctness of the theory that the

solar system acted as a vast static induc-

tion machine, producing by its motions

a difference of stress or potential. "Some
Thoughts and Considerations on X-ray

Work," by Dr. E R. Corson, of Savan-

nah, Ga., gave many valuable ideas.

The writer thought that the x-ray was

destined to be even more valuable in

dislocations than in fractures : he sug-

gested that a careful outline tracing of

the negative by transmitted light, all ex-

traneous light being shut off, would ena-

ble the eye to pick out the essential fea-

tures more readily than from the usual

radiograph. Experiments in diagnosis

were given, and radiographs presented

showing that the x-ray penetrated urate

of soda much more readily than bone.

In "Some Considerations Relative to the

Therapeutic Application of the Current, '

'

by Dr. G. E. Bill, of Harrisburg, many
suggestions, especially as to polarity,

were thrown out. "The Early Electro-

lysis of Naevus," by Dr. C. R. Dickson,

of Toronto, set forth the advantages of

operating in early infancy, when the op-

eration was much more simple, and the

chances of scars much less than when
the patient was of mature years. Dr.

E. H. Coover, of Harrisburg, gave many-

suggestions as to the most appropriate

methods of treatment in "Heart Failure

in Cardiac Diseases due to Defective

Circulation." "Expenditure of Electri-

cal Energy, " by Dr. Margaret A. Cleaves,

of New York, was accompanied by a

large number of clinical records illus-

trating the value of accurate dosage of

electricity, as knowledge of the rate of

current How was necessary, as well as

the time of flow in order to apply elec-

trical methods intelligently. Professor

Dolbear, of Tuft's College, Boston, gave

a masterly paper on the laws governing

molecular motion, entitled "Molecular

Effects of Electricity." He considered

that the molecular effects produced by

what we call electricity, are really due
to heat. "The New Electro-Mercuric

Treatment of Cancer," by Dr. G. B.

Massey, of Philadelphia, was a further

elaboration of a paper read before the

American Medical Association in June
last. The treatment was only applica-

ble where the disease was still local.

Mr. E. Jewell, E. E. , of Chicago, pre-

sented "Current Regulating Apparatus,"

describing methods of controlling dy-

namo currents and adapting them to the-

rapeutic uses. "Galvanism as an Aid

in the Treatment of Goitre," by Dr. C.

Brown, of Sac City, la. Mild constant

currents frequently repeated were found

beneficial. In "Further Studies of the

Manifestations of Uric Acid, and their

Treatment, Electrically, and Otherwise,"

by Dr. J. Griffith Davis, of New York,

the writer laid special emphasis on the

statement that uric acid and its salts are

the result of product of nerve and mus-

cle waste. Electricity, the bicycle and

woolen clothing next the skin, were
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methods of prevention. Dr. Lucy

Hall-Brown, of New York, sent "A New
Electrode for Use with the Static Ma-

chine," which was read by Dr. Nunn.

The electrode was a wire brush, of about

four hundred fine steel wires mounted

on a handle, and by means of it an effi-

cient spray current could be adminis-

tered. Dr. J.
Bergonine, of Bordeaux,

France, sent three communications: (a)

"A New Localizing Electrode to pre-

vent the Diffusion of the Current," (b)

"Palliative Treatment of Tic Dolcureaux

of the Face," (7) "The Action of the

Roentgen Rays on the Vitality and Viru-

lence of Koch's Bacilli in Cultures."

These papers were translated and read

by Dr. F. Schavoir, of Stamford, Conn.,

(a) eight or ten narrow electrodes were

connected alternately with the positive

and negative poles, none but a very in-

tense current could become diffused; (b) a

large electrode is used on the face and

an indifferent electrode on the dorsal re-

gion. A continuous current of fifty

volts and thirty to fifty milliamperes is

employed, and the periods of the ascen-

sion and diminution last from seven to

ten minutes, the maximum intensity

should be maintained for at least twenty

minutes ;
(c) the exposure of the culture

for one hour did not destroy the viru-

lence of the culture, but retarded its de-

velopment, the vitality of the culture

was not modified. Very interesting re-

ports were presented by the Committees

of Investigation as follows : "Meters,"

by Dr. M. A. Cleaves; "Electrodes,"

by Dr. C. R. Dickson. On the recom-

mendation of this committee the metric

system of measurement was adopted by

the Association. "Electric Light for

Diagnosis and Therapy, and the Roent-

gen x-rays, " by Dr. F. Schavoir. The

president's address dealt with the past

history of the Association, and suggested

several changes that might increase its

efficiency while lessening the work of the

Executive. On motion of Dr. C. R.

Dickson, it was resolved that the Exec-

utive Council should be directed to con-

sider thi suggestions of the president,

and also the revision of the constitution

and by-laws. Buffalo was chosen as the

next place of meeting, on Tuesday, Sep-

tember 13, 1898, and two following days-

The following officers were elected for

the ensuing year : President, Dr.

Charles R. Dickson, of Toronto, Can-

ada ; First Vice-President, Dr. F.

Schavoir, of Stamford, Conn. ; Second

Vice-President, Dr. Caleb Brown, of

Sac City, Iowa
;

Secretary, Dr. John
Gerin, of Auburn, N. Y.

;
Treasurer,

Dr. R.
J. Nunn, of Savannah, Ga.

Exec. Council : Dr. Robart Newman,
of New York, N. Y. ; Dr. William J.

Morton, of New York, N. Y. ; Dr. Wil-

liam J. Herdman, of Ann Arbor, Mich.
;

Dr. William T. Bishop, of Harrisburg,

Pa.; Dr. G. Betton Massey, of Philadel-

phia. Pa.

After the customary votes of thanks

had been passed, Drs. Newman and

Nunn conducted the newly elected-pres-

ident to the chair. Dr. Dickson, on re-

ceiving the gavel made a very happy

address, and requested the active assist-

ance of each member in order that the

meeting in Buffalo might be the most

successful yet held. He would appoint

the committees on the investigation of

scientific questions, at the earliest pos-

sible date.

A very fine exhibit of therapeutic, di-

agnostic and x-ray apparatus was held

in the Academy of Medicine, also under

the auspices of the Association, and

many demonstrations of a particularly

interesting character were given by the

exhibitors during the sessions.

The Association is to be congratulated

upon the success of the meeting.

There are two hundred and seventy-

five medical journals in the United

States, with a combined annual circu-

lation of 16,017,200 copies.
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X-RAYS.

BV J. M. SCOTT, M. »., KANSAS CITY, MO.

The so-called burning is an electroly-

sis and is not caused by the x-ray at all,

but by the current of electricity.

The current used for exciting a Crooke's

tube has a voltage or pressure of from

one-half to one million volts ami a very

small amperage or quantity. Now it

you hold any part of the body within one

to six inches of a wire carrying such a

high voltage of electricity, whether for

exciting a Crooke's tube or not, or near

an excited Crooke's tube, there will be a

current of electricity passing to the part

exposed. If the exposed part is very

near the current will feel like a very

slight breeze of air blowing against the

part and if held a little further away it

can not be felt at all, but is passing just

the same. If the part is held within an

inch or closer, the electricity will jump

to the part in the form of the spark,

which will produce a stinging sensation.

Exposing for a minute or two, even if

close will not produce an electrolysis,

but if a part is exposed for five minutes

within two or three inches, or for twenty

minutes at four to six inches, it will gen-

erally produce an electrolysis, the sever-

ity depending on the strength of the cur-

rent. A tube generating an x-ray which

would just penetrate a body if held four

inches from it, would not penetrate it

at all if held ten inches away. From
this it will be seen it would be possible

to take a picture with an inefficient,

weak apparatus if the tube was held four

inches away, while it would not if held

ten inches away, and if the apparatus

was so weak, it would take a long expos-

ure and be very liable to produce an

electrolysis. However, if using a good
apparatus there is no necessity of hold-

ing the tube closer than ten inches. A
current of so great power as of two million

volts can not pass to the part exposed if

placed seven or more inches away, and

if the current of electricity can not pass

more than seven inches it can easily be

seen that electrolysis or so-called burn-

ing cm not take place and there is abso-

lutely no danger in using the x-ray if the

pirt exposed is held seven inches or

more from the tube and conducting

wires. Electrolysis can be produced

with a physician's galvanic battery if the

current is concentrated by using a small

electrode on the body in one place for

some time.

I operate a Crooke's tube on an aver-

age of one hour every day, and stand

within about two feet of the tube and

have never noticed any effect.

The strength of the x-ray decreases

as the square of the distance increases,

so it will take just nine times as long to

take a picture at fifteen inches from the

tube as at five, because fifteen is three

times five and the square of three is

nine.

The length of exposure in taking a

picture also depends on the thickness.

For example if it takes one minute to

take a picture through a hand one inch

thick, to take an arm five inches thick it

will take five minutes exposure. Of
course the tube in both cases would have

to be the same distance from the plate.

—Kansas City Medical Index.

PHOTOGRAPHY WITH ROENTGEN RAYS.

There can not be said to have been,

hitherto, any general agreement among
experts as to the best plate to use for

Roentgen photography. Experiments

described by
J.

Gaedicke in the Photo-

graphisches Woclienblatt throw a consid-

erable amount of light on this question.

Two ordinary dry plates were taken, and

one was dipped in erythrosine of silver to

render it isochromatic. Over these two

plates was placed a composite screen

divided into five sections, one of which

was coated with barium platino-cyanide,
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the second with Kahlbaum's tungstate

of calcium, the third with A. E. G.

tungstate of calcium, and the fourth

with the double fluoride of ammonium
and uranium, the fifth section being left

uncoated. After an exposure of thirty

seconds the plates were developed, and

a considerable difference in the density

of the impression made by the five sec-

tions was found to exist. The conclu-

sions drawn from the experiments were

as follows :

[. The orthochromatic plate shows a

much stronger action than the ordinary

without the screen, and it increases the

action of all the screens. It is thus

shown that for the x-rays only erythro-

silver plates should be used. The in-

creased action should be ascribed to the

fluorescence of the erythrosine.

2. The fluoride of ammonium and ura-

nium reduces the action of the rays to

one-half on the ordinary plate, and to

about two-thirds with the orthochromatic

plate, and ought not, therefore, to be

used for this work.

3. The calcium tungstate of the Elec-

tricitats Gesellschaft (A. E. G.) doubles

the action, and Kahlbaum's preparation

quadruples their action on ordinary

plates, and gives a yet greater action on

orthochromatic plates.

4. The platino-cyanide screen gave a

very interesting result. With the ordi-

nary plate—which, as is well known, is

very sensitive to yellowish-green light

—

there was no intensifying action, but

just the reverse ; the screen reduced the

action by one-half. From this it follows

that this screen had converted the great-

est part of the x-rays into yellowish-

green fluorescent light. The orthochro-

matic plate showed the most intense

blackening of all.

A similar series of experiments is de-

scribed by A. E. Livermore in Photo-

graphic Scraps. In this case an Ilford

special plate and an isochromatic plate

were used, and native tungstate (sheel-

ite), double fluoride, and platino-cyanide

were used on the screen. Livermore's

results agreed with those given above,

in showing that the most efficient ar-

rangement was an isochromatic plate

with a platino-cyanide screen, but they

differed in loto as to the effect of the

double fluoride of uranium and ammo-
nium. This, according to Livermore,

gave almost as good an effect as the pla-

tino-cyanide, and he recommends it

as being the best to use when cost of

material is a matter of importance.

Both experimenters agree in saying that

the isochromatic plates are in general

superior to ordinary plates for Roentgen

photography. —Journal of Electro- Thera-

peutics.

Table of Absolute Air Pressures and
Densities at Various Altitudes above

Sea Level.

Altitude. Absolute Pressure. Density

Feet. Lbs per sq. inch.

Sea Level. 14-7 1. 00

1,320 14.0 96

2.640 13-3 0.91

3,960 12.7 0.86

5.280 12.0 0.82

6,600 11. 4 • 0.78

7,920 10.9 74

10,560 9 9 0.67

Note.—Absolute pressure is the pressure above

a vacuum
;
gauge pressure is the pressure

above the atmosphere. To convert ordi-

nary gauge pressure into absolute pressure,

14 7 lbs. must be added.

Absolute pressures are always to be used in

questions relating to temperature and expansion

of steam, air and gases.

No Surgical consulting room is fully

equipped without an apparatus for x-ray

examination. The surgical practitioner

will consult his own and his patients'

best interests by employing an appa-

ratus which is also of great therapeutic

value.

—

Manual of Static Electricity in

X-Ray and Therapeutic Uses.

Send $1 for a year's subscription to

The American X-Ray Journal at once.
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IINTKRNA TIOINA1. HEALTH EXPOSITION.

An International Health Exposition

is planned to take place in New York

City, April to May 31 in the Indus-

trial Building known as the Grand Cen-

tral Palace, Lexington Avenue. Mr.

Charles F. Wingate is to be Supervising

Director and the exhibition will enlist

the co-operation of the New York House-

hold Economic Association, the Brook-

lyn and New York Health Protective

Association and other kindred organ-

izations.

The classification embraces Domestic

Sanitation with 1 1 groups
;

Municipal

Hygiene with 20 groups; Food Pro-

ducts, Health Resorts and Sanitariums
;

Hygienic Literature; Sanitary Organiza-

tions and their work ; Progress of Pre-

ventive Medicine: Military and Navy

Hygiene ; Animal Sanitation ; Indus-

trial Hygiene and Fire Protection. A

series of popular lectures will be pro-

vided daily during the exposition, in a

separate lecture hall.

Tickets will be sold at nominal rates

to employers of labor, who will be asked

to distribute them among their work-

men. An effort will also be made to in-

terest the residents of the tenement

quarters of the city in the exposition.

The scope of the exposition seems wide

enough to embrace almost everything

that concerns our daily life.

Dr. Nve: Mr.
J
— aet 38. Fracture

of tibia and fibula with astragalus forced

up between the fractured ends. Frac-

ture caused by alighting heavily and

suddenly on right heel, producing frac-

ture of both bones about i
1

,- inches

above the ankle joint. The fracture

was set by Dr. Nye, assisted by Dr. An-

derson. To be satisfied that everything

was correct, an x-ray picture of the limb

was taken. The x-ray apparatus belong-

ing to the Denver Homeopathic Medical

College was used and excellent results

were obtained. By the way, our facilities

for x-ray work are the best in the State,

or in the entire west.— Clinic, Dower,
Jfomeofathic Hospital.

Signaling Without Connecting
Wires. Lodge. Land. Elec. Rev. and
Elec.

, Jan. 28. Elect. World.—An ab-

stract of a recent Physic al Society paper,

the former journal containing a diagram
of one of the arrangements described.

He prefers the above term to "wireless

telegraphy." The first thing necessary

is to have a persistent vibration which
can be tuned to, and not one that dies

off rapidly and irregularly; this excludes

the Righi transmitter: c apacity is neces-

sary, and the period can be altered by
varying either the capacity or the self-

induction, both of which he uses in his

system, tuning with the latter; the re-

ceiver is a real resonator, and not a mere
collector; the most novel feature is a

coil of copper introduced between the

two triangular wings; the waves used

are over 30 yards long, thus shortening

the shadows of an obstacle of moderate
size, as the Hertz waves would bend
around it like a sound wave; the length

of Marconi's waves is about 4 feet; the

coherer may be reduced with advantage

to a single contact, for instance, a needle

pressed against a flat spring, which is

the most sensitive of all coherers, and
requires no mechanical tapping; under

certain conditions it is too sensitive. It

is editorially suggested that the coherer

may be rendered sensitive to light. The
instrument illustrated diagrammatically

is capable of being used both as a trans-

mitter or receiver.

Polk's Medical and Surgical Register

of the United States and Canada is now
undergoing its fifth revision. Physicians

who have not given their names to the

canvassers are urged to report to head-

quarters at once, giving full information.

Address, R. L. Polk & Co., Detroit,

Mich.
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NEURECTOMY EOR TIC-DOULOUREUX.

Bernays' "Report of a Surgical Clinic,"

complimentary to the members of the

Mississippi Valley Medical Association,

contains the following, in reference to

his patient's condition and treatment

before neurectomy for tic-douloureux

was decided upon :

•'Case V.—The patient, aet. 50,

white, female. Family history : Has

one sister who suffered from emotional

insanity ; otherwise the family history

is good. Previous health excellent.

The present trouble began with a severe

neuralgic toothache, localized in the

right lower molars. Paroxysms of pain

were of daily occurrence, and most se-

vere in the mornings about breakfast

time. The pain subsided temporarily

whenever the teeth were pressed hrmly

together or upon any substance held be-

tween them, but only to return when the

pressure was withdrawn. The presence

of anything cold in the mouth immedi-

ately produced the most exquisite pain
;

moderate heat produced a soothing

effect. After two months, the pain be-

came continuous, and four molars were

extracted without in any way relieving

it. On the contrary, the pain increased

in severity until October when it ceased

entirely for a period of two weeks, and

then returned as severely as before. An-

other tooth was sacrificed, but without

relief ; the pain became continuous un-

til last June when it again subsided for

a period of six weeks. A recurrence

then took place together with an involve-

ment of the parts supplied with the sec-

ond branch of the fifth nerve. Pain has

been constant until the operation. She

had strenuously avoided the use of nar-

cotics, but during the more active peri-

ods of pain, anti-kamnia in ten grain

doses was found to be an efficacious ob-

tunder. " After describing the neurec-

tomy, Pof. Bernays says: "Eight

weeks have now elapsed since the oper-

ation, and no recurrence of the trouble

has taken place.

"

ORTHOGRAPHY.

We have been so many times embar-

rassed with so-called "typographical

errors" which have heretofore crept

into the JOURNAL that the feeling has

ripened into this opinion: While it is of

no particular credit to any one to spell

correctly it is a disgrace to spell incor-

rectly.

Typographical errors in spelling must

hereafter cease.

Including this issue of the Journal and

all subsequent issues until the June number

7i/e will give one year' s subscription free to

each of the first tivo persons calling our

attention to any misspelled 7vord or wards

either in the reading matter or advertise-

ments—excluding proper names.

Source of X-Ravs. Trowbridge and
Boukmank. Am. Jour, of Sc., Feb.—An
article describing experiments with

Crooke's tubes through which contin-

uous wires are passed and in which

there is no discharge in the usual sense
;

it was discovered that x-rays were given

off from every element of this conductor

at right angles to its circuit when a

disruptive discharge occurred in the cir-

cuit : this was obtained by means of the

very high E. M. F. obtained from a

Plante rheostatic machine and 10,000

storage batteries. Their conclusions are

that such a tube is well suited for study-

ing electric lines of induction ; that the

direction of the so-called x-rays and ca-

thode rays can be changed by electric

induction ; that the so-called x-ray burn

can be produced by an intense state of

electrification : that the so-called cathode

and x-rays are given off from every ele-

ment of a continuous conductor at a high

stage of the vacuum, both when it is the

cathode or the anode of the electrical

circuit. They suggest the term electric
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fays or rays of polarization as preferable

.to cathode and x-rays.

X Kay in MEDICAL Work.—The state-

ment that at a Liverpool hospital x-rays

were utilized i" no h'ss than 57 cases

during the year 1897, is followed up by

the treasurer ot the St. Thomas's Hos-

pital, Albert Embankment, who says, in

a letter to the Times, that at St. Thomas's

as many as 416 patients passed through

the x-rays department during the year.

So great is the work, that an assistant

to the officer in charge is about to be

appointed.

—

Electrical Review, London.

A Rythmic Dilation ok the Heart

Discovered by the Roentgen Rays.—
A special dispatch from Paris of Febru-

ary 12 says that Prof. Bouchard has dis-

covered a new movement of the heart by

means of the Roentgen rays. It is a

rythmic dilation during respiration and

is not connected with the ordinary move-

ments of the heart. It appears to arise

from a diminution of pressure in the in-

terior of the thoracic cage during inspi-

ration.

—

Electrical Eng. N. Y.

A Perfect Co-adjuvant.— Physicians

should not forget that no matter what

their preference may be as to the form

in which milk should be used for their

patients and the babies under their care,

whether it is Modified. Sterilized, Pas-

teurized, Peptonized, treated by some

other method, or natural, they can al-

wavs depend on the perfect co-adju-

vancy of that unrivaled dietetic prep-

aration Imperial Granum. Many years

of successful clinical experience hav-

ing proved this combination of nutri-

ments to be acceptable to the palate

and also to the most delicate stomachs

at all periods of life, being in many cases

retained and assimilated when every-

thing else is rejected, though in very ex-

treme cases the Imperial Granum is

often prepared with pure water only.

0AROFK1N.

Condensed From an Article in the Medical Sum-

mary by Dr. Ben. Brodnax, Brodnax, La.

Name of Product Changed From
Gurania to Garofen.

After trying a preparation called Ga-

rofen I thought some of my brethren

would like to know of a pleasant pain

reliever. Some time ago I received a

sample of the remedy from the Phenique

Chemical Co., of St. Louis, Mo., but as

I had a supply of other material, and

not many cases requiring the effects, I

put off testing it until I had a case of

sick headache. I watched the effects of

one tablet every half hour, with the re-

sults that the second tablet gave relief,

and after the third the patient slept well.

There was no diaphoretic effect from it,

and no after effects that were unpleas-

ant. The lady woke up as from a nat-

ural sleep. In a case of uterine pain

from suppressed menstruation the effects

were immediate; and after five tablets

—

one every half hour—there was perfect

ease. I had used Macrotis (B. Keith

& Co.'s Concentrated Tincture), for a

day or two, and continued the same for

several days after the flow commenced.
I have also used Garofen in several ca-

ses of measles in people over forty years

old, with the effect of quiet sleep and

much comfort to the patients. I can

not but think that it is the hypnotic

which will take the place of morphine,

acetanilid and its many compounds and

mixtures. It answers a splendid pur-

pose where you desire to allay pain with-

out any sweat, or any of the effects of

heart action with which the coal tar

preparations are charged. As a quieter

of pain, pure and simple, I have found

nothing superior to it outside of a hypo-

dermic of morphine. I dread the use of

morphine among my clientel, and have

for several years tried everything that

would in an}' way supplant it. This

preparation, I believe, comes as near to

it as anj' that I have used.
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X-RAY APPARATUS FOR SALE.

The owner is offering this apparatus

for sale because he is in other business.

The machine is practically new, hav-

ing been used but a few days and is of-

fered at a very low price. Good work

is done with it and with a proper rheo-

stat it can be used for electro-thera-

peutic purposes.

With the coils there are in addition

two rubber pans 14x16 inches for de-

veloping purposes, the condenser is

mounted in the coil base, one fluoro-

scope, one stand and eight storage bat-

teries. The speed regulator and

breaker are conveniently combined with

the switch.

The coil is thoroughly insulated with

black hard rubber and mounted on pol-

ished cherry—the base being but 16x30

inches.

It gives a strong eight inch spark and

generates abundant x-radiance. One

half of the strength of the eight storage

batteries will discharge a spark six

inches. The eight cells afford abundant

current for all purposes. The coil is a

most powerful one and can be used for

the demonstration of many mechanical

devices in addition to x-ray therapeu-

tic work. The cells are large and can

be used singly or in combination.

Letters of inquiry will be promptly

answered by addressing "K"
X-Rav Publishing Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.

Garofen.—Cut this out and mail to

the Phenique Chemical Co. , of St. Louis,

Mo., and you will receive free of charge,

sample, literature and reports on the

New Vegetable Analgesic and Anti-py-

retic that has come to take the place of

Morphine Axetanilid and its many com-

pounds. Garofen contains no coal tar

products, nor opium or its alkaloids in

any form.

\
Climate

Ctireii
OF

NEW MEXICO
AND

ARIZONA.
The SALT RIVER VALLEY of Arizona

and the various Health Resorts in

NEW MEXICO.

are unrivaled for the relief of chronic lung and
throat diseases. Pure, dry air; an equable tem-

perature; the proper akitude; constant sunshine

Descriptive pamphlets issued by Santa Fe
Route Passenger Department contain complete
information relative to those regions.

The items of altitude, temperature, humidity,

hot springs, sanatoriums. cost of living, med-
ical attendance, sccial advantages, etc., are

concisely treated from an impartial standpoint.

Physicians are respectfully asked to place

this literature in the hands of invalids who need

a change of climate. Address

J. W. TEDFORD, Cen. Agt.,

108 North Fourth Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Eureka Springs, Ark.,

As a summer and winter resort cannot be sur-

passed. To this famous all-year-round resort

round-trip tickets are on sale from all principal

cities throughout the country at greatly reduced

rates.

Double daily trains from St. Louis. A neat

little pamphlet giving detailed description of Eu-

reka Springs will be mailed free upon application

to Geo. T. Nicholson, Gen'l Pass. Ag't., Frisco

Line, St. Louis, Mo.

For $100, Worth $200.

High Frequency

X-Ray Apparatus
FOR SALE.

All Accessories with Machine, Fluoro-

scope, 2 Tubes and Stand.

Address "M," this Journal.
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A METHOD
OF OVERCOMING HHiH RESIST-
ANCE IN CROOKES' TUBES; A
POSSIBLE STEP TOWARD
MAXIMUM RADIANCE.

BY \VM. W. GRAVES, M. D., ST. LOUIS, MO.

S. H. Monell, in his "Manual of Static

Electricity in X-Ray and Therapeutic

Uses," makes the following observation:

'•I maintain that the tube can not be

made too good tor general work. The
utmost penetration that can be secured

still falls far short of what is sometimes

to be desired. There are a thousand

tubes in actual use which are too poor to

give satisfaction while there is one which

is doing fine work, and tubes which are too

penetrating must as yet be placed in the

same category as nuggets of gold which

are too big. Anybody can cut down

penetration to any low point he wishes

by acts which are as simple as the turn

of the hand, but to reach a high point of

penetration, is one of the things which

still puzzles almost every operator.
"

Whether for fluoroscopic or cathodo-

graphic work, approaching maximum ra-

diance is always to be desired. A tube

which gives only fair radiance has little

practical value, other than from devel-

opment by usage it may attain high ef-

ficiency.

Maximum radiance is sought by all

operators of x-ray apparatus, but up to

the present moment, the means of se-

curing radiance approaching the maxi-

mum have been uncertain, on account

of the difficulty in readily overcoming

resistance in hi<(h efficiency tubes. High

resistance in tubes that have at onetime

afforded radiance is due to but one cause

—usage. So far, no tube has been con-

structed that is as constant as the incan-

descent lamp. Every user of Crookes'

tubes is daily reminded of their variabil-

ity. The state within the tube fluctu-

ates from day to day, until from more or

less usage, a tube which in the begin-

ning gave off good rays will, in course

of time, offer so much resistance that the

discharge will no longer readily pass

through, and by persisting in the use of

the tube the resistance becomes so great

that by every heretofore known means
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of "coaxing," it is no longer possible to

overcome it.

"One of the most practical matters

which can concern the operator in x-ray

work is the question of getting the cur-

rent through the tube when the resist-

ance becomes too high." (Monell.)

The heretofore described and most

readily accessible methods of overcom-

ing high resistance are as follows: (A)

Application of heat bom alcohol lamp.

(B) "Making bridge with hand between

cathode and reflector. (C) Coating ter-

minals with tin-foil beginning at wires

and extending over arms of tube until

they begin to expand into the central

bulb." (Monell.) I should also men-

tion, baking tube in an oven of moder-

ate temperature, boiling in oil, and lastly,

setting the tube aside for rest for a few

days or weeks.

"Finally, when the process becomes

difficult, and the result unsatisfactory,

the tube can be exhausted again." (Mo-

nell.)

"At last a point is reached when

even heating with a flame— so far as is

consistent with safety—fails to re-

duce the vacuum and again the tube is

useless and must be si nt to be re-ex-

hausted." (Wm. J.
Morton, "The

X-Ray," p. 118.)

"As the resistance of the tube contin-

ues to increase with use it will gradually

exceed the power of the coil. It should

then be opened, attached to the pump
and once more exhausted. The resist-

ance may be temporarily reduced by

warming the tube for some time before

using it, or by running the current for a

few minutes in the opposite direction.

Various other expedients may be adopt-

ed, but it should be clearly understood

they restore the activity of the Crookes'

tube for a short time only." (David N.

Walsh, "Roentgen Rays in Medical

Work," p. 30.)

"With each time of heating the sub-

sequent usefulness of the tube becomes

less and less until, finally, no further

work can be obtained from it. The only

recourse when that time arrives is to

have it re-exhausted by the manufactur-

er." (William H. Meadowcroit, "The
A. B. C. of the X-Rays,"p. 126.;

Of course if the tube rises so high in

vacuum that no discharge can be sent

through it there is nothing to do but to

have it re-exhausted, unless it is a tube

of the adjustable vacuum kind, in which

case the vacuum can be lowered in a few

seconds." (Same author, p. 154.;

Frederick Strange Kobe in his work,

"The X-Rays" (p. 124) after speaking

of the methods of heating, baking and

boiling, says: "The last means of all

is to have it retubed— to have it opened,

the air let in, and again exhausted by

the vacuum pump until it gives off the

rays so much desired."

In a letter dated February 8, 1898,

from Messrs. Van Houten & Ten Broeck,

makers of the type of tube employed in

my experimental work, it is stated:

"That if all the methods set forth in Dr.

Monell's book for the controlling of the

vacuum in the tube fail we can offer no

further suggestion and would advise that

tubes be sent to the maker for re-ex-

haustion."

All authors, users and makers practi-

cally agree that if the various proced-

ures for the control of vacuum as engen-

dered by usage fail, there is but one

thing to do—have the tube re-exhausted.

If one has a large stock of tubes on hand,

and a tube becomes somewhat rebell-

ious, and demands rest, another of low-

er resistance may be used. If one has

only a few tubes, and is doing much
work, he soon finds that his tubes have

become unmanageable and will require

either rest or re-exhaustion.

Now if it is a fact, and experience so

teaches, that the greater the resistance,

as afforded by the vacuum tube, the

higher will be its efficiency when the re-

sistance is overcome, it must follow that
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approaching maximum radiance will not

be attained until it is possible to over-

come all resistance. Therefore, those

tubes that are set aside for rest, and

those tubes that are returned to makers

for re-exhaustion, are the very tubes

which if their resistance can be success-

fully overcome, are capable of affording

the nearest approach to maximum radi-

ance.

If there were a way of overcoming the

resistance in such tubes, approaching

maximum radiance would be the rule,

and not as now, rarely seen. I believe

there is a way, but it is not found by us-

ing tubes which have regulating devices,

for in such tubes no sooner does the ra-

diance begin to approach the maximum
than its penetration is lowered by the

use of the "extinguisher." In fact, may
not the trouble be in improper manipu-

lation of the tube and current, and not

in the tube?

It is difficult to believe that the vac-

uum actually increases or that so long

as a tube remains intact that it may, from

usage, become incapable of affording ra-

diance. The incandescent lamp is a

vacuum tube, not nearly so high as the

Crookes' tube it is true, but the differ-

ence as far as vacuum is concerned is

one of degree only. The incandescent

lamp may be used repeatedly until some
part of its mechanism gives way, then

why not the Crookes' tube? With such

thoughts lor a working basis, unham-
pered by theories, but with a firm deter-

mination not to give tubes rest or to have

them re-exhausted, I have experimented

with so-called dead tubes.

In order that an approach to maxi-

mum radiance may be obtained it is nec-

essary to have efficient gent-rating ap-

paratus, and to keep it in condition to

practically generate its maximum output

of current at all times. An inefficient

generating apparatus and a high efficien-

cy tube are incapable of producing any

kind of radiance. It is also necessary

to be perfectly familiar with the care and

management of the apparatus and to

have some knowledge of technique in

current and tube manipulation. Tech-

nique may be acquired by proper instruc-

tion, study and observation, but after all,

personal experience is the best teacher.

If any one doubt the truth of the old

maxim, 'There is no true excellence

without great labor," he may soon be-

come convinced of it after a short expe-

rience with rebellious Crookes' tubes.

The generating apparatus employed by

me is an eight-plate, thirty-inch Morton-

Wimshurst-Holtz Influence Machine,

operated by a one-fourth horse power

Crocker-Wheeler motor. This report is

based upon experimental work with this

apparatus: but the principles upon which

this report is founded will apply, I pre

same, to coils, though I have had no

personal experience in that direction.

The tube used in actual as well as ex-

perimental work is known as the "Mo-
nell Static Tube. " Tubes of this kind

are strong, well made, have a wide ra-

dius of action and are probably as near

perfection as any tube on the market.

I have found but one fault with the Mo-

nell tube and that is common tonearlyall

tubes— I refer to air-bubbles in the glass,

particularly of the bulb. Air bubbles

are, undoubtedly, weak spots in the tube,

and affording less resistance, puncture

may ensue. I have recently had the

misfortune to puncture two very fine

tubes, and in both instances puncture

took place through an air bubble in the

bulb. Had proper care been exercised

this would not have occurred, but it did

occur, and I have modified my method

of manipulation so that however careless

one may be it will not occur again. I

have written to the makers and asked

if it is possible to avoid air bubbles in

tube construction. Being weak spots,

all else being equal, the fewer the bub-

bles, the stronger the tubes.

The Monell Static Tube is said to be
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exhausted by true pump exhaustion to

about one-millionth of an atmosphere.

Like all tubes, if used often, radiance

increases with resistance until a point is

reached when the current will no longer

readily pass through. By resorting to

the heretofore mentioned methods, the

resistance may be temporarily overcome.

If the use is persisted in, the resistance-

soon becomes so great that all heretofore

known procedures fail. The tube is

then said to be "dead" and to require

rest; rest failing, re-exhaustion.

Such a tube "Is not dead, but sleeping,"

so to speak, as I have demonstrated in my

experimental work time and again, and

7k'hen aroused is capable of affording radi-

ance exceeding its former penetration and

brilliancy— radiance—one step nearer the

maximum.

My experimental work confirms me in

the belief that success in reviving dead

tubes will depend, not upon the carrying

out of one, but of all of the following es-

sentials: (i) An efficient generating ap-

paratus capable of generating its maxi-

mum output of current. (2) Correct

method of operating tube and proper use

of current interrupters. (3) Reversal.

(4) Application of tin-foil.

APPLICATION OK TIN-FOIL.

Early in January, 1898, one of my
tubes died—that is to say, after trying

every accessible method save rest, bak-

ing and boiling, the discharge could not

be gotten through. While the machine

was in full operation a piece of tin-foil,

which I held in my hand, fell upon the

tube in such a manner as to form a

bridge from within one-half inch of ca-

thode terminal wire to a point on bulb

about midway between cathode and

anode. Immediately, the tube glowed

with brilliant radiance. On removing

the foil, the glow died out; on replacing

it, the glow returned. I noticed at this

time that a fine brush discharge, inter-

mingled with a few sparks, was taking

place between the cathode terminal wire

and the foil, and that from the other end,

in contact with bulb, fine, forked, radi-

ating discharges were taking place,

spreading over the bulb in every direc-

tion from margin of foil, the discharges

being thicker at the margin, growing

thinner a short distance away, and

finally disappe aring. See Plate I. On
placing the foil in similar position to

anode end of tube, no glow was obtain-

able; but on placing it on cathode end,

the glow returned. I observed further

on this occasion that if the foil were al-

lowed to remain in position for a short

time it might be removed and the glow

would continue, but if I now placed the

foil to anode end of tube, the glow died

out. By taking two strips of foil, and

placing one at cathode end and the oth-

er at anode end of tube, no glow was ob-

tainable. These experiments seemed to

indicate that the tube was not yet dead,

and so far did not require rest or re-ex-

haustion; that by the application of foil

to cathode end of tube, the resistance

would be seemingly lessened; that by

similarly applying it to anode, the resist-

ance would be apparently increased, and

that by applying it to both ends, no effect

on resistance was noticeable.

Fu*ther experiments have so far con-

firmed what seemed to be true as far as

the proper position for application of

foil is concerned, but I soon found that

increasing resistance from continued use

had become so great that the application

of foil alone would not overcome it.

I have tried a great many ways of ap-

plying foil to cathode end of tube. Mv
first method was to have a bridge and

clasp constructed from imitation whale-

bone covered with foil, and attached to

the tube as shown in Plate I. I took the

precaution to have one terminal of

bridge so constructed as to fit accurately

the convexity of the bulb so that even

contact would be assured; likewise, the

portion of bridge which was to rest upon

arm of tube near the cathode terminal
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wire. Tliis precaution was taken on ac-

count of fear of puncture from the dis-

charge taking place at a possible point

of imperfect contact with the bulb. The

bulb being thinner than the arm, and

having more air bubbles, rendered ibis

precaution necessary. As bulbs vary in

size and convexity, it was necessary to

have a bridge and clasp for each tube.

The puncturing of the two tubes before

mentioned was due to my carelessly ap-

plying bridges that did not conform to

the convexity of the bulbs, but rested on

the bulb, in each instance, at distal end

of bridge, thus making imperfect contact.

The concentrated discharge taking place

at point of contact, in both instances hap-

pening to be over a bubble, punctures

ensued. This unfortunate accident, f

am positive, would not have occurred

had I used bridges making close contact

with bulb. The only reason for using

the whale-bone bridge in applying foil to

tube was that when clasped in position,

it would not fall off in turning the tube

in bolder.

Since puncturing these tubes, I have

adopted the plan of either clasping a

strip of foil of several thicknesses on

tube, with two clasps on arm, one being

near the cathode disk and the other near

the cathode terminal wire, or of gluing

in a similar manner such a strip to arm

and bulb. See Plate 1 1. The latter meth-

od makes perfect contact, avoids all pos-

sibility of puncture by reason of close

contact, and for the further reason that

the glass is thicker and has fewer bub-

bles at portion of tube to which the foil

is now applied. A useful accessory

is a piece of whale-bone about ten inch-

es long, one-half of which is coated

with foil. It answers the purpose of an

insulated electrode, and by its use, un-

pleasant sparks are avoided in tin-foil

and current manipulation.

METHOD OF OPERATING TUBE, AND USE OF

CURRENT INTERRUPTERS.

I invariably employ what is known as
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PLATE II.
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the "Convective Method with Current

Interrupters," as described in S. H. Mo
Dell's work, p. i 34

Whether for a tube of low or one of high

resistance, this method answers every

purpose. It is non-heating and is almost

noiseless, and under proper conditions,

the glow of the tube in action is practi-

cal as steady as incandescence.

"MonelPs Improved Current Inter

rupters" are extremely useful devices to

users of static apparatus, and in attempt-

ing to overcome high resistance are in-

dispensable. Monell says of them:

"They will make a tube of moderate ef-

ficiency do good w ork more quickly and

with less trouble than any other way."

In this statement I most heartily concur,

and I will say further, that if properly

employed, they will contribute more to

success in overcoming high resistance

—

all things being equal—than any one

thing.

I have observed a difference in effect

produced on tube resistance by the in-

terrupting of either the positive or nega-

tive discharge. In any case, if the radi-

ance is satisfactory the interrupters

should not be used. Either one, or both,

should be used for a specific purpose,

for under certain conditions, by using

the one or the other, resistance may be

increased or diminished. In a tube of

low resistance the use of either, or both,

will seemingly increase its efficiency. In

a tube of ordinary resistance— that is to

say, one which will back up a spark gap
of from one to two inches, as described

in Monell's work p. 125, interrupting the

discharge at positive pole appears to in-

crease the efficiency of the tube more
than by interrupting the discharge at the

negative pole.

In a tube the resistance of which has
become so great from usage that the dis-

charge will no longer readily overcome
it, only the interrupter at negative pole

should be employed. In my experi-

mental work, I have observed repeatedly

that if the interrupter at positive pole be

employed, resistance will increase rap-

idly, so that the discharge will not

pass through; whereas, if the interrupter

at negative pole is employed, resist-

ance is seemingly lessened and the tube

will often glow.

The preceding statements are intended

to apply to tubes when resistance has

not gotten beyond the point of control

by the various measures heretofore em-

ployed by others for overcoming high

resistance. In working with tubes whose

resistance has become so great that they

are believed to be dead, and to require

re-exhaustion, it may be stated positive-

ly, as far as the use of interrupters is

concerned when the tube is connected

positive to anode, and negative to ca-

thode, that if necessary, the interrupter

in contact with negative pole should

alone be employed. When a tube is

working in an ideal manner, that is,

with neither interrupter in action, great

care should be exercised, that from the

vibrations of the machine the interrupt-

ers in contact with poles do not become

separated, causing slight spark gaps.

Should this occur at positive pole, caus-

ing a spark gap of one-half inch or less,

the glow in the tube may suddenly cease.

On interrupting the negative discharge

at cathode terminal wire with the foil, as

well as at the pole of the machine, the

negative discharge is seemingly intensi-

fied, so that internal resistance may
be overcome which could not be over-

come by interrupting the discharge at

either point alone. A spark gap, a

brush discharge, either or neither,

may be readily had between cathode

terminal wire and foil, by shifting the

position of the foil up or down, and by

varying the length of spark gap at nega-

tive pole. The effect on tube resistance

is greater with a spark gap between foil

and terminal wire, and less with brush

discharge, the foil having no effect when

neither is passing. The ideal glow in a
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tube is to be found when nothing save

the whirl of the plates can be heard; and

the interrupting of the discharge at neg-

ative pole and cathode terminal wire

should be done, only for the purpose of

attaining the ideal. From the foregoing

considerations, the conclusion may be

drawn, that by interrupting the positive dis-

charge on its way to the tube internal re-

sistance is increased, and by interrupting

the negative discharge internal resistance is

lessened. If, on the other hand, the tube is

connected positive to cathode, and negative

to anode, that is to say, reversed, the con-

verse of the foregoing conclusion holds good.

REVERSAL.

With apparatus generating its maxi-

mum output of current, by correctly ma-

nipulating foil on arm of tube near ca-

thode terminal wire, and with proper

technique in the use of current inter-

rupters, one may be able to overcome re-

sistance heretofore believed to be impos-

sible: but until the tube is reversed, and

the discharge in passing through the

tube reversed, shows in a satisfactory

manner the phenomena peculiar to re-

versal, all possible resistance, as engen-

dered from usage, will not have been suc-

cessfully overcome. Reversal is, there-

fore, one of the essentials for success.

In the course of my experiments I have

encountered tubes whose resistance was
so great, reversed, that for a time it was
seemingly impossible to overcome it.

There is considerable difference in the

degree of resistance in tubes reversed

and of those properly connected. A
tube of ordinary resistance, properly

connected, will back up a spark gap of

from one and a half to two inches; re-

versed, not more than one-half inch.

My investigations seem to indicate that

the resistance is ;ibout three times as

great, positive to anode, and negative to

cathode, as it is reversed. This being

the case, when the resistance, reversed,

shows the test of a six-inch spark gap

between the poles, without the discharge

going through the tube, its enormous re-

sistance, properly connected, may be

readily appreciated. This degree of re-

sistance was developed by usage and by

improper use of current interrupters and

the difficulties encountered in overcom-

ing it were due to the latter cause. For

a long time I was successful in securing

the necessary phenomena in the tube

reversed by employing the interrupter

at the negative pole and by the use of

tin-foil attached to anode end of tube,

until from so doing, for a time, it was no

longer possible to get the discharge

through, reversed. When I corrected

the error, by interrupting the positive

discharge at both machine and tube, the

resistance, reversed, was readily over-

come.

In observing the phenomena peculiar

to a tube of low resistance reversed, and

comparing it to one of high resistance

reversed, several differences were appa-

rent. It occurred to me that if these

differences are brought about by usage,

the causing of the discharge to pass

through in a reversed manner until the

phenomena in a high resistance tube

would resemble, in certain particulars,

the phenomena observed in a tube of

low resistance, reversed, it would indi-

cate the proper degree of reversal and

at the same time help to solve the ques-

tion of the heretofore believed high vac-

uum barrier as engendered by usage.

In fact, both objects are accomplished

by reversal. If the discharge is made to

go through reversed until the phenom-

ena resembles in certain particulars that

seen in a tube of low resistance, and if

the tube then be properly connected, it

will usually glow with most brilliant ra-

diance; if it does not, by slight assist-

ance, readily obtained by interrupting the

negative discharge at pole with inter-

rupter, and if necessary, further intensi-

fying the discharge by interrupting it

with the foil near cathode terminal wire,
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PLATE III

Author s apparatus in operation. Showing tin-foil on cathode portion of tube. Interrupting

the discharge at negative pole with interrupter—as well as at cathode terminal wire'with

"foil"—to lessen resistance in the tube properly connected.
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th^ tube will be rendered most docile

and obedient.

It may, therefore, be stated as a work-

ing proposition: 11 being possible to over-

come in a satisfactory manner resistance in

t )e tube reversed, it should also be possible

to do SO in the tube properly connected.

If the tube in action presents an ideal

condition, so does the tube reversed,

and in both instances that ideal is con-

stancy. The phenomena peculiar to a

tube of ordinary resistance, in reversal,

anyone may study for himseif, and a de-

scription in words at this time is not nec-

essary. Suffice it to say that in the over-

coming of the heretofore believed uncon-

querable resistance as engendered by us-

age, the discharge should be made to

pass through in the reversed manner un-

til the glow is constant, and until the

arrangement of striae in anode end of

bulb resembles, as nearly as possible,

that arrangement observed in a tube of

ordinary resistance reversed, particulai ly

until those spots which may often be

seen in varying positions in bulb are

driven back and are absorbed, so to speak,

In the striae from which they may have

originated. When these spots have

been driven back, disappear and become

a part of a normal arrangement of striae,

when the glow has become constant,

when in a tube of advanced develop-

ment it shows steady radiance as may be

demonstrated by the fluoroscope, the

proper degree of reversal has been at-

tained. If the tube be now properly con-

nected, and by the use of interrupter and

foil, if necessary, the heretofore believed

dead tube will demonstrate that it still lives.

Remembering, as we must, its early radi-

ance, and beholding as we do now its pres-

ent degree of development
,
may we not be-

lieve we are one step nearer the maximum f

From the difficulties encountered in

attempting to overcome resistance in the

tube reversed; from observing the phe-

nomena peculiar to reversal in low as

well as high resistance tubes, and by

taking into account the preceding con -

siderations, 'based upon personal experi-

mental work, I am thus early in my in-

vestigations forced to believe, that suc-

cess in overcoming the heretofore believed

high vacuum, as engendered by usage, will

depend upon proper technique in current and

tube manipulation; that the trouble is not

in the tube per se ; that a Crookes' tube

which has once afforded radiance should

continue to do so as long as its electrodes

are not disintegrated or its vacuum de-

stroyed ; that the so-called high vacuum, as

engendered by usage, is most likely a myth ;

that a tube 'which has once afforded radi-

ance requires neither baking, boiling, rest

nor re-exhaustion ; that the longer a tube

is used the greater it grows in efficiency ;

that usage is to the Crookes' lube what the

crucible is to crude gold ; that maximum
radiance has never been seen, and that the

7oay to maximum radiance may possibly be

found in the overcoming of the heretofore

believed impassable barrier of resistance,

thus assuring continued development in tube

Up.

I have purposely refrained from giv-

ing particulars as to the degree of tube

development so far attained, nor is it, at

this time, incumbent upon me to do so.

If the user of x-ray apparatus will cast

aside his tube of the adjustable vacuum
kind, and will use only one tube until

from development by usage it begins to

approach the maximum, I shall bs satis-

fied to let him tell the story.

How soon the maximum, the goal of

all investigators, will be attained, no one

knows. Then, as now, all honor be to

him whose discovery is the crown-

ing triumph of the age, to him who
pointed out the way to use that unknown
and as yet unknowable light, to him who
gave mankind the power to view with

human eye the heretofore invisible ; all

honor, all praise, all glory be to him—
Doctor William Konrad Roentgen.

1943 North Eleventh Street.
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The Relation Between the Outlines of the

Internal Oryans of the Body As
Determined By the X-rays and
By the Phonendoscope. The
Laws (ioverniny the Two

Methods.

BY PROF. 13R. AURELIO BIANCHI. (PAKMa)

Read at the XV Caress for Internal Medicine at

lierlin, 1837.

Those organs whose molecular vibra-

tions in the form of light or sound make

no sensible impression upon our sight or

hearing without the use of specially con-

structed apparatus, are at the present

time directly appreciable to the eye and

the ear, on the one hand by the aid of

the x-rays and fluoroscope, and on the

other by the aid of the phonendoscope.

Skiascopy, therefore, the science of

the x-rays and the fluoroscope, and pho-

nendoscopy, the science of auscultation

with the aid of the phonendoscope, are

two new and far-reaching methods of

studying the condition of the internal

organs of the body both in health and

disease; but these methods are still in

their infancy.

Neither the vibrations of the cathode

rays nor the sound-waves produced in

the various organs of the body are ap-

preciable to the eye or the ear, unless

the eye be aided by the fluoroscope, and

the ear by the phonendoscope.

While, on the one hand, the invisible

vibrations of the x-rays penetrate the

different viscera of the body with a fa-

cility which varies with the shape, den-

sity and mutual relations of the latter,

and are then made visible in the fluo-

roscope, or are fixed upon a photo-

graphic plate, so on the other hand, the

friction of the finger-tip across the sur-

face of the body gives rise to vibrations

which are inaudible to the most acute

ear, but which are taken up and intensi-

fied by the phonendoscope, and so rend-

ered distinctly audible. In this way the

phonendoscope outline of any desired

organ may be traced upon the surface of

the body.

Skiascopy and phonendoscopy are

therefore two new clinical procedures

which give like results by different meth-

ods, the one rendering vibrations sensi-

ble to the eye, the other to th« ear.

Both methods may be made to give per-

manent results, the former by means of

the x-ray photographs, the latter by

means of the phonendoscopic chart.

The similarity of these results has led

me to look for some constant relation

between the two procedures in the hope

of coming to some useful and definite

conclusions. My efforts were rewarded

with the most satisfactory results, and I

can say without hesitation that both

methods of procedure are governed by

the same fundamental laws, and although

each has its own peculiarities and varia-

tions the results of both are the same.

It was this consideration of the simi-

larity of two methods of investiga-

tion so apparently dilferent, one of which

was discovered in Germany, the other in

Italy, which has afforded me the oppor-

tunity of addressing this assembly today.

I therefore bc<j to express my thanks to

you for the honor of being present

among you, and of being permitted to

learn of progress, of new discoveries, of

the fruits of investigation and experi-

ment from the lips of the most promi-

nent physicians of the German Empire.

You are well acquainted with the ap-

paratus necessary for skiascopy; permit

me to describe the instruments used in

phonendoscopy. They are very few,

consisting in fact of but one instrument,

the phonendoscope. The tip of the fin-

ger is used to stroke the skin for the pro-

duction of the necessary vibrations, and

an ordinary lead pencil suffices to draw

the outlines of the organs upon the skin.

The phonendoscope was invented at

my suggestion about four years ago. and

is the work of my colleague, Professor

Bazzi. Since that time many imitations
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and modifications of the instrument have

been made; these are, however, mere

variations in the shape oi the instrument

and not in the principle of its construc-

tion.

The panendoscope consists of the

following parts: a large mass of metal

1 1 . 1 \ i n u a small air-chamber on one side,

which is closed by two vibrating discs;

a localizer; rubber tubes and ear-tips;

—

and no instrument previously invented

combined all these peculiarities.

With the aid of this instrument we

can examine a large or a small portion

of the body-surface with little difference

in its sensitiveness. In fact it is just

this power, afforded us by the use of the

localizer, of examining one very minute

portion of the body at a time, which has

enabled me to develop a method of in-

vestigation which was never dreamed of

before.

On account of the extreme sensitive-

ness of the instrument I have ceased us-

ing the forcible vibrations produced by

the voice or by percussion, and have

learned to utilize instead the very deli-

cate vibrations produced by a gentle

stroke of the finger across the skin.

The instrument is manufactured in

Germany in the city of Cassel by the

firm of Martin Wallach. This house not

only manufactures a perfect instrument

but spares no pains to distribute the

same to all parts of the world.

We now come to the subject proper

of our paper.

1. Neither skiascopy nor phonendo-

scopy cause the patient any pain.

2. Neither the passage of the cathode

ray through the body nor the scraping

of the finger by which the vibrations for

the phonendoscope are produced cause

the patient any pain, although the form-

er occasionally gives rise to a burning

or crawling sensation, in the skin the

latter to an occasional tickling sensa-

tion.

3. Neither the fiuoroscope, the sensi-

tive photographic plate for the x-ray

picture, nor the localizer of the phonen-

doscope give rise to any other sensation

to the patient than that of mere touch.

The eye of the observer is apt to become
tired after a prolonged examination with

the fiuoroscope, as is also the ear of the

physician using the phonendoscope; but

in the latter case the exhaustion is by no

means as marked as in the former.

4. In order to make the x-ray shadow
in the fiuoroscope clear and distinct the

instrument must be applied to the body

at the point at which the organ to be ex-

amined is most superficial. In like

manner the phonendoscope must be ap-

plied to the surface directly over the de-

sired organ, so as to bring it as far as

possible into continuous contact with

tin- organ itself.

5. As the intensity of the x-rays must

be adjusted according to the distance of

the organ from the surface of the body,

so it is also important to regulate both

the pressure exerted upon the localizer

of the phonendoscope and the force of

the strokes by which the necessary vi-

brations are produced, according to the

position of the organ to be examined.

Very powerful x-rays will pass through

the superficial and less dense structures

of the body without producing a shadow;

in using the phonendoscope, if too much
force be used in stroking the skin the

pressure of the finger will increase the

tension of the superficial structures and

the vibrations will be transmitted to the

deeper organs; and if too much pressure

be made upon the phonendoscope, the

superficial vibrations will be suppressed

and only those coming from the deeper

organs will be transmitted through the

instrument.

6. In using the x-rays it is best to

place the bulb opposite the viscus to be

examined and the fiuoroscope directly

over it, or if the viscus be a large one

the fiuoroscope must be placed upon

several different parts of its surface. In
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using the phonendoscope, it should

likewise be placed directly over the or-

gan at one or more points according to

the size of the organ, and the finger pro-

ducing the vibration should move in a

circular manner about the point of con-

tact of the phonendoscope with ^the

body.

7. With both the x-rays and the pho-

nendoscope we may obtain either a tem-

porary result or a permanent record.

8. In the case of the x-rays we may
be satisfied with a simple examination

of the viscera with the fluoroscope; in the

case of the phonendoscope with merely

outlining the organs upon the skin,

9. A permanent record can be ob-

tained with either procedure by means

of a photographic plate or a camera: but

a phonendoscopic chart can be rapidly

made if the outlines be drawn upon the

skin with copying ink and a copy be

made directly upon a sheet of paper.

10. In order to obtain clear and trust-

worthy results with either the x-rays or

the phonendoscope, a thorough knowl-

edge of the processes involved, an im-

partial judgment and technical skill are

presupposed requirements.

11. The outline obtained by either of

these two procedures is not an exact

representation of the outline of the viscus

itself ; it represents, rather, in one case

the shadow of the viscus upon the fluoro-

scope, in the other the projection of the

viscus upon the surface of the body.

The farther a viscus is removed from

the surface of the body the more will its

representation be modified in various

ways. The position of the fluoroscope

influences the shape of the shadow. It

the fluoroscope is in contact with one

part of the body surface, for instance, the

anterior surface, the sides of the body

and parts of organs situated within the

sides will be separated from the fluoro-

scope by some distance, owing to the

oval contour of the body; hence arises a

certain amount of distortion of the out-

line, or a partial or general increase of

its size. In the case of the phonendo-

scope also, the fact that it can be

brought to bear upon the superficial sur-

face of the organ only, and not even in

actual contact with that, and the fact

that the body surface is rounded cause

the outline to assume a shape which is

not the actual shape of the organ itself.

12. The solid viscera throw a dark

shadow upon the fluoroscope, whose in-

tensity depends upon the density and

thickness of the viscus. With the pho-

nendoscope it is found that these same

viscera give powerful vibrations whose in-

tensity is directly proportionate to the

thickness and density of the viscera.

13. The shadow thrown upon the flu-

oroscope by a solid viscus situated in the

posterior part of the body is darker in

the center of the shadow and lighter

around its margin. With the phonen-

doscope it is found that this same viscus

gives rise to vibrations which are more
powerful at the center, where the viscus

touches the body wall, while towards its

borders, where the viscus is separated

from the body wall, the vibrations be-

come less and less intense.

14. Viscera, consisting of one or more

cavities containing gas give a brighter

projection upon the fluoroscope if the

tension of the gas is great; and the

greater the pressure of gas in the viscera,

the higher will be the pitch of the vibra-

tions in the phonendoscope.

15. In a hollow viscus containing

both gas and fluid, the part containing

gas will throw a light shadow upon the

fluoroscope, the part containing fluid, a

dark shadow. In using the phonendo-

scope the part containing gas can be dis-

tinguished from that containing fluid by

the fact that the pitch of the vibrations

over the gas is higher than over the

fluid.

16. Osseous structures throw a very

dark shadow upon the fluoroscope, and

their vibrations in the phonendoscope
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art- high pitched. The shadows which

any part of the body containing bone

throws upon the Huoroscope consists of

the shadow of the bone plus the shadow

of any organs lying behind the bone; the

tone of the vibrations heard in the pho-

nendoscope over a long part is a result

of the blending of the vibrations pecu-

liar to the bone with the vibrations from

the underlying structures. The shadow

thrown upon the fluoroscope by an or-

gan enclosed in a bony cavity is almost

entirely obscured by the darker shadow

of the bone; in like manner the.phonen-

doscope is unable to detect the vibra-

tions due to such organs on account of

the predominance of the more powerful

bonv vibrations.

17. The movements of the various

viscera, whether physiologically or arti-

ficially produced, can be distinctly seen

in the fluoroscope by the motion of their

shadows, provided, of course, that the

\ r;i\ bulb and the fluoroscope remain

stationary. In the case of the phonen-

doscope, if the point of origin of the vi-

brations and the situation of the instru-

ment are fixed, any change in the posi-

tion of the underlying viscera can be de-

termined by a change in their outlines

as traced upon the skin. But such

movements can be seen in the fluoro-

scope in a limited number of organs

only, such as the bones, the diaphragm,

the heart and the lungs, whereas the

phonendoscope can be used on any part

of the body and upon any viscus or part

of a viscus, and upon accumulations of

fluid in the different cavities of the body.

18. If a viscus of a certain thickness

and density lie directly behind another

of the same density, their shadows will

be superimposed upon the fluoroscope

and the result will be a single dark

shadow;—on the other hand, with the

phonendoscope we are able to differ-

entiate such viscera and to outline them
separately upon the surface of the body
with as much facility as if they were

transparent. This is accomplished by

examining the superficial viscus first

and then the deeper one. It is import-

ant in this case to apply the phonendo

scope at a place where the superficial

viscus comes into direct contact with tin-

body wall.

kj. A solid viscus or a viscus filled

with fluid, situated behind a hollow vis

cus, will throw a lighter shadow upon

the fluoroscope in proportion to the

thickness of the hollow viscus. In us-

ing the phonendoscope the vibration of

the solid viscus will likewise be found

weaker, the greater the thickness of the

intervening layer of air.

20 If the wall of a hollow viscus be

thickened at any point the shadow of the

viscus will be less intense at the thick-

ened point, for at this point the layer of

air will be less deep or even absent alto-

gether. In the phonendoscope the vi-

brations over the thickened area will be

much more powerful than over the rest

of the organ.

21. Finally, by using two Roentgen

bulbs and two fluoroscopes, correspond-

ing organs of two individuals can be ex-

amined and compared at the same time.

In like manner, two observers using two

phonendoscopes, can examine simulta-

neously and compare the vibrations of

corresponding parts of two subjects.

From the foregoing it will be seen that

these two procedures are not only

closely related, but are even somewhat
similar; yet the use of the phonendo-

scope has certain practical advantages

which are of special importance to the

practicing physician and which are not to

be found in the present method of using

the x-rays. These advantages are to be

found partly in the nature of the appa-

ratus and partly in the clinical appli-

cation of the instrument.

The instruments required for phonen-

doscopy are very few. The compact

little instrument itself, a lead-pencil,

some copying-ink and tracing paper to
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make copies of the phonendoscopic

chart. The tip of the finger produces

the necessary vibrations. The appa-

ratus is portable, and can be used at any

time and place.

Clinically, we have already obtained

results with the phonendoscope which

could not be obtained with the x-rays.

Not only are we able to trace with the

phonendoscope the outlines of all the

viscera, whether they are situated near

the surface or deep in the interior of the

body, whether they are solid or hollow

or filled with gas or fluid, or even if they

are suspended in the interior of a fluid

cavity, but it also enables us to locate

the subdivisions and ligaments of vis-

cera, to determine all kinds of move-

ments of the organs of the body or alter-

ations of their positions as caused by

their functional activity or through the

action of gravitation.

Even an incomplete summary of the

peculiarities of the phonendoscope, such

as can be given at this time must impress

both the practicing physician and the

scientist with the fact that the instru-

ment affords us a rapid, easy and harm-

less clinical procedure, by means of

which a projection of all the viscera may
be traced upon the surface of the body;

and that the instrument will become

popular and indeed indispensable to

those who have studied its use carefully.

The application of the x-rays consti-

tutes a most perfect method of controll-

ing the results of the phonendoscope,

and there is no doubt that the x-ray ap-

paratus will be improved in the near fu-

ture so as to render their application

much easier and the results more com-
plete.

We trust that Germany, the home of

the x-rays will soon realize this hope,

for no problem however complicated can

long remain a riddle to German scient-

ists who are ever mindful of the proverb

of the Tuscan Academia del Cimento,

"Provando e riprovando."

Illustration and translation furnished

for publication in the American X-Ray
Journal by George P. Pilling & Son,

Philadelphia, American representatives

of the genuine phonendoscope.

RADIOGRAPHY.— Kelsch found in ex-

amination of 124 young persons, none

with clinical symptoms of pulmonary

lesions, that fifty-one were affected with

slight abnormalities, decreased transpa-

rency of bronchial adenopathy. He
suggests fluoroscopy as a valuable aid in

determining the pathologic future of the

young. Its importance is evident in

eliminating young men with a predispo-

sition to tuberculosis in examining for

military service Vaillant

places a sheet of lead between the sensi-

tive plate and its support in radiography

of the pelvis, which reduces the time of

exposure one-half and renders the nega-

tive much more distinct.

—

Bull, de

rAcad, des Med., Dec. 21.

Theory ok X-rays. Adam. Elec.

Rev., March 9.—An article advancing a

theory in reference to the origin and

character of x-rays. Accepting Perrin's

theory of cathode rays, namely, that

some of the molecules of the residual

gases are torn into ions, the negative

ones flying out with great velocity, the

present writer extends the theory to ex-

plain x-ray phenomena; supposing the

residual gas to be carbonic acid the car-

bon seek the cathode and the oxygen

acquires an enormous velocity, the ions

being electrified.— The Electrical World.
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A BANK OF LAMPS.

BY JOHN T. 1'ITKIN, M. D. , BUFFALO, N. Y.

Of all the manifold apparatus placed

at the disposal of the progressive elec-

tro-therapeutist, by th« masters of the

greatest branch of modern science, Elec-

trology, not any can compare in point of

general usefulness to a properly con-

structed and correctly manipulated bank

of lamps.

Through its skillful employment in

ing statements which may seem extrava-

gant and the ground taken in this pre-

amble therefore untenable, let us stop

for a moment and consider the manner

in which the apparatus should be con-

structed and its modus operandi in or-

der that we may manipulate it intelli

gently, knowing why and how it yields

this great diversity of electrical currents,

for inasmuch as we fail to fathom the

intricacies of electrical mechanisms and

understand the principles upon which

they are constructed, just to that extent

RECEPTION ROOM OF BUFFALO ELECTRICAL SANITARIUM.

connection with the street electrical ser-

vice and with few accessory instruments

all desirable varieties or degrees of elec-

tricity both quantitively and qualitatively

speaking are obtainable.

In the hands of the electro-medical

expert it serves the threa-fold purpose
of rheostat, converter and galvanometer.

Metaphorically speaking it is his "Vade
Mecum", an Aladdine lamp, even the

goose which lays for him the golden
eggs

But before substantiating the forego-

we become integral parts of machines,

only supplementary to those which the

makers see fit to furnish. We raise or

lower a plunger, turn a switch or start a

rheotome, like the nickel dropped into

the slot, we start the apparatus and the

machinery does all the rest, the patient

is delivered an electrical treatment, so-

called, instead of a stick of gum, a prize-

fight exhibit or a reproduction of the la-

test opera; I ask you sincerely, which of

them all in your opinion will prove the

most beneficial to the sufferer?
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Assuming that the reader is familiar

witli the general principles or laws gov-

erning the application of electricity to the

industries and arts of the present decade,

also the manner of wiring buildings for

electrical distribution so that he is thus

able to trace in his mind's eye, to a given

lamp fixture the wires which supply it,

should he continue the two wire s through

a screw-plug placed in the socket usu-

ally occupied by a sixteen to thirty-two

ble slab in a serpentine manner and a

few accessory devices such as binding-

posts, a make and break, a pole changer
and a resistance coil are added to com-
plete this most useful of electrical ap

paratii.

Descriptively the electrician would
tersely explain that in the properly con-

structed bank of lamps, the lamps would

be wired in multiple relation with each

other, but that the whole group of lamps

The electric current which supplies the building, passes from the electrolier, through a bank

of lamps on a table in the center of the room, to the various electrical devices.

candle-power lamp, if one of these wires

is bent into a loop so that it returns upon

itself, that he cuts the distal end and that

between the otherwise separated sides

of this loop, lamps in their sockets are

introduced, by this arrangement he has

obtained all the essential features of a

lineal bank of lamps.

In order to economize space and facil-

itate handling, the lamps and conduct-

ing wires are attached to a board or mar-

would be in simple series with the wall-

bracket on the one hand and the elec-

trodes and patient on the other.

To the binding posts of ingress to a

bank of lamps the wires from a dynamo,

wall-bracket or electrolie, (the source

of electrical supply) ma}" be attached,

while from the posts of egress the prop-

erly modified and measured current is

conducted to the patient by means of

rheophores and electrodes either before
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or after still further modification by sec-

ondary instruments.

The electro-motor force or voltage of

the current taken from a bank of lamps,

if not otherwise altered beyond the

board, always remains the same, irre-

spective of the number of lamps turned

on. it will therefore correspond in pres-

sure or potential to the electro-motor

force of the dynamo which supplies the

building with electricity. The amper-

age, current strength or volume on the

other hand will raise or fall as each addi-

Cautery handles employed on the 110

volt current must be well constructed

and the make and break of the circuit

must take place at the bank of lamps,

if attempted at the handle by the usual

device, internal arcing will occur and

the great amount of heat generated soon

burn the vulcanite covering and sever

the connections so as to unfit them for

further usefulness.

For cautery electrodes a small piece

of iron wire No. 22, such as book-bind-

ers and printers use to secure the leaves

ir«>TRuni>'TS I" C»iE AS SEE
THROUGH FlvoletcoPE

The author experimenting with the bank of lamps properly attached to a large Rhumkorft

Coil, soon after the discovery of the X-ray. The Crookes' tube employed is of the first

pattern and contains no reflector. It was imported from Germany by his friend, Mr.

Edgar B. Stevens, Physicist and Chemist.

tional lamp is placed in or out of the cir-

cuit, hence it follows, if each lamp's re-

sistance is known once for all, in accord-

ance with ohms law, "The electro motor

force in volts divided by the resistance in

ohms will give the current strength or am-

perage, approximately speaking, each

sixteen candle-power lamp modifies the

current so as to deliver half an ampere,

therefore twenty such lamps or ten of

thirty-two candle-power each, would

give ten amperes, i e. sufficient current

to heat a platinum, German silver, iron

or steel wire No. 22 to incandescence.

of calendars and booklets, variously

bent to meet the exigencies of the case

requiring treatment, will answer every

purpose and the medical electrician will

find it much less trying from a pecuniary

standpoint than the purchase of plati-

num electrodes.

For superior x-ray effects from five to

ten amperes from the alternating or sin-

usoidal dynamo, nicely adjusted by a

bank of lamps, to the winding of the pri-

mary of a large Rhumkorff coil, without

a rheotome, but placed in series with a

Tesla oscillator and an adjustable vac-
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uum, double reflecting Crooke's tube is

earnestly recommended to the expert

Roentgenian. (See Illustrations.)

The same strength of current from a

direct dynamo is best suited to the

charging of storage batteries, like poles

of the board and battery being attached

to each other, positive to positive, etc.

The storage battery may be used while

thus connected to the dynamo or after

it has obtained its charge it can be dis-

pneumogastrics in the neck will relieve

asthma, irregular or purturbed heart's

action and atonic dyspepsia, the same

strength of current is of great benefit in

columnar and functional diseases of the

spinal cord also for local medication of

any portion of the body by the process

of cataphoresis, in fact the manifold pur-

poses for which a mild galvanic current

is utilized in modern ulectro-thera-

peutics.

Two of the Tesla-Knott Apparatus are attached beyond a bank of lamps on ths

sinusoidal arc-light circuit.

connected and employed in the usual

manner, (bee Cut No. 4 )

From two to five amperes can be util-

ized to cause electrolysis of benign or

malignant growths, keloid tissue and

fibro-plastic exudates.

One-half to one ampere will often cure

chronic rheumatism, gout and many

other old disabilities of the extremities,

strictures of the male urethra and atonic

chronic inflammatory uterine diseases.

One-half an ampere applied to the

The galvanic current must, however,

always be associated with voltage or

pressure sufficient to drive it through the

resisting epidermis but not so great as

to cause burning or irritation of the ex-

posed parts.

In order to vary the voltage but at the

same time maintain a constant amperage

it has been my custom to shunt into the

current of egress from the bank of lamps

and in multiple therewith a home-made

coil of No. 28 copper wire, the tota
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weight of which is one pound. By tap-

ping this coil at uniform intervals it de-

livers a current varying in potential from

three to fifty volts, the pressure increas-

ing m direct ratio to the length of wire

introduced into the shunt.

The faradic induction coil may be at-

tached beyond the board of lamps, one

or two of which are turned on and with

a varying amount of the resistance coil

placed in the circuit, it will furnish the

operator many degrees or qualities of in-

duction from which to choose, in order to

combat various pathological conditions.

Much more could be written, "apropos"

upon the importance and utility of A
Bank of Lamps, but for the present it

A new Combination Faradic, Galvanic and
Cautery Storage Battery, employed to re-
move Tumors. Unsightly Growths. Marks
and Blemishes, and for the Cure of Rheu-
matism. Paralysis and Nervous Affections.
When exhausted it may be re-charged
with electricity beyond a bank of lamps.

must suffice to add, that through its

proper understanding we are enabled to

harness the strong currents of the indus-

trial dynamo and render them subserv-

ient to all the requirements of the mod-
ern electro-therapeutist. It becomes for

him the portal through which he may
pass from comparative obscurity with an

entailment of filthy, unreliable chemical
batteries into the ever expanding field of

usefulness made possible by the acqui-

sition of absolute quantities and ample
current strength, the most prominent
combatant of chronic invalidism.

RESEARCHES BY MEANS OF X-RAYS
ON THE ADULTERATION OF FLOUR.

BY A. BLEUNAK1).

Dr. LaBesse and myself having had

occasion to analyze flour containing

as much as 40 per cent of foreign

mineral matter, have tried to discover

this adulteration by means of the x-rays,

a research which has been made before,

but which we wished to perfect and make
as sensitive as possible. The nature of

the mineral substances present in the

flour, consisting of sand reduced to a

powder, and insoluble lime salts, prin-

cipally chalk, we decided a priori to look

upon our experiment as one that could

be easily performed successfully. The
experiment was a complete success when
the conditions exist as indicated below.

It is claimed to be difficult to compare

the shades when they have great varia-

tion, and this is why, in the improve-

ment made by Faucault on the Bouguer
photometer, this scientist has oblitera-

ted all black or luminous lines, due

to the separating screen between the

two luminous sources to be compared.

We thought of operating in the same
manner and to superimpose, on the pho-

tographic plate or the fluorescent screen,

without discontinuity, the two images

of the Hour to be compared, pure flour

on one side and adulterated Hour on the

other. To this simple arrangement we
owe all the sensitiveness of our method.

We placed on an ordinary photo-

graphic plate of gelatine-bromure, a

small pasteboard box, of rectangular

shape, from which the top and bottom

are removed, retaining consequently

only the lateral walls, of about one cen-

timetre in height. We divided the box

into two equal parts, by means of a small

rectangle of convenient dimensions, cut

from a visiting card. This done, We
then filled one of the compartments with

the pure Hour, the other with the
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adulterated flour; we removed with

precaution the separating partition,

and we lightly tapped the box with the

finger so as to fill up the small empty

space which fills with flour, without sen-

sible mixture. The whole is covered

with a sheet of tin foil, with a quite nar-

row rectangular slit cut in it, and placed

perpendicular to the section of separation

between the two flours. It only remains

to expose it to the action of the x-rays

and to disclose the image.

The duration of exposure must not be

too long, and naturally depends on the

apparatus one employs. Two minutes

was sufficient for that which we experi-

mented with. Too long an exposure

Pure flour ( I13 whitest portion).

3 per cent of mineral matter,

5 por cent of mineral matter.

10 per cent of mineral matter.

'= § 15 per cent of mineral matter.

20 per cent of mineral matter.

\ -J
: t

'
.

blackest portion)

SCALE OF TINTS SHOWING THE ADULTERATION

OF FLOUR.

has the disadvantage of producing too

dark tints, the comparison of which is

impossible: too short an exposure pro-

duces, on the contrary, too faint tints.

This method has permitted us to dis-

close with certainty the presence of three

per cent of foreign mineral matter in

flour, this matter being composed of

equal weights of very fine sand and

chalk. The adulteration can be detect-

ed much easier when the proportion of

mineral matter is greater.

„ Besides, it is possible, once the fraud

is known, to tell with considerable exact-

ness the quantity of mineral matter in-

troduced. It suffices to compare the

tint obtained with an increasing scale of

tints, obtained by introducing into pure

flour known quantities of foreign mineral

matter. We further wish to remark

that the tints vary with the nature of the

mineral matter employed in the adulter-

ation, and that this method of quantita-

tive analysis can only be approximate,

The accompanying engrav ing is an exact

reproduction of a scale of increasing

tints, obtained by placing in succession,

in the same kind of a box and usin<j the

above precautions, successive samples

of pure flour and of flour progressively

mixed with mineral matter, such as sand

and chalk.

—

La Nature.

Photograi'Him; THOUGHT.— It is said

that Thomas Edison, Jr , can photo-

graph thought. Certainly. Nothing is

easier. The' world moves.

In New York a short time ago in a par-

lor of a hotel, a stranger told the com-

pany if some of them would think of

anything and no one but the individual

know what it was, he would tell what it

was and he did not fail once. A plane

was charged with the thought and his

intuitive sense knew what it was.

Last Fall in Western Pennsylvania,

a plane was shown that had been charged

nearly twenty years with the appearance

of a man imprinted on a plate, and all

knew the picture. If a plane charged

with a thought reaches a sensitive plate,

that thought will be imprinted on the

plate.

Probably by the use of these plants

the artist will in the near future be able

to take pictures of the inhabitants of the

planets and sun. Already have people

through these planes and the intuitive

sense (clairvoyant) discovered that they

are inhabited, and described some of the

people. There is no end to progression

in this life or the next. The only simi-

larity of this to the x-ray is they both

use these planes, only different ones.

—

Philosophical Journal.
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THE APPLICATION OF ROKNTOKN
KAYS TO MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS.

Abstract of paper read before the Section on Practice of

Medietas at the Forty-eighth Annual Meeting of

the American Medical Association, held

at Philadelphia, Ha., June 1-4, 1897

BY CHARLES LESTER LEONARD, A. M , M . D.

l'tppjr Laboratory of Clinical Medicine, University of

Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, Pa.

The application of the Roentgen rays

to medical science has already given to

surgery a method of diagnosis the pre-

cision of which makes it of the greatest

value; this value lies in the absolute pic-

tures which we are able to secure by its

means, and loses its pre-eminence as

scon as we are compelled to substitute

for the absolute picture in black and

white, mental pictures which always in-

volve the personal equation of the ob-

server.

It is worse than useless to suppose

that any new method of forming mental

pictures, no matter how startling or radi-

cal, can equal in accuracy or approach

in value those which the science of med-
ical diagnosis has already taught us to

form with well-nigh infallible precision.

It would be supererogation on the part

ot any one to think that the mental pic-

tures which he might form by the use of

the Roentgen rays could replace or add
to the pictures which modern physical

diagnosis is capable of presenting.

The property which gives this new
method of diagnosis its greatest value

and helps it to add to the sum of our

knowledge, is its power to form real im-

ages, to make tangible shadows where
only mental pictures were before possi-

ble. These tangible shadows eliminate

the personal equation of the observer

from the resulting diagnosis, and thus

remove a source of error common to all

methods that depend on the senses of

the individual for the accuracy of their

results. To this advantage is added the

fact that they produce permanent data

which different individuals may study in

various stages of the same case or com-
pare with other cases.

The true value of the Roentgen rays

and the advance made in their adapta-

tion to medical diagnosis must be judged

by the advance in our ability to replace

or confirm by skiagraphs the mental im-

ages obtained by other methods. In

cases where the lesion is extensive,

where the symptoms and physical signs

are pronounced, the skiagraph may only

confirm the diagnosis, adding perhaps a

few facts as to the exact shape of an

aneurism or the extent of the diseased

area. It is, however, in the early stages

of disease during its inception, that it

aids, chiefly by establishing a diagnosis

which our most careful means of physi-

cal examination fail to make certain.

This it does by differentiating between

different areas of dullness, which by other

methods present identical physical signs.

The application of this method to

medical diagnosis is far more difficult

than its application to surgery, for here

we must deal with the relative opacities

or structures which vary from one an-

other by only slight degrees. To make
this possible, the varying qualities of the

x-ray must be under the control of the

operator, so that he may employ more

or less penetration as he may desire, and

use at will the x 1
, x'

! or x :i rays. The
results already attained in medical diag-

nosis are perhaps not as practical as

those in surgery, but the possibilities

which they open up are so great that

this first insight gives promise of a fu-

ture development of even greater value

than in surgery.

After presenting skiagraphs which

showed the entire trunk and upper ex-

tremities of a normal 5-year-old boy and

the thorax of an adult male, the author

draws a comparison between them and a

series of skiagraphs of aortic aneurism.

The series of intra thoracic aneurisms

illustrates the accuracy with which we
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may depict their extent and form, even

in portions that are too deeply situated

to permit of their difinite determination

by percussion, or in aneurisms so small

that their existence would be difficult to

determine by other means of diagnosis.

It is in the cases where our diagnosis is

most wanting that the skiagraph gives

the greatest aid, and differentiates be-

tween small aneursims of the aorta and

mediastinal tumors. In a case where

the symptoms and physical signs were

not sufficiently distinct to warrant a diag-

nosis of aneurism and might have been

accounted for by a spasmodic irritation,

an asthmatic attack or some disturbance-

of the circulation, the skiagraph decided

the question anil the area of dullness,

which might have been due to tuberculo-

sis of the mediastinal glands as was the

case in one instance studied, was found

to be due to a deep-seated small aneu-

rism. The relative opacity of tubercular

glands in the mediastinum has been

shown to be less than that of aneurisms.

Although deprecating the prominence

which some would give to fluoroscopic

diagnosis, the author realizes its possi-

bilities and has confirmed by personal

observation the results obtained by oth-

ers. He believes, however, that its

greatest usefulness is in the detection

and study of motion, either normal or

pathologic, in organs whose motion is

beyond the field of ordinary vision. In

the study of aneurisms and their patho-

logical expansile motion as observed by
the fluoroscope. there is, therefore, a

definite addition to our knowledge. The
author showed in addition skiagraphs of

aneurism of the innominate artery,

marked dilatation and hypertrophy of the

heart and the condition within the thorax

resulting from empyema and thoraco-

tomy. By washing out the stomach and

subsequently introducing an emulsion of

bismuth in a case of gastroptosis, he was
enabled to show the area of the stomach
through the bones of the pelvis.

The X-kav in Medicine and Surgery.

MedicalReview ofReviews, Feb. 25, 189&.

—Dr. Samuel Lloyd, of New York, dis-

cussed the question of apparatus. He
said that excellent results were obtained

with the static machine, and that the

physician already using static electric-

ity would find that he required but few

and comparatively inexpensive additions

to enable him to carry on x-ray work.

But there was the same unreliability

about this method of generating the

x-rays that there was about all static ma-

chines, and for this reason many pre-

ferred an induction apparatus. An im-

portant point in the technique was that

the intensity of the x-ray should be

adapted to the special case under exam-

ination.

Dr. Francis H. Williams, of Boston,

gave an interesting discourse on the use

of the x-ray in medicine. He said that

for this kind of work the apparatus must

be of the very best. To those who have

not followed this branch of the subject,

the wide range of usefulness of the x-ray

in medicine comes as a sort of revelation.

Dr. Williams detailed cases in which

months before the physical signs, as usu-

ally obtained, indicated tuberculous in-

volvement of the lungs, he had been able

by means of an x-ray examination to de-

tect evidences of such a disease process.

He showed photographs in proof of his

statement that in pneumonia the affected

areas of the lung could be readily distin-

guished by the fluoroscope. The chief

points noted by fluoroscopic examination

of the thorax are: (!) the presence of

dark areas in tuberculosis, pneumonia,

carcinoma, gangrene of the lung, infarc-

tion, pleurisy, and empyema; (2) the

occurrence of abnormal brightness in

emphysema and pneumothorax; and (3)

restriction of the excursions of the dia-

phragm, and the altered position of the

latter.

Dr. Arthur L. Fisk, of New York, and

William Hailes. of Albany, completed
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the presentation of this subject by a

lantern exhibition of whit had been

actually accomplished by aid of the

x-rays.

Bismuth Capsules.

Buffalo, N. Y. Feb. 21, 1898.

To the Editor:— In your issue of

February ig, you quote from a report of

Boas and Dorn, in the Deutsche Med.

Woeh., regarding the use of capsules of

bismuth for location of lesions in the ali-

mentary tract. As this is an important

matter, in regard to which priority is,

naturally, a matter of interest, will you

kindly put on record the following data:

Feb. 9, 1897, I used gelatin capsules

containing reduced iron for this general

purpose, having had the matter in mind

for some months. This experiment was

a failure, on account of a lack of power

of x ray apparatus, so far as the stomach

was concerned, though the capsules

could be plainly seen in the mouth.

July 13, 1897, this method succeeded

with three or four patients, using both

iron and bismuth in the capsules. These

experiments are more fully reported in

Medicine, February, 1898.

Very truly,

A. L. Benedict, M. D.

The Journal of the American Medical

Association., March 5, 1898.

Foreign Bodies in the Esophagus.—
At a meeting of the Paris Societe Medi-

cale de Hopitaux [La. Med. mod., VIII,

No. 94, p. 752) Dr. Variot reported a

case of a child who when ten months

old swallowed a small metallic plate (2-5

by 1-5 inch in diameter) while playing

with a rattle in his mouth. This foreign

body remained imbedded in the esopha-

gus for a year, when it finally came out

by a violent fit of coughing.

During all that time the child had oc-

casional fits of coughing, slight dyspnea,

and could take nothing but milk; bouillon

and eggs he could not swallow. An-
other case reported by the same author

was that of an infant eight months old,

who swallowed an O'Dwyer tube. It

gave rise to no disorders, but the x-rays

showed that it was imbedded in the duo-

denum. At thesame meeting Dr. Rendu

reported the case of a boy of ten years

who swallowed a coin, which, as the ski-

agrams showed, became arrested at the

middle of the esophagus. The only

symptoms were occasional attacks of

cough and dyspnea.

—

Pediatrics.

Roentgen's discovery is daily applied

to fresh purposes. Radiography has

now become really practical. The use

of the fluorescent screen, which is be-

coming more and more general, supplies

a new method of clinical investigation,

which already renders undoubted ser-

vice and from which yet greater results

can be expected. Anatomy, surgery,

medicine, have abundantly profited re-

cently by the new rays. They also seem

likely to be employed with advantage in

therapeutics.

M. Pean has utilized the Roentgen

rays to determine the position of a coin

swallowed by a child. He drew special

attention to the difficulty of recognizing

the presence of foreign bodies by the

usual methods when children continue

to imbibe liquids and do not complain

of any pain. Their frail limbs and deli-

cate bodies are easily traversed, and the

osseous parts being nearer to the screen

which receives the projection, the result

is that the image is smaller, clearer, and

more close to nature.

—

Journal of Elec-

tro Therapeutics.—March, 1898.

MM. E. Destot and L. Berard, of

Lyons, by combining the use of the

Roentgen rays with that of the stereo-

scope, have succeeded by a logically cal-

culated system of metallic injections in

throwing light upon the points hitherto

obscure in the circulation of various or-

gans.

—

Journal of Electro Therapeutics,

March, 1898.
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Progress Comes Only By Improvement.

In the treatment of pneumonia, in ad-

dition to an antipyretic, we must have an

analgesic. Garofen is both an antipy-

retic and analgesic; and thus reduces

the fever, relieves the pain, and quiets

the restlessness so often seen.

The most thorough and careful clini-

cal tests, both in health and disease, by

some of the most brilliant men in the

medical profession, have established be-

yond all doubt the value of Garofen as

an analgesic and antipyretic. Added to

this is the unprecedented and almost

unexpected unanimity in the verdict of

those who have and are using it. Let-

ters of recommendation and testimoni-

als, unsolicited, have come from all

quarters, and that among them should

not be a single criticism or complaint,

seems almost incredible.

It is absolutely non-poisonous, and in

every way reliable.

"The physicians of Missouri, Illinois,

Arkansas and Texas are to be congratu-

lated that St. Louis offers them in the

St. Louis Physician's Supply Company,

a house where they can get their drugs,

instruments, tablets, fluid extracts, and

surgical sundries. This house tries to

fill all the wants of a physician. The
president of the company, and also man-

ager, is an experienced druggist, and su-

perintends the manufacture of their spec-

ialties for physicians, for which they

have a large sale among them.

"To the country doctor, who furnishes

his own medicines, they are just the

thing, being palatable, reliable and

cheaper than the many proprietary rem-

edies advertised.

"Their 'Quina Lyptus,' advertised on

page x will no doubt have a large

sale during the coming chill and fever

months."

The recent circular on "X-rays and

Electro-Therapeutics" issued by the L.

E. Knott Apparatus Co., is worthy of

careful inspection. Physicians who are

looking for an effective outfit which will

combine the advantages of an x-ray and

electro-therapeutic generator will be in-

terestedin the instrument there de-

scribed.

DlPHTHKKIA AND DIPHTHERITIC SORE
THROAT.—Campho-Phenique, in the

form of a spray is superior to all other

remedies "— Drs. Collingham and Mel-

ton, Aurora, Mo. "I find Campho-Phe-
nique remarkably effective in d phtheria

and diphtheritic sore throat, used as a

spray."— Dr. L. A. Roth, Springs

Forge, Pa. "Campho-Phenique well di-

luted, and used as a spray, has great en-

ergy and effect in diphtheritic sore

throat." F. H. Lutterbeck, Anthony, N.

M. "I have met with such excellent re-

sults with it in the treatment of diphthe-

ria that I would not undertake to treat a

case without it. My formula is: Campho-
Phenique, two parts: water, two parts:

mistura acacia, four parts. Suspend

the Campho-Phenique, in the mixture

and apply with a probang,"— Dr. John

E. Pritchard, No. 1010 Chesapeake St ,

Baltimore, Md.

Polk's Medical and Surgical Register

of the United States and Canada is now
undergoing its fifth revision. Physicians

who have not given their names to the

canvassers are urged to report to head-

quarters at once, giving full information.

Address, R. L. Polk & Co., Detroit,

Mich.

Pain in Onus.— Dr. George H. Pow-

ers, Professor of Ophthalmology and Ot-

ology in the University of California,

San Francisco, in an article in The Medi-

calNews, writes as follows, inreference to

the treatment of pain in otitis: "At my
first visit I found a copious discharge of

bloody serum from the ear with hardly a

trace of pus. He suffered from severe

cephalalgia, but therewas no special ten-

derness in or about the ear, and no swell-
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ing. Thorough cleansing of the meatus

with dry cotton relieved the pain in the

head remarkably, and with a dose of

antikamnia, 10 grains, he slept some

hours.

"

Garofen In Malarial Fever.

From Garofen I obtained full analge-

sic and antipyretic effect claimed for the

agent, In malarial fevers, which are

very prevalent in this district, produces

the happiest effects. It reduced fever

without the excessive sweats that the

coal-tar group do, and it does not de-

press the heart's action as they do. As

a pain reliever I consider it superior to

any of the coal-tar products. 1 well re-

member a child whose fever and pain

could not be relieved until Garofen was

prescribed. F. R. Wheeler, M. D.

Stottsville, Ark.

Some of the prepared foods are adver-

tised in newspapers and circulars on

the cure all and "Save the doctor bill"

plan. We have noticed some of their

advertisements wherein the wonderful

properties of the foods are extolled as

cures for a long list of diseases. The
Imperial Granum Food, however, is ad-

vertised only in the medical press and is

sold only through the recommendation

of the profession. It deserves the sup-

port of physicians on this account there-

fore, as well as for its merits as an ideal

prepared food.— The Wisconsin Medical

Recorder, February, 1898

THE TREATMENT OF DISEASE BY
ELECTRIC CURRENTS.

A handbook of plain instructions for the general practi-

tioner. By S. H. Monell, M. D., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Published by William Beverly Hanson,

3 and 5 West tSth Street. New
York. 10SS pages.

Another extremely valuable work on electro-

therapeutics has been launched by the same au-
thor as the recent publication, "Manual of Static
Electricity in X-Hay and Therapeutic Uses."
which has attracted world-wide reputation thus
early for its clearness of description, and useful-

ness to the general practitioner.

It would be impossible for us to specialize the
headings of the 70 chapters in this volume in the
space allotted for this review, therefore it must
suffice to state that every known modern employ-
ment for faradic, galvanic and static electricity

and their therapeutic indications are detailed in

this volume with conciseness of language and mi-
nute directness of application, so that the gen-
eral practitioner may read and understand.
Probably no book on electro-therapeutics, and

we say it conservatively, has ever equaled this

volume for value to those of the profession who
would use electricity as a therapeutic agent, and
he who does not use it at this age is certainly not
up to the times in his profession.

We therefore heartily recommend this volume
to our readers, believing that they will not be dis-

appointed in adding it to their libraries

—

Medi-
cal Times and Register, Phila., Pa., January,
1898.

Manual of Static Electricity in X-Ray
and Therapeutic Uses, $6 00
Treatment of Disease by Electric

Currents. $7 50

Eureka Springs, Ark.,

As a summer and winter resort cannot be sur-

passed. To this famous all-year-round resort

round-trip tickets are on sale from all principal

cities throughout the country at greatly reduced
rates.

Double daily trains from St. Louis. A neat
little pamphlet giving detailed description of Eu-
reka Springs will be mailed free upon application

to Geo. T. Nicholson, Gen'l Pass. Ag't., Frisco
Line, St. Louis, Mo.

ESTABLISHED, 1866.

C. IT. HANSON,
44 CLAh'K STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Engravers, Die Makers,
BRASS SIGNS, NAME PLATES, RUBBER STAMPS,

Baggage Checks, Etc.
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The Morton-Witnshnrst-Holtz
Influence Machine,

FOR THERAPEUTICAL AND X-RAY PURPOSES.
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St Louis, Mo.. Jan'y 16. 1898.Van Houten & Ten Broeck.
New York.

Gentlemen :—The machine is a model of mechanical skill, and is a source of constant delight and
admiration to those who have seen it. Those who have experienced its potency in disease are loud in
its praise, and as for myself, there is no one agent in the whole realm of scientific medicine ihat
gives me so much satisfaction in its employment, as does Static electricity.

The tube you sent with the machine, has developed into one of high efficiency. Heart pulsations
are plainly seen, and objects such as a watch-key, tin horse-shoe and star, such as found on ' Horse-Shoe ' and ' Star" tobacco, are plainly visible through a y2 inch pine board, at a distance of about 28

!u
6t

u J ; ^ >.
wltnessed this tube in operation January 13th, and he confesses

that he had never seen X-radiance before, such as was shown with my 8-plate machine, and Monell

iH f- ,, A ,,

Say Dr IS one of a commi«ee appointed bv the Faculty of the
Medical College to buy an X-Ray outfit, and he came to my office predisposed in favor of a coil

I think there is now but little doubt that he will favor a Static machine.
I beg to remain very truly yours,

WM. W. GRAVES. M. D.

VAN HOUTEN & TEN BROECK,
Makers of High Grade Electro-Therapeutical Apparatus.

When writing to advertisers mention The American X-Ray Journal.

300 Fourth Avenue,
NEW YORK.
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Consumption of the lungs is the cause

ol nearly two-sevenths of all deaths due

to disease. If consumption could be pre-

vented the average life of the civilized

races would be extended to beyond 48

years. The stamping out of any one

other disease would make but little com-

parative change in the relative life of

the human race, unless we should rate

old age and drunkenness. When cholera

suddenly sweeps over a country, man-

kind stands aghast and the wheels of

society are profoundly disturbed, and

yet the mortality over a large area of

country from an epidemic was never

known to equal the ever prevailing mor-

tality of consumption. So undisturbed

has mankind settled down to the seem-

ingly inevitable that fear of such a dis-

ease scarcely more agitates the mind

than the thought of old age. There is

another aspect to this question that de-

serves the gravest consideration. I refer

to the impoverishment consumption in-

flicts upon a community and a nation.

The average worth of man in the United

States is about Si, 000.00. Since con-

sumptives are carried away as a rule at

the prime of life, the loss is immeasura-

bly greater for this particular disease.

Up to within a few years ago con-

sumption was considered an incurable

disease ; but within recent times cures

are not uncommon. These results have

been brought about by the improve-

ments in our knowledge of the local con-

ditions and in the means of treatment.

But the greatest difficulty is in making

a proper diagnosis in the early stages of

this disease. The writer firmly believes

that the mortality can be reduced to one-

half or less by the means we now em-

ploy if used before cavities have formed

or extensive lung infiltration has oc-

cured.

It is impossible to make a positive

diagnosis of pulmonary phthisis at all

times in its incipiency. In fact consid

erable impairment of the lung may exist

without physical signs to warrant a di-

agnosis. The changes sometimes go on

for a long time with increasing infiltra-

tion of the lung without a noticeable

change in its sonority or modification of

the vascular murmur.
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Laryngeal symptoms often obscure

these signs of early disease. The most

skilled diagnosticians fail in these cases

when they rely upon auscultation and

percussion.

The need of a more satisfactory method

for diagnosing pulmonary tuberculosis

has been seriously felt. The introduc-

tion of the x-rays as a diagnostic agent

has widened our knowledge in this direc-

tion to the point at least that early infil

trations can be detected in the lungs

when no known physical si^ns could.

This has been proven time and again.

Even where cavities have existed and

could not be detected by the usual

methods they were pointed out unerr-

ingly by the Roentgen light. Probably

the most exhaustive stud)' in this line

has been made by Dr. J. Edward Stu-

bert, of Liberty, N. Y. Others have

confirmed his observations. In the doc-

tor's reprint from the Yale Medical

Journal he recapitulates as follows :

The results of investigations made by Dr.

Stubert at the Loomis Sanitarium, by Williams,

of Boston, and others prove that .

i. The fluoroscope is an accurate agent for

corroborating and extending diagnosis made by

the ordinary methods.

2 It is capable of demonstrating foci of tuber-

cular infection earlier than they can be distin-

guished by the ear.

3. It shows either uni- or bilateral enlarge-

ment of the heart and all displacements of that

organ.

4. Emphysema, asthma, pleurisy- hydro-

pneumo-thorax. pyo-pneumo-thorax, hydro-thorax

and pneumonia, are all easily recognized and

their limits demonstrated. In the last-named

disease it has been claimed that a more certain

prognosis may be assured by: the use of the

fluoroscope

5. Thoracic aneurisms are recognizable in .

their early stages.

A summary of the diagnostic signs are as

follows :

1. Slight haziness indicates the beginning of

tuberculous infiltration and may or may not be

accompanied by dullness.

2. Decided shadows indicate consolidation,

the extent of which is in direct relation to the

comparative density of the shadow thrown on the

fluoroscope.

i Circumscribed spots of bright reflex, sur-

rounded by narrow dark shadow rings, or located

in the midst of an area of dense shadow, indicate

cavities.

4. Intense darkness, especially at the lower

part of the lung, indicates old pleuritic thicken-

ings over consolidated lung tissue.

5 Pleural effusions are shown in black shadow,

the upper level of which may be agitated by suc-

cussion.

6. There is no reason to doubt that the effu-

sion of pericarditis would throw a like shadow
which would be distinguishable from the heart

shadow above by its greater blackness.

7 Shadows thrown in the first and third

stages of pneumonia probably resemble those of

tubercular infiltration. The shadow of the sec-

ond stage of pneumonia is identical with that of

tubercular consolidation.

8. In emphysema and asthma the reflex is

abnormally clear and the movement of the dia-

phragm is restricted.

A great deal depends upon the intensity and

steadiness of light and the amount of muscular

and adipose tissue intervening between it and

the fluoroscope. At Loomis Sanitarium an eight-

inch spark coil has been found most satisfactory.

The motor generation gives a steadier light than

a vibrator, and the flickering of the latter is very-

trying to the eyes and confusing as to the relative

intensity of shadows.

Considerable practice is necessary before the

eye can appreciate perfectly the fine differences

of shade and outline.

Examinations in this line are not con-

fined to this country, and I do not know-

that we can make just claim to priority

in the use of this aid to diagnosis. The
French have from an early date used the

x-rays as an assistant in the study of

thoracic disease. The outcome of this

research was a confirmation of the x-rays

as a diagnostic agent for confirming or

disproving incipient phthisis. The Ger-

man physicians are making more uni-

versal use of the x-rays than any other

nationality. It is to be expected that

they would since it was their discovery.

The English use of the x-rays is about

in line with the practice of this country.

Ever since the introduction of the

chemical test of urine for the fairly

accurate diagnosis of kidney dis-

ease, a standing request has been
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made by the medical profession to the

public to have the kidney's excretions

analyzed at repeated intervals through-

out life. This would give an opportunity

to detect a serious disease in its earliest

attack, and at the time it might be

cured. The diseases of the kidneys arc

infinitely less numerous than those of

the lungs when mortality is considered.

The means now offered for detecting

lung involvement at the earliest period,

is accurate and safe, but entails some

considerable expense and study of

technic, but its relative importance out-

weighs all difficulties. No generating

apparatus for the productions of x-rays

should be employed that require notice-

able time for the light to cast shadows

through the body, and the position of

the patient should never be nearer than

six inches from the tube. The light

should be as steady as an incandescent

lamp. The fluoroscopic screen should

be made of the finest fluorescent crystals.

With an outfit of this kind it is possible

for every physician to detect consump-

tion, the greatest enemy of the human
race, before the ravages of disease have

destroyed the hope of repair. As physi-

cians, it is our duty to encourage x-ray

examinations of a wide class of suspects

with the view of lessening the progress

of this disease. Especially should this

encouragement be given to all persons

with a hereditary dyscrasia, those who
are induced to cough from slight changes

in the temperature and humidity of the

weather, and the catarrhal class. It is

well known that caseous phthisis follow-

ing catarrhal pneumonia is often rapidly

fatal, but if prolonged to a period of

chronicity can be cured. The particular

form of chronic caseous consumption is

so gradual in its onset that the early

symptoms evade all hitherto known
methods for diagnosing the disease. The
x rays will early reveal that which it was
formerly impossible to know. When
the pre-tendency to tuberculosis has

come by way of inheritance, every symp-

tom of ill health not accounted for, until

the patient has arrived at 40 years of

age, should be examined with the x-rays.

That so-called fibroid phthisis, al

though the most chronic form of the dis-

ease, is the most amenable to treat-

ment in its earliest attack and the

most rebellious when arrived at an ad-

vanced stage.

There is no region of the earth equal

to the United States for adaptability of

climate, and no nation of the earth

equally prepared to lend assistance to

this class of unfortunates. The efforts

shown already by the medical profession

to take advantage of the x-rays for pur-

poses of early diagnosis of phthisis pul

monalis, is a guarantee of less suffering

with this particular disease and an as-

surance that there is a lease to be giveu

to the average longevity of man.

A new machine has just been made for

generating x-rays which weighs only 25

pounds and is about the size of a Web-
ster's unabridged dictionary. This ap-

paratus, according to the Electrical

World, will send enough rays through

the body to illuminate the fluoroscope.

The machine was gotten up for the Cu-

ban war and is the invention of Prof. R.

A. Fessenden, of the Western Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania.

The importance of the x-rays as an as-

sistant in military surgery is recognized

by the Surgeon General who has ordered

the several divisions of the army to be

equipped with the machines. We are a

little behind in this matter, for every first-

class nation have long since provided

themselves with this machine as one of

the necessary adjuncts of the army.

The small apparatus above mentioned

is worked with a dynamo which may be

driven by a gasoline motor or a gas tur-

bine.

X-ray machines of low generating ca-

pacity are of little use, very disappoint-
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ing if not actually harmful. The infe-

rior light causes the ope rator to approach

the tube for greater radiance. It is here

where the electricity is passing and hu-

man tissue brought into the electrical

field and exposed for any considerable-

time will likely suffer alteration. This

effect is what has been called x-ray burns,

although the x-rays played no part in

the pathological change. A poor x-ray

apparatus is not to be relied upon. The

distortion of shadows are observed which

may pervert the true diagnosis. Fail-

ures of this kind have a tendency to

bring discredit upon the most useful dis-

covery of the century. Articles in jour-

nals have recently appeared in which the

experiments related clearly indicate the

inefficiency of the apparatus used. For

army service there should be nothing

used short of the best. Radiance inca-

pable of revealing a good view of the hip

joint at twelve- inches is an unsafe and

unreliable light tor other regions of the

body.

Mr. Lynde Bradley, of Milwaukee,

according to the Pittsburg Dispatch, has

been employed by the Government to as-

sist in equipping the army with x-ray

machines. Mr. Bradley has invented a

carriage for the safe conveyance of the

machine in the field and a separate con-

veyance on wheels for the engine, boiler

and dynamo. For field use the spark

will be about 12 inches and for hospital

and for the navy from 12 to 20 inches.

These machines cost about $700 each,

but great saving of life and deformity will

amply repay the Government. The
Spanish authorities have ordered x-ray

machines from a manufacturer of this

country. It is argued that it would be

patriotic to fill the order, since the

use of the machine for our captured

wounded would be in their hands a com-

mensurate blessing.

In the February issue of The. Ameri-

can X-Ray Journal we reproduced two

radiographs one each of an adult man and

woman both of whom were fully dressed

at the time the picture was taken.

In one, the clothing was very indistinct

and mostly invisible, while in the other

the clothing showed remarkably clear.

The particular reason for this phenome-

non elicited inquiry from many sources.

We therefore offend the following:

Tin American X-Ray Publishing Co.

offers a premium of $10 for the most

instructive article explaining the reasons

for the difference in appearance of the

two radiographs.

The award was promised in May on

the day of going to press with this issue.

The committee after carefully review-

ing the manuscripts of the several con-

testants have given the premium to

Walter W. Johnson, M.D., of Pittsford,

Monroe Co , N. Y.

Radiostereoscoi'v . — Hedley. Lond.

Elcc. Eng., March 11. The Elect. World.

—A brief abstract from the London Lan-

cet, in which he gives a formula for the

lateral displacement which should be

given to an x-ray tube when taking two

negatives for use with the stereoscope,

when the distance of the object and its

thickness are known. The formula is

that the relative displacement of the tube

and object is equal to the distance of the-

tube from the object plus the thickness

of the object, then multiplied by the

former distance anel divided by fifty

times the thickness of the object. When
the elisplacement is equal to the elistance

apart of the eyes, say 6.6 cm., the vir-

tual image appears at the distance that

the object has been photographed from,

and is the proper size. Therefore, when
practicable, the displacement should be

6.6 cm.; when this is known, as also the

thickness of the object, the same form-

ula can be used to calculate the distance

of the object from the tube. He has

verified the accuracy of the method ex-

perimentally.
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TWO RADIOORAPHS.

The radiograph, No. i, in the Febru-

ary number of Ths American X-Rtty

Journal was made entire, I believe, on a

celluloid film.

The tube was placed four and one-half

feet above tlx- subject and the exposure.

I have seen stated, as one half hour and

in one journal as one hour.

The composite radiograph No. 2. on

the opposite page, is much superior in

sharpness and definition.

In analyzing the difference between

the two radiographs it is necessary to

have some understanding of the photo-

graphic film and the action of light and

certain chemicals on the same.

The him is composed of an emulsion

of gelatine and chemicals of which the

bromide and iodide of silver make it

sensitive to light.

Light in some manner affects the silver

salts so that various chemical solutions

called ''developers", oxidize or bleachen

the film in proportion to the amount of

light striking any portion, from the faint-

est gray to a jet black.

If a fresh, unexposed plate be placed

in a developer, not too strong, no change

will take place; but if any portion of the

plate be exposed, even the shortest time

to active light and then placed in the

developer, the exposed portion will

quickly begin to darken, while the unex-

posed portion will remain light.

The amateur photographer eagerly

makes his preparation for developing his

first negative— a landscape, let us say.

He gently lays the exposed plate in the

tray, pours the developer over the film

and slowly rocks the tray. The fluid

swashes back and forth across the face

of the plate a few times and all at once
the anxious watcher seas a change come
over the film. He sees the tops of the

trees and roofs of houses like white sil-

houettes against a dark background.

He sees that this dark background is the

sky portion of his negative. He no

sooner discovers this than he notices that

he is getting those beautiful fleecy clouds

he admired so much. There they are,

mass on mass, as sharp and clear as any-

thing he ever saw.

He pats himself on the back. This is

a triumph. No amateur of his acquaint-

ance gets such beautiful clouds in their

picture and here at his first attempt is

a gem.

But hardly does the foreground, the

trees, buildings and figures begin to

show any detail before the beautiful

clouds begin to grow dim and sink into

the general blackness of the sky portion

and when the negative appears properly

developed they have entirely disap-

peared. To be sure, he can see them

faintly through the finished negative;

but they do not appear in the print and

he learns that so far as the clouds are

concerned his plate has been exposed

much too long. His picture may be

fine but the clouds will not appear.

The x-rays or Roentgen rays act on the

photographic film similar to light, black-

ening it in proportion to the amount of

rays striking the film.

Any object, cutting off all rays from

the film, leaves that portion unaffected.

When nothing interposes, the film is

affected most and between these two

points, the affected and unaffected, we

have every shade of gradation.

Radiograph No. 1, is like the first neg

ative of the amateur photographer. The

clothing of the subject is like the fleecy

clouds. The negative was very much
overexposed so far as the clothing was

concerned and though it can probably

be seen when looking through the nega-

tive, it disappears in the reproduction

the same as the cloud from the print.

It will be noticed that the pelvis in

No. 1, is very well shown. This por-

tion of the body demands a longer time

for a good radiograph than any other

and the ratio of difference is so great that
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not only the clothing but even the flesh

of the- hands and all muscular detail are

lost.

Radiograph No. 2, is a composite,

that is made up from a number of small-

er plates. The distance of tube from

plate and time of exposure varied ac-

cording to the size and thickness of the

parts taken. The result was that no

part was overexposed and the thinner

portions of the anatomy and the cloth-

ing did not suffer in the development

and reproduction.

The length of exposure has much to

do with the resulting sharpness of out-

line. An overexposure produces a "fuz-

ziness" which, in ordinary photography,

would be called "out of focus."

Compare the nails and eyelets in the

shoes of No. 1, with those of No. 2 and

you will see what I mean.

The negatives of such radiographs as

No. 2, seem to show the very texture of

the bones and one can hardly realize that

the outline of the several parts appears

in a single plane.

In ordinary photography there have

been several kinds of special plates made

to overcome the trouble of photograph-

ing very light and dark objects on the

same plate without overexposing the one

and underexposing the other. The
"non-halation", or multiple coated

plates are used for interiors where there

are windows and most violent contrasts.

It has never been my privilege to work

these plates, but I would suggest that

they seem to me peculiarly adapted to

x-ray work where some part is very

much overexposed in order to give an-

other portion proper time. The iso-

chromatic and orthochromatic plates

are used in photographing colors, paint-

ings, landscapes, &c.

With these plates the clouds are most

beautifully shown in the landscapes and

as they are more sensitive to the red end

of the spectrum they might be found in

some respects superior to the ordinary

plate in x-ray work.

As St. Louis is the headquarters of

several of the largest plate manufactur-

ers, would it not be a good thing for the

editor of The American X-Ray Journal to

give us a report of the efficacy of these

special plates compared with the or-

dinary?

Walter W. Johnson, M. D.

Pittsford, Monroe Co., N. Y.

Distortion Measurements in Skia-

graphy. Schmidt and Fuchs. West.

Elcc, March 26.—A short article on the

distortions of the shadows, which it is

claimed are well known to all experi-

menters with x-rays; they give the re-

sults of experiments "to determine the

limits of this variation for practical pur-

poses" (but what variation is meant is

not clear); these limits are said to give

appropriate information on the distor-

tion when the distance on the tube and

the thickness of the object are known;

they also speak of a focus point and fo-

cus line, the meaning of which is not

quite clear. They found that the distor-

tion is directly as the distance of the ob-

ject from the focus line, and directly as

the distance from the focus plate; the

results are given graphically and enable

the distortion to be found for different

conditions.

Recent Applications of Radiography.

Goodspeed. Elcc. Eng. March 24.

—

The Electrical World. N. Y.—A brief

abstract of a recent Franklin Insti-

tute lecture; the abstract contains very

little information. Regarding the na-

ture of x-rays, he states that at pres-

ent the consensus of the best opinion is

that these rays are produced by trans-

verse vibrations in the ether, similar in

nature to ordinary light, but of a vastly

greater frequency; a quotation from the

opinion of Stokes is given.
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SKIAORAPHS.

HY DR. OTTO L SCHMIDT. OF CHICAGO. ILLS.

(Kindly furnished for reproduction in The American
X-RaY Joi'RN AL )

Fig. i represents a skiagraph of a pa-

tient referred to Dr. Schmidt by Dr. F.

There was a large dull area over the up

per part of the sternum arfd to its right;

this was pulsating, but did not project.

There was a systolic bruit, different

pulses, and cardiac hypertrophy. The
skiagraph was taken by placing the sens-

itized plate on the chest with the dis-

W. Rohr, to whom indebtedness was
acknowledged for permission to print it.

The patient was fifty years old, present-
ed the typical signs of aortic aneurism.

charge tube behind the patient. The
time of exposure was seven minutes.

The picture shows the inner ends of the

clavicles, the sternum, the diaphragm
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and upper border of the liver. The tri-

angular shadow of the heart occupies a

space lower than in normal skiagraphs

of this region. The large round shadow
taking up the greater part of the centre-

ward of the aneurism, on the left side of

the vertebral column.

About one month after the skiagram

was taken the patient died. The post-

mortem examination by Dr. H. E. Sau-

KIG. 2.

of the picture is the aneurism, w hich in er show ed the aneurism almost the same
the picture is larger on the right side. size as shown in the picture. It was
Another picture where the plate was on saculated and formed of the transverse

the back showed an extension down- portion of the aorta. In addition there
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F|G 3.
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was a smaller cylindrical tumor on the

descending aorta, which was indicated

in the second skiagraph. The accom-

panying skiagraph shows the size of the

tumor accurately, as the sensitized plate

was very close to it and the Crookes'

tube only twenty inches away.

Fig. 2 shows a normal knee in flexion

at 90 degrees. The large knee-cap in

this position is very noticeable. This

picture was taken for comparison with

the skiagraph of a knee that contains a

so-called "floating cartilage" not shown

in this issue.

Fig. 3 is a skiagram of an old frac-

ture of the elbow joint. In the original

picture the dark lines are in course of

the brachial artery/ Since this has been

shown in a number of skiagraphs it is

without question a picture of the artery

itself.

Fig. 4 represents the same elbow joint

as shown in Fig. 3, but from a different

point of view.

Fig. 5 shows 26 shot in the forearm

but in the negative 40 shot are plainly

seen. The half tone does not reproduce

all there is in a negative, the latter, of

course, is therefore the more valuable

for the surgeon.

Existence of Roentgen Rays in Ca-

th< de Rays. Roiti. Ace. Lined, 6-2,

1897; abstracted in Science Abstracts,

Jan. The Electrical World, N. Y. He
describes experiments confirming the re-

sult that Roentgen radiation is due to

transformation of cathode rays and not

to a simple subtraction; there probably

do not exist cathode rays which can not

be deflected, or if they exist, they can

not be transformed into Roentgen rays;

eliminating the effects of occluded or ad-

herent gas, it is found that different pure

metals emit Roentgen rays under ca-

thode ray impact, which increase regu-

larly with the atomic weight.

Is There a Relationship Kxisting Between
The X-Ray and the Lumiuat-

inj» Power that Obtains in

Telepathic Vision?

(Conciuded from page 217.)

BY J. J. FLY, M. I).

In a former communication, we showed

from experimental investigation, that or-

dinary light force through a process of

trajections could be followed from the

ordinary to the inordinary; from the vis-

ible to the invisible, and when suffi-

ciently reinforced through proper medi-

ums could be utilized in illuminating

opaque bodies, that had hitherto been

considered impervious to light.

We also sighted the fact, that this finer

modification of light, not only appeared or

seemed to originate in a more attenuated

atmospheric medium, but that it seemed

peculiarly adapted to it, and, that it ex-

ercised its function in that medium, and

did not seem to come within the visual

range of normal perception.

It was through the happy thought or

accidental interference of the phospho-

rescent screen, that these more rapid vi-

brations were coaxed and tempered into

a coalition with the slower rate of mo-

tion operating in ordinary vision.

It was Crookes, and not Roentgen,

who supplied conditions for the x-ray;

it was Crookes who made it possible for

the accident that fell to Roentgen, yet,

Roentgen and Crookes were operating

along the lines of the natural forces, and

coulJ not help but discover more, as

they advanced along hitherto untrodden

paths.

It is for one man to note a part of the

environments surrounding a thing, and

for another to see another, and it is the

data that all have discovered, that leads

to all legitimate conclusions.

Now. since it has been proven that

there is a finer light, whose function does

not apply to the ordinary uses of man,

and as man is supposed to be a repre-
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sentative, or epitome of all the forces of

the universe, it is natural to conclude

that there is a chord within his nature,

that vibrates in unison with every force

in the universe around him; that he is

an intelligent, conscious, receiving sta-

tion, acting as a relay for the reinforce-

ment and gradual accumulation of facts

pertaining to the laws and principles of

all cosmic action.

There is an external and an internal

side to every expression of nature and

man forms no exception to the rule.

Man has his functions that bring him

into relation with the external expres-

sions of nature, and allows him to study

them, and become conversant with them;

and, he has found that there are deeper

lessons to be learned than appears on

the surface of things; he has found that

he possesses attributes of greater pene-

trating power that are equal to, and quite

as mysterious as the ordinary senses.

The faculty that constitutes this extra-

ordinary sense has been demonstrated

the "sixth sense."

It matters not that such a sense has

been disputed; it stands to reason from

the foregoing argument that it does ex-

ist, and thousands of men and women
can affirm it from data coming from their

own experience.

Every one possesses it ; some realize it,

while many do not: all could, and many
have, while at the same time they did

not. or would not recogni/.e it.

It is a property of the subjective mind,

and not a function of the objective; it is

of the inner, and not of the outer man;

it belongs to the immortal and is of the

infinite spark that has kindled man's in-

dividuality into existence. Therefore,

its function is to bring the soul into

closer relations with the infinite. It is

not bound down by time and space any

more than a ray of light from the radiant

sun : it is the motor of the soul, or the

resultant motion of the vibrating ele-

ments of the soul whose nature is attuned

to a soul ether, whose atoms shiver and

oscillate at the same rate of motion. It

is a thought realm, and the motion of a

desire is caught up by the circumambi-

ent ether, which flash the thought vibra-

tion from pole to pole, or from planet to

planet without regard to time, matter

or space.

The force by whicli a thought is trans-

ferred, must be an entity, and the medi-

um that carries the thought, becomes
itself resolved into a series of motion

that may be caught again by the sound-

ing-board of another mind, and by it, be

translated like the rays of the telegraph

line are made to tell the thoughts of the

operator. It may be better illustrated

in the words of an able exponent who
says: "As a lamp gives light because

it is able to set the light ether in mo-

tion, giving off waves therein, so the

brain gives waves or pulsations in the

psychic ether. These waves go outward

and form a sphere of the individual as

the waves of light around an incandes-

cent body."

There is not only such an aura sur-

rounding every individual, but his every

thought takes on the image of the things

thought of, and occupies a place in his

particular atmosphere.

To make our conception more plain,

we will illustrate by giving an example:

Two harmonious persons conclude to try

an experiment of thought reading.

A, after being blindfolded, takes a

seat at one side of a room, while B;

lays down an object—a card—a knife, a

paper weight, or anything he chooses to

think of, and concentrates his mind

upon it.

A proceeds to put all thoughts out of

his mind and determines to pose in con-

stant expectancy of seeing the picture,

or image of the object. B is thinking

about what is drawn in detail before him.

Sooner or later, A feels himself entering

into a quiet, easy state, bordering on to

numbness : foggy, vapory looking clouds
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come and go before his face, which he

appears to see just in the same manner

as he would see with his natural eyes,

the sensations being the same.

He is now lost to everything except

the vapory looking clouds before him,

and, while he watches them, they sud-

denly disappear, and he sees a brilliantly

illuminated firmament, which at times is

painted with its entire spectra of colors,

which commingle and blend into each

other in the most beautiful fashion.

While he is watching this beautiful

play of colors belonging to this inordi-

nary realm of sight sensation, the atmos-

phere of diversified colors begin to dis-

appear, and finally they have resolved

themselves into a clear screen or back-

ground of blue upon which appears a

clear and clean cut object—a knife—

a

card—a person, or animal ; it remains

for a moment only, and disappears as he

finds that he is exerting himself to see it

more particularly. He then remembers

that passivity and concentration are the

conditions that allows a conscious rec-

ognition and success in the experiment
;

consequently he again brings the pulsa-

tions of his mind back to that uniformity

of motion that beat in sympathy with

the motion of the image, and it reap-

pears again ; it appears and disappears,

under such exact similarity of mental

condition that he not only learns that

there is a meaning in the occurrence of

the special psychics formation, but that

a particular state of mind is a necessity

which he now realizes more than ever.

Now, if B thinks of a knife, and A
sees the image of a knife floating before

him ; if they try this experiment an in-

numerable number of times with various

objects, and A is universally successful,

or successful in a majority of instances

in obtaining a mental image of the

thought that B concentrates upon, they

can come to no other conclusion than

that A can really see what is in B's

mind.

It matters not, if they are both sur-

prised at the power of B's mind being

endowed with the skill of an accom-

plished artist in painting his thoughts

upon this ordinarily invisible firmament,

to which A's conscious mind has become
attuned

; they must admit that it is true.

If it were not true, the image would not

be there, and, as it is there, it is formed

by some intelligent activity
;
and, as the

thought originated in B's mind, he must

have been the builder of the image.

Now, if A and B occupy different

rooms, and succeed in this experiment

in the same manner as before, it signi-

fies that material walls are not an ob-

struction ; if they allow miles of space to

intervene, and they still succeed, we
conclude that space, and all forms of ma-

terial obstruction is no barrier against

this projected atmosphere bearing the

records of every human life.

Again, we will say, that B is miles

away, and that A concludes that he

wishes to know his whereabouts, &c.

B at this time is not conscious of any

attempt on him by A
;
yet, A quietly

settles down, concentrating his mind

upon him, and presently sees him, and

notes what he is doing. By repeated

trials he finds that "coincidence and im-

agination" will not explain, and he con-

cludes that here is another power added

on that is above the ordinary; he carries

his experiment further: he wishes to de-

termine the result of a disease, the sex

of an unborn child, the result of a polit-

ical contest, the cause of a "Maine" dis-

aster prior to tangible developments, or

any other thing that he is particularly

interested in, and he finds at each trial,

or nearly so. that a picture or image,

showing an action or expression which

he afterward verifies by actual discover-

ies or reports, unerringly comes before

him. After this, his faith becomes re-

newed in the claims of biblical prophe-

sies, and that ancient seers and dream-
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ers were not wholly fraudulent and im-

aginary creatures.

We have mentioned the power that

obtains to the individual who has culti-

vated the deeper faculties belonging to

the human mind, to show the similarity

ot results arising from its use, and that

which accrues from the application of

the x-ray.

It is true that the x-ray can not, and

never will do, what the development of

the minor reservoir of the human mind

can do. The mind is an intelligent au-

tomatic machine, that is furnished with

every attribute necessary to an entity

endowed with eternal life: the sensation

of sight is one of these attributes ; that

there may be sight, there must be light
;

light is a force that conduces to transpa-

rency ; it renders the atmosphere, com-

mon glass and many other substances so

transparent that the natural eye sees ob-

jects through them as though they were

not. The same power of light is ob-

structed in proportion to the degree of

opacity found in different material ob-

jects. As the power of the light is in-

creased, -it has been shown by science

that opaque bodies become more and

more transparent until they seemingly

disappear, and we feel as though they

were not.

From these demonstrated truths, the

clairvoyant or telepathist finding his

supernormal senses making the same im-

pressions upon his mind as his normal

senses do, concludes that the light that

illuminates the former is only a higher

degree, or greater intensity of the force

that operates upon the natural organs.

This is conclusive from the fact that we
can conceive of but one light force, and

though there may be many modifications

of it, many degrees of illuminating

power, yet the same law pervades the

entire range of its varied phases.

By means of a Crookes' tube an invis-

ible light has been demonstrated through

the interposition of a medium, the screen

;

the telepathist brings his own objective

nature into a hyper-sensitive condition

where it takes the place of the x-ray me-

dium (the screen,) and his deeper so-

called subjective being reflects some of

the activities of the transcendent light

that illumines the invisible world upon

his normal consciousness ; and thus, he

is enabled to realize a foretaste, through

this intuitive process, of some of the ac-

tivities belonging to a supernal world.

Roentgen Ray Notes. Rollins.

Elec. Rev., Feb. 16.— In this continua-

tion of his very long serial he states that

another reason why the vacuum rises is

that the residual oxygen molecules are

"smashed" and that the molecules there-

fore contain more atoms and become less

in number, increasing the vacuum; they

are then decomposed by heat. He
claims that the wave length depends up-

on the molecular weight of the bom-
barding molecules and that therefore

the gas and metal should be tuned to

strike the target with the same velocity;

this gives a method of determining the

molecular weight. He shows why hy-

drogen and argon are not suited when
the cathode is aluminum; also that bad

definition is caused by the dancing of

the radiant point.

Fluoroscopy of Pleuritic Effusions.

—Bergonie and Carriere report that the

fluoroscope shows the displacement of

the liquid as the patient assumes various

positions, and with the motion of the

diaphragm. Purulent effusions seem

less opaque than the serous. But its

principal value consists in the informa-

tion derived in regard to the condition

of the lungs above the effusion. It com-

pletes Grancher's schemas, reveals

bacillary lesions and has a great prog-

nostic value. In one case the clinical

data were at fault owing to adhesions,

which prevented the "sou" sound con-

sidered by Pitre<- pathognomonic.

—

Se-

maine Med., Dec. 15.
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X-RADI AINCE AND THE LAGGING
DOCTOR.

BV FRED O'HARA, M. D., SPRINGFIELD, ILLS.

"Doctor, will you please examine my
boy's elbow? He sprained it some time

ago and our family- physician bandaged

it. It does not seem so useful as be-

fore." Then the physician, thus ad-

dressed, after examining the arm care-

fully, subjects it to inspection by the

light of the x-ray, which apparatus he

has in his office. "Madam, your son's

arm was not sprained, but broken. See

for yourself. " And he hands the woman
the fluoroscope and the Roentgen ray

proves that lie tells the truth. Five

minutes has sufficed to prove that which

never would have been demonstrated

without the all powerful x-ray, and the

doctor has a new name on his rapidly

growing list of patients.

The above is not a fancy drawn pic-

ture. It is a fact—happening day after

day in our land.

Little more than two years ago, the

medical world was startled to hear that

a new variety of light had been found;

to which light, flesh was transparent.

The gray bearded vender of sugar coat-

ed specifics shook his head and stroked

his beard in a self-complacent manner.

The medical scientist awaited with im-

patience the development of this won-

derful machine— for he saw how infin-

itely valuable it would be to the medical

world.

Now, things are changed. Our sugar

coated friend lives in constant appre-

hension that the "new-fangled thing"

will show up some of his botched work.

The "up-to-date" medical man rejoices

in his x-ray apparatus, for it saves him

many a fretful hour.

"We are rapidly approaching a point,

where the doctor who has not equipped

his office with an x-ray apparatus, will

not be considered 'up to date'." So

states a prominent medical journal, and

truly, even now in France, England and

Germany, such is already the case. The
progressive physicians in those countries

have taken "time by the forelock", and
have not waited to be forced by the ed-

ucated public into buying the Roentgen

ray apparatus. But how about the

United States? Pardon. As patriotic

Americans we shall not discuss anything

calculated to depreciate our idea of our

medical world.

"But I don't need it. I made my di-

agnosis before the x-ray was heard of".

That is perfectly true, doctor. But, my
dear sir, "seeing is believing. " Is there

any surer guide to the brachial artery

than seeing it spurt?

Doctor, wouldn't it be a source of

comfort to know that iii the painfully

swollen limb of Mr. B. , the fractured

bones are in perfect apposition? What
else could give you this pleasure, be-

sides the x-ray? Your highly developed

sense of touch can not do it; the limb is

too sensitive for such manipulation.

Would it not be balm for your troubled

mind to know that a "sprain'' is really

a sprain and not a fracture? The x-ray

will tell you, and you can believe it ev-

erytime. Candidly now, doctor, wouldn't

you be willing to give Mrs. J
—

's child

a chance for its life, and operate to re-

move that safety-pin, if you knew where

it was? You can not feel it, nor can you

see it unless by the aid of Prof. Roent-

gen's great invention.

The statement that the Roentgen ray

is infinitely valuable to medicine, does

not need argument. The physicians of

the United States are gradually supply-

ing themselves with such machines, and

the time is bound to come, when the

Roentgen raj- apparatus will be by ne-

cessity used by every doctor.

Let us be up-to-date physicians

—

twentieth century physicians if need be.

The time is not far distant when our pa-

tients will not be content to believe our

unpro"°n statements. The public is
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becoming better educated. The days

of magic and mystery in medical prac-

tice are numbered.- Let us take a step

forward toward diagnosing our cases

with greater certainty before our patients

begin to leave us or before the public

drives us to use an x-ray machine. Let

us welcome the dawn of public enlight-

enment (and our own) with an x-ray

illumination.

EX TRAORDINARY CASK OF STONE-
SWALLOWING.

BY CARTER AND GREENWOOD.

The patient was a man aged 24. who

passed under the stage name of "The

Human Ostrich." He was admitted to

Queen's Hospital, September 29, 1897,

complaining of severe pains in the abdo-

men and vertigo. His mother had lived

to be 74 years of age, and his father died

at 94. Both had earned their living by

stone-swallowing. The patient had four

brothers and five sisters, alive and

healthy, one of the brothers being a pro-

fessional stone-swallower. The patient

himself was accustomed to give a num-

ber of performances daily, and at each

performance is careful not to take more

than about a handful of pebbles. In se-

lecting his stones he avoids all cornered

ones, preferring, if possible, to obtain

oval smooth stones, averaging in sec-

tion, about the size of a half-penny.

Within 24 hours he is able to take about

8 pounds of stones, and is careful not

to go beyond this limit. At each per-

formance he further swallows pieces of

brick and glass, both of which he masti-

cates before swallowing. Occasionally

he varies his programme by giving exhi-

bitions of watch and sword-swallowing.

For the latter trick he uses a straight

twenty-four-inch sword; while it is down
in the esophagus he fires off a revolver

or balances a 28 pound weight on the

hilt. Before passing the sword he

shifts the larynx bodily to the left

side of his neck, apparently beneath

the sterno-mastoid muscle, so that the

gullet can be distinctly felt from the

front, and leaves a straight course for

the sword. In swallowing a watch he

selects a lady's watch and pulls it back

by means of a string or chain attached

to the ring. The stones and other arti-

cles which he swallows are passed daily

per rectum, and, as a rule, without the

least inconvenience. He does not re-

member when he first learned his per-

formance, having been trained to it from

earliest childhood. He states that he

once tried to train another person to do

the same tricks, but the results were dis-

astrous and soon ended in an operation

for intestinal obstruction. He takes an

extremely regular and moderate diet,

which he never varies: thus, his break-

fast consisted of two eggs (swallowed

whole, minus the shell), together with

"two-pennyworth" of brandy, and a pint

and a half of milk. As a rule he takes

nothing for dinner, or if he does have

anything it is a little porridge, milk-

pudding or bread and butter with milk.

On examination, the patient was well-

developed and healthy in appearance.

His tongue was slightly coated. The
abdomen was lax; and on succussion,

sounds could be distinctly heard, which

the patient attributed to the knocking to-

gether of the stones inside him; and he

was accustomed to demonstrate this to

his audience after a performance as a

guarantee of good faith. There was

marked tenderness with some increased

resistance at about McBurney's point.

There was nothing abnormal in his heart

and lungs.

He remained in hospital for about four

days, and then had to leave to look after

business matters. While in bed he com-

plained of occasional attacks of severe

colicky pain, but in the intervals was

quite comfortable. An enema was given

with a very good result, and after that

he was much easier, and the tenderness
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moved from the cecal area to the lower

epigastric region. Whilst in hospital he

passed no stones in the stools, although

he had swallowed a large number on the

day previous to his admission. With an

idea of testing the Roentgen's rays on

the case, a skiagraph was taken, but it

was not successful inasmuch as the pa-

tient was too nervous to keep still.* It

is worthy of note that, despite his extra-

ordinary habits, he enjoyed very good

health, stating that he had never previ-

ously been ill in his life. Further, that

although he took quite sufficient food for

a practically sedentary life, it was quite

inadequate to allow of any manual

work. Thus he stated that if he at-

tempted to work in any form with his

hands he was very soon tired and had to

give it up.

Dr. Carter's opinion was that at the

time of his admission one or more stones

had become impacted at the ileo-cecal

valve, setting up slight local peritonitis;

and that the enema having dislodged the

obstruction in that quarter, the onward

passage had again been delayed in the

transverse colon.

—

-Birmingham Medical

Review, November, 1897, 300.

Transplantation of Bones From a

Dog.—In 1891 Dunbar removed five of

the small c-irpal banes from a ten year

old girl with tubsrculosis of the right

wrist, curetting the ends of the bones of

the fore arm and metacarpus, and sub-

stituting five pieces taken from the lower

end of the femur of an eight day-old dog

freshly killed. The wound was sutured

and drained; it he iled. rapidly and per-

fectly. He never expected to see those

bones again, but when he met the pa-

tient recently he had a radiograph taken

of the wrist, which showed the implanted

bones, exactly as first placed, connected

by new connective tissue, a third larger

Undoubtedly the best radiographs are obtained when

the subject is i 1 a stata of complete repose, but it is not

absolutely essential for a fair picture The failure to

produce a radiograph of the above was probably due to

an inferior generating apparatus Ed

in size, and grown into the matacarpal.

The joint is movable, painless, and no

inconvenience is experienced in sewing

or knitting. The favorable results se-

cured should encourage others to follow

the sameplan.

—

Bull, del'Acad, de Med.,

Deu. Med. Woch., December 23.

X-Ravs in Accident Insurance.—
The Roentgen rays promise to be of

much help in determining the extent of

injuries to policy-holders in accident in-

surance companies. One dishonest

claimant injected irritants in his arm not

long ago, and asked the company for a

considerable sum for a broken wrist. A
surgeon was employed by the company,

and although the member was swollen

considerably, presenting much the ap-

pearance of a fracture, the x-rays

showed the bones to be in perfect con

dition. The patient was naturally cha-

grined at the discovery, but still thought

he was entitled to $25, which was of

course refused.

A still more interesting case was that

of a New Orleans man who was thrown

from his bicycle, fracturing his forearm.

After considerable treatment a physician

pronounced the bones united and the

patient doing well. The latter, however,

thought differently, experiencing sensa-

tions in his arm which caused him much
pain and uneasiness. The Roentgen rays

were resorted to, showing clearly that

the bones had never united, and had not

even been properly set. A splinter of

considerable size was also found to be

irritating the skin. The defect was soon

remedied, and the period of disability

for which the patient could make claim

against the company consequently short-

ened. These cases are thought to have

an important bearing upon such matters,

since accident companies are constantly

having suspicious cases to deal with, in

which it has been heretofore almost im-

possible to determine accurately the

justice of the claims made.— The Elec-

trical Engineer.
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RADIOGRAPHY WITH ITS RECENT
APPLICATIONS.

BY I'ROK. ARTHUR VV. CrOODSPEED.

The first step toward the x-ray tube

was made many years ago by Geissler,

who produced many curious and beauti-

ful effects by exhausting the air from

fantastically shaped glass tubes, and

passing a high voltage current of elec-

tricity through the rarefied air within.

A spark which can travel only nine or

ten inches in the air, may in a Geissler

tube, pass over a distance of thirty or

fort} -

feet. In the Geissler tube only

about one-thousandth of the air is allowed

to remain. Subsequently Crookes, of

England, carried the exhaustion to a

much higher degree than Geissler, al-

lowing only about one-millionth of the

original quantity of gas to remain in the

tubes. On passing an electric discharge,

the results were so different from any-

thing ever observed before that Crookes

felt compelled to speak of a gas in this

state of rarefaction as the "fourth state

of matter." It was while experiment-

ing with Crookes' tubes that Roentgen

made his wonderful discov. ry.

The best authorities say that one cu-

bic centimeter of air under standard con-

ditions contains 100,000,000,000,000,-

000,000,000 separate molecules flying

around with inconceivable velocity in

all directions, bumping against their

neighbors and the inner surfaces of the

containing vessel. By dividing this

number by 1,000,000 we find that there

are yet remaining in each cubic centi-

meter 100,000,000,000,000,000 mole-

cules. This then represents the state

of things within the tube where the

x-rays are generated. Ordinarily the

molecule of a gas can move only the

smallest fractional part of an inch before

striking its fellow molecule, but in the

x-ray bulb, the mean free path of the

molecule is several inches. When the

discharge is sent through the tube, the

molecules are projected with enormous

velocity horn the negative terminal, or

cathode. The cathode is a spherical

concave aluminum projector which di-

rects the moving molecules against a

small rectangular piece of platinum foil,

placed at an angle of 45 degrees, in the

centre of the tube. The molecular bom-
bardment heats the platinum foil white

hot, and if care is not exercised the foil

may be melted, although it has a melt-

ing point far above that of most other

substances. It is here at the surface of

the platinum that the x-rays are pro-

duced.

As to the nature of the x-rays, the

consensus, at present, of the best opin-

ions is that they are produced by trans-

verse vibrations in the ether similar in

nature to ordinary light, but of vibra-

tion frequently vastly greater.

According to Sir G. G. Stokes, in a

paper read before the Manchester Lit-

erary and Philosophical Society last

summer, "the Roentgen emanation con-

sists of a vast succession of independent

pulses, starting respectively from the

points and at the times at which the in-

dividual charged molecules projected

from the cathode impinge on the target.

At first sight, it might appear as if mere

pulses would be inadequate to account

for the effects produced, seeing that in

the case of light we have to deal with se-

ries consisting each of a very great num-

ber of consecutive undulations. But we
must bear in mind how vast, according to

our theoretical views, must be the number

of molecules contained in the smallest

quantity of ponderable matter of which

we can take cognizance by our senses.

Hence, small as is the quantity of mat-

ter projected in a given short time from

the cathode, it may yet be sufficient to

give rise to pulses, the number of which

is inconceivably great."

The lecturer then showed a number of

lantern slides illustrating the practical
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application of Roentgen ray photo-

graphy.
Abstractor a paper read before the Electrical Section

of the Franklin Institute.

What is Electricity ? "A/ner. Elec,

April.—Comments by Steinmetz, Trow-

bridge, Webster, Macfarlane, Kennelly,

Swinton, Reed, Wolcott and Elihu

Thomson on the article noticed in the

Digest" March 26, the conclusions of

which are favorably criticised. Macfar-

lane states that those who, in attempt-

ing to understand electricity seek for an

agent or a force, do not understand the

modern doctrine of energy. Kennelly

believes it quite possible that an electri-

cal charge is an entity in addition to

and apart from the electrical energy

which accompanies it; a charged insulat-

ed metallic sphere may, perhaps, not

only be the focus of electrical energy in

the surrounding ether, but may be, pos-

sibly, the seat of an entity even if this

entity be not a substance; if it could be

shown that electrostatic flux consisted of

a particular kind of stress or displace-

ment in the ether, then the charged

sphere would be surrounded by a distri-

bution of this displacement, which might

be called electricity, the energy con-

tained in the displacement being electri-

cal energy. Swinton does not despair of

the possibility, not only of light without

heat, and of the electrical transmission

of power on a large scale without wires,

but also even of the obtaining of energy

by other means than oxidation of car-

bon; as, for example, directly from the

radiations that come to us from the sun

or from other sources internal or exter-

nal to the earth. E. Thomson thinks

that if the truth were well known to us,

we should find that electrical actions are

far more simple than what we regard as

purely mechanical ones; he is led, as a

matter of philosophy and speculation, to

think that if we could see far enough we
should find that gravitation, cohesion,

inertia and other mechanical forces and

properties, as well as chemical attrac-

tion, are in some way dependent upon

the electromagnetic properties of ether,

and if we really understood the meaning,

or could form in our minds an image of

electrical actions, we should have the

key to nearly all others.

X-Rays in Diagnosis of Diseases of

The Stomach and Intestine. By Drs.

J. Boas and M. Levy-Dorn (Dcutsch

med. Woch., 1898, No. 2.)—The authors

found a method of showing, by means

of Roentgen rays, the position of the

fundus ventriculi, stenosis of the pylorus

and probably also stenosis of the lumen

of the intestine. By means of this

method, the tonus of the muscles of the

stomach and intestine can be demon-

strated. Gelatine capsules are filled

with some mass which is impermeable

for x-rays (bismuth); the capsules are

coated with some mass which is insolu-

ble in the alimentary tract (celluloid).

Capsules thus prepared are swallowed.

The fluoroscope gives a dark shade of

the capsule, seen as it is descending

through the stomach and intestine; even

the excursions of the capsule with every

inspiration and expiration are observed,

as is also the effect of the peristalsis of

the stomach. Calculations can be made
to establish the anatomical point of the

capsule at a given moment: as, for in-

stance, whether it lies in the fundus

ventriculi or in the coecum, and how
long it remains at each place. The au-

thors are experimenting to find a sub-

stance to take the place of celluloid for

cases in which it appears desirable to

dissolve the capsule at will.— The Post-

Graduate., N Y.

Luminescence by Roentgen Rays.

Roiti. Rendtc dei Lineei, Feb. 20; ab-

stracted with the illustration in the Lond.

Elec, April 1.—He investigated the in-

visible luminescence produced in metals

by the impact of Roentgen rays; he calls

it crypto luminescence.
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PROPERTIES OF X-RAYS.

ROENTGEN.

A long abstract from the reports of the

Berlin Academy of Sciences, 1897, be-

in^ his third contribution; he gives the

results of further observations of the

properties. If an opaque plate is placed

between the tubes and the screen, cov-

ering the whole of the latter, some fluo-

rescence will still be seen even when the

plate is directly on the screen; he

showed that this is due to the fact that

the air around the tube gives forth

x-rays; if our eyes were sensitive to

these rays as they are to light, then such

a tube would be like a light in a room

filled with smoke. The brightness of a

screen illuminated with rapidly inter-

mittent rays depends on a number of

properties which he enumerates. The

x-rays from a platinum focus plate which

are most active for showing images (per-

haps he means for photographic pur-

poses) are those which leave the plate at

the greatest angle, but not much greater

than 80 deg. ; thick plates have a rela-

tively larger transparency than thin ones,

that is, the specific transparency of a

body is greater the thicker the body;

when two plates of different bodies are

equally transparent they need not neces-

sarily be so when similarly increased in

thickness; the relative thickness of two

equally transparent plates of different

materials is dependent on the material

and its thickness, through which the rays

have passed before they reach those

plates; the same body has different

transparencies with different tubes, "soft

tubes" being those requiring a small po-

tential and "hard tubes" those requiring

a high one; he states that all bodies are

more transparent for rays from hard

tubes than from soft ones, and in obtain-

ing images this must therefore be con-

sidered, the quality of the rays from the

same tube depends on: The way in

which the interrupter works; the Deprez

form acts more regularly, while the Fou-

cault form utilizes the primary current

better; on the spark length in series

with the tube; on the insertion of a Tes-

la transformer; on the vacuum; on other

processes in the tube which are not yet

fully investigated. A spark gap in series

acts like a Tesla transformer, both giv-

ing more intense rays which are less ea-

sily absorbed; the smallest pressure at

which x-rays are produced is very likely

below 0.0002 mm. of mercury. The hard-

ening of a tube is not produced only by

continuing the exhaustion - to soften a

hard tube, air may be admitted; it may
be warmed, or the current reversed, or

very strong discharges sent through it,

but the latter generally changes the char-

acter of the tube; good results were pro-

duced with a tube containing a piece of

charcoal of linden wood. The composi-

tion of the rays from a platinum anode

depends largely on the time element in

the current; the quality of the rays does

not change with the changes of the pri-

mary current, or at least Very little, but

the intensity is proportional to the

strength of the primary current between

certain limits. He draws the following

conclusions: The radiation consists of

a mixture of rays of different intensity

and absorbability; the composition de-

pends greatly on the time element in the

current; the rays produced by the ab-

sorption of bodies are different for differ-

ent bodies; as x-rays are .produced by

cathode rays, and as both have common
properties, it is probable that both pro-

cesses are of the same nature. If two

screens are illuminated with two tubes,

of different hardness, the illumination

being made equal, and if then being re-

placed by photographic plates, the one

illuminated by the harder tube will be

blackened much less than the other;

raj s which produce equal fluorescence

can be photographically quite different;

the usual photographic plates are very

transparent for x-rays; in a pile of nine-
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ty-six filaments exposed for five minutes

the last one showed photographic ac-

tion. That the eye is not entirely pass-

ive to x-rays is shown by an experiment;

in looking at a slit in a metal screen

with the closed eye covered with a black

cloth and by moving the head, a very

weakly illuminated slit will be noticed;

this may be explained by assuming that

fluorescence is produced on the retina.

—

Elek. Zeit. , March 24.

Roentgen Rays in the Treatment
of Lupus.—The Archives d'eleclricile

Medicate, Experimentales et Cliniques for

January, contains an account of two cas-

es which came under the observation of

M. Schonberg. The first case was that

of a young man who had been perfectly

healthy up to the day on which he had
been attacked with the disease. This

was in January, 1895, and he was treated

in the ordinary manner with scraping,

iodoform, cauterization, nitric acid, etc.

In 1896 the patient was treated with tu-

berculin in snlall doses without any ap-

preciable results.

In March, 1896, the Roentgen ray

treatment was begun, and carried out in

the following manner: The patient was
stretched out on a table, and a tin mask
was put over the entire portion of the

face which was not affected by the dis-

ease. A cap of the same metal also cov-

ered the head. The tube was placed at

a distance of twenty-five centimetres

[about a foot] from the face, and the

bobbin received a current of twenty volts

and five amperes. The duration of the

exposure every day was from twenty to

thirty minutes. On the 4th day of April,

seventeen days after the beginning of

the treatment, the exposed surface

showed a very distinct reaction and red-

ness, and on the 8th the dermatitis was
generalized. From this moment the

ulcerated portions yielded gradually and
recovery regularly occurred.

In the second case, that of a woman

forty-eight years old, the treatment was
carried on in the same manner with

equally satisfactory results.

The writer thinks that these two cases

are interesting not only because of the

results obtained, but also because they

demonstrate what a satisfactory thera-

peutic action the Roentgen rays may
produce when they are wisely employed.

Transformation of X-Ravs bv Mate-
R'ALS. Sagnac. L'Eclairage Elec,

March 12. The Electrical World. N. Y.

—The beginning of a long article dis-

cussing secondary rays, their emission,

and the propagation, diffusion and lumin-

ous action of x-rays. He had previously

shown that a comparison of x-rays with

luminous rays does not lead to any posi-

tive analogies, but when material inter-

venes there is a diffusion or dissemina-

tion, and he shows that this is a trans-

formation of the x-rays by the material

into a species of new rays, which ap-

proach the ultra violet rays, and which

form a sort of prolongation of the group

of known x-rays somewhat as the Hert-

zian or calorific rays constitute an exten-

sion of the luminous spectrum.

Velocity of Cathode Rays. Majo-

rana. Acc. di Lencei, August; abstracted

briefly in the Lond. Elek. Zeit., March

17.—He describes a method which he

used to measure the velocity of these

rays, and obtained the figure 600,000

metres, although the error is such that

it may be 150,000; Thomson, in 1894,

gave the figure 193,000; the present au-

thor is inclined to believe that the rays

vary in their velocities between 100 and

600 km. per second.

Motor Cars in The Army.— It is

stated that the Royal Engineer Commit-

tee of the War Office has appointed a

sub-committee of its members to con-

sider the adaptability of motor cars for

purposes of army transport.— The Elec-

trical Review, London, March 10, 1898.
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FORMS OF ELECTRICAL TREATMENT.

The memorable crusade against elec-

trical quackery some five years ago was

immediately followed by a distinct weak-

ening of faith in electrical treatment.

Unfortunately, the public memory is a

short one, and we have for some time

noticed a distinct revival at the hands of

quacks of that blessed word, electricity.

The claims of the Electrical Hospital of

Notting Hill have not, until recently,

met with the consideration which they

merited; indeed, had it not been for rtie

advertising medium of a coroner and his

jury, there is a large probability that

the institution would have long remained

comparatively unknown. It is unneces-

sary to detail the whole of the circum-

stances, but the main facts are that John

Salter, an artist, aged 71 years, was

found dead at 51 Peel Street, Kensing-

ton. The Coroner said "the deceased

had received treatment at a so-called

'hospital,' by electricity, but the people

being unqualified could not give a cer-

tificate, and an inquest was necessary.

In some cases electricity was beneficial,

but in others might aggravate a disease

and accelerate death, which made it a

serious matter. He could not under-

stand why people did not go to a proper

hospital for treatment. " The evidence

revealed the hospital to be an institution

at Notting Hill, presided over by Prof.

D'Odiardi, a name familiar to our read-

ers, who claims to be a medical electri-

cian. Certainly to our own knowledge

this gentleman has been associated with

medical electricity for a considerable pe-

riod. It was admitted that the "Pro-

fessor" had no medical qualifications,

but that proved no obstacle to his treat-

ment of consumption, throat affection,

blindness, short sight, internal diseases,

tumors, influenza, and special treatment

of the voice for public speakers, &c. In

the case of the poor aged artist he was
treated at the Electrical Hospital for

muscular paralysis and numbness of the

legs, but according to medical testimony

the cause of death was syncope. Apart

from the very strong rider of the jury

and the Coroner, the evidence given was

remarkable, most striking developments

in electro-medical treatment having ap-

parently arisen at Notting Hill. Our

readers are fairly well acquainted with

the action of x-rays, yet. "Prof." D'Odi-

ardi is actually using them in the treat-

ment of disease. The Coroner, in his

examination of one of the nurses, asked

the following questions:

—

Nurses are sent out with apparatus, including

that for the x-rays?—Yes, for diseases; they did

not take photographs.

With what object?—We use them for the eye-

sight.

For people who are blind?—Yes.

The "Professor," in his testimony,

said he "found x-rays useful in many dis-

eases which caused a weak circulation.

It re-animated capillary circulation. " The
cutaneous troubles arising from the ap-

plication of x-rays have been commented
upon in these columns, and it has been

necessary to devise methods to avoid

them, yet here is an unqualified man
pretending to treat blindness and other

complaints by x-rays, with probably dis-

astrous results. The warning of the

Coroner came not a moment too soon,

and in the interests of genuine electrical

treatment it is to be hoped that Mr.

D'Odiardi will bear it in mind.— The

Electrical Revieiv, April 15, 1897, Lon-

don.

Elmer L. Gates, of Washington, is

said to have devised a microscope that

is destined to revolutionize microscopy.

It is said that its magnifying power ex-

ceeds the present microscope as much
as the latter exceeds the naked eye; that

it has readily magnified 3,000,000 diam-

eters, and by increasing the power of

the objectives images will ultimately at-

tain a magnification of 100,000,000 di-

ameters.

—

Md. Med. Jour.
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J. J. THOMSON'S THKORY OF ROKNT-
UY.S RAYS.

An important contribution to this sub-

ject is made by J. J.
Thomson. He

bases his theory upon known laws con-

cerning the generation of an electro-mag-

netic field by a moving electrified parti-

cle. Such a particle "is surrounded by

a magnetic field, the lines of magnetic

force being (as in the case of an ordinary

current) circles having the line of mo-
tion of the particle for axis. If the par-

ticle be suddenly stopped, there will, in

consequence of electro-magnetic induc-

tion, be no instantaneous change in the

magnetic field, which for a moment com-

pensates for that destroyed by the stop-

ping of the particle. The new field thus

introduced is not, however, in equilibri-

um, but moves off through the dielectric

as an electric pulse." The electrified

particle in question is the "cathode

ray;" the pulse generated by its sudden

stoppage is the Roentgen ray. The au-

thor calculates the magnetic force and

electric intensity carried by the pulse to

any point in the dielectric, and arrives

at some most suggestive and, indeed,

corroborative conclusions. When the

velocity of the particle approaches that

of light, two pulses are started when it

is stopped. One of these is a thin plane

sheet whose thickness is equal to the di-

ameter of the charged particle; this

pulse is propagated in a direction in

which the particle was moving; there is

no corresponding wave propagated

backward. The other is a spherical

pulse spreading outward in all direc-

tions, whose thickness is again equal to

the diameter of the charged particle, and

thus, if this particle is of molecular di-

mensions or smaller, its thickness is

very small compared with the wave-

length of ordinary light. In vacuum

tubes, the particles, whatever they are,

are stopped by the walls of the tube,

possibly after rebounding several times.

The greater their velocity, and the

smaller their mass, the more instantane-

ous will be the stoppage, the thinner

and stronger will be the pulse, and the

less of it will be absorbed in its passages

through substances. The Roentgen rays

are therefore not waves, but a rattle of

irregular but intense impulses, some-

thing like bad musketry.

—

Phil. Mag.,

February, 1898.

The So-called Roentgen Ladv.—
Latest among the marvels of French or-

igin is La Fetnme Roentgen, a woman who
is described as being able to read with

ease through opaque bodies. Such, at

least, is the story. We are told that Dr.

Ferroul of Narbonne has found and has

introduced this phenomenal lady to his

colleague at the Medical Faculty at

Montpellier. "All this is quite impos-

sible," exclaimed Dr. Grasset when he

was informed of the new wonder.

"Well, you will see," was the reply.

Then the demonstration was made. The
woman succeeded in reading, at a dis-

tance, a letter, the envelope of which

had been covered with seals and also

posted as an additional precaution,

and so Dr. Grasset was converted.

Some skepticism on the subject is still

permissible, nevertheless; yet what a

vista of queer possibilities does not this

open out, even if La Fetnme Roentgen

possesses only a moderate share of the

extraordinary qualities thus attributed

to her.— The Parisian.

Cathode Rays in an Alternating

Field. Ebert. Wied. Ann., No. 2; ab-

stracted briefly in the Lond. Elec.,

March 18.—He proves that the deflec-

tion of the cathode rays by electric oscil-

lations takes place in a well-defined

manner when the current producing the

cathode rays is quite independent of the

deflecting current. It is thought the ex-

periments indicate a valuable and sensi-

tive method of investigating the secon-

dary E. M. F. of open transformers.
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FORKKiN BODIKS IN THK KSOPHAOUS.

A great variety of foreign bodies have

been removed by surgeons from the eso-

phagus and the use of the x-ray in de-

termining their location lias proved very

valuable and greatly simplifies their re-

moval. Many children have been

brought to the clinic who have swal-

lowed pennies, safety-pins or other small

objects. Among these was one child

three months of age, who had just swal-

lowed an open safety-pin. Examination

with the finger revealed the pin with the

point turned upwards and imbedded in

the wall of the pharynx. The pin was

seized with the pharyngeal forceps, and

being steadied with the finger, it was
turned over without moving the point

until its position was reversed, when it

could be easily withdrawn. The case is

instructive in showing the advisability

of making a digital examination in these

cases at the very first moment.
Another child, six months of age, was

brought who had swallowed a penny,

and the esophageal bougie met with

some obstruction about the level of the

cricoid cartilage. The instrument passed

by this obstruction, but on its with-

drawal up came the coin along with it,

having been dislodged by the bougie.

In two children, four and five years of

age, who had swallowed large flat ob-

jects, in one case a badge with a pin,

and in the other a large brass check,

each being circular and about an inch

and a quarter in diameter, the skiagraph

showed these objects located just below
the cricoid cartilage in the esophagus.

In one case the foreign body had been

impacted for some days, and in the oth-

er for three weeks, and it seemed dan-

gerous to attempt their removal with the

forceps for fear of extensive laceration

of the esophagus or possible hemor-
rhage from the great vessels. External

esophagotomy was therefore performed
in both cases and the foreign bodies re-

moved. In one case the edge of the for-

eign body had ulcerated through the

esophagus and lay outside of its walls,

in close contact with the carotid artery,

and a fatal hemorrhage would probably

have occurred before long. Both chil-

dren recovered.

The operation of external esophago-

tomy is performed through a three-inch

incision at the anterior border of the

sterno-mastoid on the left side of the

neck, because the esophagus lies

slightly to the left of the trachea. When
the deep fascia has been divided the

sterno-mastoid and the great vessels are

drawn to the outer side, while the tra-

chaea and larynx are drawn to the inner

side. By blunt dissection carefully con-

ducted, the edge of the esophagus is

exposed behind the trachea. The great

danger of the operation, apart from

hemorrhage from the vessels, is injury

to the recurrent laryngeal nerve. With
a good light the nerve can often be seen

in the wound if the latter is kept free

from blood.

The esophagus is recognized by its

consistency, and the pale color of the

muscular fibres, but it can be made
prominent in the wound by passing a

curved instrument, such as a pharyngeal

forceps or a urethral sound, down into

it from the mouth. Before the esopha-

gus is opened two stout silk threads

should be passed through its walls by

curved needles, and the incision made
between them. They serve as retractors

and do not take up space in the wound.

The foreign body is then removed with

forceps. If the foreign body should lie

in the thoracic portion of the esopha-

gus it might be impossible to remove it,

but there is generally very little difficulty

when it is within reach of the finger and

it can be carefully picked out with the

forceps.

The mucous membrane of the eso-

phagus is then sutured with fine silk

and the external wound lightly packed,
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in the hope of obtaining complete or par-

tial union of the esophageal wound, and

so lessening the size of the sinus. When,
as in both of the cases just mentioned,

the stitches give way, at least the dis-

charge from the esophagus was pre-

vented from reaching the external wound
until forty-eight hours after the opera-

tion, when the surface was covered by

granulations and the danger of infec-

tion was much reduced. In a case of

esophagotomy recently performed on an

infant only three months of age, who
had swallowed an open safety-pin, I se-

cured absolute pi imary union of the eso-

phageal wound by this method of treat-

ment. The external wound should never

be sutured, but must be packed with

gauze because of the great liability to

leakage from the esophagus. It is all-

important in these cases that the opera-

tion be done early, before ulceration of

the esophageal walls and sloughing

takes place, because of the danger of

septic infection as well as of hem-

orrhage. The patients are usually

poorly nourished, as the swallowing of

food is interfered with by the presence

of the foreign bod}', and this is an addi-

tional reason for avoiding delay. It is

seldom difficult to locate the position of

the foreign body with the esophageal

bougie, but the x-ray is of great assist-

ance.— The Post- Graduate, N. Y.
,
March,

1898.

X-Ravs in Medical Practice. Wil-

liams. "Medical and Surgical Reports

vf the Boston City Hospital" Jan., 1897;

reprint under separate cover.—A long

article, accompanied by illustrations and

records of a large number of cases. He
describes a part of his extended work at

the Boston City Hospital ; it is chiefly

of interest to the medical profession.

He found static machines to be the most

satisfactory for generators ; numerous
other results of experience are given,

and the various forms of apparatus used

are described ; the greater portion con-

sists of descriptions and records of cases;

the relative advantage of the fluoroscope

and radiograph are considered ; a num-

ber of his conclusions are the same as

those in the article above.

Disinfection or Books.— It is grati-

fying to note that the experiments of Dr.

J. S. Billings in relation to the disinfec-

tion of library books have demonstrated

that the application of formaldehyde to

the books, in a proper receptacle, will

destroy not only every germ which may
have been deposited on the books by

persons suffering from infectious or con-

tagious maladies, but also any small in-

sects which may have attacked the leath-

er bindings. This method ought to be

applied to all books received in the cir-

culating libraries and similar institutions

before the books are allowed to go out a

second time.

—

Modern Medicine and Bac-

teriological Review, Jan., 1898.

The sterilizing effect of the x-rays as

reported by Rieder may be effectually

employed to disinfect books.

Circulation of Gaseous Matter in a

Crookes' Tube. Swinton. Lond. Elec,

Elec. Rev. and Elec. Eng., April 1.—An

abstract of a Physical Society paper. He
investigates the stream lines by the di-

rection and speed of rotation of a mica

radiometer mill mounted on a sliding

rod so that it could be moved along a

line at right angles to that joining

the electrodes. A point was reached

when the rotation ceased, and beyond

this it was reversed. It seems to estab-

lish the existence at high degrees of ex-

haustion, of a true stream which travels

from the anode to the cathode quite sim-

ilar to the cathode stream. At very

high vacua, with a large free path, there

may be a complete circulation of posi-

tive and negative atoms passing from the

anode to the cathode and vice versa, de-

livering up their charges by direct con-

vexion. The discussi n is given briefly:

Appleyard suggested having the veins
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of the mill of some light-conducting sub-

stance which does not retain the charges,

as this would give simpler results.

NATURE of Roentgen Rays. Am.

Jour, of Sc., April.—A brief abstract of

an article by Stokes from the Manchester

Memoirs, 41, Part 4.—He believes that

these rays are transverse vibrations

of the ether, and that the cathode rays

are streams of rapidly moving particles;

the ,'ipparent transparency of aluminum

plates to cathode rays is thought to be

the result of a process similar to that

which happens to a copper plate im-

mersed in a copper solution which is un-

dergoing electrolysis, and is being dis-

solved on one side, having copper de-

posited on it on the other. The deflec-

tion of cathode rays by magnetic and

electrostatic forces he regards as a

greater objection to considering them as

light rays. He believes Roentgen rays

are impulses and not vibrations. This

is followed by a brief abstract of a paper

by J. J.
Thomson in the Phil. Mag. for

February, which has already been no-

ticed, and in which he elaborates the

impulse theory from the view of the

electromagnetic theory of light, con-

cluding that in the x-ray phenomena
there are two waves from the electric

impulses, one of which is a spherical

wave and the other a plain one, the di-

mensions of the latter being extremely

small; x-ray effects are therefore pro-

duced at the surface where the electrified

moving particles are stopped.

Roentgen Rays in Thorax Diseases.

Williams. Journal of Medical Science.

Dec.— Reprinted in pamphlet form with

numerous good illustrations. A long

paper, in which he outlines some of the

results of the work of the past year

(prior to May 5, when the paper was

read before the Association of American

Physicians), during which time he has

examined with x-rays more than 500 pa-

tients; he points out the advantages re-

sulting from careful study of radiographs.

The paper is chiefly of interest to the

medical profession. Some of the results

are as follows: No harmful effects were

perceived by any of his patients; the

varying opacity of all the tissues depends

upon the difference in bulk and chemi-

cal composition; the difference in per-

meability of air and water is of great

importance in thoracic diseases; the

fluoroscope gives a better assurance that

the lungs are in a healthy condition than

other methods; it gives earlier evidence

of lung disease and more accurate infor-

mation concerning their extent; the

heart may be outlined more accurately

than has hitherto been possible.

Theory of Connection Between Ca-
thode and Roentgen Rays.

J. J.

Thomson. Phil. Mag., Feb.—A math-

ematical article in which he calculates

the magnetic force and electrical inten-

sity carried by an electrical pulse to any
point in a dielectric, and he concludes

from the effects of the sudden stoppage of

electrified particles that Roentgen rays

are produced by a very thin pulse of in-

tense electro-magnetic disturbance, and
that Roentgen rays are not waves of

very short wave length, but impulses.

The Relation of High Tension:

Sparks to X-Ray Tubes.—One of the

most difficult points to master in x-ray

working is the relation of the spark to

the tube. There is almost as much
range of variety in sparks as there is va-

riety in the models of tubes, and, amid
the confusion, the profession hesitates

when the value of these rays as a diag-

nostic means is of daily demonstration.

Early in the spring of 1896, at the meet-

ing of the Michigan State Medical So-

ciety at Mount Clemens, I proved, by

the use of a static machine, that the true

value of the spark in the production of

rays was, beyond a certain point (de-

pending on the form of the tube) not in

the length of the spark, but in its cali-
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bre, and rate of interruption; something

that, in all my experiments since, I have

not had occasion to change.—J. C. Lan-

don, M. D., in Leonard's Illustrated

MedicalJournal.

Rieder investigated the effects of the

Roentgen-rays upon bacteria from fresh-

ly developed cultures and upon colonies

growing in cultures. Fresh plate-cul-

tures of the cholera vibrio, tha colon-

bacillus, the Eberth-bacillus, the diph-

theria-bacillus, and others, were partial-

ly covered with sheets of lead and the

rays directed upon them for from 40

minutes to one hour. In all cases col-

onies developed in those portions cov-

ered by lead, while those portions ex-

posed to the rays remained sterile.

When developed colonies of the bacte-

ria were exposed to the rays, these old

colonies were not destroyed, but no fur-

ther colonies developed from them.

The growth of tubercle-bacilli was not

prevented, but it was much less exten-

sive. This limitation or cessation of

growth was not due to the heat of the

rays, as but little heat was given out

and gelatin was not liquefied ; nor was

it due to chemic action, as the same

bacteria grew well in portions of the

culture not exposed to the rays, and

other bacteria grew well subsequently

in the areas that had been sterilized by

the rays. Contaminating cultures did

not prevent the growth, as no contam-

ination occurred when the cover was

placed in the Petri dish immediately af-

ter using the rays.— The Phil. Medical

Journal. 2-26-'g8

Cut Flowers, says a prominent Lon-

don physician, should not be kept long-

er than a day in the sick room, and it

is best to allow only those that are in

pots. Artificial flowers must be entire-

ly proscribed
;
they are very dangerous

on account of the dust which always

clings to them. Flowers should be

chosen with reference to their perfume
;

those of a strong odor should never be

allowed in the sick room. On the other

hand, the presence of flowers should in

no wise be forbidden, for manifestly the

sight of a violet or a forgetmenot may
have a pronounced good effect on the

patient, and garlands and green twigs

should always be kept in hospitals, es-

pecially twigs of eucalyptus, which

have disinfectant properties.

—

Hospital

Life. 3 -'98.

Effect of X-Rays on Germination.

Maldiney and Thouvenin. L' Eclairage

Elec., March 5.—An abstract of an Acad-

emy paper, in which they show that

x-rays have a beneficial action on the

germination of seeds. Three seeds of

several plants were subjected to the

x-rays for an hour a day, while three

others were subjected to exactly the

same surroundings, but were screened

from the rays; the former, in one case,

germinated in three days, while the lat-

ter required seven; these were the seeds

of the bindweed; others gave similar re-

sults; care was taken to maintain the

temperature of both sets of seeds alike.

He concludes that x-rays hasten the

germination at least with the seeds with

which he experimented; it appears, how-

ever, that the rays had no influence in

hastening the formation of the chloro-

phyl.

Roentgen Skiagram in Persistence

of Ductus Botalli.— In a case present-

ed a short time ago at the Berlin Society

for Internal Medicine, the diagnosis of

a persistent ductus botalli was confirmed

by the x-ray picture of the case. Ger-

hardt has pointed out that there is in

such cases an area of dullness, above the

base of the heart to the left of the ster-

num. This is considered to be due to

the dilated pulmonary artery. In this

case a distinct shadow was found in this

situation in the Roentgen skiagram.

This, too, is typical of the Zeitgeist in

Germany, for while scarcely a surgeon
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makes a diagnosis ot a fracture without

a skiagram, no internist concludes defi-

nitely as to the presence of an aneurism

without the same aid, and even evokes

it at times for tubercular infiltration of the

lungs and other intra-thoracic condi-

tions.— The Phi/. Medical/ourml., Mar.

1898.

New Theory of Electricity. Gross.

Electricity, Feb. 16.—A brief mention

of a recent newspaper article in which

he claims to have revolutionized the

method of producing electricity; he in-

tends to "capture" and utilize the

"earth-seeking electricity"; he claims

that the earth in revolving generates a

powerful current and that his apparatus

for generating it will have proportionately

greater centrifugal force than that of the

earth. He does not pretend to be an

electrician.

MM. Ch. Remy and G. Contremoul-

ins have shown before the Paris Acade-

my of Sciences a series of radiographs

of a corpse, in which anatomical details

it had not hitherto been possible to ob-

tain are observable; in particular, the

disposition of the arterial system in its

minutest divisions. In one figure, show-
ing the hand, wrist, and part of the arm,

the divisions of the arteries and their

penetration into the osseous tissue can
be traced.—Journal of Electro Thera-
peutics, March, 1898.

X-Ray. Oliver Annals Oph.., Oct.,

1897.—The author advocates the use of

repeated exposures in the use of the

Roentgen ray, for the determination of

foreign bodies in the orbit. His plan is

to take two exposures from different

points and deduce the position of the

foreign body by geometrical calculation-

— ThePost Graduate, N. Y., April, 1898.

Altitude of the Aurora. Abbe.
Tercstrial Mag., March.—The begin-
ning of an article in which he collects

some of the numerous observations, cal-

culations and opinions bearing on the

nature and altitude of the aurora light.

The Proper Treatment of Headaches.

J. Stewart Norwell, M. B., C. M., B.
Sc., House Surgeon in Royal Infirmary,

Edinburgh, Scotland, in an original arti-

cle written especially for Medical Re-
prints, London, England, reports a num-
ber of cases of headache successfully
treated, and terminates his article in the
following language:

—

"One could multiply similar cases, but
these will suffice to illustrate the effects

of antikamnia in the treatment of various
headaches, and to warrant the following
conclusions I have reached with regard
to its use, viz. :

—

• O) It is a specific for almost every
kind of headache.

{b) It acts with wonderful rapidity.
(<r) The dosage is small.

(d) The dangerous after-effects so

commonly attendant on the use
of many other analgesics are
entirely absent.

(e) It can therefore be safely put into

the hands of patients for use
without personal supervision.

(/) It can bs very easily taken, being
practically tasteless."

Polk's Medical and Surgical Register
of the United States and Canada is now
undergoing its fifth revision. Physicians
who have not given their names to the
canvassers are urged to report to head-
quarters at once, giving full information.
Address, R. L. Polk & Co., Detroit
Mich.

Eureka Springs, Ark.,

As a summer and winter resort cannot be sur-
passed. To this famous all-year-round resort
round-trip tickets are on sale from all principal
cities throughout the country at greatly reduced
rates.

Double daily trains from St. Louis. A neat
little pamphlet giving detailed description of Eu-
reka Springs will be mailed free upon application
to Geo. T. Nicholson, Gen'l Pass. Ag't., Frisco
Line. St. Louis. Mo.
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CARBUTT
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Electricity in X-Ray and Therapeutic Uses,"
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early for its clearness of description, and useful-

ness to the general practitioner.

It would be impossible for us to specialize the

headings of the 70 chapters in this volume in the

space allotted for this review, therefore it must
suffice to state that every known modern employ-
ment for faradic, galvanic and static electricity

and their therapeutic indications are detailed in

this volume with conciseness of language and mi-
nute directness of application, so that the gen-
eral practitioner may read and understand.

Probably no book on electro-therapeutics, and
we say it conservatively, has ever equaled this

volume for value to those of the profession who
would use electricity as a therapeutic agent, and
he who does not use it at this age is certainly not
up to the times in his profession.

We therefore heartily recommend this volume
to our readers, believing that they will not be dis-

appointed in adding it to their libraries.

—

Medi-
cal Times and Register, Phila., Pa., January,
1898.
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Crookes tubes or tubes containing

only the "fourth state of matter", as de-

scribed by Crookes, is attracting more
attention now than at any previous time.

The generating apparatus of an x-ray

machine is improved to a most satisfac-

tory degree. This is the case with both

the coil and static machines. It is

equally true that the discharge tube is

brought up to a high state of develop-

ment and probably to a greater efficiency

than the generating apparatus, but the

bugbear of high vacuum has retarded

progress and kept the x-ray operator

from getting out of his tube the service

it should have rendered him. It now
appears that instead of a tube losing its

efficiency from use it actually gains in

penetrating power the longer it is used

in the proper manner. Heating or rest-

ing the tube are simply temporary expe-

dients ; re-exhaustion is a method to

moderately renew the tube and in no way
improves its former condition, but rather

diminishes its former penetration and

endurance.

Dr. Wm. W. Graves, of this city, has

shown in his most excellent article "A
Preliminary Report on a Method of

Overcoming High Resistance in Crookes

Tubes ; A Possible Step Towards Max-
imum Radiance," published in the April

issue of The American X-Ray Journal,

"that the greater the resistance as af

forded by the vacuum tube the higher

will be its efficiency when the resistance

is overcome." If resistance is wholly

determined by the vacuum within the

Crookes tube then the vacuum can be

changed a dozen times in a minute

—

lowered and raised at will. It does not

seem possible that so great egress and

ingress of the elements of air could take

place through the glass at one time,

without displaying rapid modification in

the vacuum at all other times when in-

tense discharges are passed through the

tubes. Constancy is the ideal condition

and is observed when the full output of

a machine is passing through a tube

which silently glows, noiselessly as an

incandescent lamp. It is thinkable that

the elements or ions within the tube are

disarranged by electrical discharges in

such a way as to diminish the x-ray out-
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put. Proper manipulation of the tube

rearranges and adjusts the elements in

such a way that former efficiency returns

and even greater penetrating power is

obtained. The accomplishment of a

method for obtaining greater radiance is

fully set forth in Dr. Graves' article. It

has been my pleasure and fortune to

witness the doctor develope a tube that

had been "worked out" and aban-

doned as worthless, to a state of produc-

ing x-rays superior to its former penetra-

tion. With such tubes of great resist-

ance, capable of backing up a spark of

ten inches reversed, very powerful x-ra-

diance is engendered. A good tube re-

cently from the maker showed the heart

in a large man ten feet distant through

a closed door. A tube which formerly

produced equally as good radiance as

this one, but in which the resistance

from usage was too great under all ordi-

nary methods to obtain a responsive

glow, was by the Graves' method of re-

ducing resistance, worked up to a state

of excellence capable of showing the

heart distinctly through a closed door 16

feet distant from the tube. Through

the upper third of the forearm the bones

of the hand could be seen 28 feet from

the tube—the wall of the room limiting

a more distant test.

Such penetrating radiance as the

above engendered in a tube that had

been considered worthless or exhausted

from long usage claims our admiration

and inspires us to inquire for an explan-

ation of the internal changes which take

place in a tube in action. For this par-

ticular knowledge we instinctively turn

to Tesla, Thomson, Roentgen or other

physicists.

YVe are now concerned with a method

for getting the best and most enduring

radiance from an x-ray tube. If the

claims of Doctor Graves are correct,

x-ray tubes can be used for an indefinite

time with ever increasing value. Dr.

Monell, of Brooklyn, has used one tube

for one year without any impairment in

its usefulness.

With such tubes and with a proper

generating apparatus every part of the

interior of the body can be explored.

There is no distortion of shadow in the

sense of casting a deceptive image; time

is not considered since the denser tis-

sues as the head of the femur are in-

stantly seen in very large subjects ; and

there should never be such a thing as

burns since the electrical discharge is

confined in close proximity to the tube,

probably at no greater distance than 15

inches. The fright that has gone out

and been accepted by some as true, of

"x-ray burns" should be stilled. The

scare has a tendency to retard progress

and the medical profession are not war-

ranted, neither is it their wont, to spread

false information. The use of the word

x-ray to the word burn is a misapplica-

tion of the term and conveys a false Im-

pression. No one has ever demonstra-

ted that the x-rays burn. Effort has

been made to destroy animal tissue with

the x-rays with failure in every instance.

Dr. Carl Beck made an exposure of four

hours without any ill effect and this

has been repeated in a number of in-

stances in Europe and America with like

results. In the neighborhood of the

tube and in the field of the wasting elec-

tric discharge injuries will occur and

they will occur also if exposed for a con-

siderable time anywhere along and near

to the conducting wires. "Potential in-

jury" would more nearly express the

meaning.

"Whether for fluoroscopic or cathod-

ographic work, approaching maximum
radiance is always to be desired. A tube

which gives only fair radiance has little

practical value other than from develop-

ment it may attain high efficiency."

—

Graves. This is true. Every operator

with efficient generating apparatus has

been able to demonstrate this fact. A
deeper shadow and denser, it is true, is
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seen when the highest generation of

x-rays is not attained, but the detail is

less and the relation of parts obscured.

The observer standing in a valley and

seeing animals on the crest of mountain

spurs at dawn of day, is always impressed

with the size and distorted prominence

of the figures as they seem to lay against

a lighted screen. The rising sun with

greater light fades away the distortion

and makes a true picture of what was

seen, and so it is in the fluoroscope. When
shadows are seen as if set in the screen

they are very dense and prominent, but

are void of detail and can be of but

little value to the diagnostician. These

are the conditions for distortions because

varying conditions of density in the sub-

ject cast shadows which may be mistak-

en for fragments of bone or foreign

matter. A bright screen with abundant

x-radiance will throw the picture out and

offers a perspective as if projected from

the background. The detail is very ap-

parent in contrast with the former pic-

ture.

The tube should have a constant glow.

If the radiance is fluctuating and not

constant examinations can not be satis-

factorily made. The rising and fall-

ing of penetrating rays cast mova-
ble clouds across the screen and in a

degree, change the aspect of the subject

under examination into a doubtful diag-

nosis. A tube that is irregular in its ac-

tion or flickers should not be cast aside.

It is now in condition for the operator to

acquire knowledge of technique in tube

manipulation. With labor and perse-

verance the difficulty will probably be

mastered. When we compare the ad-

vantages of the x-rays with other ad-

juncts to practice we find the former to

be less difficult to acquire and always

accurate in results. If results are ob-

tained which are inaccurate it is because

the operator has neglected his part, pro-

vided always that the tube and generat-

ing apparatus is up to the standard.

When it is desirable to make radio-

graphs the same rule should obtain as in

fluoroscopic examinations. The best

possible light will in all cases make the

best possible picture. Detail in the pic-

ture will be good only along the line of

superior radiance. With the best l'ght,

skin, fat, muscles, bone, cancellated 1 is-

sue and marrow are seen interposed one

above the other. In some instances the

tendinous tissue is plainly shown and

the larger veins and arteries are very

distinct. The art is rapidly approach-

ing a condition for the separation of all

the human tissues in one picture. The
excellence of this work depends upon

improved method of tube manipulation.

When this has been acquired we can

then ask for still better generating appa-

ratus and better fluorescent material for

the screen.

At the fourth annual meeting of the

American Academy of Railway Surgeons

at Chicago. Ills., Dr. W. J. Mayo, of

Rochester, Minn., read a most instruct-

ive paper on "The Pathology and Diag-

nosis of Oblique Fractures" in which he

refers to the use of the x-rays as a diag-

nostic expedient in the following lan-

guage :

"At this time we are in the midst of a

most splendid advance in the diagnosis

of fractures, due to the impetus given by

the x-ray, and to the wider scope of the

diagnostic incision which modern wound
treatment has made possible.

"The Roentgen rays, as an aid to the

diagnosis of fractures, is one of the mar-

vels of the day and the ability by this

means to accurately map out fracture

without removing the dressing has revo-

lutionized the diagnosis. So common is

its use that almost every issue of our

periodicals contain skiagrams of bone

traumatism. It is a matter of regret

that only in the large hospitals or cities

can it be utilized and unfortunately

its revelation at a late date are apt to
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prejudice a jury in the possible malprac-

tice suit. In the very excellent skia-

graphy work of Dr. Cross, of thiscity! I

have noticed that the ultimate result is

often good even when the bones are not

accurately in place.

"Leonard Freeman in the 'Annals of

Surgery' for April, 1897, says in this

connection: 'It must often be true that

when we imagine we have placed the

fragment of broken bone in perfect ap-

position they may not be so after all,

and yet the result be good, nature being

capable of soothing off many inequali-

ties.'

' 'Until we can better estimate nature's

capacity for repair the skiagraph may
cause much needless anxiety, and still

more unfortunately for our peace of

mind, show us errors in position which

the condition of soft parts will not allow

us to safely correct, or the process of re-

pair may in the occasional case develop

rather than prevent deformity. The x-ray

may be made to exaggerate the existing

deformity or displacement, from care-

lessness or purposely, and in suits for

damage, no skiagraphs should be accept-

ed unless made by a disinterested oper-

ator."

In the discussion which followed, the

x-rays were referred to as follows :

Dr. J. P. Lord, of Omaha—While I

believe that different skiagraphs of the

same case will show very differently, yet

I do not know that we can set them
down as being inaccurate. I think it

does show ns that the conditions are ex-

aggerated, and that the x-ray will teach

us that there is a possibility for a great

deal of deviation of bone fragments, al-

though it must be admitted that it gives

ns a better idea than we ever had before

of the extensive separation of the frag-

ments, and this is the point that I wish

to make, that we should collect a num-
ber of skiagraphs, as we soon will be

able to do if we make comparatively

general use of the instrument, which we

all should do, and with the cheapening

of the apparatus it will be within the

means of those who practice to any con-

siderable degree, and then we will have

something to fortify us against x-ray pic-

tures which might prejudice a jury. We
might bring skiagraphs to show that a

certain condition was common, and even

though there is not a great deal of de-

formity, a great deal of callus and devi-

ation of the fragments, yet comparatively

good results followed treatment, and

that this need not necessarily influence

the result unfavorably. If the skiagraph

influences the result unfavorably it is

only what is to be expected, and the

good results that are gained, perhaps in

an individual case under dispute, are as

favorable as could be expected under

the circumstances. I believe that we
are unnecessarily alarmed about the

damage the x-ray may do us, and when
we consider the strong advantages it has

for us we will make the proper use of

this sort of evidence. We may use it ab

a boomerang to counteract the influence

which possibly may be used against us.

We should consider this and use the

x-ray with that end in view.

Dr. Fred. J. Hodges of Anderson,

Ind.—Since the discussion has tended

toward the consideration of the skia-

graphy phase of the subject it is impor-

tant to know that existing fractures do

not always show and that there are un-

doubted cases on record in which the

radiograph seems to show a fracture

when it does not exist. These are two

points of extreme importance. It is also

important to know that a slight devia-

tion in the angle of the bone to the plate

will make a difference and a distortion

of the resulting skiagraph. It has oc-

curred to me that the only logical and

legal way of bringing this matter before

a jury would be to bring the apparatus

into court and show the condition of the

case with either the fluoroscope direct or

with the screen. Not long ago I exam-
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ined a radius, in which there was no

doubt, from an ordinary physical exam-

tion, as to the existence of a fracture,

and yet it took half an hour with the

fluoroscope to find it, and authenticated

radiographs of that case, taken in half a

dozen different positions, would have

failed to show the fracture, so that a

great deal of refinement in operating

these pictures is necessary, as well as a

great deal of certainty in the identifica-

tion of them, and a description of the

relative position from which they were

taken, is going to be necessary in courts

of law before the whole truth is brought

out about these cases. *It is a well-

known fact that impacted fractures do

not show by the x-ray process, and it is

also well known that in perfectly united

fractures the newf bone is not opaque to

these rays, so that in perfect union there

is still the appearance of non-union.

Those are matters which particularly af-

fect oblique fractures.

Dr. W. L. Smith, of Streator.—In

regard to the x-ray I will say that it de-

pends very much on the distance of the

tube from the fracture what picture you

get : also how fine you may cut the lines

with the tube. I believe that if you have

a funnel made of lead and allow the tube

to sit on the top, then you can define

very clearly the parts that are shown un-

derneath. It does not take any longer

with a funnel made of lead, which the

x-ray will not penetrate at all, and you

have nothing on the outside showing.

So if you have a funnel about six inches

high, and eight inches around, it will

show very clearly what you desire to see.

I believe the surgeon is the only man to

place the limb so as to show what he

wants to see. If a bullet is on top of a

bone it will not show ; if it is in the

bone it will not show ; if it is on the side

*When Dr. Hodges uttered these words technique in
the use of the x-rays had just commenced. There is

no difficulty now in skiagraphing impacted fractures
showing plainly the limitation of bony tissue imbedded
in and b.neath bone. New bone in united fractures
and also provisional callus is also observed in the fluo-
roscope and shown in the sensitized plate. E 1.

it will show and in my case I found the

bullet behind the head of the tibia. It

you will try a funnel made of lead, I be-

lieve you will find the foreign body ev-

ery time.

Dr. C. K. Cole, of Helena, Mont.,

also read a most excellent paper before

the Academy in which he said :

"Even in cases of compound commi-

nuted fractures with considerable injury

to the soft tissues, with the aid of anes-

thesia, the x-rays and surgically clean

methods, why should not each spiculum

and fragment be replaced, the torn peri-

osteum carefully attended to, the wound
left in an aseptic condition and a satis-

factory issue anticipated?

"I believe that the present generation

will see the x-rays and fluorescent screen

in practical every day use to such an ex-

tent that the surgeon will, with the aid of

these adjuncts, together with the use of

progressive aseptic and antiseptic meth-

ods, obviate many of the terrors former-

ly attached to the practice of bone sur-

gery."

In the discussion Dr. W. Grant, of

Denver, Col., said :

"In a case that has recently come un-

der my care I have taken three or four

pictures with the x-ray to see the posi-

tion the bone was in, and I defy anyone

in examining the arm with the eye and

hand to show a particle of malposition ;

the result is a good one. The x-ray

showed the upper fragment overlapping

the lower, which was caused in not being

able to flex the arm perfectly. The frac-

ture involved part of the fossa of the"

olecranon and the coronoid process.

How to meet those indications and the

action of those muscles is a question the

future must determine."

The Surgeon General of the U. S.

Army has approved the purchase of

eighteen x-ray apparatus to be used for

field and hospital service. Two of the

machines are to be sent to Manila.
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Preliminary Observations on the Treat-
ment of Conjjenital Dislocation of the

Hip by the Lorenz Method of

Forcible Correction, Kith
the Report of a Suc-

cessful Case.

BY ROYAL WHITMAN, M. D., NEW YORK.
Instructor in Orthopaedic Surgery in the College of Phy-

sicians and Surgeons, Chief of the Orthopaedic
Department of the Van lerbilt Clinic, Assistant Sur-

geon to the Hospital for Ruptured an! Crippled.

The Lorenz treatment is based upon

the theory, that if parts about the joint

may be sufficiently stretched to allow

the head of the bone to be brought into

direct contact with the rudimentary ace-

tabulum, and if it can be held in this po-

sition, the weight of the body, in walk-

ing, constantly forcing the bone against

the substance that partly fills it, will

gradually enlarge it to its normal capac-

ity ; thus it is called the "functional

weighting" method, and this is its es-

, FIG. 12.

Skiagram of congenital dislccation of the right hip, age 3J4 years. Shows the elevation and displacement of

the femur and the secondary depression on the pelvis, formed by the head of the bone.

Alter two unsuccessful attempts by the forcible method, the open operation was performed in July, 1897.

The patient is cured, but is still wearing a protective brace.
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sential and vital distinction from the for-

cible correction of Paci, with which it is

often confounded.

[The first section of this valuable con-

tribution to congenital hip joint surgery

was printed in the April issue and con-

cluded in the May number of Pediatrics,

New York, one of the most instructive

monthlies published in the English lan-

guage. The article is illustrated with

thirteen beautiful half tones. We re-

produce herewith electros Nos. 12 and

13, which were kindly furnished by Pe-

diatrics'. Ed.]

Luminescence and X-Rays. Sagnac.

Rev. Gen. des Sc., April 30.—An article

in which he gives a summary of his re-

searches on the transformation of x-rays

by substances which absorb them, there-

by transforming them into new rays

which are closely related to x-rays and

at the same time approach the charac-

teristics of extreme ultra violet rays.

fig. 13.

Skiagram of congenital dislocation of the left hip (from behind). Shows the effect of an unsuccessful opera-
tion, in which the dislocation has been transformed from a posterior into an anterior displacement.
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X-RAYS IN TIMK OK WAR.

BY FREDERICK STRANGE KOI. I.E. M. D
.

,

Kadiogr.ipher to the Methodist Episcopal Hospital;

Member of the Kings' County Medical Society; the

Brooklyn Pathological Society, the Lon< Island

College Hospital, and Kings' County Hospital

Alumni Association, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Now that hostilities have begun; when
the eagles of war scream all around us,

when sons of liberty and right, lay

maimed and bleeding, let us not forget

the humane addition of an x-ray appa-

ratus to the field surgeon's armamen-
tarium, for here and here especially can

we utilize the rays of Roentgen to an ex-

tent never dreamed of in time of peace.

At first glance, we heave a sigh,—the

impracticability of conveying the deli-

cate machine strikes us with piteous force;

but let us stop to think and to devise a

ready means of transportation and util-

ter; the chemicals require little room
and can be carried as part of the apoth-

ecaries' stores.

The construction of a fluoroscope,

perhaps as important as the tubes, need

not bother us, and for this purpose I

suggest a telescope body of leather, as

used in the camera with a metal (alumi-

num) base mounted with the fluorescent

chemicals as usual. If protected on its

inner side with a thin film of transparent

gelatin or celluloid. The eye piece may
be made of heavy dark felt. In this

form the fluoroscope can be carried in a

surprisingly small space, indeed. It is

peculiar that such form has not been as

yet devised. The tubes should be of

the long type, not spherical as they re-

quire more room, and be packed in light

wooden cases, a protective layer of cot-

ton will prevent injury with safety. Two
or three focus tubes can be carried in

small space. Wire can be coiled up

and stowed away, inside of the cells,

perhaps even with the chemicals.

I would suggest flexible cord for bat-

ity ! There is still ample time for deep

contemplation and soon, "Mother In-

vention" comes to our aid, and nothing

seems impossible.

The induction coil if properly made is

a strong instrument, one that can read-

ily stand the brunt of knocks and shocks

without seriously affecting it, therefore

we pass on to the possibility of produc-

ing a current necessary for it. Batteries

seem to me to be the proper source.

For this purpose cells made of stiff (not

hard
|
rubber and fitting one into the oth-

er could be safely used
;
they require

little room in such form and will not be

injured. The elements can be safely

carried in the form of carbon and zinc

plates. Solutions can be made with wa-

tery wire, so as to allow the moving

about of the connected apparatus away

from the cells, from place to place as re-

quired.

The necessary connections, solutions,

etc., could be made in less than half an

hour, at the highest, depending of course,

in the solution used, and lo ! we have

the valuable addition quickly produced,

ready to aid the busy surgeon in the lo-

cation of ball or fracture and fewer men
to come home from battle, decked with

glory and proud scars, better united

fractures and little cold lead, scattered

mysteriously about the tissues of the

body to remind the victim, forever in life

after of the dark side and scenes of the

battlefield !
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THE EFFECT OF \-lu^ IN OPHTHAL
MOLOGY.

Presented ; t the Fcutth Annual Meeting of the Amer-
ican Academy of Railway Surgeons, at

Chicago. III., Oct. 6-S. 1897.

BY A. G. THOMSON, M. D.

Assistant Oculist, Pennsylvania Railroad

Philadelphia, Pa.

In December, 1895, Professor Roent-

gen gave to the world his great discov-

ery that an invisible ray, now known as

the x-ray, produced by sending a cur-

rent of electricity through a vacuum
tube, had the power of penetrating solid

and opaque materials and leaving its im-

press on a sensitive plate. Aside from its

great scientific value, this event marks
an epoch in the history of medicine com-
parable to such discoveries as anasthe-

sia and of antisepsis. Although there

are experiments being made throughout

the world, and apparatus being perfect-

ed in every way, the new force, so far as

its scientific or practical value is con-

cerned, may be considered in its infancy

and, as in the case of the discovery of

ether and antisepsis, it has so far given its

greatest aid to surgery, yet I am sure it

will onlybe aquestion of time when, as

we gain further knowledge of this power
and effect further improvement in the ap-

paratus used, we shall see that it will give

equally valuable aid in medicine in de-

termining the diagnosis of obscure path-

ologic conditions. The practical utility

of this wonderful force was first demon-
strated in surgery. Experiments were
concurrently being made in all branches

of medicine, and ophthalmologists espe-

cially watched the early developments
with great interest.

As nobody knew the extent of the new,

wonderful force, as with all unknown
things, there was a vast field for specu-

lation. Many of the enthusiasts

claimed, and the claim was taken up by
the newspapers of the country, that the

new discovery would confer upon suffer-

ing humanity one of the greatest boons

conceivable; it would give to the thou-

sands of inmates in blind asylums vision

to their sightless eyes. On the other

hand, from a diagnostic point of view,

for which we had hoped so much, we
experienced immediate disappointment.

All experiments showed that owing to

the unfortunate position of the eyeball,

surrounded by the bony walls of the

skull, which were at that time thought

impenetrable to the rays, the value of

the x-ray in determining the presence or

in locating foreign bodies in the eye,

was practically negative. As regards

the hope of producing vision in the

blind, these experiments, so far, have

shown that for any practical benefits the

x-ray is useless. Dr. Brandt 1 stated, at

an early date, that by removing the lens,

the retina becomes sensitive to the x-

rays. This was immediately contra-

dicted by Bullot,'-' who showed that

the lens was also transparent as other

neighboring tissues of the eye, the dif-

ference being due to their densities.

Experiments made by Dr. Hansell

and Dr. Max Stern, 3 at the Philadel-

phia Polyclinic, on patients with defect-

ive vision, as leucoma of the cornea,

capsular and lenticular cataract, central

scotoma, due to a large patch of central

retinal choroditis and atrophy of the op-

tic nerve, showed that patients were un-

able to see any more clearly through the

fluoroscope than before the production

of the rays. This is confirmed by the

report of Dr. Wilkerson, of the Califor-

nia School of the Blind. He selected

six patients for testing, one with destruc-

tion of the anterior portion of the eye

from an old traumatism, one with com-
plicated congenital cataract, one with

partial phthisis bulbi from ophthalmia

neonatorum and three with optic nerve

atrophy. In none of these cases did the

1 Revue general des Sciences de Paris. No. 21. tome
VII, p. 897, Nov. 15, 1896.

2 Revue d'Ophthalmologie, February, 1897.

3 Polyclinic, Philadelphia, 1897.
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rays assist the vision in the slightest de-

gree.

Boch4 suggests that persons blind

from the loss of transparency of the me-

dia might be able to read letters painted

on a card varnished and dusted with a

powdered metal, if these were subjected

to the action of the x-rays. This is im-

practicable unless a fluoroscope or some

other fluorescing screens, by which the

shadows are rendered visible, be placed

back of the opaque lens or cornea.

Otherwise the source of illumination is

no more available than before. All

these experiments, I think, show con-

clusively that the x-ray, as it is known

today, will be of no practical value to

the blind; and this would seem also the-

oretically correct, as we know our reti-

nas are only able to perceive a very small

portion of the spectrum, namely, (1-20)

that portion where the vibrations in the

ether extend from four hundred million

millions to eight hundred million mil-

lions of light. Vibrations of lesser fre-

quency, although not seen, are demon-

strated by certain instruments of precis-

ion, while vibrations above this number

are known as the ultra-violet rays, invis-

ible to the eye but demonstrated by a

photographic plate. Now, as the rays

are emitted from the tube at a very high

rate of vibration, they may be conceived

as analogous to the ultra-violet rays

which are not perceived by our retinas,

and no matter how much they are capa-

ble of penetrating obstacles to vision,

they could not make the blind see when

they are invisible to the normal retina.

As time progresses and as one series

of experiments after another confirm the

want of value of the ray in helping the

blind, we are agreeably surprised to see

the advances made in the other direc-

tion, from a diagnostic standpoint, which

at first thought appeared so discour-

aging.
. .

Among the most serious complications

4 Minor abelin, February, 1897.

in the practice of ophthalmology and one

that always gives the surgeon the great-

est anxiety, is the severe traumatism of

the eyeball produced by a foreign agent,

causing the coats of the eye to be pene-

trated, and where the presence or absence

of a foreign body in the eye is not known.

The traumatism may be great enough to

destroy the eyeball for all practical pur-

poses of vision, but the anxiety of the

surgeon does not end here, for if a for-

eign body remains within the eye there

is always the danger of the dreaded se-

quelae of sympathetic ophthalmia.

In the majority of cases of this kind,

we are able to satisfy our minds as to

the presence or absence of a foreign

body by the history of the case, subject-

ive symptoms and theoretic considera-

tions leading us to a positive conclusion:

but there are many times when owing to

the obscure history, lesions of transpa-

rency and great destruction of the eye-

ball, our previously known methods of

diagnosis are not available. That a pos-

itive means of determining the presence

or absence of a foreign body would be of

the greatest benefit in such cases is in-

questionable, and I thoroughly believe

we have attained the ability of not only

determining the presence of the body,

but exactly locating it in the eye by

means of the x-rays. This does not per-

tain to particles smaller than the one

thirty-second of an inch. The exper-

iments at first were discouraging, and

this was most probably due to the in-

complete apparatus. Dariex r
' conceived

that the low degree of permeability of

the eye by the x-rays would undoubtedly

be ineffectual in producing a radiograph.

By others who worked with tubes of low

penetrating power it was found that the

eye, surrounded as it was by the bony

walls of the skull, would be an insur-

mountable obstacle to the production of

a radiograph. Van Duyses stated that

5 Annal d'Oculistique; t. 115. p. 218.

6 Archive Ophth., Tes.. 1896.
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the anterior portion may be radiographed

and suggests the procedure of injecting

a salt solution under Tenon's capsule to

make the eye protrude. Lewkowitz 7

showed that he was able to make a ra-

diograph of the lids and summit of the

cornea, and to determine, by an elabo-

rate method of figuring, the position of

a gilt spangle placed in the conjuncti-

val sac.

Harnisch 11

says, as the eyeball is al-

most entirely surrounded by bone, which

is practically impenetrable to the rays,

we could only hope to discover a foreign

body as far back as the ciliary region or,

in particularly prominent eyes, a trifle

further.

The first cases reported that were of

any practical diagnostic value were by

Williams'' and Clarke. 1J Both these

gentlemen by their results, show that

the ray will penetrate the bones of the

skull, and, if a foreign body is in the

eye it will throw a shadow on the plate

dense enough to be seen. Williams

placed his patient on a table, with the

cheek of the injured side resting on the

sensitive plate, and allowed the rays to

pass through the nasal bones and

through the external wall of the orbit :

while Clarke inserted a sensitized film

into the nose and placed the tube to the

outside of the temple. The reports of

this case were followed during the next

fall and winter by those of Hansell, De
Schweinitz and Oram Ring, 11 assisted by
Max J. Stern, who bandaged the plate

to the side of the temple. Frieden-

burg" allowed the rays to be passed

from behind the head and to strike a

small sensitized plate which was cut to

fit into the margins of the orbit. In all

these cases the foreign body was sue-

7 Lancet, 1896, 11. p. 452, and Centralbl. f. Prakt. Augen-
heilk., January. 1897.

8 Annal. Oph. and Otol.. 1S96.

9 Trans. Americin Ophth. Society, 1896.

10 Ibid.

it Am. Oph. Transactions 1897.

11 N. Y. Med. R»c. 1886.

cessfully removed from the eye. These

cases are exceedingly interesting, as they

show a decided step in advance. They
not only demonstrate that the bones of

the skull can be penetrated by the ray,

but the whole extent of the eyeball can

be radiographed, although they all fail

in giving us an accurate means of locat-

ing the position of the foreign body.

The methed of not only showing the

presence of a foreign body, but at the

same time definitely localizing its posi-

tion in the eyeball, was shown by the

case recorded by Dr. Oliver, 13 assisted

by Dr. Leonard, and by Dr. William

Thomson," assisted by Dr. William

Sweet of Philadelphia. Dr. Oliver's

plan is opposed to that brought forward

by Exner, 1 "'

in the fact that the base line

for triangulation is made anterior to the

cranial shadow, and the exposures are

repeated sufficiently often at fixed dis-

tances and set situations so as to give a

multiple seriesof relational sides and an-

gles from which the exact position of a

foreign body can be accurately deter-

mined. This is a very good method and

has been successful in several cases, by
Dr. Oliver, although not as clear and
practical for the surgeon as Dr. Sweet's

method.

As I have had the advantage of per-

sonally studying the case reported by

Dr. William Thomson, from entrance to

leaving the hospital, and also of using

the method devised by Dr. Sweet in lo-

calizing the foreign body in cases of my
own up to this time, I think that it is the

most successful method known to insure

the required degree of accuracy. The
details of the case can be seen in the re-

port of the proceedings of the American
Ophthalmological Society, but it is suffi-

cient to say here that the patient was
struck in the eye by a piece of steel,

some eight months before presenting

13 Am. Opn. Transactions, 1897.

14 Trans. American Oph. Society. 18^7.

15 Deutsche Medicinische Wochenschrift. Jan. 7. 1897.
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himself to the hospital with an exceed-

ingly painful eyeball. The wound of

entrance was plainly visible to the out-

side of the cornea, and an ophthalmo-

scopic examination showed a dense

band of lymph extending trcm the wound
of entrance to the retina, slightly exter-

nal to the disc. The important diag-

nostic point to determine in this case

was whether the steel was present in the

eyeball or had penetrated and lodged in

the orbit, in a benign position.

The case was radiographed by a series

of pictures, each one of which showing the

exact position of the foreign body. Dr.

William Thomson operated, making an

incision in the sclerotic and inserting a

magnet, but without any result. How-
ever, having great confidence in the

method, he picked up the band of cica-

tricial lymph with a strabismus hook,

following it to its final insertion, the re-

tina, excised it and, to his great pleas-

ure, found the foreign body in it at the

exact position as demonstrated by the

radiograph. The magnet was not suc-

cessful, as the steel would not attach

itself owing to its partial covering of

lymph.

The other point illustrated by this case

is that it showed accurately the foreign

body, inside the eye instead of the orbit.

I had an opportunity of seeing a case a

short time ago where the eye was enu-

cleated for a supposed foreign body.

After enucleation a piece of steel was

found to be lodged in the orbit, having

completely penetrated the eye. An x-ray

picture would undoubtedly have dem-

onstrated this and saved the patient a

serious operation and allowed him to re-

tain the eyeball without danger. The
case of Dr. Thomson not only shows

the x-ray as an important means of diag-

nosis in these cases, but also as a great

help to the operator in removing the for-

eign body after its exact localization.

Another case which has come under

my care recently, although too early to

state positive results, will help to show
the advantage of the x-ray in diagnosis,

in a negative way, by excluding the

presence of a foreign body. A man
some seven weeks ago was struck in the

left eye by a small piece of flying steel

from a rivet. He immediately went to a

hospital in New York, and was told by

the surgeon that he thought the steel to

be in the eye, but preferred treating him
conservatively for a few days. After a

treatment of a week, as a traumatic cat-

aract was probably forming, preventing

observation of the interior of the eye,

and symptoms increasing in" severity he

advised the removal of the ball. The
man declined and consulted another sur-

geon with the same result. He pre-

sented himself before me with the fol-

lowing appearance: The eye slightly

red, cornea clear, linear scar three milli-

meters, in the upper and inner peri-

phera of the cornea, also wound of the

iris, immediately back of the wound of

the cornea, this having the appearance

of being dragged in as if it had been

punctured, and a small synechia of the

pupillary margin, dense, traumatic cat-

aract, ball painful, fields good. I had

the eye radiographed and six plates ta-

ken on the first day. These showed no

signs of foreign body, but owing to the

great heat of the weather, the develop-

ing was unsatisfactory. Thinking heat

might have affected the plates, another

trial was made the next day, and this

time eight plates were taken. These

were all good radiographs but no sign of

the foreign body was visible. I there-

fore decided to be governed by the radio-

graph in the treatment of the case, and

thereafter regarded it as punctured

wound without the presence of a foreign

body. As the lens became somewhat

swollen I did a cataract extraction com-

bined with an iridectomy, incising the

iris at the point of injury, thinking I

might find the foreign body at the lens

or iris. This also proved fruitless. The
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case recovered from the operation and

is doing exceedingly well, and I firmly

believe, although too early to state pos-

itively that as there is no foreign body

present in the eye, the man will retain

not only his eye but his vision.

Ophthalmology is undoubtedly indebt-

ed to the x-ray, as it has added another

accurate method in diagnosis of the in-

juries complicated by presence of for-

eign bodies.

As regards the deleterious effects of

the x-ray, they are small in comparison

to the great benefits derived. I have

seen several instances of the hair falling

out and slight dermatitis, but this is al-

ways due to the fact of the vacuum run-

ning down and the rays not penetrating,

and to long exposures. I have never

seen any serious damage to the eye.

[Dr. Thomson then showed the appa-

ratus and demonstrated Dr. Sweet's

method of localizing from the charts

made in the case of Dr. William Thom-
son. The following description being

given by Dr. Thomson from "Transac-

tions of the Ophthalmological Society"

for 1897:]

For this purpose an indicating appa-

ratus is used, carrying two steel rods,

each with a rounded end. The indica-

tors may be supported by a head band,

and the plate held to the side of the

head by an ordinary bandage. The balls

of the indicator are at a known distance

apart, one pointing to the center of the

cornea, and at a known distance from

the eyeball, while the other is parallel to

the first, toward the external canthus.

The visual line is parallel to the indica-

tors and to the plate. The balls should

also be perpendicular to the plate.

In making the negatives the tube is

in front, about thirteen inches from the

plate and at an angle of from 15 to 40
degrees, with a vertical plane passing

through the apex of each cornea. The
plate is at the opposite side of the

head, and the rays pass through the eye-

ball and the external orbital wall before

reaching the sensitive film. Two expo-

sures are made, one with the tube in a

horizontal plane, or nearly so, with the

two indicators, and the second at any
distance below. The angle of the tube

below the horizontal is unimportant, so

long as the two exposures give different

relations of the indicators on the nega-

tives.

In determining the position of the

foreign body in the eye, two circles,

Fig. 1.—Diagrammatic circles of the eye upon which
the measurements are made to show location of for-

eign body. Upper circle horizontal section; lower
circle vertical section of eyeball.

twenty-four millimeters in diameter,

equivalent to the size of the globe, are

drawn upon paper. One circle repre-

sents a horizontal section of the eyeball,

and the other a vertical section. Upon
the vertical section a spot (A) is made
at the center of the circle, indicating the

position of the central indicator of the

apparatus. The distance between the

two indicators is measured toward the

temporal side, and a spot (B) made to

show the position of the external indi-

1

cator.
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On the circle representing a horizon-

tal section of the eyeball, a spot ( A) is

made anterior to the center of the cor-

nea, and at the same distance that the

center indicator was from the eye when
the radiograph was made. Another spot

(B) to the temporal side, measured by

the distance between the two balls of the

apparatus, marks the situation of the ex-

ternal indicator.

Taking the first negative with the

tube nearly horizontal to the two indica-

tors, we measure the distance of the for-

eign body below to the two balls of the

apparatus. These measurements (B to

D and A to C) are indicated on the cir-

cle representing the vertical section of

Fig. 2.—Outline drawing of negative made with

tube nearly horizontal.

the eye, and a line is drawn through the

points (C, D). At some point along

this line is situated the foreign body.

From the second negative (Fig. 3),

made with the tube below the plane of

the two indicators, the measurement is

taken of the distance (A, E). The shad-

ow of the foreign body is below the cen-

ter indicator, and this point (E) is indi-

cated on the first circle. The distance

the foreign body is above the external

indicator (B, F) is measured, and tne

point indicated on the circle at (F).

Where a line drawn through these two

X-RAYJOURNAL.

points crosses the line of measurements

made from the first plate is the situation

of the foreign body, as respects its hori-

zontal and vertical position in the eye-

ball.

To determine the distance of the for-

eign body behind the apex of the cornea,

the. negative made with the tube nearly

horizontal is taken, and a measurement

made of the distance the shadow of the

center ball is posterior to that of the

external ball (B, H). The distance is

entered directly above the external ball

on the diagram representing the horizon-

tal section of the eye. From this point

(H) a line is drawn through the ball (A)

i

Fig. 3.—Outline drawing of negative made with

tube below the plane of the two indicators.

of the center indicator, which indicates the

drection of the rays from the tube when

the exposure was made. Taking the neg-

ative again, we measure the distance that

the shadow of the foreign body is back of

the external indicator. The distance

(B, J) is marked perpendicularly to the

spot representing the ball of the external

indicator on the diagram, and a line is

drawn parallel to the direction of the

rays from the tube (A, H). Where this

line cuts a line perpendicular to the po-

sition of the foreign body shown on the

vertical section of the eye-ball is the dis-
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tance the foreign body is behind the an-

terior portion of the cornea."

DISCUSS ON.

Dr. D. C. Bryant, of Omaha.—On

account of the location of the eye within

its bony cavity, it is difficult to find a

foreign body with the x-ray or anything

else in many instances. It is exceed-

ingly difficult to locate the exact position

of the foreign body. The use of the

x-ray, so far as the eye is concerned, will

always be somewhat limited in those few

cases where we need help. If in a few

cases it does help us to locate foreign

bodies, or to prove that there is or is not

a foreign body in the eye, it will be of

great advantage. Outside of the eye-

ball itself, in the orbital cavity where we

have larger foreign bodies, we know it

is of great value.

Dr. Arthur D. Bevan, of Chicago.

—

I imagine that this method of locating a

foreign body in the eyeball might be en-

larged and applied to the location of for-

eign bodies anywhere in the orbit, and I

think it is very valuable because of the

recent experience I had in removing a

bullet from the orbit, which I reported

six months ago to the Chicago Medical

Society. In this case a thirty-eight-cali-

ber bullet struck the temporal bone.

Probing could not locate it. There were

no cranial symptoms. A blood clot, ev-

idently in the orbit, protruded the eye.

There was complete blindness for some

days in the eye on that side. Within a

couple of weeks the eyesight began to

return. I had an x-ray picture taken

and it located the bullet from one plane,

but it was impossible to obtain good

x-ray pictures at right angles in order to

locate exactly its position. However, I

determined from an analysis of the data

at hand, with the x-ray picture, that the

eye had been blind for some days after-

ward and pushed out of the orbit, and

that the bullet must be somewhere in the

orbit behind the eyeball. With that

conclusion I operated and removed the

bullet, but it took me an hour and a half.

I had the general location of the bullet,

in one plane, sufficiently accurate in my
mind, but I was certainly three-fourths

of an inch off in my position in the other

plane, and in operating in the posterior

portion of the orbit, in the position of

the nerves and optic artery, I found it

was slow work. I feel satisfied that the

work could have been much simplified

by an apparatus such as Dr. Thomson
describes, and I can readily understand

its great value.

As to the statement made in the paper

that the disadvantages of the x-ray, us-

ing it in a wide sense, are very small

and do not at all weigh against the ad-

vantages; there are disadvantages in

the x-ray that we, in Chicago, are very

familiar with, and I think from the re-

ports of cases tabulated and published in

the Joints Hopkins Bulletin, in regard to

the injurious effects of the x-ray, should

be very generally known.

I know of some cases in which great

injury has been done by the x-ray. We
are all familiar with the dermatitis which

follows the use of the x-ray. I have

seen two cases in which this effect has

been extreme, followed by total de-

struction of skin, the superficial and

deep fascia, and the existence of an ul-

cer for months after the use of the x-ray.

I have also seen total destruction of the

eye from the use of the ray and absolute

loss of the ear from it . These are points

which we should keep prominently in

mind.

At the meeting of the American Sur-

gical Association, held in Washington

this year, Dr. White, of Philadelphia,

read a paper on the same subject which

seemed to belittle the possibilities of do-

ing damage with the x-ray. I think we
should all be very cautious of this.

These serious effects are not so apt to

occur now as they did heretofore, be-

cause the exposures are much shorter,

and serious damage rarely follows expos-
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ures of fifteen or twenty minutes. So
much is thought of the injurious effects

following the x-ray, in Chicago at least,

that the majority of men do not, them-

selves, take x-ray pictures. They throw

the responsibility on the photographer,

so much so, that one whom I know,

practically compels patients to sign a

contract to assume all responsibility of

injury when he takes an x-ray picture.

I feel quite positive that the days of se-

rious dermatitis and injury from the

x-ray are numbered, because it is better

understood and the exposures are short-

er. But these injurious effects should

be kept in mind and be widely known.

They should be known to the patient

who undergoes the x-ray exposure. We
have no right to expose a patient with-

out informing him of the possibilities.

It should be done in order to protect

surgeons from malpractice suits, and the

photographer should be cautioned to ex-

ercise great care in the use of the ray.

Dr. R. Harvey Reed, of Columbus,

Ohio.— I think the idea of using "trian-

gulation" for the purpose of locating an

object is a very valuable one, and it will

undoubtedly aid us in locating bodies in

the eye as well as in other parts of the

body. But there is one point I will

speak of, and that is the possibility of

damages accruing from making an oper-

ation when the x-ray fails to locate what

the surgeon is looking for. Here is a

medico-legal point which is of no small

importance, because, if the radiograph-

ist says that a foreign body of some kind

is located thus and so and advises me to

make an operation for its removal, and

I make the operation and fail to find the

foreign body, supposing it did not exist,

then where would I stand from a medi-

co-legal point of view? In the use of

the fluoroscope and the x-ray in the bul-

let case which I reported this afternoon,

the track of the spot was located nearly

above the ear and a little above and

back of the eye, and the radiographist,

although not certain that was the point

at which the bullet was located, felt

quite sure that was the point at which

we would find the bullet. I was not

convinced and resorted to the ordinary

methods that I would have used had I

not hid a radiograph taken, and the con-

sequence was I trephined over the point

of entrance and found the bullet in the

skull as I had located it. Had I made
the opening as indicated by the radio-

graph I would not have found the bul-

let, and the operation might have been

followed by bad results. By using trian-

gulation for the purpose of locating for-

eign bodies we can thus avoid, to a large

extent, the possibility of making opera-

tions where no foreign body exists, or

where we are mistaken as to its actual

location.

Dr. S. C. Baldwin-, of Salt Lake
City, Utah.—Reference has been made
to the paper read by Dr. Willard before

the American Medical Association, and

in all of his experience the tube has

been placed not closer than from twelve

to fifteen inches from the body. As a

result he has never seen any dermatitis,

sloughing of the skin or anything of that

kind. It is a point that might be con-

sidered in using the x-ray for this pur-

pose.

Dr. James Burrv, of Chicago.

—

Where crude methods have been tried

in the location of foreign bodies in the

body, they have not been successful in a

great many instances.

The tabulation of errors by the x-ray

process is valuable for us. Dr. Reed

would have been in the same position if

he had trephined for the bullet where

the skiagrapher thought it was, as the

man that cuts into a foot for a needle

that is in there and does not find it. The

needle is there, perhaps, but not where

it is located by the x-ray process. If we

report such cases it will have value

in giving the process its true standing,

and I think its medico-legal relations
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will soon be settled. I imagine that the

greatest difficulty Dr. Thomson would

experience in these cases is to get cor-

rect pictures. 1 have tried many times

to get pictures of the eye, and through

the nose, and have not been very suc-

cessful.

Dr. Thomson.— I think our results in

the use of the x-ray are largely due to

the apparatus that we use. It is per-

fectly evident that the tubes formerly

used were so small and imperfect that it

was extremely difficult to take a good

picture of the orbit such as I have de-

scribed.

I am not sufficiently familiar with the

pathologic conditions in fractures, etc.,

to say much about it. However, I

should think that if a series of pictures

were taken with a good apparatus, they

would be valuable both from a diagnos-

tic and medico-legal point of view.

I have seen cases where the hair has

come out, and again where the patients

have had a slight dermatitis. Some
gentleman has devised a scheme which

prevents dermatitis, or any deleterious

effects, by allowing the x-ray to pass

through a small film of gold leaf.

Ravleigh on Stokes.—Sir G. Stokes,

about two years ago, suggested a theory

of the Roentgen rays, according to

which the Roentgen rays were regarded

as aperiodic electro-magnetic waves
caused by the impact against the anti-

cathode of the charged particles in the

cathode stream. This theory has re-

cently been developed by J. J. Thomson
{Phil. Mag.., Vol. 45, p. 172, 1898), and

has come much into favor with other au-

thorities. In Nature, April 28, how-
ever, Lord Rayleigh raises a protest

against the acceptance of this theory.

He says it has certainly much to recom-
mend it, but he can not see that it car-

ries with it some of the consequences
which have been deduced as to the dis-

tinction between Roentgen rays and or-

dinary luminous and non-luminous radia-

tion. The conclusions of its supporters

"that the Roentgen rays are not

waves of very short length, but im-

pulses," surprise Lord Rayleigh. From
the fact of their being highly condensed

impulses, he would conclude, on the

contrary, that they are waves of short

wave length. He asks what becomes of

Fourier's theorem and its assertion that

any disturbance may be analyzed into

regular wave? The view that the vi-

brations of ordinary light are regular,

•and thus distinguished from disturbances

made up of impulses, he says, is an ex-

ploded idea, in the theory of light. A
curve representative of white light, if it

were drawn on paper, would show no

sequence of similar waves. Rayleigh

favors the view that Roentgen rays differ

from ordinary light only in the shortness

of their waves. — Electrical Review,

London.

Experiments With X-Rays.—The
stomach movements of a cat have been

studied by Dr. W. C. Cannon, by means

of Roentgen rays. Subnitrate of bis-

muth mixed with the food caused the

wave-like movements of the pyloric por-

tion of the stomach to become clearly

visible, about 2,600 of the waves being

counted during the seven hours a cat was

digesting soft bread. A Frenchman, M.

Bleunard, uses the x-rays for measuring

the adulteration of flour with chalk and

sand. Comparing the shadows of the

sample under investigation and of oth-

ers of known adulteration, it is easy to

determine the proportion of foreign mat-

ter when as small as three per cent.

—

London Electricity.

The latest use of the Roentgen ray is

for the diagnosis of cerebral tumors.

One case of sarcoma of the dura has

already been successfully located by this

means.
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ADJUSTABLE X-RAY TUBES.

BY A. A. C. SW1NT0N.

The Crookes radiant matter tube, in

some form or other, affords the only

known means by which the Roentgen

rays can be generated, and it is, therefore,

perhaps not altogether inappropriate

that the first ordinary paper communi-

cated to the Roentgen Society should

deal with the design of tubes of this

description. As most of those who
worked with the various forms of tubes

originally employed for producing

Roentgen rays will not readily forget,

these had many imperfections, and there

can be little question that the first real

advance after the announcement of

Roentgen's discovery, was Mr. Herbert

Jackson's adaptation of Crookes' focus

tube to x-ray purposes. The focus tube

gives a quantity of x-rays not obtainable

with the older forms. It is much less

liable to be cracked or injured by the

heat of the discharge, while as the x-rays

all proceed from a very small area, a

degree of sharpness is attained in the

resulting screen-image, or photograph,

that was previously quite unobtainable.

The focus tube as originally introduced,

though a vast advance on all previous

arrangements, is not without its imper-

fections. Dr. Maclntyre was, I believe,

among the first to call attention to the

importance of using electric discharges

of great electrical quantity in order to

produce the best results. These heavy

discharges give a much brighter

screen, or what is the same thing, they

enable photographs to be taken with

much shorter exposures. They also

cause the x-rays to be more penetrative,

but at the same time they are very hard

upon the tubes. With the focus tubes of

the original form, heavy discharges will

frequently twist up or even melt the

platinum, and will usually make it red

or white hot. This leads to blackening

of the tubes, and to a gradual increase

in the resistance, till eventually no dis-

charge can be got to pass.

Recognizing these defects, I set my-
self some little time ago, in conjunction

with Mr.
J. C. M. Stanton and Mr. H.

Tyson Wolff, the task of investigating

the action of the focus tube, with the

idea of, if possible, improving the de-

sign, so as to admit of heavy discharges

being employed, with the view of ob-

taining easily and continuously the most

active and penetrative x-rays possible.

At the same time, seeing the great vari-

ation of the character of the x-rays that

occurs with very small changes in the

degree of exhaustion, and the practical

difficulty of obviating such changes in

practice, I endeavored to discover some

ready method of adjustment more cer-

tain and more easily worked than the

auxiliary pumps, potash tubes, and

other similar appliances that had at that

time been used or suggested for this

purpose.

When a focus tube is carefully exam-

ined while under the process of exhaus-

tion on the mercury pump, the form of

the cathode discharge is found to alter

from the initial appearance shown be-

tween the cathode C and the anti-cathode

B, in Fig i, at a low vacuum, through

the appearance shown in Figs. 2 and 3,

to that illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows

the appearance when the vacuum is

high. As will be observed, the cones of

cathode rays in each case converge from

the cathode cup to a focus, and then di-

verge again on the other side of the

focus to a less and less extent the higher

the vacuum. Finally, at a high degree

of exhaustion the cathode discharge

does not appear to diverge again very

perceptibly, at an}' rate, within a mod-

erate distance, but continues in a thin

line. It is when this stage of exhaus-

tion is reached that Roentgen rays are

given off in their most active and most

penetrative form. Experiments show

that both the convergent and divergent
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cones of cathode rays are hollow, and

not solid in section. When the concen-

trated cathode rays are allowed to fall

upon a disc of ordinary electric light

carbon, the latter exhibits surface lu-

minescence. Except, however, when

the disc is exactly at the focus, in which

case it shows a bright luminous spot,

the intersection of either cone by the

disc gives not a solid spot of lumin-

escence, but a hollow luminous ring,

which decreases in diameter the higher

the exhaustion, as shown in the lower

portion of Figs. 1 to 4. It appears

figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4.

further that the cathode rays are not

given off from the whole surface of the

cathode cup, but only from a ring-shaped

portion, the diameter of which is less

and less the higher the exhaustion.

This, perhaps, explains the reason why
very large cathodes give no better re-

sults in producing x-rays than compara-

tively small cathodes. Indeed, at the

degrees of vacuum necessary to produce

penetrative x-rays, the greater portion

of a very large cathode is apparently in-

effective, as the discharge seems to come
off entirely from a very small part of the

central portion. This is not readily

seen with the usual cathode cups of alu-

minum, but with cups of carbon it is

easily observed. Full details of the ex-

periments from which the above facts

are derived, will be found in "The Pro-

ceedings of the Royal Society," Vol.

LXI., pages 79 to 95.

Cathode rays are generally believed

in this country to consist of atoms of

molecules of residual gas, which being

similarly electrified to the cathode, are

repelled by the latter, and travel at an

average velocity not much less that one-

twentieth that of light. It is obvious,

however, that upon such

a theory the precise av-

erage velocity must de-

pend both upon the exact

potential of the cathode

and molecules at the mo-

ment the latter leave the

former, and also upon the

degree of exhaustion of

the tube, upon which de-

pends the free path of the

molecules—that is to say,

the distance a molecule

can travel before coming

in contact with another

molecule. Years ago

Crookes showed that the

deflection of a cathode

beam by a magnet de-

pended upon the excita-

tion of the cathode, and upon the degree

of exhaustion—that is to say, the de-

flection was less the higher the veloc-

ity of the molecules. More recently

Birkeland has produced what he calls

"the cathode ray spectrum," from which

it appears that the cathode rays are not

homogeneous but heterogeneous, some

being more easily deflected than others,

so that when the cathode stream, passed

through a slit, is deflected by a magnetic

field, and is then allowed to fall on the

glass and cause fluorescence, the result

is a series of bands. These bands are

in a perpetual state of movement, and
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the conclusion is obvious that the mole-

cules that form the cathode stream are

not all moving at the same rate, but

owing to the pulsatory and oscillatory

nature of the electric discharge and the

varying electrification of the cathode are

divided up into groups, which have dif-

ferent velocities, and, being for this

reason differently deflected, strike the

glass and cause fluorescence in separately

localized bands.

Now, as Prof. S. P. Thompson first

pointed out, and as all who have since

observed the effects produced on a

fluorescent screen while a focus tube is

in process of exhaustion, and is at the

same time being excited, are aware there

are several different stages as regards the

x-rays produced. First of all, at less

than a certain vacuum there are no

x-rays
;
next, as the vacuum increases,

x-rays show themselves, but of a quality

that will do little more than penetrate

the backing of the fluorescent screen.

As the vacuum is further increased the

rays become more penetrative and show

the bones in the hand. Next, a point

is reached, when the flesh of the hand
seems to be almost completely transpa-

rent, while the bones are almost entirely

opaque ; at still higher vacua, the bones

becoming more and more transparent,

the contrast between bones and flesh

becomes less and less, till at length, at

the very highest vacuum at which the

discharge will pass, the bones scarcely

show at all, owing to their having be-

come almost as transparent as the flesh,

and the whole hand throws but a very

faint shadow on the screen.

Again, what I have termed the "pen-

etrative value" of the rays is found to be

dependent upon the applied electromo-

tive force, that is to say, the difference

of potential between the cathode and

anode, and the conclusion seems to be

irresistible that on the assumption that

the cathode rays consist of rapidly

moving molecules, which by bombard-

ment of the anticathode cause x-rays to

originate, that the penetrative value of

the x-rays depends upon the velocity of

these molecules at the moment they

strike the anticathode, and to the differ-

ence of potential between molecule and

anticathode at the moment of .impact,

or to one or other of these conditions.

I must again refer to Prof. S. P.

Thompson's experiments as to the value

of different materials for the anticathode,

as he was, I believe, the first to discover

that the higher the atomic weight of the

material the better the result. Further

experiment, however, shows that while

what I may call the quantity of x-rays

produced as measured in terms of the

brightness of the fluorescent screen, or in

inverse terms of the length of exposure

necessary to impress to any given de-

gree a photographic plate, is largely

dependent upon the material of the an-

ticathode being greatest with anticath-

odes of the highest atomic weight, the

penetrative value of the rays—that is to

say, their powers of penetrating opaque

substances—is independent of the ma-

terial of which the anticathode is con-

structed. For further particulars on

this subject I may refer inquirers to

' 'The Proceedings of the Royal Society,

"

Vol. LXI., pages 222 to 226.

To come now to more practical mat-

ters, metallic uranium, which is the ele-

ment with the highest atomic weight,

(240) is commercially unobtainable at

present. It is to be hoped that this

state of affairs will not continue, as in

addition to uranium being probably the

most efficient emitter of x-rays, it is also

stated to have the great further advan-

tage of not blackening the glass, even

after prolonged use. Thorium (atomic

weight 231J and thallium (203) being

also commercially unknown, and bis-

muth (208), lead (206), mercury (199)

and gold (197), being too easily fusible,

platinum with an atomic weight of 194,

and a very high fusing point, is the best
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obtainable material for the anticathode

surface.

As platinum is, however, expensive, and

thin sheets are apt, if unsupported, to

be fused, pierced, or deformed under

the bombardment and intense heat, I

have found it desirable to mount the

platinum disc on a larger and much
thicker disc of cheaper metal, which not

only supports and prevents mechanical

deformation of the platinum, but also

acts as a dissipator of heat, in addition

to lessening the blackening of the glass,

owing to there being only one platinum

surface exposed.

In the tube I have now in my hand,

which was the first constructed in my
laboratory on this plan, the platinum is

simply a piece of foil soldered with sil-

ver solder upon one side of a penny.

Copper or bronze are, however, not

good materials to introduce with a high

vacuum tube, for as will be observed

from this specimen, which has been a

good deal used, they are apt, even more

than platinum, to cause considerable

blackening of the glass, and this black-

ening tends to increase the resistance of

the tube to the electrical discharge.

A much better backing for the plati-

num is undoubtedly aluminum, but here

the difficulty arises that it is very diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to solder plati-

num on to aluminum, and a good con-

tact between the two m ntals is necessary.

A simple plan, and one that has been

found very efficacious, is to make the

platinum in the form of a disc—say,

about 0.4 inch diameter, and about 0.02

inch thick. The aluminum may be 1

inch diameter and 0.25 inch thick, and

upon the face of it there is turned a

shallow circular depression, just of suf-

ficient diameter to receive the platinum,

but rather deeper than the thickness of

the latter. The platinum is tightly

wedged into this depression, the edges

of which are slightly riveted over the

platinum by hammering.

It has been thought by some that

there is an advantage in making the an-

ticathode and the anode of an x-ray tube

separate, the idea being that in this case

there is less blackening. This idea I

believe to be erroneous, provided the

suface of the electrode which performs

both of these functions is sufficient to

prevent heating, and provided, as is al-

ways best, a small spark gap is intro-

duced into the circuit so as to stop out

entirely the make current of the induc-

tion coil or any reverse oscillation in the

discharge which otherwise would during

their continuance make the anticathode

the cathode for the time being. There

can be no doubt, however, both for the

permanence of the vacuum and also for

the prevention of blackening, of the im-

portance of preventing the overheating

of the anticathode, and though the mass

of aluminum I use and recommend is

very efficacious in this direction, I am of

the opinion that as more and more elec-

trical power is employed in order to ob-

tain better and better results, some other

arrangement for taking away the heat

—

say, in the direction of water or mercury

circulation through the anticathode

—

will be found advantageous.

As already mentioned, one of the re-

sults of a red or white hot anticathode

is a rapid deposition of platinum and

blackening on the glass. This finely di-

vided coating of platinum occludes the

residual gas and causes the vacuum to

become too high. Heating the glass

will to some extent restore matters to

their proper condition temporarily, but,

apart from the degree of vacuum, the

blackening seems also to have an effect

in increasing the resistance of the tube,

which is very probably analogous to

what Crookes discovered when he found

that a non-fluoresctnt coating on the in-

side of a tube increased the resistance of

that tube to the passage of the electric

discharge.

The precise distance between the
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cathode and the anticathode is not of

great importance, provided the degree

of exhaustion is suitable, and provided

the anticathode is beyond the focal point

at which the convergent cathode rays

meet together at low exhaustions. It is

well, however, not to fix the anticathode

too far beyond the focus,

as this necessitates a higher ^———r'
exhaustion in order to ob- -<m »f c

tain penetrative x-rays,

and as too great a dis-

tance also impairs the

sharpness of the resulting

image.

The distance between cathode and

anticathode has, however, a considera-

ble effect upon the resistance of the tube,

and upon the character of the x-rays it

generates. In fact, adjustable tubes with

which x-rays of any desired penetrative

power can be obtained at will without

altering the degree of exhaustion, or in

which the unavoidable variations of

vacuum which are found to take place

in practice, can easily be compensated

for, can be arranged with a movable an-

ticathode mounted on a sliding rod, so

that the distance betwen cathode and

anticathode can be varied by gently tap-

ping the tube.

In air at ordinary atmospheric press-

ure, the nearer the discharge points are

together the more easily the spark takes

place between them ; that is to say, the

shorter the distance the spark has to

leap, the less is the difference of poten-

tial required to make it leap. Curiously

enough in high vacua the exact contrary

is the case, and the discharge passes

with much greater difficulty over a short

gap than over a long one. This may be

readily seen with an adjustable tube such

as I will now show (Fig. 5), and in

which I can alter the distance between

cathode and anticathode by moving the

latter. As will be seen when the dis-

tance is very small inside the tube, say

only one-quarter of an inch, the spark

prefers the alternative gap outside of

about four inches, while if the internal

gap is increased to about three inches,

the discharge then prefers this path,

and the exterior gap must now be short-

ened to about half an inch before the

spark will travel that way. It is further

fig. 5.

found that, in a tube of this description,

exhausted to a constant vacuum, the

nearer the anticathode is moved up to

the cathode and the higher the conse-

quent resistance, the more penetrative are

the x-rays; while moving the anti-cathode

in the opposite direction, and thus mak-

ing the distance greater and the resist-

ance less, makes the x-rays less pene-

trative. This form of tube was the first

adjustable tube designed and made in

FIG. 6.

my laboratory, but this has now been

superseded by others which have a

greater range of adjustment; and are

consequently to be preferred. One dis-

advantage that it possesses, is that the

origin of the x-ray is moved for each ad-

justment. It has also the defect that, if

the distance between the cathode and
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the anticathode is made very groat, so

as to obtain much range, there is a

tendency to a want of sharpness, owing

to the x-rays being given off, not from a

point, but from a considerable area.

This, which has been observed in experi-

ment, seems to show that, contrary to

V
FIG. 7.

what has been stated by others, the

cathode rays always do diverge again to

some extent after passing the focus,

though they do so at a greater and

greater distance beyond the focus the

higher is the exhaustion.

I have here an adjustable tube made by

Messrs. John J. Griffin & Sons, which

depends for its action upon the principle

that I have just enunciated, namely,

that the greater the distance between

cathode and anticathode, the less pene-

trative, and the less the distance the

more penetrative are the rays. In this

tube, however, the anticathode is fixed,

and it is the cathode that is movable,

while the adjustment of the cathode is

effected by the magnetic means, accord-

ing to an ingenious suggestion of Dr.

Dawson Turner.

The size of the cathode cup itself is

also found to have a very great effect

upon the penetrative value of the x-rays

produced in any given vacuum. I have

here a tube (Fig. 6) which is furnished

with two cathodes, both of the same
curvature (0.75 inch radius ), but one of

much greater area than the other, the

larger being 1.125 inch, and the smaller

0.375 inch diameter. Both cathodes

focus upon opposite sides of the same
anticathode, which is placed midway be-

tween them. All are in the same tube,

and consequently in the same vacuum.

If I connect the larger cathode, leaving

the smaller one for the moment idle, you

will see that the x-rays produced are of

a very poor penetrative quality, the re-

sult giving the appearance of too low an

exhaustion. I now disconnect the larger

cathode, and connect the small one. I

now have an abundance of highly pene-

trative rays. I may further point out

that the resistance of the tube as meas-

ured by the length of the alternative

spark in air, is much less when the large

cathode is in operation than when using

the small cathode. Further, if this tube

is more highly exhausted, so as to give

rays of good penetration with the large

cathode, the resistance with the small

c"

c

fig. 8.

cathode is so high that the discharge

will hardly pass at all.

I have here another tube shown in

elevation and plan in Figs. 7 and 8,

fitted with four cathodes of 0.5 inch, 0.75

inch, 1 inch, and 1. 125 inch diameter re-

spectively. They all have the same ra-

dius of curvature, i. e., 0.75 inch, and
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all focus upon the same point on the

anticathode, which is mounted upon a

spindle, so that it can be turned round

so as to face any one of them. With
this tube, as with the last shown, it is

found that the larger the cathode the

less penetrative, and the smaller the

cathode the more penetrative are the

rays produced. There appears to be no

advantage in employing extra large ca-

thodes, even when the exhaustion is

made to suit them. Experiments with

various sizes, from 2 5 inches diameter

down to 0.125 inch diameter, go to show

that even with the full power of a 10-

inch induction coil with mercury break,

there is no advantage in making the ca-

thodes more than 1.125 inch diameter.

For use with a 10-inch coil they should

not be smaller than about 0.375 inch di-

ameter, as, if less than this, they are

fig. 9.

apt to become overheated, and their

surface and form destroyed. For use

with 6-inch and smaller coils, very small

cathodes, even down to 0.125 incn di-

ameter, will work very well, and will not

require such high exhaustion as larger

ones. Small cathodes should, in pro-

portion, have a less focal length than

large ones for the best results. Proba-

bly, a good average size for ordinary

work is about 1.125 inch diameter, and

0.75 inch radius of curvature. It is im-

portant for the best work that the sur-

face should be well polished, and to be

of quite even curvature.

Another simple and, in my opinion,

altogether superior form of adjustable

tube, which has the advantage of a fixed

point of origin for the x-rays, and which

has a great range of adjustment, de-

pends for its action upon the fact that

the resistance of the tube and the pene-

trative value of the x-rays that it gener-

ates can be greatly varied by altering

the radius of the annular space between

the edge of the cathode and the glass of

the containing bulb. In this tube (Fig.

9) the anticathode is fixed, but the ca-

thode is mounted upon a steel rod, held

in guides, so that by gently tapping the

tube the cathode can be moved to a

small extent—say, about one-half an

inch—in and out of an annex, blown on

one side of the glass bulb. The shape

of the walls of this annex are such that

when the cathode is at one end of its

travel, and as far as it can get from the

anticathode. the edge of the cathode is

very near the glass all round ; while as

the cathode is moved nearer to the anti-

cathode the annular space between the

cathode edge and the glass becomes

larger and larger, until at

the other end of the travel

the cathode emerges from

the annex into the bulb

itself. With a tube of this

construction, the greater

or less proximity of the

glass to the cathode is found to

have a much larger effect in increas-

ing or decreasing the resistance of

the tube and the penetrative value

of the x-rays than the contrary re-

sult that would be occasioned by the

alteration in the distance between ca-

thode and anticathode. A travel of

one-half of an inch is sufficient to alter the

x-rays from the highest to the lowest

penetrative value, and between the lim-

its of travel any desired degree of pene-

trative value is immediately obtained.

The adjustable tube just shown was

made in my laboratory, but here are two

others on the same principle, made re-

spectively by Messrs. W. Watson &
Sons and Mr. Cossor, who have kindly

lent them to me for exhibition.

In conclusion, I should like to lay

stress upon the great importance of good
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and accurate workmanship in the mak-

ing of x-ray tubes if the best results are

to be obtained. In no instrument is

work of the cheap and nasty description

more to be deprecated. Bulbs should

be of uniform thickness, and as thin as

will bear the atmospheric pressure. Ca-

thode and anticathode should be placed

axially so as to produce accurate focuss-

ing, and so that they are symmetrical with

the glass. The platinum leading-in wires

should not be too small, or by becoming

overheated they may crack the glass.

The cathode and anticathode should be

substantially supported so that they can

not become displaced. The cathode

should not merely be roughly stamped

out of sheet metal, but should be turned

up and polished on a lathe to a true

spherical surface. The terminals should

be substantial and a long distance apart

so as to preclude sparking between them.

As the application of considerable

electric power is found in practice to

give the best results, the anticathode

should be of sufficient mass not to read-

ily become overheated or deformed. The
exhaustion should be most carefully car-

ried out, till as far as possible a perma-

nent degree of vacuum is obtained.

Even if tubes made in this way cost

more than others, they will give much
superior results. They will also prove

much more durable, and will in many
cases stand being re-exhausted many
times. Finally, if eventually the glass

is cracked or broken, or becomes too

much blackened, the cathode and anti-

cathode will serve again to make another

tube.

I trust that I have not wearied you

with too much detail, but it is upon de-

tail chiefly that success depends—at any

rate, so far as x-ray tubes are concerned

—

and, after all, of all the apparatus that

the practical user of Roentgen rays em-
ploys, the tube is the most important,

and perhaps I may say also, the least

generally understood.

I must mention, in conclusion, how

much I am indebted to the untiring as-

sistance of Mr. J. C. M. Stanton and

Mr. H. Tyson Wolff, who have made

and exhausted all my experimental

tubes, and without whose willing aid I

do not suppose I should ever have at-

tacked these very difficult problems.

The cuts reproduced in this article

were kindly furnished by the Electrical

Engineer, N. Y. City, for use in The
American X-Rav Journal.

Deflection of the Magnetic Nee-

dle in Russia. Electricity.—The result

of the investigations made by a French

savant and Russian scientist into the ex-

traordinary deflection of the magnetic

needle over an immense area of Central

Russia show that the greatest aberra-

tions are found in the province of Kursk,

the capital town of which is some 600

miles almost due south of Moscow. In

the northern part of the province, near

Tim, the needle deflects 20 degs. ; fur-

ther south, in the district of Staroi Os-

kol, up to 30 degs. ; while in the south-

east of the province, about 150 miles

south of Tim, the deflection is over 96

degs., the needle standing almost per-

pendicular and pointing east and west,

instead of north and south. A number

of new railway lines are in process of

building over this part of the country,

and it will be most interesting to railway

engineers, says a telegram, to follow the

probable effects of this magnetic force

on the durability of steel rails, which, in

places not specially magnetic, are known

to last much longer when laid north and

south than when they run in any other

direction, the line of most wear and tear

from magnetization being, of course, due

east and west.

[It has been suggested that since the

cathode rays are deflected by the mag-

net the radiance of a Crookes tube is im-

paired or improved according to its axial

position to the poles of the earth.]
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THE PRODUCTION OF X-RAYS OF
DIFFERENT PENETRATIVE VALUES.

BY A. A. C. SWINTON.

As is well known, if the x-rays coming

from an ordinary Crookes tube of the

Jackson focus type be observed with a

fluorescent screen during the process of

exhaustion, the penetrative value of the

rays is found to change as the exhaus-

tion proceeds.

First of all, at less than a certain de-

gree of vacuum no x-rays are produced.

Next, as the vacuum is increased, x-rays

commence to show themselves, but of

a quality that will do little more than

penetrate the backing of the screen. As
the vacuum is further increased the rays

become more penetrative and show the

shadow of the bones in the hands. As

exhaustion proceeds further, a point is

reached when the flesh of the hand seem s

to be almost completely transparent,

while the bones are almost entirely

opaque. At higher vacua than this, the

bones becoming more and more transpa-

rent, the contrast between bone and

flesh becomes less and less, till at

length, at the very highest vacuum at

which the discharge will pass, the bones

scarcely show at all, owing to their hav-

ing become nearly as transparent as the

flesh, while the whole hand throws but

a very faint shadow on the screen.

Similarly, it is found that at any given

degree of vacuum the penetrative value

of the x-rays is increased by increasing

the power of the Ruhmkorff coil, and

thereby increasing the difference of the

electrical potential between the cathode

and the anode portions of the tube, as

measured by the length of the alterna-

tive spark in air.

Again, similar results are obtained

without alteration to the vacuum or to

the power of the Ruhmkorff coil by va-

rying the resistance of the tube by means

of a magnetic field.

In this case the gradual strengthening

of the magnetic field produces a gradual

decrease in the resistance of the tube,

and of the difference of the electrical po-

tential between the cathode and anode,

and, at the same time, causes a gradual

diminution of the penetrative value of

the x-rays.

I have further found that it is possi-

ble to vary the penetrative value of the

x-rays produced in a focus tube by sim-

ply altering the distance between the ca-

thode and the anti-cathode.

Upon the anti-cathode being ap-

proached to the cathode, the x-rays im-

mediately became of a more penetrative

value, just as though the vacuum had

been increased, while at the same time

the potential difference, as measured by

the alternative spark, was found to have

risen. Again, when the anti-cathode

was moved in the opposite direction, and

placed at a greater distance from the ca-

thode, the potential difference fell, and

the x-rays became less penetrative, and

similar to those produced at a lower vac-

uum. In this way, without varying the

vacuum, the penetrative value of the

x-rays could be increased or decreased as

desired within the limits of the focus on

the one hand and the travel of the anti-

cathode on the other.

Again, I have found that the penetra-

tive value of the x-rays can be altered by

employing cathodes of different diam-

eters.

Throughout the experiments it was

further found that the potential differ-

ence, as measured by the alternative

spark in air, was much greater when the

small cathode was in use than with the

larger cathode.

The penetrative value of the x-rays

produced by any given tube appears,

therefore, to be dependent upon sev-

eral conditions.

1. The penetrative value is higher for

a high vacuum than for a low vacuum.

2. It is higher when the electrical
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power applied is great, than when it is

small.

3. It is higher when the resistance of

the tube is great than when tin's resist-

ance is reduced by magnetic means.

4. It is higher when the distance be-

tween the cathode and anti-cathode is

small than when the distance is great.

5. It is higher when the cathode itself

is small than when it is large.

6. It is higher when, as a consequence

of one or more of the above, the poten-

tial difference between the cathode and

anode portion of the tube, and conse-

quently the electrical excitation of the

cathode is great, than when it is small.

On the assumption that the cathode

rays consist of negatively charged mole-

cules that are repelled from the similarly

electrified cathode with an initial veloc-

ity that depends upon the degree of

electrical excitation of the cathode, the

above conditions are those that would

conduce to a high average velocity of the

molecules at the moment at which they

strike upon the anti-cathode, and, at the

same time, to a high average difference

of potential between the traveling mole-

cules and the anti-cathode at the mo-

ment of impact.

At high exhaustion, not only is the

electrical excitation more, and the ini-

tial velocity of the molecules conse-

quently greater, but, owing to the small-

er number of collisions with the other

molecules of residual gas in the tube,

the average velocity of the molecules

and the amount of their negative charge

have suffered less diminution by the

time they reach the anti-cathode than in

the case of lower exhaustions.

Similarly, when more electrical power

is employed, the electrical excitation and

the initial velocity of the molecules is

increased, while the employment of a

magnetic field reduces the resistance

and the electrical excitation, and conse-

quently reduces the initial velocity and

negative charge of the molecules.

Again, when the anti-cathode is near to

the cathode, the moving molecules hav-

ing a less distance to travel before they

reach the anti-cathode, have by that

time lost less of their initial velocity and

charge by collisions than when the anti-

cathode and cathode are further apart.

And, lastly, not only doss a small ca-

thode become charged to a higher elec-

trical potential than a large one, and con-

sequently impart a higher initial velocity

and charge to the molecules, but with a

small cathode the traveling molecules

are more compactly arranged than with

a large cathode, and consequently are

not likely to make so many collisions

and lose so much in velocity or electri-

cal charge during their transit.

It would, therefore, appear that, what-

ever the precise cause, the penetrative

value of the x-rays, produced under any

given set of conditions, is dependent up-

on the average velocity of the molecules

and the difference of potential between

them and the anti-cathode at the mo-
ment of impact, being higher the higher

the velocity and the greater the poten-

tial difference.

Further, since the excitation of ,the

cathode is not uniform, but varying, so

that different molecules have different

initial velocities and charges imparted to

them, and since some of the molecules

will make fewer collisions than others,

and some molecules will thus strike the

anti-cathode at higher velocities and in

a more highly charged state than others,

the same hypothesis will account for x-

rays being more or less heterogeneous

under all conditions.

Finally, it appears that the penetrative

value, as distinct from the quantity of

x-rays, is independent of the material of

which the anti-cathode surface is made.

Experiments with a tube in which the

anti-cathode was made partly of plati-

num and partly of aluminum, and so ar-

ranged that, by inclining the tube, the

anti-cathode could be moved, and either
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the platinum or the aluminum part could

he hrought into use, show that, even

with metals having such very dissimilar

atomic weights, the penetrative value of

the x-rays produced was the same,

though the quantity of the rays, as meas-

ured by photographic action or by the

brightness of a screen of barium platino-

cyanide, was distinctly greater with the

platinum. Further experiments with

other tubes fitted with anti-cathode of

aluminum, iron, copper, silver, and pla-

tinum, confirm these results. The met-

als of high atomic weight form the most

efficient anti-cathodes, and give a larger

quantity of x-rays, though the difference

is not so great as might, perhaps, be ex-

pected. All, however, appear to give

x-rays of the same penetrative value un-

der similar conditions.

—

Electricity.

The X-Rays in the Discovery of

Gall Stones.—Buxbaum (Carlsbad)

recommends the use of photography in

searching for gall stones. The patient

is placed upon his face with the photo-

graphic plate under the abdomen and

the tube just over him. In this way
clear-cut pictures of the gall stones in

the gall bladder may be obtained. The
possibility of making these discoveries

is of great value in medicine and opens

up another field of usefulness for the

x-rays.

—

Revue med. de therapeut., No. 2,

1898. Journal of Electro- Therapeutics,

May, 1898.

Anatomico-Surgical Researches by

Means of Radiography. Paul Rcynier

andJules Glover.—Most interesting ex-

periments upon radiography of the os-

seous cavities of the face and cranium,

the venous sinuses of the duramater and

their relation to the external wall, etc.

For a full comprehension of the subject

the reader is referred to an illustrated

article in the Archives Internationales de

Laryngologie, November-December

,

1897. Journal of Eye, Ear and Throat

Diseases, April, 1898.

Testing Gold Quartz hy the Roent-
gen Rays.—An ingenious application of

the Roentgen rays has recently been
made, viz., to ascertain the presence of

gold particles in quartz. The particles

of gold in a paying gold quartz are often

so finely divided as to be invisible to the

naked eye. Since gold is more opaque
to the Roentgen rays than quartz, it is

natural to suppose that some indication

of the presence of gold in quartz would
be given on the screen or the photo-

graphic plate when the quartz is trav-

ersed by the Roentgen rays. A physi-

cian in Los Angeles, California, is re-

ported on accidentally photographing a

lump of gold quartz to have found on

the shadow of the outline of the quartz a

number of very dark points. These
points were due to the presence of par-

ticles of gold in the quartz. It is possi-

ble, therefore, to detect the presence of

gold in quartz by the presence of Roent-

gen rays, and it may sometimes be con-

venient in the laboratory, but it is not to

be expected that the gold prospector

will add a battery, an induction coil, and

vacuum tubes to his kit.

—

Electrical

Review, London, England, May 13,

1898.

A full account of this discovery can be

found in The American X-Ray Journal,

Oct. issue, 1897. The discovery was

made by Dr. Yoakum, of Los Angeles,

Cal.

Seokoloff, of St. Petersburg, reports

four cases of acute articular rheumatism

in children in whom marked improve-

ment took place after the use of the

Roentgen rays. The child was placed

from fifty to sixty cm. from the tube,

and the time of exposure was sixteen to

twenty minutes. In one girl of nine

years the pain and swelling of the joints,

which were very great, disappeared after

two treatments, while one girl of four-

teen recovered after the first seance.

—

La Rev. Med., Jan. 19, 1898.
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AC INK TREATED BY KLECTROLYSIS
AND THE X-RAYS.*

BY MADAME LE DR. I'OKITONOFF, OF PARIS.

I propose to submit to you some re-

sults obtained in tlie treatment of ob-

stinate acne by means of the \-ray.

I hope that it may be of interest to

women, and young girls, in particular,

since it is these cases that I most desire

to reach with the aid of the latest scien-

tific discoveries.

Nearly every practitioner recalls cases

of acne impossible to cure, in spite of

medicaments and rigid diet.

I have tried to treat and alleviate

those cases which are beyond the reach

of local applications. For years I my-
self was thus afflicted, and finally I con-

cluded to try massage and electricity.

When my patient is a young girl who
has no internal lesions, but whose func-

tions have rather lost tone, and when
the forehead above all is most affected,

I touch each pimple with an electrode,

and I follow this up with a twenty min-

utes' massage.

In such a case numerous treatments

are required—but a series of from twen-

ty to thirty affords much relief.

Notwithstanding the presence of

spores and bacilli, which belong to this

affection, one must observe that weak
tissues about the sebaceous glands is a

favorable condition for the development
of bacilli, which must be considered as a

secondary cause; the first one being the

weakened condition of the tissue, which
should first be attacked—and here is

where massage has a beneficent action.

But I can not recommend this in the

case of those enjoying good constitu-

tions, and whose functions are normally

active. I tried faradism instead, which
acts most favorably on muscular con-

tractions, and it possesses as well the

merit of causing an amelioration in those

"Revue Intern itionale d'Electrotherapie et de Raiio-
therapie.

conditions where there is much conges-

tion.

For in many cases of acne the local

congestion is the first thjng to be corn-

batted, 1 have tried electro-massage,

i. e., massage and electricity combined,
which is an economy of time.

With certain women acne has a bad
moral effect, as they are constantly wor-

rying about it. For this reason, having

failed in my other methods, I decided to

try the x-ray.

The following is an account of one of

three cases:

Miss M., twenty-three years old, good
constitution, family history good—pa-

rents living—lived always in country;

menstruated at fourteen, irregular,

scant, but without pain; had measles
and scarlatina; at seventeen had a gas-

tric disturbance, with cramps and colic,

but was not confined to her bed.

She had pimples before her menstrua-
tion, at the age of ten—did not treat

them, believing in their disappearance

at puberty. As, on the contrary, they

increased, she consulted a physician.

At fifteen she followed a special diet,

took various alteratives, used many lo-

cal applications, but in vain; at twenty-

three she came to me and announced
that she wished to marry in a year, and
begged me to remove the deformity.

Having touched each pimple sepa-

rately with the electrolytic needle, we
commenced the electro-massage.

The treatments lasted about thirty

minutes, after which I covered each pim-
ple that had been treated with a small

piece of surgical plaster. The follow-

ing five treatments were each of them
from thirty to thirty-five minutes, on al-

ternate days, making ten treatments in

fifteen days; after which she felt so

much better that she decided to return

to the country.

Indeed, each pimple became smaller

by this method, and the redness gradu-
ally disappeared. But, on the other
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hand, the patches on the cheeks ap-

pared to grow.

Later we had three new series of treat-

ments, and after seven months although

better she was not cured. As the time

of her marriage approached it was nec-

essary to do something, as her mental dis-

tress was great, so I sent her to my ex-

cellent confrere, Dr. Gautier, for electric

baths—she slept and ate better, but the

patches and pimples remained. Finally

we decided to submit her to the influ-

ence of the x-ray, which after twelve

treatments bleached the red blotches

without accident.

Dr. Gautier gives the details of the

treatment as follows:

We know that the x-rays have caused

erythema and deep burns—these acci-

dents are due to lack of care; not only

is the x-ray without danger if employed

properly, but it may be of great service

in dermatology. The treatment should

be applied as follows: i. Daily treat-

ment. 2. Duration, five or six minutes.

3. Crookes tube, medium size, excited

by a coil which takes four amperes at

eighteen or twenty volts, tube enveloped

in a black cloth. One must finally pro-

tect the eye-brows, eye-lashes, and hair

by means of a plate of lead; the lead is

flexible, and may be molded at will to

the shape of the skull.

The tube should be thirty centimeters

from the face, and first one side and

then the other of the face should be

treated. A result begins to show itself

after six treatments; the skin pet Is, the

pimples become less red, and the glands

are less apparent. It is right to inquire

how the x-ray acts. This is, by a de-

congesting atrophic action, and proba-

bly also by a microbicidal action. This

atrophic action affects also the follicles,

for the hairs fall out, to grow again finer.

The nails become brittle. These acci-

dents have not occurred with us, for we
have kept the tube thirty centimeters

away from the patient; and we know

that at this distance the electric waves
lose their force. And according to the

last researches of Dr. Balthazard, these

electric waves are responsible for the

accident, and not the x-rays themselves.

Besides, these waves lose their power
when the tube is wrapped in black cloth.

Imperial (iranum
Is a prepared food that makes friends

wherever its merits become known. The
writer has been familiar with it for years,

and takes pleasure in relating the fol-

lowing clinical test of its merits:—"The
patient, reduced by disease and from the

effect of the anodynes necessarily given

to alleviate her sufferings, developed

malignant cholera-morbus, and for days

lay in an almost unconscious condition.

As a last resort she was taken to a Bos-

ton hospital where the physicians began

administering IMPERIAL GRANUM,
prepared as directed for acute cases, in

very small quantities. After several

trials it was retained, and the strength

and quantity was slowly increased.

After four weeks' treatment, taking

IMPERIAL GRANUM only for nour-

ishment, she was discharged from the

hospital, and a few weeks later endured

a severe surgical operation from which

she completely recovered' and today

seems in perfect health."

Campho-Phetiique.

"This preparation commends itself to

the medical profession for the following

reasons

:

"1. Because it is the result of scien-

tific experimentation by scientific men.

"2. Because the tests as to its

efficiency as a germicide were conducted

in a scientific manner by scientific chem-

ists and bacteriologists.

"3. Because the preparation was in-

troduced to the medical profession in a

proper, ethical manner, and without ex-

aggerated claims and unprofessional

hornblowing in the journals and news-

papers.

"A. C. Bernars, A.M.,M.D.,M.R.C.S."
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Old Remedy—New Uses.

There are very many important uses

for antikamnia, of which physicians as a

rule may be uninformed. A five-grain

Antikamnia Tablet prescribed for patients

before starting on an outing, and this

includes tourists, picknickers, bicyclers,

and, in fact, anybody who is out in the

sun and air all day, will entirely prevent

that demoralizing headache which fre-

quently mars the pleasure of such an oc-

casion. This applies equally to women
on shopping tours, and especially ^o.*

those who invariably come home .cress''

and out of sorts, with a wretched "sight-

seer's headache." The nervous head-

ache and irritable condition *r>f' the busy/

business man is prevented by the timely*

use of a ten-grain dose. Every bicycle

ridei, after a hard run, should be advised

a bath and a good rub down, and two

five-grain Antikamnia Tablets on going to

bed. In the morning he will awake

minus the usual muscular pains, aches'

and soreness. As a preventive of the

above conditions, antikamnia is a won-

der, a charming wonder, and one trial is

enough to convince.

Polk's Medical and Surgical Register

of the United States apd Canada is now
undergoing its fifth revision. Physicians

who have not given their names to the

canvassers are urged to report to head-

quarters at once, giving full information.

Address, R. L. Polk & Co., Detroit,

Mich.

Eureka Springs, Ark.,

As' a sumjijer ;aad jwin|er resort cannot be sur-

j^sseli.v =- To jni» 'famous" all-year-round resort
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RADIANCE APPROACHING THE MAXI
MUM, ITS PRODUCTION AND USES.

Wtl. W. GRAVES, M. D. , ST. LOUIS, MO.

In my Preliminary Report on "A Meth-

od of Overcoming High Resistance in

Crooks' Tubes : A Possible Step toward

Maximum Radiance," which appeared in

The American X-ray Journal for April,

1898, the following observation was
made :

"Whether for fluoroscopic or cathodographic

work, approaching maximum radiance is always
to be desired. A tube which gives only fair ra-

diance has little practical value, other than from
development by usage it may attain high effi-

ciency."

High efficiency may be secured in any
good tube by repeated use, thus assur-

ing continued development in tube life,

and may be more quickly attained by

using tubes which have been exhausted

to the highest possible point.

All authors, users and makers practi-

cally agree that continued usage engen-

ders a vacuum resistance, which, in time,

will become impassable, and if the vari-

ous measures for the control of this re-

sistance as engendered by usage fail,

there is but one thing to do—have the

tube re-exhausted.

Morgan's experiments with extreme

exhausted tubes, and since Roentgen's

discovery, experiments of Thomas A.

Edison and others, tend to confirm the

commonly accepted belief, that through

an extremely exhausted tube no dis-

charge will pass. My experiments dur-

ing the last six months with heretofore

believed to be "dead tubes" as described

in my preliminary report, and some re-

cent experiments with tubes exhausted

to the highest possible point, confirm

me in the belief that usage does not en-

gender a resistance which may not be

successfully overcome, and that it is not

possible by true pump exhaustion to ex-

haust a tube to a point through which

no discharge will pass : that the greater

the resistance afforded by any given

tube, however engendered, whether

from usage or extreme pump exhaustion,

the higher will be its efficiency when its

resistance is overcome ; that the true

test for tube resistance is that resistance

shown when the tube is connected, pos-
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itive to cathode, and negative to anode
;

that is to say, reversed, and that it being

possible to overcome in a satisfactory

manner resistance in the tube reversed,

it is also possible to do so in the tube

properly connected.

Now, if it is a fact, and experience so

leaches, that the greater the resistance

as afforded by the vacuum tube, the

higher will be its efficiency when the re-

sistance is overcome, it must follow that

approaching maximum radiance will not

be attained until it is possible to over-

come all resistance. Therefore, those

tubes that are set aside for rest, and

those tubes that are returned to the mak-

ers for re-exhaustion, are the very tubes

which if their resistance, can be success-

fully overcome—are capable of affording

nearest approach to maximum radiance.

If there were a way of overcoming re-

sistance in such tubes, approaching max-

imum radiance would be the ride, and

not, as now, rarely seen. I believe

there is a way, but it is not found by us-

ing tubes which have regulating devices,

for in such tubes no sooner does the ra-

diance begin to approach the maximum
than its penetration is lowered by the

use of the "extinguisher."

It is evident that the expressions from

various authors, the personal experience

of users, the advice of makers, a demand
for and the sale of, the various adjusta-

ble vacuum tubes, all bear witness to the

universally, accepted facts: That usage

does increase resistance ; that from con-

tinued use resistance does become so

great that all heretofore known proced-

ures for the control of vacuum as en-

gendered by usage fail, and that when

the various procedures do fail there is

but one thing to do—have the tube re-

exhausted.

The seemingly correct method of op-

erating the tube and proper use of cur-

rent interrupters, the proper degree of

reversal, the application of tin foil, and

the self evident value of efficient generat-

ing apparatus, have all been worked out

and given what I am led to believe is the

true position of each as an essential for

success in readily reviving so-called

dead tubes, solely by experimenting

with the so-called dead tubes, as may be

seen by carefully reading my "Prelimi-

nary report on a method of overcoming

high resistance in Crookes' tubes ; a pos-

sible step toward maximum radiance."

The probable reason why approach-

ing maximum radiance is not univer-

sally had is on account of the heretofore

believed unconquerable resistance as en-

gendered by usage. In my preliminary

report certain specific conclusions are

established concerning the effect on tube

resistance by interrupting the positive

or negative discharge, reversal, applica-

tion of tin foil, and the necessary tech-

nique required is indicated therein, and

the following conclusions are drawn :

"That success in overcoming the heretofore

believed high vacuum, as engendered by usage,

will depend upon proper technique in current

and tube manipulation ; that the trouble is not

in the tube per se: that a Crookes' tube which has

once afforded radiance should continue to do so

as long as its electrodes are not disintegrated or

its vacuum destroyed ; that the so-called high

vacuum, as engendered by usage, is most likely a

myth ; that a tube which has once afforded radi-

ance requires neither baking, boiling, rest nor

re-exhaustion ; that the longer a tube is used the

greater it grows in efficiency ; that usage is to

the Crookes' tube what the crucible is to crude

gold ; that maximum radiance has never been

seen, and that the way to maximum radiance

may possibly be found in the overcoming of the

heretofore believed impassable barrier of resist-

ance, thus assuring continued development in

tube life."

The universal attainment of a nearer

approach to maximum radiance, is the

only remaining requisite, and may be at-

tained by better technique in current

and tube manipulation, to the end that

Roentgen's discovery may have the wid-

est range of usefulness, be universally

emploj'ed, and be made a necessary part

of the armamentarium of every physi-

cian.
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With more pertinacity than reason it

is still claimed by some writers, specifi-

cally stated by certain tube and appa-

ratus manufacturers, that tubes differing

in efficiency are required for different

work. For instance, if it is desired to

make an exposure of the hand or fore-

arm a tube of low resistance and efficien-

cy is required, because when the vac-

uum is high the rays have much greater

penetrating powers, but less photo-

graphic effect than they do when it is

lower, because a radiograph of the hand

can be made in much shorter time with

sharp detail and strong contrast between

bone and flesh if a low vacuum is used.

On the other hand, for exposures of the

denser portions of the extremities, trunk

or head, a tube of higher vacuum and

efficiency is required, though it is claimed

that such a tube does not show as much
contrast between bones and muscles as

it penetrates both.

The truth of the matter is, that for all

purposes for which Roentgen's light is

now employed, whether fluoroscopic or

cathodographic, whether we desire to

examine the thicker or denser structures

of the body, the nearer the light of any

given tube approaches the maximum the

better will be the result, and the more
satisfactory will be the examination. No
one has yet stated that too much could

be seen with the fluoroscope ; on the

contrary, higher and still higher efficien-

cy is universally sought for fluoroscopic

work. Then why should any one be-

lieve, much less assert, that light can be

made too penetrating for cathodographic

work ? The better the light, the greater

the contrast, and the more the detail,

irrespective of the portion of the body to

be examined. The better the light, the

shorter the exposure. The better the

light, the greater the distance to be had
between the tube wall and the subject.

This latter fact alone is sufficient reason

for desiring and requiring radiance ap-

proaching the maximum for all work.

Long exposures with tube in close rela-

tion with the subject, inefficient generat-

ing apparatus and ordinary light, have

been the causes of so-called x-ray burns.

When the user of x-ray apparatus shall

have ceased employing tubes of ordinary

efficiency for any purpose whatever, and

will use instead, tubes affording radi-

ance approaching the maximum for all

purposes, Roentgen's discovery will be

universally employed, and the so-called

x-ray burns will become ancient history,

and those who shall still cling to the be-

lief that x-rays do cause burns will have

lost their last "prop," because there will

be no burns.

It may be asked, what is considered

radiance approaching the maximum ?

The maximum is not known, because

the longer a tube is used the greater it

grows in efficiency, but a minimum ra-

diance for good x-ray work may be read-

ily established. When a tube becomes

available for good x-ray work its radiance

should show the pulsations of the heart

in a man weighing 150 pounds with clear-

ness and distinctness five feet from the

tube wall. The best light obtainable, the

nearest approach to maximum, is the

rule whenever fluoroscopic examinations

are made, and it should also be the rule

when we desire to show shadows in the

completed print.

An x-ray print, if proper light and ex-

posure is had, should show the different

layers of clothing, the skin, the fat, the

muscles, the bones, and bones through

bones, the marrow and cancellated bone

structure, and in certain poses the blood

vessels, intermuscular spaces, the shad-

ing of the muscles, depending upon their

densities, and tendons and their at-

tachments. In sprains where rupture

of ligaments has taken place the points

of separation should be shown. The
brain in its relations to the skull, the

spinal cord and in one print in my collec-

tion may be seen what appears to be the

gross structure of a portion of the ceie-
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helium. Of the great and lasting bene-

fit Roentgen's discovery has up to the

present moment been to the medical pro-

fession, and, in turn, to mankind, it is

not necessary at this time to speak. We
have every reason to believe that fully

one-half of the possibilities of this won-

derful light are yet unknown.

In concluding I do so with the hope

that radiance approaching the maximum
shall be the rule, and the only radiance

for all purposes wherein Roentgen's un-

paralleled discovery now is and may in

future time be employed, and with all,

that the man who pointed out the way,

Dr. William Konrad Roentgen, may not

be forgotten.

1943 North Eleventh Street.

TRAUMATIC INEURASTHKIN 1 A.

BY THOMAS H. MANLEV, M . D., NEW YORK.

Professor of Surgery, New York School of Clinical

Medicine.

Read before the seventh an lual meeting of the New York
State Association of Railway Surgeons, held at the

Academy of Medicine, in New York City. November
16. 1897, and published in the International Journal of

Surgery.

[This article in its entirety is reproduced in The

Atlantic Medical Weekly for May. The subject

is one of general interest. We reproduce only

that portion of the article which refers to the

x-rays.]

The surgeon in such a dilemma now
turns to the latest and one of the most

invaluable gifts of modern science, to

the utilization of the Roentgen rays, that

he may critically inspect the naked

framework of the bones, and spare his

patients the dangers of sanguinous sur-

gery. But, unfortunately, here disap-

pointment may await him, for the skia-

graph is neither a positive nor definite

resource in a considerable number of

osseous disorganizations which are not

readily detected by ordinary means.

For example, quite a few cases have

been reported where it has pointed to

cleavage and rents in bones that did not

exist, and vice versa, indicated osseous

perfection where crepitus and mobility

established beyond question the presence

of fractures. Speaking from an abund-

ant experience with the radiograph, Tra-

cy, of Boston, says: "While much has

been gained in accuracy of diagnosis by

the aid of x-ray pictures, there is one

branch of practical medicine where

harm is threatened by their employment.

I refer to medical jurisprudence. * * *

Their indiscriminate admission will

hurt the cause of justice, because they

can easily lead to fallacy and error."

He goes on to show where the deformity

of a Colics' fracture may be photo-

graphed in the normal limb.

Dr. P. M. Jones is more optimistic

and says: "Here we have an agent which

cannot err; if it gives an answer at all,

it must be truthful and shows to the ex-

aminer the actual conditions." Journal

of the American Medical Association, No-

vember 6. 1897. The former is a prac-

tical surgeon and the latter a teacher of

electro therapeutics. Possibly some-

timeserror comes through want of skill in

photographing; but when the sketching

is done by experts, ignorance cannot be

charged. And these are the very instan-

ces where the greatest fallacies have

been demonstrated. Dowd has lately

verbally reported a case of fracture of

the leg, three days old. The patient,

inspired by curious motives, had the

limb skiagraphed; but the pictures wjre

identical in both tibiae and he refused

to pay the bill for professional attend-

ance on the ground that he had no frac-

ture.

The past summer at the University

Hospital, London, it was my privilege

to witness an operation by Mr. Barker,

on a girl's hip. It was a case of old dis-

location. A large, well developed x-ray

photograph showed the head of the fe-

mur resting on the dorsum ilii, a deep,

hollow cavity marking the site of the fe-

moral head was in evidence, and the

acetabulum was entirely obliterated by

absorption, a smooth, hard surface only
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remaining. I saw a somewhat similar

case at the Laraboisiere in Paris, where

the ray exhibited a subcoracoid disloca-

tion of the humerus. In vain varied and

repeated efforts were made to reduce it.

Section showed no luxation at all, but a

fracture through the anatomical neck.

The skiagraph is the most valuable di-

agnostic aid we possess, and in conjunc-

tion with other resources of great assist-

ance, but alone unreliable.

After dislocation of a limb, one of four

things may occur:

r, It may be overlooked; something

which happens oftener than is common-

ly supposed.

2. It may be reduced; the ordinary

event.

3. It may be irreducible; quite un-

usual.

4. It may be reducible, but can not

be retained; rare in most articulations,

but common in one.

5. Exclusive of scapuloclavicular dis-

locations, which as a class can not be re-

tained after reduction, there are others

in which reduction can not be main-

tained because of a chipping off or frac-

ture of the rim of the mortice.

That a person may go about uncon-

scious of a luxation goes to show that

dislodgement of a bone from its socket

is not always incompatible with the re-

tention of a fair degree of function re-

maining. This is notoriously the case

in the humero-scapular and claviclo-sca-

pular luxations. Dislocations of the

acromial end of the clavicle, when com-
plete, are rarely reducible and seldom

or never can be retained.

Failure of reduction or retention inva-

riably implies permanency of defect in a

limb, though rarely to such a degree as

to incapacitate one from his ordinary

employment, if this does not entail

heavy labor.

By the former we designate those

traumatisms in which the disorganiza-

tion of bones is the dominant factor, as

in Pott's or Colles' fracture, or fractures

of the humerus, with simultaneous dis-

dislodgment of the scapular head ; a

condition readily detected when impac-

tion is absent.

Dislocation fracture is one which is

produced by the head of the bone im-

pinging on the border or margin of the

mortice or joint-hollow. The best de-

scription of this important lesion is giv-

en by Senn, who collected twenty-eight

cases, and more recently by Dr. Ed-

mund Andrews, of Chicago, who desig-

nates this "rim-fracture." (Fractures

of the Rim of the Acetabulum and the

Margins of other Joints Complicating

Dislocations. International C/i>iics;\o\.

VIII., 7th series, October, 1897.) In

these cases reduction after the bone fails,

because of loss of osseous support. Ac-

curacy of diagnosis in this class is of the

highest importance because of its bear-

ing on prognosis; and here the Roent-

gen rays render possible the precise rec-

ognition of the lesion, without division

of the soft parts, a boon of priceless

value.

Regenerai ikg X-ray Tuises. Graves.

Lond. Elcc. Rev., June 10; abstracted

briefly from The American X-Rav Jour-

nal, April.—Dead tubes may be resus-

citated by reversal, separate gaps and

tin foil on the cathode end of the tube.

In tubes of ordinary resistance the direct

resistance is about three times the re-

versed and when the current refuses to

pass in the proper direction it can prob-

ably be passed in the reverse direction
;

but if this is impossible then success will

usually be attained by introducing a

spark gap between the tube and the neg-

ative terminal of the generator; a spark

gap at the negative pole reduces the re-

sistance, while at the positive pole it in

creases it; tubes that have been thus re-

suscitated are far more efficient than

new tubes which have not yet become

dead.
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PRACTICAL X-RADIANCE.

BY J. M. SCOTT, M. D , KANSAS CITY. MO.

The power of all x-ray machines are

rated according" to the lengths of spark

they will give. According to experience

this has less to do with their actual ca-

pabilities than the volume of spark. In

an inducting coil the length of spark it

will give is governed by the length of

wire and number of turns in the second-

FiG. I.

ary. The volume of spark is governed

by the size of the wire in the secondary.

It is much cheaper to make a coil which

will give a twelve inch spark of small

volume than with a large volume. A
coil with the secondary wound with a

size number thirty-six wire, which is a

small size, will give a spark of small vol-

ume, while a coil wound with a number

thirty-two wire in the secondary will

give a very large volume.

It will take at least four times the

weight of number thirty-two wire to give

a twelve inch spark that it will of a

number thirty-six. In using a Crookes

tube the pressure or voltage is to over-

come the resistance of the vacuum in

the tube between the internal electrodes.

When you have sufficient voltage to

force all the current your machine will

give through the tube at the correct vac-

uum for the work you

wish to do, that is all that

is necessary; any more

than this simply heats

the platinum electrode to

such a high heat that it

wdl melt if you do not

cut down your current by

some means, or short cir-

cuit part of it.

The more volume of

current you have the more

voltage it will require to

force it through the same

tube— this is according to

Ohms' law, that one volt

will force one ampere

through one ohm of re-

sistance. Now to force

more current, or say two

amperes through one ohm
of resist jnce, it will take

two volts.

The power of x-ray de-

pends on the volume of

current you pass through

your tube at the correct

vacuum. By experiments

I have found I can get as good, if

not better, results with the fluoroscope

and take as good a picture with the same

length of exposure using the same tube

in both experiments with an eight inch

spark coil wound with a number thirtj -

two secondary which gives a large vol-

ume of current as I can with a twelve

inch spark coil wound with a number
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thirty-six secondary which gives a small

volume of current.

In order- to get penetrations with a

tube we must have a vacuum which will

back up about a three inch spark. I do

not find it practical to use a higher vac-

uum than this, since, if you do it will

make the bones nearly as transparent as

the flesh, both with the fluoroscope and

radiograph, then in using it to photo-

graph through the trunk you will get

very little contrast in your negative and

ed by the electrified molecules in the tube-

striking some obstruction which is gen-

erally the platinum disc, then the harder

these atoms strike the platinum the

greater force and penetration will be giv-

en the x ray vibrations. The higher the

vacuum in the tube the less will be the

number of molecules, so those which

are in motion can go a greater distance

without colliding with others and there-

fore gaining a greater velocity than if the

vacuum was lower and there were more

FIG

consequently a poor picture. If it is

true the molecules of residual air in the

tube become charged with electricity and

pass at a high velocity from one part of

the tube to another, the reason a high

vacuum gives more penetration than a

low one might be explained in this way:

if the theory that the x-ray is produced

by transverse vibrations or pulses in

ether, somewhat like light, but the vibra-

tions are shorter and much more fre-

quent, and the x-ray vibrations are caus-

molecules in the tube, consequently hav-

ing a greater velocity they wdl strike

the p'atinum harder and give off more

penetrating x-rays.

To sum up, in order to produce a

powerful x-ray with an induction coil

and force it through a thick substance

like the trunk of the body in a few min-

utes we must have a tube of high vac-

uum to get penetrations; to use this tube

we must have a high voltage current such

as will throw a spark across an air gap
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ten to fifteen inches long, then a current

of large volume, such as given from an

induction coil with the secondary wound
with a number thirty-two wire.

It is easy to take a picture through the

body in three minutes and through the

hand in five seconds where a short time

ago it would take one hour to take a pic-

ture through the body and five minutes

to take a hand. This is a great im-

provement as it entirely eliminates the

danger of electrolysis or so-called burn-

a breeze blowing against the part unless

the part is held within an inch or two

when the current may jump -in the form

of a spark. Exposing a person close

enough for the current to pass to him for

five or ten minutes will do no damage,

but if held six inches away for thirty

minutes or more, or three inches for fif-

teen minutes or more, it is very liable to

cause an electrolysis or so-called bu.n-

ing. To prevent burning, hold the part

exposed eight inches or more away; if

FIG.

ing. The x-ray has absolutely no inju-

rious effect on the body; all the injuri-

ous effects such as burning are caused

by the current of electricity.

The current used to excite the Crookes

tube being one of high voltage does not

have to come in contact with the body

to pass to it. If any part of the body is

held within six inches or less of a

Crookes tube some of the electrical cur-

rent will pass to it which may not be felt

by the person but if noticed will feel like

exposure is over five minutes there is ab-

solutely no danger. In fifteen months'

work with the x-ray taking pictures

nearly every day I have never had a sin-

gle bad result follow.

In making an exposure for a picture

the further away you place the tube from

the plate and the closer you place the

object to be taken to the plate the bet-

ter definition you will get. If the tube

is held close to the part exposed or the

part exposed is held away from the plate
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the resulting radiograph will be magni-

fied and distorted.

I use approximately the following dis-

tances of tube from plate and time of ex-

posure on a person weighing one hun-

dred and fifty pounds:

Hand and wrist, 30 seconds at 6 inches.

Forearm, 45 seconds, at 6 inches.

Arm above elbow, 1 minute, at 10 inches.

Shoulder. 4 minutes, at 18 inches.

Thorax, 3 1-2 minutes at 20 inches.

Hip joint. 5 minutes, at 22 inches.

Knee, 3 minutes, at 18 inches.

Foot, 2 minutes, at 14 inches.

erator to develop his own pictures; he

will naturally give them more care than

a photographer. Very often a picture

which is over or under exposed can be

developed carefully and a splendid pic-

ture obtained. A photographer can tell

you your picture is under or over ex-

posed, but it is impossible for him to ex-

press to you just how much or to what

degree, while if you are accustomed to

developing yourself you can tell exactly

how much it is under or over exposed in

proportion to the length of exposure you

FIG

By using the above distances I get

good definition and still am not so far

away but what I can make a short expo-

sure. I have been using about the above

distances in all my work and have nev-

er even produced a dermatitis or had
any bad results, although when I first

commenced the work I had to make
long exposures, some as long as one-half

hour and several of these in a day.

DEVELOPING X-RAY.

It is a great advantage to an x-ray op-

4-

have given it then you are sure of get-

ting a correct exposure on the second

trial; if your tube gives off the same

amount of rays and is placed at the same

distances as with the first exposure.

In the choice of plates I always use a

plate especially prepared for x-ray work

which has a double thick emulsion on it.

I have never seen any rules laid down
for developing these plates, but I spoiled

many a good picture by not continuing

the development long enough.
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I use either of the following develop-

ers: Pyro-Eikocum Hydro, or J. C. Tab-
loids, but use them much stronger than

the formula given for ordinary plates

and add two drachms of 10 per cent so-

lution bromide of potash as a restrainer

instead of about ten drops as for ordina-

ry plates; I often use the following form-

ula with the J. C. Tabloids: take three

J
and three C tabloids and dissolve in

five ounces of water, then add two

iig. 5.

drachms, 10 per cent solution bromide

potash. I also have some stock solution

of the tabloids made up on hand to add

if the picture is very slow in turning dark

and some extra bromide if it turns dark

immediately, showing over exposure. If

the picture is through the arm or hand

you can see first the outlines of the hand

or arm will appear, then later the bones.

If the picture is through the body or thick

part this will not occur, but the part of

the plates which will have the picture

on it will turn dark slowly and you will

not see the outline of the bones or only

slightly.

In the above I refer to the upper or

film side of the plates; the back of the

plate will remain white much longer

than the front. If the picture is through

a thin part like the hand, the outline of

the hand will not disappear entirely, but

if through the body,

the outline of it will

soon be lost and the film

side of the plate will

look as though you had

no picture. I continue

developing, if for a hand,

until the back of the

plate has turned dark or

nearly black with the

exception of the part

which has the outline of

the hand, but this should

be somewhat dark. If

the picture is through

the body I continue de-

veloping until all of the

back of the plate has

turned dark, then wash

in water and put in the

hypo, and leave for

twenty minutes. On an

average I take about

twelve to fifteen minutes

to develop the plates.

The image taken with

the x-ray does not show

in developing like in a

photographing plate and the developing

should be carried much further. As to

the printing of the picture, I leave that

to the photographer; if he does not get

a good picture the first time he can try

it again, but if he does not develop a

negative well he can not do it over.

The x-ray certainly proves the often

made assertion that you can not tell

where a bullet is located by the direc-
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tion from which it enters the body. In

one radiograph I made, a ball was found

buried in the body of the fourth dorsal

vertebra; the party who did the shoot-

ing was considerably above him and shot

downward, the ball entered in the side

at about the seventh rib; this was twen-

ty-three years ago. Twenty years ago

he was operated on, as it caused paraly-

sis of the lower extremities. An incis-

ion was made thirteen inches long on the

side of the vertebrae but the bullet could

not be found. About six months

ago I located the ball by a radio-

graph, in the body of the fourth

dorsal vertebra, after taking a ra-

diograph extending from the fifth

dorsal vertebra to the eleventh and

another below this. He was ope-

rated on by Dr. Geo. Halley and

the ball removed successfully: his

paralysis has improved in his opin-

ion some. Could the ball have

been removed at the first opera-

tion the paralysis probably could

have been relieved. The paralysis

was all motor. He has always

been well nourished.

In another case I located a twen-

ty-two caliber ball in the pelvis on

a level with the articulation of the

head of the femur which entered

on a level with and struck the fifth

rib.

A blood clot will often obscure a

foreign body. In a case brought to

me for a radiograph of the hand to

locate a needle, I did not remove the

bandage. The Doctor assured me there

were no pins in the bandage, and said he

had made several incisions where the

needle was supposed to be.

1 then made an exposure and devel-

oped the negative but found no needle;

but found light, irregular lines, where

after examining the hand proved to con-

form to the incisions which were filled

with clotted blood. I made another ex-

posure and on developing the negative

found the broken needle but no outlines

where the clot showed before. The

needle was under the clot in one of the

incisions.

In another case I was trying to lo-

cate a piece of steel in an eye. I made

the exposures with the plate on the

side of the head and the tube oppo-

site but in the negative I could not get

the outline of the cavity of the orbit as

is usual in taking a picture in this posi-

tion. From a former experience with

fig. 6.

the needle, I concluded there must be

a clot of blood in the eye which was prov-

en correct as the eye was removed and

found filled with clot. The piece of

steel was in the clot.

Fig. 1 is a radiograph of a shoulder

of Mr. K Residence, Guthrie, I. T.,

taken for Dr. F. R. Smiley, Boonville,

Mo., showing a bullet lying on the

scapula. The party who fired the pis-

tol, a thirty-eight caliber, was standing

directly in front, the ball struck the
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clavicle and glanced to where it is shown
in the radiograph.

Fig. 2. Fracture of base of neck of fe-

mur. Radiograph made for Dr. H. D.

McQuade. Mr. L , residence Kan-

sas City, Mo. Age 38. Occupation,

merchant. Fracture caused by fall. It

is somewhat impacted but not sufficient

that it could be diagnosed by measure-

ments; there was considerable pain on

movement of limb, he could move it him-

FIG.

self but could not stand on it on account

of pain, little swelling, one-half inch

shortening; the exact condition is shown

in the radiograph. It made the condi-

tion a certainty out of an uncertainty.

The original radiograph shows the out-

line of the articulation of the head of the

femur much more plain than the cut,

proving there is no dislocation. It might

not be out of place to mention here that

any tubercular softening of the head of

the femur can be accurately shown and
also its relation to the head of the femur
and its exact extent even if very small.

I have two good pictures of tubercular

softening, one in the head of the femur
and one at the sacro-iliac articulation,

both of special interest because they

have been operated on and the correct-

ness of the radiograph demonstrated.

It is also interesting to note that in the

reproduction of the ra-

diograph of the fracture

of the neck of the femur
that although the bones

at point of fracture are

separated and the break

does not extend entirely

through the bone, still

the lines of the fracture

show very similar to

what they would in a

photograph of a bone

with the flesh removed.

Fig. 3 shows the ra-

diograph of a watch in

the esophagus of a man
just above the cardiac

orifice of the stomach

swallowed for the ex-

periment of taking the

radiograph of a watch

in this position. Imme-
diately after taking the

radiogragh it was re-

moved by pulling it

back through the mouth
by the chain attached to

it. The subject of this

operation is an ostrich man who gives

exhibitionsof his different abnormal pow-

ers; among them are the swallowing of

the watch and letting persons hear it tick

by placing their ear to his chest; taking a

piece of plate glass an inch square, one-

half inch thick, crushing it inhis teeth and

swallowing it; he also swallows loaded

cartridges, money, tacks, screws, seven

grains of strychnine at a dose, twenty
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grains morphine, three grain* ot arsenic

and other poisons. He is able to take

these large doses of poison by com-

mencing ) ears ago with ordinary doses

and gradually increasing some until now

it is a habit he can not quit. He says

he passes the metallic articles in twenty-

four hours.

Fig. 4. Radiograph taken for Dr. E.

R. Lewis, showing deformity of bones

of left foot, and also right one for com-

parison. On inspection both feet were

apparently alike.

Fig. 5. Showing aneurism of arch of

ago; slight cough which was paroxys-

mal and continued up to the time of

death: he complained of slight aphonia

and on examination of throat there was

slight paresis of vocal cords and on

physical examination of the chest the re-

spiratory murmur on the left side was

slightly enfeebled. Aside from this dif-

ference the examination of the lung was

negative. There was a slight area of

dullness above the heart and aside from

this there was no physical signs of aneu-

rism. The radial pulse in the two sides

were similar. There was no inequality

fig. 8.

aorta. Case referred to me for a radio-

graph by Dr. C. F. Wainwright and Dr.

Hal Foster. This case is especially in-

teresting as the post mortem has been

made. The radiograph was made about

six weeks before death. The following

history is given by Dr. Wainwright and

Dr. Foster:

—

"Mr. M. H. Stevens; age sixty-two;

single; occupation, cigar dealer; born of

healthy parents; temperate in habits;

never had any severe sickness, com-
menced complaining about two years

of pupil, no bruit or change in heart

sounds, no abnormal pulsating area, nor

pain. The heart was normal in size and

there was no evidence of valvular lesion.

The diagnosis of aneurism was made
from the character of aphonia due to

pressure upon the recurrent laryngeal

nerve.

"The patient died from exhaustion af-

ter a history of two years duration and a

very large fusiform aneurism was found

involving the entire arch of the aorta ex-

tending to the body of the vertebrae
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against which it pressed, filling up al-

most entirely the upper part of media-

stinum. The tumor was filled with co-

agulated fibrin through which an open-

ing passed about the size of the aorta,

abnormally. The x-ray in this case

proved to be valuable from the fact that

there was no physical signs of aneurism

aside from the pressure upon the recur-

rent nerve. The dark area as shown in

lanx, but when we operated could not

find the needle where we supposed it

was. Another x-ray showed the needle

free in the tissues between ths third and
fourth fingers at the metacarpal articu-

lation; the second operation proved suc-

cessful; after an incision over the needle

and down to it the knife struck the frag-

ment. The knife serving as a guide, a

forcep introduced along the blade easily

FIG.

the picture was highly diagnostic and

strengthened the opinion of the aneu-

rism."

Fig. 6. Needle in hand. Mrs. K
broke off a needle in the palm of her

hand. Dr. Scott made an x-ray photo-

graph of the hand which showed the

fragment to be at the junction of the

phalanx and metacarpal bone of the

third finger. The needle was apparent-

ly pushed through the head of the pha-

9-

grasped the needle which was with-

drawn. Any one who has attempted to

remove a needle from the fleshy parts of

the body must certainly know the diffi-

culties of such a procedure. An x-ray

photograph acting as a guide makes this

operation a comparatively simple affair.

Altogether the x-ray has proved itself

an invaluable aid to us in locating for-

eign bodies we would no more think of

operating without its aid than operat-
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ing without the usual aseptic precau-

tions.— Drs. Rosenwald, Adams and

Anderson.

Fig. 7. Radiograph of the arm taken

for Dr. G. 0. Coffin, showing dislocation

of radius and shattering of the ulna by a

thirty-eight caliber ball.

Fig. 8. Radiograph of pelvis of girl

six years old taken for Dr. Perkins,

showing dislocation of femur with par-
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time ago he had a paralysis of right arm

;

as the ball entered near the arm center

of the brain, it was thought it might be

the cause of the paralysis. Dr. Block

therefore had a radiograph taken to lo-

cate the ball, and it being found in the

back of the head, was known that the

ball itself was not causing the paralysis.

Fig. 10. Radiograph of arm taken for

Dr. G. W. Lilly, showing non-union of

fig. 10.

tial absorption of head of bone. Pelvis

tilted some.

Fig. 9. Radiograph of head, taken for

Dr. J. Block, showing a round bullet in

back of same: another radiograph was
taken of the above head from before,

backward, showing the ball to be one-

half inch to the right of the median line.

The party was shot about thirty years

ago. The ball entered in back of exter-

nal canthus on the left side. A short

the ulna and union of the radius. The
bones had been wired together, the wire

is also shown.

Fig. 11. Radiograph of head taken for

Dr. E. W. Hethrington and Dr. W. E.

May, showing bullet in head, behind the

eye. A picture of this case was taken

also from before backward and showed

the ball on a line a little to the nasal side

of the pupil of the right eye.

Fig. 12. Radiograph of abdomen of
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ostrich man, Mr. G. W. Whallen, taken one hundred and sixteen different pieces

for Dr. E. Von (Juast. The dark mass of metal and a handfull of glass. Pa-

on the left side of the picture contained tient operated on June 8, 1897, at Ger-

FIG 12.
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man Hospital. Occupation, showman;

twenty-six years old. Median Gastroto-

my. The following foreign bodies re-

moved:—3 oz. glass, two pocket knives,

one a barlow four and one-half inches

long, the other one, a four blade, five

knife blades, one barb wire staple, three

screws, one horse-shoe nail, sixteen

tacks, forty-one wire nails, forty-seven

twelve penny nails. On account of the

weight of the above articles, the stom-

ach was lower than normal. The out-

line of the articles do not show, as they

were all rolled up in a round mass. Pa-

tient emaciated from want ot food, he

could not eat anything for about one

week before operation. Foreign bodies

had been in stomach for two or three

weeks. After operation stomach was

closed by interrupted and lambert su-

tures. Death in forty-eight hours from

enteritis and exhaustion. There had

been hemorrhage from bowels. The
post mortem showed absolute union of

wound in stomach, no leakage, wound
had healed in part.

The above radiograph and history of

cases are reproduced by permission of

the physicians for whom they were

taken.

New Ridge Building.

Anode Rays. Sandrucci. Nuovo Ci-

mento, March; abstracted in the Lond.

Elec, June 17.— He showed that both

electrodes in a vacuum tube emit so-

called cathode rays, the only difference

being that they are of greater strength

at the true cathode; at a certain exhaus-

tion there proceed from both cathodes

two cones of rays, one enclosed in the

other or partly separated, which bear

charges of opposite signs; both are de-

flected by a magnet; there is no radical

difference between the two kinds of

rays.

X-RAYS. Kalischer. Elek. Zeit., June
16.—The beginning of a review of the

subject of x-rays, with special reference to

that which may be of permanent value.

CATHODK RAYS IN AN OSCILLATING
ELECTRIC FIELD.

The theory of the cathode rays most

in favor among physicists in this country

is that which assumes that the rays con-

sist of a stream of particles charged with

electricity. This theory has not been

generally accepted in Germany, though

recently it has made a few converts.

One apparently fatal objection urged

against the view that the cathode rays

consist of charged particles, is that they

are not deflected by an electrostatic

force. If these rays consist of electri-

fied particles, one would expect prima

facie that they would be more suscepti-

ble to an electrostatic force than to a

magnetic force. The reverse, however,

is the case. They can be readily de-

flected by a comparatively weak magnet;

but Hertz found that no deflection was

produced when the rays passed between

two plates connected to a battery.

Prof. J. J. Thomson makes an ingen-

ious attempt to explain away this anom-
aly in the charged particle theory. He
says: "We must remember, however,

that the cathode rays, when they pass

through a gas, make it a conductor, so

that the gas, acting like a conductor,

screens off the electric force from the

charged particle, and when the plates

are immersed in the gas, and a definite

potential difference established between

the plates, the conductivity of the gas

close to the cathode rays is probably

enormously greater than the average

conductivity of the gas between the plates

and the potential gradient on the ca-

thode rays is probably very small com-

pared with the average potential gradi-

ent." He also describes an experiment

in which a deflection can be produced

when the electrostatic field is caused to

act on the dark space next the cathode,

and this he explains by the hypothesis

that the gas in the dark space is either not

a conductor at all, or, if a conductor, a
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poor one, compared with the gas in the

main body of the tube.

An interesting experiment is described

by J. J. Thomson, which illustrates this

curious resistance of the dark space to

the passage of the cathode rays. Two
spherical bulbs were connected together

by a glass tube; one of these bulbs was

small, the other large; they each con-

tained a cathode, and the pressure of the

gas was such that the dark space round

the cathode in the small bulb completely

filled the bulb, while that round the one

in the larger bulb did not extend to the

walls of the bulb. The two bulbs were

wound with a wire which connected the

outsides of two Leyden jars; the insides

of these jars were connected with the

terminals of a Wimshurst machine.

When sparks passed between these ter-

minals, currents passed through the

wires and induced currents in the bulbs,

which caused a ring discharge to pass

through them. Things were so arranged

that the ring was faint in the larger bulb

and bright in the smaller one. On mak-

ing, however, the wires in these bulbs ca-

thodes, the discharge in the small bulb,

which was filled by the dark space, was

completely stopped, while that in the

larger one became brighter. Prof.

Ebert has also shown that a cathode

stream is deflected out of its slraight

path by creating a dark space in its way.

The charged particle theory gives no

satisfactory explanation of this curious

property of the dark space; and though

some ingenious experiments, similar to

that of Perrin, have been devised by J.

J.
Thomson to show that the cathode

rays discharge negative electricity on

anticathode conductors, yet, while so

many important phenomena remain in-

explicable by the theory, it appears ad-

visable, for the present, to suspend our

judgment.

Jauman also obtained a deflection of

the cathode rays by placing a conductor

close to the side of the tube just in front

of the cathode. But this has been

shown by Schmidt and Wiedemann f to

be due to a displacement of the starting

point of the cathode rays owing to the

change produced in the electric field by

the presence of the charged conductor,

and not to a deflecting influence exerted

on the cathode rays by the electrostatic

field. The deflection obtained by J. J.

Thomson may be explicable in the same
way, since the conditions of his experi-

ment were very similar to those of Jau-

man.

Though it is still doubtful whether the

stationary electric field produces any de-

flection of the cathode stream, it has

been recently shown by Schmidt \ that

unmistakable deflections are produced

by an oscillating electric field. The
conditions of the experiments made by

Schmidt exclude the possibility of the

deflections being due to a displacement

FIG. I.

of the starting place of the cathode rays.

Schmidt's experiments were made with

a special vacuum tube designed by
Braun.v; In this tube, illustrated in fig.

i. k is the cathode disc, and a is the

anode. At d is an aluminum diaphragm

with a central aperture about 2 mm. in

diameter; s is a disc of mica coated with

phosphorescent material, on which the

phosphorescent spot can be seen through

the glass when looking at the end of the

tube.

If an insulated metal plate is brought

near the tube in the neighborhood of l,

the phosphorescent spot widens out a

little. This phenomenon is intensified

if the plate or. in its place, a brass ball

* Royal Institution Lecture. April 30, 1897, p. 10.

t E. Wiedemann & G. C. Schmidt, Wied. Ann., 60.

p. 510, 1897.

t K. E. F. Schmidt. Abhandl der Naturforsch-Gesell-

schaft zu Halle, 21, p. 163 and 173, 1897.

§ Wied, Ann., Vol.60, p. 552.
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is connected to the cathode pole of the

induction coil. Under these circum-

stances a comet-like tail is thrown out

from the side of the spot opposite to the

inducting body. The appearance of

some of these comet tails is shown

in fig. 2.

Since the publication of Schmidt's ex-

periments, this subject has been taken

up and thoroughly investigated by Prof.

Ebert, of Kiel * Instead of the induc-

tion coil, Ebert used a small alternating

dynamo driven at the highest possible

speed by an electro-motor. This ma-

chine generated an alternating current

with a frequency of 60,000 per minute.

The E. M. F. of this current was raised

FIG. 2

b\ a Siemens spark inductor with the

condenser removed to 1,500 volts. The
terminals of the secondary of this coil

were connected to a pair of condenser

plates placed at opposite sides of the

Braun tube close behind the diaphragm.

The cathode rays in the tube were pro-

duced by an influence machine. Ebert's

arrangement, therefore, differs from

Schmidt's in several features. (1) With
Ebert's apparatus the oscillating electric

field is persistent and regular, while in

the Schmidt arrangement it is irregular

and quickly damped, owing to the oscil-

lations being derived from the ordinary

induction coil. (2) The source of the

oscillating field is independent of the

source of the cathode rays in Ebert's ar

* Wied. Ann. 64, p. 240. 1898.

rangement, while in Schmidt's they are

both derived from the same source, viz.,

the secondary of an induction coil.

Ebert satisfied himself, by experiment,

that the time changes of the electric field

between the condenser plates were al-

most perfectly sinusoidal, and followed

one another without a break. With this

apparatus were obtained not only comet-

tailed extensions of the nucleus spot on

the phosphorescent screen, but well de-

fined deflected rays could be seen, which,

in the rotating mirror, were drawn out

into oscillation curves of the greatest

regularity.

The two metal plates, \\ p8 fig. 3, hav-

ing each a surface of 37 x 6 8 cm., were

formed into a small condenser by fixing

them at one e nd to a block of vulcanite,

Sa 2-5 cm. thick. These plates projected

far enough over the vulcanite to em-

brace the tube, B. When the machine

was started, the spot on the phosphores-

cent screen was drawn out into a thick

vertical band of about 3 cm. in length.

This experiment, therefore, proves that

in the oscillating electric field cathode

rays are distinctly deflected, and always

in the direction of the lines of force, the

latter assertion being easily demonstrat-

ed by turning round the condenser.

The deflection in this case can not be

explained on the theory of the displace-

ment of the starting point of the cathode

rays, since that was 30 cm. distant from

the condenser plates, and it was found

that these plates lost their deflecting

power if they were moved away from the

tube even a few centimeters. The de-

flection is greater the greater the surface

of the plates, and it also increases if the

condenser is moved toward the end of

the tube, as if the amplitude depended

on the leverage at which the condenser

acted. The deflection also increases

with the potential difference between the

plates.

Ebert suggests three different theories

to explain this deflection effect of the os-
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dilating electric field, and then proceeds

to examine these theories by crucial ex-

periments to determine which gives the

correct explanation. He considers it

possible that the deflection may be due

to:—

I.—The magnetic effect of the dis-

placement currents in the dielectric.

II.—The electrostatic charges on the

walls of the vacuum tube.

III.—The deflection effects of second-

ary cathode phenomena.

I.

—

The Influence of the Displace-

ment Currents.

The displacement currents of Max-

well's theory oscillate backwards and

forwards along the electrostatic tubes of

force, and would consequently give rise

to circular magnetic lines of force sur-

rounding each tube. These magnetic

circles are equivalent, according to

Stokes' theorem, to a shell of rectangu-

lar magnetic lines of force lying in the

planes joining the edges as the condens-

er plates. The magnetic effect of these

lines would tend to deflect the cathode

rays in exactly the same direction as is

shown by Schmidt and Ebert's experi-

ments. But it remains to be seen

whether in other respects this magnetic

force is sufficient to account for the phe-

nomena observed.

Ebert makes use of several arguments

to show that, notwithstanding this par-

tial agreement between the predicted

and the observed results, the deflections

are not due to the influence of the dis-

placement currents. One of the strong-

est is the answer to the following ques-

tion : Is the movement of the cathode

rays in phase with the charging of the

condenser, or with the displacement cur-

rent? If G is the electrostatic potential

gradient, the displacement current is de-

termined by dc,-dt, and therefore differs

in phase from the charging of the con-

denser by a quarter period. If the de-

flection is due to the magnetic effect of

the displacement current, it should have

a phase displacement of about go deg.

relatively to the curve of tension. In

order to determine this point, the pri-

mary current of the transformer was

made use of for comparison. By caus-

ing the two forces, whose phases are to

be compared to act on the cathode beam
at right angles, the shape of the result-

ing curve will give the required informa-

tion, in accordance with the well known
rules for combining simple harmonic

motions. In the primary circuit of the

transformer was interpolated a smail so-

lenoid, M, fig. 3. This solenoid or bob-

bin was mounted on guides, R,, at right

angles to the axis of the Braun tube, b.

The condenser, consisting of the two

metal plates, p, ps and an intervening

B

r\ \

I

H /ft
//?<// \/

H

r

vulcanite block, s8, was mounted on

guides, R 2 . at right angles to the axis

of the tubes and also to the guides,

r,. The bobbin, m, produces a mag-

netic deflection of the cathode rays

at right angles to the magnetic lines of

force, and the condenser, v
1 p.,, produces

a deflection in the direction of the elec-

trostatic lines of force. These two de-

flecting forces, therefore, produce deflec-

tions at right angles to each other, and

the bobbin and the condenser can be ad-

justed at such distances from the tube

that the deflections are equal.

As the result of numerous experi-

ments, Ebert found that the figures pro-

duced by the combination of these two

perpendicular oscillations were invaria-

bly approximately circular ellipses. This
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showed that the phases of the oscilla-

tions differed by as nearly as possible a

quarter period. Now we know that the

phase difference between the primary

and secondary of the transformer must

in this case be quarter period, and it fol-

lows, therefore, that the oscillations of

tin cathode rays are in phase with the

charging of the condenser and not with

the magnetic field produced by the dis-

placement currents.

Ebert has also shown, by calculation,

that the deflection which would be pro-

duced by the magnetic fie!d produced by

the displacement currents would be only

i -300000th of that actually observed.

It may be taken, therefore, as proved,

that the oscillations of the cathode rays

between the plates of a rapidly charged

and discharged condenser are not due to

the magnetic effect of the displacement

currents.

II.

—

The Electrostatic Charges on

the Walls of the Vacuum Tube.

It is well known that a vacuum tube

in which cathode rays are being pro-

duced shows strong electric charges on

its walls. In the Braun tube, which is

somewhat different in shape from the or-

dinary Crookes tube, the distribution of

the surface charges can be easily ascer-

tained by a proof ball and an electro-

scope. The proof ball (of brass) is fixed

on the end of a glass rod: different parts

of the surface of the active tube are

touched by the ball, and the charge on

the ball is then tested by the electro-

scope. By exploring the surface of the

Braun tube in this way, Ebert found a

very strong negative charge on the ca-

thode end of the tube, which covered

the whole surface of the tube to about

half way between k and a (fig. 1 ). The
charge was so strong that sparks could

be drawn from the surface of the tube,

and the surface charge lasted for a con-

siderable time after the discharge in the

tube had stopped. The negative charge

was gradually neutralized towards a, and

before a was reached was replaced by a

positive surface charge, which, however,

was not quite so strong. This positive

charge continued in varying amount up

to the diaphragm, n, reaching a mini-

mum shortly before i> was reached. In

the cylindrical part of the tube behind

the diaphragm, D, there was found

very strong positive charge, which in-

creased steadily towards the end, s, and

reached such an intensity on' the surface

of the pear-shaped end, that small

sparks could be drawn off after the dis-

charge in the tube had ceased. The
positive charge outside the tube implies

a corresponding negative charge on the

inner surface of the tube. In the active

Braun tube, therefore, ail parts of the

inner surface of the section d s, even

where the cathode rays do not strike,

are coated with a layer of positive elec-

tricity which binds a corresponding neg-

ative charge outside

By these surface charges the course of

the cathode rays is essentially influ-

enced. It is well known that the ca-

thode stream always mov. s along the

axis of the tube, even with considerable

variations in the shape of the cathode ;

but if the surface distribution on the

tube is disturbed by putting one part to

earth, or by drawing off sparks, the beam

of cathode rays jumps at first suddenly

to one side, and then returns slowly to

its original position. The return of the

rays to the axis of the tube is evidently

due to the restoration of the surface

charges by the action of the tube.

The oscillating electric field will evi-

dently have the effect of periodically

changing this surface distribution, with

the result of producing oscillations of

the cathode stream, in the same way in

which a single disturbance produces a

temporary deflection. Some idea of the

mechanism by which this deflection is

produced may be obtained from what

follows.
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HI.

—

The Influence of the Cathode
Phenomena Called Into Exist-

ence by the Oscillating Ele.tric

Fl F LI).

Ebert and Wiedemann have shown*
that when alternating electric tensions

are applied to electrodes on the outer

surface of a sufficiently evacuated tube,

cathode rajs, with all their attributes of

dark space, &c. , are produced opposite

the electrodes inside the tube. It was

found sometimes, however, that these

phenomena could not be obtained,

though all the essential conditions of the

experiment appeared to have been ful-

filled. Then it was discovered that the

cathode phenomena could always be

started again by sending a direct dis-

charge through the lube from internal

electrodes. From this it would appear

that the cathode discharges produced by

alternating potentials applied to exter-

nal electrodes are only possible when
there are considerable surface charges

on the walls of the vacuum tube.

From what has been said above, it

will be seen that these conditions exist

in the Braun tube, as used in Schmidt's

and Ebert's experiments. When the

tube was examined in a dark room,

sparks could be seen passing between

the condenser plates and the sides of the

tube, but no corresponding cathode dis-

charges were observed inside the tube

till after the main cathode discharge had

taken place.

Ebert and Wiedemann have shownf
that the dark space from one cathode

offers a great resistance to the passage

of rays from another cathode. They
described one experiment, in which, by

means of a movable cathode, the rays

were brought gradually closer to the

dark space of another cathode. As they

were brought closer they failed com-

pletely to penetrate through, but became

* Wied. Ann. 50, p. 42, 1893.

t Sitznngsber Physikal Societal Erlangen, 24, p. 114,
1891.

deflected and bent round the outline of

the dark space.

These experimental results can now be

applied to explain the oscillation of the

cathode rays in the oscillating electric

field. The electric oscillations proceed-

ing from the condenser plates, will pro-

ject a dark space into the interior of the

tube, first from one side and then from

the other. These alternately projected

dark spaces bring about the observed

oscillations in the main cathode beam.

According to the experiments of Kauf-

mannand Aschkinass,
J the deflection

ceterisparibus is proportional to the poten-

tial gradient of th 3 deflecting cathode.

There must, therefore, with a regular

periodic electric force, be an oscillation

of the cathode rays obeying the sine law.

And this is exactly what has been ob-

served.

These interesting experiments of

Ebert's appear to show that the deflec-

tion of the cathode rays in the oscilla-

ting field are not primarily due to the po-

tential gradient of the electrostatic field

but to a cathode discharge which is cre-

ated by this gradient. Why the dark

space should have this curious resist-

ance to the passage of cathode rays re-

mains unexplained, though it appears to

be a well established experimental fact.

Ebert, indeed, with true scientific cau-

tion does not consider that his experi-

ments exclude the possibility of direct

electrostatic influence, but only that such

influence if it exists is too weak to be

shown by the Braun's tube. These ex-

periments, however, appear to be fatal

to the view that the whole of the electric

current is carried by the particles of the

gas in the form of electric charges. They

point rather to the view that the current

inside a Crookes tube differs only in de-

gree from what takes place when a cur-

rent passes through a gas outside the

tube.

Ebert points out that his apparatus,

J Wied Ann. 62, p. 588. 1897
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illustrated in rig. 3, forms a very conven-

ient and sensitive arrangement for meas-

uring the difference of phase between the

primary and sec ondary currents in trans-

formers, and recommends its use to

electrical engineers.

—

Electrical Review,

London, June 3, 1898.

X-RAYS I IN THE ARMY.

The question has been asked, how can

the x-rays be used to advantage on the

battlefield? Wherever the surgeon can

pitch his tent, there also a tent suitable

for a complete x-ray apparatus can be

pitched, being constructed the same as

any other tent, only lined with black cot-

ton flannel, and it is ready for the Rhum-
korf coil, storage battery, Crookes' tubes

fluoroscope and the necessary adjunct,

the Dennis fluorometer.

By the fluorometric measurements

and markings, the location of a bullet or

piece of shell can be accurately located

in a few minutes and the patient turned

over to the surgeon ; with an exact dia-

gram marked with an indelible pencil on

the limb or body, showing to the sur-

geon at what point he can find the missile.

Sometimes a few hours delay in the

treatment of wounds makes it necessary

to save life, that the soldier suffer the

amputation of a limb. The use of the

fluorometer does away with the delay

consequent upon taking a radiograph

and the necessity of taking a photo-

graphic outfit onto the battlefield.

It should be considered a greater

achievement for the surgeon in the army
to save a soldier's limb by extracting a

bullet or piece of shell than to success-

fully amputate it, when gangrene or

blood- poison has developed from delay

in removing the foreign body, conse-

quent upon his being carried in an am-
bulance to an army hospital located miles

away from the scene of battle. To save

an arm or leg may mean the saving of

hundreds or even thousands of dollars

in pensions in after years.

RECENT ADVANCES IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF FRACTURES OF THE

EXTREMITIES.

BY JOHN B. ROBERTS, M. D., OF PHILADELPHIA.

Surgeons have recently made notable

advance in the investigation of fractures

by the employment of Roentgen rays,

which, by means of the fluoroscope or

photographic plates, show the exact con-

dition in obscure cases of fracture. In

other instances fractures which were sup-

posed to have been properly reduced

have been shown by the use of the

Roentgen rays to be still the seat of de-

formity.

Another improvement is the freedom

with which obscure fractures may be in-

vestigated by aseptic incision of the soft

parts, which discloses the exact nature

of the bony lesion.

The treatment of fractures has been

much improved in recent years by the

more extensive adoption of plastic

splints made of gauze and plaster-of-

Paris. These should substitute, to a

great extent, the manufactured splints

of metal and wood which instrument

makers sell at a high price for use upon

fractured limbs which they seldom fit.

It is possible to properly pad a wooden

splint or successfully adjust a metal or

felt one to the injured limb. It is, how-

ever, far better to make a splint out of

plastic material, like gauze filled with

gypsum, which will absolutely corres-

pond with all the inequalities of the sur-

face of the patient's limb.

Ambulant splints, which permit pa-

tients with fractures of the leg to get out

of bed and walk upon the injured mem-
ber at a comparatively early period, are

also the result of the advance in fracture

treatment that has come by study of the

imperfections of older methods. The

employment of massage during the en-

tire period treatment of a fracture will be

*Abstract of an address before the Altoo na Academy
of Medicine and Surgery. "Pennsylvania Medical Jour-

nal," May, 1898.
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found to lessen the rigidity of the muscles,

stiffness of joints, and inflammatory in-

filtration around the seat of fracture,

which so often retard the patient's full

recovery of function. Massage should

be used with discretion, but may be em-

ployed with much satisfaction to the pa-

tient every time the splint is removed

for the inspection of the seat of fracture.

The desirability of this method of estab-

lishing a healthy condition of the soft

parts makes it desirable to remove the

splints much more often than used to be

thought necessary.

Tenotomy of the tendon of Achilles, to

prevent displacement due to muscular

spasm, in fractures of the leg near the

ankle is another accessory of treatment

often neglected. Tenotomy will also

probably be found of avail in some cases

of fracture of the olecranon, and per-

haps in other regions where muscular

contraction leads to difficulty in main-

taining reduction of fragments.

The surgeon should not forget that

where accurate coaptation of the broken

bone can not be readily accomplished,

an aseptic incision will add practically

nothing to the patient's risk. Such an

incision not only gives a better under-

standing of the condition of the parts,

which may be essential to proper treat-

ment, but permits disentanglement of

fragments of bone from lacerated mus-

cles, thereby averting non-union of the

fracture. It also permits the use of wire

or cat-gut sutures in cases demanding
such direct methods for maintaining ap-

position.

It is probable that few surgeons, and

perhaps almost no general practitioners,

realize how easy it is to keep a fractured

bone in position when the surgeon sees

the exact line of break. Much of the

deformity of many fractures would be

overcome and the anxieties of the period

of treatment lessened if the medical

attendant, after finding the line of frac-

ture, simply drove a nail through the

soft tissues into the broken bone in such

a manner as to hold the pieces together.

It is not improbable that the time is near

at hand when many fractures will be

treated by some such direct method.

Ordinary wire nails or long tacks made
aseptic can be driven through aseptic

tissues into the bone without dijadvant-

age. This can be done in closed frac-

tures as well as in the open ones. An
ordinary straight surgical needle does

very well for this purpose. If necessa-

ry, an ordinary brad awl may be used to

drill a bone.

Refracture or osteotomy of deformed

union after fracture should be used much
more frequently than it is. It is proba-

ble that much of the difficulty in frac-

tures about joints comes from imperfect-

ly apposed fragments. Investigation of

such cases by free incision and the use

of nails or sutures in the bone to hold

the fragments in proper position would

probably lead to more perfect resto-

ration of function than is usual in frac-

tures involving the joints. Many sur-

geons who fearlessly investigate frac-

tures associated with wounds experience

unreasonable hesitation in making asep-

tic incisions down to the seat of fracture

in obscure and troublesome cases.

The recent advances here outlined in

the treatment of fractures of the extrem-

ities have brought about the following

results: The restoration of the patient

to a condition of health permitting him

to transact business in much less time

than formerly ; the establishment of this

desirable end with little or no pain dur-

ing the period of treatment : and the

much less frequent occurrence of trou-

blesome anchylosis after fractures in-

volving joints.

V sieility ok Roentgen Rays. Dorn.

Wied. Ann., 64, p. 650; abstracted in

L' Eclairage Elec, June 4.—A reply to

the criticism of his recent publications

on this subject.
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ROKNT<iKN SOCIETY, LONDON.

Committee of Inquiry into the Alleged Injurious

Effects of X-rays.

It having been alleged that injurious

effects on the human body have been

caused by exposure to x-rays, it was de-

cided at a meeting of the Council of the

Roentgen Society on April 5th to nomi-

nate a Committee to collect information

on the subject.

The following members were selected,

with power to add to their number :

—

Professor Sylvanus P. Thompson,

President, Dr. Davii Walsh, Secretary,

ex-officio members; Mr. Thomas Moore,

Dr. Barry Blacker, Mr. Ernest Payne,

Secretary to the Committee, Hatch-

lands. Cuckfield, Sussex.

This Committee will be glad to receive

information from all workers with x-rays

of any case of injury that may have come
under their notice after exposure of a

patient to the rays.

In order to obtain accurate informa-

tion the Committee have prepared a set

of questions to which they would be glad

to receive answers as complete as possi-

ble. The questions are framed with a

view to elicit opinion and collect infor-

mation which will show whether the in-

jury was the result of any of the follow-

ing causes :

—

1. The x-rays themselves directly.

2 Some electrolytic or electrothermal action

of a leakage discharge current from the

leads or from the terminals of the tube.

3. Some actiou due to the varying electrostatic

charges on the surface of the tubes.

4 Some combination of these causes.

5. Some other, hitherto unrecognized, kind of

radiation emitted simultaneously with the

x-rays.

6 Some other cause hitherto unobserved.

A list of the questions is given below.

The Secretary of the Committee will be
glad to send forms for answer to any
medical man or other worker who may
have information of any case about
which he is willing to give particulars.

No names will be published, connect-

ed with the information supplied, except

by the distinct consent or request of

those concerned.

The Committee will also be glad to

receive accounts and results of any ex-

periments that may have been tried

which throw li^ht upon the subject.

They hops to be able to collect sufficient

details of the cases that have occurred

(which are happily not numerous) to en-

able them to place the results before

general meeting of the Society before the

end of the year.

QUESTIONS.

MEDICAL.

i. Nature of injurious effect

2 Description of case radiographed.

3. Part exposed to the rays.

4. Condition of subject.

a. Well nourished or emaciated.

/'. Temperament—nervous or phlegmatic.

c. Diathesis of patient.

</. Local condition of part exposed.

5. Did the patient complain of any feeling of

warmth, tingling, or other sensation dur-

ing or after the exposure ?

6. Duration of effects, temporary or permanent.

Remarks.
ELECTRICAL.

7. Apparatus employed—Induction coil, spark-

length, voltage and amperage used in ex-

citing the same, or influence machine.

8. Exact form of tube, length from terminal

to terminal,

g Distance of tube from patient's body.

10. Number of exposures. Interval, if any, be-

tween the exposures. Duration of each

exposure

11 Situation of tube with regard to body or

limb of patient ; i. e., position of anode

and cathode.

12 What covering, if any was used.

a. Material of which it was composed.

Rough or smooth, thick or thin.

c. Color, if dyed.

Remarks.

David Walsh, M. D , is Hon. Sec'y

of the Roentgen Society and J. W. Bar-

bour, M. D., is Librarian.

The mathematical accuracy of the

Dennis Fluorometer in correcting di-

vergence of the x-rays was recently de-

monstrated in the St. Louis Hospital.
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THE ROENTGEN SOCIETY, LONDON.

A meeting of the Roentgen Society

was held at 1 1, Chandos Street, on Tues-

day, March ist, 1898. The President,

Prof. Silvanus Thompson, F.R.S., in

the chair. Minutes of previous meeting

were read and confirmed.

The following were balloted for and

declared duly elected : Prosper H.

Marsden, M. D. ; W. J. Paley Marling,

M.A. ; W. A. Coldwell
; J.

Morrison

Barbour, M.D., F.R.C.S. ; G. Paxton.

The following candidates were nomi-

nated, on the recommendation of the

Council, to be balloted for at the next

meeting: H. W. Cox, H. J. Loe, John
H. Dudgeon, Miss Roma Austen, Miss

Moberley, A. P. Sinnett, Dr. Heber
Robarts.

Mr. Isenthal introduced M. Roche-

fort, of Paris, who demonstrated a new
coil invented by him jointly with M.
Wydts.

The Secretary showed a skiagram of

double congenital dislocation of the hip

by Mr. Noble Smith.

The President mentioned a case of

writing submitted to him for Roentgen

ray examination, and the matter was dis-

cussed.

Mr. Ernest Payne suggested that in

view of the importance of the so-called

Roentgen ray dermatitis, a committee of

investigation be appointed by the So-

ciety.

After some discussion, the further con-

sideration of the matter was left to the

Council.

The date of the next meeting was an-

nounced to be April 5th.

A paper was read by J. H. Gardiner,

F. C. S., on "The Relation between the

Photographic Activity and Penetration

of Roentgen Rays generated at different

vacua.

"

A general meeting of the Roentgen

Society was held at 11, Chandos Street,

on Tuesday, April 5th, 1898, at 8 p. m.

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson, F.R.S.,in

the chair.

The President announced with great

regret that the Hon. Secretary, Dr.

Walsh, was absent through ill health,

and that Mr.
J. J.

Yezey, a member of

Council, had kindly undertaken his du-

ties for the evening.

The minutes of last general meeting

were read and confirmed.

The following were balloted for and

declared duly elected : H. W. Cox, H.

J. Loe, J. H. Dudgeon, Miss Roma Aus-

ten, Miss Moberley, A. P. Sinnett, Dr.

Heber Robarts.

The following candidates were nomi-

nated on the recommendation of the

Council, for ballot at next meeting

:

Leon Gaster ; Arthur Talbot ;
Walter

D. Jamieson
; John Lynn Thomas ; T.

Maltby Clague ; W. Reginald Cookson
;

Frank S. Pepperdene, M.A., Ph. D.
;

Margaret Mary Sharpe, L.R.C.P., L.R.

C.S. Edin. ; Leslie Miller, A.I.E.E.
;

Harold H. Simmons, A.I.E.E.; Ernest

Greville, M.B., CM. Edin ; F. H.

Buhl : Sydney F. Walker ; Lewis Jones,

M. D. : Alfred Apps, M.I.E.E.

Exhibits :

r. A drawing by Mr. Webster, and a

note supplementary to his paper read in

January last.

2. Two photographs from Mr. W. A.

Coldwell, one a case of hip disease, the

other a case of prostatic calculi.

The President announced that, in ac-

cordance with the suggestion made at

the last general meeting by Mr. E.

Payne, the Council had just appointed a

committee for the investigation of der-

matitis (x-ray).

The next meeting was announced for

May 10th.

A paper was then read by Mr. James

Wimshurst on "The Advantages of the

Influence Machine for Lighting X-ray

Tubes," with a demonstration.
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Re-enforced Radiographs. Lond.

Rev. Gen des Sc. June 15.—A short ar-

ticle in which he describes experiments

made with the use of fluorescent screens

behind the photographic plate, for the

purpose of re-enforcing the radiograph

or producing a darker impression in a

shorter time ; others who tried it came

to the conclusion that such images were

not as clear and that it was due to the

granular nature of the re-enforcing

plate. He made a systematic study of

this, using strips of five different re-en-

forcing screens on the back of the same

impression and also a band in which the

image was not re enforced ; the result-

ing print is reproduced. It shows that

the actions of the various screens are

quite different ; the greatest re-enforcing

was obtained with the sulphide screens

of Becquerel, and especially with those

of Kahlbaum, both of which fluoresce

with a violet tint ; with a phospho-

rescent screen, or those made of the

platinum salts, the impression was less

pronounced than when no screen was

used. The sharpest definition was

where there was no screen, the others

showing a sort of halo around the edges,

but this he found was not due to the

granular nature of the material, but to a

true halo caused by the diffusion of the

light, and which, therefore, increases

with the time of exposure, and is due to

the fluorescent radiations.

"The use of the x-ray will prove of the

greatest value in all future attempts to

locate bullets. In order to locate the

bullet with sufficient accuracy to enable

the surgeon to determine the propriety

of an operation for its removal, and to

guide him safely in his work, photo-

graphs from at least two directions will

have to be taken. Every field and gen-

eral hospital should be supplied with an

x-ray apparatus, and in all difficult cases

this, one of the most recent diagnostic

inventions, should be made use of be-

fore undertaking an operation, and in

preference to repeated recourse to the

probe."—Extract from an article by Ni-

colis Senn, M. D., entitled, "The Mod-

ern Treatment of Gunshot Wounds in

Military Practice," which appears in

The [onmat of the American Medical As-

sociation, for July 9. Dr. Senn is Lieu-

tenant-Colonel U. S. Volunteers, Chief

Operating Surgeon with the army in the

field.

At the transactions of the New York

Surgical Society recently, Dr. L. A.

Stimson exhibited a large number of ra-

diographs, showing fractures of the el-

bow, forearm, wrist, and ankle, taken at

the Hudson Street Hospital. Those of

the elbow, taken in connection with pho-

tographs and specimens presented, show

that the "gunstock" deformity is caused

by angular displacement inward of the

lower fragment after supracondylar frac-

ture, the displacement being probably

due to pressure of the sling under the

elbow.

The radiographs of Colles' fracture

showed comminution of the lower frag-

ment to be frequent at all ages, and the

prominence of the ulna to be due to the

ascent of the lower fragment of the radi-

us and the carpus ; also that dorsal dis-

placement of the lower fragment of the

radius is much less marked than the

common "silver fork" deformity indi-

cates ; also that fracture by extreme dor-

sal flexion of the wrist must be very rare.

Fracture of the styloid process of the ul-

na was found only in cases with marked

displacement.

The radiographs of fracture at the an-

kle showed very plainly the differences

between fractures by inversion and those

by eversion or abduction of the foot, the

latter giving the well-known lints of frac-

ture of Pott's fracture, while in the for-

mer the external malleolus is broken low

down and the internal malleolus so high

up that it brings away a considerable

adjoining piece of the tabia.
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A Photometer for Skiagraphy. Dr.

Bicsai.ski. Deutsche met/. Wochensch.,

1898.—The author describes the follow-

ing apparatus : A black pasteboard

box, narrowed down at one end and cut

to fit the face of the observer, the other

end having a round hole, which is placed

against the x-ray tube. In the box, and

nearer the observer's end, is the usual

fluoscopic screen, 12x12 cm. In front

of this (nearer the opening for the x-ray

tube) is a pasteboard screen divided into

thirty-six squares. One of these squares

is covered with one layer of tin foil, the

next with two layers, and each following

square has an additional layer. Each

square also has on it a wire figure, de-

noting the number of layers of tin foil.

Looking through this apparatus at the

glowing tube, the figure on that square

which can still just be made out denotes

the number of layers of tin foil the par-

ticular x-ray can penetrate, and conse-

quently the intensity. The knowledge

of such intensity is of much value in es-

timating the desired exposure for a dry

plate.— The Post Graduate, N. Y.

Some interesting particulars are at

hand from Vienna of a new application

of the Roentgen rays for curative purpo-.

ses. These were communicated by Dr.

Edward Schiff, lecturer at the Vienna

University at the last sitting of the Im-

perial and Royal Medical Society. A
series of experiments conducted by Dr.

Schiff and his assistant proved that these

rays could be used for the cure of dis-

ease in a manner capable of perfect con-

trol by means of a more or less intense

application for a longer or shorter peri-

od, producing reaction in the exact de-

gree required. In this way it has been

possible for the lecturer, on the one

hand, to remove hair from parts of the

body where it constituted a disfigure-

ment without causing the slightest in-

flammation, while, on the other hand,

he has been able to treat lupus with uni-

form success by means of an artificial

inflammation, the intensity of which he

was in a position to increase or reduce

at will. The results secured by the new
method both in the removal of superflu-

ous hair and the treatment of lupus were

demonstrated in the persons of some of

Dr. Schiff 's patients.

—

Health.

Patient with a Broken Neck Lives

a Year. —John K., a lad 9 years of age,

living in Camden, N. J., fell from a tree

June 9, 1897, sustaining a fracture of the

cervical vertebra. The x-ray was ap-

plied and confirmed the diagnosis, locat-

ing the spicula of bone pressing against

the spinal cord. Laminectomy was per-

formed and the fragments of bone re-

moved. The boy subsequently regained

consciousness and by means of appli-

ances was able to be carried in an invalid

chair about the grounds of Cooper Hos-

pital. Death occurred June 1, 1898.

Discharge by X-rays. Child. Phys.

Rev.i May-June.—A long article describ-

ing experiments with the fall of poten-

tial at the surface of a metal when ex-

posed to the discharging action of x-rays.

The results are given in curves and ta-

bles, and show the following : That

there is a large fall of potential at the

surface of the metal when the discharge

is caused by x-rays ; that this fall is di-

minished by allowing the rays to strike

the plate ; that it is diminished to the

greatest extent in the case of metals

which absorb rays most.

The G. Cramer Dry Plate Co. suc-

ceeds to the business of the G. Cramer
Dry Plate Works, having just been in-

corporated with a capital stock of £200,-

000, fully paid up, divided into 200

shares of $1,000 each. These shares

are held by G. Cramer, F. Ernest Cra-

mer, Jason C. Somerville and Emile

Cramer respectively. The officers of the

new corporation are as follows : G.

Cramer, President; F. Ernest Cramer.

Vice President and Treasurer; Jason C.

Somerville, Secretary.
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BOOK REVIEW.

Cataphoresis Or Klectric Medlcattiental

Diffusion.

BY \VM. JAMES MORTON, M. D.,

Professor of Diseases of the Mind ami Nervous System

and Electro-Therapeutics in the New York Post Grad-

uate Medical School and Hospital; Member of the Med-

ical Society of the County of New York; Permanent

Member of the Society of the State of New York; Mem-

ber and Post President of the American Electro- Ther-

apeutic Association; Member of the New York Acad-

emy of Vledicine, American Neurological Association.

Howard Medical Society of New York City, American

Medical-Association, Societe Francaisj d'Electro-Ther-

apie. New York Electrical Society, etc , etc. Author

of The X-Ray or Photography of the Invisible and its

Value in Surgery. American Technical Book -o.. N.

Y. 266 pages, $5.00 net.

First authentic account of cataphoresis

is that of Fabre Palaprat experimenting

in 1833. He claimed to have placed on

each arm a platinum disc—the negative

saturated with a solution of potassium

iodide and the positive with starch wa-

ter. Upon application of a current, Pal-

aprat claimed that the starch water

turned blue (showing presence of io-

dine). Dr. W. J. Morton has tried this

experiment, but unsuccessfully.

In the Ward Richardson experiments

in 1859, with "Voltaire Narcotism", ac-

onite and chloroform were introduced by

means of an electric current into the leg

of a dog and the leg painlessly amputa-

ted after eleven minutes of application.

In 1890 Thos Edison read before the

International Congress at Berbn, a pa-

per on the treatment of gout by lithium

salts cataphoretically applied. The pa-

tient's right hand was immersed in a jar

of sodium chloride, (positive) and the

left hand in a jar of lithium chloride,

(negative). After applying a current,

lithium was found in the urine.

In 1892, an acconnt was published of

the experiments of Girtner and Ehr-

mann, of Vienna. These men intro-

duced corrosive sublimate into the sys-

tem as a treatment of syphilis, by elec-

tric baths. Mercury was found in the

urine.

Dr. Morton has demonstrated that the

effect of cataphoretic medication does

not go more than half the distance from

the positive to the negative pole. Co-

caine combined withguaiacol is safer to

use and the toxic effect of cocaine is min-

imized.

In making a successful cataphoretic

application, the electrical resistance of

the fluid plays an important role. If such

resistance 1)3 very high (chloroform,

sulphuric ether, alcohol, glycerine) little

or no current is transmitted; but if re-

sistance be too low (strong saline and

acid solutions) much current passes but

no action takes place. In order to trans-

mit high resisting substances, it is nec-

essary to incorporate them with foreign

substances, such as Na2 S04 or Na cl.

The continuous current from a dry

battery (40 cells) is that best fitted for

cataphoretic medication. With the bat-

tery current we have no unpleasant con

sequences, such as the "grounding" of

the electric light current would produce.

A good rheostat is a very necessary ad-

junct for the outfit.

In using cocaine for local anaesthesia,

it is well to fit a piece of blotting paper

to a perforated electrode, then drop the

cocaine solution upon the blotter until it

is saturated. This pole (positive) should

be applied to the area to be deadened,

and the current applied gradually. The
negative pole may be applied anywhere.

Bear in mind that ths area affected will

correspond in size with the electrode.

Dentists frequently err in applying a

small electrode to a large cavity, whilst

an electrode almost as large as the cavity

will admit will give better results and

larger field of anaesthesia.

Dr. Morton has found the electric cur-

rent efficacious in removing tumors,

treating trachoma and like diseases of

eye, nose and throat. It has proven

valuable in staining microscopical speci-

mens, &c. For the aching teeth, hydro-

gen dioxide, cataphoretically applied, has

accomplished all that could be desired.

One reason why we fail to employ
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electricity, is conservatism, due to lack

of knowledge of effects. The average

physician or dental surgeon would in a

very short time master the technique of

handling an electric outfit properly and

the benefit derived therefrom would be

more than compensation for the time

expended.

This book of Dr. Morton's is new and

original. It is full of useful information

which can not be found elsewhere. This

character of work is growing in favor,

actually becoming a necessity, in the

hands of the surgeon and the dentist.

O'Haka.

Value of the Rays in Medicine.—In

a recent case of torticollis following in-

jury there seemed to be no reason for

the condition. An x-ray examination

revealed a dislocation of the fourth cer-

vical vertebra. As a rule, any lesion of

the vertebra can be immediately recog-

nized by means of the ray.

Gouty lesions of the bones and

periosteum can also be readily recog-

nized.

In certain cases it is the only method

of diagnosing with certainty aneurism of

the aorta. It is also possible to tell if

the heart contracts sufficiently and thor-

oughly empties the ventricles. In pleu-

risy it is possible to fix the limits of the

effusion, and the movements of the dia-

phragm can also be observed. Cavities

in the lungs can be recognized as a clear

area, and exudations by a dark shadow.

A novice in the use of the rays may
mistake the cartilages of the trachea and

bronchi for foci of disease.

The kidneys can be made out, and if

they contain calculi these can be found.

By filling the stomach with a solution of

bismuth its outline can be clearly made

out.

Classification of the arteries can be

seen with great distinctness.— M. Rump/,

Independence med. , October. 1 897.

Overcoming High Resistance in Crookes'
Tubes.

In The American X-Rav Journal,

April, 1898, Dr. Graves makes some
very interesting remarks on methods of

restoring x-ray tubes which have become
"dead" by increase of resistance in use.

He considers that by proper treatment

any "dead" tube may be made to work
again, without exhaustion, or without

the use of restoratives, such as vapor

emitters in side pockets. Dr. Graves'

treatment consists in a rational combi-

nation of certain artifices already known
and applied separately. The principal

artifices employed by Dr. Graves to re-

suscitate "dead" tubes are reversal,

spark gaps, and tin foil on the cathode

end of the tube. He finds that in tubes

of an ordinary resistance, the direct re-

sistance is about three times the reversed

resistance. When, therefore, the cur-

rent refuses to pass in the proper direc-

tion, the chances are that it will be able

to pass when it is sent in the reverse di-

rection through the tube. If it is found

impossible to send the current through

the tube in the reverse direction (when

the leads are connected directly to the

tube), then success will usually be at-

tained by introducing a spark-gap be-

tween the tube and the positive termi-

nal of the generator. Dr. Graves has

repeatedly observed that a spark-gap at

the negative pole reduces the resistance

of a tube, while a spark-gap at the posi-

tive pole increases it. The reversed cur-

rent is sent through the tube till the

phenomena observed are the same as

when an ordinary tube is reversed. Dr.

Graves maintains that tubes that have

been resuscitated in this way are far

more efficient than new tubes which

have not become "dead" by continued

use. Dr. Graves' paper is well worth

the study of those engaged in practical

x-ray work.

—

Electrical Review, London,

June 10, 1898.
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LOCALIZATION OF FOREIGN BODIKS
IN THK EYE.

At a meeting of the Section on Oph-

thalmology, College of Physicians of

Philadelphia, held March 15, 1898, a

number of interesting explanations ami

exhibits were made for localization of

small bodies.

Dr. Charles L. Leonard exhibited his

apparatus for localization offoreign bodies

within the cranium and orbit. It consists

of a yoke that can be firmly fastened to

the patient's shoulders, and adjustable

upon it an upright frame supporting the

plates, and to which the patient's head

is firmly fastened by bands. Rigidly

connected with this, but adjustable at

any angle, in a plane perpendicular to

the photographic plates, is an arm which

carries the x-ray tube. The relational

angle can be read from a divided arc

situated at the articulation.

The apices of these angles art' marked

upon the skin, and shown upon the pho-

tographic plates by two lead ferrules,

which are placed upon the margins of

the plates, and do not, therefore, cast

their shadows in the field of observation.

'1 hey slide upon an aluminum wire per-

manently placed upon the upright frame.

The tube, foreign body, and plates are,

therefore, held in known rigid relation to

each other and the known point while ob-

servations are made, which give data

from which their mutual relation may be

mathematically determined, or accurate-

ly measured by the graphic method.

The sources of error common to other

methods avoided by this rigid apparatus

are : changes in relation of the tube, for-

eign body, known point, and plates, by

unconscious motion of the patient or

during interchange of plates. An addi-

tional advantage is absence of all for-

eign bodies from the field of observa-

tion.

The x-ray "burn" is not due to the

x-ray, but to the static electric charge

induced in the tissues by the high po-

tential induction field surrounding the

tube. It is never serious, and may be

prevented by introducing a "grounded"

aluminum conductor as a shield between

the tube and patient.

Dr. Howard F. Hansell reported a

case of diagnosis of the presence of a piece

of steel in the left eye by the x-rays, and

its localization by the method of Dr.

Wm. M. Sweet. It was extracted from

under the lower periphery of the lens

after iridectomy by the medium-sized

curved tip of the Hirschberg magnet.

It weighed 9.5 mg. and measured

4 .v 2 .v 9-10 mm. The eye recovered per-

fectly, although vision is reduced to per-

ception of large objects on account of

blood in the vitrious chamber. The
x-ray plates unexpectedly revealed the

presence of another fragment of steel in

the orbit near the external outer angle,

of which no history could be obtained.

It may have entered contemporaneously

with the other injury. Against this sup-

position is the absence of any external

wound, hemorrhage, bruise or contusion,

and the second fragment was found af-

ter removal to consist of steel of a dif-

ferent character and quality from those

of the other. Its localization was dem-
onstrated by response to the magnet,

which, when passed over the skin in its

neighborhood, was invariably puckered

and elevated. With the aid of the mag-
net it was easily excised and its dimen-

sions were found to be 6 x 1 x 1-4 mm.
and its weight 23.5 mg.

Dr. Wm. M. Sweet reported the re-

sults of his experience in the localization

offoreign bodies in the eyeball by his ap-

paratus. The various methods employ-
ed resolve themselves into determina-

tion of the angle of the x-ray tube with
the foreign body and with dense objects

situated near the eyeball. Approximate
results have been obtained from a study
of the shadow of the foreign body in re-

lation to the shadows of the orbital
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bones, but owing to variations in the po-

sition of the eyeball, shown by Cohen to

amount in healthy individuals to as much

as ten mm. behind the edge of the orbit

and twelve mm. in front of it, this meth-

od does not equal the accuracy possible

by other means. Whatever form of in-

dicating object is used in working out

the position of the foreign body, certain

factors are essential : i. A tube should

be used which may be run at high vac-

uum, in order that the rays readily pen-

etrate the bones of the head. 2. The

patient should be in recumbent posture

to ensure steadiness of head and body.

3. The visual axis should be parallel with

the plane of the plate at the side of the

head, or, if it deviates, the angle should

be measured and allowed for in the de-

terminations. 4. The situation of the

indicating objects with respect to the

center of the cornea in each individ-

ual case should be known ; otherwise

determination of the location of the for-

eign body will vary with the varying sit-

uation of the eyeball in the orbit of dif-

ferent persons. 5. The angle of the

tube with the indicating objects must be

accurately measured. The two indica-

tors being parallel with each other and

with the plate, the distance the shadow

of one of the balls is posterior to that of

the other is the measure of the distance

that graphic plate and the indicating ob-

jects, and also the varying position of

the eyeball in different individuals with

respect to the external orbital angle.

[The Dennis Fluorometer is the only

invention that will accurately locate for-

eign bodies at any distance from the

tube and at any distance from the sensi-

tized screen. The instrument is simple

and easy to manipulate and is mathe-

matically correct.

—

Ed.]

Roentgen Society.—At the meeting

of this society held at n, Chandos

Street, Cavendish Square, W. , on Tues-

day, 7th inst, papers were read by Mr.

T. C. Porter on "Work on the X-Rays,"

and Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton, on

"A Pin-hole Roentgen Ray Camera and

Its Applications." David Walsh, M.

D., is Hon. Sec'y. of the society.

Roentgen Rays in Warfare —Be-

fore the Royal United Service Institu-

tion on Friday last, Surgeon-Major Bee-

vor, M. B., Army Medical Staff, lectured

on the "Working of the Roentgen Ray
in Warfare." The lecturer said, accord-

ing to the Times report, that his object

was to give his experience in the work-

ing of the x-ray in military surgery, and

through the kindness of many official

friends he would be able to give the au-

dience the results of its employment on

the recent frontier expedition in India,

and then to lay before them some modi-

fications in the construction of the ap-

pliances for generating the x-ray which

had suggested themselves to him after

working among the wounded on the field

of battle and its adjacent hospitals. He
then exhibited, by means of the magic

lantern, photographs of cases from the

Frontier War, which showed with the

utmost clearness the importance of the

use of the x-ray in the treatment of

wounded men. The positions of bullets

in various parts of the body were made
perfectly evident in cases where it was

quite impossible to localize the bullets

by ordinary surgical methods. The lec-

turer said that it was not only possible,

but quite easy to have an x-ray apparatus

working at the front. The cases exhibited

contained indisputable proof that even in

savage warfare, where the Geneva Con-

vention was unknown, the x-ray could

be brought under control, and an im-

mensity of human suffering obviated ; it

was not necessary that every field hos-

pital or bearer company should be sup-

plied with an apparatus, as it could be

readily transported from one part to an-

other of the field of operations. He felt

sure they would see what an advantage
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it was to be able to localize bullets, and

other foreign bodies, without-the painful

process of searching with probes, and

that a threefold advantage was gained in

the treatment of patients by this means

—first, the absence of any pain or phys-

ical injury, from which arose the second

advantage, that in cases where there

had been much loss of blood or injury to

bone, they were enabled to ascertain

the exact condition of affairs, without

the risk of increasing the depression of

the patient by operation, and they thus

gave him the best chance of reaction,

upon which depended his recovery. He
maintained that it was now the duty of

every civilized nation to supply its

wounded in war with an x-ray apparatus,

among other surgical aids, not only at

base hospitals, but close at hand, wher-

ever they might be fighting and expos-

ing themselves to injury in the perform-

ance of hazardous duty. The rest of

the lecture was devoted to consideration

of technical questions in connection with

the appliances required for generating

the x-ray-.

—

Electrical Review, London.

An X-Rav Cinematograph.—Dr. John
Macintyre, of Glasgow, presented before

the Glasgow Philosophical Society an

x-ray cinematograph. The experiment

was made on the hind limbs of a frog,

and the photographs were recorded on a

film 40 feet long.

When this film was passed through a

cinematoscope, illuminated in the ordi-

nary manner, the movements of the frog

—that is, of the skeleton of the frog

—

were plainly shown.

—

Arch, of Skiagra-

phy, April, 1897.—F.

Fluorescent Screen. VInd. Elec,

Feb. 25.—A note stating that according

to Ducretet opaque celluloid, such as

used for collars and cuffs and called in

France, "American Linen," becomes
very fluorescent in the presence of

x-rays.

—

The Electrical World, March 19.

Eureka Springs, Ark.,

As a summer and winter resort cannot be sur-
passed. To this famous all-year-round resort
round-trip tickets are on sale from all principal
cities throughout the country at greatly reduced
rates.

Double daily trains from St. Louis. A neat
little pamphlet giving detailed description of Eu-
reka Springs will be mailed free upon application
to Geo. T. Nicholson, Gen'l Pass. Ag't., Frisco
Line, St. Louis, Mo.

The Eclectic Medical Institute.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Chartered fcy Special Act of the Legislature in 1345.

The Fifty-fourth Annual Session begins Sept.
19th, 1S98, and continues 27 weeks. Four year*
graded course required. Fees, $75.00 per year
or $250.00 for entire course by scholarship. For
announcement and further information address

JOHN Z. SCUDDEB, 1£. D., Secretary.

1009 Flam Street. Cinoinsati, Ohio.

n
|
Colorado

f

| Summer. I
$ The newest and best book descriptive of the

W Colorado resorts. It includes a list of hotels, SJ

M cottages and boarding houses and their <(4

rates; table of altitudes; special articles on 'h

W the mountains, climate, camping, fishing flj

'Ji and shooting; with map and 8o illustrations 4k

X from special photographs. y*

V. Invaluable to those contemplating a va- flj

jjj
cation in the Rockies. flj

uj Issued free by the Santa Fe Route and 4\

j[ mailed to any address on receipt of three X
<J>

cents for postage. Send for it. f)J

| J. W. TEDFORD, Gen'l Agent,
|

| 108 N. Fourth Street. St. Louis, Mo.
^
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True Americanism.

Physicians and pharmacists, like the

masses of the people, have tired of the

arrogation of superiority implied by the

announcements of foreign manufacture,

and are revolting against them. This

spirit is especially commendable at the

present time when a vast wave of patri-

otism is rolling over the land, making

the North and the South, the East and

the West as one band of brothers by its

magic influence. The Antikamnia Chem-

ical Company, of St. Louis, in all of its

advertising matter, whether through the

journals or by circular, takes particular

pains to impress upon physicians and

pharmacists that its goods are made in

America, by Americans, and for Ameri-

can use. This enterprising Company
realizes that the words "made in Ger-

many, "or made in France" no longer

possess the influence and meaning they

once had. The people of this country

no longer scorn or underrate the pro-

ducts of their own native laboratories

and work shops.— The National Drug-

gist.

A Useful Chart.

Write to the Imperial Granum Food
Company, New Haven, Conn., for sam-

ple copies of their new "Nursing World
Fever Chart" for recording the vital

signs and other information relating to

the Baths given in the treatment of fe-

ver cases. It is very complete and will

be found especially useful in typhoid

fever.

Polk's Medical and Surgical Register

of the United States and Canada is now
undergoing its fifth revision. Physicians

who have not given their names to the

canvassers are urged to report to head-

quarters at once, giving full information.

Address, R. L. Polk & Co., Detroit,

Mich.

Send Si and subscribe for The Amer-
ican X-Rav Journal.

Big Four Route if
M

;

ssiss

;

ppi

International

THE BEST LINE

St. Louis,

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

Peoria,

TO THE

EAST.

Indianapolis,

UiCagO
I

Louisville,
5

Cincinnati,

Southeast.
and

the

E. O. McCORMICK, Passenger Traffic Manager.

W. J. LYNCH, A. G. P. & T. A.

CINCINNATI

.

Omaha, Neb.
JUNE 1st TO

NOVEMBER 1st,

1898,

BEST REACHED
FROM THE

South, East and West
by thE_—. /n E[egant Equipment,

consisting of Reclin-

ing Chair Cars (seats

free of extra charge),

Pullman Buffet Sleep-

ing Cars and comfort-

able high-bach seat

coaches.

greatly Reduced pates from all Points on the Line.

Double Daily Service.
See Agent for tickets, time tables and

further information;

C.G.WARNER, W. B. DODDRIDGE, H. C. T0WNSE1SD,
Vice-President, Gen'l Manager, Gen 1 Pajs'riTkt.Agt.

-"ST. LOUIS, MO.
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X-RAYS AND ELECTRO-THERAPEU-
TICS I IN LONDON.

Editor American X-Ray Journal :

In common with perhaps the majority

of American physicians I have held the

idea that Berlin and London were really

far ahead of New York in scientific work
in these fields and that we in the United
States had much to learn here. I was
very desirous of coming to London at

least to compare results and technique
with our own and to better fit myself for

next season's work. No one can sum
up London in a few words, for in this

huge city a great deal of the best private

achievement never reaches public print

or knowledge and hence what I write

must be taken to represent only what I

have actually seen or heard from relia-

ble sources. Regar 1 for many courte-

sies shown me by members of my pro-

fession here will lead me to make all my
remarks impersonal, for a stranger may-

be easily misled by report and do injus-

tice without intent.

Certain straws in press notices led me
to expect a great deal from London. Be-
fore reaching England I had read in the

London Graphic how King Menelik, of

Abyssinia, had stated to the mission vis-

iting him recently, that "amongst the

many new inventions which he wished
to see, the Roentgen ray apparatus had
the greatest interest for him."

This seemed to indicate strong British

backing for x-ray work, and floating par-

agraphs like the following pointed to an
official recognition somewhat beyond our
slow American progress :

THE BATTLE OF ATBA R A

.

"General Russel, M.P. , will put fur-

ther questions to-morrow in the House of

Commons relative to the medical ar-

rangements at the recent battle of At-

bara.

"He will ask the Under Secretary

whether complaints have reached him
that the medical arrangements for the

reception of the wounded British officers

at Cairo were insufficient and unsatisfac-

tory
; that seven wounded officers were

put into one small ward and that the

nursing staff was entirely inadequate

;

whether no apparatus for the application
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of the Roentgen rays was carried with

the field army ; and whether there is rea-

son to believe that some lives of wound-

ed officers and men might have been

saved had these appliances been avail-

able."

But yesterday the Prince of Wales

slipped and broke his patella and the

press at once announces that x-rays were

used to examine the fractute. The fact

is, however, that the work is done here

very largely outside of the medical profes-

sion and so many minor differences exist

in details of apparatus and methods that

until each has seen the apparatus of the

other, an American and an English sur-

geon can not talk intelligently in the

same language about the same things.

My first forcible encounter with this

curious fact was occasioned by the fluo-

roscope,—in our hands a convenient,

practical instrument which is easily used

and which we could not do without.

Dr. was showing me his apparatus

about dusk but apologized for not work-

ing a tube as "it was yet too light to use

the screen,' and he had no means of

darkening his office. I saw no reason

for not using the fluoroscope and so re-

marked, whereupon he showed me his

"screen" and I at once perceived that it

could only be used in the dark. In reply

to my question as to why he used such

a screen and if it was superior to the flu-

oroscope, he raised objection to the lat-

ter that I could not understand at all.

He spoke of its great weight, large and

clumsy size, difficulty of holding it up,

using both hands, &c, so that I felt ut-

terly ignorant on the subject of fluoro-

scopes and was eager to become ac-

quainted with better and "more conven-

ient" screens. In due time I shall ex-

plain about screens but will now begin

at the beginning of my letter and try to

write the chief points of interest both for

American physicians and makers of ap-

paratus.

In the first place the London Roent-

gen Society is growing in membership
and has now nearly 100 associates. As
no meetings are held during the summer
no papers or reports of progress will

be presented until the winter session.

There is said to be little prospect of

much practical development in x-ray ad-

vances through the agency of the so-

ciety. But the influence of the mem-
bers will be felt. In at least one direc-

tion the society has work before it 'of

great importance. Unfortunately x-ray

work is mostly done here by the clerks

in the shops which sell coils and tubes.

Several of these dealers have a dark

room in their shop, and portable appa-

ratus at call. They have a routine of

work. Patients are sent them by sur-

geons, or they are ordered to go to the

patient's house and make a picture which

is handed over to the surgeon for inter-

pretation. The charge varies with size

of plate, &c, but all pictures are paid

for. Only a few hospitals are equipped

with apparatus and when a hospital case

is sent to the dealer for a picture the

usual fee is from S2.50 to S5.00 paid out

of the funds of the institution. Private

cases pay about i 15.00 for a picture ta-

ken in the shop, and when the coil is

moved to the house or another town the

cartage and time is added. The dealer

is always paid for his services, but by

retaining in his own hands so much of

x-ray work he tends to cut off the mar-

ket for his apparatus. His excuse is

that medical men will not go to the trou-

ble to do the work themselves.

On the other hand, physicians who
are doing the laborious work of the x-ray

departments already established in some

of the leading hospitals, receive no pay

and seldom get a case in private prac-

tice, for the dealer gets them. There is

a growing feeling that an effort must be

made to reform this unfair arrangement

and if the Roentgen Society acts in the
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matter to secure both the work and the

proper fees to the medical profession, it

will help the cause.

The Prince of Wales is attended by

several surgeons and the daily paper re-

port of the consultation had in it the re-

mark : "One of the first requirements

was to ascertain the precise character of

the injury and it was decided to employ

the x-rays for this purpose. A special-

ist was called in early in the afternoon

and photographs of the injured knee

were taken. ' The "specialist" called in

was probably a shop keeper's assistant.

The whole plan is a bad one and should

be reformed.

I shall now take up in turn the subject

of apparatus, results, &c. Practically,

the whole work here is done with plain

Rumkhorf coils. I have seen many of

them in operation and, as usual, the ef-

fectiveness of the coil varies with the

skill of the operator. No such variety

of coil and break-piece devices is known
here as our dealers in the United States

advertise. The coil in general use is

usually 6 or 10 inch spark, has a spring

contact breaker and is operated by 4 or

6 storage cells. A few use a rheostat,

a very few use a mercury contact break-

er, and one dealer showed me a rotary

break wheel but said he had never sold

one. Some rivalry exists here between

English made goods and goods "made
in Germany." London made coils are

considered the best. A standard dealer

retails them for the following prices :

3 inch spark coil about S 63 00 U S money.

4 " " " '•' 80.00 "
'f

6 " " " " 112,00 " "

8 " " " " 138.00 " "

10 " " " " 183.00 " "

18 " " *' " 375.00 " "

Only a few "investigators" use an 18

inch coil. This maker told me that all

his coils were tested with a small cur-

rent— 3 storage cells of about 8 volts

—

and with a full current would far exceed
the schedule. He said that he had made

one of his 3 inch coils give a 6 inch spark,

a 4 inch give 7, and his 10 inch coils

would average 20 per cent over length of

bobbin. Certainly the 10 inch coil he

kindly demonstrated to me gave as good

a current as any coil I ever saw work.

He used a 6 cell portable battery and no

rheostat, but controlled the action of the

coil from a half inch mild discharge to a

superb thick spark of 12 inches by the

cell switch and screw of the vibrator.

I may mention here that the only al-

ternative coil I have seen anywhere in

London is the Tesla. Nearly all the

hospitals and surgeons I have visited

have one standing aside. Physicians

call my attention to it and remark that

they bought it some time ago in hope of

getting a greater bombardment but could

not make it work satisfactorily and aban-

doned it. I state the fact here and if

our American makers can see what the

trouble is and correct it I think the Tes-

la coil would sell better here than any

other. The fault is probably a lack of

care or skill.

'Portability is considered a prime requi-

site in nearly all the apparatus used here

and no stationary equipment is seen.

What about the static machine in

x-ray work in London? If the editor of

this journal should search through the

United Kingdom he could not discover

one. The useful and practical machine

with which I have worked and of which I

have written is absolutely unknown here.

What I say about its simplicity, effect-

iveness and satisfactory action can not be

comprehended by Englishmen who have

not seen it.

When I speak of electro-therapeutics

I will explain more fully about static ap-

paratus in this country. The few who
possess a Wimshurst machine of large

size have a good generator of current

but lack practical means of using it.

They are blind to this shortcoming. If

my apparatus was here I could surprise
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the London profession to a considerable

extent.

The fluoroscope is almost unknown
here and is practically ignored. Britains

build in massive style. American light-

ness of structure is wanting here in many
ways, and the fluoroscope is one of them.

The convenient and indispensable in-

strument made by Messrs. Aylsworth

& |ackson is unknown in London. I

think no medical man from even rural

America could look at a London fluoro-

scope without laughing. I have seen

about twenty—no two exactly alike and

none of them fit for use. If I could dic-

tate this letter to a typewriter I could

describe many details about apparatus,

but the pen is so irksome to a hurried

sightseer who is searching for rest that a

fu 1 description of the "barbaric London
fluoroscope" must be omitted. Nor can

men here grasp my meaning when I tell

them that our fluoroscope is very light,

can be used in daylight, is held easily in

one hand, fits the eyes perfectly and ex-

cludes all radiance save that from the

tube. Operators here use only the

screen mounted in a small wooden frame.

They can not work as we do but require

a dark room for the simple examination

with the eye. For this reason it is a

routine to go ahead at once and "take a

picture.'' During the exposure the ac-

tion of the tube is not observed with the

screen nor is its efficiency tested before-

hand. I have been surprised to note

that almost all x-ray examinations

here are made in a routine and chance

manner, there being very little appreci-

ation of refinement of detail or the value

of our accessory devices. Not having

them they do not miss them. The open

screen does, however, possess two ad-

vantages. Eyes with different focus can

accommodate the distance at will, and

tracings are more easily made than with

our fluoroscope. Stiil, actual work for

patients is almost limited to taking a

picture in a routine way. The sum total

of work done in this manner is very large.

At one hospital about iooo x-ray nega-

tives have been made during a year and
a half. An intensifying screen is rarely

used. One dealer told me they were a

novelty here and had only been intro-

duced in May. Others say they were

used six months ago, but were then of a

poor quality. Mr. W states that

although they were employed a long time

ago, yet it has been only of late that a

fine photographic screen could be ob

tained. \\ hatever the facts are, I ob-

serve that no general use is made of them
in London. Exposure times are about

the same here as with us. Our plate

makers are perhaps more enterprising in

wrapping and preparing plates for con-

venient use. The troubles of London
operators center about tubes. Tube ma-
nipulation here, as my students are

taught it, is unknown. I have seen work

done by nearly all the varieties of Eng-

lish and German tubes sold here. No
point of superiority appears in any of

them. An Owen & Co. adjustable tube

is also made here and the dealer admit-

ted to me subrosa that it was "an Amer-
ican idea". Some operators complain

that the light tubes sold break in a few

days and one surgeon destroyed four in

a half hour. In hospital and other prac-

tical work, therefore, a preference is

shown for a German tube of very heavy

construction which lasts a long time.

The life varies, however, with the skill

of the operator and with the current

used. One surgeon in a large hospital

has found them very durable, lasting hirn

for an indefinite number of months (one

being bought as long ago as October,

1897) while in another hospital the ope-

rator stated that a new tube (of the same

kind) would reach its maximum in about

three days, remain good about a week

and then last for small work for a

month.

For the last half year a special effort

has been made to get away from plati-
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num as an anode. The chief metal ex-

ploited so f-ir has been osmium, a rare

and high priced substance which will

soon pass. Its alleged advantage is said

to be a melting point of about 750 de-

grees higher F. than platinum. A small

nugget is fused into the center of an

anode disc of cheap metal, and the elec

trodes are set m ar together in the hope

of catching the cathode stream at its

finest point, and hence, improving defi-

nition. Some are enthusiastic over os-

mium tubes even at the price of about

$15.00, but conservative men best qual-

ified to judge are in doubt and reserve

judgment. My own belief is that their

supposed superiority arises from the in-

feriority of the average tube used here,

and I do not recognize the alleged need

of finding another substitute for plati-

num. This noble metal is abused here

by tube makers and deserves better

treatment at their hands. A thin scale

of platinum is laid on a disc of alumi-

num and expected to stand the heat of a

10 inch coil current. It does the best it

can and endures wonderfully, but if ma-

kers would be more liberal in the quan-

tity they use they would greatly oblige

operators and prove that no other metal

is required. In variety and working

qualities the U. S. appears to far surpass

England in tubes and I have never seen

here a single specimen of the large, sub-

stantial, thick platinum anode now fur-

nished in leading American tubes.

Mechanical comprehension seems to

be defective among makers here. They
have had marvelous encouragement. A
few wealthy amateurs have devoted

themselves to the scientific development

of x-ray work in a manner which is as-

tonishing. For instance, I hear of one

who had a fluorescent screen 6 ft. by

2 ft. made to assist his investigation. I

hear of a Wimshurst static machine of

120 plates 36 inches in diameter. One
distinguished surgeon told me that he

had personally spent nearly $5,000 on

x-ray apparatus. Yet a chain is no

stronger than its weakest link, and in

every case the tube is one of the vital

points. The great hindrance to the cause

of x-ray diagnosis in England (as with

us in the United States) is not, primari-

ly, the lack of good tools or skill to use

them, but it is to be found in the fact

that all-round knowledge and skill is not

combined and widely distributed. Dr.

A. takes up the work and develops cer-

tain uses of x-rays with the genius of his

ripe experience and training in his branch

of professional practice. Dr. B. does

the same in some other line of work.

Dr. C. adds his quota to the splendid

whole and if one operator could do all

that A. B. and C. collectively do, he

would be a master of technique. But

no one operator becomes able to demon-

strate this all-round skill ; scientific ad-

vances remain fragmentary, and while

theoretically rapid and even magnificent

we find in practice only the average op-

erator and his ordinary routine. This is

the case here. I have been delighted a

number of times by interesting demon-

stration shown me by men who are es-

teemed as leaders in England, only to

find that in ordinary work their striking

developments are ignored. Remarking

only that among instruments the Dennis

fluorometer seems to be unknown here,

for I can find no one who has ever heard

of it.

I must close this portion of my letter

and leave "results" and electro-thera-

peutics to another time.

S. H. Moxell.

856 Union Street, New York City.

London, Eng.. July 22, 1898.

Visibility of X-rays. Courmelles.

L' Eclairage Elec, April 30.—An abstract

of an Academy paper in which he de-

scribes experiments made with young

blind subjects. Out of 204 there were

nine who could see the rays. It is not

possible to draw definite conclusions

from the observations.
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BULLETS IN THK BRAIN AND THK
ROKNTUEN RAYS.

Von Bergmann (Berl. Klin. Woch.,

May 2, 1898) GaillanV s MedicalJournal,

July, refers to 32 cases of bullet wounds

of the brain which he had observed, and

in which the bullet has been left undis-

turbed. Of these, 8 were severe cases,

and the patients rapidly died. Of the

remaining 24, 19 recovered, and these

had remained well. Of the other 5, 2

developed an abscess of the frontal lobe,

and both subsequently died, although

the abscess was opened ; 2 others died

apparently from a suppurative menin-

gitis and the fifth had not been heard of.

The patients who recovered either show-

ed no symptoms or were unconscious for

a short time, or had a local paralysis or

spasm. It is possible that in the first

named group of cases the bullet did not

penetrate the brain substance. Thus it

becomes important, as Eulenberg has

shown, to determine the situation of

these bullets by the Roentgen rays. The
author gives details of two cases exam-

ined in this way. Case 1 occurred in a

woman, aged 28, who shot herself in the

head when cleaning a loaded revolver.

There was severe pain in the head and

vomiting, but no loss of consciousness.

The site of entry of the bullet was on the

nasal side of the left upper eyelid. There

was no paralysis. The wound was

healed in the second week, and the pa-

tient subsequently recovered from an

exophthalmos and choked discs. The
situation of the bullet was found by the

Roentgen radiography to be in the white

matter of the occipital lobe.

Case 2 was that of a man aged 25 who
was wounded by a revolver shot in the

right temporal region three years ago.

He was unconscious for three days, and

had a left hemiplegia and partial anas-

thesia. His sight was also impaired

and the hearing in the left ear. Very

considerable recovery followed. Within

the last six months, however, there had

been severe attacks of pain in the head,

chiefly limited to the right side. Here

the situation of the bullet was at the

junction of the anterior two-thirds and

posterior one-third of the hinder limb of

the internal capsule, and this was con-

firmed by the Roentgen rays. The pa-

tient wished to have the bullet removed.

During a stay of three weeks in the hos-

pital there was no return of the pain,

and the patient was eventually dissuaded

from an almost certainly fatal operation.

Von Bergmann says that both cases

supply evidence in favor of leaving these

bullets alone. The treatment should

consist in not searching for them, and in

a most rigid protection of the wound
against infection. When the bullet lies

in or near the bone without penetrating

the brain, the treatment described may
not be suitable, and the Roentgen radio-

graphy should determine the situation,

and hence the treatment. The author

refers to a case in which the bullet had

not even penetrated the skull, but lay

outside it.

Properties of Becquerel Rays.

Stewart. Phys. Rev., April.—A summa-
ry of the present state of our knowledge

on the subject, and its bearings on the

subject of x-rays. He concludes that

there can be no doubt that they are trans-

verse ether rays ; transmission by metals

indicates that the wave lengths must be

shorter than that of any ultra violet ravs

which have been obtained from any light

source. Like x-rays, they are not hom-
ogeneous ; the similarity between the

two rays is very striking, the principal

difference being the absence of any re-

flection or refraction of x-rays ; this

leads to the conclusion that x-rays are

also transverse waves shorter than Bec-

querel rays ; the similarity of both pre-

sents a strong argument in favor of the

theory that x-rays are short, transverse

ether waves.
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THE X-RAY DIAGNOSIS IN CHILDREN.

A. V L, BROKAW, M I).

The science of radiography and fluor-

oscopy in its application to children is

of extraordinary value ; the scope, util-

ity and application being as wide as in

the adult. By reason of the alleged

harmful effects, and believing the more

delicate organism of the child to be sus-

ceptible to a greater degree to the unto-

ward influence of the new form of radia-

tion, many surgeons have been deterred

from the frequent use of x-rays in chil-

dren. That such is the opinion of many

is a matter of regret. I feel quite confi-

dent that this reasoning will not be sus-

tained after a further consideration of

the subject. After large experience, I

can but come to the conclusion that the

adaptation of this discovery merits a

wider application and more general use

than is at present in evidence. The

danger of burns and deep-seated tissue

degeneration has been reduced to a fac-

tor so slight that it does not merit the

dignity of very serious consideration.

In the early experimental stage of the

development of this new diagnostic aid,

burns of varying intensity occurred with

a frequency sufficient to arouse general

attention, especially as the daily press

found these accidents news items worthy

of publication. Happily, such acci-

dents are rare in comparison with the

thousands of exposures being made the

world over. The destructive effects, the

accidents, it will be noted, have followed

where the operator used a coil appara-

tus. As far as I am aware no serious

effects have presented themselves when
the source of generation of the rays has

been effected by static machines. This

source for generation of the rays, I be-

lieve, to be the best, and undoubtedly
the safest in the examination of chil-

dren, and it is therefore recommended.
By the exercise of tact children mani-

fest little fear of the apparatus, as it is

almost noiseless.

Even very young subjects are often

more tractable than nervous adults.

Fluoroscopic examination should be as

short in duration as possible. A good ra-

diogram, to my mind, is of greater value

than the momentary appearance of a

shadow cast upon the screen. To se-

cure a radiogram, or even more than

one, requires but little more time than a

careful fluoroscopic examination. Es-

pecially is the above true in children.

It has been my custom to secure the

part to be radiographed to the sensitive

plate by a few turns of a roller, or a strip

or two of adhesive plaster, thus reducing

blurring and double images to the mini-

mum by an easy restraint. The time

necessary for exposure in children, to se-

cure good results, is fortunately much
less than in adults, the tissues being sin-

gularly easy of penetration, and the de-

tail all that could be desired. The cer-

tainty oi location of foreign bodies in any

part of the economy in children is a mat-

ter of satisfaction. The assurance that

such foreign body will appear upon the

plate is looked forward to with a degree

of positiveness, which does not obtain

in the adult at all times.

The advantages of a routine use of the

x-ray, as a necessary part of an office

equipment, should appeal to every sur-

geon. So numerous are the occasions for

the use of the apparatus that to-day we
would feel at a loss without it. No sur-

geon can dispense with this diagnostic

aid, and the same necessity in the near

future will appeal to the physician. In

the diagnosis of intrathoracic diseases

it is a fact that, as an adjunct to the

methods of physical diagnosis, most pos-

itive information is given to those capa-

ble of interpreting fluoroscopic appear-

ances. A grand field is to be opened up

in this direction by those interested par-

ticularly in internal medicine. To those
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whose instincts and work run in the line

of general surgery, a brief enumeration

of a few instances of the routine utility

of the new agency may not be without

interest. It has been my pleasure to lo-

cate bullets in the head, thorax and

thigh
;
indeed, in all parts of the econ-

omy. The location of the same in the

extremities is never difficult to radio-

graph, clear, distinct pictures being uni-

formly obtained. The location of for-

eign bodies in the head, lumbar verte-

bra and upper sacral region requires in

adults, at times, more than one expos-

ure. In children the purely mechanical

difficulty of penetration does not apply by

reason of diminished distance through

the parts and the ease with which the

rays pass through histological structures

possessing less density. The study of

unusual joint lesions, dislocations, frac-

tures and the differential diagnos s of

obscurities in the osseous system de-

mand, for intelligent management, x-ray

examination. The text-books of surge-

ry and anatomy will necessarily, in part,

require to be rewritten, owing to the rev-

elations at variance with past teaching

and ideas. The excuse that the condi-

tions in a fracture-dislocation about the

elbow can not be determined, by reason

of great swelling of the soft parts, will

not, in the future, prevail. An exami-

nation with the fluoroscope, or the posi-

tive evidence of a radiogram, will estab-

lish with certainty the conditions pres-

ent and enable the attendant to make a

prognosis as to the future of the joint,

thereby protecting in a measure the at-

tendant from the all too frequent damage

suits. The detection of gall-stones is a

matter of uncertainty and no assurance

may be given in any case that their pres-

ence will be demonstrated. Urinary

calculi lodged in any part of the tract

present fewer difficulties. Stone in the

bladder in children is usually to be dem-

onstrated. From a large collection of

radiograms a few illustrative of x-ray di-

agnosis in children are exhibited. The
half-tones, while of most excellent work-

manship can not do justice to the orig-

inal negatives.

No. i shows a marble impacted in the

lower end of the esophagus. The boy,

aged 5, was brought into the office from

the street by a passing pedestrian, who
found the child gasping for breath, in

fact, in a critical condition. A playmate

gave the information that his unfortu-

nate companion had had several mar-

bles in his mouth a-nd had been suddenly

seized with a choking spell. The mar-

ble could be felt through the cervical

soft parts. We could not grasp the for-

eign body with forceps, and in manipu-

lation by external pressure the smooth,

round "flint-glass" marble passed down-

wards the child was immediately reliev-

ed, as far as urgent respiration symp-

toms were concerned, but the pain was

intense until it reached the stomach.

The fluoroscope revealed the marble in

situ, and I could not resist securing a ra-

diogram. A five-minute exposure was

at once made. A few moments later the

marble must have passed into the stom-

ach, as all pain suddenly ceased. The

subsequent history of the case is with-

out interest, as two days later the object

passed per viam naturalcm.

Fig. 2 shows distinctly the absence of

the head of the femur through tubercu-

lar disintegration, and the empty ace-

tabulum.

The radiogram, Fig. 3, shows a five-

day-old subject, injected w ith liquid mer-

cury. To the anatomist the study of in-

jected vessels is particularly interesting,

the relationship to the osseous system

showing far better than some dissec-

tions.

The early differentiation between pri-

mary acetubular disease and tubercular

disease of the head of the femur is only
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FIG. 2.
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possible, with certainty, by means of the

Roentgen rays.

Fig. 4 the appearance after resection

and removal of the diseased bone.

Fig. 5 illustrates a typical tubercular

knee in a little girl.

The radiogram of the elbow, Fig. 6,

one of many, illustrates the thickening

in fractures through the condyles. After

an experience in making over five hun-

dred radiograms, it might be formulated,

that the younger the subject, the shorter

fig. b.

the exposure. The results we have ob-

tained can be equaled by any one
;
prob-

ably surpassed by many, so no claim is

made for superior knowledge of the sub-

ject. Our object will be obtained if

these hurried jottings lead others into

the field.

3147 Washington Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

[From June Number (Vol. XI.) Annals of Gynecology and
Pediatry. Boston.]

Rotation of Cathode Rays. Braun.

Wied. Ann.., No. 6 ; abstracted briefly

in Lond. Elec, July 8.—A thin bundle

of cathode rays strikes a fluorescent

screen at the end of a vaccum tube ; a

bar magnet penetrates through the vac-

uum through this screen and is protected

by a glass tube, the rays then form a

ring around the bar magnet. He inves-

tigated "whether this ring represents the

influence of cathode ra*ys, which are in a

state of rapid rotation around the pole;"

several tests showed that there was no

evidence of rotation.

Examination of Coal hy X-rays.

Couriot. Eng. and Min. Jour., July 2.

—A brief abstract of a French Academy
paper. He states that x rays afford an

instantaneous and certain means for de-

termining the purity of mineral fuel

;

coal, diamond and wood are permeable

to these rays, while silica and silicates

are opaque ; thus the silicious ash, form-

ing constituents of coal, obstructs the

passage of the rays
;
owing to the great

transparency of coal, it is not necessary

to trim the sample, large fragments suf-

ficing for the test
;
impurities are clearly

shown as dark spots. A 10-inch spark

coil will answer, with an exposure of

about five minutes, the samples meas-

uring 1.25 to 2 inches. A brief account

is also given in &Eclairage Elec,

June 18.
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ON THE SOURCE OF THK ROKNTOKN
RAYS IN FOCUS TUBES.*

BY AI.AN A. CAMPBELL SWINTON.

Communicated by Lord Kelvin, F.R.S. Received June

7th, read June 161I1, 1898.

The writer has already described

("Some new Studies in Cathode and

Roentgen Radiations," a discourse given

at the Royal Institution on February 4th,

1808) how he has found it possible to

study by means of pin-hole photography

the active area on the anti-cathode of a

focus tube from which the Roentgen

rays proceed.

By means of a special camera he has

now been able to make further investi-

gations. The camera is illustrated in

Fig. 1, where a is the pin-hole in the re-

movable lead disc secured by a brass

cap to the brass cone b, which is lined

with thick lead so as to be opaque to the

Roentgen rays, n is a frame-

work into which slides either

the fluorescent screen e, or a

carrier containing a sensitive

plate should photographs be

required. F is an observation

tube for use with the fluorescent screen.

It is made of insulating material to

avoid danger of shocks.

With this apparatus directed at the

anti-cathode of a focus tube, it is easy

with the lluorescent screen in place to

take accurate note of the image of the

active anti-cathode area which appears

on the screen, and to observe the varia-

tions in form, dimensions, and brilliancy

that take place under varying conditions.

Similarly by replacing the fluorescent

screen by a photographic plate in a black

paper envelope, the Roentgen ray image

can be photographed. Exposures, va-

rying from 1 to 30 minutes, according to

conditions, are found sufficient to im-

press upon the plate any effect that can

be seen directly with the screen. It has

not, however, been found possible, even

with very prolonged exposures, to photo-

graph anything not directly visible with

the screen, and having regard to the dif-

ficulties of maintaining the vacuum and

other conditions constant for any con-

siderable length of time, the method of

direct observation seems generally to be

the best and most convenient. For di-

rect observation, rather a large pin-hole,

say, about 2 mm. in diameter, gives the

best results ; for photography about half

this diameter is preferable,

as it gives sharper images.

The writer has made nume-
rous observations and photo-

graphs with' this apparatus,

both with focus tubes of the

ordinary pattern, and also

with a special tube in which both the

cathode and also the anti-cathode

(which in addition acted as anode) were

independently adjustable along the axis

of the tube, so that the distance between

1 > t • t> U

Fig. 2.

them could be varied from a minimum
of 4 to a maximum of 14 cm. This

special tube is illustrated in Fig. 2, and

during the observations it was connected

to a mercury pump so that the degree

of exhaustion could be varied as desired.

The following are the main effects ob-

served :

—

1. When the anti-cathode intersects

the cathode stream at the focus, the di-

mensions of the active area are inde-

pendent of the degree of exhaustion.

For all other positions beyond the fo-

cus it is larger the lower the exhaustion

*Paper read before the Royal Society.
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and vice versa. These observations are,

of course, only possible between the lim-

its of exhaustion with which Roentgen

rays are produced.

2. When the anti-cathode intersects

the cathode stream beyond the focus,

the active area is larger the greater the

distance between cathode and anti-ca-

thode. For instance, with the tube il-

lustrated in Fig. 2, exhausted to a good

Roentgen ray vacuum, it was found that

the active area gradually increased from

about 015 cm. diameter with 4 cm. dis-

tance between cathode and anti-cathode

up to about 2-3 cm. diameter as the dis-

tance was gradually increased to 14 cm.

The increase is less the higher the vacua,

but is always very considerable.

3. When the anti-cathode intersects

the cathode stream considerably beyond

the focus, the active area is found to

consist of a well defined and very intense

central nucleus, surrounded by a much
fainter, but quite appreciable halo.

Both of these increase in size as the dis-

tance between cathode and anti-cathode

is increased.

In some cases the halo consists of a

well marked hollow ring with a dark

space between it and the central nucle-

us. In other cases two distinct concen-

tric rings are visible surrounding the nu-

cleus. Moreover, the nucleus itself,

when very large, shows distinct signs of

being made up of one or more concen-

tric rings, sometimes with a still smaller

nucleus within them. These observa-

tions correspond with and amplify what

the writer has already noticed by direct

observation of the visible luminescence

of a carbon screen arranged to intersect

the cathode stream, t

4. With an anti-cathode inclined at

an angle of 45 deg. to the axis of the con-

ical cathode stream it is found that those

portions of the stream which impinge

most normally upon the anti-cathode sur-

face are considerably the most efficient

tSee Proc. Roy. Soc . Vol. 61, pp. 8t—8+

in producing Roentgen rays. Similarly

those portions of the stream that im-

pinge on the anti-cathode surface very

much on the slant are correspondingly

ineffective in producing Roentgen rays.

5. At the degrees of exhaustion most

suitable for producing Roentgen rays,

and with concave cathodes of the usual

dimensions, the cathode stream proceeds

almost entirely from a small central por-

tion of the cathode surface, the remain-

ing portion of the surface being appa-

rently practically inoperative. That this

is so was very conclusively established

by photographs taken with the tube

shown in Fig. 2. In the manufacture or

subsequent exhaustion of this tube three

very minute fragments of glass by some
means attached themselves on to the

concave surface of the aluminum ca-

thode, and remained fixed there during

the experiments. The cathode itself

was 29 mm. diameter, and the radial dis-

tances of the three glass fragments from

the centre were respectively about 9
mm., 4 mm., and 2 5 mm. In all the

pin-hole photographs of the anti-cathode

of this tube with which the enlargement

of the active area was sufficient, the

shadows of the two glass fragments near-

est to the centre of the cathode are clear-

ly visible, while in none of them is there

any appearance of the third and outer

fragment. It, therefore, is evident that

the whole of the cathode stream that was

effective in producing Roengen rays

came from an area of the cathode surface

less than 18 mm. diameter, or less than

two-thirds of the full diameter of the ca-

thode. Further, in each case the shad-

ow of the two inner glass fragments ap-

peared outside of the central nucleus,

showing that the whole of the more in-

tense portion of the cathode stream pro-

ceeded from a portion of the cathode sur-

face less than 5 mm. in diameter. These

results con'firm the writer's observations

made with carbon cathodes.

|

ilbid, pp. 92—93.
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6. The different portions of the ca-

thode stream proceeding from the differ-

ent portions of the cathode, cross at the

focus and diverge in a cone that retains

any special characteristics of the conver-

gent cone. The relative positions of the

two inner glass fragments on the ca-

thode, and the positions and enlarge-

ment of their shadows on the anti-ca-

thode for different distances between the

latter and the cathode, were found to

show this very clearly.

7. Though by far the greater portion

of the Roentgen rays given by a focus

tube proceed from the active anti-ca-

thode area, still, a very appreciable

quantity is also given off by all those

portions of the glass of the tube that

shows the green fluorescence.

Using a somewhat large pin-hole, this

is easily observed by turning the tube so

that the more powerful rays from the

anti-cathode can not reach the pin-hole,

when a Roentgen ray image of the whole

of the fluorescent portions of the glass of

the tube can be distinctly seen. Fur-

ther, it is noticeable that that portion of

the glass that shows the brightest fluo-

rescence, i.e., that part which lies in the

path in which cathode rays would be re-

flected from the anti-cathode surface

were they reflected according to the law

of equal angles of incidence and reflec-

tion—gives off the most Roentgen rays,

while those portions of the glass that

show no fluorescence do not give off any

•Roentgen rays. The conclusion appears

obvious that whatever produces the one
also produces the other, but as has been

pointed out by Prof. S. P. Thompson §

and others, the fluorescence is not due to

the direct stream of rays from the ca-

thode which cannot reach portions of the

glass that -show fluorescence, but to some
description of radiation that proceeds
from the surface of the anti-cathode that

faces the cathode. In the paper above
referred to Prof. Thompson calls these

§See Phil. Trans., A. Vol. 190, pp. 471—490.

radiations "paracathodic rays," stating

that they differ from the Roentgen rays

in respect of their power of penetration,

and in their capacity of being electro-

statically and magnetically deflectable.

In these respects the writer's experi-

ments confirm those of Prof. Thompson,

but when the latter goes on to differen-

tiate these rays from ordinary cathode

rays, on account of their not exciting

Roentgen rays where they impinge on a

solid surface, the writer is unable to

agree, for as above stated, these rays do

excite Roentgen rays where they im-

pinge upon the glass walls of the tube
;

as mentioned, however, they do this only

to an extent that is relatively very fee-

ble, and so far as the author knows only

discernable by the pin-hole method of

observation, which no doubt explains

Prof. Thompson's failure to observe the

effect. The "para-cathodic" radiations

in question do not, however, appear to

be ordinary cathode rays. In the first

place they do not proceed directly from

the cathode, but only from the surface of

the anti-cathode that faces the latter.

Secondly they do not appear to be neg-

atively but positively charged, as can be

ascertained by means of an exploring

pole connected with an electroscope.

The writer suggests that, assuming the

correctness of the Crookes theory of the

nature of the cathode rays, these "para-

cathodic" rays may very probably con-

sist of cathode ray particles which, having

struck the anti-cathode and having thus

given up their negative charges and ac-

quired positive charges, rebound, both by

reason of their elasticity and also by repul-

sion from the anti-cathode. Perhaps ow-

ing to the comparative roughness of the

anti-cathode surface, they fly off to some

extent in all available directions, but

they do so especially in that direction

which the law of equal angles of inci-

dence and reflection requires. It also

appears very possible that these "para-

cathodic rays are identical with the pos-
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itively electrified streams proceeding

from the anode, which the writer has in-

vestigated hy means of radiometer mill

wheels, recently described in a paper to

the Physical Society.

In any case, it seems clear that in the

tubes observed and photographed with

the pin-hole camera, the Roentgen rays

givm off by certain portions of the fluo-

rescent glass are not originated by the

impact of an ordinary cathode stream,

but apparently by the impact of posi-

tively charged streams proceeding from

the anti-cathode.

The writer is greatly indebted to Mr.

J. C. M. Stanton and Mr. H. Tyson

Wolff, for the construction of the appa-

ratus described, as also for valuable as-

sistance in the carrying out of the exper-

iments.

The twenty-fourth annual meeting of

the Mississipi Valley Medical Associa-

tion will be held at Nashville, Tenn.,

Oct. ii— 14, under the Presidency of

Dr. John Young Brown, of St. Louis,

Mo.

This Association is second in size only

to the American Medical Association

and has done most excellent scientific

work in the past. The annual address-

es will be made by Dr. Jas. T Whitta-

ker, of Cincinnati, on Medicine, and by

Dr. George Ben Johnson, of Richmond,

Va., on Surgery. The mere mention of

the names cf these gentlemen establish-

es the fact that the Association will hear

two scholarly and scientific addresses.

Nashville is a most excellent conven

tion city and is well equipped with ho-

tels, and with the record of the meeting

in Louisville in 1897, as an example, the

local profession under the leadership of

Dr. Duncan Eve as Chairman of the

Committee of Arrangements has prepar-

ed to have a better meeting.

Already titles of papers are being re-

ceived. These should be sent to the

Secretary, Dr. Henry E. Tuley, No. 111

West Kentucky Street, Louisville, Ky.

,

as early as possible to insure a good place

upon the programme. Reduced rates

on all railroads will be granted on the

certificate plan.

Henry E. Tuley, Sec.

The Roentgen Rays In War Surgery.

The English papers of May 21 give

considerable space to a lecture delivered

on the previous day before the Royal

United Service Institution by Surgeon

Major Beevor of the army medical staff.

The object of the lecturer was to give

his experience in the working of the

x-ray in military surgery, and to show by

the results in the recent frontier expedi-

tion in India that the apparatus can be

carried on a campaign and be of the

greatest possible benefit to the wound-

ed. He maintained, in view of his suc-

cess, that it was the duty of every civil-

ized nation to supply its wounded in war

with an x-ray apparatus, among other

surgical aids, not only at base hospitals

but close at hand wherever there might

be fighting. There is no doubt of the

desirability of having this aid in field

hospitals nor of the possibility of fur-

nishing it for the field hospital of a par-

ticular expeditionary force, but we doubt

the ability of an army medical depart-

ment with our present experience of the

x-ray to have it available in the field

hospitals of a large army during the

hours of activity that follow incoming of

the wounded from a great battle. Sur-

geon-General Sternberg has provided

the apparatus for the Philippine expedi-

tion, for the hospital ship Relief and for

the general hospitals to which the wound-

ed from the field hospitals will be sent

for treatment : and the experience thus

gained in its applicability to war surgery

may lead hereafter to a further exten-

sion of its use on behalf of the wounded

in war.

—

Journal of the American Medical

Association.
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ACTIO IS OF ROENTGEN RAYS UPON THE

GROWTH AND ACTIVITY OF BACTE-

RIA AND MICRO-OROANISMS.

R NORRIS WOLFBNDBN, M. D. CANTAB.,

AND

E. W. FORBES-ROSS, M. D. EDIN

Some work has been done upon this

subject, but it has not led to any defi-

nite conclusions, and in view of the

somewhat conflicting statements pub-

lished we have thought that further in-

vestigations would be desirable.

With this end in view we have select-

ed the bacillus prodigiosus as the first

subject for experiment. Six culture

tubes of the normal growth on potato

were obtained from University college

laboratory, and on May 25th these were

set to incubate in a Hearson incubator

at a temperature of 35 deg. C. in the

dark. After five days' growth a tube

was taken and from it two fresh cultures

were made ; one was a simple control

culture and the other was rayed along

with the mother culture for an hour.

After twenty-four hours' growth that in

the tubes that had been rayed (i. e., the

mother and one of the daughter cul-

tures) had increased markedly in com-

parison with the original tubes, which

had now been growing for six days.

The control culture appeared to be only

just showing a margin of increase. The
difference in growth between the two

tubes which had been rayed and the

non-rayed control tube was very great,

showing that undoubtedly the action of

the x-ray tube had been exceedingly

stimulative.

In order to determine whether the ex-

posure of the potato to prolonged x-ray

action would produce such changes in

the medium of growth as to account for

any marked increase in bacillarv growth,

two sterile tubes were rayed for an hour.

A culture was then made of one of them
from one of the previous tubes which
had been rayed and which showed ac-

tive growth, and another culture was

made in the second tube from a culture

which had never been rayed at all.

These were incubated under precisely

the same conditions as the previous

tubes. When examimed two days after-

ward the growth in the rayed potato cul-

ture from rayed bacilli, had entirely

outgrown the culture on rayed potato

from non-rayed bacilli; therefore the

only cause of this exceptional growth

must have been a property of the bacilli

themselves and not of the medium of

growth.

Cultures up to the fifth generation

were made and the following facts were

arrived at : A single exposure to the

x-rays increased growth markedly, and

along with it there was an increase of

chromogenetic property, even though

grown in the warmth. As is well known,

the bacillus prodigiosus does not form

pigment when grown in a warm atmos-

phere. Further exposure to the rays so

stimulates the growth as to again de-

prive the bacilli of power to form this

peculiar pigment in the warmth, though

on return to cold this property is after-

ward recovered to such an extent that

this amount of pigmentation, though

slightly different in color, is in excess of

the original culture. Up to the fifth

generation the result of exposure for an

hour to x-rays of the culture is to pro-

duce an exuberant growth—apparently

the pigment power is somewhat altered.

The method of application of the x-rays

was as follows: With a large 18 in.

spark coil of Newton's make a power

was used of 16 volts, and from 8 to 10

amperes. The focus tube was placed

about 6 in. above the test tube contain-

ing the potato growth. In every in-

stance the exposure was of from fifty to

sixty minutes' duration, with occasional

resting of the tubes, which were run

with the anodes as nearly red hot as

practicable.

We do not here attempt to enter into
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the explanation of these phenomena of

growth. We are content to record the

facts that exposure of the bacillus pro-

digiosus to the radiations of a focus tube

induces very marked increase of growth

and peculiar changes in the pigment-

forming powers of this particular micro-

organism. We will merely add that in

some of the lower forms of vegetable

life the same changes are observed, no-

tably in the protococcus. An exposure

of this organism to x-rays for from five

to ten minutes appears to much stimu-

late its activity, and if the exposure is a

little prolonged the cells become much
paler, the chlorophyll disappears, and

the protoplasmic contents are more gran-

ular. The cells recover their green col-

or when exposed to sunlight, but on re-

newed exposure to x-rays the chloro-

phyll seems to disappear more or less

completely.

The following microscopic changes are

to be noticed as the result of exposure

of these bacilli prodigiosi to x-radiations.

There is apparently little to call for no-

tice as regards the relative size of the

rayed and non-rayed bacilli. As re-

gards grouping, an unusual property of

the bacillus prodigiosus was apparent

—

that is, growth in chains or strepto-bac-

teria ; and further, what is at present

giving rise to a controversy, spore for-

mation, which seems to be clearly estab-

lished by the presence of a chain prepa-

ration. For the rest, the bacilli appear

in both cases equally granular and stain

equally at the ends and as irregularly.

We are continuing these experiments,

especially upon the pathogenic bacilli,

among which it is possible that changes

in growth may be accompanied with

some alterations in the character of the

bacilli.

The Creighton Medical College, of

Omaha, has recently added to its already

very complete equipment an x-ray outfit

of the latest and best make.

How Best to Secure Exact X-Ray In-

dications.

Having read with considerable inter-

est the description of the Fessenden

x-ray apparatus in your last issue, I can

not but feel surprised at the fact that in

this and many other recent articles in va-

rious electrical journals reference is made
to the fact that photographs or radio-

graphs are still being taken in connec-

tion with x-ray work, while it is a well-

known fact that by the use of the fluor-

ometer a great saving in time and tubes

is effected, and much more accurate

work done.

To properly locate a bullet in almost

any portion of the body by photography

requires the making of two radiographs
;

the work on which, including the taking,

developing, fixing and printing, takes

fully two hours' time, and the surgeon

has even then to probe for the bullet to

a large extent by guess work, guided, of

course, by the two radiographs before

him. Now not only does this process

take up some two hours of valuable time,

but the long exposure deteriorates" to a

great extent the tube which is used, so

that the expense is great compared with

the work accomplished. In using the

fluorometer the patient is laid upon the

table, the instruments are adjusted, the

tube is turned on for a total of not more

than five to ten minutes, and the pa-

tient's body is marked at four different

points, which represent the terminals of

two lines crossing each other at right

angles at the intersection of which the

bullet is absolutely sure to be found. In

this case, as you will note, the marking

is direct upon the body and no error can

possibly be made by the surgeon.

In view of these facts, it is almost im-

possible for me to conceive that any one

could resort to the taking of a radio-

graph in the present advanced state of

the art.— The ElectricalEngineer, J uly 2 1

.

W. J. Clarke.
New York. July 13, 1898.
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X THKORY IN REFERENCE TO THK
ORKilN \>D CHARACTER

OF X-RAYS.

BY GEORGE ADAM, M. D.

Lecturer on Klectro-Tlierapetilics, College of Physicians

and SurReons, San Francisco.

Jean Perrin enunciated the following

theory in reference to cathode rays :

That, there being an intense electric

field in the vicinity of the cathode, some

of the molecules of risidual gas are torn

into ions. The negative ions start to-

ward the positive pole, but, gaining suf-

ficient velocity, they go outward in

straight lines independent of the anode.

The positive ions move toward the ca-

thode. Accepting this hypothesis, the

writer would extend the theory in ex-

planation of x-ray phenomena. Sup-

posing we have a residual gas such as

carbonic acid (CO..,). Disintegration

takes place at the cathode, the c irbon

seeking the cathode, the oxygen start-

ing for the positive, but acquiring an

enormous velocity which is capable of

overcoming the attraction of the anode,

if that pole is not directly in its path.

The oxygen ions are electrified by the

current.

The forces, therefore, that are active

in this stream of oxygen which form the

cathode rays are as follows :

A large kinetic potential, an electric

charge, an atomic attraction or adhesive

force, and an atomic separative force,

owing to the high exhaustiou of the tube

and increase of intermolecular space.

To what extent do these forces act to-

gether, and to what extent do they op-

pose each other ? I would reason that

the electric charge would strengthen the

atomic adhesion, and thus keep the at-

oms in a molecular state, whereas the

velocity and the rarity of the gas would
act in the opposite direction to separate

the atoms and break up the molecule.

The characterics of the cathode rays

prove that the molecular condition is

maintained. The chemical action, there-

fore, that would take place at the ca-

thode is represented thus ;

(C0 2>,= C,+ (02)i ,

and the cathode rays would be repre-

sented by the formula

o 4+o8.

It will be well here to consider the re-

lationship of an electric charge to atomic

adhesion. An electric current passing

through a solution of a substance whose

atomic constituents have different polar-

ity will produce molecular disintegration;

but there is no evidence, however strong

the current, that atoms of the same

polarity would be separated. On the

contrary, atomic adhesion is a form of

magnetism, which latter obeys the same
laws as electrification and may be iden-

tical. Or it may be stated thus : That

it requires positive and negative electric-

ity to produce molecular disintegration

in the electrolyte. In this instance the

oxygen molecules are acted on by the

negative electricity of the current.

The cathode rays bombard the fluo-

rescent spot as molecules.

What do the cathode rays lose at the

bombarded spot ? They lose their elec-

tric charge. This is proved by the dif-

ference of the action of x and cathode

rays in charging and discharging bodies.

Do they lose any of the velocity ? No
;

because there must be a reverse stream

from the bombarded spot to establish an

equilibrium in the exhaustion of the tube.

This reverse force acts only at the com-

mencement with the x-ray stream.

Then, what forces are active in this

stream of radiant energy as it leaves the

bombarded spot ? The kinetic force,

the separative force, owing to the in-

creased intermoleculur spaces, and the

atomic adhesive force (assuming that

this last is a magnetic force, some of it

may also have been lost in the bombard-

ment).

We have, then, two disintegrating in-

fluences capable of overcoming the one

adhesive force, and as a result the mole-
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cule is torn to pieces. Issuing then

from the bombarded spot is a stream of

atoms, in ths case of oxygen, with an

immense kinetic potential and intense

chemical potential. The formula would

be

O-fO+0+0.
The stream is sent out in straight lines

from the bombarded spot, the same as

the cathode rays issue from the cathode.

Let us consider some of the character-

istics of the x-rays, and sec if they can

be accounted for by our atomic theory.

The penetrating power of atoms must

necessarily be greater than that of mole-

cules, and in this respect comparison

with other radiant energies supports our

theory. The penetrating power would

be different in different media owing to

the chemical action, and as the stream

would decrease in velocity the chemical

action would assert itself.

Would not the bad effects produced

by long exposure to x-rays be accounted

for by the chemical action of the atoms

on the tissues ?

Having lost its electric charge and

perhaps some of its magnetic adhesive

force, such a stream of atoms would not

be expected to be influenced by a mag-

net, but being infra-normal in this re-

spect, when passing through a body

would draw magnetism from the body,

even if the latter was in a state of zero.

This would account for the rays being

influenced by the magnet after passing

through a silver leaf.

A similar explanation will apply to the

x-rays being incapable of charging a body

electrically, and of its power to discharge

a body already charged.

The x-rays are not generated in Geis-

ler tubes because the intermolecular

spaces are not large enough to assist in

the work of disintegration of the mole-

cule, and we have in that case a mole-

cular stream.

In reference to Righi's experiment,

showing that bodies in the neutral state

were positively electrified by x-rays, I

would offer this explanation :

The x-rays take away negative elec-

tricity from such a body and leave the

latter positively electrified by the body's

own electricity.

Thompson's experiment, showing that

the penetrating powers of x-rays varies

with the vacuum, that is, the higher

the vacuum within certain limits, the

greater the penetrating power, may be

explained in this way : The enlarge-

ment of the intermolecular spaces is fol-

lowed by a greater inter-atomic space in

the stream. As the rays meet resistance

the space between the atoms becomes

smaller, and when the space is entirely

obliterated the atoms unite and form

molecules. It follows that the larger

the space, the longer time it will take to

obliterate it, and therefore the greater

the distance traveled. This explanation

would also account for there seeming to

be two or more kinds of rays differing in

penetrating power.

Such a ray as described, which we
might call the atomic ray, would not be

expected to be found in sunlight, nor

any artificial light known, and the x-ray

is not so found.

Radiant energy, consisting of a stream

of atoms, would be a real ray, and would

not be characterized by refraction, dif-

fraction or interference phenomena, such

as wave motion is, and no such charac-

teristics have been found in x-rays.

A stream of molecules, or particles,

would not be expected to produce all

the phenomena characteristic of a stream

of atoms, and accordingly we find no

real ra)' obeying the same laws as the

Roentgen ray.

Calorific Action of Roentgen Rays.

Dorn. Wied. Ann., 63, p. 160; abstract-

ed in L'Eclairage Elec, June 17.—He
measured the calorific effect by means of

the differential pressure indicator of

Toepler.
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OIN THE VISIBILITY OF ROENTGEN
RAYS.

BY PROFESSOR E. DORN.

(Trinslated from the German.

)

Doubt lias been thrown* by certain

physiologists upon the researches on the

the visibility of Roentgen rays carried

outf by Herr Brandes and myself ; while

at the same time the opinion has been

expressed that we had allowed ourselves

to be deceived by subjective light-phe-

nomena (especially by those termed "ac-

commodation phosphenes," arising from

the muscular effort of focussing, or "ac-

commodation") and by electrical influ-

ences.

So far as any unprejudiced readers of

our detailed article in the Annalen are

concerned, those objections disappear of

themselves. Therefore, I will not again

refer to my refutation given in another

place, but will only submit some experi-

ments which, independentlv of their spe-

cial bearing, may perhaps be of some in-

terest.

The question whether the stimulation

of the eye by Roentgen rays can be as-

cribed to the conjoint effect of a (muscu-
lar) accommodation of a subjective sen-

sation of light evoked thereby can be

immediately decided by experiments up-

on an eye with paralyzed accommoda-
tion. Herr Scholdtmann, M. D., has

had the extreme kindness to treat one of

his eyes with homatropin, and to place

himself at my disposal for observation.

On May 25th, 1897, in the evening,

by bringing his head, carefully wrapped
up so as to exclude light, near to the

Roentgen tube, the appearance of light

was observed to be only a little weaker
in the paralyzed eye than in the normal
eye. At midday on May 30th the differ-

ence seemed more evident, but it disap-

peared after a sojourn— half an hour

*See Proceedings of the Physiologi cher Gesellscluft
of Berlin, May 7, 1897.

tSee G. Braades, Sitzungsberichte d. k. Akad. d. Wis-
senschaften zu Berlin. May 7, 1896; also G. Brandes and
E. Dorn in Wiedemmn' s Annalen, vol. lx., p. 478, 1897.

long—in darkness. It was, therefore,

obvious that the paralyzed eye had been

blinded by the reason of the widening of

the pupil in passing across the street in

the bright noonday light. The stimula-

tion of the sensation of light by the

Roentgen rays resulted independently of

the effort of accommodation.

With the co-operation of Dr. Ritten-

berger, I have made a series of research-

es upon the possibility of a stimulation

of the nerves by electrical actions taking

place in the neighborhood of the head.

A cardboard cylinder was placed over

the head, and rendered light-tight by

means of velvet. Under these circum-

stances it was definitely ascertained that

the observer saw the Roentgen rays dis-

tinctly. An aluminum sheet, 1-03 mil-

limetres thick, 60 centimetres long, and

45 centimetres broad, somewhat weak-

ened the appearance when interposed,

but did not produce extinction of the

phenomenon. Then I allowed the sparks

(10 centimetres long) of the induction

coil, which had supplied the tube, to

jump across the space previously occu-

pied by the tube at a distance of about

10 centimetres from the eye ; there was

not, however, the faintest sensations of

light. Equally little was this the cast-

when using a Himsted's apparatus for

Tesla currents, although I experimented

with spark-lengths of 4, 6, 10, and 16

centimetres, and with horizontal and

vertical positions for the spark-path.

Corresponding observations were made
with another arrangement of head-cov-

ering—namely, black paper over the

eyes, and velvet over the head—with
similar negative results, in spite of the

fact that in this case the length of the

Tesla sparks was increased to 21 centi-

metres, and the observer was situated

with the region of his eyes in the glow of

the discharge.

The most striking refutation of the

suggestion that the sensation of light ex-

cited by Roentgen tubes is an illusion
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due to electrical influences is, however,

afforded by the following experiment :

The Roentgen tube was turned back-

wards, that is to say, with the back of

the anti-cathode presented towards the

eye. The eye, accustomed to darkness,

could not detect the smallest action, al-

though the appearance of light was dis-

tinctly seen, both before and afterwards,

with the tube in the right position. The
tube thus reversed in position produced

only a very faint fluorescence upon a ba-

rium-platinocyanide screen.

Meantime, Herr Roentgen has himself

confirmed the visibility of the rays dis-

covered by him, and has given} an ele-

gant modification of the fundamental ex-

periment. If an absorbing metal plate

with a narrow slit in it is held before the

eye, there is perceived a bright line,

which is either straight or curved accord-

ing to the relative positions of the anti-

cathode, slit, and eye.

Before I had received information of

this, I made a similar observation, in

which I saw the "Roentgen shadow" of

a straight brass rod 5 millimetres thick

appearing under certain conditions as a

curved shadow upon the retina.

The result of both experiments is ea-

sily explained. To me my experiment

was important, because I perceived the

curvature by observation without any

previous deliberation, and the unexpect-

ed result offered, therefore, a welcome
confirmation for the view that I was not

dealing with an illusion due to subject-

ive phenomena of light.

—

Wiedemann's

Annalen. Archives of the Roentgen Rays.

Cathode Rays. Battelli and Garbas-

so. Nuovo Cimento, Vol. 4, page 129,

and Vol. 6, page 5 ; abstracted in

VEclairage Etec, May 7.—A paper dis-

cussing the action of cathode rays on in-

sulated conductors. The results agreed

with the hypothesis that the difference

between the action of cathode and Roent-

t Roentgen: Sitzungsberichte d. k. Akad d. Wis-

sensch. zu Berlin. May 13, 1897

gen rays depends essentially on the con-

ditions of the medium which surrounds

the electrified conductor.

Tm: following is a list of books pub-

lished on x-rays:

Manual of Static Electricity in X-Ray
and Therapeutic Uses, by S. H. Monell,
New York.

The New Photography, by A. B. Chat-
wood, London.

Prof. Roentgen's X-Rays and Their
Application in the New Photography,
by August Dittmar, London.

The X-Ray, or Photography of the

Invisible, by W. J. Morton and E. W.
Hammer, N. Y.

The X-Rays, by Kolle, N. Y.

Practical Radiography, by A. W. Isen-

thal and H. Snowden Ward, F.R.P.
S., London.

The Roentgen Rays in Medical Work,
by David Walsh, M. D., (Edinburg).

La Technique Des Rayons X, by A.

Hebert, France.

La Radiographie Appliquee. a L'-

Etude des Arthrapathics Deformatics,
by Dr. F. Bayou.

Roentgen Rays and Phenomena of

the Anode and Cathode, by Edward P.

Thompson, M.E.E.E., N. Y.

Les Rayons X, by M. Ch. Guillaume,
Paris.

The A. B. C. of the X-Rays, by W.
H. Meadowcroft, N. Y.

The Induction Coil in Practical Work,
by Lewis Wright, London.

Immersed Luminous Electrodes.

Braun. Wied. Ann., No. 6; abstracted

briefly in Lond. Elec
, July 8.—Alumi-

num electrodes can be used for the

chemical rectification of current ; in this

connection he discovered that the alu-

minum electrode in the electrolytic cell

emits over its whole surface a white or

yellowish red light. The phenomenon

is best studied by means of a thin strip

or wire of aluminum, which is viewed in

a revolving mirror. The luminosity

gradually disappears with a constant

current.
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COLLES' FRACTURE AND THE ROENT-
(iKIN RAYS.

BY CARL BECK, M. D> , NEW YORK.

Colles' fracture is the commonest of

all fractures, yet in regard to no other is

there more difference of opinion as to

treatment Since the advent of Roent-

gen rays, our knowledge of fractures

and dislocations has been greatly en-

larged, and our methods of treatment

revolutionized. Treatises on this sub-

ject which were written before the

Roentgen era have ceased to be regard-

ed as authoritative. Following the new

discovery great interest was at once con-

centrated on the much disputed classic

fracture of the lower end of the radius,

and it soon became evident that a much

greater variety of the different types of

this fracture (which represents ten per

cent, of all fractures) exists than was

ever anticipated before. As far as my
own experience is concerned, I must

admit that 1 never saw a case in which

the diagnosis made before a skiagram

was taken was not more or less modified

thereafter, especially when considerable

effusion and swelling were present.

Since March, 1896, I have observed

forty-four cases of Colles' fracture, all of

which were skiagraphed. Most of the

skiagrams revealed conditions not thor-

oughly anticipated when examined by

the usual methods. One most surpris-

ing feature was that in nineteen of these

cases a distinct transverse fissure above the

capitulum ulna existed, without causing

any apparent symptoms. In seven cases

the styloid process of the ulna was en-

tirely broken off. In some instances be-

sides the typical transverse fracture

there was also a vertical fracture of the

radius, which reached into the radiocar-

pal joint. In fourteen cases there was
no displacement in spite of the great ex-

tent of the lesion, the periosteum of the

dorsal surface apparently having kept

the fragments together.

There is a different plan of treatment

to be pursued if there be a total separa-

tion of the lower end of the radius or

only a fissure with little or no diastasis.

It is of great importance to know the di-

rection of the line of fracture, whether it

extends into the joint, and whether or

not there is any impaction. Sometimes

there is a decided turning of the frac-

tured end, its upper margin being forced

toward the ulna while the lateral margin

protrudes and the joint-surface is direct-

ed upward to the dorsum. It is appa-.

rent that in all such cases unless thor-

ough reduction is at once made the func-

tion of the wrist will never be restored
;

and, vice versa, if the fracture-line ex-

tends upward from the volar side and

downward to the dorsum, the displace-

ment must occur in the opposite man-

ner, the principle of reduction, however,

remaining the same. If the direction of

the fracture-line is oblique it generally

extends into the joint—a point which has

to be especially considered in the after-

treatment. The method of reduction as

well as of applying the dressing will also

be modified when there is a fracture of

the ulna or of its styloid process, or

when a bone particle has been chipped

off. These lesions are diagnosed with

difficulty by ordinary methods, even

when the manipulations are skilled, and

are seldom recognized by any other

means than by the Roentgen rays.

In the treatment of all fractures there

are two very simple rules to be observed:

(1) Replace a displaced fragment to its

normal position, and (2) keep it there.

If the skiagram does not show displace-

ment, there is, of course, no need of re-

duction. This explains why the results

in certain cases of Colles' fracture are

always good, no matter what sort of

treatment is employed. In fact, if treat-

ed by a quack, whose ignorance leads

him to treat the injury as a sprain with

an ointment, poultice, or with "faith,"

often a better result is obtained in such
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ordinary cases than by the learned med-
ical neophyte, who, after having made a

most erudite diagnosis, immobilizes the

joint for too long a period in his zeal to

keep the fragments together ; there will

be no deformity, but adhesions will be

formed and the wrist will remain stiff or

immobile. In such a case a patient, the

motion of whose hand was not prevented

by immobilization, would escape serious

consequences. In all cases in which

displacement is present of course a great

amount of care and deliberation is nec-

essary.

The first requirement, accurate reduc-

tion, may be carried out with little diffi-

culty. If forced extension and down-

ward pressure by the surgeon's thumb,

while counter-extension is used on the

forearm, flexed rectangularly, should

fail, anasthesia must be employed. But

the more difficult thing is to keep the

fragments well adjusted in a proper po-

sition. This I have always been able to

secure by applying a long adaptable wire

splint reaching at the flexor side of the

arm from the tip of the fingers to the el-

bow, the splint being applied wmile

forced traction is made. If the direction

of the displacement is upward

—

displace-

ment a la fourchctte, a pad of adhesive

plaster is attached to the dorsal integu-

ment above the fragment. Then a short

narrow splint of wood is placed on the

dorsal aspect of the arm, reaching from

the metacarpo-phalangeal joint to four

inches above the wrist, and is kept press-

ing down by the application of a gauze

bandage. If the tendency of the dis-

placement is downward the same pro-

cedure is carried out in the opposite

manner, the wire splint being applied

on the dorsal and the wooden splint and

pad on the palmar side of the arm.

If the displacement be sideways, which

is generally the case when there is a si-

multaneous injury of the ulna, the im-

mobilization must be carried out on en-

tirely different lines. The adhesive-

plaster pad must then be applied later-

ally to the fragment, two long, narrow,

wooden splints being used at the same
time. One of these splints, being a little

broader than the diameter of the bone,

begins at the metacarpo-phalangeal joint

of the thumb, and the other at the same
joint of the little finger. Both extend

up to the elbow, the same as the long

wire splint. If there should be any dis-

placement to the opposite direction, the

pad must be applied on the ulnar side.

No dorsal splint is used in this variety.

After the dressing is finished, the skia-

gram verifies the proper positions of the

fragments. If there be much swelling,

wet applications may be advantageously

used by pouring a solution of acetate of

lead, for instance, upon the gauze band-

age, the wire splint permitting penetra-

tion of the fluid.

It is of the greatest importance in such

cases, that the fragments after being

properly reduced, be kept in situ. The
extremely strong ligamentum carpi vol-

are never breaks, as Nelaton well demon-

strated, and, therefore, it is in the first

instance the bone which has to be taken

care of.

If after the lapse of a week agglutina-

tion of the fragments is obtained and no

deformity is evident, then the soft tis-

sues must receive consideration. It is

only then that short splints are in order.

They consist of well-padded pieces of

wood, extending from the metacarpo-

phalangeal joint up to the middle of the

forearm. After another week they ex-

tend only to the wrist, thus permitting

free motion of the hand? The patient is

told to move his fingers, as in playing

the piano. After the third week mass-

age treatment is indicated, active as well

as passive motion of the joint being em-

ployed at the same time.

If all these points are observed, and if

their proper execution is certified by the
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skiagram, surgical clinics will no longer

furnish so much testimony of deformi-

ties and functional impairment following

Colles
1 fracture.

The writer then cites three illustrative

cases, and ends by stating that nothing

may inculpate or exculpate a surgeon

more than a good skiagram.— Medical

News.

St. Louis. Mo., May 13. 1898.

Mr. C. C. Ziegler.

My Dear Sir:— I had the pleasure of

reading a verse in one of the city publi-

cations the other day which attracted my
attention and admiration. The beauti-

ful sentimental reference to the x-rays

therein contained endears the verses to

me and makes the ode appropriate for

publication in The American X-Ray

Journal. Will you give me consent for

its publication ? What incentive caused

you to compose these lines ?

Thanking you in advance.

Yours Truly,

Heber Roharts.

In Mr. Ziegler's reply he said : "The
beautiful x-ray views of the pulsating

heart seen in Dr. Graves' office was the

sole incentive for writing these lines."

The following is the sonnet as it ap-

peared in The St. Louis Public Library

Magazine for April, 1898 :

SONNET.

Where is old Jove, the ruler of the sky,

Who in his hand the forked lightnings bore?

Where is Prometheus? Where the thunderer

Thor

Whose glittering hammer made the mountains

fly?

Dreams of the man-child! His believing eye

Saw in the forces he could not explore

Gigantic beings whom he must adore,

Appease, and e'en with blood their favor buy.

We have unroofed the heaven the ancients knew;

The lightning is our slave; through Roentgen's

rays

The throbbings of the human heart are seen.

I! ow have the gods of old faded from view

Before our modern searchers' vision keen!

—

All faded, leaving but a little haze.

Chari.es Calvin Ziegler.

The X-Rays and Their Sate Application.

Destruction of X-Ray and Other
Infections by Klectro-

Sterili/.ation.

BY J. MOUNT BLEYER, M. I)., F. R. A. M. S., LL. D.,

NEW YORK CITY.

Discoveries of the properties of the

x-rays go on apace and the scientific

world is watching with the closest inter-

est the experiments that are being made
from their different aspects, to deter-

mine the effect of these rays upon the

human body. Since their discovery and

their application in medico-surgical

work, reports soon started and spread

throughout the profession and lay pub-

lic of a grave danger accompanying the

use of these x-rays, owing to the fact

that they produced so-called virulent

burns by exposure to them.

Records now hold amongst their files

many cases—differing in degree, and

some have proven fatal from a linger-

ing exposure to them. Even records

tell us of a recent murder trial in this

state in which the chief question arose

—whether the physician who made this

x-ray exposure upon a patient, was

guilty of an act of negligence from which

death followed.

Let me say at the outset of my re-

marks, from what I gathered from my
experimental work, that all your timid-

ity in their future application can be al-

layed. I concluded that if the x-rays

are applied under certain precautions,

and the proper apparatus used, no such

conditions can be possible. I speak

now from the actual employment of

these rays daily to the chest wall, for

the aid in gaining early diagnostic signs

of tubercular and other allied diseases,

if present.

This investigation gives me the right

of an opinion, and I freely make it be-

fore you, showing how we all have fall-

*Read before the Psychological Section Medico-Legal

Society, May 26. 1898.
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en into that fallacious position by calling

this phenomena as produced by these

x-rays, burns, when they are nothing

less nor more, than an inoculation. Now
that we know how to remedy the dan-

gers connected with their use, and how

best to avoid repetitions from recurring,

and if they occur, whether the physician,

or who so applies them, is to take the

blame if the proper precautions, as in

any surgical operation, are not observed.

Of all these facts I shall refer to in a few

moments.

Let me dissipate those minds that an

x-ray application or the use of its pho-

tography is a dangerous procedure, eith-

er on a long or short exposure. If this

force is applied and handled by skilled

hands and suitable mechanism, there is

absolutely no atom of fear in producing

this phenomena of inoculation, known

fallaciously as x-ray burns.

This inoculation is due, according to

my observation from a series of experi-

ments, to several physical effects pro-

duced by the generation of these rays

and the general conditions present. It

is a known fact, that the use of the

Rhumkoff coil, in connection with the

generation of these rays, is an apparatus

which gives an exceedingly high electro-

motive force and amperage, and there-

fore such high discharges when exhibit-

ed produce certain physical conditions

surrounding the atmosphere of the pa-

tient or person who is exposed to these

x-rays. To sum up these physical facts,

we find that this high discharge is leveled

against the subject, carrying with it from

the surrounding septic atmosphere, cer-

tain particles floating therein, also sur-

charged with bacteria and foreign mate-

rial upon the clothing and skin which

are at all times present, setting up some-

times an infection and at other times an

inflammatory condition from these forced

driven materials under the skin exposed

to this phenomena.

This inflammatory or inoculated con-

dition is the result of all these facts

which I came upon from my crucial ex-

periments, and can be avoided without

any difficulty now on the part of the op-

erator, by the adoption of a few rules

gleaned from my experience which 1

shall give in the summing up of my re-

marks.

I bring before your notice a few most

important facts, which are also corrob-

orative directly within my own investi-

gation. Those facts can not help being

appreciated, as they come also from sev-

eral late observers who studied the ques-

tion of burns, due to fire and hot water,

&c, and the causes of death therefrom.

We already know that many deaths

are due to burns produced from other

causes than by the x-rays. This fact

has puzzled scientists to account for

deaths which occurred among persons

suffering from burns, even where the in-

juries received seemed wholly inade-

quate to produce fatal results. The
havoc caused by skin diseases might be

much greater, and a far larger surface of

the skin attacked, but generally a cure

could be effected, whereas, in the ma-

jority of cases of severe burns the end

would be fatal.

Persons who have escaped with their

lives from a fire whether very severely

burned or otherwise, suffer intense pain,

which is followed by a peculiar torpor

and drowsiness, and not infrequently by

delirium and convulsions. The pulse

becomes weak, the breathing irregular,

the temperature lower and there almost

always follows vomiting and other symp-

toms of poisoning, terminating within

twenty-four to twenty-eight hours in

death.

Although these symptoms have re-

ceived the attention of a number of sci-

entists, their views of the actual cause of

death were widely diverse. The first

guesses, though ingenious, were very far

from the truth. A German, F. Falk,

arrived at the conclusion that persons
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suffering from burns died of cold, caused

by the abnormal amount of heat given

off through the burned portions. Prof.

Ponfite, on the other hand, believed the

cause to be the destruction, by the heat,

of a great number of blood corpuscles,

inducing a disturbance of the circula-

tion. Addakoff, a Russian physician,

stated as his view, gained from clinical

observations, that the results of burns

upon the system bore a resemblance to

the effects produced by certain poisons,

particularly those generated in the body

by the failure to throw off secretions.

Lustgarten and Kijanitsin come still

nearer to the truth. The former com-

paring the results to burning with that of

ptomain poisoning, and the latter declar-

ing that under some influence or other,

probably that of a ferment or of bacte-

ria, a poisonous matter developed in the

blood of burnt persons. He actually

found in the blood of such persons a

poison (ptomain) that is not present in

normal bodies. It is a formless, yellow-

ish or brownish yellow matter, with a

sharp, disagreeable odor and injected

into dogs or rabbits produces all the

symptoms caused by burning. The be-

lief of Lustgarten that bacteria causing

impurities, which settled in the wounds,

were the generators of the poison, was

shown by the experiments of Ajello and

Parascandolo to be unfounded. Both

these were able to take from any part of

the body of a burnt animal, a poison,

the injection of 10 grammes of which

into a dog, weighing twenty pounds,

produced instant death. The strongest

poison was obtained from the burned

flesh, a lesser was in burned entrails and
the weakest of all came from the blood.

From this may be deducted, with cer-

tainty, that the ptomain is not solely in

the blood but in the whole of the burned
portions and is thence carried into the

system. Burned persons poison them-
selves, so to speak.

The poison may be regarded as the

product under the influence of high tem-

perature of the albumen, and the direct

importation of bacterial poisons from

without, &c. It has been found possi-

ble, however, to prevent the poison from

spreading by removing the burned por-

tions before the ptomain had entered the

circulation. It is also known from Ajel-

lo's and Parascandolo's experiments

with animals that all recovered without

having suffered from the symptoms inci-

dental to burns, when the amputation of

the burned parts occurred immediately

after the burns were received; where the

amputation was delayed for twenty-four

hours they all succumbed, except in in-

stances where large quantities of blood

were removed by bleeding ; the blood

drawn off being replaced, however, by a

transfusion of pure blood. By the bleed-

ing a large quantity of the poison was

removed, the blood artificially supplied

so strengthened the animals that there

was facilitated a further separation of

the poison from the blood by means of

the kidneys.

I lay much stress upon this important

point due to these x-ray phenomena.

That the x burn always appears many
days after the application of this force or

light to a part of the body, and does not

show absolutely any early manifestation,

—as minutes or hours thereafter, but

days elapse, even as late as 18 days there-

after. The x-ray burn begins with a

painful dermatitis slowly, and symptoms
resembling burns from heat or scales.

It is therefore that from the very outset

and conditions that the difference is ap-

parent.

How should we avoid this dangerous

condition in the application of the x-ray?

To sum up in a few clauses the whole

matter, let me say in a few words the

following, viz. :

—

Above all supplant the static machine

for the Rhumkoff coil. This form of

electricity has not the physical proper-

ties of carrying foreign material into the
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depths of the tissue so readily as the

other current. Static electricity gives

only the high voltage with low amper-

age, while the other is productive of

both high forces, making it an unneces-

sary dangerous appliance.

All parts to be either photographed or

examined by means of these x-rays

should have all clothing removed there-

from, and washed with an antiseptic so-

lution, or so prepared as if a surgical op-

eration is to be performed. Also, a

room which is free from infectious mate-

rials as possible, should always be made
ready, or especially appointed for the

purpose. Those are the cardinal rules

and must not be deviated therefrom in

order to avoid a dangerous inoculation

or poisoning. A screen of aluminum is

a good adjunct also, and should be em-
ployed whenever convenient.

SPECIFIC TREATMENT FOR SUCH.

CONDITIONS.

Should such a condition arise, from un-

foreseen causes or otherwise, steriliza-

tion of the affected part by means of

electrolysis is the safest and quickest

specific known to me—with the amputa-

tion of loose tissue surrounding the

parts. I found in my early work, as far

back as May, 1896, when I had been as

unfortunate as others to inflict several

patients with these burns, that some-

thing more was present to deal with

than an ordinary electro dermatitis. Ex-

perimental study of this question soon

elicited facts that brought me to the dis-

covery of the following remedial agent,

which I recommend to your notice.

Electrolysis or sterilization of the parts

is a specific.

What do we understand by Electro-

lysis ?

Electrolysis is the act of breaking up of

chemical compounds, organic as well as

inorganic, into their constituent elements

by the agency of electricity, the process

being accompanied by the loss of heat,

and, usually, by change in the volume of

the substance submitted to experiment.

The conditions requisite for the perform-

ance of electrolysis are : (1) A fluid or

semi-fluid conductor
; (2) Conveniently

placed electrodes
; (3) A continuous or

galvanic current of sufficient electro

motive force or strength of electricity to

overcome the resistance interposed be-

tween the electrodes. As the result of

the passage of a continuous current,

through a suitable conductor, decompo-

sition is the result. The current decom-

poses all the infected material and

changes them into some other non-poi-

sonous compound, thereby relieving the

system of poisonous products. This is

accomplished by placing such parts of

the body into a salty solution of distilled

water, and connecting the electrode with

the negative pole of a galvanic battery

with a mil-ampere meter. The positive

pole may be placed on any convenient

part of the subject—vessels of porcelain,

wood or glass are best. The strength of

this current should average 5 mil-am-

pere to a square inch of surface to be

sterilized, lasting at least ^ hour, after

that time the polarity should be reversed

for 5 minutes, in order to set free the

chlorine which will again react on all the

external and internal exposed surface.

Accurate measuring by means of a mil-

ampere meter with the use of such cur-

rent must be strictly adhered to, as se-

rious conditions will arise unless one

knows the exact amount of current pass-

ing, and so as to judge the exact quanti-

ty of chemical action, thereby controll-

ing its destructive effects; which if are

not known will do serious injury to

healthy surrounding tissues.

I know of no more satisfactory and

scientific methods in the treatment of

•these x-rays wounds, and, in fact, all

deep and superficial wounds, than the

sterilization by electricity as advocated

in my method as stated. All wounds

with pus should first be drained by incis-

ion before the above procedure is un-
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dertaken. I must state in my recom-

mending sterilization by electrolysis to

those that will hereafter apply it that

they should at least be acquainted with

the fundamental principles involving

electro chemistry. Good judgment is

necessary, as much damage can be done

if improper precautions are not observ-

ed. The time of application must be al-

ways left to the discretion of the opera-

tor, especially in deep seated conditions.

Reapplications can be always resorted

to. There are no contra indications for

this treatment by electrical sterilization

to any class of infected wounds and skin

diseases presented to surgery. After

such treatment, protective dressing of

simple kind are necessary to keep the

parts from further external infections.

I bring my new and novel investiga-

tion before your notice for the first time

in the history of antisepsis, and hope

that it will find its way into general sur-

gery with as much, and better satisfac-

tion than the heretofore methods em-

ployed, and give as good account of

itself as it has in my hands.

This work has been the outcome of

my early results obtained in the treat-

ment of tuberculosis and other inflam-

matory diseases of the lungs, &c. , which

still occupies my time, already with most

fruitful results.

My investigations brought me to a

most important point, and that is, that

all microscopic crevices are cleaned of

bacilli and pus cells, where, with the use

of antiseptic solutions, &c, a mere coat-

ing is effected thereby, and always liable

to a reinfection. This form of steriliza-

tion does not absolutely admit of such a

condition as destruction takes place in-

stantaneously by chemical decomposi-

tion, also by reversing of the polarity of

this current, these microscopical crevi-

ces are again closed completely by its

electro dynamic action.

Electro- sterilization must be highly

recommended as a prime antidote to all

kinds of stings, dog bites, or in fact by

venomous wounds produced by serpents.

The current should be applied a much
longer time than for ordinary cases.

When a person has either been bitten by

a poisonous snake, or by a dog, or re-

ceived a dangerous dissecting wound,

our first efforts to influence the result

may take three directions: (i) To pre-

vent the absorption of the poison
; (2)

To counteract or lessen its effect on

the organism
; (3) To hasten its

elimination. (Martin.). With the first

object a ligature should be tightly ap-
plied to the seat above the situation of

bite or wound. Then electro-steriliza-

tion prevents absorption of any poison by

electro-decomposition. Ligaturing de-

lays the absorption of a poison, as ven-

om from a snake, etc., until electrolysis

is accomplished. Electrolysis should

be performed at the earliest possible

moment.

The Prompt Solution of Tablets.

We are glad to know that the Anti-

kamnia people take the precaution to

state that when a prompt effect is desired

the Antikamnia Tablets should be crush-

ed. It so frequently happens that cer-

tain unfavorable influences in the stom-

ach may prevent the prompt solution of

tablets that this suggestion is well worth

heeding. Antikamnia itself is tasteless,

and the crushed tablet can be placed on

the tongue and washed down with a

swallow of water. Proprietors of other

tablets would have better success if they

had given more thought to this question

of prompt solubility. Antikamnia and

its combination in tablet form are great

favorites of ours, not because of their

convenience alone, but also because of

their therapeutic effects.— The Journal

of Practical
.
Medicine.

The Best and the Cheapest.

In prescribing either medicine or nu-

triment, a physician must often consider

the question of what is the most eco-
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nomical as well as what is the best for

his patient. And it is only occasionally

that he is made happy by the knowledge

that The Cheapest is The Best. He al-

ways knows that "the best is the cheap-

est," but this helps him very little if

economy must be thought of.

John Carle & Sons point with pride to

the fact that their prepared food, Impe-

rial Granum, is the most economical as

well as the best food on the market, and

in proof of this, they ask physicians to

carefully note the weight of their hand-

some "Small" and "Large" size air-

tight tins, and also to kindly notice the

length of time either one will last, bear-

ing in mind that their sterilized tins

form the lightest, as well as the safest

retainer that can be used.

Send Si and subscribe for The Amer-

ican X-Ray Journal.

THE TREATMENT OF DISEASE BY
ELECTRIC CURRENTS.

A handbook of plain instructions for the general practi
tioner. By S. H. Monell, M. D., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Published by William Beverly Harison,
3 and 5 West 18th Street, New

York. 1088 pages.

Another extremely valuable work on electro-

therapeutics has been launched by the same au-

thor as the recent publication, "Manual of Static

Electricity in X-Ray and Therapeutic Uses,"
which has attracted world-wide reputation thus

early for its clearness of description, and useful-

ness to the general practitioner.

It would be impossible for us to specialize the

headings of the 70 chapters in this volume in the

space allotted for this review, therefore it must
suffice to state that every known modern employ-
ment for faradic, galvanic and static electricity

and their therapeutic indications are detailed in

this volume with conciseness of language and mi-

nute directness of application, so that the gen-

eral practitioner may read and understand.
Probably no book on electro-therapeutics, and

we say it conservatively, has ever equaled this

volume for value to those of the profession who
would use electricity as a therapeutic agent, and
he who does not use it at this age is certainly not

up to the times in his profession.

We therefore heartily recommend this volume
to our readers, believing that they will not be dis-

appointed in adding it to their libraries.

—

Medi-
cal Times and Register, Phila., Pa., January,
1898.

Manual of Static Electricity in X-Ray and Thera-
peutic Uses, • - - - - - $6.00

Treatment of Disease by Electric Currents. - 7.50

When writing mention the Amercian X-Ray Journal.

Superfluous

HAIR
Permanently Removed.
I SUFFERED FOR YEARS with a

.humiliating growth of hair on my
face, and tried many remedies
without success: but I ultimately
discovered the true secret for

permanent removal of hair, and
for six years have been applying
my treatment to others, thereby
rendering happiness to, and gain-
ing thanks of thousands of ladies.

I assert, and will prove to you. that my depilatory
treatment will destroy the follicle and otherwise perma-
nently remove the hair forever. No trac e is Is ft on
the skin after using and the treatment can be applied
privately by yourself in your own chamb

If you are troubled, write to me
for further information, and I will

convince you of all I claim. I will

give prompt personal and strictly

confidential attention to your letter.

Being a woman. I know of the delicacy
of such a matter as this and act ac-
cordingly.

Mention The American X-Ray
Journal when writing.

Address, inclosing two stamps,

HELEN ESTELLE MARKO,
156 Fifth Ave., New York City.
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X-RAYS AND ELECTRO-THERAPEU
TICS IN LONDON.

Editor American X-Ray Journal :

In the first section of this letter I

wrote chiefly of apparatus and am obliged

to say that if a delegation of ten of our

leading U. S. makers should come here

to inspect goods in their line they would

want to hurry home to export a stock

and drum up English trade. Many here

are utterly oblivious of the fact that su-

perior apparatus exists. A salesman in

an immense house yesterday showed me
some x-ray screens advertised in the

Lancet (reading notice) to "give far bet-

ter definition than any others." I would

not buy until I examined one with a tube

and when I remarked that it was only a

very ordinary screen, &c, he seemed as-

tonished to know that we had screens in

America at all, and asked where we got

them. He was much surprised to learn

that they were neither English nor Ger-

man, but were made in the United

States. In some quarters I have found

the same wonder about tubes. On the

whole, however, it is probably correct

to say that the best English coil, screen

and result is nearly equal to the best

American. The expert Londoner, how-

ever, can not appreciate the minor differ-

ences in our working method and would

at first find our ways as awkward as we

may think his.

In x-ray results the two countries are

not far apart at the top. Good defini-

tion is obtained with short exposures by

the best men I have seen here.

There has been for some time a desire

to catch on the sensitive film the outline

of stone in the kidney, and much quiet

effort has been made to overcome the

difficulties. Some cases are reported in

print but they are very few. Three op-

erators here have each been able to show
me prints of one successful negative.

Dr. made his 18 months ago and

has never duplicated it. Dr. has

also tried "dozens of cases of supposed

renal calculi", and has one print to his

credit, out of the lot. The histories of

two published cases show the great val-

ue of x-rays in this direction if they can
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be made positively to show that stone

does or does not exist. The detection

and localization of pieces of steel, &c,
in the eye is now reduced to an accurate

process by a London ophthalmic sur-

geon, Mr. Mackensie Davidson, to whom
I am indebted for much courtesy. Prob-

ably no one in England is his superior in

fine and scientific work. In due time he

will publish his own researches and it

would be out of place for me to antici-

pate him.

Deep parts and the pelvis still perplex

operators here. Definition of soft parts

is obtained to some extent but can not

be assured in advance. In general it

may be said that we are working along

parallel lines and I see little here that I

had not heard of in America. But a few

things that were written up in our home
journals as long ago as 1896, and which

I had neglected in my own experiments,

have been here actually seen by me for

the first time. The best large prints I

have seen were three made by a private

gentleman of means for his own amuse-

ment.

Some surgeons are beginning to de-

mand an exact localization of such for-

eign bodies as bullets, needles, &c, be-

fore they operate, and for this purpose

a "cross-string localizer" is available,

but as yet too little used. It was intro-

duced here in the winter, by Mr. Mac-

kensie Davidson, yet is only just made
for the market. Without a copy of the

X-Ray Journal, of last summer (1897)

at hand I can not recall how it differs

from the device then described by Dr.

Scott. The apparatus, as devised and

used by Dr. Mackenzie Davidson, costs

about S45. A cheaper substitute of a

somewhat different kind is made for from

$14 to $20. These prices are so much

less than the cost of the fluorometer that

I fear there will be no adoption of the

latter here. The string localizer is best

used with a negative but can be used

with a screen. Striking effects are also

shown by x-ray stereoscopy, and one
view of such superb pictures as Mr. Da-
vidson kindly showed me is quite

apt to spoil the eye for the usual flat

print. The view is also an instantane-

ous localizer. The full detail of an x-ray

picture can net be even guessed until it

is seen in lifelike relief in the stereo-

scope. I recall the note of Elihu

Thompson on this point as early, I think,

as April, 1896, but have had no time to

attempt the work myself. One sight of

a good steoroscopic effect is, however,

enough to make the observer enthusi-

astic.

I have carefully inquired in the best

informed quarters as to x-ray work in

Berlin. No one here has any knowledge

of any recent advance in that city, and

some assert that London is ahead of

Berlin in that field. From what I see of

apparatus which is probably employed
in Berlin I am disposed to credit the

statement that Berlin is not in advance.

One gentleman who saw Prof. Roentgen

himself not very long ago told me that

Roentgen was not likely to add to his

original discovery. Of one thing I can

vouch from tedious personal experience

during the last two months in London,
to-wit: Reports of x-ray miracles are

not always crystalized fact. I have

heard of various wonderlul things here

and have traced them up at the cost of

much time and effort only to discover

that they were not correctly reported.

Those who have read my book on

"Static Electricity in X-Ray and Thera-

peutic Uses," will easily understand my
desire to see Guy's Hospital and its his-

torical electric room. Guy's has a

new electrical department and a very

good x-ray outfit but the little room
where Golding Bird, Addison, and Gull

did their remarkable work is in an old

ward now used for obstetric cases. It

was empty when I saw^ it. The attend-

ant did not know much about it but

thought the old static machine was in
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the cellar. In the modern room I found

an old nurse who was better informed.

She showed me a curious static machine

made 7 years ago, a copy of the one that

figures in the Guy reports. If Golding

Bird had the patience to use such a de

vice he deserves to be framed in history

beside Job. At the foot of the machine

stood an old platform—perhaps the

original one. It was about 24 by 36

inches, placed on small porcelain knobs

about an inch clear of the floor and had

a top of sheet zinc, let in a frame of black

painted wood with sharp corners. Across

the street frcm Guy's is a large store

dealing in surgical and electrical goods.

I talked with two salesmen and neither

of them had ever heard of a static ma-

chine and could not inform me of any

dealer in London keeping such an arti-

cle.

Americans who have heard so much
of the Wimshurst machine will hardly

be prepared for the facts I have since

ascertained. No dealer in England

makes for stock and keepsfor sale any static

machines. Mr. Wimshurst is not a shop-

keeper. He is an electrical engineer in

the consulting department of the Board

of Trade and inspects certain parts of

boilers and engines in ships. He is a

courtly gentleman of about 65 years of

age, lives several miles out of the city

and only amuses himself by occasionally

making a machine which bears his name.

During a pleasant evening spent with

himself and son I learned much that was
new to me of the status of static electric

ity in Europe. As we know it, the thing

don't exist here. From time to time a

machine, usually small, occasionally

very large, is made to order for some
one. It has an excellent foundation of

plates, but has no means of therapeutic

use and in general no one knows that it

can be used therapeutically. There
are a few exceptions to these rules but

diligent effort failed to find a single ma-
chine in London equipped in a manner

to permit me to give a clinical demon-

stration to one of my new found friends

who was interested. However, it is with-

in the bounds of possibility that my visit

here may bring about a revival of static

electricity in England. I bring home
with me a miniature plate as a souvenir,

cut for me by the hands of Mr Wims-
hurst in his own laboratory.

In other departments of medical elec-

tricity an American visitor looks in vain

for the complete and extensive outfits

required for all-round work. The alter-

nating sheet current fills in- some defi-

ciencies in an excellent manner and is

much used in local and general baths by

the best operators here. A good gal-

vanic battery is easily found in many
quarters but I have seen no faradic bat-

tery that an educated American physi-

cian would use. Fine faradic work,

therefore, is unknown here. I see no

slow vibrators in use. Meters are quite

different in appearance and electrodes

are few. In fact, the electro-therapeutic

outfit seems to lack much in complete-

ness and the routine work done seems

very narrow. Only one dealer keeps a

stock and he is a branch of a large Ger-

man house. He tells me that 2000 phy-

sicians make some small use of electric-

ity in the British Isles, chiefly in a very

small way. He has sold six cabinets in

eleven years. No electro-therapeutic

journal is published here and electricity

has little professional support with the

pen. Hence, his sales are mostly cheap

portable galvanic batteries and small

faradic coils. There are but three books

on the subject published in England

—

the total aggregating about 800 pages.

Such a variety of clinical work as many
of our home physicians do could not be

done here even by the best expert in

London—for the narrow limitation of his

apparatus would not permit it. Yet,

there is some advance and hope for

more. This is Farady's land and al-

though renowned for conservatism, yet,
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it seems as if the actual demonstrated

merits of electric currents must some
day lead to the employment of fine ap-

paratus and must finally establish the re-

pute of so practical and useful an agent

as electricity. S. H. Monell.
856 Union Street, New York City.

London, Eng., July 22, 1898.

INJURIOUS EFFECTS OF THE ROENT-
GEN RAYS.

BY JOHN T. PITKIN, M. D

It is safe to say that no scientific dis-

covery was ever received with greater re-

joicing by suffering humanity than the

enunciation by Professor Roentgen of

the possibilities he had discovered that

the x-ray possessed which could be util-

ized to photograph the living dense

structures of the human body and there-

by determine their physiological and

pathological condition.

An army of scientific men including

many of the medical profession hastened

to become his disciples.

Static machines and induction coils or

step up transformers of every conceiva-

ble size and description were suddenly

very much in requisition.

An era of experimentation and invest-

igation with x-rays galore was inaugu-

rated, all of which was productive of

many glowing accounts of what was seen

and done through their instrumentality.

But this new variety or degree of light,

too rapid in its rate of etherial vibrations

to be perceived by the visual organs also

failed to impress the nerves of tactile

sensibility and thereby warn us of its

dangerous and destructive qualities, con-

sequently many untoward results have

been experienced through which the ser-

services of the Roentgenian have been

brought into disrepute and his great field

of usefulness thereby unduly limited.

Many who have been exposed to the

Roentgen rays have suffered as sequelae

all conceivable varieties and degrees of

burns. The loss of an eye, the detach-

ment of an external ear, the sloughing of

a lower extremity, alopecia of a large

portion of the head are among the alleg-

ed injuries sustained and one exposure

of the brain to the rays for a period of

thirty-minutes at a distance of one and
one-half inches from the tube was in all

probability contributory to death.

Although not any one operator of the

rays may even hope to determine all of

their mysterious properties, still each by
careful observation may be able to add a

little knowledge toward the enhance-

ment of their usefulness on the one hand

and the limitation of their destructive-

ness on the other. It is in this spirit

that the writer who has had an experi-

ence from almost daily employment
since their inception, nearly three years

ago, concluded to communicate the tab-

ulated results of his investigations.

DESCRIPTION OF THE X-RAY BURN.

Not any disagreeable feeling is expe-

rienced in the parts during the exposure,

only a gentle breeze caused by bombard-

ment of parts by the particles of electri-

fied air repelled from the outer surface

of the Crookes' tube. A period of incu-

bation lasting from one to twenty-one

or more days in which the parts func-

tionate as usual and are devoid of discol-

oration or discomfort. Small erythema-

tous spots with itching and dull pain

deep seated become manifest, the red-

ness extends, the pain increases in se-

verity, is worse at night, and at times

almost unbearable. The epidermis be-

comes separated from the derma by a

transfusion of watery serum forming

large blebs which coalesce, break down

and discharge profusely. The epider-

mis desquamates layer after layer much
as we can remove the outer coatings

from an onion, the parts are much swoll-

en, stiff, hot, angry looking, bleed easily

and are very painful. If the fingers or

toes are attacked the nails lose their

brightness, as they grow out the line of

demarkation between the new and old
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texture becomes apparent. The stage

of ulceration supervenes characterized

by its indolence, severe pain and being

usually devoid of suppuration, its depth

depends upon the severity of the expos-

ure and the vulnerability of the tissues,

it may involve all of the subjacent struc-

tures even the bone participating in the

inflammation. After several weeks or

even months of chronicity, the parts

very slowly repair, the destroyed party

are often regenerated and functional ac-

tivity may be entirely restored but the

new integument will be devoid of hair

and hair follicles.

TREATMENT OF X-RAY INJURIES.

Treatment is of little avail—shower-

ing the parts with cold water reduces the

temperature and for the time mitigates

the pain. A rubber bandage loosely ap-

plied will hasten repair and afford a little

relief, a solution of cocaine muriate will

benumb ihe nerves, slightly raising the

parts afford relief, but if raised too high,

the suffering is intensified. Hot appli-

cations augment the discomfort of the

patient.

THE CAUSE AND HOW TO AVOID THE

DANGER.

If in accordance with the general con-

sensus of opinion we concede that the

rays in and of themselves are devoid of

dangerous properties, that all of the bad

results are attributable to the electricity

unconsumed in their generation, it be-

comes obvious that as the x-ray can not

be obtained without the electrical cur-

rents every precaution must be taken to

keep the patient's body out of their field

of operation.

In the atmosphere in the immediate
neighborhood of every excited Crookes'
tube two separate fields of force, the

electrical and x-radial can be investiga-

ted, a portion of the former travels the

dialectric air along the conductors to and
from the tube, another portion which

concerns us most is repelled from its ex-

terior traveling a varying distance into

space but incessantly tends to return to

the generating apparatus by the path or

paths of least resistance, this field of

force constitutes the danger zone and

can be explored by a floating feather or

silken fabric which will travel through

the areal electrical pathway. The x-ra-

diance can be traced through this elec-

trical field into the apartment by the aid

of the fluoroscope, it will be observed to

diverge from the deflecting target in the

Crookes' tubes spreading out in a conoi-

dal manner, rectilenear in propagation.

X-ray injuries may follow the employ-

ment of any variety of exciting appara-

tus but are by far more common from

the unidirectione d than the oscillatory

discharges, because the latter neutrali-

zes its own potential with each pulsation

in the immediate vicinity of the Crookes'

tube, i. e., has a smaller danger zone

whereas, with the unidirectioned current

the tendency is to select the patient's

body as a path for a portion of the return

flow.

Employment of the metallic grounded

screen as recommended by Nikola

Tesla as a protective measure is of ex-

treme importance.* With the modern

static machines capable of developing a

pressure of several millions of volts, the

employment of additional spark gaps

increases the electrical dissemination,

raises the resistance, developes amper-

age, increases the electrification of the

patient and thereby adds to the danger.

Although it may seem paradoxical,

the same strength of current from a large

static machine delivering an electro-mo-

tor force of three million volts capable

of causing severe x-ray injuries with the

Crookes' tube attached, can be employed

to bombard a patient's body placed di-

rectly in the circuit, after the tube has

been removed, as a therapeutic proceed-

*See Electrical Review, May 5th. 1897.
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ure, with only beneficial results, the skin

may he reddened for a few hours imme-
diately following the exposure, but no

delayed impairment need be anticipated.

Insulating the body of the patient ex-

posed to the x-rays, lessens his electri-

cal transmissibility, and hence, decreas-

es the danger.

Untoward results are in inverse ratio

to the distance from the excited tube,

the time of exposure and the efficiency

of the apparatus—in other words the

Crookes' tube, like the red hot stove,

will not burn us unless we are brought

into too close relationship therewith, but

unlike the stove the excited tube will not

warn us of its destructiveness and such

manifestations are not immediate but

delayed.

X-rays and Lupus.— It is reported

from Vienna that Dr. Schiff has success-

fully treated cases of lupus vulgaris by

means of the x-rays. His process is to

set up an independent inflammation in

the lupoid area by exposing the part to a

very intense radiation. So far, .investi-

gations into the germicidal effects of the

x-rays have gone to show that their act-

ivity in this respect is not greater than

that of ordinary light. But Dr. Schiff 's

result is not a germicidal one, and we
know that inflammation, and even ne-

crosis may result from exposure in cer-

tain cases, although we do not know the

determining factor which leads to injury

in some cases but not in others under

apparently similar conditions. It is not,

however, altogether improbable that Dr.

Schiff 's results may be due to a direct

germicidal action of the x-rays on the tu-

bercle-bacillus. Light, we know, is del-

eterious to this organism, and Dr. Fin-

sen, of Copenhagan has reported cases

of cure in lupus by protracted exposure

to concentrated light, so arranged that

the ultra-violet rays predominated.

—

British Medical Journal.

THE CAUSE OF THE EFFECTS PRO-
DUCED BY EXPOSURE TO THE

ROENTGEN RAYS.

BY ALFRED C PRENTICE, A. M., NEW YORK.

When Dr. Wm. Konrad Roentgen dis-

covered the x-rays he gave them this

name because he did not know what the)'

were, and the algebraic sign for an un-

known quantity aptly signified his limit-

ed knowledge of their nature. It is sig-

nificant that the name is still applicable.

Dr. Roentgen's first reports were pub-

lished in January, 1895, since which time

scientists have eagerly crowded into this

field of discovery. Much has been learn-

ed of the phenomena exhibited by the

x-rays, but many difficult questions re-

main unanswered as yet by scientific

facts. Very like the phenomena of elec-

tricity itself, the exact nature of which is

still an enigma, the results produced by

that form of electrical discharge in the

vacuum tube, viz., the cathode rays and

the x-rays, have found many new and

varied applications in practical science,

while many conflicting theories attempt

to explain their action. Nor is the evi-

dence brought forward as yet conclusive

as to their exact nature.

The most important use of the x-rays

is in medical and surgical diagnosis, but

this has been involved with troublesome

results in some cases. From their early

use, and even now occasionally, there

has followed a severe lesion at first ap-

parently of the skin, but later involving

the deep tissues as well. The constitu-

tional disturbances have been most se-

vere, and the process of healing is al-

ways protracted and exceedingly pain-

ful. Although cases of the "x-ray burns"

so-called have become less frequent, and

of the patients exposed to the rays, prob-

ably only a small fraction of one percent

experience any such results, neverthe-

less the uniform severity of the lesion

and its obstinacy in healing can not but
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qualify as more or less dangerous any

exposure to their action. Notwithstand-

ing these ohjections, the use of the x-rays

in surgical diagnosis is destined to be-

come general. Cases are on record (1)

in which even the courts are required to

accept the skiagraph as corroberative ev
idence of expert testimony.

The theories adduced to account for

the injuries resulting from the applica-

tion of the x-rays, inducing the "x-ray

burn," have not as yet afforded either a

remedy for the lesion or a way to avoid it.

The following series of experiments*

have been conducted by the writer dur-

ing the past six months in the study of

the problem.

The x-rays were produced by means

of the static electric current from a

Wimshurst or influence machine having

eight circular plates of blown glass each

twenty-eight inches in diameter, revolv-

at a high rate of speed between an equal

number of stationary plates. The pow-

er was supplied by an one-half horse-

power motor of the Crocker-Wheeler

type connected with the current used for

lighting the building. The apparatus is

supplied with Leyden jars, in circuit or

not, accessory spark gaps, and all ad-

justments for perfect regulation to secure

the best results from the vacuum tubes.

The tubes used were fourteen inches in

length, having each a bulb three and

one-half inches in diameter, enclosing

aluminum cathodes and platinum anti-

cathodes, also provided with an auxiliary

potash tube to be connected in circuit by

a shunt, so as to reduce the vacuum
when it became too high. In this man-
ner the tubes could be so adjusted to the

potential of the current as to produce

*The experiments mentioned in this paper were con-
ducted in the photographic and x-ray laboratories of the
Department of Pathology in the College of Physicians
and Snrgeons. Medical department of Columbia College
in the City of Sew York, under the guidance of Dr. Ed-
ward M. Learning. F.R P.S , instructor in photography,
photomicography and skiagraphy in the above institution.

The microscopic data here presented were supplied by
the courtesy of Dr Frederick S. Ward, assistant in Nor-
mal Histology in the Department of Pathology.

x-rays of the greatest brilliancy and pen-

etration, and maintain their uniform pro-

duction for an indefinite period without

danger of breakage by perforation.

Two guinea pigs kept upon the same-

conditions of food, etc., were used—one

for the experiments and one for the pur-

pose of normal comparisons. Exposed

a pig to the x-rays at a distance of three

inches from the tube for a period of twen-

ty minutes in order to accustom her to

the slight annoyances of noise, etc., in-

cident to the following experiments.

The only effect of the exposure was a

slight drowsiness, which gradually pass-

ed away. No further effects of the expos-

ure became apparent during the follow-

ing week. Accordingly the pig was again

exposed to a low vacuum tube giving

x-rays of a poor quality, at a distance of

one inch from the surface of the tube,

for ten minutes ; and again to a high

vacuum tube emitting intensely brilliant

x-rays, at the same distance, for a peri-

od of two hours. During this time the

pig was confined in a pasteboard box

perforated by a window one and one-

half inches square, directly opposite the

pig's right lateral thoracic wall. She re-

remained quiet in her box except at in-

tervals she would shift her position as if

uncomfortable, but would immediately

return to her former position. Three or

four times she appeared to act as if some-

thing annoyed her belly and endeavored

to reach the spot with her nose, but af-

ter some slight effort subsided into quiet.

During this time the table on which

the pig rested became strongly electri-

fied, and no doubt the pig was electri-

fied as well.

She acted entirely normal, and no cu-

taneous or other effects were noticeable

for one week after the exposure.

The fur was then clipped from a re-

gion one inch square, over the right lat-

eral thoracic wall, which had been pre-

viously exposed, and again submitted to

action of rays of greatest brilliancy for a
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period of seventy minutes at a distance

of one inch.

In this exposure, although neither the

pig nor table came in contact with the

electrical apparatus, both became so

strongly electrified that a spark was pro-

duced between the edge of the table and

my finger held near ; and the pig started

and squirmed when I touched her, as if

pricked with a pin, while I could feel the

pricking sensations at the tips of my fin-

gers, on touching her body. By the end

of the week from the time of this expos-

ure, there appeared on the clipped area

two or three dry vesicles of exfoliating

epidermis. The lesion gradually grew

deeper and continually worse, until at the

end of the second week the animal was
very ill, showing marked ccnstitutional

symptoms of fever and depression. Ex-

amination revealed a characteristic "x-ray

burn." The skin had vesiculated and

peeled off in flakes, leaving a pale, raw

surface, moistened with serous exuda-

tion. Not much, if any, inflammation

was evident, but the lesion was quite

sensitive and apparently very painful.

Only the small area which had been clip-

ped was at first affected, but the injury

rapidly extended, and on the night after

the fifteenth day following the exposure

the pig died.

On picking up the body by the fur at

the back of the neck, a large bunch came
out, permitting the body to fall. Body
was dissected and portions were reserved

for histological examination. The fol-

lowing is Dr. Ward s report:

Examination of Injury to Thoracic Wall of Guinea

Pig Due to Prolonged Exposure to Action of
X-Rays.

"Macroscopical.—Over a circular area of about

four c. m. in diameter the hair and skin had been

removed and the exposed surface was parched,

the subcutaneous tissue and thoracic muscles

feeling as though they were partially dried to the

underlying ribs.

Microscopical.—Portion for examination taken

through the seat of injury and including entire

thickness of thoracic wall. Fixed in formalin

five per cent
;
alcohol, ninety-seven per cent.

Decalcified in acid. Imbedded in celloidin.

Stained with Gage's haemotoxylin and alcoholic

eosin. The skin and subcutaneous tissue had all

disappeared. In the central portion the superfi-

cial layers of muscles did not stain. No stria-

tions were visible. The blood-vessels were

shrunken and contained very little blood. Ap-

proaching the margin, the staining of the speci-

men improved, striations and cell nuclei of the

connective tissue were visible The deep, mus-

cular layers of the central portion were slightly

stained with eosin, and the nuclei took on a pale-

purple color, but in neither, case was the staining

that of normal muscle. At the edge of the affect-

ed area, about blood-vessels and between mus-

cles, there was a moderate amount of infiltration

of small, round cells.

Anatomical diagnosis is that all the structures

at the site of the injury have lost their vitality

and have become dried. In the closely adjacent

parts there is a very moderate amount of inflam-

mation."

The sensation of drowsiness has been

mentioned by other writers as following

an exposure to x-rays. The statement

of Professor J. J. Thomson that "all

bodies traversed by Roentgen radiations

become conductors of electricity" is per-

haps- a hint. It is supported by Profess-

ors Trowbridge and Burbank. (2) We
know that twice were the animal and ta-

ble charged in our experiments. Tesla

states (3) that "by means of an enor-

mous potential and high frequency, the

tube was surrounded by a violet lumi-

nosity or halo, " and that "Lenard also

obtained a similar phenomenon in front

of the aluminum window."

Mr. Rollin states (4) that the burning

from vacuum tubes not generating x-rays

may be severe, the tube being exhausted

to such a degree that no Roentgen light

could be produced with the voltage used.

Professor Thomson, of Harvard, dem-

onstrates (5) by experiments upon him-

self that if the x-rays are ether vibrations

of great rapidity, known as ultra-violet

light, as we are now led to believe, they

could not have produced the "burn"

which he induced upon his finger by ex-

posing at one and one-half inches dis-

tance from a vacuum tube of blue glass
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in which was a transparent window of

clear German glass, the injury which fol-

lowed occurred only on that portion op-

posite the clear glass window, and the

part covered, as it were, by the blue

glass was unaffected, marked off by a

sharp line of demarcation. He says the

blue glass would have been transparent

to the ultra-violet rays.

In another case (6) of purposely in-

duced dermatitis, no effect was produced

where the skin was covered with lead

and tin foil, the lesion appearing only

on the uncovered area, although exposed

at a distance of only five-eighths of an

inch. It would appear that only the

electricity attacking the area covered by

the foil was conducted away, while that

attacking the uncovered area was the ul-

timate cause of the injury. Certainly

the x-rays would have penetrated the foil

as if it had been paper.

Dr. Monell is authority for the state-

ment (7) that "nothing is more certain

than that a sufficiently energetic electric

current passing to tissues which it can

reach and enter only after electrical en-

ergy has been transferred into heat by

resistance, such as dry and hair-covered

skin or clothing, will vesicate and can

be made to produce intense and deep
inflammatory action."

All these statements combined with

the evidence of direct experiment tend to

the conclusion that not the x-rays them-

selves, but the direct actions of the elec-

tric currents upon the fluids and tissues

are the real factors in the damage done.

Tesla has stated (8) that he "believes

the hurtful action is not due to the

x-rays, but to the ozone generated in

contact with the skin. Ozone, ' he says,

"attacks the cutaneous surface, its ac-

tion, no doubt, being heightened by the

heat and moisture of the skin. This
generation of ozone ceases at a definite

distance from the electrical terminal,

and the same is true regarding the pro-

duction of this irritation." He also be-

lieves, or did believe that the electrodes

became gradually disintegrated by the

bombardment of the cathode rays, and

that these metallic particles penetrate

the walls of the tube. He said, (9) "I

am getting more and more convinced

that we have to deal with a stream of

material particles which strike the sensi-

tive plate with great velocities. If these

observations be confirmed by men of

keener insight, I shall be still more con-

vinced that material streams of matter

actually penetrate the skull. Thus it

may be possible to project a suitable

chemical into any part of the body."

Professor Ames (10) states : "The
radiation in an x-ray tube may be divid-

ed provisionally into three classes: Ether

waves, which may have wave-lengths

from 150 to 800 m. m. approximately
;

cathode rays, which undoubtedly are

streams of matter electrically charged ;

and x-rays, about whose nature there is

no conclusive evidence at the present

time. If the walls of the tube are thin

enough, and of suitable material, all

these radiations will emerge and pass

into the surrounding air. It is a matter

of doubt if the cathode rays observed

outside the vacuum tube are the same as

those inside ; but the inner ones un-

doubtedly cause the outer ones. There

is no evidence that the x-rays carry with

them particles of matter, or that they di-

rectly cause a stream of particles ; in

fact, all known facts serve to point to

the belief that they are ether waves of

extreme shortness."

If this last statement holds true, then

Professor Thompson has proven that the

x-rays themselves do not burn. That

the "cathode rays are streams of matter

electrically charged," gives Dr. Gilchrist

(11) sufficient reason to assume that the

lesions may be due to the entrance of

material particles—of platinum in his

case—into the tissues, and that the ca-

thode rays which accompany the x-rays,

may be the cause of the trouble and not
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the x-rays themselves. He endeavored

to show that these particles had so accu-

mulated in a given case as to produce an

ostitis and periostitis, acting like foreign

bodies in the tissues. He produced in

evidence of this a skiagraph of the part

taken after the injury was developed,

which he said showed a marked increase

in the density of the bones. He laid no

emphasis on a chemical analysis of the

exfoliated skin, which, however, gave a

negative result.

Campbell Swinton, Esq., of London,

writes : "Cathode rays are generally

believed in this country to consist of

atoms or molecules of risidual gas,

which, being similarly electrified to the

cathode, are repulsed by the latter, and

travel at an average velocity not much
less than one-twentieth that of light, the

velocity depending upon the exact po-

tential of the cathode and the molecule

at the moment the latter leaves the for-

mer, and also upon the degree of the ex-

haustion of the tube, upon which de-

pends the free path of the molecules,

that is, the distance a molecule can trav-

el without coming in contact with anoth-

er molecule."

It seems strange that Dr. Gilchrist

should have so confused the material par-

ticles of the cathode rays, which, as we
have seen, can be nothing but residual

gas, with the unique theory of Tesla,

who spoke of metallic particles of the

electrodes—aluminum or platinum, as

the case might be—which he believed

were projected through the walls of the

tube and into the densest tissues. Tes-

la has also informed us (12) that if the

part of the body exposed to the x-rays

be placed between a metal plate and the

tube, the injury would be on the side of

the part on which was the metal plate.

But that if a thin plate of aluminum,

which is practically transparent to the

x-rays, or a sheet of wire gauze, be

placed between the tube and the exposed

part, and at the same time the metal

screen be electrically connected with the

ground, the disturbance to the tissues

will be avoided. His latest suggestion

(13) is that it is possible for the "elec-

tro static influence" which generates the

ozone to "decompose the sodium chlo-

ride in the tissues, thus giving rise to ir-

ritants. " It would appear that his state-

ments of the violet halo or brush-dis-

charge around the tube connected with

the practical value of a metal screen in

dispersing the injurious agents when
electrically grounded, and its concentra-

tive power, if placed on the far side of

the part and not grounded, point directly

to the action of electric currents and

nothing else.

Dr. Charles a Lenard (14) states di-

rectly that the "burn" is the result of in-

duced electric currents in the tissues,

which will be induced capable of de-

stroying their vitality, if the patient is

approached sufficiently near to the x-ray

tube.

Dr. Monell speaks of the "electrical

energy transformed into heat by resist-

ance of dry skin, etc., as causing derma-

titis and inflammation. Professor E.

Dorn (15) has demonstrated that x-rays

do exert very slight heat effects, and he

has measured their quantity, but this el-

ement is of so small amount as not to be

appreciable.

A remarkable fact in nearly all cases

of the "burn" is that no sensations of

heat are felt at the time of exposure, and

only in some cases is there noted any

immediate symptoms whatever, as of "a

sense of prickling heat, or a tingling

followed by itching ;" but there is uni-

formly no sensitiveness or pain. Anoth-

er characteristic is the time which elaps-

es from the exposure to the appearance

of the first symptoms—usually a week

to nine or ten days, or even a month or

more in some cases. These facts have

called forth the statement from several

authorities (16) that the lesion is "not a

burn," inasmuch as the accepted defini-
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tion (17) of a burn is "an injury pro-

duced by the action of too great heat."

It is also useful to note that ichthyol

usually gives relief from pain in an ordi-

nary burn, but Dr. Tuttle (18) found

that it aggravated the pain of an x-ray

injury. Cold water also proves soothing

to burns, but in this case it was found

the pain increased when moist dressings

were applied of a temperature lower

than 85 deg. Fahrenheit. Also, in cer-

tain cases, where skin grafting had been

employed, the severe neuralgic pain still

persisted after the part had healed.

It may not be improbable that electri-

cal energy attacking the tissues is trans-

formed into another form of energy than

heat, as perhaps electrolysis of chemical

substances. Dr. Bardeen (19) regards

it justifiable to consider that one of the

main causes of death after burns (ordi-

nary) is to be sought in a toxaemia caus-

ed by alterations in the blood and tissues,

the direct effect of the elevation of tem-

perature ; "a view which is further

strengthened by chemical evidences and

the experimental work of Kijanitzen and

others." Since the pathological condi-

tion of the tissues in the "x-ray burn"

correspond very nearly to, only are worse

than those of a severe burn produced by

heat, it does not seem unreasonable to

suppose that similar chemical altera-

tions and decompositions might be pro-

duced by electrical energy or electroly-

sis as are supposed to be produced by

mere action of heat. Tesla hinted at

this phase of the question in speaking of

the decomposition of the sodium chlo-

ride.

It is well known that the static dis-

charge in air produces ozone in a more

or less considerable amount. The fact

that a sufficient amount to detect by the

odor is often produced and inhaled with

impunity to the mucus lining of the re-

spiratory passages would cast some dis-

credit on the theory that it might irritate

a warm and moist skin.

Tesla has demonstrated, however, that

metallic particles of the anticathode do

become deposited upon the inside of the

tube, by breaking the tube and analyz-

ing the deposit noticed. This deposit is

especially noticeable in the tubes that

have been in use for some time and at so

high tension as to render the anticathode

red or white hot. But whether these

particles could penetrate the tube and

enter the tissues to produce irritation as

foreign bodies, is another question.

In order to test this matter, I exposed

to the rays of maximum brilliancy four

photographic plates superposed, so that

if the metallic particles should strike the

sensitive film or even pass through it,

and one or more of the four glass plates

and gelatine films, just as in human tis-

sues Tesla supposed them to do, they

would be apt to lodge, some of them at

least, in one or more of the films. The
exposure in this case was timed and ad-

justed exactly as in the last exposure of

the guinea pig, viz., for seventy minutes

at a distance of one inch. If the metal-

lic particles caused the lesion which de-

veloped a week later in the case of the

pig, they would certainly be deposited

in the films of the plates. I therefore

removed all the films, after having dis-

solved out the unchanged silver-salt in a

solution of hyposulphite of sodium, and
evaporated to dryness. Reduced the

residue to an ash which was then digest-

ed in aqua regia (HCL, 3 parts to HN
3 1 part, concentrated), forming from

any metallic platinum present, soluble

platinic chloride, PtCl 4 . I then treated

this solution with stannous chloride,

SNC1 2 which reduces platinic salts to

platinous salts. The latter are soluble

in dilute hydrochloric acid, (HC1) giv-

ing a characteristic deep cherry red col-

ored solution. I accordingly added HC1,

but no color reaction took place. At the

same time, for a check test, I dissolved

in 10 c.c. of water two or three small

granules of potassium, chloroplatinite,
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and tested for platinum, as already indi-

cated. The color reaction was charac-

teristic, intense and permanent, in fully

20 c.c. of solution. This experiment

proves conclusively that the particles of

platinum are not projected into sur-

rounding objects.

It is of quite recent demonstration (20)

that the silver salt of the photographic

plate which is sensitive to white light,

is not affected by the x-rays. Experi-

ments made upon the sensitized collodi-

on film and the Daguerreotype plate pro-

duced no image whatever, while upon

the gelatin coated plate or film the neg-

ative image was produced in the usual

manner.

The conclusion drawn was that the

x-rays did not produce an electrolytic

effect upon the silver salt, nor even the

partial decomposition as produced by

ordinary light directly : but they did pro-

duce a fluorescence of the gelatine film

and perhaps of the glass support, if it

were of a fluorescent material, which in

turn acted upon the silver salt suspend-

ed in it, just as ordinary light does. In-

cidentally the statement was made that

plates most sensitive to ordinary light

are not necessarily most sensitive to the

x-rays, since the result depends upon the

kind of gelatine used, and the period of

cooking to which the emulsion was sub-

jected. This fact was apparently con-

firmed by a series of comparative tests

conducted by the writer in which he was

convinced that the particular brand of

plates which happened to be cheapest in

the market produced the best x-ray nega-

tives in the shortest time of exposure.

Little attention has been given to the

comparative value of the static and in-

duced currents in the production of the

x-rays, and it may be worthy of note in

this connection that in the great major-

ity of cases reported as "x-ray burns,"

the current has been generated by the in-

duction coil apparatus. Such an equip-

ment of high potential, even a ten or

twelve-inch spark-gap, requires less

room, and is less expensive ; but the

current is characterized by much greater

amperage than the static current of the

same or even greater potential in volts.

The amperage of the static current is

very low, while the potential is almost
unlimited under proper conditions. Al-

so the distance of the exposed part from
the tube in those reports which mention
the distance has been invariably small,

from three or four to six or eight inches.

The length of the spark-gap is directly

proportional to the internal resistance

of the tube (21), and is also directly de-

pendent upon the voltage (22), and not

the amperage. The greater the internal

resistance, the more penetrative are the

x-rays produced. Thus it is seen the

production of x-rays of the highest pen-
etrative value is directly dependent upon
the voltage utilized. And consequently,

the lower the amperage, the less danger
attends the use of the tube, because a

less quantity of electricity per unit of

time is free to act upon the tissues; and
with a current of higher potential and
lower amperage the greater may be the

distance from the tube, and only the

voltage is important to produce x-rays.

Since the intensity of the x-rays varies

inversely as the square of the distance,

it follows that the higher the potential in

volts, the greater may the distance be,

to produce the same results of penetra-

tion. I have not been able to see any
penetration by the skiascope, from a tube

supplied by an induction coil having a

six-inch spark gap at a distance of eight

feet. While with a tube supplied by the

static machine working at a similar

sparking interval, the bones of my hand
could be seen at a distance of thirty-six

feet.

Professor Thomson has already dem-
onstrated that a "burn" may be induced

by the use of the static current in the

vacuum tube, but no cases on record, to

my knowledge, in which injuries have
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been sustained at so short a distance as

six inches, using the static current, while

one case I recall was burned by the in-

duction current x-ray tube at a distance

of eighteen inches.

If the intensity of the brush discharge

is governed by the same law as other

form of radiated energy, it would re-

quire an exposure of some thirty-two

hours at a distance of twelve inches, and

fifty-seven hours at a distance of sixteen

inches, to produce a lesion as Professor

Thomson did while using the static cur-

rent in his tube for half an hour at one

and one-half inches distant, making no

allowance, of course, for idiosyncrasies

of patients.

The radical treatment that has been

employed consists in a complete excis-

ion of the lifeless tissues, as in gangrene,

thereby producing a healthy granulating

surface in the wound, which rapidly

heals. One surgeon claims to have cured

twenty-five or thirty cases by cutting

down clear through the affected part,

and then dressing with carbolic acid un-

til granulation sets in. Balsam of Peru

was then applied, and healing took place

by granulation. Of course the necrotic

tissues had to be sloughed off in this lat-

ter treatment.

In noting the conclusions of this paper

it will be valuable to compare results

strikingly similar of a series of experi-

ments (23) by Oudin, Barthelemy and

Darier, of Paris.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. The general character of the tissues

affected in the "x-ray burn" is that of

absolute necrosis and more or lesss exu-

dative inflammation. The resulting alo-

pecia is more or less marked in lesions

involving hair follicles.

2. The x-rays themselves exert no ap-

preciable heating effects, and conse-

quently do not burn. All evidence

seems to point to the conclusion that the

lesion is due to the direct effects of the

electric currents upon the tissues and flu-

ids. The nature of this effect is as yet

wholly speculative.

3. The ozone irritation theory is not

supported by evidence.

4. Metallic particles of the platinum

anode are not projected into substances

near to x-ray tube.

5. X-rays do not decompose the silver

salt of the photographic plate directly,

but produce in the gelatine film a fluo-

rescence which in turn acts upon the sil-

ver salt as ordinary light.

6. The use of the static rather than

the induced electric current in producing

the x-rays is less liable to result harm-

fully, {a) because it is of low amperage,

and {/>) being of very high potential com

-

paratively, does not necessitate so short

distance between the tube and the ex-

posed part.

7. In all cases where exposure is re-

quired at a distance less than twelve

inches from the tube an aluminum
screen, electrically grounded, should be

placed between the tube and the expos-

ed part.

—

Medical Review of Reviews,

N. Y.

121 West Sixty-second Street.
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Theory of Roentgen Rays. Lond.

Elcc. Rev., May 13.—Stokes suggested

a theory several years ago, according to

which these rays are aperiodic electro-

magnetic waves caused by the impact

against the anti-cathode of the charged

particles in the cathode stream ;
this

theory was recently developed by J. J.

Thomson {Phil. Mag. page 172). Lord

Rayleigh, in Nature, April 28, protests

against the acceptance of this theory, as

it does not carry with it some of the con-

sequences which have been deduced as

the distinction between Roentgen rays

and ordinary luminous and non-lumin-

ous radiation ; he does not agree that

Roentgen rays are not very short waves,

but impulses ; he favors the view that

the waves differ from ordinary light only

in the shortness of their waves.

If one wishes by a simple optical illu-

sion to obtain an almost perfect imita-

tion of the wonders of radiography, he

may take a small turkey feather, and,

holding it close to the eye, look through

the radiating ribs at the end of the feath-

er at the ends of the outstretched fingers

of his hand, held against the window.

This done, the flesh will appear to be

transparent, with the opaque bone run-

ning down in the center as shown by

true radiography. If gas light is used,

a piece of ground glass must be held be-

fore the flame, to diffuse the light.

—

In-

ter- Ocean.

Cathode and Roentgen Ray Tubes.

Villard. Z' Eelairage Elcc., May 28;

Electrical World, New York.—An ab-

stract of a French Physical Society

paper describing improvements. One
of these is an anticathode which does

not blacken the tubes ; iridium is very

satisfactory if quite pure, but the com-

mercial variety is not pure enough ; the

new anti-cathode is in the form of a

paraboloid with a lateral opening through

which the cathode rays enter; this will

not blacken the tube, because it never

acts as a cathode for the reversed cur-

rents ; the form of the anode, creating

an electrical field which is practically

zero in its interior, totally prevents the

formation of these new rays. He also

describes a tube which may be regener-

ated
;
part of the tube consists of a s nail

tube of platinum closed at one end and

joined at the open end with a glass tube;

nickel or palladium will also answer ; to

regenerate the tube this metallic tip is

heated in a Bunsen flame ; at about

1,000 deg., hydrogen passes through the

platinum, but it is absolutely impenetra-

ble to air. He also mentions some

magic screens on which the images are

preserved, but the description is not

quite clear.

Treatment of Lupus With Roent-

gen Rays and Concentrated Light.—
Dr. Kummel (Hamburg) claimed that in

selected cases these means were success-

ful, but experience with them was yet

too limited to absolutely state the indi-

cations and contraindications. He ex-

hibited two advanced cases almost cured,

in which he expected a continuance of

the treatment to cure radically.

Transportable X-ray Apparatus.

Levy. Elec. Zcit., July 7.—A reprint of

a brief, illustrated paper describing a

simple, portable apparatus, devised by

him.
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ROENTGEN LMiHT NOTES.

BY WILLIAM ROLLINS.

NO. XXX—THE WAVE LENGTH DEPENDS ON

THE TEMPERATUKK.

In note VIII I stated that the wave

length depended upon the velocity of

impact. In this note temperature is con-

sidered. Fig. 30 shows a modification

of the tube described and figured in the

Electrical Review for December i, 1897.

There is a receptacle for a thermometer

to show the temperature of the water

escaping from the hollow target. If we

keep this water at five degrees centi-

grade a higher voltage is required to

produce Roentgen light of a given wave

length than when the water has a higher

temperature. On the other hand, by

using a lower voltage or vacuum and in-

creasing the number of impacts upon the

target by increasing the amperage, we

can make an uncooled target so hot it

radiates ordinary light, and yet the tube

will not yield a ray of Roentgen light

because the force of impact is not great

enough to heat the individual particles

of the cathode stream sufficiently to pro-

duce the short vibrations which are

Roentgen light. In practice a very high

temperature of the target is not desira-

ble, because the shock of impact of the

rushing particles of the cathode stream

on such a target is less violent and there-

fore less efficient in producing the enor-

mous temperature of these particles

which is essential. That we are uncon-

scious of this temperature is simply be-

cause at present we have no means of

producing such rapid vibrations in a suf-

ficient number of particles to constitute

a mass such as we think of as a source

of heat. We can, however, by using a

very high vacuum and voltage, produce

a temperature perhaps higher even than

our sun, one at which we can decom-

pose some of the so-called elements

which, at the ordinary temperatures, are

gases, and here the vacuum tube opens

a new world.

NO. XXXI—ON HAVING THE TARGET SEPA-

RATE FROM THE ANODE AND NEAR-

ER THE CATHODE.

In Note XVIII it was said that th<

wave length depended upon the velocity

with which particles from the cathode

struck the target. As the force of this

molecular projection at any point de-

pends upon the rate of change in the po-

tential, it is less at three inches than at

a nearer point. Therefore when as

shown in Fig. 2, Note XVI, the target

is between the terminals, the velocity

should be greater than when the target

is the anode. By adopting this con-

struction in two terminal tubes we should

be able to take advantage of the high in-

itial velocity due to the difference of po-

tential we can maintain by having the

terminals three inches apart, and yet by
placing the target at one and one-half

inches from the cathode, we should

cause the molecules to strike it with a

higher velocity than they would if they

continued their flight to the anode and

used this as a target. So with a given

voltage we should be able to generate

light of a shorter wave length or of the

same wave length with a lower voltage.

The latter is a matter of some consev

quence, as it should enable us to use a

smaller generator. Another possible ad-

vantage is that the cathode discharge is

more shielded from the anode rush de-

scribed in notes XX and XXI. I have-

considered two terminal tubes only be-

cause this is the type in common use.

Mr. Tesla's tubes described in Thomp-
son and Anthony's work on x-rays„

though a much more interesting form^

are at present so rarely employed out-

side the laboratory of this great discov-

erer that I have never seen any of them
except those I have constructed for my
own use. One of these is shown in

Figs. D and DI in previous notes in
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"the ElectricalReview. This can be used

either as a single or double termi-

nal tube, though it was constructed to

combine Mr. Tesla's single electrode

with the Crookes* and Roentgen plan of

bringing the cathode stream to a focus,

and to these I added the cooled target.

As the statement has been made that

the wave length depended upon the volt-

age, it might be supposed that with the

very high potential which can be main-

tained with such a tube it might not be

suitable for generating light of the long-

er wave length required for distinguish-

ing between the soft tissues of the hu-

send the light through the adult body at

a distance of at least three feet from the

radiant area on the target of the tube.

Shorter distances produce marked dis-

tortion of the internal organs, a matter

of grave importance in studying the

heart and determining its real size in dis-

ease. This distortion is also a serious

matter in estimating the relative sizes of

organs lying in different planes, the one

farther away being made to appear rela-

tively too big. Six feet is a much bet-

ter distance, but, unfortunately, there

are no commercial generators powerful

enough to furnish a proper light at this

Fig 81.

Fig. 30. (Scale One Quarter.)—Modified A-W-L Roentgen Light Tube.

man body ; but this is of no moment,

for it is only necessary to use a lower

•vacuum, thus making the wave length

longer by diminishing the velocity of im-

pact. It is practically impossible to get

so high a voltage that we can not control

the wave length by the degree of the

vacuum, and when we can get it high

enough we can realize the dream of many

now working on this problem and dis-

card the vacuum tube as an essential in

the production of this light.

NO. XXXII—ON THE SIZE OF CATHODES.

For Roentgen light to be of much use

in medical diagnosis it is necessary to

have a generator of -sufficient: power to

distance, and such an apparatus is neces-

sarily expensive, costing $1,000 even

when made at home. As three feet taxes

the best commercial generators to their

limit, it is necessary inusing the fluoro-

scope to economize power by sending

the electric surges as slowly as is con-

sistent with a steady light. Two hun-

dred surges a minute are said to do this,

but Dr. F. H. Williams and I find it

necessary to have 1,200 a minute to have

the illumination of the screen appear

steady to us. As every surge must give

force enough to properly illuminate the

body, it is necessary to make each of as

large an amperage as possible with the
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generator employed. We do this by fill-

ing the condenser as full as we can in

one-twentieth of a second, which is the

maximum time we can allow force to ac-

cumulate for a single surge. When we

attempt to deliver this amperage from a

cathode of ordinary size the electricity

seems to have difficulty in escaping from

the concave side of the cathode in a nor-

mal manner. As a result we get the lat-

eral sparking mentioned in Note XXVII;

Aluminum Cell

Platinum Targe \ -/^r- Aluminum Winoow.

-"ROEXTGEN-LIGHT NOTES.KIG. 32

and if the cathode is placed in a tube at

the end of the bulb and near the walls

(as in ordinary commercial tubes before

I pointed out the defects of this posi-

tion) the glass is soon broken. To over-

come these difficulties the cathode

should be placed as shown in Note XXX,
Fig. 30, Note XX, Fig. 5, and instead of

being less than an inch

in diameter, which is

common, it should be two

inches or more. These

large cathodes are not

necessary with small gen-

erators. In conclusion,

I wish to make two things

prominent : the cathode

acts as a condenser—the

size of the cathode should be in propor-

tion to the size of the surges.

NO. XXXIII—PERFORATED CATHODES.

At a certain stage of the vacuum only

the edges of the cathode appear active.

At a higher vacuum only the center of

the cathode seems to be the source.

These appearances have led observers

and tube-makers to consider a small ca-

thode as good as a large one. In previ-

ous notes I have tried to prove the falla-

cy of this, and I now print a cut of one
of the perforated cathodes I have used

in my experiments. A glance at Fig. 31

will show that it has a solid center as

large as the average cathode, and a wide,

solid rim. If only the edges or center

of a cathode were active, this one should

be as efficient as though it was solid, but

it is not. The cathode stream from it is

so broken up and so little delivered at

the proper point on the target that this

is not made red hot by a current which

would melt it with a solid cathode of the

same size. The appearances of perfo-

rated cathodes of different designs are

very beautiful, as are the figures they

form on the glass walls, and both are

worth careful study.

NO. XXXIV—ON THE FALLACY OF USING THE

EQUIVALENT AIR SPARK AS A MEASURE OF

THE DEGREE OF VACUUM IN A ROENT-

GEN LIGHT TUBE.

In the writings of men interested in

vacuum tubes it is not unusual to find

the degree of vacuum in a Roentgen

light tube measured by the equivalent

spark in air. That other data should

Fig. 33.

accompany this statement is shown by

the following experiments. If we keep

the temperature of the water at 30 de-

grees centigrade, in a tube like that

shown in Figure 30, Note XXX, and

pump the vacuum until the resistance is

equal to nine inches of air, when the tube

is excited on a large static machine, we
shall find on exciting it with a Lawrence

and Norton coil and a 20-microfarad con-

denser, that the equivalent spark in air

is much less, usup^^l^p^^liijee^n^^s^

If we now excite thetubeon an alternat-

ing- currr&ni^JyMMvjkthfeJ

OF PHILADELPHIA
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equivalent spark in air will be still less.

Even with different types of induction

coils, the equivalent air spark varies,

depending on the mode of winding. As
extended description of experiments is

out of place in these short notes, I say

briefly that at the degree of exhaustion

required to produce Roentgen light, the

resistance of the tube, as measured by

the equivalent spark in air, is inversely

as the voltage ; that the lower the volt-

age, the higher the vacuum must be to

produce an equal amount of Roentgen

light.

the deposit does somewhat diminish the

efficiency of the tube I tried covering the

target with a thin layer of aluminum.
Such a target is shown in Fig. 32. Fig.

33 shows the same idea applied to a

cooled target. I hoped.that the platinum

would act like the silver coating at the

back of a glass mirror and prevent the

loss by transmission which was supposed

to take place when aluminum was used

as a target. I first tried this experiment

two years ago and do not now attribute

much practical importance to this form

of target, believing that the efficiency of

Scale, One Sixth.

Fig. 34.

note xxxv covering the target with

aluminum.

If we examine a Roentgen-light tube

having an aluminum cathode and a pla-

tinum anode we shall find, after it has

been used a considerable time, that

the deposit on the walls is of two col-

ors. There is a more generally diffused

purple deposit from the cathode and a

less generally diffused brown deposit

from the platinum. Fortunately, the

latter deposit is less in front of the tar-

get, otherwise the amount of Roentgen

light yielded by the tube would be more
rapidly reduced than it is by use. As

aluminum is not so much due to its trans-

parency to Roentgen light as to the fact

which this experiment pointed out—that

the individual particles of the cathode dis-

charge are not raised to so high a tem-

perature by the same voltage when they

strike an aluminum target as when they

strike one of platinum or some allied

metal, because the shock of impact be-

ing less sudden, heat is developed dur-

ing a longer time and therefore never

attains the maximum.
NOTE XXXVI—DIAPHRAGMS FOR ROENTGEN

LIGHT TUBES.

So many experimenters, the writer
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among the number,* have invented the

diaphragm for sharpening the shadows

cast by objects in the path of Roentgen

light that it is a matter of some difficulty

to determine to whom the credit be-

longs. Very probably it belongs to

Roentgen, as almost everything appears

to do except Trowbridge's discovery that

under a sufficiently high voltage every

Fig. 35.

part of a continuous metallic conductor

gives off Roentgen light. However, the

first mention I have found is an article

by Leeds and Stokes in the Western

Electrician for March 14, 1896. Con-

sidering the value of diaphragms it is re-

markable that within a little over two

years of their discovery they should have

practically gone out of use. As we in-

crease the power of our generators it be-

comes more important to employ them

because, as stated in Note XVII, a pow-

erfully excited tube gives Roentgen light

over a large surface beside the radiant

area on the target.

Diaphragms have always been made

HA

Fig. 36.

of metal, but this is objectionable, be-

cause a conductor placed between the

terminals of a tube reduces the length of

the air-column and consequently the

available spark length, besides increas-

ing the danger of puncturing the tube.

To overcome these difficulties I use glass

half an inch thick. The arrangement is

shown in Fig. 34. It is a wood box to

"International Dental Journal, August, 1895.

hold the tube, and a frame for the glass

plate G P, which is one foot square with

a three-inch hole in the center. Covering

the hole is another circular glass plate D
P, with a smaller hole in the center The
latter plate can be removed and one

with a different size hole substituted.

The plates arc held in contact by the

screws S S on the ends of the two arms

A A. As stated in my first article on

this subject, this is simply the principle

of Zentmayer's microscope stage applied

to another purpose, ft enables the ex-

perimenter to easily bring the opening

in the diaphragm in proper relation to

the radiant area on the target. The use

of glass instead of metal occurred to me
from seeing Dr. Williams' glass screen,

which he keeps between the tube and

his legs when examining patients. Figs.

Fig. 37.

34 and 35 show the tube-holder in posi-

tion for examining a patient in a vertical

position, Figs. 36 and 37 its positions

above or below the patient when he is

lying down. The whole holder has a

vertical range of six feet by means of the

arm H A partly shown.

NOTE XXXVII—COOLING THE TARGET WITH

METAL VANES.

Instead of using water to cool the tar-

get when we use moderate amperage, it

is sufficient to put a copper stem into

the hollow platinum target and expand

the end into four vanes, as shown in

perspective and section in Fig. 37.

—

Electrical Review, N . Y.

X-ravs.—The Duke of Newcastle is

presenting a complete and valuable x-ray

outfit to the North-Eastern Hospital for

Children at Hackney.— The Electrical

Review, London.
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ROENTGEN RAY PRINTING.

M. Georges Izambard, of Paris, who
describes himself as a literary man, has

devised the following system of utilizing

the x-rays as the foundation of a method

for superceding typographic printing.

We give M. Izambard's description in

full, and as nearly as possible in his own

words.

THE X BLOCK PRINTING BY MEANS OF THE

X-RAYS.

I. PURPOSE OF THE INVENTION.

It is a new process for the simultane-

ous and instantaneous printing on both

sides by means of the x-rays, of numer-

ous sheets (of sensitized paper) super-

posed in quires or blocks (newspapers,

trade papers, &c, whatever their size

may be). It purposes to obtain new re-

sults analogous to those obtained as yet

through typographic printing and other

processes derived therefrom. It tends

to suppress : firstly, composition ; sec-

ondly, striking off by the printing ma-

chine-

1. It can suppress composition, it al-

lows mere handwriting or any kind of

writing machine to supply the place of

the long, complicated, and tiresome

work of associating and disassociating

printing types (composition and distri-

bution). This will cause an economy of

time and workmanship, inasmuch as a

small number of workmen will be able

to do more work in a few- minutes than

a large number in several hours.

2. It can suppress striking off by the

printing machine. The operation of

striking off, in spite of the progress real-

ized and the marvelous improvements

press machinery has received, remains,

nevertheless, very slow work, the sheets

having to be printed one by one. No-

body had yet come across the idea that

a means might exist of printing them all

at the same time. This means it is that

starting from the known property of the

x-rays I have endeavored to find. I

cause these rays to act at one time on a

block of sensitized paper, or even on

several blocks placed circularly around
the radiant center, thence a new saving

of time which the plainness of the work-

ing stock employed easily accounts for.

II. WHAT MEANS DOES THE PROCESS EM-

PLOY ? THE RAY-PROOF INK, THE RAY-

PROOF DUST, THE TYPE SCREEN.

The means, thanks to which the x-rays

may be employed, I consider as the very

substance of my invention ; it consists

in a ray-proof substance, be it an ink or

a powder, with which characters are to

be traced upon a screen. This screen I

call "the type screen." It consists of a

sheet of paper, pasteboard, thin wood,

leather, or tissue drawn over a frame-

work. We place the screen between the

radiant center and the block of sheets

we wish to act upon at one time. The
characters alone, stopping the x-rays on

their way, will prevent their acting on

the sensitive emulsion spread over every

sheet of the block, whereas the remain-

der of the screen being of paper or wood
will let the rays through easily as a plate

of glass would any ordinary light. The
type screen here plays about the part of

what is called in photography a "photo-

type." In fact, the type screen will let

the x-rays through just as the plate or

film of a phototype exposed in a frame-

work will admit the white light or the

daylight.

III. THE VARIOUS OPERATIONS.—ALL THE

SHEETS FORMING A BLOCK IMPRESSED AT

THE SAME TIME. THE RAY-PROOF INK,

THE TYPE SCREEN.—PRINTING AND

HANDWRITING REPRODUCED.

We take some photographic paper

which an emulsion has sufficiently sen-

sitized (a gelatine-bromide emulsion, for

instance). This paper must be cut out

into sheets of an equal size, which
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we will then superpose (the gelatinized

side turned upward) in order to form a

more or less voluminous quire. This

block having to be exposed to the x-rays

must be wrapped in black paper, in or-

der that the daylight may not affect it.

Before operating, we place above the

block, as we would a screen, a sheet of

paper, cardboard, or wood, bearing char-

acters of a metallic substance. We can

strike out of a sheet of metal the full or

hollow characters we want and stick

them on the screen in the desired order
;

but this would mean much time and pa-

tience. It will be better, in order to

simplify our task, to compose a page of

typography by means of ordinary print-

ing types. We must ink this page and

draw a proof of it on the paper or tissue

of the type screen. Only, instead of

smearing the inking roller with ordinary

printing ink (of which the Roentgen rays

would leave but insignificant traces on

the sensitized paper), we must have re-

course to a special sort of ink, much less

pervious than this to x-rays, and which

must therefore be composed in greater

part of metallic or calcareous ingredi-

ents. Thus, just as during the exposure

the white rays are intercepted by the

shades of the phototype, so will the

x-rays be during the radiographic pro-

cess by the ray-proof ink (I shall not

speak here of the composition of this ink,

considering that I give later on all nec-

essary information regarding it as well

as the various manners of preparing it

—

as the possibility of substituting a like-

wise metallic or calcareous powder). We
are equally free to fill up the page with

handwriting, to use the pen or the brush
in order to reproduce autographs, draw-
ings, music, &c. We only have to dip

our pen or pencil into the specially pre-

pared ink, and, as before, the type
screen, thus covered with ray-proof char-

acters or lines, will give us after a few
minutes', or even a few seconds', expos-
ure to the x-rays, as many proofs as there

are sheets in the exposed block. The
number of proofs thus obtained (which

must next be "developed" and "fixed")

will be in proportion to the time of ex-

posure, to the thickness of the layer of

ink, as well as to the radiographic "opac-

ity" of this ink, to the thickness of the

sensitized paper, to the degree of sensi-

tiveness of the emulsion, and, above all,

to the combined strength of our ele-

ments and induction coil and tubes, es-

pecially to the length of the spark given

by the Ruhmkorff coil.

Optional Use of a Writing Machine.—
But why should we take the trouble to

compose when any writing machine will

do our work with an incomparably great-

er speed? We need only smear the ma-

chine's inking apparatus, be it atympan
or a roller, with ray-proof ink, to be able

to draw in a few seconds an unlimited

number of copies of the text which will

have been directly printed upon the type

screen. The idea we have had of using,

instead of metal characters, a ray-proof

ink, has alone rendered possible, and

even easy, the assistance of a writing

machine which until now would have

been considered totally impracticable,

because no other means of striking off

was contemplated but the press, with

which, indeed the use of a writing ma-
chine is incompatible.

The Sheets Impressed on Both Sides.—
Until now we have only thought of im-

pressing one side of the sheets contained

in the block, the other not having

been previously sensitized ; and this

with good reason, for, had it been other-

wise, all we should have printed on the

obverse, would have more or less ap-

peared on the reverse, but inverted, as a

drawing on transparent paper would ap-

pear were we to look at it on the wrong
side. This, however, can be avoided,

the sheets remaining, nevertheless, lia-

ble to be impressed on both sides, and
even simultaneously ; to obtain this re-

sult, the lines on the odd page, instead
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of coinciding with those of the even one,

must, on the contrary, alternate with

them, the paper having been, of course,

sensitized on both sides, not on its en-

tire surface, but by parallel stripes, al-

ternating from one side to the other, the

lines of the obverse (sensitized) coincid-

ing exactly with the "space lines of the

reverse (unsensitized underlines), and,

vice versa. In consequence, we must
adopt a constant space between the lines.

This space may be as wide as the total

height of the type, or wider, but in no
case narrower, or the tops and the feet

of the letters would get entangled, thus

producing a sort of "fulling."

To prepare the type screen in order to

print the sheets on both sides, we write

page 2 directly on the back and between
the lines of page i, or else we write page
i on a separate sheet, which we stick

on the back of the other, being careful,

however, not to let the lines coincide.

Likewise, placing this double screen in

front of the block We wish to impress,

and which is still protected by its wrap-

per, we shall have to take all necessary

measures in order that the lines on the

screen should coincide exactly with the

sensitized parts which are to be im-

pressed.

Einal Operations : Automatic Develop-

ing, Fixing and Rinsing.— I need not de-

scribe here the operations, which consist

in developing and fixing ; these will take

place in the usual manner, with use of

the best adapted chemicals, doses, and

methods. We must grant, however,

that the time and care required to devel-

op, fix, and rinse, as these operations

are practiced in photography in order to

•obtain fine proofs, ma}' seem a hindrance

in the present case. We must simplify

the work, for the reproduction of a pho-

tographic page may be carried through

with care and taste without requiring,

nevertheless, the refinement that a work

of art, landscape, or portrait, would. I

will therefore point out, shoujd speed be

sought for, above all, the simplifying

means that can be adopted in develop-

ing and fixing.

In a room lighted with a red light

some large square vats will be prepared

to receive the impressed blocks as soon

as they have been rid of their protection

wrappers. The bottom of these vats

must be provided with taps to let the

water run out, while a movable double

bottom consisting of a metallic trellis

will render the drainage easier. The
developing and fixing liquids will, at the

right moment and in the needed quanti-

ty, flow into these vats through a system

of pipes laid on the sides, so as to sup-

ply a rotary current. Other pipes will,

in the same way, bring us the water re-

quired as well for the intermediate as for

the final rinsings. After the suitable im-

mersion, and the water having run out,

the blocks may be allowed to remain in

the vats, where they will drain through

the metallic trellis; or else they may be

conveyed into a room heated to the pur-

pose, or even exposed to draughts of hot

air. Their drying may also be hastened

by the immediate neighborhood of quan-

tities of chloride of lime, which is known

to absorb dampness very rapidly. We
may let the gelatino-bromidized paper

drying on over or in front of a clear fire,

provided it has been steeped before the

rinsing in a solution of ordinary formol

at three per cent; the gelatine becomes

thus insoluble.

No doubt that in some cases the very

weight of the block may prevent the de-

veloping and fixing liquids from pene-

trating entirely between the super-

posed sheets. This inconvenience will

be avoided if the sheets in the blocks are

separated one from another by sheets of

blotting-paper. The draught printing

off by means of the x-rays, as the subse-

quent bathing will not take us longer for

this, as the block can be prepared be-

forehand in the manner we mention. In

this case, however, they will, of course,
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contain half as much sensitized paper as

before, their thickness remaining the

same, and the number of drawn proofs

will, in consequenee, be smaller by half.

Printing in Black on a White Ground.

—The actually manufactured (gelatino-

bromide) papers and other similar ones

used to reproduce phototypes give, as is

usually said, a positive from a negative,

and vice versa, which means that the

portion of their surface reached by the

light blacken. If we make use of this

sort of paper, our sheets will be printed

in white characters on a black ground.

Should we wish to obtain the opposite

result, black characters on white ground,

we must add to the developer some pro-

duct known to "upset" the image. Such

products are mentioned in all the most

recent photographic treatises. We might

reach the same end by furnishing the

writing machine with hollow characters

(caraclcres en creux) instead of full ones

(carac/eres en relic/). It would then be

the little square surface surrounding the

letter that the ray-proof ink would cover

and transfer upon the screen, the result

being a black impression on a white

ground, obtained on both sides of the

paper as easily as on only one alone.

It is to be remarked that (to produce

a negative on a type screen, and conse-

quently a positive on the sheets compos-
ing the block (we can take advantage of

the well-known properties of bichroma-

ted compounds (gum, gelatine, or albu-

men;, and obtain thus, with the help of

photo-collography and without loss of

time, the photo-typographic cliche we re-

quire, for, the radiographic ink we use

being like printing ink, a fatty sub-

stance, will adhere as the former would
to the bichromated parts of the sheet

which will have been previously exposed
to the sun. (See here below.)

The "Radiographic" or "x-ray-proof"
Ink.—The composition of this ink will

vary according to the use we wish to

make of it, but in all cases it may be

composed in greater part of a very di-

vided or calcareous powder, in order

that it may form with the other ingredi-

ents a close mixture. To produce this

powder we can use bronze or copper,

white zinc, or white lead. For hand-

writing white lead in a solution of gum
will be very suitable. The powder may
be mixed preferably with boiled linseed

oil for the writing machine or ordinary

typography. White lead well ground

down, as it is manufactured for painting

purposes, will be found preferable. The
various compounds may also contain

some alkaline bromide, like bromide of

potassium, which opposes a pretty strong

barrier to the x-rays. I form there a

weighty claim regarding the appropria-

tion of this ink to constitute what I call

the type screen. There are two kinds

of radiographic ink ; one is fatty, the

other non-fatty. Besides, we may add,

with either in several cases, a bichro-

matic mucilage. But we need not do it

always ; not even with employ of the

photo-collography, as in the following

instance :

Let us prepare, instead of ordinary ink,

a bichromatic mucilage (that has not been

previously exposed to the action of light

wherewith we write by means of a pen,

or wherewith we print by means of a

type-writing machine. We roll there-

upon and ink-roller that is coated with

fatty radiographic ink ; therefore the let-

ters, having not taken the fatty radio-

graphic coat (by virtue of their prevent-

ive mucilage), remain alone permeable

to the x-rays, whilst all the page is else-

where impermeable. Here is the requi-

site negative type screen for the printing

in black on a white ground.

Another Way of Proceeding ; the Imper-

vious Powder Employed Separately.—One
need not necessarily use a ready-prepared

ink or paste ; but wet the pen, the brush,

the tympan, or pad, or ball, or roller, or

ribon of a type-writing machine with any

unmetalized substance, provided it be
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sufficiently gummy or sticky and do not

dry too quickly, say, as a solution of

gum, a varnish, or ordinary printing ink.

We then print the type screen, over

which we next sprinkle the pulverized

metal as we might to powder ordinary

ink in order it should dry quicker. The
powder, adhering, of course, only to the

inked surfaces, these become at once

quite opaque. Should a little powder

remain on the uninked surfaces, we re-

move it with bellows or by any other

means of ventilation.

Printing on Large-sized Sheets.— If it is

possible to impress simultaneously sev-

eral blocks by means of a single tube, in

some cases, on the contrary, we shall

want several tubes to impress one block,

and that will be when the size of our pa-

per will be very large, offering a very ex-

tensive surface. Indeed the x-ray ema-

nating from a central point, and, as is

well known, spreading in a straight line

only, without reflection or refraction,

would strike perpendicularly the near-

est parts, viz., the center of the sheet,

and obliquely its furthest extremities.

The perpendicular rays would impress

the paper as desired, while the oblique

ones, working their way in a straight

line, would remove the reproduced im-

age more and more from the center as

they penetrated further in the block, the

last sheets of which would be covered

with distorted lines and fringed letters,

having perhaps so far lost their shape as

to be unreadable. In short
:
these dis-

tortions would recall the spherical aber-

rations produced in optics by certain de-

fective lenses. This defect might, in a

certain measure, be remedied by curving

the block provided with its type screen

so far as to place all the points of its me-

dian line at an equal length of radius, in

order that it should form a portion of a

circumference, having the radiographic

tube as its center. This, however, only

shifting the difficulty, for theoretically

we should have to give the block not a

semicircular, but a hemispherical curva-

ture. Fortunately, we can do better.

If we have, for instance, a large sized

newspaper to print, we can set several

induction tubes to do the work simulta-

neously, increasing, of course, at the

same time their respective batteries. We
must be careful, however, to separate

the tubes from each other by sufficiently

thick metallic partitions, in order that

the rays, issuing from different sources,

should not bycrossing each other impede

their respective effects.

Correcting the Proofs—The proofs ob-

tained with the type-writing machine

will be almost faultless, provided we be

sufficiently attentive. This is not the

case with manual composition, where

mistakes are often made in distributing,

letters often placed upside down in the

composing stick, &c. Nothing takes

more time and is more wearisome than

the overrunning required to correct typo-

graphical proofs, not to speak of the de-

lays that may be consequent on a slip of

a letter-packet, of a column or an entire

page "falling into pi" at the last mo-

ment. With the new process nothing

of the kind is to be feared. We scratch

out on the screen the defective words

and use the writing machine to write

them over again, an operation which

will leave no trace upon the proofs. Is

an intercalation necessary? We use a

second sheet of paper, upon which we

write the lines and paragraphs required

to complete the text, even as the addi-

tional readings proceeding from the au-

thors. T^he passages which are to be

suppressed or lengthened having been

previously cut out of the text with a pair

of scissors, we take advantage of the

making up and stick the corrected pass-

ages in the spaces left vacant for them.

This will not require, as might be

thought, a minute cutting out ;
for, pro-

vided the additions be adjusted to the

text of the proof, a little more paper nec-

essary for them to coincide exactly with
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the empty spaces may jut out without

inconvenience, whereas all paper un-

touched by the ray-proof ink, remains

absolutely permeable to the x-rays.

Making-up and Pagtng.^-The properly

called making-up is easy enough ; it con-

sists in sticking in a given order and di-

viding into columns and pages the

proofs drawn with the machine accord-

ing to the ''measure" adopted
;
next,

when superposing the twin pages which

form the double screen, in alternating

the obverse and reverse lines, as I ex-

plained before.

A Curious Cryptographical Appliance.—
Governments and their agents might em-

ploy our process to print, under sealed

envelopes, St ite papers, diplomatic doc-

uments, confidential circulars, in fact all

so-called "secret" documents, which

could not until this day be kept strictly

secret, considering they had to be com-

posed and struck by third persons. This

is how to operate : The high functiona-

ry in his office need only use our ray-

proof ink to write out with an appropri-

ate writing machine his original text.

He next encloses it (unfolded, of course)

in a large-sized envelope or bag bearing

his seal on one of its corners. It is then

sent with his orders to the establishment

appointed for official publications. There

are kept already sensitized blocks of a

known size and capacity, wrapped and

sealed in an untearable wrapper. Before

these we need only now place the envel-

ope, sealed as it has remained, and ex-

pose the whole to the action of the

x-rays, in order to obtain the desired

number of copies. The operation being

thus centralized, all scattering avoided,

and no third persons interfering, takes

place rapidly enough to be superintend-

ed, from beginning to end, by the man-
ager of the establishment, who is aware
of his responsibility. Immediately af-

terwards, the envelope and their blocks,

their seals yet unbroken, are returned to

him who gave the order, and who may

either do himself the developing and fix-

ing automatic work, or let it be done be-

fore him in a dark room attached to his

office
;

or, better still, enclose each pa-

per in a thick envelope and leave the

care of developing to the person to whom
the circular communication is sent, what

will certainly cost to them a less time

than to read a cipher.

Recapitulation,—Any sort of writing

machine the inking roller of which is

provided with a ray-proof ink, may serve

to write on a single sheet ray-proof let-

ters. This single sheet is placed as a

screen between the x-rays and a block of

sensitized paper. Thereof results a si-

multaneous and instantaneous print-im-

pression on numerous sheets ; there re-

mains to develop and to fix. Such is, in

substance, my "block-printing process."

This elementary combination suffers

different readings, viz. :

—

I. If we use an ordinary writing ma-

chine, the characters of which are in re-

lievo, a white text appears on a black

ground, as would a negative proof ;
but.

if we furnish the writing machine with

characters in hollow, viz., if we reserve

on the tip of the keys a little metallic

cube, wherein the letters are scooped,

indeed the type screen is figured by a

continued series of lines, and the lines

by a series of little opaque squares
;

each square in its middle contains a clear

letter permeable to the x-rays. It is re-

ally a negative, the final result, after the

radiographic operation, will be positive

pages, viz., a black text on a white

ground.

II. If we use, to prepare the type

screen, an unmetalized ordinary ink, pro-

vided it be sufficiently gluish, it will suf-

fice to sprinkle pulverized metal over

the screen sheet. The inked places will

become thereby quite impervious to the

x-rays.

III. If we use, to write on the type

screen, the bichromatized mucilage not

being previously insolated; and thereup-
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on set in motion an inking roller coated

with "fatty" radiographic ink, this fatty

coating will adhere to the unwritten sur-

face of the page, which becomes opaque,

while the letters, not receiving this ink,

remain permeable to the x-rays. The
text, as before, appears black on a white

ground.

Ilf. bis. Here, again, the metalline

powder can be separately sprinkled on

the screen, and adhere to the unwritten

surface, the letters excepted, which will

remain permeable and appear black.

IV. If we use for the blocks a paper

partially sensitized on both sides, viz.,

by parallel allotments, alternated in or-

der that the sensitized lines of the right

page coincide exactly with the non-sen-

sitized interlines of the back page, our

blocks are thereby enabled to be im-

pressed on both sides.

V. We are at liberty not to use one

radiant center alone, but may place suit-

abl) several induction tubes in front of

the same block, separating the tubes

from each other by metallic partitions.

We shall thus print large-sized blocks,

and avoid spherical aberration.

VI. We may, by virtue of our meth-

od, put in execution such-and-such an

appendant operation as, for example,

the copying of sealed documents on seal-

ed blocks. There is the method with

its different readings. Hereafter are the

results.

The method gives us in general :

—

Not merely, as with current radio-

graphy, some negative phototypes on

glass, or film, requiring a subsequent

drawing or insolating, .... but even im-

mediate positives on paper, without sub-

sequent drawing or insolating, these cop-

ies being similar to those obtained by

the printer's work, and as readable, as

numerous, but rid of typographic com-

position and press machinery; and there-

fore more rapidly produced.

The method gives us in particular :

—

Not merely, as with current radio-

graphy, (a) drawn silhouettes of opaque

bodies or autographical writings (b) in

white strokes on a black ground (e) on

one side alone (</) on small-sized sheets,

. . . . but also (a) characters printed

with the writing machine (//) in black on

a white ground (e) on both sides (d) on

large sixed sheets, as used for newspa-

pers, and so forth.

The method is therefore a combina-

tion of various means, some of which are

already known, others either entirely new
or renewed by partial improvements, but

aim all, however, at an entirely new re-

sult, "the simultaneous and instantane-

ous printing of numerous sheets."

Rays and Vegetable Life.—A good

deal has been written upon the Roent-

gen rays, perhaps ad tiauseum, but ex-

periments on their action upon vegeta-

ble life have, up to the present, produc-

ed no satisfactory result. Signor G. To-

lomei, writing to the Atti Dei Lined, is

led to the conclusion that their action is

identical with that of light. On expos-

ing branches of Elodea eanadiensis, im-

mersed in water charged with carbon

anhydride, to the action of the rays, ev-

olution of bubbles took place, as in the

presence of sunshine, electric or magne-

sium light. The same similarity was

observed in the effects on the lower veg-

etable forms, both Roentgen rays and

light causing retardation in the absorp-

tion of oxygen by Mycoderma aeeti.

Again, in their action on Bacillus anthra-

cis the Roentgen rays behave in the same

way as sunshine, but in a minor degree.

When a photographic gelatine film was

exposed for twenty-four hours to the ra-

diations from a Crookes' tube with the

interposition of a zinc screen having an

X-shaped aperture, the letter appeared

transparent on an opaque background.

That the action was due to the destruc-

tion of the germs, and not to the gene-

ration of any toxic quality in the agar,

was proved thus : When a sterilised
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film was partially exposed to the rays,

and subsequently brought into contact

with a stratum of dried spores, the

spores began to germinate all over the

film, but when the stratum of spores was

exposed to the rays, the screen with the

letter X being interposed, and the pho-

tographic film subsequently brought into

contact with them, only those spores

which had been protected from the

Roentgen rays developed, and the letter

X was distinctly seen. Signor Tolomei

attributes the previous failure to obtain

such effects to the short duration of the

exposures.

X-rays. [41319-]—A few days ago I

wished to see if the x-rays would pass

through an ordinary glow electric lamp.

1 was working with a 6 in. coil and 12

volts; the tube was a "Penetrator,"

made by Watson. It was inclosed in a

wooden box, the cover being made of

thin wood. The current was taken from

the coil to the tube by ordinary covered

telephone wire. The wires passed

through thick glass tubes about 6 in.

long ; these were inclosed in second glass

tubes, kept steady by india rubber.

Directly I placed the glow-lamp on the

box, it became luminous. I found if the

lamp was placed on its side, and the

brass collar or the glass itself touched

with a finger, it glowed brightly, or vice

versa, if the brass collar was placed on

the box, and the glass touched, the same
light appeared, similar somewhat to the

light produced in an exhausted flask by
frictional electricity. I next put a piece

of thick plate-glass on the box, and stood

the lamp on it. Still the light appeared.

I then placed a piece of sheet-lead on

the box, and stood the lamp on it. This
plan increased the light. Sometimes a

small spark could be seen passing be-

tween the lead and the lamp. If the lead

was touched with the finger while the

lamp was on it. the light immediately
ceased.

The lamp was held against various

parts of the box— not only touching it,

but some inches off, and also on the ta-

ble fully 3 ft. away from the tube and

coil. The same glow appeared bright-

er, or less bright acccording to the dis-

tance from the box. The light differed

in brightness when the lamp was placed

in various positions. There were espe-

cially two bright spots
;
but, strange to

say, there was a diagonal line across the

top of the box, along which the lamp re-

mained almost completely dark, and in

one place absolutely no rays were given

off at all, and the lamp remained dark.

I then tried about a dozen other glow-

lamps. Most gave no trace of light, a

few glowed slightly. Decidedly the best

were a 25-volt obscured lamp, a 10-volt

lamp, two Maxim 50-volt lamps.

I then used three x-ray tubes instead

of the glow-lamp. Two of them gave

occasional flashes of light, but quite dif-

ferent to the light given by the lamp.

The one that produced a slight glow sim-

ilar to that given by the glow-lamp was

a tube made in the very earliest days of

x-ray work. I think it was an ordinary

Crooke's tube. It is known among my
friends as the "fat pig" tube, from its

shape.

These experiments prove— First, that

the tube inside the box is giving off rays

in all directions which travel directly

through wood, glass, lead, and other

substances, or else cause these substan-

ces to give them off, but that to a great

extent they are arrested by the wood
itself, as is shown by the lamp glowing

better when it touches the wood.

Secondly, that in all probability the

glow- only takes place if the degree of

rarefaction is suitable.

So far, I do not think this glow is

caused by the x-rays, for the lamp glow-

ed behind the anode, where, according

to the screen, no rays are given off, but

I believe it is not unlikely that a suita-

ble vacuum may be produced, the air of
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which will be caused to glow only by the

x-rays.

I next took the tube away from the in-

side of the box, and simply let the coil

spark across the gap, but no rays were

given off. I then separated the wires

beyond sparking distance, but still no

light. Afterwards I replaced the tube,

and stood the box on a thick glass plate,

to insulate it. This made no differ-

ence. Next I stood on a glass stool, so

as to insulate myself, and then touched

the glow-lamp. I found the insulation

made no difference. I then tried the

coil alone, and placed the terminals be-

yond sparking distance. I found that

the lamp, when placed a few inches from

the coil, glowed to a certain extent, but

not brightly, and no rays were given off

by the table and surrounding objects. I

also found that, just as with the box,

there were certain positions in which the

lamp remained absolutely dark. I tried

two other tubes instead of the Penetra-

tor (both of earlier type). In one case

there was no trace of light ; in the other

a very faint glimmer.

The above experiments seem to me to

prove that there is a vast amount of elec-

tric energy going on all around a highly

exhausted tube, and this electricity may
be the cause of the sensation often felt

by persons being x-rayed, if they are not

caused by the x-rays themselves, and

may account for the bad effects said to

be caused by continued exposure to

x-rays.

Since writing the foregoing I have

placed ordinary vacuum tubes on the

box, and find that they glow quite bright-

ly. Two containing respectively hydro-

gen and argon show easily the distin-

guishing colors of these gases.

A. E. Murray.

From The English Mechanic, of 29th

July, 1898.

M. Becquerel's Dark Light. — We
have on many occasions brought before

our readers accounts of M. Becquerel's

investigations into the radiations of what

he terms dark light, which possesses

properties very similar to the Roentgen
rays, capable of the penetration of thick

pieces of wood and other opaque bodies.

He found, it will be remembered, that

these radiations were inherent to the

metal uranium and its salts in a very re-

markable extent, and further investiga-

tions in the same field by M. and Mad-
ame Curie have led to the remarkable

result of the probable discovery of a

new element. These investigators had

already discovered that certain minerals

contain uranium and thorium (pitch-

blende, &c.) emitted the Becquerel rays

to a marked extent. A large number of

experiments were made in the endeavor

to separate the particular constituent of

the minerals alluded to that were active

in the emission of the rays, and eventu-

ally a body was extracted which was

more active than uranium to the remark-

able extent of 400 times. The experi-

menters searched among all known ele-

ments for one that had an action at all

comparable with this, but had no suc-

cess, and they therefore state their be-

lief that they have discovered a new ele-

ment, and they propose to term it polo-

nium (from the birthplace of one of

them). The only objection to this theo-

retical body is that the active substance

extracted does not give any spectral line

except such as are due to impurities.

—

British Journal of Photography.

The Librarian of the Roentgen Socie-

ty, London, England, will be glad to re-

ceive and acknowledge from authors and

others gifts of books, pamphlets, &c.

Contributions should be forwarded to the

Society Library. Address:

Dr. Barbour,

Nevern Road, Earls Court,

London, Eng.
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Roentgen Light Notes. Rollins.

Elee. Rev., August 17.— In this continu-

ation of his long serial he shows the fal-

lacy of using the equivalent air spark as

a measure of the degree of vacuum in a

Roentgen tube; other data should ac-

company this statement ; for instance,

tin striking distance will be different

whether a static machine or induction

coil is used, also with different types of

induction coils; at the exhaustion re-

quired the resistance of the tube as

measured by the equivalent spark in air

is inversely proportional to the voltage
;

the lower the voltage the higher the vac-

uum must be to produce an equal radia-

tion. He shows that covering the tar-

get with aluminum gives no better re-

sults than platinum. The diaphragm

for sharpening the shadows cast he now

makes of glass half an inch thick instead

of metal, as usual. Instead of using the

water to cool the target it is sufficient for

moderate currents to use a copper stem

attached to the target to carry off the

heat.

Roentgen Ray.— Drs. Boas and Dorn

report that they found that if an ordina-

ry gelatine capsule filled with metallic

bismuth is swallowed, its course through

the alimentary canal may be outlined by

the Roentgen ray. In cases of obstruc-

tion of the pylorus, or some portions of

the intestines, this capsule is found ar-

rested at the certain locality for days.

They have made this observation by test-

ing this procedure on fourteen patients

with gastric affections, and recommend
it as an excellent means of diagnosis.

The advantages of a routine use of the

x-ray as a necessary part of an office

equipment, should appeal to every sur-

geon. So numerous are the occasions

for the use of the apparatus that today
we would feel at a loss without it. No
surgeon can dispense with this diagnos-

tic aid, and the same necessity in the

near future will appeal to the physician.

—Dr. A. V. L. Brokaw, in the "Annals

of Gynecology and Pediatry."

Transparency of Various Substances
For Roentgen Rays.

Battelli and Garbasso have compiled

the fallowing table for the relative trans-

parency of equal thicknesses of various

substances, taking that of water as unity.

Isenthal and Ward have added in their

Practical Radiography, for better com-

parison the specific qualities :

2.21

0.66 1.50

874 1. 12

93 I. IO

Wax 0.97 r. 10

0.97 0.94
0.80

1 '4 0.80

0.76

0.76

0.74
Silk 0.74

0.70

063
0.63

1 61 0.60

Bones i-9 0.56

Magnesium 1-74 0.50

0.48

Glue 0.48

1-98 0.47
0.40

0.38

2.6 35
2,6 o-34

Chalk 2.7 33
6.7 0. 126

Tin 7.28 0.118

7.20 o.n6
7 87 0. IOI

Nickel 8.67 0.095
8.70 0.093
8.69 0.090

8.96 0.084

9.82 0.075

1° 5 0.070
11-38 0.055

Palladium "3 0.053
Mercury 13 59 0.044
Gold '9 36 0.030

0.020

Ether 0.713 1 37
0.836 1.28

0.793 1.22

Amylalcohol 1.20

Olive oil 0.915 1 12

Benzol 0.868 1

Water 1.

Hydrochloric acid 1.240 0.86

1.260 0.76

1 293 0-74
0.70

Chloroform 1 525 0.60

Sulphuric Acid 1. 841 0.5c
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TABLE SHOWING VIBRATION RATES OF PERIODIC PHENOMENA.
Reprint from a table by T. H. Mukas in Electrical Review, April 25, 1896, and extended to the Roentgen Ray Octave

Complete Vibrations „
per Second. Octaves. Observations.

288,224,000,000,000,000.... 58 Roentgen Rays. (Voile's Rays.)
144,112,000,000,000,000.... 57

2.251,799.813.685,248 51 Ultra violet photographic limit, in vac. 3 Xio 1 "' per sec. (Schumann )

1,125,899,906,842,625 50 Photographic limit of solar spectrum, 1053 X io ir
' per sec. (Coruu )

562,949,953,421,312.... 49 Green light near thillium line.

281,474,976,710,656.... 48 Infrared, photographic limit. (Abney).

70,368,744,177,664. ... 46 Heat rays of solar spectrum, lowest direct measurement. (Langley )

17,592,186,044,416.... 44 Heat rays from substances below 100 deg. C. (Langley.)
Eleven octaves unobserved.

8,589,934,592.... 33 Electric oscillation in small spheres. (Righi.)

67,108,864.... 26 Electric oscillation in Hertz Resonator, 70 cm. diameter.
8,388,608.... 23 Electric oscillations for flying bullets—photographs. (Boys.)
262,133 18 Electric oscillations in Lyden Battery. (Fedderson.)
32.768. ... 15 Audible vibrations, extreme upper limit.

16,384.... 14 Electric alternator and turbine. (Ewing
)

8.192. ... 13 Electric oscillations in Leyden battery. (Fedderson.)
4.096. ... 12 Music, highest note.

512. ... 9 Electric oscillations in Leyden jar. (Lodge
)

32.... 5 Music, lowest note.

16. . . . 4 Water surface waves of minimum velocity.

.... i

.... o

Seconds per complete
vibration

2.... 1 Second-beating pendulum.
32.... 5 Air pulsations in wind. (Langley.)

65,536.... 16 Mean solar day, 86,400 seconds.

The much debated question whether

the rays are able to stimulate the retina,

or the optic nerve, or certain optical

brain centers, has been revived by the

description of a case in which the pa-

tient who was absolutely unable to per-

ceive even the strongest light could

make out the color of the fluorecscence

and the shape of the x-ray tube. An-

other report concerns a man who, 12

years ago suddenly lost his sight, and

who, by continued treatment with the

x-rays recovered part of his sight.

—

Prac-

tical Radiography, page 1 39.

These points were probably gleaned

from The American X-Ray Journal,

Vol. 1. No. 5. Although investigation

had been made along this line by the

editor of this journal, yet the only full

and comprehensive report of the study

and discoveries of the practical use of

the x-ray for the blind were made by Dr.

Francisco de P. Astudillo, of Habana,

Cuba, and printed in full for the first

time in the November, 1897, issue of

The American X-Ray Journal.

Longest Heat Rays. Rubens and

Aschkinass. Wied. Ann., No. 6; ab-

stracted in the Lond. Elec, August 12.

Electrical World, N. Y.—They entered

a step further imto the region where the

spectrum joins the Hertzian wave system

and attained a wave length of 0.067 mm,
which is 100 times the wave length of

red light and 60 or 70 times smaller than

the smallest electromagnetic waves yet

produced—namely, 4 mm ; The gap be-

tween these, therefore, remains to be

bridged. The property of these long heat

rays is more closely akin to those of elec-

tromagnetic waves than to waves of light.

Theory of the Ether. Larmor. Proc.

Roy. Soc, No. 398; abstracted briefly

in the Lond. Elcc
, August 12. Electri-

cal World, N. Y.—An article in the form

of a supplement to his third memoir on

the electrical theory of the ether, in

which he deals with a priori difficulties

encountered in the conception of orbital

systems of electrons moving through a

practically stagnant ether.
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PRACTICAL X-RAY NOTES.

BV JOHN DENNIS.

When the practical electrician is called

upon to tune a discordant x-ray appara-

tus, there are many conditions confront-

ing him which are not present in a lame

motor, or indeed, in any other electrical

contrivance which needs mending.

In the first place, it must be kept in

mind that a vacuum tube, in perfect con-

dition, is useless if the coil or static ma-

chine upon which it depends is out of

order, and that the most perfect genera-

tor of current will not produce satisfac-

tory x-ray effects from a tube in which

the vacuum is too high or too low, or

which has been "sparked."

The first necessary step, logically, is

to ascertain the condition of the coil or

glass machine, as the case may be. To
do this in the case of a Rhumkorff coil,

the first essential is to connect it up with

the spark rods pretty close to each other

at first, and with the vacuum tube out of

circuit. If, when the rods are separated,

the spark obtained is below the normal

capacity of the coil, you may be sure

that you have trouble, regardless of the

condition of the tube, and that, for im-

mediate purposes, that freaky instru-

ments may be left out of the equation.

You must, then, first devote your atten-

tion to putting the coil in proper condi-

tion, and, in a broad way, this is true in

the case of a static instrument.

In looking for trouble in a coil, the

electrician will naturally examine first

the source of power, and at once try all

of the connections. In cases in which

the no or 220-volt current is used, with

resistance, you must look carefully to all

of the connections of the rheostat and

controller, and it is well right here to

connect in a low reading voltmeter and

ampere meter. If the current delivered

to the vibrator is normal the next step is

to examine the brake wheel or vibrator,

as the case may be ; for if, in either case,

these are bucking you will fail to inter-

rupt your continuous current properh ,

and will, of course, obtain no action in

the secondary. If all of these conditions

are right and still you can not obtain a

spark between the coils, there would be

ground for a strong suspicion that the

insulation of the coil had broken down.

If, as before, the conditions described

are normal and a spark much below the

normal only is obtained, there will be a

strong probability that something is

wrong with the condenser. All recent

coils for x-ray purposes have their con-

densers stepped in microfarads, and a

persistent rearrangement of the plugs

may remedy the difficulty, and it may
not. In most of these recent coils, the

condenser is more accessible than in the

earlier machines, and they are easily

reached by turning the case containing

the coil on its side and removing the bot-

tom screws. The condenser is easily re-

movable, and taking it out will give an

opportunity of examining as to the in-

tegrity of the connections inside the coil

case. These connections are a bit com-

plicated and can easily cause trouble.

Care must be taken in removing and re-

placing the condenser, as its lips are nec-

essarily tender. Of course the great

cause of trouble in the condenser is

puncture from overload. Whether you

care to venture on the somewhat deli-

cate work of dissecting the condenser of

a high-grade coil and attempting its re-

pair will depend upon your confidence

in your skill as an electrician to replace

that particular condenser by one of your

own construction. The work is deli-

cate, if not difficult, but there is no log-

ical reason why you should not under-

take it. At the same time, as I have in-

timated, I should not care to open up a

condenser on a modern high-grade coil

unless I felt qualified to construct one

to replace it.

It is, of course, impossible to detect a

puncture, or other defect, without actual
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examination. Without this examination

the condition of the condenser would be

left to a process of reasoning based upon

eliminating every other possible cause

of trouble in the coil and its connection

as a whole.

Personally, basing my conclusions up-

on experience, I should prefer sending

the coil back to the factory, unless I was

very certain that the trouble was in the

condenser, and that I could readily find

it by examination and remedy it myself.

If all connections are found to be right

and a normal condition exists at the brake

wheel and vibrator, and I could not de-

termine that the condenser had gone

wrong, I should be forced to the conclu-

sion that the insulation of the coil had

been impaired.

Right here I might mention a curious

experience of my own. I had been op-

erating a coil for several months with ex-

cellent results when the tube went out

one night in the midst of a critical obser-

vation. From the action of the tube I

knew that the trouble was in the coil or

its connections. After trying for a time

to discover the fault, I gave it up. The

next morning I gave the coil a severe jar

with my hand, and for an hour or more

I had normal effects in my tube. My
experience of the night before was re-

peated and the same thing occurred sev-

eral times. My conclusion was that the

fine secondary wire had become broken

and that jarring the coil caused a tem-

porary connection to be established. I

shall never know, other than theoreti-

cally, whether this view was correct.

The coil was sent back to the factory,

and on its way it plunged into the Hud-

son river in a railway wreck and remain-

ed there several days. The condition of

the coil was such that it was sent to the

scrap heap and practically a new coil was

substituted. But I shall believe that

my conclusion was correct until I am
convinced otherwise.

I shall not consume space by attempt-

ing to go fully into the causes of the fail-

ure of insulation of a Khumkorff coil un-

der the conditions existing in x-ray work.

Sometimes it is gradual, in which case

the trouble is owing to the melting of the

paraffine in which the coil proper is em-

bedded. Sometimes it is weakened in

this way by prolonging its operation

with the spark points near together.

Sometimes it goes out suddenly under

der an overload on the line, and oft-

ener it gives out under circumstances

which can not be readily ascertained

without spending much time necessary

for the investigation. In any case it is

idle to spend any time in repairing a coil

in which the insulation is broken down.

Send it back to the factory where it was

made, and the owner will have an object

lesson in the vexations of x-ray work

when the bill is sent in. You should

not, however, form your conclusions too

hastily and send a coil back unnecessa-

rily.

"

It is to enable my friends among the

practical workers to avoid this unpleas-

ant and expensive experience of sending

coils away, with the vexatious wait in-

volved; that the writer is giving his ex-

perience and suggestions.

I am thoroughly seized of the opinion

that much money and time can be saved

to the x-ray operator, and many shekles

transferred to the pockets of practical

electricians, if an intelligent effort is

made by them to doctor the outfit, and

only send it home for repair when this

is impossible.

If you have succeeded in your efforts

to establish a normal spark between the

terminals of the coil ; if the spark is not

only of normal length, but of the proper

body, you will be ready to announce that

the trouble is not in the coil or its con-

nections, but must be looked for in the

vacuum tube and its accessories ; for

the cathode glow in the tube is produced

by connecting the terminals of the tube
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in place of the air gap between the coil

terminals.

It is, of course, essential that the del-

icate connections with the tube should

be made carefully and properly and that

the connections at the binding posts of

the coil should be bright and good.

Then results depend upon the conditions

of the tube. Broadly speaking, these

effects will depend upon the width to

which the spark rods are separated, all

other conditions of coil having been rec-

tified, as I have tried to explain. When
these have been properly established,

the responsibility for x-ray effects re-

main with the tube ; and it is difficult to

find a more cranky instrument than a

modern x-ray vacuum tube, and these

peculiarities can only be properly con-

sidered at length in a separate paper.

There are certain facts, however, which

may be properly mentioned here.

If the vacuum in an x-ray tube is eith-

er too high or too low, results will be un-

satisfactory. If the terminals in the tube

are too close to each other, or, on the

other hand, are too widely separated,

the x-rays emanating from the tube (in

some way yet to be clearly ascertained)

will be of little penetration. If, when

connected up, a pink glow shows be-

tween the terminals in the tube, it is

punctured and useless for any other pur-

pose than an interesting and expensive

exhibition of pyrotechnics. In either of

these cases the usefulness of the tube is

at an end.

A somewhat extensive experience with

x-ray vacuum tubes of types selected as

the best, all things considered, has

taught me that it is not good economy to

send a tube back for repairs. The bet-

ter way is to learn the best method of

prolonging the useful life of a tube and

knowing when its end has come. I con-

sider it more economical, all things con-

sidered, to strip the tube of its platinum

and throw the glass in the ash barrel.

The life of a repaired tube is of few days

and full of trouble, and it will certainly

break down just at the time when it is

most needed.

As I have said repeatedly, I consider

it desirable that electrical workers should

be thoroughly posted in the manipula-

tion of x-ray apparatus, and I shall

therefore take up the subject of the hand-

ling of tubes after I have considered the

nature and repair of the glass machine,

which in its evolution has now become an

important, powerful and expensive bit of

apparatus, which is not only utilized for

x-ray work, but for many new and va-

ried therapeutic purposes.

—

Electrical

Worker, Rochester, N. Y.

Dermatitis, &c. , From X-ravs.—Dr.

N. A. Clive suggests that the power of

electricity applied to the skin for driving

remedies into the tissues (cataphoresis)

has become one of the most useful means
in neuralgias and other nervous disord-

ers as well as for anasthesia in dentistry.

But the x-rays does not destroy germ
life as does electricity. It may be said

to be entirely stripped of this power.

But it does possess the power to pene-

trate all the tissues, rendering the hith-

erto darkened recesses of the human
body as light as day. May it not carry

with it the cataphoric effect to a certain

extent, and drive into the skin the ex-

cretory products of that organ and other

unclean things finding lodgment there,

as well as disease germs themselves?

Some experimentation along this line

would not, at least, be amiss. We may
not get the cataphoric effect to the

extent of producing the taste of a rem-

edy applied to the skin treated with the

ray as with the direct current ; but we
may possibly get it to a sufficient degree

to produce a dermatitis when the things

capable of producing the trouble find

lodgment on the skin. The writer is

sufficiently possessed of this idea to be-
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lieve that witli properly enforced surgi-

cal cleanliness of the member to be treat-

ed with the x-ray, we would never cause

the troublesome dermatitis so often com-

plained of in its employment. And that

at some time in the future it will be con-

sidered unscientific to apply the ray

through an unclean skin, to say nothing

of the clothes, dressing, &c, that may
envelop the member.

—

Health, London.

Quite recently Di\ Hermann Rieder,

of Munich, took up the experiments to

prove or disprove the effect of x-rays up-

on bacteria, and arrived at the following

results: Bacteria suspended in a jar,

blood serum or gelatine, were destroyed

after about an hour's continued expos-

ure to Roentgen rays; cultures of chol-

era bacillus in bouillon require for their

destruction a longer time (over two

hours). Dr. Rieder believes that even

if it should prove impossible to entirely

destroy the bacteria in the human body,

a partially destructive effect upon them

by the Roentgen rays should greatly as-

sist the organism in its natural protect-

ive struggle against the further devel-

opment of the intruding microbes.

—

Practical Radiography, page 137.

Food and Teeth.

George W. Williams, D. D. S., of

Richmond, Indiana, one of the leading

dentists of that State and a popular wri-

ter on dental subjects, in a recent article

says :
— "Many of the prepared foods

sold for children are destitute of the

qualities necessary to form sound and

painless bones and teeth, and there is a

great difference in growing up with fine

grained, well glazed teeth in comparison

with having the brittle, chalk}' teeth we
commonly see. Diet is of the first im-

portance in promoting the upbuilding of

the bony system, and incidentally we

would state that as a food for this pur-

pose there is nothing that will equal

'Imperial Granum.' It is a pure, un-

sweetened food, made from the most nu-

tritious portions of the finest growths of

wheat. No derogatory word has ever been

uttered by the medical or dental profes-

sions against Imperial Granum and its

bone-building qualities. Perhaps the

most important period in childhood is

when the first set of teeth are erupting.

It has been calculated that one child in

ten has its Life destroyed in consequence

of diseases which have their origin at

this time. Thus it is evident that chil-

dren should be watchfully cared for, and
I believe that besides those who die from

diseases readily traced to irritation dur-

ing the eruption of the first teeth, a num-
ber are the victims of diseases superin-

duced by general neglect of the mouth
and the consequent tooth decay and im-

proper mastication of food."

Intestinal Antisepsis in Fevers.

Though the typhoid, malarial and yel-

low fever epidemics in Cuba have not

yet reached this country, it is well to

guard against them by taking precau-

tionary measures. If it be true, that the

ma/erics morbii of these diseases belong

to the bacillus group, the remedies man-

ifestly are an antiseptic and an antipy-

retic. As an intestinal antiseptic we
have nothing better than salol. The
consensus of opinion is in this direction.

When we add the antipyretic and ano-

dyne effects of antikamnia, we have a

happy blending of two valuable reme-

dies, and these can not be given in a bet-

ter or more convenient form than is of-

fered in "Antikamnia and Salol Tab-

lets," each tablet containing 1V2 grains

antikamnia and 2)2 grains salol. The
average adult dose is two tablets. Al-

ways crush tablets before administering,

as it assures more rapid assimilation.

It is not our desire to go into the study

of bacteriology here ; our aim is simply

to call attention to the necessity of intes-
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tinal antisepsis in the treatment of this

class of diseases. If in the treatment

oi these diseases, an intestinal antiseptic

is indicated, would not the scientific

treatment of the conditions preceding

them be the administration of the same

remedies? Fortifying the system against

attacks is the best preventive of them.
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A handbook of plain instructions for the general practi-

tioner. By S. H. Monell. M. D., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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appointed in adding it to their libraries.

—
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W. WATSON & SONS' BRITISH X-RAY APPARATUS
Is of Holiest Possible Quality Throughout.

YIELDS FINEST RESULTS. EASY TO MANIPULATE.

Watson's Heavy Discharge Induction Coils —absolutely reliable. All sizes up to 24-inch spark
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LOCALIZATION AND THE X-RAYS.

The application of the x-rays to

medicine and surgery has encountered

many checks in its progress to the im-

portant results at first prophesied. The
responsibility for these reverses lies al-

most entirely with the surgeons who
have overlooked the fact that they are

dealing with a shadow which depends
for its appearance and situation upon
the three essential adjuncts of every

shadow—the source of the light, the

object and the plane on which it is pro-

jected.

In a large x-ray practice only a small

percentage of the cases are those re-

quiring the localization of foreign bodies,

but when the occasion arises there

should be available a method which will

give a quick and accurate result. Many
have taken two skiagraphs at right

angles and after an examination of them,

have entered the operating room with

the idea that they knew exactly where

the foreign body was situated only to

hunt for a long time and perhaps find it

finally at some distance from the place

where they thought it should have been.

The disrepute into which the x-rays

have been thrown by such experiences

—altogether too common—might have

been avoided if the operators had re-

membered to apply their geometry to

interpret the shadow. While there have

been many articles written on the sub-

ject of localization by means of the

x-rays the author has not been able to

find but very few which have been en-

tirely correct from a geometrical stand-

point and no one which while mathe-

matically correct could be applied with-

out expense with the apparatus at hand.

To be efficiently equipped it is not

necessary as some instrument makers

would have you believe, to purchase

apparatus as expensive as our generator,

although perhaps such an instrument

may economize time to a certain extent.

Thinking there might be some who
would be interested to know what has

been used with success, the following

three methods have been briefly set
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forth. The first method requires no

outlay for apparatus but is the least

accurate of the three. With care, how-

ever, the error should not exceed the dis-

tance of a centimeter, which will be

sufficiently accurate for many of the

cases. The second and third methods
make use of the same principle but with

simple apparatus which increases the

accuracy and ease of application.

FIRST METHOD.

The plate is placed on the table and

the patient upon it in such a way that

the region in which the bullet is thought

to be is over the plate. The positions

of two adjacent edges of the plate are

marked on the surface of the skin. The
relation of plate and body now fixed

must not be disturbed until the exposure

has been made. The tube is placed

above the part in such a way that a

perpendicular from it will fall on the

plate nearer to one side.

The plate, patient and tube being

placed in position the radiograph is

taken. Before anything is disturbed a

perpendicular is let fall from the centre

of the tube to the surface of the patient,

and the point there marked with indel-

ible ink. The subject is then removed

without disturbing either the plate or

the tube and this perpendicular is con-

tinued to the wrapping of the negative

and there marked with a pencil. This

point is pricked through the film below

with a pin, and the perpendicular dis-

tance from the focus of the tube to the

plate is carefully measured. It is best

to develop the plate at once so that if

the suspected positions of the projectile

is far from correct an error in placing

the second plate may not be made.

After the development of the first

plate and while fixing, a fresh negative

is placed on the table and the patient

upon it. By using the marks on the

skin as guides the plate and patient may
be made to occupy the same relative

position that they occupied when the first

exposure was made. The position of

the tube relative to the plate and subject

is changed, care being taken that it is

not placed in the perpendicular plane

which contains the projectile and the

point occupied by the focus of the tube

when the first exposure was taken. If,

however, the focus should be placed in

this plane the problem may still be

solved by a slight modification of the

method given.

The second skiagraph is taken, and

the measurment and marks determined

as before. After development as soon

as the plates are dry, prints are taken

from them. It has been found conven-

ient to use a printing frame and paper

larger than the negatives so that its

edges which are to be used for orienta-

tion may be clearly defined on the prints.

If one desires to get the results in the

shortest possible time, the following

method may be used which is more ex-

peditious than drying with alcohol; a

piece of "Velox" or of bromide paper is

printed directly from the wet plate after

having washed off the fixing solution.

The paper is wet and smoothed down
on the film surface, the glass back is

wiped dry and the correct exposure

made. In a few moments the print may
be developed and made ready for use.

The plate will not be injured in the least

by the process.

Having obtained the two prints, they

are placed with their reference edges

together, the centre of the shadow of

the projectile, and the point which indi-

cates the foot of the tube, are pricked

through both prints. The under print

is then taken and a needle is thrust

through the corresponding points shown

on it. On the back of this second print

will appear four pin holes occupying the

same relative positions to each other

that the shadows of the projectile and

the projections of the foci of the two

sources of the x-rays have on the plane

of the photographic plate. Now these
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four pin holes are joined by two inter-

secting lines and the point of intersec-

tion will be perpendicularly below the

place occupied by the projectile.

In Figure r, S and S' represent the

position of the shadows when the rays

originate from the points F and F', and

A and C are the points where the per-

pendiculars let fall from F and F' meet

the plane of the photographic plate.

P, the position of the projectile, will be

seen to be directly over the intersection

of the lines joining the points A S and

C S'. The distance above this plane or

F F

D
E

A

Sr

\ / c

j
Fig. 1.

the length of the line P B may be read-

ily obtained from the right angled

triangles F' C S' and P B S' in which

F' C has been measured and the lines

S' B and S' C can be measured directly

from the back the print, P B will be

equal to F' C times S' B divided by

S' C. It is best to obtain the value of

P B also from the triangles FAS and
P B S in order that an error in the work
may be apparent at once by a difference

in results which should be the same or

nearly the same. It will require only a

very few minutes with the print to

obtain the position of the projectile with

reference to these four points in the

plane of the negatives. It now remains

to apply this knowledge to the patient.

The points where the perpendiculars

met the patient have been marked with

indelible ink and with these as centres

and with radii equal to A B and C B,

arcs are described. Their intersection

will be on the perpendicular P B at 11

directly over the projectile. Knowing
the thickness of the body at this point

the distance down to the object sought

may be found by subtraction. The
point H may also be found by laying

the print on the surface film down so

that the points A and C will be over the

points D and E, marked there when the

skiagraphs were taken. Then H will be

directly under the point B on the print.

The accuracy of this method depends

upon the operator's ability to place the

patient and the plate in the same rela-

tive position for the second exposure as

that occupied during the first. Rota-

tion of the affected part should be care-

fully looked for and avoided. It is very

easy to overlook this and it may intro-

duce a large error. If the focus of the

tube is determined to be three centimet-

ers from its correct position it will, pro-

vided the other factors are correct, place

the bullet but a centimeter from its real

position. So it is seen that this factor

is not quite as important as the first

mentioned. The point directly under

the focus has been found by holding a

bicycle ball against the glass as near

perpendicularly below the desired place

as could be determined by the eye, in

two positions at right angles to each

other and then dropping it. When it

struck the plate several times in the

same place this place was marked as the

foot of the perpendicular required.

The altitude was measured at the side

of the tube.

This method has been used several

times at the Lionel Laboratory of the

Washington D. C. Emergency Hospital
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and has been found to give quite accur-

ate results in every case.

SECOND METHOD.

In this method we undertake to cor-

rect the inaccuracies of the above by
making use of some simple apparatus.

The same principle is used as a founda-

tion.

First in order to have the plates fixed

more exactly with reference to the

patient and to each other the following

device is used: Two strips of wood are

tient the plates may be changed and yet

their images be exactly oriented through

the fixed points of reference.

Secondly, two adjustable wooden
arms having at. their extremities a piece

of metal with a hole in the centre are

placed upon the surface of the patient

opposite the plate. These arms are

fastened to a frame which is screwed to

the table but which may be removed

and replaced again without disturbing

the adjustment of the arms.

screwed to the table at a distance from

each other equal to the length of the

plate to be used. From the inner side

of each strip two pieces of metal, having

a small hole in them, project. These

pieces of metal placed as near as possi-

ble to the negatives will cast their

shadows on them and appearing on all

the skiagraphs will serve as points for

orientation. Resting on these strips is

a thin board and the patient is placed

on this. Thus without moving the pa-

Fig. 2.

Now having the patient fixed immov-

able over the plate and under these

reference arms, the tube is placed in

position above and an exposure made.

The tube is moved to a new position

and with a fresh plate a second skia-

graph is taken. The position of the

holes in the discs at the ends of the

reference arms are marked on the skin

with indelible ink. Then the frame

holding these arms is unscrewed from

the table to allow the patient to be re-
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moved, after which it is replaced. A

plumb line is let fall from the centre of

each hole in the reference discs to the

envelope of the last negative which has

not been moved, and the points marked

through the film with a needle. The

exact altitude of these discs is also

measured.

These measurements complete the

necessary data and it remains simply to

make the computations. The print

from the last negative is taken first and

from it the perpendicular distances to

the focus of each tube and the point

where these perpendicular lines meet

the plane of the negative are to be found

first.

Figure 2 represents the back of this

print with the construction lines to be

used, and the reference discs above it in

the position they occupied when the

skiagraph was taken. On the print we
have the four points M, N, O, P, which

represent the positions of the shadows

of the two reference discs, M and O
being cast by the tube when its focus is

at F', and N and P when it is at F.

Straight lines from M and O through the

points R and R' will meet directly be-

low F' and thus give a means of locating

this point. The altitude of the focus

may now be computed from the tri-

angles F'CM and X R M, three of the

elements, X R, M R and M C being

now known. After finding the altitude

of the second focus in the same manner
the position of the projectile is found as

in the first method.

In applying this method to the patient

the points under the reference discs are

used to measure from instead of the

points D and E (Fig. 1) made use of

before. It is true that geometrically

two reference points alone cannot de-

termine a third point, (P Fig. 1), in

space, but that is not just what is done
here. The plane, containing these two
reference points X and Y, from which
we measure the depth to the bullet is

considered to be parallel to the table

and to be a known factor in the problem.

Occasionally it will coincide with the

surface of the body at the point from

which we wish to measure down to the

bullet. In which case the problem is

simple and may be very accurately ap-

plied. But if—as is most often the case

—the points X and Y are at different

distances above the table, this plane is

not parallel and if the determination is

to be applied to a limb or to a portion of

the body which is much curved, the

application will be subject to some-

error. This error will be one of depth,

not of location in any other direction

and it may be entirely eliminated by

making use of M. Contremoulins'

"operating compass" as explained in

the following or third division of this

paper.

THIRD METHOD.

The method of MM Remy and Contre-

moulins (Comptes Rendus Nov. 22,

1897,) has the great advantage over all

other systems with which the author is

acquainted, in that it may be taken to

the operating room and a needle attached

to a sterilized compass frame guides the

surgeon's knife directly to the object

sought. This arrangement may be

easily used in connection with the sec-

ond method given above by adding a

third reference disc. This disc need

not necessarily cast its shadow on the

plate nor have its altitude determined.

Its position should, however, be marked

on the skin. The compass is adjusted

for the operating room by placing its

three feet in the centres of these refer-

ence discs and placing the needle so that

it will lead along the most desirable path

to the object sought. The position of

the bullet in space is determined for this

purpose by placing the diagram of the

projections of the bullet and the refer-

ence discs in the place beneath these

discs which the plate occupied when the

first skiagraph was taken, and then
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measuring the computed distance from

the projection of the object to the object

itself.

It is necessary of course that these

three discs should not be in the same
straight line. But aside from this they

may be placed where most convenient,

preferably some distance from each

other and over places where the bone is

subcutaneous or as near so as can be

found in the vicinity. This is desirable

in order that the compass may be as

firmly placed as possible.

The "operation compass" of M. Con-

tremoulins is described in substance as

follows:

This compass consists of a frame and

four branches, three of which have dou-

ble joints allowing adjustment in any

direction. These act as feet to hold the

frame of the compass in a fixed position.

In our case they are adjusted to the

three reference discs from above and

thus may be placed upon the three

points which have been marked upon
the skin of the patient.

The fourth branch, which is movable

in all directions, carries a guide through

which slides a blunt needle. This

branch is fixed in the proper position

and the needle is made to slide until it

touches the point in space which we
have found that the bullet occupied dur-

ing the exposures with reference to the

references discs, and by means of a

screw ring one fixes upon the needle the

point at which it stops in the guide when
its extremity is in contact with place the

bullet occupied.

Now the "operating compass" being

adjusted it only remains to' transfer it to

the patient and the surgeon guided by

the needle may begin his work. In or-

der to do this the needle is first removed,

and the compass feet are placed on the

register points already marked on the

skin. The needle is placed in its guide,

and by sliding indicates the direction in

which the ball is to be found. The

depth is indicated by the distance be-

tween the guide and the ring which was

screwed upon the needle.

The branch holding the needle, being

adjustable at will, may be so placed that

the surest, safest and shortest way to

the object sought may be selected.

Whatever the path selected, the needle

will always indicate the exact direction

and depth, and during the operation the

Fig- 3

needle will constantly indicate through

the distance of the ring from the slide

the exact distance at which the operator

is from the projectile. The compass

held in position on the head is shown in

Figure 3.

M. Contremoulins claims that his

method when applied with his complete

and expensive apparatus will find the

centre of a projectile in the brain with
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an error not greater than a half a milli-

meter. If his "operation compass" is

used in the manner just described with

the same care an equal degree of accur-

acy ought to be obtained, although a half

a millimeter is a very small error. This

method has the further advantage of not

requiring his expensive pieces of auxil-

iary apparatus.
Walter H. Merrill.

LUPUS TREATED BY X-RAYS.

BY J. RUDIS-JICINSKY, A. M. , M. D.

We all read about the risk of setting

up x-ray dermatitis, etc., and know, that

the powerful x-ray has an influence upon

tissue causing inflammation of the con-

junctivae, lips and of the skin of the face.

This has been recorded by more than

one experimenter as the result of expos-

ure to the Roentgen ray. This being

trie case we have in the x-ray the best

means for producing irritation for an

artificial inflammation and converting

unhealthy ulceration into open and

healthy granulation, proving that the

x-ray may have in some cases an actual

therapeutic value.

After a few tests in application of the

x-ray in cases of lupus, in which most

favorable results were obtained, the

writer began to treat all such affections

with x-ray. This was done upon the

basis of actual personal experiments

and encouragement given by the splen-

did results obtained by Kummel, Gochl,

Schiff, Mracek, Albers and Schoenberg.

J. D. had for years a lupus erythema-

tosus on the left leg, characterized by

the appearance of pinkish patches cov-

ered with yellowish adherent scales. It

began as a pin head, slightly elevated

spot, later more spots were observed,

forming regular patch, elevated, and

distinctly outlined against the healthy

skin, loss of tissue and subsequent

cicatricial formation. Sometimes the

42J

lupus was quite amenable to treatment,

but reappeared again near the old scars.

I tried at last the x-ray.

Having tested the tube with the screen

to see that it was working at its best and

working with 8-inch coil, I tried to ob-

tain good result with comparatively

short exposures. Healthy tissue was

oiled (Olive oil) and protected with

Staniol and the tube removed about

1 5 to 1 8 inches, to avoid the danger of too

intense action of the rays. At the first

trace of brownish coloration of the skin,

the treatment must be stopped at once.

It must be certainly systematically em-

ployed to secure a complete cure. After

the first application of the x-ray, nodules

previously invisible, become visible,

finally fall off and infiltrated lymphatic

glands diminished in number. Later

the unhealthy ulceration under the ac-

tion of the rays, producing a general

inflammatory reaction (Schiff), were

changed to open and healthy granula-

tion. This was six months ago. The

patient is now completely cured.

F. C. had for months lupus vulgaris

on the right side of his face. In the be-

ginning there was an appearance of

yellowish, deep papules. They gradu-

ally extended and appeared in the form

of yellowish tubercles and apple-jelly like

nodules, with abundant secretion form-

ing crust, irregular and unhealthy ulcer-

ation. This facial lupus was exposed to

the x-ray and also in this case, there can

be no doubt about the curative action

and influence of the x-ray. Gochl ex-

plains the action of the x-rays on lupus

by the fact that they determine a non-

infectious inflammation, which extends

into the subcutaneous tissue (cellular)

and destroys the tubercle bacilli. Cer-

tainly it yet remains for us to determine

whether the powerful x-rays of today

possess a germicidal action. Its employ-

ment in cases of lupus is worthy of ex-

tended tiial.

Crete, Neb., Sept. 6. 1898.
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BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE AD-
VANCEMENT OF SCIENCE,

BRISTOL, 1898.

Abstract of Presidential Address* By Sir William

Crookes, F. R. S.. V. P.C. S., President.

Owing to the exigencies of space, only that portion of

the Address that touches directly or indirectly upon

electrical science is given.

For the third time in its history the

British Association meets in your City

of Bristol. The first meeting was held

under the presidency of the Marquis of

Lansdowne, in 1836; the second under

the presidency of Sir John Hawkshaw,

in 1875. Formerly, the President un-

rolled to the meeting a panorama of the

year's progress in physical and biologi-

cal sciences. To-day, the President

usually restricts himself to specialties

connected with his own work, or deals

with questions which, for the time, was

uppermost. To be President of the

British Association is undoubtedly a

great honor. It is also a great oppor-

tunity and a great responsibility; for I

know that, on the wings of the press,

my words, be they worthy or not, will

be carried to all points of the compass.

I propose, first, to deal with the impor-

tant question of the supply of bread to

the inhabitants of these islands, then to

touch on subjects to which my life work

has been more or less devoted. I shall

not attempt any general survey of the

sciences; these, so far as the progress in

them demands attention, will be more

fitly brought before you in the different

sections, either in the addresses of the

presidents or in communications from

members.

Some years ago Mr. Stanley Jevons

uttered a note of warning as to the near

exhaustion of our British coal fields.

But the exhaustion of the world's stock

of fixed nitrogen is a matter of far

greater importance. It means not only

a catastrophe little short of starvation

for the wheat eaters, but indirectly,

scarcity for those who exist on inferior

grains, together with a lower standard of

living for meat eaters, scarcity of mutton

and beef, and even the extinction of

gun-powder.

There is a gleam of light amid this

darkness of despondency. In its free

state nitrogen is one of the most abun-

dant and pervading bodies on the face

of the earth. Every square yard of the

earth's surface has nitrogen gas press-

ing down on it to the extent of about

seven tons—but this is in the free state,

and wheat demands it fixed. To con-

vey this idea in an object-lesson, I may
tell you that, previous to its destruction

by fire, Colston Hall, measuring 146

feet by 80 feet by 70 feet, contained 27

tons' weight of nitrogen in its atmos-

phere; it also contained one-third of a

ton of argon. In the free gaseous state

this nitrogen is worthless; combined in

the form of nitrate of soda it would be

worth about ^2,000.

For years past attempts have been

made to effect the fixation of atmospheric

nitrogen, and some of the processes

have met with sufficient partial success

to warrant experimentalists in pushing

their trials still further; but I think I am
right in saying that no process has yet

been brought to the notice of scientific

or commercial men which can be con-

sidered successful either as regards cost

or yield of product. It is possible, by

several methods, to fix a certain amount

of atmospheric nitrogen; but to the best

of my knowledge no process has hitherto

converted more than a small amount,

and this at a cost largely in excess of

the present market value of fixed nitro-

gen.

The fixation of atmospheric nitrogen,

therefore, is one of the great discoveries

awaiting the ingenuity of chemists. It

is certainly deeply important with its

practical bearings on the future welfare

and happiness of the civilized races of

mankind. This unfulfilled problem,

which so far has eluded the strenuous
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attempts of those who have tried to

wrest the secret from nature, differs

materially from other chemical discover-

ies which are in the air, so to speak, but

are not yet matured. The fixation of

nitrogen is vital to the progress of civil-

ized humanity. Other discoveries min-

ister to our increased intellectual com-

fort, luxury, or convenience; they serve

to make life easier, to hasten the acqui-

sition of wealth, or to save time, health,

or worry. The fixation of nitrogen is a

question of the not far distant future.

Unless we can class it among certainties

to come, the great Caucasian race will

cease to be foremost in the world, and

will be squeezed out of existence by

races to whom wheaten bread is not the

staff of life.

Let me see if it is not possible even

now to solve the momentous problem.

As far back as 1892 I exhibited, at one

of the soirees of the Royal Society, an

experiment on "The Flame of Burning

Nitrogen." I showed that nitrogen is a

combustible gas, and the reason why
when once ignited the flame does not

spread through the atmosphere and de-

luge the world in a sea of nitric acid, is

that its igniting point is higher than the

temperature of its flame—not, therefore,

hot enough to set fire to the adjacent

mixture. But by passing a strong in-

duction current between terminals the

air takes fire, and continues to burn with

a powerful flame, producing nitrous and

nitric acids. This inconsiderable ex-

periment may not unlikely lead to the

development of a mighty industry des-

tined to solve the great food problem.

With the object of burning out nitrogen

from air so as to leave argon behind,

Lord Rayleigh fitted up apparatus for

performing the operation on a larger

scale, and succeeded in effecting the

union of 29.4 grammes of mixed nitro-

gen and oxygen at an expenditure of

one horse-power. Following these fig-

ures it would require one Board of Trade

unit to form 74 grammes of nitrate of

soda, and, therefore, 14,000 units to

form one ton. To generate electricity

in the ordinary way with steam engines

and dynamos, it is now possible with a

steady load night and day, and engines

working at maximum efficiency, to pro-

duce current at a cost of one-third of a

penny per Board of Trade unit. At

this rate one ton of nitrate of soda would

cost ^26. But electricity from coal

and steam engines is too costly for large

industrial purposes; at Niagara, where

water-power is used, electricity can be

sold at a profit for one-seventeenth of a

penny per Board of Trade unit. At this

rate nitrate of soda would cost not more

than ^5 per ton. But the limit of cost

is not yet reached, and it must be re-

membered that the initial data are de-

rived from small scale experiments, in

which the object was not economy, but

rather to demonstrate the practicability

of the combustion method, and to utilize

it for isolating argon. Even now elec-

tric nitrate at ^5 a ton compares favor-

ably with Chili nitrate at jQj 10s. a ton;

and all experience shows that when the

road has been pointed out by a small

laboratory experiment, the industrial

operations that may follow are always

conducted at a cost considerably lower

than could be anticipated from the

laboratory figures.

Before we decide that electric nitrate

is a commercial possibility, a final

question must be mooted. We are deal-

ing with wholesale figures, and must

take care that we are not simply shift-

ing difficulties a little further back with-

out really diminishing them. We start

with a shortage of wheat, and the natural

remedy is to put more land under culti-

vation. As the land cannot be stretched,

and there is so much of it and no more,

the object is to render the available area

more productive by a dressing with

nitrate of soda. But nitrate of soda is

limited in quantity, and will soon be ex-
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hausted. Human ingenuity can con-

tend even with these apparently hope-

less difficulties. Nitrate can be pro-

duced artificially by the combustion of

the atmosphere. Here we come to

finality in one direction; our stores are

inexhaustible. But how about electric-

ity? Can we generate enough energy to

produce 12,000,000 tons of nitrate of

soda annually? A preliminary calcula-

tion shows that there need be no fear

on that score. Niagara alone is capable

of supplying the required electric energy

without much lessening its mighty flow.

The future can take care of itself.

The artificial production of nitrate is

clearly within view, and by its aid the

land devoted to wheat can be brought

up to the 30 bushels per acre standard.

In days to come, when the demand may
again overtake supply, we may safely

leave our successors to grapple with the

stupendous food problem.

And, in the next generation, instead

of trusting mainly to food stuffs which

flourish in temperate climates, we prob-

ably shall trust more and more to the

exuberant food stuffs of the tropics,

where, instead of one yearly sober har-

vest, jeopardized by any shrinkage of

the scanty days of summer weather, or

of the few steady inches of rainfall,

nature annually supplies heat and water

enough to ripen two or three successive

crops of food stuffs in extraordinary

abundance. To mention one plant

alone, Humboldt—from what precise

statistics I know not—computed that,

acre for acre, the food productiveness of

the banana is 133 times that of wheat

—

the unripe banana, before its starch is

converted into sugar, is said to make
excellent bread.

Considerations like these must, in the

end, determine the range and avenues

of commerce, perhaps the fate of conti-

nents. We must develop and guide

Nature's latent energies, we must utilize

her inmost workshops, we must call into

commercial existence Central Africa and

Brazil to redress the balance of Odessa

and Chicago.

Having kept you for the last half hour

rigorously chained to earth, disclosing

dreary possibilities, it will be a relief to

soar to the heights of pure science, and

to discuss a point or two touching its

latest achievements and aspirations. The
low temperature researches which bring

such renown to Prof. Dewar and to his

laboratory in the Royal Institution have

been crowned during the present year

by the conquest of one of Nature's most

defiant strongholds. On May 10th last,

Prof. Dewar wrote to me these simple

but victorious words: "This evening I

have succeeded in liquefying both hydro-

gen and helium. The second stage of

low temperature work has begun."

Static hydrogen boils at a temperature of

238 deg. C. at ordinary pressure, and at

250 deg. C. in a vacuum, thus enabling

us to get within 23 deg. C. of absolute

zero. The density of liquid hydrogen is

only 114th that of water, yet in spite of

such a low density it collects well, drops

easily, and has a well-defined meniscus.

With proper isolation it will be as easy

to manipulate liquid hydrogen as liquid

air.

The investigation of the properties of

bodies brought near the absolute zero of

temperature is certain to give results of

extraordinary importance. Already plat-

inum resistance thermometers are be-

coming useless, as the temperature of

boiling hydrogen is but a few degrees

from the point where the resistance of

platinum would be practically nothing,

or the conductivity infinite.

Several years ago I pondered on the

constitution of matter in what 1 ventured

to call the fourth state. I endeavored

to probe the tormenting mystery of the

atom. What is the atom? Is a single

atom in space solid, liquid or gaseous?

Each of these states involves ideas

which can only pertain to vast collec-
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tions of atoms. Whether, like Newton,

we try to visualize an atom as a hard,

spherical body, or, with Boscovitch and

Faraday, to regard it as a centre of force,

or accept the vortex atom theory of

Lord Kelvin—an isolated atom is an un-

known entity difficult to conceive. The

properties of matter—solid, liquid,

gaseous—are due to molecules in a state

of motion. Therefore, matter, as we
know it, involves essentially a mode of

motion; and the atom itself—intangible,

invisible, and inconceivable— is its ma-

terial basis, and may, indeed, be styled

the only true matter. The space in-

volved in the motions of atoms has no

more pretension to be called matter than

the sphere of influence of a body of

riflemen—the sphere filled with flying

leaden missiles—has to be called lead.

Since what we call matter essentially

involves a mode of motion, and since at

the temperature of absolute zero all

atomic motions would stop, it follows

that matter, as we know it, would at

that paralyzing temperature probably

entirely change its properties. Although

a discussion of the ultimate absolute

properties of matter is purely specula-

tive, it can hardly be barren, consider-

ing that in our laboratories we are now
within moderate distance of the abso-

lute zero of temperature.

I have dwelt on the value and impor-

tance of nitrogen, but I must not omit to

bring to your notice those little known
and curiously related elements which,

during the past 12 months, have been

discovered and partly described by

Prof. Ramsey and Dr. Travers. For
many years my own work has been

among what I may call the waste heaps
of the mineral elements. Prof. Ramsey
is dealing with vagrant atoms of an

astral nature. During the course of the

present year he has announced the exist-

ence of no fewer than three new gases

—

krypton, neon, and metargon. Whether
these gases, chiefly known by their

spectra, are true unalterable elements,

or whether they are compounded of

other known or unknown bodies, has

yet to be proved. Fellow workers freely

pay tribute to the painstaking zeal with

which Prof. Ramsey has conducted a

difficult research, and to the philosophic

subtlety brought to bear on his investi-

gations. But, like most discoverers, he

has not escaped the flail of severe criti-

cism.

There is still another claimant for

celestial honors. Prof. Nasini tells us

he has discovered in some volcanic gases

at Pozzuoli, that hypothetical element

Coronium, supposed to cause the bright

line 5, 516.9 in the spectrum of the sun's

corona. Analogy points to its being

lighter and more diffusible than hydro-

gen, and a study of its properties can-

not fail to yield striking results. Still

awaiting discovery by the fortunate

spectroscopist are the unknown celestial

elements Aurprium, with a characteris-

tic line at 5,570.7—and Nebulum, hav-

ing two bright lines at 5,007.05 and

4,959.02.

The fundamental discovery by Hertz

of the electro-magnetic waves, predicted

more than 30 years ago by Clerk Maxwell,

seems likely to develop in the direction

of a practical application which excites

keen interest— I mean the application to

electric signalling across moderate dis-

tances without connecting wires. The
feasibility of this method of signalling

has been demonstrated by several ex-

perimenters at more than one meeting

of the British Association, though most

elaborately, and with many optical re-

finements, by Oliver Lodge at the

Oxford meeting in 1894. But not until

Signor Marconi induced the British Post

Office and Foreign Governments to try

large scale experiments did wireless sig-

nalling become generally and popularly

known or practically developed as a

special kind of telegraphy. Its feasi-

bility depends on the discovery of a
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singularly sensitive detector for Hertz

waves—a detector whose sensitiveness

in some cases seems almost to compare
with that of the eye itself. The fact

noticed by Oliver Lodge in 1889, that

an infinitesimal metallic gap subjected

to an electric jerk became conducting,

so as to complete an electric circuit,

was rediscovered soon afterwards in a

more tangible and definite form and ap-

plied to the detection of Hertz waves by

M. E. Branly. Oliver Lodge then con-

tinued the work, and produced the

vacuum filing-tube coherers with auto-

matic tapperback, which are of acknowl-

edged practical service. It is this vary-

ing continuity cf contact under the

influence of extremely feeble electric

stimulus alternating with mechanical

tremor, which, in combination with the

mode of producing the waves revealed

by Hertz, constitutes the essential and

fundamental feature of "wireless tele-

graphy." There is a curious and widely-

spread misapprehension about coherers

to the effect that to make a coherer work

the wave must fall upon it. Oliver

Lodge has disproved this fallacy. Let

the wave fall on a suitable receiver,

such as a metallic wire, or, better still,

on an arrangement of metal wings

resembling a Hertz sender, and the

waves set up oscillating currents which

may be led by wires (inclosed in metal

pipes) to the coherer. The coherer acts

apparently by a species of end-impact

of the oscillatory current, and does not

need to be attacked in the flank by the

waves themselves. This interesting

method of signalling—already develop-

ing in Marconi's hands into a successful

practical system, which inevitably will

be largely used in lighthouse and marine

work—presents more analogy to optical

signals by flash-light than to what is

usually understood as electric tele-

graphy, notwithstanding the fact that

an ordinary Morse instrument at one end

responds to the movements of a key at

the other, or, as arranged by Alexander

Muirhead, a siphon recorder responds

to an automatic transmitter at about the

rate of slow cable telegraphy. But al-

though no apparent optical apparatus is

employed, it remains true that the im-

pulse travels from sender to receiver by

essentially the same process as that

which enables a flash of magnesium
powder to excite a distant eye.

The phenomenon discovered by Zee-

man, that a source of radiation is affect-

ed by a strong magnetic field in such a

way that light of one refrangibility be-

comes divided usually into three compo-
nents, two of which are displaced by dif-

fraction analysis on either side of the

mean position, and are oppositely polar-

ized to the third or residual constituent,

has been examined by many observers

in all countries. The phenomenon has

been subjected to photography with con-

spicuously successful results by Prof. T.

Preston in Dublin, and by Prof. Michel-

son and Dr. Ames and others in Amer-
ica.

It appears that the different lines in

the spectrum are differently affected,

some of them being tripled with different

grades of relative intensity, some doub-

led, some quadrupled, some sextupled,

and some left unchanged. Even the

two components of the D lines are not

similarly influenced. Moreover, where-

as the polarization is usually such as to

indicate that motions of a negative ion

or electron constitute the source of light,

a few lines are stated by the observers at

Baltimore, who used what they call the

"small" grating of 5 inches width ruled

with 65,000 lines, to be polarized in the

reverse way.

Further prosecution of these researches

must lead to deeper insight into mole-

cular processes and the mode in which

they affect the ether
;
indeed, already

valuable theoretic views have been pro-

mulgated by H. A. Lorenz, J. Larmor,

and G. F. Fitzgerald, on the lines of
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the radiation theory of Dr Johnstone

Stoney ; and the connection of the new

phenomena with the old magnetic rota-

tion of Faraday is under discussion. It

is interesting to note that Faraday and a

number of more recent experimenters

were led by theoretical considerations to

look for some such effect ; and though

the inadequate means at their disposal

did not lead to success, nevertheless a

first dim glimpse of the phenomenon

was obtained by M. Fievez, of the Royal

Observatory at Brussels, in 1885.

It would be improper to pass without

at least brief mention the remarkable se-

ries of theoretic papers by Dr. J.
Lar-

mor, published by the Royal Society, on

the relationship between ether and mat-

ter. By the time these researches be-

come generally intelligible they may be

found to constitute a considerable step

towards the further mathematical analy-

sis and interpretation of the physical

universe on the lines initiated by New-

ton.

In the mechanical construction of

Roentgen ray tubes I can record a few

advances, the most successful being the

adoption of Prof. Silvanus P. Thomp-
son's suggestion of using for the anti-ca-

thode a metal of high atomic weight.

Osmium and iridium have been used

with advantage, and osmium anti-ca-

thode tubes are now a regular article of

manufacture. As long ago as June,

1896, x-ray tubes with metallic uranium

anti-cathodes were made in my own lab-

oratory, and were found to work better

than those with platinum. The difficul-

ty of procuring metallic uranium pre-

vented these experiments from being con-

tinued. Thorium anti-cathodes have al-

so been tried.

Roentgen has drawn fresh attention to

a fact very early observed by English ex-

perimenters—that of the non-homogen-

eity of the rays and the dependence of

their penetrating power on the degree of

vacuum
;
rays generated in high vacua

have more penetrative power than when
the vacuum is less high. These facts

are familiar to all who have exhausted

focus tubes on their own pumps. Roent-

gen suggests a convenient phraseology;

he calls a low vacuum tube, which does

not emit the highly penetrating rays, a

"soft" tube, and a tube in which the ex-

haustion has been pushed to an extreme

degree, in which highly penetrating rays

predominate, a "hard" tube. Using a

"hard" tube he took a photograph of a

double-barrelled ritle, and showed not

only the leaden bullets within the steel

barrels but even the wads and the

charges.

Benoit has re-examined the alleged

relation between density and opacity to

the rays, and finds certain discrepancies.

Thus, the opacity of equal thicknesses

of palladium and platinum are nearly

equal, whilst their densities and atomic

weights are very different, those of pal-

ladium being about half those of plati-

num.

At the last meeting of the British As-

sociation visitors saw—at the McGill

University—Profs. Cox and Callendar's

apparatus for measuring the velocity of

Roentgen rays. They found it to be

certainly greater than 200 kilometers per

second. Majorana has made an inde-

pendent determination and finds the ve-

locity to be 600 kilometers per second,

with an inferior limit certainly of not less

than 150 kilometers per second. It may
be remembered that J. J. Thomson has

found for cathode rays a velocity of more
than 10,000 kilometers per second, and

it is extremely unlikely that the velocity

of Roentgen rays will prove to be less.

Trowbridge has verified 1 the fact, pre-

viously announced by Prof. S. P. Thomp-
son, that fluor-spar, which by prolonged

heating has lost its power of lumines-

cing when re-heated, regains the power

of thermo-luminescence when exposed

to Roentgen rays. He finds that this

restoration is also effected by exposure
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to the electric glow discharge, but not

by exposure to ultra-violet light. The
difference is suggestive.

As for the action of Roentgen rays on

bacteria, often asserted and often de-

nied, the latest statement by Dr. H. Rie-

der, of Munich, is to the effect that bac-

teria are killed by the discharge from

"hard" tubes. Whether the observation

will lead to results of pathologic import-

ance remains to be seen. The circum-

stance that the normal retina of the eye

is slightly sensitive to the rays is con-

firmed by Dorn and by Roentgen him-

self.

The essenttal wave nature of the

Roentgt n rays appears to be confirmed

by the fact ascertainnd by several of our

great mathematical physicists, that light

of excessively short wave length would

be but slightly absorbed by ordinary ma-

terial media, and would not in the ordi-

nary sense be refracted at all. In fact,

a theoretic basis for a comprehension of

the Roentgen rays had been propounded

before the rays were discovered. At the

Liverpool meeting of the British Associ-

ation, several speakers, headed by Sir

George Stokes, expressed their convic-

tion that the disturbed electric field

caused by the sudden stoppage of the

motion of an electrically charged atom

yielded the true explanation of the phe-

nomena extraneous to the Crookes

high vacuum tubes—phenomena so ex-

cellently elaborated by Lenard and by

Roentgen. More recently, Sir George

Stokes has re-stated his "pulse" theo-

ry and fortified it with arguments

which have an important bearing on the

whole theory of the refraction of light.

He still holds to their essentially trans-

verse nature, in spite of the absence of

polarization, an absence once more con-

firmed by the careful experiments of Dr.

L. Graetz. The details of this theory

are in process of elaboration by Prof. J.

J. Thomson.

Meantime, while the general opinion

of physicists seems to be settling toward

a wave or ether theory for the Roentgen

rays, an opposite drift is apparent with

respect to the physical nature of the ca-

thode rays; it becomes more and more

clear that cathode rajs consist of elec-

trified atoms or ions in rapid progressive

motion. My idea of a fourth state of

matter, propounded in 1881,* and at

first opposed at home and abroad, is now
becoming accepted. It is supported by

Prof. J. J. Thomsonjf Dr. Larmor's

theory! likewise involves the idea of an

ionic substratum of matter; the view is

also confirmed by Zeeman's phenome-

non. In Germany—where the term ca-

thode ray was invented almost as a pro-

test against the theory of molecular

streams propounded by me at the Shef-

field meeting of the British Association

in 1879—additional proofs have been

produced in favor of the doctrine that

the essential fact in the phenomenon is

electrified radiant matter.

The speed of these molecular streams

has been approximately measured, chief-

ly by aid of my own discovery nearly 20

years ago, that their path is curved in a

magnetic field, and that they produce

phosphorescence where they impinge on

an obstacle. The two unknown quan-

tities, the charge and the speed of each

atom, are measurable from the amount

of curvature and by means of one other

independent experiment.

It can not be said that a complete and

conclusive theory of these rays has yet

been formulated. It is generally accept-

ed that collisions among particles, espe-

cially the violent collisions due to their

impact on a massive target placed in

their path, give rise to the interesting

kind of extremely high frequency radia-

tion discovered by Roentgen. It has,

indeed, for some time been known that

whereas a charged body in motion con-

*Phil. Trans.. Part 2. 1881, pp. 433-4.

tPhil. Mag.. October, 1897, p. 312.

J Phil. Mag., December, 1897, p. 506.
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stitutes an electric current, the sudden

stoppage, or any violent acceleration of

such a body must cause an alternating

electric disturbance, which, though so

rapidly decaying in intensity as to be

practically "dead beat," yet must give

rise to an ethereal wave or pulse travel-

ing with the speed of light, but of a

length comparable to the size of the

body whose sudden change of motion

caused the disturbance. The emission

of a high-pitched musical sound from the

jolting of a dustman's cart (with a spring

bell hung on it) has been suggested as

an illustration of the way in which the

molecules of any solid not at absolute

zero may possibly emit such rays.

If the target onto which the electrical-

ly charged atoms impinge is so con-

stituted that some of its minute parts

can thereby be set into rhythmical vibra-

tion, the energy thus absorbed reap-

pears in the form of light, and the body

is said to phosphoresce. The efficient

action of the phosphorescent target ap-

pears to depend as much on its physical

and molecular, as on its chemical con-

stitution. The best known phosphori

belong to certain well-defined classes,

such as the sulphides of the alkaline

earthy metals, and some of the so-called

rare earths, but the phosphorescent prop-

erties of each of these groups are pro-

foundly modified by an admixture of for-

eign bodies—witness the effect on the

lines in the phosphorescent spectrum of

yttrium and samarium, produced by

traces of calcium or lead. The persist-

ence of the samarium spectrum in pres-

ence of overwhelming quantities of other

metals, is almost unexampled in spec-

troscopy ; thus one part of samaria can

easily be seen when mixed with three

million parts of lime.

Without stating it as a general rule, it

seems as if, with a non-phosphorescing

target, the energy of molecular impact

reappears as pulses so abrupt, and ir-

regular, that, when resolved, they fur-

nish a copious supply of waves of excess-

ively short wave lengths; in fact, tin

now well-known Roentgen rays. The
phosphorescence so excited may last on-

ly a small fraction of a second, as with

the constituents of yttria, where the du-

ration of the different lines varies be-

tween the 0.003 an(l tne 0.0009 second,

or it may linger for hours, as in the case

of some of the yttria earths, and espe-

cially with the earthy sulphides, where
the glow lasts bright enough to be com-
mercially useful. Excessively phospho-

rescent bodies can be excited by light

waves, but most of them require the

stimulus of electrical excitement.

It now appears that some bodies, even

without special stimulation, are capable

of giving out rays closely allied, if not in

some cases identical, with those of Prof.

Roentgen. Uranium and thorium com-
pounds are of this character, and it would

almost seem from the important research-

es of Dr. Russell, that this ray-emitting

power may be a general property of mat-

ter, for he has shown that nearly every

substance is capable of affecting the pho-

tographic plate if exposed in darkness

for sufficient time.

No other source for Roentgen rays

but the Crookes tube has yet been discov-

ered, but rays of kindred sorts are recog-

nized. The Becquerel rays, emitted by

uranium and its compounds, have now
found their companions in rays—discov-

ered almost simultaneoush/ by Curie and

Schmidt— emitted by thorium and its

compounds. The thorium rays affect

photographic plates through screens of

paper or aluminum, and are absorbed by

metals and other dense bodies. They ion-

ise the air, making it an electrical conduct-

or; and they can be refracted and prob-

ably reflected, at least diffusively. Un-
like uranium rays, they are not polarized

by transmission through tourmaline,

therefore resembling in this respect the

Roentgen rays.

Quite recently M. and Mdme. Curie
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have announced a discovery which, if

continued, cannot fail to assist the in-

vestigation of this obscure branch of

physics. They have brought to notice a

new constituent of the uranium mineral

pitchblende, which, in a 400-fold degree,

possesses uranium's mysterious power of

emitting a form of energy capable of im-

pressing a photographic plate, and of

discharging electricity by rendering air a

conductor. It also appears that the ra-

diant activity of the new body to which

the discoverers have given the name of

Polonium, needs neither the excitation

of light nor the stimulus of electricity ;

like uranium, it draws its energy from

some constantly regenerating and hither-

to unsuspected store, exhaustless in

amount.

It has long been to me a haunting

problem how to reconcile this apparent-

ly boundless outpour of energy with ac-

cepted canons. But as Dr. Johnstone

Stoney reminds me. the resources of

molecular movements are far from ex-

hausted. There are many stores of en-

ergy in nature that may be drawn on by

properly constituted bodies without very

obvious cause. Some time since I drew

attention to the enormous amount of

locked up energy in the ether ; nearer

our experimental grasp are the motions

of the atoms and molecules, and it is not

difficult mentally so to modify Maxwell's

demons as to reduce them to the level of

an inflexible law, and thus bring them

within the ken of a philosopher in search

of a new tool. It is possible to conceive

a target capable of mechanically sifting

from the molecules of the surrounding

air the quick from the slow movers. This

sifting of the swift moving molecules is

effected in liquids whenever they evapo-

rate, and in the case of the constituents

of the atmosphere, wherever it contains

constituents light enough to drift away

molecule by molecule. In my mind's

eye I see such a target as a piece of met-

al cooler than the surrounding air ac-

quiring the energy that gradually raises

its temperature from the outstanding ef-

fect of all its encounters with the mole-

cules of the air about it; I see another

target of such a structure that it throws

off the slow-moving molecules with little

exchange of energy, but is so influenced

by the quick-moving missiles that it ap-

propriates to itself some of their energy.

Let uranium or polonium, bodies of dens-

est atoms, have a structure that enables

them to throw off the slow-moving mole-

cules, of the atmosphere, while the

quick-moving molecules, smashing on-

to the surface, have their energy re-

duced, and that of the target cor-

respondingly increased. The energy

thus gained seems to be employed

partly in dissociating some of the

molecules of the gas (or in inducing some
other condition which has the effect of

rendering the neighboring air in some
degree a conductor of electricity; and

partly in originating an undulation

through the ether, which, as it takes its

rise in phenomena so disconnected as

the impacts of the molecules of the air,

must furnish a large contingent of light

waves of short wave length. The short-

ness in the case of these Becquerel rays

appears to approach without attaining

the extreme shortness of ordinary Roent-

gen rays. The reduction of the speed

of the quick moving molecules would

cool the layer of air to which they be-

long; but this cooling would rapidly be

compensated by radiation and conduc-

tion from the surrounding atmosphere :

under ordinary circumstances the differ-

ence of temperature would scarcely be

perceptible, and the uranium would thus

appear to perpetually emit rays of ener-

gy with no apparent means of restora-

tion.

The total energy of both the transla-

tional and internal motions of the mole-

cules locked up in quiescent air atlor-

dinary pressure and temperature is about

140,000 foot-pounds in each cubic yard
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of air. Accordingly the quiet air within

a room 1 2 fee t high, 18 feet wide, and

22 feet long contains eneigy enough to

propel a 1 -horse engine for more than 12

hours. The store drawn upon naturally

by uranium and other heavy atoms only

awaits the touch of the magic wand of

science to enable the twentieth century

to cast into the shade the marvels of the

nineteenth.

W hilst placing before you the labors

and achievements of my comrades in

science, I seize this chance of telling you

of engrossing work of my own on the

fractionation of yttria, to which, for the

last 18 years, I have given ceaseless at-

tention. In 1883, under the title of "Ra-

diant Matter Spectroscopy," I described

a new series of spectra produced by pass-

ing the phosphorescent glow of yttria,

under molecular bombardment in vacuo,

through a train of prisms. The visible

spectra in time gave up their secrets,

and were duly embalmed in the Philo-

sophical Transactions. At the Birming-

ham meeting of the British Association

in 1886 I brought the subject before the

Chemical Section, of which I had the

honor to be President. The results led

to many speculations on the probable or-

igin of all the elementary bodies— spec-

ulations that, for the moment, I must

waive in favor of experimental facts.

There still remained for spectroscopic

examination a long tempting stretch of

unknown ultra-violet light, of which the

exploration gave me no rest. But I will

not now enter into details of the quest of

unknown lines. Large quartz prisms,

lenses, and condensers, specially sensit-

ized photographic films, capable of deal-

ing with the necessary small amount of

radiation given by feebly phosphoresc-

ing substances, * and above all tireless

patience in collating and interpreting re-

*In this direction I am glad to acknowledge my indebt-

edness to Dr. Schuman, of Liepzig. for valuable sugges-

tions and detail of his own apparatus, by means of which
he has produced some unique records of metallic and
gaseous spectra of lines of short wave-length.

suits, have all played their part. Al-

though the research is incomplete, 1 am
able to announce that among the groups

of rare earths giving phosphorescent

spectra in the visible region, there are

others giving well defined groups of

bands, which can only be recorded pho-

tographically. I have detected and map-
ped no less than six such groups, ex-

tending k 3,060.

Without enlarging on difficulties, I

will give a brief outline of the investiga-

tion. Starting with a large quantity of

a group of the rare earths in a state of

considerable purity, a particular method
of fractionation is applied, splitting the

earths into a series of fractions differing

but slightly from each other. Each of

these fractions, phosphorescing in vacuo,

is arranged in the spectograph, and a

record of its spectrum photographed up-

on a specially prepared sensitive film.

In this way. with different groups of

rare earths, the several invisible bands

were recorded—some moderately strong,

others exceedingly faint. Selecting a

portion giving a definite set of bands,

new methods of fractionation were ap-

plied, constantly photographing and

measuring the spectrum of each fraction.

Sometimes many weeks of hard experi-

ment failed to produce any separation,

and then a new method of splitting up

was devised and applied. By unremit-

ting work—the solvent of most difficult-

ies— eventually it was possible to split

up the series of bands into various

groups. Then, taking a group which

seemed to offer possibilities of reasona-

bly quick result one method after anoth-

er of chemical attack was adopted, with

the ultimate result of freeing the group

from its accompanying fellows and in-

creasing its intensity and detail.

As I have said, my researches are far

from complete, but about one of the bod-

ies I may speak definitely. High up in

the ultra-violet, like a faint nebula in the

distant heavens, a group of lines was de-
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tected, at first feeble, and only remarka-

ble on account of their isolation. On
further purification these lines grew

stronger. Their great refrangibility cut

them off from other groups. Special

processes were employed to isolate the

earth, and using these lines as a test,

and appealing at every step to the spec-

trograph, it was pleasant to see how
each week the group stood out stronger

and stronger, while the other lines of

yttrium, samarium, ytterbium, &c. , be-

came fainter, and at last, practically van-

ishing, left the sought-for group strong

and solitary. Finally, within the last

few weeks, hopefulness has emerged into

certainty, and I have absolute evidence

that another member of the rare earth

groups has been added to the list. Si-

multaneously with the chemical and spec-

trograph^ attack, atomic weight deter-

minations were constantly performed.

As the group of lines which betrayed

its existence stand alone, almost at the

extreme end of the ultra-violet spectrum,

I propose to name the newest of the ele-

ments monium, from the Greek term,

alone. Although caught by the search-

ing rays of the spectrum, monium offers

a direct contrast to the recently discov-

ered gaseous elements, by having a

strongly marked individuality ; but al-

though so young and wilful, it is willing

to enter into any number of chemical al-

liances.

Until my material is in a greater state

of purity I hesitate to commit myself to

figures; but I may say that the wave

lengths of the principal lines are 3,120

and 3,117. Other fainter lines are at

3,219, 3,064, and 3,060. The atomic

weight of the element, based on the as-

sumption of R aO , is not far from 118

—

greater than that accepted for yttrium,

and less than that for lanthanum.

I ought almost to apologize for adding

to the already too long list of elements

of the rare earth class—the asteroids of

the terrestrial family. But as the host

of celestial asteroids, unimportant indi-

vidually, become of high interest when
once the idea is grasped that they may
bs incompletely coagulated remains of

the original nebula, so do these elusive

and insignificant rare elements rise to

supreme importance when we regard

them in the light of component parts of

a dominant element, frozen in embryo,

and arrested in the act of coalescing

from the original protyle into one of the

ordinary and law-abiding family ' for

whom Newlands and Mendeleeff have

prepared pigeon-holes. The new ele-

ment has another claim to notice. Not
only is it new in itself, but to discover it

a new tool had to be forged for spectro-

scopic research.

Further details I will reserve for that

tribunal before whom every aspirant for

a place in the elemental hierarchy has to

substantiate his claim.

Atmospheric Discharges. Montel.

DEclairage Elec, July 30. Electrical

World, N. Y.—When lightning strikes

near a closed circuit the latter becomes
the seat of a temporary current, repre-

senting a certain amount of power ; in

the present article, which is of a theoret-

ical and highly mathematical character,

he discusses the power developed in that

close circuit ; this is based on the known
laws of discharge of condensers. He
concludes that if in the case of an atmos-

pheric discharge it is possible to meas-

ure two integral values of the square of

the current by the differential of the time

induced in each of two circuits, in one

of which the ratio of the resistance to the

co-efficient of self-induction is very small,

while in the other it is very large, it be-

comes possible to find out, by compari-

son of these two integrals, the nature of

the atmospheric discharge.

Discharge by X-rays. Sagnac. L £c-

lairage Elec, July 23. Electrical World,

N. Y.—An Academy note on the mech-

anism of the discharge by x-rays.
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EXPERIMENTS ON THK APPLICATION
OF THK ROENTGEN RAYS TO THK

STUDY OF ANATOMY.

BY ERNEST AMOKY CODMAN, M. D., BOSTON.

This paper is the report by the author

to the Committee on the Bullard Fel-

lowship of the Harvard Medical School,

May, i, 1897. After adverting to the

fact that in pathological conditions of

bone the x-ray can reveal what the dis-

secting-knife and frozen sections can

not, the author proceeds :

In looking at skiagraphs there are sev-

eral distortions and inaccuracies which

must be borne in mind. One essential

for a good skiagraph is an accurately fo-

cussed tube. The cathode rays are fo-

cussed by a concave aluminum electrode

on the center of a disc of platinum or

the anode. The point where the stream

of cathode rays strikes is the point from

which the x-rays are generated. That

this point should be as small as possible

is important, in order that no penumbra

should be formed.

We may consider, then, that the x-rays

proceed from practically a single point.

In looking at a skiagraph, we must con-

sider it as a complete whole, made up of

the shadows of the different parts of the

object. The size and shape of the shad-

ow of each part will depend upon the re-

lations of the distances between the

point of light, the part of the object, and

the plate. Thus the distance between

the light and the plate remaining the

same, the farther an object is from the

plate, the larger will be its shadow ; and

the farther an object, or part of an ob-

ject, from the base of a perpendicular

from the point of light to the plane of

the plate, the more will its shadow be

distorted, the distortion being due to

elongation in the direction of a line from

the base of the perpendicular through

the object.

When the object is at the same time

away from the plate and away from the

base of the perpendicular, both of these

distortions will take place. Further,

since each object or part of an object

contains only a certain amount of shad-

ow-casting material, the farther it is

from the plate, the greater will be the

size and the less the density of the shad-

ow.

An important corollary follows from this.

A picture of a less dense object may be

taken through a more dense, e.g., the

ear through the skull. This can be done

when the densities of the two objects are

not greatly contrasted ; but when one

object is so dense as to be practically

impenetrable to the rays, its shadow will

of course obliterate the shadows of any-

thing either in front of or behind it.

This is generally true of metallic objects.

Another source of inaccuracy of these

pictures is the fact that the rays, in pen-

etrating large objects, are more or less

diffused. This diffusion tends to blur

the outlines of the parts of the object at

a distance from the plate. It may also

assist in making more distinct the ob-

jects in direct contact with the plate; for

instance in the picture of the ear taken

through the skull, the diffused rays from

the other parts of the head may help to

take the picture of the ear, because they

blur all those parts of the plate which

are not protected by the ear, which

comes in close contact with the wrap-

per.

It will be seen from the foregoing that

in order to reduce these inaccuracies to

a minimum the distance from the plate

to the tube should be as great as possi-

ble, and that from the object to the plate

as short as possible. The distance, there-

fore, must be gauged by the intensity of

the rays and convenient time of expos-

ure. We must also remember that the

wider the object, or the deeper the ob-

ject, the greater must be the distance be-

tween the plate and the tube. For in-

stance, the skiagraph of a hand at 10

inches is very little distorted, while that
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of two hands side by side would be con-

siderably distorted, because the rays

would strike the outer fingers at more
acute angles.

A knee at 10 inches, though little wid-

er than a hand, would yet be considera-

bly distorted, for it is so thick that the

parts furthest from the plate would be

much enlarged ; the external condyle of

the femur (the knee being on the inner

side, for instance) would appear much
larger than the internal.

In order to reduce these distortions to

a minimum, the tube should be put as

far away as is possible with a convenient

time of exposure.

On the other hand, however, advan-

tage can be taken of this distortion in

taking a photograph of the patella. If the

plate is put to the posterior side of the

knee, the shadow of the patella will be

hardly, if at all, distinguishable. This

would be true also if the plate were on

the anterior side and the light far away,

for the shadow of the femur would be

dense enough to overshadow that of the

patella. If, however, the plate be on the

anterior side, and the tube very, near the

posterior, the shadow of the femur will

be broadened and diminished in den-

sity, so that the shadow of the patel-

la, which is but little magnified and as

dense as before, will be seen through it.

The use of the fluoroscope is a practi-

cal way of determining the intensity of

the rays. In determining the distance,

we must remember that the intensity of

the light varies inversely as the square

of the distance. In determining the

time, we can calculate that what we lose

by doubling the distance we gain by

multiplying the time of exposure by four.

THE STUDY OF THE MECHANISM OF THE

JOINTS.

This has been undertaken in two ways.

First, by skiagraphing the normal joints

in their forced extreme positions, ex-

treme flection, adduction, etc. Second-

ly, by watching the movements with the

Huoroscope. As the parts of the object

near the plate show best, it has been

necessary to take each position from both

sides.

One thing which will at once arrest

attention is the great distance that ap-

parently intervenes between the bones.

This is in part due to the fact that the

articular cartilages, being easily travers-

ed by the rays, do not cast a shadow.

The wrist-joint has proved most inter-

esting in this study, and the points

brought out will be found in the follow-

ing description :

For convenience, we may consider the

wrist-joint to be made up of four immo-

bile and two mobile elements.

[. Immobile (/. r., those made up of

single bones or of a group of bones, the

components of which can not change

relative positions |. These are :

1. Metacarpal of thumb.

2. Metacarpal of ring-finger.

3. Metacarpal of little finger.

4. Metacarpal of index and middle

finger with trapezium, trapezoid, os mag-

num, and unciform.

This last group are so firmly attached

to one another that they move as a whole,

practically as one bone. No doubt,

however, their ligamentous attachments

allow of more or less spring in strained

positions of the hand brought about by

external force.

II. Mobile (the components of which

change relative positions).

1. The intermediate row of carpal

bones composed of scaphoid, semilunar,

cuneiform, and pisiform.

2. Radius and ulna.

From skiagraphs it is found that the

carpus and metacarpus are, in any of the

extreme positions, in practically the same

relation to the radius, no matter what

the relation of the radius to the ulna,

whether pronation or supination. This

is due to the more or less flexible fibro-

cartilage, which in any position com-

pletes the cup of the radial joint. The
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question of mechanism, then, is further

simplified by leaving out the ulna, which

really does not enter into the construc-

tion of the joint except as a pivot. The

pisiform also does not enter the mechan-

ism, serving only as a sesamoid for the

ulnar tendons.

Proceeding to eliminate other access-

ory elements, we can disregard the met-

acarpals of the thumb, ring and index

fingers, each of which moves independ-

ently on the large fixed element compos-

ed of the os magnum, etc. The thumb

forms a typical saddle joint with the tra-

pezium, with the pommels of the saddle

so low that motion is allowed in a small

circle, either as rotation within the cir-

cumference or straight motions on any

of the radii. The metacarpal of the

ring-finger is allowed a slight antero-

posterior motion of a few degrees. That

of the little finger the same of slightly

greater extent, with possibly a degree of

adduction. This leaves us with :

I. The large compound fixed element

of os magnum, etc.

II. The radius with fibro-cartilage.

III. The intermediate element of sca-

phoid, semilunar, and cuneiform.

These constitute the real wrist joint.

New Radio-Active Substances. P.

and S. Curie. VEclairage Elec, August

6. The Electrical World, N. Y.—A reprint

of an Academy paper. They found that

certain minerals containing uranium and

thorium are very active in the emission

of Becquerel rays, the activity being

even greater than that of uranium or tho-

rium, and it was thought that this was

due to some other very active substance

included in these minerals, as, for in-

stance, pitch-blende, the protoxide of

uranium. They suggested this may be

a new element, and if its existence can

be confirmed the discovery of it was due

to its production of Becquerel rays.

THE X-RAY IN LAW.

BY HUGO WINTNER, U.S., L.L.B

A discussion of this topic must, to a

great degree, of necessity be speculative

in its nature ; for but few actual cases

have been passed upon by the courts, in

which the x-ray has been an element.

Naturally the question which propounds

itself first is whether an x-ray picture

may be introduced in evidence on the

trial of a case, as proof of the existence

of the condition by it shown. Thus in

an action for personal injuries, may the

x-ray picture of a fractured limb be

put in evidence to show the existence,

the nature and the extent of the fractures

ft is now the best opinion that it maybe

so introduced and that the jury may be

permitted to inspect it, provided always

that the condition to be shown by the

photograph is in issue or relative to the

issue at bar. Furthermore, a photo-

graph being from its nature secondary

evidence merely, as contradistinguished

from the best evidence, the proper foun-

dation for its reception as evidence must

first be laid by the party introducing it.

Thus the expert must first testify to the

reliability of the x-ray machine, its na-

ture and process, the degree of ex-

actness, etc. The reason that it is

at all of any legal value in the trial

of a case, is the fact that science and hu-

man experience have proven that the

machine is capable of giving an exact

reproduction, if properly and scientifi-

cally used. Hence the necessity of first

showing, and this carefully, that the ma-

chine and the working of it in the par-

ticular case at bar were all that was nec-

essary for its complete effectiveness.

The sufficiency of the proof first required

to verify the picture is a preliminary

question of fact for the judge presiding

at the trial, and is not open to excep-

tion.

The statutes of New York State provide
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(Sect. 873, C. C. P.) that in an action

for personal injury, the court, on the de-

fendant showing certain facts by affida-

vit, and applying therefor, may direct

the plaintiff to submit to a physical ex-

amination by one or more physicians or

surgeons to be designated by the court
;

and such examination shall be had and

made under such restrictions and direc-

tions as to the court shall seem proper.

Quaere I.—Granted the fact that the

x-ray machine has certain dangerous

qualities inherent in its workings, may
the court nevertheless order a plaintiff

to subject himself to its dangers?

II.—Suppose that upon subjecting

himself to the machine, if so desired by

the court, he were injured thereby ; has

he redress for his injuries, and to whom
could he look for such redress?

I.— It will be noted that the section

referred to gives the court power to make
such restrictions and directions as it may
deem proper. It will be seen, therefore,

that whether or not a plaintiff must sub-

mit himself to x-ray examination, is

discretionary with the court. It could

not well be argued that the plaintiff could

object to the use of a temperature ther-

mometer, for instance, or a stethoscope

in the hands of the examining physician.

Why then to the use of any other instru-

ment recognized by the medical and sci-

entific world and necessary to the exam-

iner in acquiring the information sought?

No case touching the subject has yet

been brought before the courts for adju-

dication ; hence one opinion is good un-

til another be ventured. It has, howev-

er, been decided that the section so far

as the ordering of a physical examination

is concerned is not violative of any Con-

stitutional inhibition.

II.— In case of injury to plaintiff by

use of the x-ray machine, he would have

redress. The judge ordering the exam-

ination would incur no liability. He acts

merely in a judicial capacity, in which

he is called upon to exercise his discre-

tion ; and he is not liable for error of

judgment, even though it be alleged that

he acted without due care and prudence

(Lange vs. Benedict, N. Y., 35). The
injured plaintiff 's remedy must be sought

against the
.
physician, under whose

charge the instrument was at the time of

the accident. Ayers vs. Russell et al.,

decided in N. Y. State in 1888, was an ac-

tion brought against two physicians for

damages arising out of plaintiff's confine-

ment in a mad house. The physicians,

acting pursuant to certain statutes of lu-

nacy then in force, had signed a certifi-

cate that the plaintiff was a lunatic. Gn
appeal from the order of the judge

committing him, which order was

based on such certificate, the plaintiff

was judicially declared compos men-

tis. The defendants sought to de-

fend on the ground that as they were

acting pursuant to statute, they were

judicial officers. The court, howev-

er, decided that their duty must be

measured by the trust reposed in them

by the statute, and by the consequences

flowing from its improper performance.

They assumed the duty by accepting the

trust. They were merely medical ex-

perts and not clothed with judicial im-

munity, and were chargeable with that

negligence which attaches to a profes-

sional expert who does not use the skill

and care which his profession per se im-

plies that he will bring to bear. Hence,

if it be charged and proved that the phy-

sician in charge of the machine did not

use proper care and prudence in hand-

ling it, he must respond in damages to

the one injured through such negligence.

—Journal of Electro Therapeutics.

Arc Between Aluminum Electrodes.

Lang. Wied. Ann., December; ab-

stracted briefly in L 'Eclairage Elec, July

30. Electrical World. He determined

the counter E. M. F. of the arc between

aluminum electrodes.
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SURfiKRY AND THK X-RAY.

In the concluded report of surgical

operations in the Private Surgical In

hrmary of Drs. C. S. and Samuel S.

Briggs, the following extracts are of in-

terest :

Case LXXVIII.— Tuberculosis of the

Great Trochanter. J. L. 5., set. 37, male,

Erin, Tenn., entered February 7. An-

kylosis of the right hip joint, the hip

very much swollen and numerous fistu-

lae, gave a history of traumatism. The

probe failed to touch necrosed bone.

The x-ray was used and radiographs

made, they showed marked hypertrophy

of the trochanter major and the neck.

Under A. C. E. two and a half ounces,

nausea and vomiting, an incision was

made over the trochanter, exposing it

well, and an opening was made with the

chisel into the bone, considerable dis-

ease was found and removed by curet-

ting. The sinuses were all laid open

and packed with gauze, and dressed dai-

ly. The patient was relieved entirely of

pain and tenderness and went home
greatly improved.

Case XCIII.

—

Amputation of Toes. F.

W. B., aet. 64, male, Nashville, entered

March 10. Obliterative endarteritis, be-

ginning senile gangrene. Under A. C.

two and a half ounces, amputation

of little toe was done. The wound was

partially closed, failure of healing. Re-

currence of mortification, amputation of

the leg at the point of election was re-

quired later, terminating fatally. X-ray

showed calcareous degeneration of the

tibial arteries.

Case XCVI.—Removal of Bullet. Mrs.

R., aet. 40, Nashville, entered March 15.

Was accidentally shot in the left calf,

difficulty was experienced in efforts to

locate the ball with the probe. With the

x-ray the bullet was clearly seen and its

location marked with silver nitrate, also

a radiograph was made. Guided by
these markings an incision was made

large enough to admit the fingers and

the ball, which was found wrapped in

cloth, accounting for the difficulty of lo-

cating with a probe, was removed. The

wound was lightly packed with gauze.

Case CXIX.

—

Laminectomy. R. A.

W., aet. 30, male, Hartsville, Tenn., en-

tered May 16. Paraplegia from a frac-

ture of the vertebrae, from an injury

which occurred two months previously.

The deformity had been reduced at the

time of injur\-, the paralysis had not pro-

gressed. Examination with the x-ray

showed some irregularity and thickening

about the nth and 12th dorsal, and 1st

lumbar vertebrae. Fecal and urinary in-

continence were not complete. Under

A. C. E., two ounces, vomiting, lami-

nectomv was done, an eight inch incis-

ion was made over the spinous process-

es, and the muscles were pushed off from

the vertebrae with a periosteal elevator,

exposing the laminae and spines, which

were removed with the ronuer forceps,

exposing the cords nicely, and removing

the pressure. The cord was in good

condition ; the canal was explored for

further pressure with a probe. The

muscles were closed over the cord with

buried catgut sutures, and the wound

closed over a drainage tube. The hem-

orrhage was slight. The wound dis-

charged freely for some time. Improve-

ment was slight at first but sensibility

gradually increased, and he was able to

return home July 15.

Case CXXU.—Mea'io-oilaleral Litho-

tomy. S. W. T. , cEt. 24, male, Winches

ter, Tenn., entered May 26. The symp-

toms of vesical calculus had existed for

some time, but repeated examinations

failed to disclose stone. In an examin-

ation a few days before the operation the

water was forcibly ejected along the

sides of the searcher, during which the

stone was drawn against the instrument.

The presence of stone was further dem-

onstrated by the cystoscope and the

x-ray. Under A. C. E., one ounce, no

V
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nausea, the calculus was removed by the

medio-bilateral method, a drainage tube
was inserted, and the wound was lightly

packed with gauze. Urine passed per
vias naturaeles on the sixth day, and the

wound healed rapidly.

Case CLX.

—

Coxitis. K. C. r set. 12,

F., Nashville, entered July 18. An ex-

treme case of hip joint disease. Exam-
ined with the x-ray to determine the ad-

visability of excision. Two radiographs

were made showing the absorption of the

head of the femur, but no sequestra

could be located.

—

Nashville Journal oj

Medicine and Surgery.

The Influence of the X-ray Method of

Diagnosis Upon the Treat-
ment of Fractures.

In remarking on the benefits which
this new method of diagnosis has con-

ferred upon the treatment of fractures,

Leonard {Therapeutic Gazette, March,

1898,) says: "It can not be expected

of any new method of diagnosis that it

will replace or at first even equal meth-

ods which have attained accuracy and
scientific precision by the study of gene-

rations of observers, and yet this new
method of diagnosis has already produ-

ced results which markedly affect the

treatment of certain forms of fractures."

The greatest value in the determina-

tion of the exact nature of injuries and

the point where danger is to be expect-

ed from exuberant callus, or the block-

ing of the joint by overlapping of the

fragments. In many instances fractures

that lie wholly within the capsule of the

joint, and thus escape detection, are dis-

tinctly shown and are rendered amena-

ble to treatment other than that for

"bad sprains."

"Many fractures which have been de-

scribed as rare have been shown by this

method to have been rarely detected,

while the exact determination of the

form of fracture and the recognition of

minute comminuted fragments have

rendered coaptation more precise and

the result of treatment more perfect."

One of the greatest influences of this

method upon the treatment of fractures

is the change it is bringing about in

prognosis. Antisepsis has robbed the

compound fracture of its gravity and the

skiagraph has shown that in many cases

the simple fracture is much more dan-

gerous and liable to be followed by great-

er deformity and loss of function, and

that its name is often a misnomer. The
author advocates the change suggested

by others of the terms open and closed

for simple and compound ; and advises

in many instances the treatment of sim-

ple fractures by open operation, claiming

that under aseptic precautions there is no

danger commensurate with the advanta-

ges gained.

Of the medico-legal value of the ski-

agraph he says: "There seems to be

no doubt chat the only ground for dama-

ges in suits for malpractice must be, as

formerly, based upon expert testimony

as to the amount of deformity and func-

tional disability of the patient.

There is, however, reasonable ground

for holding that unless a skiagraphic ex-

amination of the fracture has been made,

or at least suggested by the practitioner

and declined by the patient, it can not

hereafter be said that where functional

disability exists the practitioner has em-

ployed all reasonable and ordinary

means, to the best of his ability, in the

treatment of the fracture."

—

Nashville

Journal of Medicine and Surgery.

Dark Cathode Space. Wehnelt. Wied.

Ann. No. 7 ; abstracted briefly in Lond.

Eke. July 29. Electrical World, N. Y.

He investigated the nature of the dis-

charge in the dark cathode space, by

means of a coherer. The results go to

prove that the discharge through the

dark space has a disruptive character,

just as though this space was a dielec-

tric like paraffin oil.
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The Roentgen Rays in the Treatment of

Hypertrichosis.

Dr. Kduard Schiff and Dr. Leopold

Freund have recently published in the

Wiener Medizinische Wochensch, (Nos. 22-

24, 1898) a description of the removal of

superfluous hairs (hypertrichosis) by

means of tin- Roentgen rays. It appears

from the cases which they give in their

paper that hypertrichosis may be success-

fully relieved by this means. In order

to avoid the production of inflammation

they use a current which does not ex-

ceed a maximum of 2 amperes, the max-

imum tension being 11^ volts, and the

source of the light is placed at a distance

of 20 to 25 centimeters from the skin

which is to be subjected to the influence

of the rays, which are not allowed to act

for a longer period than ten minutes.

(When it is desirable to produce inflam-

mation for some therapeutic purpose 3^
amperes, 12^ volts, and a distance of

10 centimeters are employed.) The ap-

paratus which they used is supplied by

M. Kohl, in Chemnitz. Theyreport the

result of treatment in two lupus cases

and seven cases of epilation. In their

cases of epilation they obtained the best

therapeutic result after seventeen to

thirty sittings of short duration. In sev-

eral of their cases they noticed that from

one to two days before the hair fell out

the skin showed a brownish discolora-

tion, which disappeared in three to four

days after the hair fell out. In several

brunettes the hair became, before it fell

out, snow-white. They confirm the ob-

servation of Freund, and later of Foster

and others, that the effect of the rays is

cumulative. Schiff was the first to pub-

lish a case in which lupus seemed to be

cured by the x-rays, and the cases report-

ed by the authors seem to confirm the

result. In the parts treated, where there

were previously lupus nodules, there is

now small red depressed cicatrices under

the level of the skin. From the report

of Dr. Schiff and Dr. Freund it appears

to be established that hair may be loos-

ened and removed from the skin by the

influence of the x-rays, and they append

to their paper a footnote, in which they

state that Dr. Joseph Jutassy has, since

Freund's first publication, treated forty

cases of hypertrichosis by the x-rays,

and in some of them there had been no

regrowth of hair after a year.

A Photographer's Skin Disease.—
Dr. Leopold Freund has called attention

to an affection of the skin of the fingers

which in recent years he had observed

in photographers. In a well-marked

case the flexor surface of all the fingers

of both hands was the seat of a diffuse

dark blue-redness, which disappeared

under the pressure of the fingers. The
skin felt hard and thickened, and the

fingers looked larger than normal. The
appearance of the skin was as if the

hands were lacquered, and both hands

felt cold and dry to the touch. This

change extended as far as the wrists; the

backs of the hands were slightly affect-

ed. The nails and the secretion of sweat

were not affected. In the early stage of

this affection there is a feeling of numb-
ness and anasthesia ; later the fingers

become stiff and are the seat of a disa-

greeable feeling of tension. There is no

itching or pain. The cause of this pe-

culiar affection is believed to be metol,

a sulphate of metyl-para-amidophenol,

which is now largely used for developing

negatives. The condition is similar to

what has been described as local asphyx-

ia of the skin, and Dr. Freund emphasizes

the peculiar varnished-looking appear-

ance of the skin, which is produced by

contact with this substance. Recovery

takes place spontaneously in two or

three weeks, when the workmen abstain
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from touching metol, the cure being

hastened by the use of the ordinary oint-

ments and plasters employed for an in-

flammatory condition of the skin.

Roentgen Rays in the Soudan.—The
daily press says that for the recent cam-

paign two sets of Roentgen ray apparat-

us were provided. One of these, which

was to be taken up the Nile by Major

Battersby and be established at Abadi-

eh. Considerable difficulty, and the

greatest care had to be exercised to get

the apparatus to the hospital in good or-

der. At Korosko the temperature was

between 115 deg. and 120 deg. , but by

dint of keeping the covers of the appa-

ratus damp, it was got to its destination

in good order, and, to the great relief of

everybody concerned, was found to work

well. Major Battersby has the assist-

ance of Sergeant-Major Bruce, Royal

Army Medical Corps, who has made him-

self an expert in the manipulation of the

necessary complicated apparatus. This

will be the main depot for Roentgen ray

work, but Lieut. Huddleston, R.A. M.C.,

has taken a small outfit with 6-inch coil

to the front.

At the request of the Times, Mr. John
Le Couteur, the well-known expert, of

16, Brook Street, Grosvenor Square,

left on Monday for Egypt, with the

Roentgen ray apparatus, to meet Col.

Rhodes, who is on his way from the At-

bara to Cairo. Mr. Le Couteur will place

his services primarily at the disposal of

Col. Rhodes, and subsequently of oth-

ers if required.

Radiography and the Physiology of

the Heart.—M. Bouchard, at a recent

meeting of the Academy of Sciences, re-

ported some observations he had made
upon the thoracic organs by means of the

x-rays. Amongst other things he has

been enabled to assert the existence of a

marked dilatation of the auricles when
the intra-thoracic blood-pressure is rais-

ed during inspiration. This condition is

artificially brought about by endeavoring

to inspire with the glottis shut, and is

naturally brought about by the violent

inspirations during a paroxysm of whoop-
ing-cough. M. Bouchard has also dis-

covered that a clear horizontal space ex-

ists during forced inspiration between

the shadow of the heart and that of the

diaphragm, but during normal inspira-

tion there is no space visible. This phe-

nomenon, which is remarkable consider-

ing that the diaphragm and the pericar-

dium are attached to one another, is ex-

plained by M. Bouchard in the following

way. During the forced descent of the

diaphragm in a large inspiration the in-

ferior surface of the heart is in contact

with the diaphragm to a very limited ex-

tent. The pericardium tucks itself into

the space existing between itself and the

heart, forming in front and behind a gut-

ter into which in turn the pulmonary tis-

sue is packed, thus forming a layer of

tissue much more penetrable by the

x-rays, than those which make up the

heart and the diaphragm.

—

Lancet.

Condenser for Induction Coils. Du-

bois. Wied. Ann., No. 65, page 86; ab-

stracted, with some of the illustrations,

in Elck. Zeit., August 11.—He measured

the secondary current with an electro-

dynamometer, varying the resistance in

the secondary circuit and the capacity of

the condenser shutting the brake in the

primary. Three of the six curves are

reproduced in the abstract ; one of them

shows that a condenser of too great a ca-

pacity can reduce the current below the

value which it would have without a con-

denser : he also showed that a condenser

at the spark gap of a primary can in-

crease the current appreciably even

doubling it, but that the capacity of the

condenser is determined by the resist-

ance in the secondary circuit : with an

increase of this resistance the capacity

diminishes.
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THE VALUE OF THE X-RAY I IN MILI-

TARY PRACTICE.

Extract "From an Address. ' Recent Experiences in Mili-

tary Surgery After the Battle of Santiago," by Lieut.

Col. N. Senn, M. D., U. S. V., Chief of Operating Staff

With the Army in the Field.

The value of the probe as a diagnostic

instrument in locating bullets has in

modern military service been almost en-

tirely susperceded by dissection and the

employment of the x-ray. If from the

nature of the injury and the symptoms

presented the bullet is located in a part

of the body readily and safely accessible

to the knife, and it is deemed advisable

and expedient to remove it, this can oft-

en be done more expeditiously and with

a greater degree of certainty by enlarg-

ing the track made by the bullet than by

relying upon the probe in finding and on

the forceps in extracting the bullet. If,

as is often the case, the whereabouts of

the bullet is not known, its presence and

exact location can by the use of the x-ray

be determined without any pain or any

additional risks to the patient. All of the

bullets removed on board of the hospital

ship Relief were located in this manner.

Dr. Gray, an expert in skiagraphy, who
has charge of the scientific work of the

floating hospital, has been of the great-

est service to the surgeons in enabling

them to locate bullets and in guiding

them as to the advisability of undertak-

ing an operation for their removal. His

large collection of skiagraph pictures

will also furnish a flood of new light on

the effect of the small caliber bullet on

the different bones of the body. Dr.

Gray's work will constitute an essential

and enduring cornerstone of a much-

needed work on military surgery. The
skiagraph has enabled us to diagnosti-

cate the existence or absence of fractures

in a number of doubtful cases in which

we had to depend exclusively on this re-

source. In fractures in close proximity

to large joints the x-ray has been of the

greatest value in ascertaining whether

or not the fracture extended into the

joint. In one case of gunshot wound at

the base of the thigh, in which the bul-

let passed in the direction of the tro-

chanteric portion of the femur, opinions

were at variance concerning the extent

of the injury to the bone ; some of the

surgeons made a diagnosis of fracture,

while others contended that there was

no fracture, but believed that the bullet

had made a deep groove in the anterior

portion of the bone and had possibly

opened the capsule of the joint at the

same time. The x-ray picture clearly

demonstrated the absence of fracture and

the existence of a deep furrow with nu-

merous fragments on each side. The

x-ray apparatus also proved of the great-

est practical utility in showing the dis-

placement of fragments in gunshot frac-

tures of the long bones, and enabled the

surgeons to resort to timely measures to

prevent vicious union. The fluoroscope

has greatly added to the practical value

of skiagraphy. In the light of our re-

cent experience the x-ray has become an

indispensable diagnostic resource to the

military surgeon in active service, and

the suggestion that the chief surgeon of

every army corps should be supplied

with a portable apparatus and an expert

to use it must be considered a timely

and an urgent one.

X-rays. Smith. Lond. Elec. Eir^..

July 29. Electrical World, N.Y.—A short

article in which he claims that there is

some connection between the materials

used for the anodes and cathodes, and

the material which is to be examined by

means of the x-rays. Every element or

combination gives a certain definite ray

or tint ; whatever this tint or ray when
heated in the Bunsen burner, it will be

the same when given off in the x-ray-tube

:

the vapor ray given from flesh is yellow-

green, and the yellow-green ray from the

platinum must therefore pass through

the flesh, but not the bone ; if the ray
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should penetrate the bone the anodes

and cathodes should be made of com-
pressed phosphate of lime or a clean

piece of bone ; if it is desired to see

through steel the electrodes should be

steel, brass for brass, etc. (It appears

to be merely a suggestion, as no proofs

are given.)

Evidence That Roentgen Rays Are
Ordinary Light. Stoney. Phil. Mag.,

August. Electrical World, N. Y.—

A

short article supplying an omission in his

paper in the June number of that maga-

zine and giving the following summary
of the results arrived at in that paper :

"Roentgen rays consist of two distinct

undulations, which present themselves

in succession. They are an irregular

progression of independent pulses in the

first part of their course—from the tar-

get upon which the cathode rays impinge

up to the object which is being skio-

graphed. Beyond that object, between

it and the fluorescent screen, they are a

different undulation. For, as proved in

the June number of the magazine, the

radiation from the target is the same phys-

ical (and not merely kinematical) event

as the simultaneous advance over the

same ground of trains of waves, some of

long, others of short wave lengths.

Since the resolution into these trains of

waves is physical the trains advance in-

dependently of one another ; so that if,

by any contrivance, some of them can be

stopped, the rest will be unaffected and

will proceed. Now the flesh of the hu-

man hand is a contrivance of this kind
;

it is opaque to the wave lengths of all

visible light and of much ultra-violet

light, but allows waves that are below a

certain limit of shortness to pass through

it. Accordingly the trains of sufficiently

short wave lengths are the only physical

constituents of the first undulation which

can get past this obstacle ; and are what

produce, by their co-existence in the
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space beyond, that second part of the

Roentgen undulation which lies between

the object and the fluorescent screen."

Properties ok the Vapors From the
Carbon Arc. Merritt and Stewart. ETty.,

September 7. The Electrical World.

N. Y.—A brief abstract of an A. A. A.

S. paper. They found that the vapors

from an arc light behaved almost exactly

like gases which have been acted on by

x-rays, with respect to their power of

discharging an electrified body, the only

difference being that these gases retain

their discharging power longer. When
the vapors are drawn from the arc

through a tube and caused to pass be-

tween a charged body and one which is

grounded the former will gradually lose

its charge, but the discharging current

is not proportional to the voltage, as it

increases less rapidly than the latter and
approaches a limiting value. The dis-

charging property is greatly increased if

the vapor of water is introduced into the

arc. The phenomena observed may be

explained on the assumption that the air

is ionized by passing through the arc-
that is, the molecules of the air are to

some extent torn apart so as to form

positive and negative ions like in elec-

trolysis. It is thought that the experi-

ments probably have an important bear-

ing on the theory of conduction in the

electric arc.

Radiograph Tubes. Bonetti. VInd.
E/ec, August 12. Electrical World, N.

Y.—A very short Academy note. By
varying the state of the gas in the inte-

rior of the bulb he succeeded in obtain-

ing a lower resistance and thereby was
enabled to use tubes which had become
"hard" and were no longer of use. The
method he used was to maintain a pla-

tinum wire at a red heat inside of the

tube : the current was 2 to 3 amperes at

4 volts, and with this he obtained excel-

ent results.
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THE FALLACIES OF X-RAY PICTURES.

BY EDW'A K U A. TRACY, M. I).. BOSTON.

Roengen's marvelous work on the

properties of the x-rays (their nature is

as yet unknown) has already been pro-

ductive of much good in surgery and

medicine almost entirely in the field of

diagnosis. The application of his dis-

covery necessitates the rewriting of the

text-books on fractures and dislocations.

Facts, heretofore "smothered in sur-

mise'
-

are clearly set forth by the radio-

graphs. For example, no writer, of

which I am aware, on fractures, sus-

pected the frequency, with which frac-

ture of the ulnar styloid process accom-

panies Codes' fracture
;
yet this frequen-

cy has been demonstrated by radio-

graphs of Colles' fracture.

While much has been gained in accu-

racy of diagnosis by the aid of x-ray pic-

tures, there is one branch of practical

medicine where harm is threatened by

their emplovment. I refer to medical

jurisprudence. X-ray pictures have been

already admitted as evidence in some

courts. Their indiscriminate admission

will hurt the cause of justice—because

they can easily lead to fallacy or error.

Their use as evidence of injury, is only

safe when certain conditions have been

fulfilled, in their taking and presenta-

tion. I shall briefly indicate further on

what these conditions are.

In all x-ray pictures there is distor-

tion. The reason is x-rays emanate

from a point, and are not parallel. In-

terference with these rays follow the or-

dinary physical and mathematical laws

of rays emanating from a point. (Of

course it is understood that there is nei-

ther reflection nor refraction of the

x-ray. ) Thus the nearer to the source

is an obstruction to the rays, the larger

will be the resultant shadow or picture
;

the size of the shidow depends also up-

on the nearness of the object to the sur-

face upon which the shadow falls : the

further the surface from the object, the

larger tin- shadow. If we had for a

source of x-rays a surface as large as the

object to be pictured, there would be no

distortion, for the x-rays would be par-

allel. X-ray pictures in that case would

•be easy of comprehension and never

misleading. To read correctly the les-

son of an x-ray picture, the obliqueness

of x-rays must be kept in mind, and men-

tal correction made for the dispropor

tion and distortion caused by this ob-

liqueness.

—

-Journal of Electro- Therapeu-

tics.

Distortion of the picture, in fluoro-

scopic examinations, caused by diver-

gence of the x-rays can be easily cor-

rected with mathematical certainty by

the Dennis fluorometer.— En.

Removal of a Bullet From the Bodv
of the Axis After Its Localization by

Skiagraphy.— In the Intercolonial Medi-

calJournal of Australasia, Dr. E. Bird

has published a case of this novel ope-

ration, which certainly could never have

been carried out without the aid of skia-

graphy. The operation was performed

more than three months after the injury,

at the earnest solicitation of the patient,

who suffered a good deal from deep cer-

vical pains on the left side and stiffness

of the neck. A three inch incision was

made along the posterior border of the

sternomastoid muscle in order to gain

access to the lateral aspect of the second

and third cervical vertebra. The dissec-

tion was continued until the descending

fibers of the first bundle of the levator

anguli scapula were well defined in their

upper two inches. The great vessels

and nerves were held forward and search

made for the bullet. It could be neither

seen nor felt, but the transverse process

of the axis was in advance of the next.

On holding the pharynx forward the

dark bullet was seen buried in the body

of the axis. Bone had to be snipped

away before it could be extracted ; re-
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covery followed. —Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association.

Western Surgical atid Gynecological As-
sociation.

The eighth annual meeting of the

Western Surgical and Gynecological As-

sociation will be held at Omaha Decem-
ber 28 and 29, 1898. Titles of papers
from some of the leading surgeons of the

west are already in the hands of the sec-

retary and the coming meeting promises

to be the most interesting yet held. The
local committee of arrangements at

Omaha is actively preparing for the en-

tertainment and comfort of those who
attend. Surgeons and gynecologists,

and those interested in the progress of

these specialties, are cordially invited

to affiliate themselves with us. The sec-

retary will be glad to send application

blanks. Titles of papers should be sent

to the secretary as soon as possible, but

not later than November 20, to insure a

place on the program.

Geo. H. Simmons, Secretary,

Lincoln, Neb.

D. S. Fairchii.d, President,

Clinton, la.

Colored Photographs by Actino

Electricity. Delvalez. V Eclairagc

Elcc, August 13. The Electrical World.

—A short Academy note describing the

following process : If a plate of brass

forming a parasitic electrode is immers-

ed in a mixture of the acetate of copper

and lead and a current be passed through

the liquid colored images will be pro-

duced, due to the deposition of the per-

oxide of lead; if different points of a

plate of brass are unequally illuminated,

local currents will circulate in the liquid,

the circuits of which are closed through

the plate ; these currents produce elec-

trolysis—that is, will deposit peroxide of

lead at certain parts and those points

which are equally illuminated will have

identical colors; the colors vary with

the amount of illumination. Experi-

ments verified this deduction. The de-

posits observed were not caused by dif-

ferences of temperature.

Lupus Treated With the Roentgen
Ray and Hot Air. E. Schiff reports

two children with lupus completely

cured to date by the application of the

Roentgen ray, and Lang has also had

similar success with the Hollander ap-

paratus, a coiled metal tube connected

with a Bunsen burner, from which a

stream of hot air at a temperature of

228 degrees C. at a meter's distance was
directed upon the patches. The scab

and blister formed were only superficial,

and the resulting cicatrization proved

much smoother and more esthetic than

after any other process.

—

Munch. Med.

Woch.

Cathode Rays. Merritt. EFty.
t Sep-

tember 7. The Electric World., N. Y.

—

A brief abstract of an A. A. A. S. pa-

per on the magnetic deflection of dif-

fusely reflected cathode rays. He meas-

ured the deflection of the so-called para-

cathodic rays in a given magnetic field

and compared it with the magnetic de-

flection of the direct cathode rays in the

same tube, but could detect no differ-

ence in the behavior of these two sets of

rays. He is therefore of the opinion

that the para-cathodic rays are really the

same as cathode rays, and result from

diffuse reflection.

Radiographs of Encapsulated Tri-

china.—Radiographs of encapsulated

trichina in the muscle of a cadaver have

been secured at Wurzburg, the birth-

place of the Roentgen ray.

Cathode Rays. Villard. HEclair-

age Elec, August 6. The Electrical

World.—A reprint of an Academy paper

on the emission and propagation of these

rays.
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INDIVIDUAL IDENTIFICATION SHOWN
BY THE X-RAYS.

BY DOCTOR FOVEA U DE COUKMELLES,
Laureate of the Academy of Medicine; Vice-President of

the Society of Hygiene of France, etc.

Translated from the French by L. S. Newman, M. D.,

. St Louis. Mo., for The AMERICAN X-Rav Journal.

The tlifferences in transparency, even

in opaque bodies, made apparent by the

use of the Roentgen rays permit us to

note important and useful differences of

appearance as well as certain points of

resemblance, thus allowing us to make
certain standards for comparison. For

the same Crookes' tube operating under

similar conditions at two different times

there will be differences in intensity,

which it will not do to interpret as real

in the examination of objects submitted

to the radiations.

But, with these exceptions, it has been

demonstrated that the capacities of dif-

ferent subjects vary greatly according to

the age and structure of their osseous

systems.

These are very important elements

from a medico legal standpoint. The
age of the subject notably showing the

tissues in process of formation is easily

differentiated in the first twenty years of

life, as the bones are not yet completely

formed and present solutions of continu-

ity allowing of an easy diagnosis. We
can thus draw average standards by tak-

ing them from series of radiographic pic-

tures taken at different ages.

The bearing of the application of the

x-rays in estimating the gravity, the im-

portance and the prognosis in fractures

is also very great.

Eighteen months ago I was given an

opportunity to examine a roofer, who,
during the course of his labors had sus-

tained injury. It was at this time that

Roentgen's discovery was first made use
of in the courts of France. The fibula

had been broken and the fracture had

been well reduced, but the .subject com-
plained of pain and weakness in walking,

which, he claimed, prevented him from

climbing upon roofs and carrying the

materials used in his business.

If he was examined he cried out with

pain, but if his attention was detracted,

it was easy to make out a well formed
callus and the patient said nothing. For
this reason he was thought to be simu-

lating. We submitted him to the x-rays

and were then able to judge of the im-

portance, to him, of the fracture, which
undoubtedly constituted a partial disa-

bility on account of the character of the

patient's occupation, in which the slight-

est mis-step might reproduce the frac-

ture. The medico-legal importance of

this fact from the particular point of

view for which I was consulted naturally

leads to a process of research in connec-

tion with the identification of individu-

als.

Knowing of the existence of a fracture

in a person, who has been burned or

mutilated beyond recognition, we can
hope to identify him by the x-ray and
conclude therefrom that a member found
really belongs to the person supposed to

have disappeared.

In the accident of the Bazar de la

Charite, of May 4, 1897, at Paris, it

would have been possible in certain

doubtful cases to utilize this method,
and deduct from certain callus forma-

tions then mapped out, the identity of

the missing party, understanding of

course that we know of the existence of

certain bony lesions, even though as old

as ten years.

In the case of criminals it might be
possible to connect the complete skele-

tal description of the parties under ar-

rest to the anthropometric examination;

although it is true that it would be long

and expensive and for this reason its ap-

plication is not likely to occur soon.

Certain congenital luxations, visible it
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is true by the immobility and loss of

function, might be examined in this way

with a view towards making a prognosis.

During the maneuvers of obstetric op-

erations the traction practiced might

cause a scapulo-humeral or a coraco-

clavicular disarticulation, which is diffi-

cult to map out and for which the sur-

geon would require radiography and

thus easily and immediately show the

lesions.

Acute Inflammation ok the Pros-

tate Gland.— The Journal of the Amer-

ican Medical Association, for August

20th, contains a report on inflammation

of the prostate gland, which was pre-

sented to the Section on Surgery and

Anatomy at the Forty-ninth Annual

Meeting of the American Medical Asso-

ciation, held at Denver, Colo
, June

7-10, 1898, by Liston Homer Mont-

gomery, M. D. , of Chicago, 111. His plan

of treatment in acute inflammation of

the prostate gland is to wash out the

abscess cavity with hydrogen peroxide,

give copious hot water enema and hot

hip baths frequently, avoid morphine

internally and advise care lest the patient

strain at stool or during micturition.

On the theory that toxins are retained in

the circulation and within the gland,

and to prevent degeneration in the

gland substance, he administers triticum

repens or fluid extract tritipalm freely,

combined with gum arabic or flaxseed

infusion. Along with these remedies

the mineral waters, particularly vichy

with citrate of potash, go well together.

Hydrate of chloral or this salt combined

with antikamnia are the very best

anodyne remedies to control pain and

spasms of the neck of the bladder.

These pharmacologic or medicinal reme-

dies are the most logical to use in his

judgment, while externally, applications

of an inunction of 10 or 20 per cent

iodoform, lanoline, as well as of mer-

cury, are also of value.

CURIOUS REVERSED ACTION IN A
TUBE.

BY ERNEST PAYNE.

While experimenting with a tube a

month or two ago, I noticed a curious

effect, as if the action of the tube were

in some way reversed, the current re-

maining in the same direction. I had

connected a sheet of tin foil (mounted
on a glass plate) to the cathode termi-

nal, to see whether it would have any

effect on the action of the tube by re-

tarding, as it were, the arrival of the

charge on the cathode side, and having

an effect analagous to a condenser.

When first started, the light and shade

in the tube were reversed, x-rays were

giv.en off behind the cathode and from

the back of the anode, causing the usual

green fluorescence ; the part usually il-

luminated remained dark, and no rays

could be detected by the screen. The
rays from the back of the anode were

strong, and the bones of the hand were

visible on the screen, while those from

the back of the cathode were much fee-

bler, although strong enough to show

fluorescence two feet away and a shad-

ow of the hand, but not to distinguish

the bones.

The tube ran like this for about half a

minute, and then suddenly reversed to its

normal mode of action. I again tried it,

without the sheet of tin foil, and the

same reversed effect was produced ; but

it only lasted a few seconds, and then

ran in the usual way.

I could not account in any way for

this action, as the tube had been work-

ing the day before in the usual manner.

The anode of the tube was composed of

a disc of aluminum, with a thin plate of

platinum attached to it, and with the

usual form of cathode. The effect

seems to show the very unstable con-

dition of things prevailing in a tube

when in action.

—

Archives of The Roent-

gen Rays.
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Radiography in Coxalgia, Especial-

ly in Its Beginning. Congress of Sci-

ence of Nantes, August 4 to 12, 1898.

M. Redard.—Radiography renders valu-

able service in the study of alterations of

the articulation of the hip, which are ac-

cessible with difficulty to clinical explo-

ration because of their depth, and the

thick muscular masses that cover them.

It is particularly at the beginning of cox-

algia that this method of investigation

permits certain diagnosis, and, inversely

to establish the fact of the integrity of

the joint in false coxalgia. As respects

treatment, radiography furnishes also

valuable indications, by making it possi-

ble to recognize the exact seat of articu-

lar or osseous lesions, to determine dis-

placements, deformities of the femoral

head and the pelvis, the presence of se-

questra or of purulent collections and

periarticular modifications and changes.

—The Medical Times, N. Y.

Dr. Wm. M. Gray, the microscopist

of the Medical Museum at Washington,

was detailed by that institution for sur-

gical work in the war, with special ref-

erence to the diagnosis of gunshot

wounds by the Roentgen rays. In giv-

ing the results of his observations Dr.

Gray says :

"One thing this war has taught is that

the probe in all its forms has gone out of

use. No more searching blindly in a

man s body for the bullet ; no more dan-

ger of blood poisoning from the intro-

duction into the wound of instruments

of search. The fluoroscope tells us in-

stantly where the projectile has imbed-

ded itself, and we have only to cut it out

as if it were there before our eyes. The
ingenious electric probe and all similar

devices have seen their day. In all fu-

ture battles experts in skiagraph}- will be

attached of necessity to the Medical

Corps, and the work of the surgeons will

be materially assisted by their precise

indications. We took out bullets by the

pint on board the Relief, and almost

without exception they were located by

the x-rays.

"It is all done in a few moments ; five

seconds for a wound in the hand, thirty-

seconds for one in the foot, and not over

ten or fifteen minutes for a wound
through the thick pelvis. The patient

is stretched out on a table, the x-ray

bulb adjusted over the wound, the plate-

put under the limb or part where the

wound is, and the thing is done. The
plates are developed almost instantly.

In many cases we save hours of vain

searching ; not infrequently we save the

soldier's life.

"

Air Under Powerful Ei-ectric

Stress. Trowbridge. Phil. Mag., August.

Electrical World, N. Y.—A short article

on the behavior of air and rarefied gases

under powerful electric stress. He
lately increased the number of his con-

densers to 120. thus obtaining an E. M.
F. of 3,000,000 volts. The initial re-

sistance of air under these circumstances

is greatly reduced, and the curve repre-

senting the relation between spark length

and voltage departs from a straight line

beyond 1,200,000 volts, approaching the

axis expressing the voltage; thus the ex-

treme length of spark in air with 3,000,-

000 volts is 6. 5 feet, whereas it should

be 10 feet if the proportionality between

spark length and voltage had been main-

tained. This departure from propor-

tionality is due to the increased conduct-

ing power of air; a powerful brush dis-

charge passes to the floor and walls;

portions of the discharge are shunted

through the surrounding air; with still

higher voltages it is probable that the

resistance of air would be of the order of

metals. The initial resistance also of

highly rarefied media diminishes in a

similar way; thus a Crookes tube which

resisted the passage of an 8-inch spark-

is brilliantly lighted by 3,000,000 volts;

one discharge lasting a millionth of a
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second is sufficient to obtain a photo-

graph of the bones of the hand. The
electrostatic field in the neighborhood of

the apparatus is extremely powerful;

long sparks can be drawn from neigh-

boring metallic masses. The behavior

of air and rarefied gases with powerful

electric stress is analogous to that of

elastic bodies under mechanical stresses;

the initial resistance of air steadily di-

minishes with powerful electric stresses,

and under disruptive discharges sinks to

2 or 3 ohms: this leads to a rapid change

of potential producing the electro-mag-

netic impulses, which we have reason to

believe, are the source of the x-rays.

Radiograph Showing an Osteitic

Area. Medical Revieiv of Revieius.—Dr.

Myers exhibited a radiograph which

showed an area of diminished density

within the head of the radius and in-

creased density about it. A sclerosing

osteitis probably surrounded the site of

a caseous focus which had been curetted.

After many trials this was the first suc-

cess he had made in locating a diseased

area by the x-ray.

Radiography in Dental Surgery has

been much improved by the use of the

radio condenser {/our. of the Am. Med.

Ass., xxx, 988) and "metallic rubber."

Some interesting radiographs were re-

cently presented at the Paris Acad, de

Med., among them some that showed

the fully-developed canines buried deep

in the palatine arch, with no possibil-

ity of eruption.

Instructive Exhibits.

• 'One of the chief attractions at the an-

nual gatherings of The American Medi-

cal Association is always the exhibition

hall, where the principal drug, instru-

ment and food products of the world, the

results of years of experimental research

and labor, are placed in view."

"Among the many attractive exhibits

at this year's Denver meeting, that of

Imperial Granum, recognized by many

leading physicians as the standard

among prepared foods, occupied a prom-
inent space and the representative in

charge was kept busy explaining to the

visiting physicians the superiority of this

preparation. Handsome sample boxes

of the Food, and copies of The Imperial

Granum Co.'s valuable clinical record,

were presented to each physician in at-

tendance. "— From TheJournal of The

American Medical Association, Chicago.

Rheumatism.

There are many cases of rheumatism

in its various forms, which otherwise

prove most obstinate and unyielding,

but which can be corrected speedily and

thoroughly by the use of Tongaline

Liquid or Tongaline Tablets or Tonga-
line and Lithia Tablets or Tongaline

and Quinine Tablets, as the conditions

may indicate, all to be taken at short

intervals and washed down with plenty

of hot water, as hot as the patient can

bear it.

This treatment may be supplemented

by the local application of Tongaline

Liquid ; or what is a very important fact

the disturbing effects of internal medica-

tion upon an irritable stomach and sen-

sitive nerves can be entirely avoided by

the external use of Tongaline Liquid

alone.

The affected parts should be sponged

first with hot water, then with Tongaline

Liquid, and cloths saturated with the

remedy held in apposition by oiled silk

bandages, applying heat by a hot water

bag or other convenient method to facil-

itate absorption. Tongaline Liquid, in

like manner, may be given externally by

the aid of electricity.

For Acute Cystitis.—Bromide of

Potash oz. l/>; fid. ext. gelsemin. gtt. 10;

fld. ext. hyoscyam. dr. 2; lithiated hy-

drangea ( Lambert), q. s. ad oz. 4. Mix.

A dessert spoonful every four hours.

Milk and flax seed tea as drinks.— Kan-

sas Medical Index.
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ROENTGEN RAY BURNS.

BY ELIHL' THOMSON.

So much difference of opinion has

been manifested by various writers who
have considered the now rare injuries

produced in x-ray experimentation, that

it seems desirable that a clear expression

of the writer's experience and opinion on

this subject should be made. This is

particularly the case since, in a number
of cases, opinions and conclusions have

been attributed to him which are not in

his judgment, tenable in view of the

facts.

Many writers have put forward with

much emphasis the statement that the

so-called x-ray burns are not produced

by rays from the tube, but by electro-

static discharges to the skin surfaces ow-

ing to too close proximity to the tube in

working. Others have said that ozone

given off near the tube is to blame,

&c, &e.

Various preventatives and remedial

agents have been recommended, gener-

ally based on the idea that radiation of

the nature of the x-ray was not the cause

of the injur)-.

The writer's further experiments tend

to confirm him in the opinion which he

expressed when his first experiments

were published, namely : That the burns

arc produced chiefly by those rays of the

x-ray order which are most readily absorb-

ed by the flesh. Such rays are sent out

in large amount when the vacuum in the

tube is too low or when the tube is

"soft", to use Prof. Roentgen's recent

designation. A ' hard" tube or one with

a high vacuum and requiring a high po-

tential to work it will give rays that pass

freely through flesh, and not being ab-

sorbed by the skin, can not of course do

injur)'.

It is now quite well known that a gra-

dation of quality, particularly as to pen-

etrating power, is possessed by x-rays
;

that every tube in action evolves rays of

low and high penetrating powers in va-

rving amount according to the degree of

vacuum and other conditions. This

means that rays readily absorbed and
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those not so readily absorbed come to-

gether from the same tube.

To avoid any risk of x-ray burns even

with prolonged exposures we must work

the tube at such a high vacuum as to

give rise almost entirely to rays of great

penetrating power, or non-absorbability

.

or we may interpose between the tube

and skin surface a screen which will cut

off the more injurious rays by absorbing

them.

However, with such tubes as are now
in wje and with the relatively brief ex-

posures needed, the danger of causing

injury is indeed practically of no impor-

tance. There is in fact no danger ex-

cept in exposures at quite short range

and lasting for an hour or more The
idea that the trouble is due to electro-

static discharges was effectually dispos-

ed of by the writer nearly two years ago,

when after having made an experiment

with the little finger of the left hand

with quite severe results, he repeated

the experiment with modifications upon

the adjoining finger. This was protect-

ed by sheet lead which had a window
cut in it so as to limit the effect of pos-

sible burns to a small elongated spot.

This window in the sheet lead was di-

vided by a strip of tin-foil lying close to

the finger and in one of the divisions, so

made the finger was covered by a double

layer of aluminum foil the other divis-

ion being left bare. An exposure for a

short time to the rays of a special tube

constructed so as to enable quite close

approximation to the platinum anode

target was followed in about ten days by

two small burns, one on the part wh ;ch

had been under the aluminum foil and

the other on the bare spot. It is incon-

ceivable that any electro-static effect

could have acted through the aluminum

alone more than through the tin-foil, or

more than through the sheet lead, as all

three of these metal layers were in elec-

trical contact and subjected to the same

conditions. Electro-static effect, or

electro-discharges were plainly ruled

out. These results were widely pub-

lished and should have settled the ques-

tion of ozone, chemical effects, electro-

static discharges, &c, but from the per-

sistency with which some writers attempt

to clear x-rays of all kinds from all blame

by assuming causes instead of experi-

menting to find the true cause we have

been led to reiterate with emphasis the

conclusion that certain kinds of x-ray

radiation do cause burns if the exposure

has been sufficient

Equal persistency is sometimes dis-

played in giving publicity to the state-

ment that tubes worked by static or in-

fluence machines can not cause burns,

while the fact is that a very severe burn

was produced in only twenty minutes

upon the writer's little finger, by a tube

excited only by a static machine but

which was of a power in watts of energy

comparable with that of a small induc-

tion coil. This was more than two years

ago, and the present peculiar livid scar

still attests the severity as well as the

peculiarity of the injury suffered. To
meet the issue squarely and face the real

facts will advance the science and give

less cause for regrets, for in this case as

always, "forewarned is forearmed".

The writer more than a year and a half

ago exposed a healthy active mouse to the

rays of a powerful tube for an hour.

Between the mouse and the tube was a

stout iron wire netting of about inch

mesh. This would only stop a small

fraction of the rays but would screen the

electro-static effects of brush discharges,

particularly as the mouse was enclosed

in a box covered by the netting. During

the exposure the mouse did not seem to

suffer discomfort. A few hours after the

exposure it seemed to mope, failed to eat

or drink and died during the second day.

This experiment is of course not conclu-

sive, as other causes may have interven-
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ed to cause death ;
but the result at least

raises a presumption of injury by certain

of the rays such as would be absorbed in

passing through the body of the mouse.

When the rays from a very powet fully

excited tube of medium degree of vac-

uum are passed through sheet iron the

thickness of which may be increased

gradually by adding sheets, it is found

that while the addition of sheet after

sheet rapidly cuts down the effect of the

rays reaching the fluorescent screen back

of the layers, there remains a certain

proportion of ravs which pass through

quite a number of sheets. These are

the more penetrating rays. By allow-

ing the vacuum to rise and forcing up

the potential so as to keep the tube in

work the proportion of rays which get

through without absorption is seen to in-

crease greatly. The increase is all the

greater no doubt because the highly

penetrating rays in passing the fluores-

cent screen give lit tie fluorescence ow-

ing to their not being absorbed by the

substance of the screen. They give lit-

tle photographic effect, and for the same

reason. This leads to a curious specu-

lation as to the possibility of obtain ng

rays of such high penetrating . power as

actually to pass a fluorescent screen

without causing fluorescence or a photo-

graphic film without acting upon it.

The action on the plate and the fluores-

cence of the screen are due to energy

absorbed and converted into chemical

action in the one case or light in the oth-

er, and if non absorption be a character-

istic of am order of ravs evolved, their

presence would be undiscoverable. un-

less perhaps the> retained the property

of causing the air to discharge electri-

fied bodies, called ionization.

The injuries to the skin are in like

manner due to energy abforbed and
those rays which pass through the flesh

freely are doubtless incapable of doing

any injury.

Lysn. M*>s

ROKINT<iK!> HAY DERMATITIS.

BY CHARLES LESTER LEONARD, A, M . . M. !>-,

OK PHILADELPHIA.

Assistant Instructor in Clinical Surgery and Instructor

in Skiagraphy ill the University of Pennsylvania; Skia-

Krapher to the Uni. Hospital; Associate of the Pepper

Laboratory of Clinical Medicine, etc.

In accounting for the inflammatory

reaction and devitalization of tissue that

follows long exposures to the Roentgen

rays we must first eliminate all causes

that experience has shown are capable

of producing like results under different

circumstances.

It is an accepted axiom of surgery that

in making a differential diagnosis, all

known agents shall be excluded before

we can logically base an explanation of

a new phenomenon upon the hypotheti-

cal action of an unknown agent. We
must exclude all facts before dealing

with hypothesis.

That electricity is capable of devital-

izing and destroying tissue is well known.

It must be first proved that the Roent-

gen ray dermatitis is not the result of

this devitalizing action, before we have

the right to attribute it to an unknown

action of the Roentgen rays.

It is a physical fact that high poten-

tial currents produce static fields of elec-

tricity around their paths. Geissler

tubes when introduced into these fields

without any direct connection light up,

giving visible evidence of the presence

of electric currents, strong enough to af-

fect the nutrition of any part exposed to

their influence.

The physiological study of the action

of electric currents shows that at first

they stimulate nutrition, but if employed

for too long a period or in too great

strength, they devitalize and destroy the

tissues upon which the}' act. High po-

tential currents have a more marked ef-

fect on tissue than anv other form of

electricity and are capable of doing more

injury.

The various pathological studies that

have been made of the tissues upon
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which the Roentgen ray has acted, show
that the dermatitis produced has noth-

ing in common with the ordinary burn,

but that it is a devitalization of tissue

which is followed by disintegration and

destruction. The long period that elaps-

es before the effects are shown and the

Jonger period that follows before these

injuries are healed is strong clinical evi-

dence that it has been a devitali/.ing

agent that has interfered with nutrition

and produced the pathological changes.

Whether the Roentgen rays do or do
not possess therapeutic properties is still

an undecided question ; much has been

claimed, nothing has been proved. No
one has yet produced results that are in-

disputably the effect of these unknown
rays ; and until it has been proved that

this therapeutic influence is not due to

electrical stimulation, and the destruc-

tion to its devitalizing action, it ought

not to be attributed to the x-rays.

Kummel, of Hamburg, {cent.fur chirur-

gic) showed before the German Surgical

Congress the brilliant results which he

has obtained in the treatment of lupus or

tuberculosis of the skin by exposures to

the Roentgen rays. The results are

marvelous and show a study of the phe-

nomena attending the Roentgen ray dis-

charge.

If, however, the paper be critically

studied we find that all the therapeutic

action may be more reasonably attribu-

ted to the action of the static currents in

the field that surrounds the x-ray tube.

Moreover, the whole paper is a series of

arguments in support of the therapeutic

action of these currents. His best re-

sults were obtained by short frequently

repeated exposures that never resulted

in an active dermatitis. That is, stim-

ulation without devitalization was desir-

ed. When any severe symptoms devel-

oped the treatment was discontinued un-

til they had entirely subsided. It was

noted that when the patient was seated

on an insulating stage the effects were

more marked and excessive, while long

electric sparks could be drawn from all

parts of the patient's body.

We thus see that his best results are

obtained from the stimulant action of

mild currents. That severe effects and

devitalization are to be avoided, and that

the danger of producing them is increas-

ed, and the effect of the exposure exag-

gerated, by placing the patient on an in-

sulated platform so that the electrical ef-

fect is augmented.

It is difficult to understand how the

action of the electrical currents so care-

fully observed could have been over-

looked in determining the agent which

had produced such valuable therapeutic

results.

In discussing the therapeutic action of

the Roentgen rays, Edward Schiff and

Leopold Freund, of Vienna, state that

the intensity of the therapeutic action is

dependent upon the volume of x-ray dis-

charge and the intensity and length of

its application.

They found that the most energetic

action was exerted by a tube of moder-

ately low vacuum energized by a spark

of high electro-motive force and am-

perage, 3^ amp. i2?/( volts at a dis-

tance of about four and one-half inches

and with a long exposure. The best

therapeutic effects were produced by

short, frequently repeated exposures at a

greater distance from the jjatient and

while the tube was energized by a cur-

rent of less voltage and lower amperage,

n*^ volts and 2 amperes.

In spite of the increased severity of

the action produced by the higher am-

perage current the authors can see but

one explanation of the therapeutic prop-

erties developed, and believe they are

due to the action of an unknown prop-

erty of the Roentgen Rays.

What is the reason for the excessive

action which they found in a tube of low

vacuum, closely approximated to the pa-

tient and energized by a current of high
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amperage*? It is that the higher am-

prrage current, which the lower resist-

ance of such a vacuum permits to pass

through the secondary circuit, produces

a more intense static field around the

tube, while its proximity to the patient

produces a more intense action on the

tissues, which is again increased hy a

lengthened exposure.

The conditions under which their best

therapeutic effe cts were produced coin-

cide perfectly with this explanation, for

they were produced hy frequently re-

peated, stimulating exposures while the

tuhe was energized by a current of low -

er amperage and voltage, and was at

such a distance that the devitalizing ac-

tion of the static field could not he ex-

erted.

If it is the Roentgen ray per se that

exerts this therapeutic and destructive

action, why is it that they find a .high

vacuum tube, which we know produces

the most intense fluorescent effects and

has the greatest penetration or Roent-

gen value, has the least therapeutic

value?

The reason is perfectly clear if we
give the static electric field the credit

for these therapeutic properties. The
resistance of the high vacuum tube is

too great to permit the flow of a high

amperage current through the second-

ary, and it thus prevents the formation

of an intense static induction field about

the tube.

All these confirmations cf the electri-

cal causation of the Roentgen ray der-

matitis and the therapeutic properties

that have been attributed to it, coincide

with my own experimentation and expe-

rience. So long as the secondary spark

employed to energize the x-ray tube was
low in amperage no dermatitis was

caused. These deleterious effects were

not produced until after my coil was re-

wound so that it gave a secondary cur-

rent of high amperage, which had been

found essential to the detection of all

forms of renal calculi.

Since the first few cases were acci-

dentally produced, the employment of

an aluminum screen attached to a

grounding wire, has prevented further

injury. By the interposition of such a

screen between the patient and the tube

the static charge of electricity is collect-

ed in it and conducted to earth, while as

it is penetrable by the Roentgen rays the

fluoroscopic or skiagraphies efficiency is

not altered.

The acknowledged protecting power

of these screens, is of ^itself strong evi-

dence that the agent that is at work and is

eliminated by their use, i.e. the static elec-

tric current, is the cause of the derma-

titis and the source of therapeutic action.

The deductions previously reported

from my own experiments and cases are

additional proofs of the correctness of

these views. In two cases where it

was desired to produce a therapeutic ef-

fect the action of the screen was sharply

illustrated. When it was employed and

the static currents were conducted to

earth no 'burn' was produced. On the

other hand when it was omitted the stat-

ic charge collected in the patient and a

deep necrosis was the result of the devi-

talization of the tissues. All the other

conditions were identical and the fluoro-

scopic and skiagraphic quality of the

rays was not impaired.

The Roentgen ray dermatitis is very

painful in some of its degrees and heals

with difficulty. The slight forms are

affected by applications of dilute lead

water. Lie/nor plumbi subacitas dilutus.

Among the various remedies that have

exerted some influence in the severer

forms are zinc oxide, ichthyol and boric

acid ointments with ten per cent of lan-

oline. The pain of the severest form is

relieved by an ointment containing fif-

teen grains of antipyrine to the ounce.

The following is a summary of my
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views on the so-called destructive and
therapeutic action of the Roentgen ray :

1. Static electric currents are capable

of producing all the therapeutic and de-

structive changes ascribed to the Roent-

gen ray.

2. A static field of sufficient strength

is always present, when a tube is said to

be capable of producing these results

3. Why should we ascribe to the

Roentgen ray therapeutic and pathologic

effects which the static charges, always

present, are capable of producing.

4. It is impossible to produce a 'burn'

when a protecting shield of aluminum is

employed which collects the static elec-

tricity and conducts it by a grounding
wire to earth, although the Roentgen ef-

ficiency of the ray is unaltered.

5. It is therefore reasonable to con-

clude that the devitalizing action attrib-

uted to the Roentgen ray is due to long

continued or intense static charges or

currents, while the therapeutic action

is the stimulating effect of a mild and

judiciously employed amount of the

static charge.

6. The therapeutic results obtained

are of undoubted value, but that value

will be enhanced and its employment fa-

cilitated by the recognition of its true

physiological source.

1930 Chestnut Street.

Cathode Rays as Current Paths.

Wiedmann anel Wehne-lt. Mitt. Phys.

Inst. ErlangeH, March : abstracted in

Lond. Elec, Sept. 9. Electrical World.

— They appear to have established the

fact that the great resistance opposed to

the discharge by the dark cathode space

is greatly diminished as soon as the ca-

thode rays unite the cathode and the

anode ; cathode rays, in fact, form a sort

of conductor, penetrating the dark space.

They also use Roentgen and ultra violet

rays, but could obtain no diminution in

the resistance. They conclude that it is

only the paths of the cathode rays which

are concerned in the discharge through

the cathode space; It does not follow,

however, that the cathode rays perform

the same function outside of the dark

space.

Roentgen Rays. Levy. Elec. Zeit.

Sept. 22. Electrical World.—A reprint

of a paper read before the Union of Ger-

man Electricians, on progress in the

technique of Roentgen rays. He first

discusses the theory briefly, and then

the construction and application of the

apparatus as made by him. Regarding

the theory, he states that in Germany
the tendency is now to favor the theory

originated by Crookes, according to

which the cathode rays are negatively

charged particles, which are discharged

at a high velocity from the cathode
;

their velocity has been calculated, but

the results differ greatly ; it is. however,

likely that it is much less than the ve-

locity of light.
J. J. Thomson suggest-

ed that these exceedingly small parti-

cles are the subdivision of the atoms,

and that the properties of these elemen-

tary particles are the same. When these

particles strike the anti-cathode their ve-

locity is suddenly checked, which pro-

duces ether waves of no particular peri-

od, which in their properties are analo-

gous to the waves in air due to explo-

sions ; these ether waves having no par-

ticular period are the Roentgen rays,

light rays being periodic. He then dis-

cusses and describes the apparatus as

he constructs it, an illustration being

given. Among the three methods of

producing these rays—namely, with the

Tesla transformers, the influence ma-

chine and the induction coil—he favors

the latter, saying that the former is no

longer used in Germany, as there are

two centers of omission of the rays : to

influence machines there are a number

of objections, but if these could be over-

come they would be a very cheap and

good source of the rays.
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A REVERSING SWITCH FOR STATIC
iMACHINKS.

I!Y WILLIAM ROLLINS. BOSTON.

Before a static machine is started onlv

a prophet can tell which terminal will

he positive when the machine is excited.

On this account it is necessary to have

< u

a
<
D.
1/1

means of easily reversing the current in

using a Roentgen light tube. It is also

convenient to have the reversing switch

act as a double or single adjustable

spark gap in series with the tube, be-

cause as stated in my notes in the Elei

trieal Review, it is better to begin w ork

with the vacuum a little low and get the

necessary velocity of impact on the

target from the cathode particles by using

a spark gap in series. Then as the vac-

uum rises the velocity of impact can

be kept constant by shortening the spark-

gap thus keeping the character of the

Roentgen radiation constant. The ac-

companying figure shows a convenient

switch which meets the requirements.

Unless the static machine is very large

so that the spark is painful to the ear it

is not necessery to bring the terminals

in contact as shown by the dotted lines

in the figure before reversing the current

in the tube, which operation is easily per-

formed by simply moving the handle of

the switch through a small arc. If only

one spark gap is required one terminal of

the static machine is drawn back a lit-

tle, the amount being regulated by the

length of spark gap desired. I have

made for my use during the last five

years static machines with plates from

two inches ti six feet in diameter and

find this form of switch convenient for

any size. The fact that it has been

adopted by one or two makers of static

machines would indicate that it was
practical, and as it has never been de-

scribed in print it seems worth while to

call attention to it.

250 Marlborough Street.

Ckookes' Cross. Yillard. &Eclair-

age Elee., Aug. 20. Electrical World,

N. Y.—An abstract of the French A. A.

S. paper. In one of the well-known

Crookes experiments a metallic cross is

placed in a beam of cathode rays and a

shadow is formed on the end of the tube;

when the cross is then removed a bril-

liant cross will appear on a darker back-

ground, where the former shadow was.

Villard explains this by assuming an in-

crease of temperature of the glass, and

describes experiments to show this.
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THE DY1NAMOTOR.

BY JOHN r. PITKIN, M. I)., HUKFALO, N. V,

It may not be an exaggeration to af-

firm that the electrologist of the present
day finds as profound and exhaustless a

field for study and investigation in the

structural formation and functional activ-

ity of the dynamo as the man of medi-
cine in the corresponding branches, the

structures, i. e ,
anatomy, and the func-

tions, /'. c, physiology, of the human
body.

It becomes expedient in the study of

the dynamotor that we should in the

most cursory manner pass in review only

the salient features of its more common
prototype, show how they differ from
each other and point out its field of use-

fulness.

The Dynamo in its simple form con-

sists of (i) Field-magnets, two in num-
ber, either permanent of a horse-shoe

shape, composed of magnetized steel,

or temporary, consisting of a soft iron

core, wound with insulated copper wire

of a definite size, with a given number
of turns in a prescribed manner, the iron

core becomes magnetized whenever the

electrical current circulates through the

bobbin.

The purpose of the field magnets is to

establish an electro-magnetic field, a

condition of bound or locked electricity,

which when undisturbed by conducting

agencies circulates between the poles or

extremities, through the intervening air

gap, invisible to be sure, but always sus-

ceptible of demonstration.

The poles or expanded ends of the

field-magnets are named, respectively,

North and South, inconsistently from

the dissimilar magnetic poles of the

earth, but as that fact involves the tell-

ing of another story, beyond the scope

of this article, we must for the present

be satisfied with only mentioning the

same en passant.

(2) The Armature, an electro-magnet,

made by winding upon a soft iron core,

several bundles or loops of wire of a giv-

en size, in a prescribed manner, is

mounted upon an axis with another

structure next to be described. Its func-

tion is to react inductively upon the

fn ld-magnets and while being rotated in

the air gap intercept the electro-mag-

netic lines of force. In accordance with

the law of Michael Faraday which says,

"The total electro-motive force induced

at any moment in a closed circuit is

equal to the rate of decrease in the num-
ber of magnetic lines of force which pass

through the circuit.'' (The one form of

electricity being thus converted into the

other).

(},) Commutator, several small metal-

lic segments of a ring, insulated from

each other, but connected electrically,

to the ends of the armature coils, it is

placed to one side of, but on the same
axis with the armature, much as a ring

is worn upon a finger near the body of

the hand; it« purpose is to render a cur-

rent otherwise alternating unidirec-

tional.

(4) Brushes, two in number, to bear

upon the commutator, at two opposite

but definite proportions of its circumfer-

ence: they afford a place for the attach-

ment of wires to conduct the current

generated by the other portions of the

dynamo into an external circuit.

VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS

Dynamos may be classified according

to the method employed in connecting

their integral parts, into, (1) Series

wound, in which the current from one

brush may be considered as passing se-

riatim, through external circuit, field-

magnets, second brush, armature to the

first brush, the point from which we
started, thus completing the entire cycle.

(2) Shunt wound, each brush deliver-

ing the major portion to the external cir-

cuit and a minor portion to the field-

magnets.

(3) Compound wound, involving a com-
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bination of the two preceding methods.

It is almost needless to say that each

method has its advantages. Dynamos
of the first and second variety are not

self regulating, but lose in potential, af-

ter a certain limited demand is made up-

on them. The third variety, the com-

pound wound, on the other ban 1, main-

tains a constant potential under ordinary

circumstances, irrespective of variations

in demand caused by the turning off or

on of lights or secondary apparatus, for

the whv and wherefore the reader is

has caused the difference in the amount

of mechanical energy requisite for its

propulsion ?

The electro-magnetic lines of force

which increase in number and power,

tend by the attraction of opposite poles

in the armature and field-magnets, (the

former induced, the latter practically

permanent,) to hold the armature in a

stationary position, in accordance with

the law of Lenz which says, "Induced

currents are always in such a direction

as to tend to oppose the motion that

Size s C.-W

FIG

Dynamotor, Low Voltage and

most respectfully referred to text books

upon the subject.

A FIELD OF ELECTRICAL FORCE.

The armature of an unexcited dynamo
which has been at rest, can for a time

be turned upon its axis by a little child,

but soon there develops a resistance to

rotation which the child can not over-

come; a man's strength is required; a lit-

tle later the man in turn finds himself no
longer able to overcome the increasing

resistance, a steam engine of several

horse-power becomes necessary. What

Low Frequency. Alternating Secondary

gave rise to them." Nearly the amount

of mechanical energy expended upon the

excited dynamo above the amount nec-

essary to revolve the armature of one

otherwise dormant will correspond,

to electrical output, its so-called,

transforming or generating capacity, the

unit of which is called a kilowatt (one

thousand watts). Not because mechan-

ical energy is directly converted into

electricity, but rather is employed to

cause an electro-magnetic disturbance

of equilibrium in the atmosphere sur-
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rounding the apparatus resulting in its

excitation or a (so-called) electrical flow.

We are forced to employ the time

honored expressions, generate, electrical

current or flow, etc., etc., more or less

figuratively for descriptive purposes.

There probably is not any such process

as the terms imply. It has never been

proven that there is any electrical flow
,

and even supposing the condition possi-

ble, we would be ignorant as to its direc-

tion. There is, however, afield of elec-

trical force, consisting of lines and tubes

of energy as first explained by the cele-

brated savant Maxwell, which by its ac-

zero, but it will gradually rise in propor-

tion to the rapidity of revolutions,

strengtli of the field-magnets, and the

number of turns of wire upon the revolv-

ing axis. It is obvious that increasing

the strength of current in the primary,

rapidity of its interruptions or the rate

of rotation of a secondary coil has with-

in certain limits, the same effect in the

production of electro-motor force, by in-

duction, as increasing the number of

turns of wire in the armature or second-

ary; this fact will often enable us to dis-

pense with expensive, cumbersome or

multiple secondary coil=.

FIG. 2. Sl/E I DVXAMOTOK

tivitv causes a condition of charge and

discharge, excitation or quietude of the

electrical apparatus and its environment.

EXPLAINS THE ACTION OF THE ARMATURE.

As the armature of a dynamo is re-

volved, its coils of dissimilar phase or po-

larity are removed farther from the at-

tracting field-magnets and as they are

good conductors they become channels

of less resistance than the increasing air

gaps; thus they divert the electrical en-

ergy into an external circuit.

While the armature of a dynamo is

quiet its potential may be considered at

The strength of current from a dyna-

mo, a dynamotor or an induction coil,

i. e. , its amperage, providing there is

not any external resistance, will largely

depend upon the size of wires entering

into the formation of its armature or sec-

ondary, one bearing a direct ratio to the

other.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

If a secondary dynamo is placed with-

in an electrical circuit of suitable strength,

the electro- magnetic lines of force will

cause its armature to rotate; it is then

capable of performing mechanical work,
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e. g., turning the revolving plates of a

static machine, and is cilleJ a motor.

When a motor or secondary dynamo

has wires attached to the brushes and a

current is thereby shunted off from the

armature to be employed for various

purposes, it is called a dynamotor.

THE DYNAMOTOR AND ITS MODIFICATK MS.

The dynamotor or rotary transformer

may have one portion of its armature

coils terminate in a commutator, on

one side, as usual, and a second set of

ical batteries formerly used at the cen-

tral stations. It is in this manner

that not only the short lines in the

city of Buffalo are excited but the long

distance wires between this place and

Chicago, New York City, Boston, Phil-

adelphia, Toronto and other remote and

intermediate places receive their electri-

cal supply, indirectly from the dynamos

of the great Ellicott Square Building,

the down-town home of the Buffalo Elec-

trical Sanitarium.

Electrically Driven Telegraph Plant

FIG. 3

20 Dynamotors. Western Union Telegraph Co., Huflalo, N.Y.

larger wires terminate in a second com-

mutator on the other, in order to deliv-

er two currents of different strength

from the same instrument, or, instead of

the second commutator two collecting

rings may receive the ends of the coils

of wire of opposite phase, giving rise to

the alternating or sinusodial current.

The former variety of dynamotor is em-

ployed in the telegraph, the latter in the

telephone service, where they have en-

tirely replaced the great number of chem-

Through the intervention of the dyna-

motor the direct current may be trans-

formed into the alternating or vice ver-

sa, (see cut No. 1 .) a direct current of

high potential and little quantity into

one of low potential and greater quanti-

ty, (Fig. No. 2.) or any other combina-

tion desired by the operator, the num-
ber of watts or total electrical energy be-

ing always nearly the same, a little en-

ergy is necessarily lost during the trans-

forming process by induction, 1 be it ei-
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ther up or down, ) in making the inter-

change.

THE DVNAMOTOR VERSUS THE INDUCTION

COIL.

In the study of the structure and func

tion of the dynamotor one may consider

it as the modification of the common in-

duction coil, e. g. Faradic or Ruhmkorff.

The field-magnets are the analogue of

the primary coil, and its soft iron core,

the armature is the homologue of tin

secondary, the effect obtained by revolv-

ing mty OF THE DYNAMOTOR.

When the armature of a dynamotor is

at rest its potential is nearly zero, but

it w ill gradually rise with the increase in

rapidity of revolution; it is governed in

the same manner previously explained

for the action of the armature of the dy-

namo. If a current from a bank of lamps

is supplied to the field-magnets, suita-

bly wound, the armature of the dynamo-

tor will revolve with increasing rapiditv

and if there are many turns of wire en-

FIG. 4 .

Electrically Driven Telegraph Plant. 20 Dynamotors. Western Union Telegraph Co., Buffalo, N Y.

tering into its formation, the voltage will

rise with each additional lamp turned

on, the range of potential being from

one to eighty volts, which is all the elec-

tro-therapeutist can desire for the gal-

vanic treatment of chronic diseases. It

must be borne in mind that the cur-

rent's strength of any electrical device

bears little relation to the same af-

ter the resisting tissues of the patient

have been placed in the circuit ; it be-

comes in accordance with Ohms' law, a

ing the armature of a dynamotor results

in the induction coil, from making and

breaking the primary circuit at the in-

terrupter or rheotome. For the thor-

ough understanding of the process of in-

duction upon all electrical devices we

must not only try to comprehend what

occurs in the conductors but also the

condition of stress, or strain caused by

the lines of force in the dialectric atmos-

phere, in the air gaps surrounding the

apparatus and external circuit.
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question of voltage or pressure of the

current divided by the resistance of the

patient's tissues in ohms, interposed be-

tween the elet tro Jes. The tissues may
1>> s;ood or poor conductors, depending

upon the amount of moisture and salts

they contain on the one hand anil the

tension of the current on the other, the

higher the electrical potential the better

conductor the human body becomes.

When, however, we desire to employ the

undulatory or interrupted galvanic treat-

ment, additional strength will increase

the so-called extra current, and the

amount of shock with each pulsation.

AN IMPROMPTU DYNAMOTOR.

Any ordinary fan motor wound for the

one hundred and ten volt direct current

of the Crocker-Wheeler, or Lundell

make, becomes a dynamotor by attach-

ing conducting wires to the brushes suit-

able to galvanize the patient, placed in

simple series with the electrodes, a mill-

eamperemeter in the circuit will read

from one to fifteen milleamperes accord-

ing to the rate of rotation of the arma-

ture and the conductivity of the tissues.

This current may be employed in the re-

moval of superfluous hairs. The elec-

trical needle should be attached to the

negative or cathodal pole, and inserted

into the hair follicle, while the indiffer-

ent, positive or anodal pole is held in

the patient's hand. The needle may be

replaced by the electrical knife, and em-
ployed to remove other facial blemishes

or the same current used to convey

chemical medicaments into the tissues,

the poles being selected with a view to

their electro-chemical properties, by the

process of cataphoresis.

ADVANTAGE OF THE DYNAMOTOR.

As the dynamotor is wound to deliver

a given quantity and quality of electric-

ity it does away with costly, wasteful

rheostats which reduce the current's

strength, by converting a portion of the

electrical force into some other variety

of energy: it also lessens the danger of

shock to the patient, which may result

from an accidental overloading of the

primary circuit.

now TO DETERMINE THE POLARITY.

The polarity of the current from a dy-

namo, motor or dynamotor can be ascer-

tained by suspending with a flexible

cord, a horse-shoe magnet, so that it

is free to move in the lines of force an

inch or two above the machine; the mag-
net will first oscillate, then come to

rest with its North pole pointing toward
the negative brush of the instrument.

In conclusion let me say that the dy-

namo in all its varied forms finds its

place in the armamentarium of the mod-
ern electro-therapeutists; it delivers to

the patient currents of a definite

strength which are employed for definite

purposes, with the milleamperemeter

and volt meter always in the circuit and
before the eyes of the physician inform-

ing him as to the quantity, quality and to-

tal number of electrical units (watts) of

the current, he obtains therapeutical

without toxicological effects.

Quantity is used for x-ray and cautery

work, preferably from the alternating

service. Moderate tension for galvani-

zation of the patient. Unidirectional

for polar effects. Sinusodial for the

see-saw stimulation of dormant organs,

before or after passing through the high
potential transformer. "The poor man's
electrical bath" of Tesla.

Cathode Rays. Jaumann. Wien.

Akad. Sitzber., 106, p. 533 ; abstracted

briefly in Science Abstracts, June.—He
describes more fully the details of his

experiments with the interference of

electrostatic deflection of these rays.

Structure of Cathode Light. Gold-
stein. Berlin Akad. Sitzber, 40, p. 905 ;

abstracted briefly in Science Abstracts,

June. —He describes the three distinct

kinds of radiation.
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Methods of Precision in locating
Foreign Bodies in the Head hy Means
of the Roentgen Kays, with Spe-

cial Reference to Foreign
Bodies in the Kvc.

BY CHARLES LISTER LEONARD, A. M. , M. D.

,

Skiagrapher to the University Hospital: Assistant In-

structor in Clinical Surgery, University of

Pennsylvania.

The enthusiasm which greeted Roent-

gen's discovery of the x-ray has some-

what abated. A reaction has taken

place, and we are now in a position to

judge more accurately of the true merits

of this method of diagnosis.

It is, however, with special reference

to its use in determining the location of

foreign bodies in the eye that I desire to

call your attention. Many instances

have been cited by reliable authors in

which it was impossible to find the for-

eign body "located" by the x-ray, and

with rather hasty judgment they con-

demn the entire method, and say that it

is only useful in determining the pres-

ence or absence of the intruder, and that

localizations are often more misleading

than helpful.

They condemn the entire method be-

cause, in certain specific instances, it

has not been employed in a sufficiently

accurate manner to produce precise re-

sults.

It is impossible to make accurate meas-

urements of any description by inaccu-

rate methods, or with instruments lack-

ing in precision, and until we apply to

localization by the Roentgen rays accu-

rate methods and precise instruments

we cannot expect precise results. We
must not condemn the method because,

when improperly applied, it does not

produce satisfactory results.

Among the conditions which add to

the difficulties of accurate localization by

the x-rays is the fact that it does not

produce an absolutely true image. The

'Paper read before the February meeting of the Sec-

tion on Ophthalmology, College of Physicians, Phil-

adelphia.

skiagraph is a shadow cast by rays em-
anating from a point. The bundle of

rays which project this shadow is, there-

fore, made up of rectilinear divergent

rays, and the shadow must, consequent-

ly, be larger than the object. Not only

is this true, but the parts lying at a

greater distance from a point where the

rays strike- perpendicularly are more dis-

torted. The farther the tube is placed

from the object skiagraphed the less dis-

tortion will there be produced, as the

rays forming the bundle will be more
nearly parallel.

The difficulties met with in applying

methods of precision to the location of

foreign bodies in the orbit, and in elim-

inating from such observations alj sourc-

es of error, have led me to bring before

you an apparatus for maintaining the

foreign body in a fixed relation to a def-

inite point in a known plane, corres-

ponding to a point marked upon the skin

of the patient, while a sufficient series of

observation are made by the x-rav upon
photographic plates, to determine the

relation of the foreign body to the point

upon the skin and the known plane con-

taining it. During these observations

the tube has an altered, yet definitely

determined relation to the known point,

and from the data obtained we are able

to construct a series of triangles, the re-

lational sides and angles of which can all

be determined, w hile the third sides all

contain the foreign body, since they are

projections of its shadow .

The location of the foreign body, since

it lies in each of the third sides, must be

at their intersection, and since all the

factors of these triangles are known, the

absolute location of the foreign body can

be mathematically proved. The princi-

ple involved in the calculation of the re-

lation of the foreign body to this point

in a known plane, from the data that are

thus obtained, is identical with that of

the method described by my friend, Dr.

C. A. Oliver, before the American Oph-
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thalmological Society in May of last

year.

The same principle is equally applica-

ble to tbe location of foreign bodies any-

where in the body and always has the

advantages of simplicity and infallible

mathematical accuracy. (See Annals oj

Ophthalmology, Vol. VI., No. 4. |

Many other methods have since been

brought forward for locating foreign bod-

ies in the eye, based upon mathematical

calculations fiom a series of observa-

tions on one or more photographic

plates. Their chief fault lies in the fact

that the majority of them base their cal-

culations on points situated too near

to the plate, so that their calculations

are based upon measurements so small

that an error that would be inapprecia-

ble in greater distances has a very mark-

ed effect upon the final result.

The great advantage of this method

over any of these is, that the great dis-

tance between the points on which the

calculations are based, usually twenty

inches, minimizes the effect of any slight

error made in taking the observations,

while the fact that the localizing point is

upon the skin of the patient is a marked

advantage over all the methods that at-

tempt to measure from any point upon

the eyeball.

In this method any error produced by

the movement of the eyeball affects only

the foreign body, while in methods

based on measurements from a point on

the ball, the known point will be moved

as well as the foreign body, and hence

the error would be double in its effect.

In order to avoid the errors introduced

by unconscious movements of the pa-

tient, as in respiration, the whole appa-

ratus has been constructed in such a

manner that its relational parts are rig-

idly connected, while the whole is firmly

fixed to the individual. Any movement
communicated to one part must affect

the whole equally and does not alter the

known relations of the tube, the foreign

body, and the known point, or affect the

final result.

The apparatus consists of a yoke that

is firmlv fastened to the shoulders of the

patient. Hpon the yoke and adjustable

in two directions is an upright frame,

which serves to hold the head of thi-

patient in a fixed relation to the plate,

which it also supports. On the upright

frame is an adjustable arm, which car-

ries the x-ray tube. Its angle, relation

to the common base 1 the photographic

plates) is variable, in a perpendicular

plane and thus it is capable of forming

one of the known sides of a successive

series of triangles, whose varying third

side is the line of the projected shadow

of the foreign body.

By a subdivided arc, situated at the

juncture of this movable arm and the

common base of the triangles, i. , .. the

frame supporting the plates, the rela-

tional angle in any position can be defi-

nitely determined, and, consequently,

from the two known sides and included

angle all the relational sides and angles

of any one of the series of triangles may
be constructed.

The apices of these triangles are at a

point on a line connecting two lead fer-

rules that slide upon an aluminum wire,

and at a known distance from the fer-

rules. The wire and ferrules are situat-

ed in the planes of the movable arm and

the frame, and determine the apices of

the successive angles made by them, by

casting the shadow of the lead ferrules,

on the photographic plate outside of the

field of observation.

This point is, therefore, readily deter-

mined upon the plates, and its distance

from the upper lead ferrule, when added

to the distance of the ferrule from the

lower surface of the movable arm, should

equal the distance of the focal point of

the tube from that surface. The tube is

thus placed in a plane of this known
point, perpendicular to the surface of

the photographic plates. From this
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known relation of the tube to the known
point on the plane of the plates we are

able to determine the distance of the

foreign body above or below this plane.

The device for holding the plates per-

mits the interchange of the series with-

out any disturbance of the fixed relation

of the foreign body, the tube, and the

Iknown point. The fixed relation of the

tube, patient and plate, gives the skia-

graph increased definition, as

every movement communicated

to the head, or plate, is equally

communicated to the tube.

By using this rigidly connect-

ed form of localizing apparatus

ive have eliminated from our

observations errors which might

arise from the following sources
:

alterations in the relation of the

foreign body to the fixed known

points, alterations in the relation

of the tube to this point, during

an observation, through uncon-

scious movements of the patient,

alterations pioduced in the in-

terchange of the photographic

plates, and errors due to the

obscuring of any portion of the

field by the localizing apparatus.

The only remaining source of

error is the unconscious motion

of the eye. This is a frequent

source of error, which I have

seen entirely destroy the image ~P

of an object whose presence a

succeeding series of observa-

tions absolutely demonstrated. The

best method of overcoming this error is,

as many writers have shown, the clos-

ure of the e)'es.

Attempts to fix the eye upon a definite

-point are generally failures, as the eye

does not sustain the strain readily, and

unconscious movements, as in winking,

are certain to occur. With the eyelids

closed, the eye remains quiet, and its

position can afterward be readily deter-

mined by observing the prominence of

the cornea through the eyelid.

The great advantage of this method is

its simplicity and infallible mathematical
accuracy.

The method ol employing the appa-

ratus is the following : The patient is

seated in a chair, the yjke fastened to

his shoulders, and the upright frame

placed tightly against the temple, with

3

FIG 1

the head held in position by the band

attached to the frame. The fixed point

is marked and the tube adjusted in a

plane perpendicular to the photographic

plate at the known point. The plate is

then placed in position. The tube upon

the adjustable arm is placed at an angle

appropriate to the individual case, the

angle noted, and an exposure made
; a

second plate is then substituted, the an-

gle changed and noted and the exposure
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made. These exposures are repeated at

different angles as often as may be nec-

essary ; two, however, usually suffice to

give absolute localizations. After the

plates are developed the distance of the

shallow of the foreign body from the

•known point is carefully determined, and

with the angle and known side in each

observation give the data upon which

the calculations are based.

The practical determination of the lo-

cation of the foreign body is greatly sim-

plified by substituting for the mathemat-

ical calculations the following graphic

method :

The common side of the successive

series of triangles, i. c, the series of pho-

7T

A

FIG. II

tographic plates is represented by a part

of the line P.P.', (Fig. I.) A point, A,

represents the location of the common
apices of the series of triangles : on

known sides, the distance of the tube on

the adjustable arm, is represented by the

known sides A B and A C of the se-

ries of triangles having for each triangle

a known relational angle to the base

line, i. e., the angles P' A B and P' A C,

etc. The distances, A D and A D', are

found by measuring the perpendicular

•distance of the shadow of the foreign

body, in the respective plates, from the

line that connects the known points.

Lines connecting these points B and C
represent the projection of the shadow
of the foreign body, which must, there-

fore, lie at the point ot their intersec-

tion, X.

We have, therefore, by constructing

these triangles from the data obtained,

definitely determined the relation of the

foreign body to the known points and

the plane containing them.

The following is a simple method of

utilizing the knowledge obtained in lo-

cating foreign bodies in the eye : A
piece of cardboard is cut (Fig It.) so

that the point X has the same definite

relation to the point, A on the base line,

that it has in the drawing. If the card

is now bent to a right angle along the

base line, the relation of A and X will

not be altered. If it is then applied to

thepatient's head, with the

larger portion of the card

occupying the position of

the plane of the photo

graphic plates, and the

point, A resting at the

known point on the pa-

tient's scalp, the point, X
would rest on the foreign

body, since the smaller

portion of the card repre-

sents the plane perpen-

dicular to the photograph-

ic plate in which the point

X was found. This, however, would be

impossible if the foreign body was with-

in the eyeball. But, if the point, X, is

placed upon the surface of the eyeball,

the distance from A to the point on the

skin will represent the depth necessary

to cut to reach it.

These skiagraphs represent some of

the instances of localization by these

methods without the use of the appa-

ratus. In these cases the plate was
bound to the side of the patient's head

and the head held firmly by a suitable

rest with the patient in a sitting posi-

tion. The tube was adjusted by angles

suitable to the individual case traced up-

on cardboard, the apices of these angles

esting on the plate at a point opposite
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the bony orbital margin, wliile the com-

mon side ran parallel to the plate.

The tube was placed successively at

the extremity of the other sides, thus

two sides and the included angle were

known in all the triangles, while the for-

eign body was situated at the point

where the third sides intersected and

could be determined mathematically, or

more readily by the graphic method.

THH ROKNT<iKN RAYS IN THE DIAONO-
SISOF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS.

At the congress on tuberculosis recent-

ly held at Paris. Bouchard and Claude

(Paris) presented a long report on

the application of the Roentgen rajs to

the diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis.

In that disease at the outset the lesions

consist of new formations (tubercles,

isolated or agminated) constituting an

obstacle to the penetration of air. and of

congestion of greater or less intensity.

At this time the fluorescent screen will

show at one apex or both, sometimes at

several places in the lungs, small spots,

ill-defined at their circumference, or a

slight mistiness veiling one apex ; in

other cases a kind of stippling of small

shadows on a less dark ground. Con-

fluent pulmonary infiltrations with a ten-

dency to softening and ulceration give

rise to almost complete opacities ; these

are darker in the case of lobar infiltra-

tions, lighter in the case of lobular infil-

trations. The intensity of the shadows

is proportional to the defect in the pen-

etration of air into the lung : if the le-

sion forms a compact, voluminous mass

absolutely impenetrable by the air, the

darkness shown on the screen is com-

plete : if there is a number of little nod-

ules separated by parts still permeable by

the air, the general opacity is less intense

and on the dark ground are to be seen

deeper shadows corresponding to points

completely caseated. The formation of

cavities reveals itself on radioscopic ex-

amination as on the plate, sometimes by

an absolute opacity, sometimes by zones
of relative transparency surrounded by-

spots of variable opacity. Absolute

opacity is met with only in the case of

cavities full of pus, or when the cavity

is deeply seated and surrounded by pul-

monary tissue stuffed with tubercles, or

when a covering of dense adhesions pre-

vents the passage of the light rays. If.

on the other hand, the cavity is superfi-

cial, empty, and has a thin wall, it

shows as a clear zone when compared
with the neighboring parts of the lunn

more deeply shaded ; it is oval in shape,

and sometimes the ribs in front of it are

visible. When the cavity fills up, the-

clearness which marks its situation di-

minishes, and there is only a large shad-

ow, rather less deep at one part than in

the rest of its extent. Every degree of

variation is possible, but the essential

character in all forms of the radioscopic

image of cavities is the presence of a

very dark zone more or less annular in

outline, encircling a region relatively

clear or altogether transparent, whilst

the rest of the lung in the neighborhood

is in shadow. It is a sharp contrast be-

tween these two elements of the lesion

—spots relatively clear showing on a

ground frankly dark, a shadow fining off

at the circumference and sharply cut

round the central clear zone— that is.

characteristic of a cavity. The pneu-

monic confluent form of acute phthisis

reveals itself on the fluorescent screen

by complete opacity of the diseased

parts
; this is explained by the fact that

at these points the lung is no longer per-

meable to air. Effusion at the base is-

shown by a thick shadow which hides

the diaphragm, and below is lost in the

obscurity of the abdominal mass, and

above is limited by a zone of penumbra
directed obliquely from above down,

from the axillary region to the vertebral

column, or in the shape of a curve con-

cave at the upper border. Examina-

tions at intervals of a few days will show
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the variations in the extent in the liquid

effusion by v ariation in the extent and

form of the shadow. An intense opacity

of generally rounded outline occupying

-the middle part of a lung in which the

upper and lower parts have almost re-

tained their normal clearness suggests

an interlobar effusion. Here, again, the

variability of the shadows at different

times is a help to diagnosis. Dense and

•extensive adhesions ot the pleura, on the

•other hand, manifest themselves by

shadows less dark but constant in their

form. In such a case it is often impos-

sible to distinguish the condition of pa-

renchymatous lesions by radioscopic ex-

amination alone. Pneumothorax is

characterized by an abnormal transpa-

rency of one side of the chest, which al-

lows the light to pass through without

any interference, except over a small

area on the affected side corresponding

to the retracted lung. The heart and

the vessels mav be displaced ; the curve

ot the diaphragm is lower than in health.

In hydro-pneu'nothorax and pyopneu-

mothorax the appearances vary accord-

ing to the position of the patient ; if he

is lying down, the whole of the affected

side is dark : if he is standing up, the

upper side of the part is more transpa-

rent than in the normal state, and the

lower is opaque. Even slight tubercu-

lous changes in the pleura affect the mo-

bility of the diaphragm. In general

terms it may be said that in pulmonary

tuberculosis there is a diminution in the

movements ot ascent and descent in the

-diaphragm ; this change may be observ-

ed on one or both sides. Radioscopic

examination can also give important in-

formation as to the condition of the me-

diastinal glands in tuberculous patients.

In acute or subacute bronchitis the two
sides of the chest show little or no de-

parture from the normal state, and there

is no change in the respiratory move-
ments of the diaphragm—negative signs

which may be of some importance. In
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pneumonia there is complete opacity at

the part corresponding to the lesion.

This opacity, however, varies in its lim-

its and intensity from clay to da)'. The

movements of the diaphragm are dimin-

ished on the affected side. Non-tuber-

culous broncho-pneumonic foci cause a

slight opacity, but according to Marag-

liano this becomes less marked on deep

inspiration. On the other hand, foci of

pulmonary sclerosis, like patches of tu-

berculous infiltration, do not become

clearer on deep inspiration. In simple

emphysema the permeability of the lung

to air is increased, and thus the transpa-

rency is exaggerated, and the ribs are

less distinct. Moreover, the emphyse-

matous lung is larger than natural, and

extends into the pleural cul-de-sacs, so

that the transparent surface correspond-

ing to the organ extends more upwards

towards the mediastinum and particu-

larly more downwards towards the ab-

domen. When the subject is examined

at the back there is seen below the di-

aphragm a transparent surface of much
greater extent than in the normal state.

The authors conclude that the use of

the x-rays makes it possible in certain

cases to discover commencing changes

in the lungs at a period when other

me thods of clinical investigation give no

indication. In other cases it defines the

extent or reveals the importance of a le-

sion insufficiently disclosed by ausculta-

tion or percussion. Again, it enables the

practitioner to reject the hypothesis of tu-

berculosis in cases where symptoms and

clinical signs of doubtful import puzzle

the clinician : while at the same time it

often enables him to trace to their true

cause general disturbances which clini-

cal observation has failed to detect. Ra-

dioscopv is not merely a method of con-

trol, correcting or supplementing the or-

dinary methods, but it yields new indi-

cations. By making visible the working

of the respiratory apparatus, it shows

the functional value of one lung. It dis
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closes the pleural adhesions, the pareses

or ankyloses of the diaphragm, which

limit the movement of expansion. In a

word, it makes the evolution of the dis-

ease visible to the eye.

A. Beclere (Paris), in a communica-

tion on the same subject, said that for

the exact and complete determination of

tuberculous lesions radioscopy and radi-

ography should be employed simultane-

ously. He dealt successively with the

results obtained by the x-rays in (i j la-

tent, (2) suspected, and (3) declared tu-

berculosis. In latent tuberculosis the

patient has every appearance of perfect

health, and presents absolutely no phys-

ical sign or symptom of disease. The
frequency of this state of things is shown

by the large number of cases among sol-

diers who have died of various diseases

in whom old unsuspected tuberculous

loci have been found. Kelsch made ra-

dioscopic examinations on 124 men ad-

mitted to hospital in October and No-

vember, 1897, for various medical and

surgical affections, all cases in which

pulmonary tuberculosis could be recog-

nized by the ordinary diagnostic meth-

ods being carefully excluded. The re-

sults were absolutely negative in seven-

ty-three of the cases, but in the remain-

ing fifty-one the fluorescent screen re-

vealed abnormalities of various kinds

—lessened transparencv of the apices,

enlargement of the bronchial glands,

more or less marked opacity of the pleu-

ra, diminished movement of the dia-

phragm. These appearances were con-

sidered by Kelsch to be characteristic of

tuberculosis. He adds that the screen,

by allowing, as it were, a pathological

examination of the lung to be made dur-

ing life, confirms the conclusion to which

he has been led by post mortem examin-

ations, namely, that in young persons

latent tuberculosis exists in at least two

or three of every five cases. The use of

the x-rays also serves for the identifica-

tion of tuberculous lesions which dis-

guise themselves under the mask of

anaemia, chlorosis, dyspepsia, and neu-

rasthenia. In cases of suspected tu-

berculosis, if the disease attacks the

lung suddenly, radioscopic examination

shows chiefly a diminution in the clear

ness of the image at the apex and in the

pushing down of the diaphragm on the

affected side. Tuberculosis may begin,

by an attack of diaphragmatic pleurisy,

the symptoms of which are so slight that

the only proof that the pleura is in-

volved and that the case is not

merely one of intercostal neuralgia is.

supplied by the Roentgen rays, which

show thickening, diffusion, and immo-
bility of the diaphragmatic shadow. It

the case is one of dry pleurisy with

"stitch" in the side, but without any de-

cisive physical sign, radioscopic exam-

ination shows superficial opacities quite

close to the thoracic wall. In cases of

effusion the condition of the apex in re-

gard to transparency on the affected side

must be carefully investigated. Even a

slight degree of opacity in the region of

the apex is important in regard to prog-

nosis. In declared tuberculosis the le-

sions are plainly shadowed on the screen.

In such cases radioscopy is more valua-

ble for prognosis than for diagnosis ; it

will show when both apices are attacked

where clinical examination appears to.

warrant the conclusion that one is still

intact, or when the lesions extend lower

down than is disclosed by ordinary meth-

ods. The x-rays are particularly useful

for the detection of central lesions, which

on account of the depth at which they

are situated are apt to be overlooked.

—

British Medical Journal.

Bi-Polar Discharge. Wien. WiaL
Ann., No. 6. abstracted briefly in the

Lond. Elec, July 15.—He abolishes the

distinction between anode and cathode

rays, substituting the expressions

"streams of positive and negative parti-

cles" : that is, it is claimed, shows a vie
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tory of the English view. Both kinds

of light contain admixture of panicles of

the opposite sign, which he shows by an

arrangement in which the cathode is put

into an out-of-the-way side tube. The
anode emits positive particles from its

front surface, and the cathode, negative

particles; both, if perforated, also emit

particles of an opposite sign, though to

a lesser extent.

Cathode Rays. Jaumann. Wien.

Akad. Sitz/'cr., 1 06, p. a number of ar-

ticles. One on cathode rays by Wied-
emann and Schmidt, from the Wieet.

Ann., (12. p. 603; another on the re-

lation between the positive light and

the obscure cathode region by Wiede-

mann, from the Wied. Ann., 63: p. 242;

another on the mutual influence of the

different regions of the same cathode, by

Wiedemann, from the Wied. Ann.. 63,

246 ;
another on the deflection of the ca-

thode rays by Kauffmann and Ashki-

nass from the Wied. Ann., 62, p. 588;

and another on the magnetic deflection

of cathode rays by Kauffmann from the

Wied. Ann . 62, p. 596.

Mutual, Repulsion of Cathode Beams.

Wiedemann and Wehnelt. Mitt. Phys.

Inst. Erlangeh, March
; abstracted brief-

ly in Lond. Elec. Sept. 9. Electrical

World. N. V.—Crookes, in his earlier

work, believed that two parallel cathode

beams were bent aside by mutual repul-

sion : the present authors repeated an

experiment made by Weber, which the

latter claims confirms this repulsion, but

they obtained the opposite result ; un-

der favorable circumstances the rays can

be distinctly seen cutting each other in

straight lines without a trace of mutual

repulsion.

Fluorescence and Roentgen Rays.

Arnold. Mitt. Phys. Jnst. Erlangcn,

March
; abstracted briefly in the Lond.

Elec, Sept. 16. Electrical World, N. Y.

—He investigated whether the fluores-

cence of the anti-cathode has a favora-

ble or unfavorable influence on the pro-

duction of these rays. The anti-cathode

was made to consist of a fluorescent and
non-fluorescent plate, and a pin-hole

camera produced an image of the com-
pound cathode on a sensitive plate.

With none of the substances used conic?

any difference produced by luminescence

be observed? It appears, therefore,

that there is no connection between
Roentgen rays and luminescence.

An Important Series of Skiagrams.
Just published. With Nineteen Skiagrams. Royal Kvo

.
.>--.

THE SKIAGRAPHIC ATLAS.
Showing the Development of the bones of the wrist and

Hand. For the use of students and others. By Jons
Poland. F.R.C.S.. Surgeon to the City Orthopaedic Hos-
pital and Visiting Surgeon to the Miller Hospital.

Note. -This is the first instance in which a series ot
Skiagrams showing the ossification of the bones of these
parts has been traced over a period of years from early
infancy. Such an atlas must necessarily be of great
practical use to the surgeon and student,

LONDON: SMITH, ELDERS & CO..
15 Waterloo Place, S. W.

THE TREATMENT OF DISEASE BY
ELECTRIC CURRENTS.

A handbook of plain instructions for the general practi-
tioner. By S. H. Monell, M. D., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Published by William Beverly Harison,
3 and 5 West 18th Street, New

York. 108S pages.

Another extremely valuable work on electro-
therapeutics has been launched by tile same au-
thor as the recent publication. "Manual of Static
Electricity in X-Kay and Therapeutic Uses,"
which has attracted world-wide reputation thus,

early for its clearness of description, and useful-
ness to the general practitioner.

It would be impossible for us to specialize the
headings of the 70 chapters in this v olume in the
space allotted for this review, therefore it must
suffice to state that every known modern employ-
ment for faradic, galvanic and static electricity
and their therapeutic indications are detailed in

this volume with conciseness of language and mi-
nute directness of application, so that the gen-
eral practitioner may read and understand

Probably no book on electro-therapeutics, and
we say it conservatively, has ever equaled this

volume for value to those of the profession who
would use electricity as a therapeutic agent. and
he who does not use it at this age is certainly not
up to the times in his profession.

We therefore heartily recommend this volume
to our readers, believing that they will not be dis-

appointed in adding it to their libraries.

—

Medi-
cal Times and Register, Phila., Pa., January
1898.

Manual of Static Electricity in X-Ray and Thera-
peutic Uses, • • • - - - $6.oo

Treatment of Disease by Electric Currents. - 7.50
When writing mention the Amercian X-Ray Journal.
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FLUOROSCOPES versus UNCOVERED
SCREENS.

Soon after Roentgen's publication of

his discovery of x-rays, Salvioni, aban-

doning the method of covering the tube

with black cloth, invented the crypto-

scope with which an uncovered tube

could be used, the light being prevented

from reaching the eyes by means of a

box enclosing the luminescent screen.

Edison by substituting tungstate of cal-

cium and modifying the crvptoscope

gave us his fluoroscope which in Ameri-

ca has become a standard instrument.

In making medical examinations the use

of a fluoroscope is fatiguing to the

eyes, because they are exposed to a con-

fined and warm atmosphere and are re-

quired constantly to adjust themselves

to variations in the light caused by re-

moving the fluoroscope at intervals and

subjecting them to illumination of the

room. In making graphic records of

the movements of the diaphragm and

heart, as should be done in all examina-

tions of the chest, the use of a fluoro-

scope is exceedingly inconvenient. It is

therefore best to go back to a modifica-

tion of Roentgen's method of enclosing

the tube in a black cloth. Without

modification this method is objectiona-

ble because the cloth (in damp weather)

carries part of the current around the

tube, thus wasting it. I prefer to place

the tube in a box, as has already been

done by several operators, though I find

it objectionable to enclose the entire

tube, on account of leakage, as with the

cloth. The form I recommend is shown

in Figure 43. The supports for the end

of the tube are of hard rubber. The
connections with the terminals of the

generator are held in hard rubber plugs

easily removed when it is desirable to

disconnect them. This tube holder is

to be used in the diaphragm holder

shown on page 400 of this Journal for

September, 1898, Figure 34.

All powerfully excited tubes give off

in addition to the short vibrations pro-

ducing Roentgen light longer vibrations
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causing ordinary light. Enough of this

latter escapes through the uncovered

ends of the tube, which project beyond
the box, to faintly illuminate the room
so that the physi-

cian canseeto g£

move about and

yet the light is too

feeble to interfere

with the use of the

uncovered lumin-

escent screen,

which should be

of the nonphos-

phorescent type

discovered by Mr.

Kinraide, in size

not less than 1

1

by 14 inches, and

placed in a light

wooden clamping

frame serving also

to hold the tracing

cloth in firm posi-

tion. The frame

is then secured in

contact with the

patient and on the

tracing cloth are

marked certain

fixed parts of the

body for reference,

after which the

movements of the

diaphragm a n d jj \
\

heart or dull'areas g£g
< " o

in the lungs are ^f*

sketched in. This

method
t
of exam-

ination originated

and developed by

Dr. Francis H.

Williams has been

found to be very

simple and conve-

nient. The charts
FIG. 43.

properly labeled and card catalogued are

filed away, becoming invaluable and eas-

ily accessible records for subsequent

study and comparison. As the use of

Roentgen light enables us to detect dis-

eases of the lungs before they can be

found in any other way, the time is not

far distant when consumption will be a

much less serious disease than it has

been, because, when detected early the

patients have been found to rapidly re-

spond to treatment. What have been

supposed to be the very earliest stages

are now proved by Dr. Williams to have

been well advanced. In this connection

I have already written on the import-

ance of regular examinations by Roent-

gen light and have advocated them from

the beginning to my patients. When
there is an inherited tendency to weak-

ness of the heart or lungs the import-

ance of these semi-annual examinations

cannot be overestimated.

William Rollins.

Prof. Roentgen to go to Leipsic.—
The New Yorker Staats-Zeitung, in a dis-

patch from Berlin announces that Pro-

fessor W. C. Roentgen, the discoverer of

the rays bearing his name, has been

tendered the chair of philosophy in the

University of Leipsic, with exceedingly

flattering inducements. It is also stated

that the Professor will accept the call.

In connection with this report, it may
be of interest to state, that not long ago,

in recognition of his valuable labors,

Prince Ludwig, of Bavaria, created Prof.

Roentgen a Baron. Kaiser Wilhelm has

decorated the great scientist with the

Order of the Royal Crown.

—

Electrical

Engineer.

X-ray Apparatus for Military Posts.

—According to the Press and Circular,

November 9, the British War Office,

recognizing the advantages of the x-ray

in military surgery, has issued a large

number of outfits to the home and for-

eign stations under its charge.— The

Journal of the American Medical Associa-

tion.
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SKIAGRAPHY AND THK CIRCULATION.

WILLIAM SMITH,

Licentiate of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Sur-

geons, Edinburgh, and of the Faculty of Physicians and

Surgeons, Glasgow. Licentiate in Midwifery. Mem-
ber of the Medico-Chirnrgical Society and Fellow of

the Obstetrical Society, Edinburgh. Demonstrator of

Anatomy in the American School of Osteopathy, Kirks-

ville, Mo.

It is probable that every teacher of

anatomy has, at some period or other,

felt in his inmost being a desire to see

be the injection of the arteries with some

substance impervious to the rays, and, of

course, the first agent thought of was

mercury. Unfortunately the metal is

very heavy and also has a tendency on

injection to be erratic in its distribution;

as a consequence the mere weight of the

injected material breaks down the small-

er vessels, or, in other cases we find se :

rious hiatuses in the resultant radio-

graph.

FIG. I.

how the structures of the body appeared

before being subjected to the mutilation

of the knife and the necessary alteration

of relations. This desire was satisfied

in a great measure so far as the skeletal

apparatus was concerned by the advent

of the Roentgen rays ; but the extreme

permeability of the soft parts of the

body rendered further observation of lit-

tle value. In the case of the vascular

apparatus an easy method appeared to

The school with which I am connect-

ed as Demonstrator of Anatomy recently

secured a ten-plate Van Houten and Ten

Broeck static machine, together with a

Dennis fluorometer and a series of large-

sized Crookes' tubes, Monell type, and

the idea entered my head to try and ascer-

tain whether it was not possible to devise

some system of arterial injection which

should comply with the following re-

quirements : First, be of such consist-
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ence as to be readily injected into the ture the smaller vessels. On these lines

smallest vessels without solution of con- I made some experiments, and now pre-

tinuity; second, be almost, if not quite, sent to The American X-Rav Journal
as impervious to the rays as is bone ; some account of my method and its re-

third, to be of such consistence, either suits, prefacing what there is to be said

on injection or immediately thereafter,

as not to tend to gravitate to the more

dependent parts of the body and so leave

the higher vessels devoid of injection ;

by the remark that my work in this line

is onty in its infancy.

The first problem to be considered

was as to what material would most

fourth, be of such weight as not to rup- efficiently interrupt the rays, and at the
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same time be readily introduced into

the arteries. Metallic mercury for the

reasons previously given I did not con-

sider ; solutions of salts I believed would

be impractical as, in order to produce

opacity, it would be necessary to wait for

either precipitation or drying, and in

either case the tendency to settlement in

the more dependent parts was certain.

I was therefore compelled to discover

some agent which might be mixed with

silver quarter-dollar and an ebony-

handled dissecting scalpel. The little

mass above the scalpel in the picture

is the Chinese product. (And let it be

noted that the vermillion is almost as

opaque as metallic silver).

Having found my agent to be intro-

duced, the matter of its method of intro-

duction now arose; its settlement was

easy. In my work as demonstrator I in-

ject in all my subjects an arterial filling

FIG.

substances which would carry it into

the body, hold it in suspension and then

harden with it in position. I tested a

few salts with the fluoroscope and found

that vermillion (the bi-sulphuret of mer-

cury, or red sulphide) was very opaque

to the rays ; the Chinese being rather

more so than that produced in this coun-

try. In Fig. i I show the two speci-

mens, (Chinese and the domestic arti-

cle) as compared with such objects as a

of tallow and spermaceti with coloring

matter. It is more troublesome to produce

than a plaster injection, but the result

amply justifies the extra trouble. I made
up a compound of tallow and yellow bees-

wax, selecting the latter instead of sper-

maceti as it hardens rather slower and

also produces a mixture which is not quite

as brittle as that made with spermaceti ;

the proportions being made simply by a

process of "guess," adding more and
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more beeswax until the consistency of

the mixture when cold satisfied me. In

the same manner I added my vermillion,

taking a drop of the compound and ex-

amining it on the fluoroscope until the

opacity of the mixture led me to believe

that a body injected with it would have

its arteries sufficiently clearly defined by

masses of vermillion. It can thus be

readily seen that the opacity of the ma-

terial is marked, but that the particles

of vermillion have been so far separated

by the menstruum that the rays could

readily pass between them and thus ren-

der the opacity very materially less than

in the pure powder.

FIG.

the rays to be capable of skiagraphic

delineation. In Fig. i a small, regular-

ly shaped object is seen at the top of the

cut ; that is a drop of the injected wax
allowed to fall on a smooth surface, which

after cooling was cut into that shape.

The thickness is precisely that of the sil-

ver quarter, as also is that of the two

4-

Having settled the preliminary points,

all that remained was to inject some bod-

ies with the mixture and then determine

whether or not it was a success ; first by

fluoroscopic observation : second, by

skiagraphy. The technique of the injec-

tion process is not difficult but disagree-

able. I selected four bodies for the pur-
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pose, and from three of them illustra-

tions accompany this article. Each body

was first immersed completely in a bath

of water heated to a temperature of 45

C. and the water was then kept at

that temperature for two hours. During

the latter part of this time the mixture

for injection was heated to a point some-

As an artificially heated body cools

very rapidly (extremely rapidly as com-

pared with postmortem cooling) this

is an important point in any injec-

tion with material which is used hot,

so also, to save time, it is well to

expose the artery before immersing the

body. The injection was made with a

FIG.

what under the boiling point of water.

Immediately upon the removal of the

body the injection was made, the vessel

selected for the purpose being the femo-

ral for the reason that I judged, it being

in a fairly central part of the body, the

distribution of the liquid would be more
rapid throughout the arterial system.

metal syringe holding about thirty

ounces, through specially made nozzles

provided with stop cocks. The arteries

were injected as fully as possible, save in

one case shown where the injection was

cut off from certain parts in order to ex-

hibit the difference in appearance. The
body was not moved after the injection
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was made until it was quite cold ; and

then extreme care was taken to avoid

flexion of any part which would, natu-

rally, have broken the continuity of the

hardened mass of coloring matter.

The accompanying illustrations were

all made from three bodies, as already

stated
; the first was the body of a male

aged 35, slight build (No. 1 ); the sec-

ond was a colored female, 22 years of age,

medium build (No. 2); the third, an aged

FIG. 6.

negro, spare but muscular (No. 3). In

Fig. 2 No. 2 is shown on the fluorometer

table. The position is that as the radio-

graph of the thorax was being taken. It

will be noticed that the body is that of a

fairly well-built woman, with a thorax

by no means flattened.

The statement has been made that

dead tissue is very much more impervi-

ous to the rays than living. Accordingly

I made the exposure longer. But in

Fig. 3 is seen a controversion of the

statement. The two hands there shown
are the right hand of No. 1, and the cor-

responding hand of a young woman who
kindly placed her hand on the plate and

allowed me to use it in comparison.

Both hands were about the same thick-

ness; the tube was so placed as to shed

its radiance on a point precisely between

the two; the exposure was three min-

utes. In the photograph both are exactly

the same in clearness of definition.

This fact was not, however, ascertained

until I had made all of the other radio-

graphs ; hence the far longer exposure

which is recorded in connection with

each.

Fig. 4, hand of No. 1, shows very

clearly the radial and ulnar arteries, as

also the anterior and posterior interosse-

ous, also the anterior carpal branches of

the radial and ulnar, and the various

digital branches. Length of exposure,

10 minutes.

Fig. 5 is placed next in order to show

in contrast to the last an abnormal con-

dition of the arteries. This is the hand

of No. 3, and here we see a magnificent

illustration of the tortuosity of the ves-

sels in the aged, consequent upon the

hardening of the vessels and their loss

of elasticity leading to increase in their

length. Note here that even in the small

digital branches this is well demonstrat-

ed. Exposure, 10 minutes.

Fig. 6 is taken from No. 1, and here

are seen the internal and external plant-

ar arteries, with the plantar arch and

digital branches. The exposure here

was 12 minutes, but owing to the density

of the tissues of the foot and the greater

size of the bones the arteries are not

seen as clearly as are those in the hand.

Two feet are seen in Fig. 7, these are

from No. 2 ; in this case one foot and

one hand were shut off from the injec-

tion by strong pressure on the arterial

trunks. One foot is thus seen uninject-
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ed while the other shows plainly the

track of the vessels. In Fig. 8 the hand

in this case is shown, the radial and ul-

nar arteries are seen distended and dis-

tinct, their branches are invisible.

Fig. 9 is the elbow of the same case,

here are seen the following vessels, the

brachial bifurcating into the radial and

condition ; No. 3 had at some time sus-

tained an amputation through the junc-

tion of the middle and the lower third of

the thigh. The femoral artery has here

undergone consequent atrophy, (to a

very great extent at least,) and in its

lower part exists only as a very slender

and rapidly diminishing trunk. In this

FIG.

ulnar ; branches of the superior and in-

ferior profunda and the anastomosing

branches from the radial and ulnar.

Note in this case the clearness of defini-

tion of the very small branches from the

two profunda arteries.

In Fig. 10 is seen another pathological

7-

case note that the injection has been

broken subsequent to its introduction
;

also that, while the amputation had evi-

dently been done long before, the bone is

not rounded off. Exposure, 10 minutes.

Next follow three radiographs which I

consider of special interest, none so ex-
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tensive of injected subjects, so far as I

am aware, having ever been attempted,

and I am not a little pleased with my
success on this first trial. Fig. 1 1 shows

the thorax of No. 1. Here are well seen

the base of the heart with the arch of

the aorta and its branches. The axilla-

ry artery lying in close relation with the

neck of the scapula, giving off the cir-

cumflex (which one, whether anterior or

posterior, I am unable to say) and the

fig. 8.

subscapular. In the case of the latter it

is interesting to note the curious twist;

the artery requires the means for in-

creasing and diminishing its length to

accommodate to the movements of the

shoulder. Nature has made provision.

Compare this artery with the same in Fig.

12. Here also we see well the carotids in

the neck, together with the vertebrals. In

these last three illustrations special care

was taken to have the Crookes' tube

exactly over the center of the object

to be depicted, and the anode level

with the horizon. Hence we have, in

each case, an almost absolutely symmet-

rical picture. Exposure, 60 min. An-

other thorax is shown in Fig. 12, that

of No. 2; the same remarks as in the last

case would apply in this, save that on

one side it appears as though the axilla-

ry artery were double
;

this, however,

fig. 10.

may be only apparent, as in more than

one case of employing hot injections I

have found that the injected material has

passed through the capillaries in a part

and thus filled the veins. Here it

seems too thorough, and in cases where

colored wax passes through the capilla-

ries it is always found of a distinctly

lighter hue in the veins, much of the

coloring matter having been filtered out
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in the capillaries. Here both vessels

appear equally opaque, I am thus in-

clined to believe that we have a double

axillary artery. Time of exposure, 70

minutes.

The position of the tube in the cases

of the two thoraces was precisely sim-

ilar. It may be noted that the struct-

Fig. 13 is a view of the pelvis of No.

2. This was somewhat disappointing

to me as the pelvic vessels are not

clearly defined. When one considers,

however, the vascularity of the parts,

and that all the vessels are filled with

material somewhat opaque, it is not at

all wonderful that even an exposure of

FIG.

ures in the neck of No. 1 are much
more distinct than in No. 2 ; the differ-

ence is due to the fact that in the female

subject there existed a large goiter

which, being so highly vascular, was dis-

tended with the injection and so tended
in a marked degree to obscure the sub-

lying vessels and bones.

70 minutes should not show more clear-

ly such large structures as the aorta and

the iliac arteries. They all lie deeply,

are covered by vascular structures, and

these simply render the picture very

cloudy. The superficial and deep fem-

oral arteries are well seen, the internal

and external circumflex branches of the
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latter; the obturator lying in relation

with the thyroid foramen and, very faint-

ly, the sciatic and comes nervi ischiadi-

ci. The girl from whom this illustra-

tion was taken had the narrowest pelvis

which I have yet noted ; the distance be-

tween the anterior superior spines was
only 17.5 cm, while she was a little

cases was estimated with regard to the

area to be covered.

While writing this paper I have before

me reproductions of the photographs

from which are made the illustrations

which accompany it. These are larger

and of course clearer than any half-tone

can be ; it may be, therefore, that my

Lji
'

FIG. II.

above medium height and of normal

build in every other particular.

As regards the height at which the

tube was elevated above the plate ; this

varied from 30 cm. in the case of the

hands, to 70 cm. in the case of the tho-

rax and pelvis. The height in the latter

remarks do not apply with exactitude to

the figures in the Journal.

To Dr. David Littlejohn, who has

charge of the X-ray Department in the

school with which I am connected, and

in which these experiments were carried

out, I have to express my thanks for
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much valuable assistance; while Mr. Lee

Hickman, a student, also merits ac-

knowledgment for his very careful hand-

ling of the plates in development.

The Magnetic Deflection of Diffusely

Reflected Cathode Ruys.

BY ERNEST MEKKITT

It is now known that x-rays are devel-

are developed at this point as well as

Roentgen rays, and are the cause of the

brilliant fluorescence which usually cov-

ers about half the glass of such tubes.

The rays are deflected by a magnet like

cathode rays. In this they differ from

x-rays, which are entirely unaffected by

the most powerful magnetic field. Gold-

stein, who first observed these rays, be-

ne. 12.

oped in a Crookes' tube at all places

where the cathode rays encounter a solid

obstacle. In the tubes now made the ca-

thode rays are usually "focussed" on a

piece of sheet platinum, and the x-rays

proceed from this focus. But other rays

lieved them to be cathode rays that had

been diffusely reflected from the plati-

num, just as light would be scattered by

a roughened surface. S. P. Thompson
believed that the rays were intermediate

between cathode rays and x-rays, and
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has proposed for them the name "para-

cathodic rays."

The author has measured the deflec-

tion of the "para-cathodic rays" in a giv-

en magnetic field, and compared it with

the magnetic deflection of the direct ca-

thode rays in the same tube. No dif-

ference could be detected in the behav-

ior of the two sets of rays. This fact

must be looked upon as an argument in

favor of Goldstein's view. According to

the generally accepted theory, cathode

rays consist of small negatively charged

particles repelled at enormous speed

from the cathode. It seems probable

that when these particles strike an ob-

stacle some are stopped, and by their

impact produce the x-rays ; a few of the

particles may, however, rebound like

elastic balls. The particles that re-

bound will then travel off with practi-

cally undiminished velocity and will

form the "para-cathodic rays," possess-

ing all the properties of the original ca-

thode rays.

The author is therefore of the opinion

that "para cathodic rays" are really

the same as cathode rays, and result

from diffuse reflection.

—

Electrical En-

gineer.
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LONDON ITEMS.
J. M. BARBOUR, M. B.

,

Librarian Roentgen Society, London, C >rr.:sp >ni;n t.

The Roentgen Rays in Italy.

According to a review by Dr. Emile

Boix in the current number of Duplay's

Archives, one of the latest additions to

the series of manuals which, to the num-

ber of over 6oo, have been issued by the

well-known Milanese publisher Ulrico

Hoepli with a view to the popularizing

of science, art, and literature, consists

of a volume by Italo Tonta on the na-

ture, history, and practical application

of the Roentgen rays. The author, who

has studied his subject in several Ger-

man schools, adds the experience of oth-

ers to his own observations and advan-

ces certain hypotheses which he has

formed regarding the nature of the rays

and the effects which they produce. He
also discusses their mode of action,

chemical and luminous, and is able to

find a great many points of analogy be-

tween them and lightning. Adopting

Crookes' theory that all transmissible

physical forces are due to vibrations

through ether and matter differing from

each other solely by reason of the rela-

tive rapidity of the vibrations, he like-

wise agrees w ith Roentgen, that where-

as electricity corresponds to 33, 359, 730,-

750 oscillations per second the x-rays

should be included in the category which

corresponds to about 300,000,000,000

oscillations per second. But Signor Italo

Tonta does not adhere exclusively to the

dry bones of science, being evidently of

opinion with Horace that omnetulit punc-

tum qui miscuit utile dulci, for he quotes

the following definition of electricity

which was written by Galileo Ferrari in

an album at the request of a young lady

with scientific aspirations : "Ever since

Maxwell showed that luminous vibra-

*Italo Tonta: Raggi di Roentgen e loro pratiche appli-

Cazioni, 160 pp., 65 rigs., and 14 plates. Milan: Hoepli,

1898.

tions may consist in periodic variations

of the electro-magnetic forces and his

theory was given an experimental basis

by Hertz, who adduced facts to prove

that electro-magnetic oscillations propa-

gate themselves as light does, the idea

has gone on growing ever firmer that

the luminous ether and the medium
where electro-magnetic forces have their

seat are one and the same thing. Where-
fore, O ! maiden, so intelligent and so

amiable, who dost ask What is electric-

ity? am I able to reply to thine inquiry.

Electricity is not only the titanic agent

which tearing athwart the atmosphere

terrifies by the crash of its thunderbolt,

but also the vivifying agent which trans-

mits from the sun to the earth by means
of light and heat the magic color and the

breath of life, which communicates to

thy heart the pulsing of the external

world and conveys to thy soul the en-

chantment of a look and of a smile."

—

Lancet., 2, 22, 10, 1898.

Improvement of Over-exposed Plates.

—We know that plates when exposed

too long in the camera are weak and uni-

formly gray when over-exposure is very

great, only traces of an image are ob-

tained. It suffices to dip a plate, even

when much over-exposed, into a tartar

emetic solution (2.5 grs. in 100 grs. of

water) for about two minutes, let it dry

and develop with hydroquinone, in or-

der to obtain a strong image. Thus
plates, otherwise useless, can be saved.

It is indifferent whether the plate be

treated before or after exposure. Salts

of antimony or arsenic with organic ox-

ide possesses the same property. It is

the same with morphine and codeine

salts
; they give softer negatives than

tartar emetic, with pyrogallic acid, and
with hydroquinone. Amidol, metol, or-

thol, and pyro, when in very slight quan-
tities (r centigramme in 100 grs. of wa-
ter), and previously oxidated by action

of air, delay appearance of the entire
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image in case of under-exposure, and fa-

vor the appearance of the large blacks

in case of over-exposure. They enable

the obtaining of good negatives with

strong contrasts when exposure has been

excessively prolonged. Employed after

exposure they delay appearance of the

image and give it less intensity. These

same non-oxidated developer-reducers,

(particularly armidol) promote develop-

ment when used with hydroquinone or

pyrogallic acid. They increase the in-

tensity of the blacks, and preserve great

puritv in the image. The various sub-

stances of which I have spoken act only

when allowed to dry on the plate. It is

useless to add them to the developer.

—

M. Mehcier (complcs rem/us).— The Pho-

togram, London.

X-ray Printing is announced by Mon-

sieur Georges Isambard, who describes

himself as a "literary man," as a new

money-saving printing process. He pro-

poses to sensitize sheets of paper, to lay

them over each other in thick pads, and

to print by exposing to the x-rays, with

a stencil-plate or type-screen "printed

in ray proof ink. '' He proposes to have

one set screen at the top and another at

the bottom of the pile, in order that he

may print both sides of the paper at

once, and in order to prevent the rays

from one side interfering with those

from the other, he arranges his lines of

type and his spaces to be of equal width,

and so disposed that the line of type on

one side of the page falls opposite the

blank line on the other side. On his

type screen he represents his lines by

strips of lead which prevents the rays

from passing through them. This 'is an

exceedingly ingenious development of a

suggestion which was made in quite the

early days of radiography, but it sug-

gests such obvious practical difficulties

as to render it more like an interesting

dream than a suggestion ever likely to be

realized.— The Photogram, London.

Photographic Effects Produced hy Bac-
teria.

The "rapid" dry photographic plate

with its extremely sensitive film has be-

come a most remarkable aid to knowl-

edge. It has brought countless stars to

view which had otherwise escaped ob-

servation even with powerful instru-

ments and it has more recently demon-
strated the existence of dark light, so to

speak— i. e., of radiations which are not

realized by the eye, having no apparent

effect upon the optic nerve. Recent ex-

periments have shown that almost all

substances give off a dark radiation or,

at any rate, something which affects the

sensitive silver film. This has been at-

tributed to the throwing off of vapor in

minute quantity, but sufficiently to act

upon the photographic plate in the same
way as actinic rays. Dr. Percy Frank-

land has now shown that certain bacte-

ria have the property of producing ima-

ges. With some organisms the effect is

obtained when the sensitized plate is

placed at a distance of half an inch over

the culture, whilst when in contact with

the film definite pictures of the bacterial

growths result. Since the interposition

of a piece of glass prevents the action it

is probable that the action is due to the

evolution of volatile chemical substan-

ces. But with phosphorescent bacteria

the phenomenon is evidently a different

one, since the interposition of glass

makes no difference, the organisms

emitting a radiation which traverses the

glass easily. It is suggested that it is

quite possible that considerable differen-

ces as regards activity toward a photo-

graphic plate may be found to exist with

different bacteria, in which case this

property may become of importance in

their diagnosis. If the method could be

applied to the identification of typhoid

fever and cholera bacilli in water its val-

ue in the service of public health would

indeed be great. —Lancet. October. 22,

1898.
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The Harbeian Oration oti the Influence

of Character and Right Judfr-

mcnt In Medicine.

BY SIR DYCB DUCKWORTH. M. I)..

Delivered before the Royal College of Physicians of

London, on October iSth. 1898.*******
In a lengthy oration Dr. Duckworth

touched upon Roentgen work as follows:

Amongst the secrets wrested from na-

ture in recent times is the discovery of

the Roentgen rays, which have already

proved of great practical use to surgeons

for the detection in certain parts of for-*,

eign bodies and the exact determination

of injuries to the skeleton. To the-pby-'

sician these scrutinizing rays have* as

yet yielded little new information. Some
varieties of renal calculi may sometimes

be detected by them, but they afford no

evidence of billiary concretions. We
may, however, obtain indications of

solid tumors and aneurysms, and en-

largement of certain viscera. The the-

rapeutic influence of these rays, if any

exists, is as yet not determined. Ac-

cording to Rieder, of Munich, rays emit-

ted from "hard." i. c, high vacuum,

tubes kill bacteria. Such rays have the

highest penetrating power. With the

assistance of my colleague, Dr. Lewis

Jones, I have examined radioscopically

the lungs of several patients with tuber-

culous disease in various stages. The
physical signs were well marked and

readily detectable by the ordinary meth-

ods of examination. The consolidated

portions of the lungs gave no further ev-

idence of their condition than a some-

what dark opacity, in mottled tracts, as

compared with the luminous clearness

of the unaffected parts. Pleural effu-

sions and pneumothorax are detectable,

also pneumodic consolidations, and even

early and limited areas of tuberculous

deposit. In a recent report on this sub-

ject MM, Bouchard and Claude, of Par-

is'
2: declare that cavities can readily be

discovered and even enlargements of

bronchial lymph-glands.'" The free

movements of the diaphragm are well

displayed and are well worthy of study,

since it is found that this structure is

lowered on the affected side in cses of

consolidation of the apex of the lung

and rendered dense and immovable in

diaphragmatic pleurisy. The most start-

ling revelation by means of the x-rays is

that of M. Kelsch, who declares that he

discovered the existence of pulmonary

tuberculosis ui 5Cowt.ef ,124 military pa-

tyerSts. who 'presented ' noij'fj /pi'.the ordi-

nary signs of the malady. \Vir,fi.rr/spect

*fo these observations I will only say tjiat

I desire more, detailed avidjencc- and,

with i?,: CQpnrmaTion. •

. . '*... • .... ..

It may be affirmed that radioscopy

and skiagraphs tell but little to the phy-

sician that could not be ascertained by

other methods of physical examination,

but they certainly afford additional

means for accurate clinical determina-

tion. Thus, in a case of mitral valvular

disease with great cardiac hypertrophv

which I examined the melon-shaped out-

line of the heart could be seen to bulk

more largely in the thorax than the

physical signs alone led one to believe.

With improved apparatus we may come
to better results than an}- yet attained,

and, indeed, there may be other secrets

in the domain of electrical science await-

ing diligent research, of which perchance

some may serve to revolutionize our

present methods of clinical investiga-

tion. /.(!//(//.

Speculations Concerning Roentgen
Ravs. Woodward. Eire. Eng., Oct.

13. Electrical World, N. Y.—A short

article on the nature of these rays. Be-

lieving them to be vibrations of an in-

conceivably short period, he suggests

that the rays may be very closely related

to the solar spectrum, whose period of

vibration is very short. He suggests

that we might call electricity an "effect

produced by a vibration capable of a
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minimum and maximum period, and, ac-

cording to the length of the vibration

period, are produced sound, heat, light,

Roentgen rays, and electricity, in the

sense we have understood it."—Electri-

cal World, N. Y.

Deflection of Cathode Rays. Kauf-

mann. Wicd. Ann. No. 6 ; abstracted

briefly in the Lond. Elcc, July 15.—He
superposes a magnetic upon an electro-

static deflection and from .he, resulting

deflection he dVa'vc 'important conclu-

sions. The deflection is inversely pro-

portional to the square root of the dif-

ference' of potential between the anode

and the cathode. If aj&bg .any given

length of path a certain potential is

maintained, the anode ceases to exert

any influence and the deflection is in-

versely proportional to the square root

of the difference of potential between the

length in question and the cathode. The
deflection obeys the law indicated by the

emission theory.

Roentgen Rays in Medical Work.
—A complete Roentgen ray equipment

has been presented to the North-Eastern

Hospital for Children, Hackney Road,

Shoreditch, England, by the Duke of

Newcastle. The apparatus throws an

18-inch spark, and is one of the largest

and most efficient in existence.

THE TREATMENT OF DISEASE
ELECTRIC CURRENTS.

BY

The attractive, unique and expressive

Calendar of the Antikamnia Chemical

Co., is out for 1899. Six lively pictures

are shown of the bones of the face with-

out the aid of the x-rays—the old, old

way.

An Important Series of Skiagrams.

Just published. With Nineteen Skia 'rams. Royal 8vo
, 5s.

THE SKIAGRAPHIC ATLAS.
Showing the Development of the bones of the wrist and

Hand For the use of students an! others. By John
Poland. F.R.C.S., Surgeon tot ie City Orthopaedic Hos-
pital and Visiting Surgeon to the Miller Hospital.

Note.—This is the first instance in which a series of
Skiagrams showing the ossification of the bones of these
parts has been traced over a perioi of years from early
infancy. Such an atlas must necessarily be of great
practical use to the surgeon and student,

LONDON: SMITH, ELDERS & CO..
15 Waterloo Place, S. W.

i'li £W 1

A handbook of plain instructions for the general practi-
tioner. By S. H. Monell, M. D., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Published by William Beverly Harison,
3 and 5 West i8lh Street, New

York. 1088 pages.

Another extremely valuable work on electro-
therapeutics has been launched by the same au-
thor as the recent publication, "Manual of Static
Electricity in X-Ray and Therapeutic Uses,'
which has attracted world-wide reputation thus
early for its clearness of description, and useful-
ness to the general practitioner.

It would be impossible for us to specialize the
headings of the 70 chapters in this volume in the
space allotted for this review, therefore it must
suffice to state that every known modern employ-
ment for faradic, galvanic and static electricity
and their therapeutic indications are detailed in
*hls- volume with conciseness of language and mi-
nute-di.ectness of application, so that the gen-
eral practitioner may read and understand.

Probably no book on electro-therapeutics, and
we say it conservatively, has ever equaled this
volume for value to those of the profession who
would use electricity as a therapeutic agent, and
he who does not use it at this age is certainly not
up to the times in his profession.
We therefore heartily recommend this volume

to our readers, believing that they will not be dis-
appointed in adding it to their libraries.

—

Medi-
cal Times and Register, Phila., Pa., January,
1898.

Manual of Static Electricity in X-Ray and Thera-
peutic Uses, ....... $6.00

Treatment of Disease by Electric Currents. - 7.50
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ROENTGEN LIGHT.

Accepting from the beginning the

statement made by Crookes many years

ago that the cathode stream was com-

posed of material particles it seemed

probable when Roentgen's discovery was

announced that the wave length of this

new form of radiation would depend up-

on the temperature to which the par-

ticles of the cathode stream were

raised by their impact upon the target.

To test this a tube was constructed in

1896 in which the metal target was hol-

low and could be cooled to any desired

temperature. With tubes of this kind

many experiments have been made, a

few of the results which seemed likely to

be of interest being published from time

to time as a series of short notes in the

Electrical Reviczu during 1897-8.

As they are scatttered over a consid-

erable period owing to the infrequent in-

tervals available for preparing them,

this summary of a few of the observa-

tions is now made.

The cause of Roentgen light is a high

temperature of the originating particles.

The wave length of the radiation de-

pends upon the temperature of these

particles.

Their temperature is due to several

conditions.

First—On the velocity with which

they strike the target ; the higher the

velocity the greater their temperature.

Second—On the angle at which they

strike ; the greater the angle the higher

their temperature : a glancing blow not

stopping the particles as suddenly, their

temperature never reaches a maximum.

Third—On the nature of the target

;

the denser the target the higher their

temperature, because the denser metals

stop them most suddenly.

Fourth—On the temperature of the

target : the colder the target the lower

their temperature—a target cooled be-

low zero yields less light than when the

temperature is several hundred degrees

higher. On the other hand many obser-

vations indicate that a temperature sum-
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cient to materially soften the surface of

the target diminishes the efficiency of

the tube.

The velocity with which the particles

strike the target depends upon several

conditions.

First—On the electromotive force :

the higher this is the greater their ve-

locity.

Second—On the distance of the target;

the greater the distance the less violent

the impact.

Third—On obstructions on the way.

These arise from various causes—the

degree of the vacuum ; the form of the

tube; the amount of harmony between the

vibrations of the exciting current and the

tube. One can get a good idea of what

is going on in a tube when harmony is

absent by looking out of a rear window

of his town house during a wild snow

storm and watching in the narrow alley

with its irregular sides the tempestuous

rush of the snow as it is driven by the

constantly changing reflections of the

wind.

Fourth—On the weight of the parti-

cles ; a higher electromotive force is re-

quired to deliver mercury particles at the

target with a given velocity than those of

aluminum and oxygen.

The amount of light depends upon the

quantity of energy utilized at the target;

with a given velocity of impact the

greater the amperage the more the light.

Definition depends on several condi-

tions

—

First—On the size of the radiant area

on the target ; the smaller this is the bet-

ter the definition, therefore the target

should not be at the theoretical but at

the real focus of the cathode discharge,

the distance of which from the cathode

depends upon the degree of repulsion

between the particles forming the dis-

charge and is a result of the intensity of

their charges. For the degree of ex-

haustion generally employed the focus is

twice the length of the radius of the ca-

thode curvature or double the theoreti-

cal distance.

Second—On the steadiness of the ra-

diant area : due to harmony and right

proportion between the size of the ca-

thode and the surges.

Third—On eliminating other light

sources, such as the second impact or

that of rebound ; th< anode rush ; the

secondary source.

Fourth—On the proper form of the

tube.

Fifth—On the use of the diaphragm.

Sixth—On shielding the object to be

photographed from aerial reflections in

the room by using opaque metal plates

closed as far as possible so that no

Roentgen radiation can reach the object

except in straight lines from the target.

Seventh—On maintaining a consider-

able distance between the tube and the

object, thus producing shadows of near-

ly normal size, a matter of importance

in medical diagnosis.

Ninth—On the quality of light : it is

unwise to flood the tissues with light of

any wave length expecting thereby to

bring out more detail. One of the rea-

sons why a photograph often shows more

detail than the fluoroscope is the smaller

amount of light needed to affect the

plate than to give clear images on the

screen.

The Form of Tubes.—A tube should be

of sufficient length to admit of the use of

a high electromotive force. The cathode

should be in proportion to the surges
;

largest for large condensers, smaller for

Tesla coils, where the amperage of each

surge may be less on account of the rap-

idity with which they come. There

should be a simple method of lowering

the vacuum to enable a large amperage

to be sent through the tube for a long

time without need of re-pumping.

The Residual Gases.—-The atomic
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weights of the cathode and the residual

gases should be near each other.

The Target.—This should be so con-

structed as to enable a large amperage

to be used without injury and so arrang-

ed that its temperature may be varied

according to the kind of radiation desir-

ed, for it should be remembered that in

the same tube, by changing the temper-

ature of the target and the velocity of

impact, we can make light of any wave

length from the shortest Roentgen down

to, including and below that of ordinary

light.

Distance of the Cathode.—This should

be less for small than for large genera-

tors. The cathode being a rapid firing

gun should be placed in the most effi-

cient position for regular and rapid load-

ing, being shielded from the anode rush.

The walls of the tube should be of such

curvature as to prevent the return stream

from causing collisions with the normal

cathode discharge as well as to ensure a

regular circulation. The target should

be in a line between the cathode and

anode or the cathode discharge will not

strike with efficiency. When the anode

is behind the cathode the concave sur-

face of the cathode gives off so little

force that the target is no longer an avail-

able source of Roentgen radiation with

ordinary generators, while a diffuse

stream of particles rises from the convex

side and by their impact upon the glass

walls give rise to a broad area of Roent-

gen light. The cathode discharge is

therefore not independent of the position

of the anode.

Generators.—There are no efficient

ones outside the laboratories of the great

electricians like Tesla and Thomson.
Large static machines while very satis-

factory for experimental work because

they can be run for days without atten-

tion, yielding a constant amount of cur-

rent, have so little amperage that they

require the patient to be placed within a

few feet of the tube. Ordinary induc-

tion coils are irregular in action while if

made to give high electromotive force the

discharges are slow and the amount of

force delivered at the target is too small.

High frequency coils though condemned

by eminent foreign authority on account

of the imperfect definition from tubes

excited by them, are our main hope for

the future. This form of generator

whose development we owe to Tesla can

deliver a large amount of force at the

target, while by keeping this from melt-

ing as well as by throwing the second

light source out of the field, an astonish-

ing amount of light can be obtained with

good definition. No one, however,

seems able to make them work with reg-

ularity, the interrupter being a constant

cause of trouble. Until Tesla is willing

to leave other work in order to furnish

the profession with a suitable break we
shall have but imperfect ideas of the val-

ue of Roentgen's discovery for medical

diagnosis. William Rollins.

Within the past few years there has

been a remarkable increase in the use of

the static machine, and one of the fore-

most in advocating and popularizing its

use in the profession has been Dr. S. H.

Monell. He has also forced the recog-

nition of the static machine as a prefer-

able means for producing the x-ray, and

that against determined opposition. A
visit to his office gives no indication of

ostentation or exaggeration, but convin-

ces one that he is moderate in his claims,

and has accomplished what he has by

hard work and unremitting attention.

—

Cleveland Medical Gazette.

A German army surgeon states that in

a large number of "sprains" of the ankle

joints the Roentgen ray showed that in

the majority of cases there was actually

either fracture or dislocation of someone
or more of the small bones. The treat-

ment should be fixation, in order to pre-

vent false joints, exostoses, etc., leav-

ing permanent impairment of functions.

—Medical Times, N. Y.
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ROKNTOEN RAY DKRM ATITIS.

BY ELIHU THOMSON.

I notice that in the November number

of Thk X-Ray Journal immediately fol-

lowing my article on X-Ray Burns, there

is a paper by Dr. Chas. Lester Leonard

practically on the same subject.

He endeavors to show that electro-

static charges or effects are the true

cause of the dermatitis and not Roent-

gen rays. In doing this, however, he

misinterprets very ordinary electrical

phenomena and conditions. Had he in-

terpreted correctly the results he alludes

to, his conclusions must have been the

opposite of those which he takes so much
pains to maintain.

He says : "It is a physical fact that

high potential currents produce static

fields of electricity around their paths."

Also— "High potential currents have a

more marked effect on tissue than any

other form of electricity and are capable

of doing more injury."

Both of these statements are based on

a misconception. All electric currents

in the same conductor are alike if of the

same frequency and wave form. Prop-

erly speaking there are no high potential

currents at all. Static fields of electric-

ity are produced not by current, but by

electric pressures excited upon insulat-

ing media. A current attends equaliza-

tion or neutralization through conduct-

ors. Injury by electric current acting

upon tissue is due, not to the potential,

but to the current flowing. If a living

organism can not stand more than a cer-

tain number of milli-amperes without be-

ing destroyed or devitalized, then it mat-

ters not if the source of such current be

of high or low potential. It is the

current which alone kills. It so happens

that most tissues have so high a resist-

ance as to require a considerable poten-

tial to force the current to flow, but if,

for example, 1,000 volts exist in one case

and 10,000 in another, and the condi-

tions also exist in each case for the pas-

sage of only that amount of current which

woidd destroy vitality, the difference of

potentials in each instance will not af-

fect the result. A person may indeed

be killed by a very low voltage such as

100 volts if an excellent contact with the

skin be made, as by the use of large sur-

faced electrodes of liquid ; such as

brine.

Abundant experience proves that, re-

gardless of potential, currents of high

frequency are almost without physiolog-

ical action.

I have frequently passed such currents

through my body without apparent ef-

fect, and in amounts thousands of times

in excess of any possible currents due to

static fields in the neighborhood of vac-

uum tubes.

This is significant taken in connection

with the fact that just such harmless

high frequency currents are often used

in exciting Roentgen ray tubes of the

double focus type.

Are such double focus tubes as excited

by harmless high frequency currents, in-

capable of producing Roentgen ray der-

matitis ? Certainly not.

In referring to the discussion of the

therapeutic effects by Edward Schiff and

Leopold Freund, of Vienna, Dr. Leon-

ard says :

"They found that the most energetic

action was exerted by a tube of moder-

ately low vacuum energized by a spark

of high electromotive force and amper-

age, 3
r o amp. and 12^ volts at a dis-

tance of about four and one half inches

and with a long exposure.

"

I confess I am at a loss to understand

the "3J/2 amp. and 12^ volts" as refer-

ring to the current and pressure used in

working a vacuum tube. The current is

absurdly high and the volts more ab-

surdly low. But it is possible that the

figures refer to the current and volts of

the primary coil of a Ruhmkorff used in

the experiments. The statement and
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that which follows "n l/> volts and 2 am-

peres" is certainly obscure as it stands.

I make the quotation in which these

figures are contained, not so much on ac-

count of the irrelevancy of the figures,

but because it is stated that the "most

energetic action was exerted by a tube

of moderately low vacuum". This ac-

cords with my experience. Dermatitis

is more easily produced by the low vac-

uum tube because a very large propor-

tion of the rays emitted by such a tube

are readily absorbed by the skin and

flesh, and so do harm.

"What," says Dr. Leonard, "is the

reason for the excessive action which

they found in a tube of low vacuum," &c.

He answers his own question thus :

"It is the higher amperage current

which the lower resistance of such a vac-

uum permits to pass through the second-

ary circuit, produces a more intense

static field around the tube, &c."

Nothing could be farther from the

truth. This would be equivalent to say-

ing that if the tube had no resistance

the static field around it would be a max-

imum, which is the reverse of true. As
electricians well know it is impossible to

establish static fields between bodies

joined by a conductor of no resistance

or a perfect conductor. Is it possible

that Dr. Leonard is getting "magnetic

field," which is stronger the stronger the

current, mixed up with "static field"?

He says again : "If it is the Roent-

gen ray per se that exerts this therapeu-

tic and destructive action, why is it that

they find a high vacuum tube, which we
know produces the most intense fluores-

cent effects and has the greatest pene-

tration or Roentgen value, has the least

therapeutic value ?
'

And in his answer he is equally at

fault. He says: "The resistance of

the high vacuum tube is too great to per-

mit the flow of a high amperage current

through the secondary and it thus pre-

vents the formation of an intense static

induction field about the tube." Does

not Dr. Leonard realize that an induc-

tion coil gives a maximum static field

when its terminals are insulated or sep-

arated by a very high resistance ; and

does he not know that connecting the

terminals of the coil by a copper wire, in

which case the higher amperage exists,

is just the way to prevent static field ?

His misinterpretation is as complete as

it could well be.

The true explanation of the action of

the high vacuum tube is very simple,

namely, it gives off a less proportion of

rays of easy absorbability by the skin

and tissues and so does less harm.

Schiff and Freund were then quite

right in their interpretation of their re-

sults as due to certain kinds of Roent-

gen rays.

I have already in my former article,

shown why a screen of aluminum is a

protection by its absorbing the harmful

rays of easy absorbability, permitting

the highly penetrating and harmless rays

to pass. Electrically a wire mesh or

netting would be about as effective a

screen for static field as an imperforated

plate, but I venture to predict that the

hardy experimenter who uses a perfora-

ted screen with a low vacuum tube and

long exposure will not escape, although

the static effects will have been effectu-

ally shielded in such case.

The fact that complete plates used as

screens afford protection is certainly, as

Dr. Leonard says, "strong evidence that

the agent that is at work and is elimina-

ted by their use * * * is the cause

of the dermatitis and the source of the-

rapeutic action."

But in inserting with this quoted sen-

tence the words i. e. "the static elec-

tric current" he spoils the statement as

to its truth. In the first place, what, it

may be asked, is a "static electric cur-

rent." ? That I am not acquainted with

such a thing I must confess.

There are other statements equally cu-
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rious to an electrician, equally meaning-

less, and quite fallacious if a meaning be

assumed. Dr. Leonard says, "on the

other hand when it (the screen) was

omitted the static charge collected in the

patient, and a deep necrosis was the re-

sult of the devitalization of the tissues."

Does not the doctor know that for a

static charge to collect in a patient the

latter must be pretty well insulated ?

Does he not know that the surest way to

prevent its collection in the patient is to

connect the patient to ground ? Why
not recommend that procedure as a pre-

ventative ? He is, however, evidently

unaware that a collected charge in a pa-

tient will reside only on the surface, not

alone of the skin but of the clothing

where it covers the skin ; that it will dif-

fuse itself and be most intense on the

projections or extremities. Why then

should such a collected charge, if it be

assumed to collect, act only where the

Roentgen rays are being absorbed ?

Why should it act deeply in any case ?

Why would it not produce a dermatitis

on the ends of the fingers, on the nose

and on the feet of the patient, where the

static charge, assuming the patient in-

sulated, can most readily collect ?

Was there ever a case of such severe

dermatitis produced simply by electrify-

ing a person when mounted upon an in-

sulating stool even with the highest stat-

ic charges ? Indeed I have myself while

insulated been repeatedly charged for

man)' minutes at a time to potentials

such as would be able to cause sparks to

leap over ten inches between body and

ground, without ever having experienced

the least ill effects.

Persons have been known to work day

after day in proximity to electrified belts

without trouble. The peculiar deep ne-

crosis of the Roentgen ray burn was, I

believe, unknown in the absence of the

excited Crookes' tube and still always re-

quires for its production such a piece of

apparatus.

It is about time that occult and im-

possible properties of static fields should

cease to be invoked to account for ac-

count for actions that have been plainly

recognized and traced to their origin by

suitable crucial experiments.

Let the persistent exponents of the

static field mystery try the experiment

of using a low or "soft" tube, energized

so as to give abundant rays of easy ab-

sorbability by the skin, with a very long

exposure and with a screen having say

a hole of one-half inch diameter in it.

Let the screen be grounded, if they

please and under the opening let the

back of the hand be placed on a finger

and kept so that the rays through the

opening continually enter the same spot

of skin surface during the long exposure.

The screen may be made of copper or

brass heavy enough to take care of all

eletrostatic induction. This it will cer-

tainly do in spite of the hole assumed to

be made in it and through which the

rays, purged of static field effects, may
freely pass. It would be interesting to

have a report of the conditiou of the

spot of skin surface say two weeks after

a conscientious trial of this kind was

made.

I have tried just such an experiment,

as I have before stated in The Ameri-

can X-Ray Journal, but the opening in

the screen was oblong and I have now a

scar to show where the exposure was

made. More than thai, two thicknesses

of aluminum foil were used over a por-

tion of the spot during exposure and

were not sufficient to prevent the derma-

titis. Could anything be more convinc-

ing as to the fact that static field has

nothing to do with the case? What
more proof is needed that electricity or

electric currents are not involved? On
the other hand the proof is positive that

Roentgen rays of such character as to be

easily absorbed by the tissues are the true

agency in causing the dermatitis. I was

convinced of that by my experiments
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made over two years ago. I am pleased

to find that Dr. Philip Mills Jones, of

the University of California has written

several papers putting forward views in

substantial accord with my own and I

FIG. 2.

am sure that any competent investigator ing foreign bodies imbedded in the tis-

attacking this question must be drawn to sues.

the adoption of these views. Case. Mrs. S., set. thirty-two; three

SKIAGRAPHY IN (iUNSHOT WOUNDS.

BY DR. GEORGE F. SHEARS.

The following case is presented as il-

lustrating the value of the x-ray in locat-
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years ago was shot in the neck. The
bullet entered the left side about the

level of the fourth cerebral vertebra,

and on a line dropped perpendicularly

from the lobe of the ear.

The line of direction through the tis-

sue, according to the patient as received

from the statement of her physicians,

was upward and slightly forward. The
bullet was probed for but could not

be located, and after careful search

had been made all attempts to find it

were abandoned. It was believed that

the bullet was in the deep structures

near some of the great arterial trunks.

The patient made a good recovery from

the injury. Some six months after this

she began to complain of neuralgic

pains extending up the spine from a

point midway between the shoulders to

the base of the cranium
;
accompanying

this were symptoms of nervous irritabil-

ity in other parts of the body. Her eyes

troubled her, being the seat of pain, and

often it was difficult for her to focus

them upon near objects. She applied

to several prominent surgeons, who ad-

vised her to let the bullet alone as in all

probability it was located near the caro-

tid artery, and would not only be difficult

to find, but there was considerable risk

in making the operation.

She applied to me and was advised to

have a skiagraph made of her neck and

the bullet accurately located. To this

she consented, and the accompanying
skiagraphs (Figs, i and 2) were made
showing the bullet located to the left of

the median line on the posterior side of

the spine, and lying on the transverse

process of the fifth cervical vertebra.

An incision was made seven-eights of an

inch to the left of the median line on the

posterior surface of the neck over the

fifth cervical vertebra and continued

through the muscular tissue until the

bullet was reached, when it was easily

extracted.

Two points may be of interest to con-

sider in addition to the locating of the

bullet by the x-ray. First, the presence

of the nervous symptoms ; and second,

the course of the bullet. Were the ner-

vous symptoms due to imagination,

or did they follow from some injury done

by the bullet? So far as can be deter-

mined by the location of the bullet they

could not be due to its presence. It

was imbedded in muscular tissue and

could not impinge upon any nerve trunk

of importance.

Still its removal, so the patient claims,

relieved all except the eye symptoms.

In regard to the second point it may be

noted by looking at the skiagraph that

the bullet is located with the point down-

ward and is below its point of entrance.

The bullet itself, you may observe, is

slightly flattened upon one side. It is

quite possible, therefore, that the bullet

may have passed upward, as was believ-

ed by the examining surgeons, come in

contact with one of the cervical verte-

bra and been deflected downward. And
it may be that to some injury done in its

passage, rather than to its pressure, are

due the nervous symptoms suffered by

the patient.— The Clinique.

Pressure in the Interior of Vacuum
Tubes. Seguy. Z'Eclairage Elec, Sept.

17, and DInd. Elec, Sept., 25. Elec-

trical World, N. Y.—A reprint of an

Academy note, in which he enunciates

the following law : The internal pres-

sure in an exhausted vessel is neither

uniform nor constant in all the parts of

the vessel when it is traversed by an

electric current. To prove this he ex-

perimented with a tube 4 meters long

and exhausted to a millionth of an at-

mosphere ; when a current was passed

he found that for about half the length

of the tube from the cathode end of the

vacuum was about the same, but near

the anode the pressure had been raised

to about a thousandth of an atmos-

phere.
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THE X-RAY IN FORENSIC MEDICINE.4

BY FRANK WARD ROSS, A. M., M. D., PH. D.

,

Acting Assistant Surgeon, U. S. A.

My personal experience and observa-

tion, from which I have evolved the sub-

ject matter of this brief paper, convinces

me that the x-ray in forensic medicine is

not necessarily a bed of roses. There

are many pitfalls and unpleasant experi-

ences, which must be considered and

met.

If I can make the way clearer to avoid

these dangers, and add to the safeguards

and methods to be employed, by those

of this distinguished body who may use

the x-ray in cases when required to ap-

pear in court, and assist them in any

way to make their efforts competent,

and their evidence safe, I shall have ac-

complished my mission.

Knowing that it had come to my lot

to have a little personal experience in a

number of forensic cases, your distin-

guished Chairman, the Hon. Clark Bell,

requested this paper.

I shall be brief and practical. 1 shall

begin by giving hints regarding x-ray

photographs in cases where these are to

be exhibited in court and used as evi-

dence.

The greatest care is required to make

the skiagraph competent evidence, and

the absolute necessity of using the

healthy side of comparison, taking the

same exposure from every standpoint, as

to time exposed, light and position,

must be rigidly adhered to.

Means for identification of the photo-

graphs, and care in producing positive

assurance of the court that they are the

exact pictures, and have in no way been

changed, are absolute requisites.

Supplementary evidence, in the shape

of examination by the fluoroscope as

well, as the pictures must be presented

*Read before the Medico-Legal Society, June session.

1898, at New York.

Read before the American Association of Physicians

and Surgeons, June, 1898, at Chicago.

and defended on cross examination.

Extreme caution is necessary in elimin-

ating sources of error, in the shape of

natural or acquired deformities. Cau-

tion as to having absolutely no motion of

the subject on the plate is best obtained

by strapping the patient down, or fasten-

ing the part to the plate, so that no ex-

aggerated or distorted photograph can

result.

Caution is advisable as to allowing the

photographer to exhibit or allow the

plate, proof, or picture in question to go

into any other hands, either from curi-

osity or from design ; also as to revers-

ing the picture or not, by various meth-

ods, depending on whether the picture

is taken on a plate and printed, or on a

paper which is developed as a picture.

Surround the picture with every safe-

guard to make it competent evidence,

not alone to your own mind, but to the

court, as courts and judges are some-

times skeptical.

We have never been permitted to

place a picture in evidence in this city

in a criminal trial, the presiding judge,

on one occasion, excluding it on the

ground that the picture was not an exact

representation, and can not be verified
;

also that the methods used are not suffi-

ciently established, and the legal status

yet under dispute
;
although I have been

allowed to testify in one case as to my
examination by the fluoroscope, as addi-

tional and supplementary evidence, to a

physical examination by me. I espe-

cially caui ion those using the x-ray to

take unusual care in giving an opinion

of a case without the consent and knowl-

edge of the attending physician, partic-

ularly where a suit for malpractice is

likely to ensue, or is in the possibilities.

The same precautions should be ob-

served in taking pictures to be used in

cases in which suits for damages have

been brought against a corporation ; or

in the so-called "negligence cases,"

which we so frequently meet ; and I al-
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ways insist on having the consent, and

if possible, the actual presence of the

attending surgeon, at the time the pic-

ture is taken.

If the question of age, or non-union of

bone presents, the following points

should be considered :

It is well known that adult bones can

be readily distinguished from those of

children, or where the bones are not ful-

ly ossified. Do not mistake an incom-

pletely ossified bone for a fracture, or

vice versa.

A picture which I have seen, taken

from a mummy in which there was a

doubt as to whether the hand was adult

and human or not, and was supposed to

have been an Egytian prince, (all mum-
mies are), the hand was clearly that of a

child, showing the bones not fully os-

sified.

A case in France was decided against

a corporation, on the evidence of a skia-

graph, which showed the bones had not

been united, although there had been no

other evidence than the picture.

This was incorrect, as we know that

bonv union in fractures takes, in some

cases, months or years to unite,—some

never completely ossify. This must al-

ways be considered. Here the decision

was in error, as there were no physical

signs of fracture existing. Hence we

should never accept, as an assured fact,

that we have an ununited fracture or de-

formity, when other evidences are want-

ing or are even negative : especially if

the patient's subjective symptoms are li-

able to be biased with the prospect of

indemnity. In estimating the amount

of damage done, not only must we al-

ways compare the injured with the

sound side, but remember that some de-

formities, like those of the wrist-joints,

may be quite extensive, and yet perfect

co-adaptation of the bony parts have

been made,—with perfect union of bone,

—yet deformity exists, (particularly true

in Colles fracture).

Again, our failure to see the cause of

the deformity, in the x-ray, is not evi-

dence that it does not exist, if other

symptoms point to its being present.

(The contrary line of reasoning in the

French case cited).

The reason for this is obvious ; the

traumata of the soft tissues are often,

(particularly in the fractures at the

wrists), of greater importance than frac-

tures of the bones.

The x-ray has caused us to look at

bones and joints from a very different

standpoint than formerly. We must, as

competent witnesses, be well versed in

the conditions existing, the surgical

anatomy of the part, and land marks,

aside from, and independent of the addi-

tional evidence given by the x-ray.

Fractures and deformities may exist

which, from the position, line of frac-

ture, effusion of blood, or character of

deformity, will not furnish evidence in a

skiagraph or fluoroscope.

Again, failure to get an x-ray, or to

get a fluoroscopic view, will, in some
cases, occur from faulty manipulations :

machinery being out of order, insuffi-

cient power, or adverse atmospheric

conditions.

Hence failure may occur at one time

and success at another.

In one instance where I examined a

case for a police surgeon, of gun shot

wound, of a prisoner who was supposed

to have been shot in the forearm, by an

officer of a neighboring city, who escap-

ed the authorities. The man claimed

that he was intoxicated at the time of the

shooting, and set up also as a defense

that the ball was still in his arm.

I was able to demonstrate, clearly and
conclusively, before our local and for-

eign officers, that no bullet was in his

arm, as the entire arm and forearm were
perfectly transparent to the fluoroscope.

The ball had been removed, but for rea-

sons best known to the prisoner he re-

fused to reveal when and where, even
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when told that we were about to operate

and find the ball, supposing that he

would weaken in case it was attempted

and the ball had already been removed.

Our evidence may, therefore, be of

either "to find or not to find" foreign

bodies, etc., positive or negative in char-

acter, (particularly true in accident in-

surance cases.

)

Counter tests with metals, readily

showing in the above, the absolute non-

existence of the ball. In this case, it

was ascertained subsequently, that it had

been removed by a surgeon.

We may be materially assisted in our

search for the exact location of foreign

bodies, or injuries, by the Dennis fluor-

ometer, which ingenious device gives the

exact location for present or future ref-

erence.

It is essential in all cases where tis-

sues, other than the arms and legs, are

to be examined, particularly in the trunk

and the head for bullets, that photo-

graphic and fluoroscopic observations

should be taken from two or more points

of view, at right angles to each other.

This is materially aided by the little de-

vice mentioned.

While the use of the x-ray is of inesti-

mable value to us in making diagnoses,

it is not an unmixed personal good, as

we well know from actual experience.

If it increases our diagnostic ability,

it also increases our responsibilities, and

we are more exposed to suits for mal-

practice in fractures, particularly if de-

formity exists, and we have not used it

as a means of diagnosis, also in dressing

and examination after reduction. I use

it in all cases of fracture after splints

and bandages are adjusted. Negli-

gence will be claimed for failure to use

it in all cases where bad results follow.

If we have used this means we are

strongly fortified.

Again, the so-called x-ray burn is no

small factor, not only in the minds of

the laity, but also of the court, and is'an

actual source of danger, and must al-

ways be considered, guarded against,

and avoided by proper precautions, by

suitable apparatus, not too long expos-

ure, with perfect insulation of the pa-

tient, and if necessary, an aluminum or

celluloid screen.

I have never seen an x-ray burn where

a static machine was used, and believe

its dangers to be overestimated
;
yet it

is a factor which we must not ignore.

I have made on my own person and oth-

ers perhaps 2000 exposures, and have

not seen a burn of my own making, time

being from two minutes to three hours

exposure.

Neither can we ignore the possible

harm which might result in using it in

cases of open wounds or injuries to the

brain.

In a case in which I used this method,

(the resulting skiagraph was taken after

the man's death ; three weeks later),

the use of the x-ray was used as a de-

fense, on the ground that it seriously

jeopardized the man's chances, and that

with the use of ether anasthesia, to keep

him quiet, was not only seriously con-

demned by the defense, but the danger

was so portrayed, that with the rulings

of the court and other circumstances at-

tending the case, the prisoner was ac-

quitted on the charge of a deliberate

murder, and our use of the x-ray was a

great factor in bringing about this ver-

dict. (I shall have a detailed account

of this case at the next meeting of the

American Electro-Therapeutical Associ-

ation, to be held in Buffalo in Septem-

ber next.)

My greatest consolation, in this case,

was that the same argument would have

been used had I failed to use the x-ray

to locate the bullet. Had the case

died, then the omission would have been

claimed as neglect.

As it was, it was argued that it was a
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source of extreme danger to the patient,

jeopardizing his chances and leaving a

"reasonable doubt" in the minds of the

jury, as to whether he might not have

recovered had the x-ray not been used.

In spite of positive demonstration that

no harm resulted from the x-ray or eth-

er,—the man living three weeks after the

exposure, and dying of meningitis,

which existed at the time the examina-

tion made and was due to the presence

of a bullet in the brain.

We must, however, not be hampered

by prejudice or fear of evil to ourselves,

still we must exercise caution, and pre-

caution under all circumstances, partic-

ularly in murder trials, criminal and neg-

ligence cases of all classes.

What we consider our duty to the

case in hand, should be done fearlessly,

or there can be no progress in our art;

time and science will vindicate us in the

end.

Courts and juries deal with tangible,

things, and evidences which may sway

juries may be due to ignorance, bias, or

prejudice. We are thus made partly or

wholly responsible, allowing the inno-

cent to be punished or the guilty to es-

cape !

Evidences which to our trained surgi-

cal senses or deductive logic may be suf-

ficient for us to use as a guide for treat-

ment which holds a human life, may
count for naught in a court of law, and

our efforts to save life ; and best inten-

tions are often looked upon with suspi-

cion by the court and jury. Especially

is this true in regard to new discoveries,

which are viewed rather in the light of

experiments.

Those things which are the best of ev-

idence for us as surgeons, may be the

poorest in the world in a legal aspect.

Of this fact we must never lose sight

for a moment, and so shape our exami-

nations in this line as to make them con-

form to the rules of legal evidence in all

its technicalities, or our work may not

only be productive of no good, but may
be an actual source of menace to us per-

sonally and professionally.

Careful attention to the points men-
tioned as to surrounding the case with

safeguards will insure you good results

in your own cases and make your testi-

mony in courts competent and material

evidence.

While the points made in the above

will not cover perhaps all conditions

which may arise in every case, I am sat-

isfied that the salient factors have been

stated.

Elmira, N. Y.

Static Currents in Chronic Inju-

ries. Translated by Frank Ring, A.

M., M. D., for the American X-Ray
Journal.—At the French Society of

Electro-therapy, on Oct. 21st, M. C.

Sudink, of Buenos Ayres, made a report

upon an ingenious application of the cur-

rents of high frequency, in a case of lux-

ation of the shoulder.

The injury was caused by a fall. The
usual procedures for reduction having

failed, the author made several applica-

tions of currents of high frequency (one

plate upon the deltoid and the other up-

on the wrist). During one of these ap-

plications the head of the humerus was
reduced, thanks to the sedative effect,

as well as muscular resolution, thus ob-

tained.

This leads the author to formulate the

following conclusions : 1st. Currents of

high frequency have an indisputable

anaesthetic action ; 2d. Currents of high

frequency have an action upon contrac-

tures of traumatic origin.

—

-Gazette Med-
icate, Paris.

Radiography of Fetal Lungs.—Ate-

lectasis is readily distinguished in a ra-

diograph of a fetal lung, and can thus be

demonstrated in court in doubtful cases.

— Gazz. d. Osp., September 4.
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Librarian Roentgen Society, London, Correspondent.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

On the study of the Hand for Indica-

tions of Local and General Disease, by

Edward Blake, M. D., London. H. J.

Glaisher, 1898. (p. p. 45, with illustra-

tions. 2-6.) Dr. Blake has collected

within a small compass all that can well

be said on the human hand. In terse

phraseology he conveys much that the

all-round physician would do well to

study—and salient points apt to be

everlooked by the radiographer. We
commend it to those in constant touch

with "Hands."—Its value is enhanced

by a most complete index and a bibli-

ography.

Radiation, by H. H. F. Hyndman,
London. Swan, Sonnenschien & Co.,

Limited.

This is a successful effort to bring to-

gether the results of the more important

recent investigations on "radiations"

whether of Sound, Light, Heat or Elec-

tricity. About 100 pages are devoted to

an excellent analysis of the theories of

the best workers on Roentgen rays.

Radiations are discussed under differ-

ent heads and more particularly where

the border lands of each branch of phys-

ics march together. It is rather a sum-

mary of work done up till date, than a

practical guide. Prof. Silvanus Thomp-
son in a preface sums up its value thus:

— "To the real student of physics who
pursues the sucject for its own sake it

will be found most useful. It is much
too good to be of use to one whose high-

est aims is to pass examinations."

Under the presidency of Dr. Mansell

Moullin, the Roentgen Society gave a

most successful Conversazione on 21st

inst. While there was an absence of

any pronounced discovery, a very gen-

eral improvement was noted in the man-
ufacture and application of the x-ray

technique. Among the more prominent

exhibitors Dr. Silvanus Thompson show-

ed experiments with the Tesla oscilla-

tor, whereby vacuum tubes (destitute of

electrodes) gave luminous phenomena
within the electrically charged field.

Prof. Gladstone showed an apparatus

for testing grade of rays, and a h ost of

members contributed in many ways to

demonstrate to visitors the mysteries of

the rays. In side rooms opportunities

for purely medical demonstrations were

given, and throughout the evening an

excellent band contributed to the enjoy-

ment of the guests.

Faivre (Jourde Clin et de Therap In-

fant,) quotes a case of a child, two and

a half years of age, who was supposed

to have swallowed a pin. Emetics and

purgatives were freely given, but failed

to dislodge it. Five weeks after, when
the child came under notice, the head

was vividly flexed on the left shoulder,

and any attempt to move it produced in-

tense pain. Under chloroform anaesthe-

sia a radiograph was taken and the pin

was located behind the posterior faucial

pillar, from which it was readily re-

moved.

Seiz, (Therapeut, Monakhefts No. 8.

1898) draws attention to errors likely to

occur in interpreting injuries to young

children. Even in the case of a girl,

aged nineteen, who had sustained an out-

ward dislocation of both bones of the

forearm,— the radiogram, taken twelve

days after reduction—showed the posi-

tion of the joint to be normal, but with

an apparent separation of the tip of the

olecranon. However, there was no oth-

er clinical sign of this lesion and the

apparent separation was probably due to

the fact that the epiphysis of the olecra-

non was still joined to the shaft by car-

tilage. Had the diagnosis been based

absolutely on the radiogram a fracture of
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the olecranon was doubtless been diag-

nosed.

The foregoing calls to mind the most

prominent skiagraphic publication of the

year:— Dr. Poland's Traumatic Sepa-

ration of the Epiphyses, a work, which,

is the most complete of its kind in any

language.

Seiz gives a further illustration in

which a boy, aged nine, sustained a

fracture of the shaft of the femur. It

united with an inch of shortening, though

the skiagram showed an apparent short-

ening of three inches ! He emphasizes

the necessity of recording, in each case,

the distance from and the relation to the

illumination of the part radiographed.

It is stated that Prof. Roentgen has

been offered the Chair of Physics at

Leipsic.

THE EDISON PORTABLE CABINET
X-RAY OUTFIT.

At the beginning of the Santiago cam-

paign, the necessity of equipping the

hospital ships with efficient and power-

ful x-ray apparatus was immediately per-

ceived by the Surgeon General of the

United States Navy, who realized the

importance of installing apparatus which

should be the most powerful of its kind,

and also which should be so simple in

construction and operation that it could

be properly handled by any ordinary

mechanic. An order was, therefore,

placed with the Edison Manufacturing

Company for one of their latest Portable

Cabinet X-Ray Outfits, to be placed on

board the U. S. Naval Hospital Ship

"Solace" and the entire apparatus was

placed in position ready for use forty-

eight (48) hours after the placing of the

order. A brief description of this appa-

ratus, which is" illustrated below, may be

of interest to our readers.

The Cabinet which is made of polished

quartered oak, of massive construction,

occupies a floor space 2 ft. 8 in. by 1 ft.

8 in. and is furnished with four wrought

iron Ls screwed on to the base of same,

by which it can be rigidly fastened to the

deck. This is most necessary, as, in

case of heavy weather, the apparatus

might be damaged by the ship rolling if

it were not firmly attached in this way.

The Edison coik which is mounted on

top of the cabinet is also furnished with

brass Ls and strips to hold it firmly in

position, and the base of the adjustable

focus tube stand is similarly screwed to

the top of the cabinet. The upright

part of the focus tube stand has a wood-

en screw at the end of same, by which

it is attached to the base, and when the

focus tube stand is not required to be

used, it is only necessary to unscrew the

upright from the base, which can be

done in a moment.

The distinctive feature of the Edison

electric light x-ray outfits is that there is

no vibrator on the induction coil, its

place being taken by the instantaneous

air-break-wheel device shown in the bot-

tom part of the cabinet.

This device consists of two tooth -

wheels mounted on the same shaft. The

projections or teeth make contact with

two flat brushes, which bear on the outer

peripheries, add by: which the current is

brought in and red: out again. These

wneels are rotated at a very high speed,

by a small direc t current motet, which

also runs a pressure blower. The air

blast "'from iKis' Mower ^enters" a bifurcat-

ed tube and is connected" to two flat

nozzles immediately over the contact

brushes.

When the device is set in operation,

by starting the motor and connecting the

primary of the Edison x-ray coil in se-

ries with the binding posts (attached to

the break-wheel) provided for this pur-

pose ; the spark formed at the contact

brushes, when the coil is energized, is

instantaneously blown out by the air

blast at the moment of formation. This

greatly increases the rapidity of change

in the magnetic circuit, and consequent-
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ly vastly augments the electromotive

force in the secondary coil.

The controlling rheostat shown on the

upper shelf of the cabinet is used to va-

ry the current in the primary of the Ed-

ison coil, and the lever arm of the rheo-*

stat is connected to the extension rod

passing through the side of the cabinet

so that the doors of the cabinet may be

closed and the rheostat actuated by

means of this extension rod, which is

EDISON PORTABLE CABINET X-RAY OUTFIT.

shown on the right hand side of the cut.

The main switch is shown on the left

hand side of the cabinet, near the top,

and the cut-outs directly underneath

same. The advantage of this arrange-

ment is seen at a glance, as the keys of

the cabinet are always in the possession

of the Chief Surgeon on board ship, and

it is impossible for any one to use the

apparatus without his permission.

The coil is protected by a polished

oak cover (not shown in the cut), which

fits over the top of cabinet, and in which,

room is left for the fluoroscope to fit

into, so that the apparatus is entirely

protected when not in use. The opera-

tion of the apparatus is exceedingly sim-

ple. The focus tube is clamped in the

jaws of the focus tube stand and con-

nected to the secondary binding posts of

the Edison coil by two highly insulated

thin wires.

The doors of the cabinet are now
opened and the main switch is turned,

which starts the motor and the pressure

blower in opreation. The doors of the

cabinet are now shut, in order to econo-

mize space, and the reversing switch

shown on the left of the coil is closed,

so that the second-

ary current from the

coil excites the focus

tube, and the ener-

gy of the coil is in-

creased by gradually

drawing out the ex-

tension rod attached

to the lever of the

controlling rheostat.

The patient is now
placed in front of

the focus tube and

the fluoroscope plac-

ed behind the limb or that portion of the

trunk that it is desired to examine. In

cases' where the patient is so seriously

wounded that it is necessary for him to

maintain a reclining position, the focus

tube is attached to the portable focus

tube holder, as shown in cut No. 2. and

the focus tube stand is dispensed with.

The end of the portable tube holder

wires, which are very highly insulated,

are now attached to the secondary bind-

ing posts of the coil. These heavily in-

sulated connecting wires are several feet

in length and the portable focus tube

holder is made of hard rubber so that it

can be handled easily, without fear of

shock to the operator.

The portable focus tube holder with
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focus tube, is now placed underneath

the cot or operating table, and the sur-

geon makes his examination by looking

through the patient from above.

The entire apparatus is substantially

and strongly made, and is also of hand-

some design, and the work that has al-

ready been done with it has shown the

great value of such an apparatus in war-

fare, and the necessity of equipping all

naval, marine and military hospitals

with a device of this kind.

One great advantage possessed by

this apparatus is that it can be moved
from place to place without delay, as

the cabinet is mounted on heavy cas-

ters, and it is only necessary to discon-

nect the attachment plug and cord at-

tached to the main switch, from the re-

ceptacle into which it may be screwed,

and the cabinet may then be moved to

any part of the ship or hospital and at-

tached to another receptacle by screw-

ing in the attachment plug, which will

not occupy any time whatever.

We understand that the Edison Man-

ufacturing Company have one of these

cabinets in operation at their show
rooms, St. James Building, Broadway

and 26th Street, New York.

Vague and Indefinite Pains Due to Latent

Rheumatic Conditions.

The physician is frequently called up-

on to treat patients, who though not ill

enough to be in bed are not at all well.

Their appetite is capricious, they sleep

indifferently or even if they sleep sound-

ly, they are not refreshed and in the

morning they are more fatigued and ill

at ease than was the case on retiring.

Upon awakening there is frequently an

aching sensation in the loins, sometimes

in the lower limbs, which is noticed up-

on getting out of bed or in dressing, and

particularly in putting on their hose or

lacing their shoes. As the day progress-

es this soreness may partially wear off,

but there is at all times a vague, unde-

fined, uneasy, painful feeling.

A competent examination of the urine

in these cases will in almost every in-

stance be found to disclose a notable ab-

sence of the soluble urates. On the con-

trary it may be loaded with the phos-

phates and very frequently bile will be

present as also uric acid. If the condi-

tion remains neglected, the probable re-

sults will be sooner or later a pronounced

attack of rheumatism in one or another

of its forms. All that is needed to in-

duce such a condition is a sudden change

in the weather or the exposure on the

part of the patient to cold or wet or a

combination of the two. This is due to

a latent rheumatic diathesis, to which

every adult is liable.

In such cases the physician will find

Tongaline in any one of its forms as in-

dicated, given at short intervals with co-

pious draughts of hot water, a remedy

which goes directly to the source of the

trouble. Tongaline seeks out the re-

tained excretions or perverted secretions,

which it either neutralizes or renders

amenable to the physiological action of

the emunctories, and then it brings to

bear its strong eliminative powers, cor-

recting the complaint promptly and

thoroughly.

The Phonendoscope.

This little book, covering about 75

pages, is made up of descriptive matter

concerning the practical application of

this most useful instrument.

There are 37 beautiful illustrations

printed upon half-tone paper, used for

the purpose of exemplifying more clear-

ly the work on phonendoscopy. One
section of the book contains an article

which should be read and studied by ev-

ery practitioner of medicine. This is

chapter 4 on the Relation Between Out-

lines of the Internal Organs of the Body
as Determined by the X-Rays and by
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the Phonendsocope. Laws Governing
the Two Methods. The same article

was published in The American X-Ray
Journal, Vol. 2, No. 4. This is a most
useful publication. It is not only inter-

esting to read, but very instructive, and
will aid the practitioner in a wider range

for easy diagnosing. The book is well

bound and well printed. Chapters r, 2

and 3 of this book are of the English

translation of lectures by Professor Au-
relio Bianchi, translated by A. George
Baker, A. M., M. D. The book may be
procured in Europe from Martin Wal-
lach, Nachfolger, Gassel, Germany

;

also from George P. Pilling & Son,

Philadelphia. Price 50 cents.

FOR SALE.

$50 Will buy a

Complete X-Ray Outfit,
In perfect Order, consisting of two coils 14 inches

long and capable of generating an 8-inch spark.

There are two condensing boxes, one resistance

box, fluoroscope and one tube, all ready to con-

nect up for work. Cost $200. Used only short

time.

Address "B." American X-Ray Journal.
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NE FRONTI CREDE

!

BY J. .RUDIS JICINSKY, A. M. , M. I).

There seems to be a plethora of new
institutions which go before the public

under the "scientific cloak'' and which

seek to uphold their interests in this way-

Months ago there was in our town a

quack, who advertised himself with a

complete x-ray apparatus, pretending

with the help of his second-hand ma-

chine to diagnose and certainly heal all

acute and chronic diseases. What a

shame !

The cause of real science is not a self-

ish one. It extends the hand of wel-

come to all new comers, who can and

dare to point to a clean bill of truth and

proof of the claim that they make. It,

however, can not tolerate any exaggera-

tion, which have plans wholly at variance

with common sense and legitimate effort.

This the public should know especially

in regard to the unique discoverv of

Prof. Roentgen, which to the world of

science gave new problems and new
means of diagnosis to our profession.

Admitting the fallacies of x-ray pictures,

made in the undeveloped stage of this

branch, it is the most attractive field

for investigation. These investigations

are going on and must bring some more
and good results in a very near future.

Labor omnia vincit !

Now as to the fallacies of x-ray pic-

tures. These can be sometimes easily

avoided, if we keep in our mind, the

source of the x-ray and all the steps nec-

essary in the photography of the invisi-

ble. One of the earliest experiments

made in this country demonstrating a

point of origin for the x-ray was made by

Dr. Morton. (Vide: The Electrical En-

gineer, March 25, 1896). But the ques-

tion still remains open, however, as to

whether the x-ray actually springs into

being at platinum or other anti-cathode

placed independently within the tube.

We know, that the x-rays are projected

in all directions from that side of the re-

flector opposite to the cathode. Now in

this beautiful green field of x-ray activ-

ity, we have to work, using our fluoro-

scope as often as we can and determining

the shadows of an object opaque to the

x-ray. We must not forget that our flat

disk of platinum in the tube is at an an-

gle of 45 deg. Such being the case, we
observe either photographically or fluo-

roscopically that our object directly un-

der the point of greatest intensity of the

x-rav gives hardly a shadow. There is

no question about it, that the shadows

which are seen most beautifully, corres-

pond exactly with the radiation from

the disk of platinum in the tube.* This

having in mind, we must always know
the power of our x-ray, the distance of the

tube from our object, the distance from

*The X-Ray, by Wm. J. Morton. M. D., New York. N. Y.
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the plate, the duration of exposure and

the angle at which the picture is taken.

If we have to make correc t diagnosis and

produce an accurate picture, we must

never be satisfied with one radiograph of

the case, but make it also our duty to

compare the picture of the injured part

with the normal one. Therefore, to read

correctly the lesson of an x-ray picture,

keep Hie obliqueness of x-rays always in

mind, make it as nearly life size as possible

lo get sharply defined outlines, remember-

ing that we are dealing with shadows only

and use a proper dividing screen (Denni-

son's etc.) for measurements and exact-

ness of your pictures. While it is self-

evident that different radiographs of the

same case may show very differently,

yet I would not say, that they should be

inaccurate, when accompanied by a de-

scription of the relative positions from

which they were taken and when all the

rules given above were observed. Such

a description could accompany each pic-

ture and being perhaps necessary in

courts of law, would fortify us in every

case against x-ray pictures which might

prejudice a jury. I say might !

In the corner of each picture—make

it a rule—we may note the power of the

spark used, say "spark 8 inches"; the

distance of the tube from our object :

"Tube 4 inches"; the distance from the

sensitive plate : "Plate 12 inches", du-

ration of exposure: "Exposure 10 sec-

onds", at the angle, at which the pic-

ture is taken "36 deg." or simply:

S 8, T 4, P 12,

E 10 seconds, 36 deg.

And if we mark also the right and left

side of the object taken, there hardly

could be a possibility for a great devia-

tion and bringing such radiographs be-

fore the jury, we could show nearly al-

ways the same result on our plate and

the same condition of the case either

with the fluoroscope or screen direct or

photographically right in the court room.

We could produce before the jury the

same kind of apparatus and knowing

that a slight deviation in the angle of

the object to the plate makes a differ-

ence, knowing the distances and dura-

tion of exposure in such a given case, we
may have a good opportunity to show

that the x-ray opens out a new and feas-

ible method of proof and substantial evi-

dence, especially in cases of irregular-

ities or deformities of the bones.

To one, who has already had experi-

ence with the revelations of the x-ray in

showing conditions of the bones far dif-

ferent from those assumed to exist by

ordinary means of diagnosis, seems the

alarm about the damage the x-ray may
do the surgeon, altogether unnecessary,

when we consider the strong advantages

it has for hirn and in the near future

will develop perhaps still greater accu-

racy. We know, that the x-ray detects

and diagnosticates fractures and disloca-

tions very good, it shows in given case,

whether it is a fracture or a dislocation,

or both together. We may then stop

the growths of the calus and discover

other deformities of the bones (tubercu-

losis, cancer, etc.), see the marrow cav-

ity and look upon the progress of the

union of the bone, after it has been set

in splints, or even the correctness of the

setting of the fragments may be deter-

mined and rectified. In anchylosis the

x-ray is useful also and has inestimable

value in detection of foreign objects in

the bod}', same in diagnosis of phthisis

pulmonalis, * intestinal obstruction, lo-

cation of organs, study of anatomy, de-

velopment of the bones, any enlarge-

ment, etc.

In fact, in the treatment throughout

the broad field of surgery, the factor of

prime importance is the diagnosis, which

with the application of the x-ray, seems

to be much easier and more correct.

Just allow me to cite two eminent men :

*Proceedings Nebraska Med. Society: X-Ray in Diag-

nosis of Tuberculosis, by the author, June, 1898, Dr. Be-

clere. Dr. Blande and Dr. Teissier, Paris, etc.
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Dr. Cole, before the fourth Annual

Meeting of the American Academy of

Railway Surgeons :
"1 believe that the

present generation will see the x-rays

and the fluorescent screen in practical

e very day use to such an extent that the

surgeon will with the aid of these ad-

juncts, together with the use of pro-

gressive aseptic and antiseptic methods,

obviate many terrors formerly attaching

to the practice of bone surgery, "f Prof.

Senn in his "Recent Experiences in

Military Surgery After the Battle of

Santiago," on board the hospital ship

its pictures is necessary, as well as a

good deal of experience to "read the

shadows'* properly and identify them,

but in suits for damage, I think we could

accept radiographs made by a disinter-

ested operator, especially those with

proper description, as stated above and

then demonstrate according to such giv-

en description the whole case to the jury

in the court room if possible. But never

trust to appearances, find out yourself .'

Not long ago, I received a radiograph

of radius *f, showing fracture in upper

third, case examined by me too. There

A

r

WAA

Fig. i —A, lower parts of the table; B, upper; C. dividing screen; D, screw; E. mechanism

for moving the parts; F, the stand

"Relief,'' says: "If, as is often the

case, the whereabouts of the bullet is

not known, its presence and exact loca-

tion can be determined without any pain

or any additional risks to the patient by

the use of the x-ray. All of the bullets

removed on board the hospital ship Re-

lief were located in this manner. (Dr.

Gray)." %

It must be stated that a great deal of

refinement in operating the x-ray and

tThe Journal A. M. A., May 28, 1898.

SThe Journal A. M. A., Nov. 12. 1898.

was no doubt, from ordinary physical

examination, as to the existence of frac-

ture, and yet it took nearly an hour with

the fluoroscope to find it. After I re-

ceived a description of the relative posi-

tions from which the picture was taken

and used my operating table and the

screen accordingly, I made in a few sec-

onds and without any trouble an authen-

ticated radiograph of that case, exactly

same as the one shown to me. It is a

picture very convincing and will sure

HThe original x-ray negative is now a court record.
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have great weight with the jury. For
such work I have constructed a simple

but practical table, (Fig. i). It consists

of a stand (F), with a screw (D) to move
the separate parts of the table (A B) and

a dividing screen (C).

The parts of the table are marked in

inches and show plainly how far we are

from the tube with our object and the

plate, giving also the angle at which the

picture is taken. Such measures in

connection with our dividing screen,

should give us good results. Our divid-

ing screen is marked with metallic R on

one and L on the other side of the frame.

Both letters must appear in our picture

—no mistake about that—and our radio-

graph is then more complete. The op-

erating table is so constructed to be

tipped in any desired position on .the

Yale chair plan. The sensitive Carbut's

plate finds its place on the under part of

the table (A) and 3011 will see that the

nearer you bring the Crookes' tube to

your subject, the stronger will be the

effect of your x-rays, which easily can be

followed and observed with the fluoro-

scope in your hand. Having such a

table in our laboratory, we can measure

all the distances necessary and verify

those measurements very easily with our

dividing screen.

Cedar Rapids. Iowa.

This instructive article from the pen

of Dr. Jicinsky should be read by all

physicians interested in their own suc-

cess in diagnosing. But there is one

fact which should not be lost sight of in

all x-ray work, viz. : The proof of the

picture. All x-ray shadows are distor-

ted. I say all. There is a normal di-

vergence of the x-rays. This divergence

is perpetual, constant and never varies.

It is the same from all tubes under all

conditions. The distortion is therefore

always present. There is also distor-

tion due to position. This may some-

times, possibly, be avoided—but rarely

unless impervious right angle devices

are used to correct it. In both instan-

ces the distortion can be corrected. It

should always be corrected before the

picture is taken. Unless this distortion,

due to divergence of the x-rays and to

position, is corrected the radiograph is

not true and therefore dangerous evi-

dence to the operator and also in the

court of law. The Dennis fluorometer

will correct these distortions with math-

ematical accuracy. No operator can

conscientiously do surgery without this

evidence and the time is not far distant

when his knowledge in medico-legal

cases will be put to the severest test.

—

Ed.

PROFITABLE RADIOORAPHY.

This radiograph was taken by Prof.

W. O. Horner, the eminent radiograph-

er, of Cleveland, Tenn. The picture is

of a boy of the age of three years, who

\\". O. HORNER.

accidentally falling while playing, sus-

tained a fracture of the right femur.

The father of the young lad had pres-

ence of mind enough and good common
sense to send for Prof. Horner at the

same time that he summoned the aid of

a surgeon. The Prof, immediately re-
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sponded, and took his x-ray apparatus

to the residence. An examination with

the rhioroscope revealed the true condi-

tion of the injury. The surgeon being

satisfied with the diagnosis, immediately

set the fracture. After the work of the

surgeon was done, a second examination

was made to determine if the hones were

in proper apposition ; and then in order

to retain a likeness of the same, Prof.

founded, but that there was considera-

ble overlapping to the extent of about

one inch of the fragments. This condi-

tion, which is so beautifully demonsta-

ted, was all that was necessary tor the

surgeon to employ means to overcome

what would undoubtedly have been a

permanent deformity.

The child has since recovered, and is

now in perfect health, walking as though

yt.O.^tntt

CUuctauA

Ten*

Horner made a two-minutes exposure,

the tube 20 inches distant. The radio-

graph and examination with the fluoro-

scope revealed a satisfactory condition.

Four days after this injury had occur-

ed, suspicion arose as to the possibility

of an injury about the pelvis. The Prof,

again made an exposure, including the

pelvis and the fracture, and found that

the suspicion of pelvic injury was not

no injury had ever occurred. This is an

able argument in favor of the universal

use of the x-ray in fractures. Certainly

no surgeon can be safe in setting frac-

tures or dislocations without the aid of

the human eye looking directly upon the

site of injury.

Prof. Horner is recognized as one of

the most competent experts in radio-

graphy, and the good people of his state,
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appreciating this, call him "far and wide"

for assistance. He is called upon by

the railroad surgeons for nearly every

railroad line that crosses the State of

Tennessee, and by the better surgeons

throughout the state.

Cases Illustrating the Value of the

X-Ray in the Treatment of Frac-
tures of Long Bones Kith

Displacement."

BY A. K. SHANDS, M. D., WASHINGTON, D. C.

In reporting these cases of fractures of

long bones in which the use of the x-ray

has been of inestimable value in diag-

nosing the exact position of the broken

bones, surely a few remarks on the mod-
ern treatment of such cases will not be

out of place, although I fear some may
accuse me of being a little dogmatic in

my enthusiasm on this subject. If there

be such, I trust they may think me some-

what justified in the remarks which are

to follow by the results that have been

obtained in these cases.

No subject in the wide range of sur-

gery has received more attention than

that of fractures of bones. From time

immemorial surgeons the world over

have given the subjet great study;

innumerable devices have been used by

different surgeons, all with the same ob-

ject in view—that of bringing about the

best results. Many of these have long

since been abandoned for the adoption

of newer methods which in turn have

likewise been dropped and others taken

up. All of this goes to prove we have
not yet found the method that will bring

about perfect results in all cases. This

has not been, however, to the detriment

of the unfortunate individuals that have
been the victims' of such accidents, for

after all the best method is the one that

the surgeon knows best how to use. The
number of deformities and cases of non-

union that one sees as result of the

*Read before the Medical Society of the District of

Columbia, November 16, 1898.

treatment employed, as well as the k'reat

number of appliances that have been

used, show how imperfectly the methods

have answered the purpose. All sur-

geons, however skillful, have met with

cases that have taxed their ability to the

utmost, and, even after faithfully and

conscientiously exercising all the skill at

their command, have left living monu-

ments to the glory of their failures.

The first and most important point in

these cases is a correct knowledge as to

the position of the fragments of the bro-

ken bones, before attempting reduction.

Thanks to modern science, we have in

the x-ray the most valuable aid in diag-

nosing the true condition of affairs in

these cases that has ever been discover-

ed, and its aid should be invoked in ev-

ery case where there is the least doubt

as to the true position of the fragments

of the broken bone.

Every hospital that proposes to do

this kind of surgery should be equipped

with this machine. It would be an ex-

cellent routine practice to have photo-

graphs of every fracture taken after re-

duction and application of the splints,

to be sure that the fragments are in the

best possible position for union. These

x-ray photographs can be perfectly well

taken for this purpose through the dress-

ings.

Cases II. and III. [Plates III. -VIII.]

here reported were photographed

through a plaster-of-Paris case, after an

attempt at reduction had been made and

it was thought that a proper approxima-

tion of the fragments had been accom-

plished, when the condition of affairs as

represented by the photographs was

found to exist.

After a correct diagnosis as to the po-

sition of the broken bones has been

made, the first and most important step

in the treatment is to bring about the

best possible approximation of the bro-

ken ends. Many conditions militate

against this perfect approximation so
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much desired, such as a great separa-

tion of the ends ; muscular action,

which often makes it almost impossible

to bring them together by manipulation

and at the same time makes it impossi-

ble to hold the ends together, especially

if the line of fracture is oblique. Inter-

position of soft tissues is another obsta-

cle often encountered. All of this is

more strongly emphasized by the numer-

ous cases of non-union and union with

(I. Eormity that we meet with than can

be done by the words of any writer.

Nothing can be more mortifying to a sur-

geon than a failure to get union, nor

proclaim more loudly his lack of skill

than to get union with deformity.

In these days of antiseptic surgery

and almost perfect modern surgical

technique, when the abdominal sur-

geon often enters the peritoneal cav-

ity with impunity simply for the

sake of explanation, why should one

hesitate for a moment to cut down
on fractured bones to satisfy him-

self with absolute certainty as to the rel-

ative positions of the broken fragments?

In other words, all simple fractures with

displacements that can not be easily re-

duced so as to obtain a perfect approxi-

mation should be converted into com-

pound fractures by means of the knife,

under the best possible antiseptic pre-

cautions. In doing this nothing is added

to the severity of the case, and often just

the opposite is the result, for, by so do-

ing, blood clot and effusion can be re-

moved which will put the surrounding

tissues in a better condition to bring

about repair to the injured parts. When
the surgeon does this he has a perfectly

clear field before him, he is then enabled

to put the bones in the best possible

position and hx them there by any

means he may prefer, closing the wound
for primary union. If this were done in

all cases of fractures, both simple and
compound, there would be fewer cases

of non-union, and cases of union with

deformity would be things of the past.

The writer does not mean to say that

all cases of simple fracture should be so

treated, for there are many fractures

without displacement and many with

slight displacement that can be easily

reduced and held in apposition by sim-

ple means that will not require such rad-

ical procedure, but it is asserted that all

cases that are difficult to reduce and

those that have interposing tissues

should be treated by open operation,

and after approximating the broken ends

they should be secured by some extra-

neous means, such as silver wire or kan-

garoo-tendon suture ; better still, by

leaving the drill in the bones. Later

the drill can be easily removed after

union has become sufficiently firm to

prevent a recurrence of the displace-

ment. When the line of fracture is ob-

lique, the drill left in the bones project-

ing through the soft tissues is by far the

most perfect means of fixing the bones in

apposition. When the fracture is locat-

ed near a joint, especially the elbow

joint, which is beautifully illustrated by

Case III. it is impossible to keep the

small pieces of bone in apposition with

the longer bone without cutting down on

the seat of fracture and securing it there.

Case I. [Plates I. and II.] Age 13

years. Fell from a horse February 14,

1898, producing fracture at junction of

upper with middle third of right femur.

Position of fragments better shown by

skiagraph No. 1 than can be done by

any description. This case was referr-

ed to me by Dr. W. A. Gordon, of Or-

ange county, Virginia, May nth, about

three months after the accident. The
photograph of the case was taken at the

Lionel Laboratory, Emergency Hospi-

tal, the day that I first saw the case. No
definite history of the treatment that the

patient had received was obtained be-

yond the fact that several attempts at

reduction had been made by the family

physician and that he had been treated
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on an inclined plane at first, and later of three months' confinement in bed.

the limb had been put up in plaster-of There was marked atrophy of ;right

Paris. limb which rotated outward to 45 de^.

Plate I. Case I. Fracture of femur at junction of uppsr and middle thirds.

Upon examination I found the general Voluntary motion nil; passive motion

condition of the patient bad, the result was resisted by marked muscular spasm
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and'produced great pain. The limb was merits of the hone we re found to be uni-

twoiinches shorter than its fellow. ted by firm fibrous union in the over-

Operated May 12, 189S. Ala al in- lapped position shown in the photo.

Pl.vte II. Case I. Six weeks after operation.

cision about five inches long was made graph. Bones were separated : a trans-

over": the seat of the fracture. Frag- verse section of the ends was made. It
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required considerable force to extend nipples. Temperature reached the high

the leg to obtain an opproximation of est point, ioo^ deg. , afternoon after the

the fragments, the result of muscular operation ; it dropped to normal on

contraction of three months' standing. third day, where it remained. Patient

Plate III. Case II. Fracture of right tibia and fibula. Antero-posterior view.

Silver wire was used to hold bones in had considerable pain during first two

position. Wound closed with cat-gut days caused by the stretching of the

sutures ; no drainage. Antiseptic dress- muscles ; it was relieved by moderate

ing applied and limb put up in a plaster- doses of morphine. Plaster-of-paris

of-Paris spica extending from foot to the removed at end of six weeks : primary
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union perfect ; bone firmly united. The

following day the patient was allowed

up and around on crutches, which were

used for about four weeks, when one

patient revealed the fact that limb was

less than 2-8 of an inch short. At pres-

ent the patient is walking to school one-

half mile from his home.

Plate IV. Case II, One-half anterior and external view-

crutch only was used for two weeks.

Twelve weeks after day of operation pa-

tient was able to walk with almost per-

fect gait, without support. Final meas-

urements made the last time I saw the

Case II. [Plates III. -VI. ] Age 22

years. Sustained fracture of both bones

of right leg, February 2, 189S. Came
under my care April 28. Operation on

April 28, 1898. Anterior incision about
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five inches long made parallel to crest

of tibia and about y2 inch to outer side.

Space between ends of bones filled with

dense fibrous tissue. Transverse sec-

together by a kangaroo-tendon suture.

Wound was closed without drainage :

antiseptic dressings applied and plaster-

of- Paris case put on extending from the

Medical Register.

Plate V. Case II. Six weeks after operation,

tion of ends of tibia made and when ap-

proximated were held by a drill left in

projecting through the dressing. The

fracture of the fibula being an oblique

one, the edges were freshened .and held

toes to middle of the thigh. At end

of three weeks the drill was removed

and wound inspected, when primary un-

ion was found to be perfect. Six weeks

after the operation the plaster-of-Paris
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case was removed, and another extend-

ing from just below the knee to the an-

kle was put on and patient allowed up

on crutches. Solid bony union was

delayed in this case, it being about four

walks well unaided, leg about three-

eighths of an inch short.

In both these cases it should be noted

that the plaster-of-Paris was extended

well beyond the joints, above and below

Plate VI. Case II. Six months after operation.

months after the operation before the

crutches could be discarded. This was
due to the patient's general condition

being very poor. October 28, 1898, pho-

tograph [Plate VI.] was taken which

shows good, solid, bony union. Patient

the seat of the fracture, which produced

complete immobilization of the entire

limb. This is an excellent safeguard to

prevent any danger of the fragments of

bone becoming displaced, and at the

same time adds verv much to the com-
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fort of the patient, by patting at perfect

rest the muscles of the injured limb, and

thereby preventing painful spasm of the

muscles.

lation at reduction of the fracture was

made and arm put in a plaster-of-Paris

splint. On the thirteenth day after in-

jury x-ray photograph taken through the

Plate VII. Case III. Fracture of right humerus one inch above elbow. Thirteen days

after the fracture. Skiograph taken through the plaster-of-Paris dressing.

Case III. [Plates VII. and VIII.] plaster-of-Paris dressing, showing that

Age 9 years. Fracture of right humerus no reduction of the fragments had been

one inch above elbow, March 4, 1898. accomplished.

On day of the accident forcible manipu- March 25th, three weeks after the ac-
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cident, Dr. W. T. Bull, of New York,

operated on the case, and to him I am in-

debted for the privilege of reporting the

case and also for the following notes re-

garding the technique of the operation.

Through an open incision on posterior

There were very dense adhesions which

glued everything together, although

there was motion between the ends of

the fragments which were pried apart

and traction made upon the elbow to re-

duce the deformity, but with no success

Medical Register.

Plate VIII Case III. Side and front views, two months after operation.

aspect of the elbow, the position of frag-

ments as shown in plate VII. was found

to exist. The lower fragment was tilted

inward and upward and so situated as to

prevent normal flexion of forearm on

arm ; fragments were sharp pointed.

The ragged and pointed edges were cut

square and holes drilled through. After

the fragments were approximated they

were held in position with kangaroo-

tendon sutures. Wound closed except

at lower end, where a piece of drainage
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gauze was left in. After the application

of an aseptic dressing, arm was put in a

plaster-of-Paris case with forearm slight-

ly flexed. Very little reaction followed;

gauze removed on third day and repack-

ed for forty-eight hours longer; this was

gradually removed. With exception of

a small, discharging sinus for a few

weeks the recovery was uneventful.

The second photograph [Plate VIII
]

of this case taken two months after the

operation give side and front views of the

elbow and show the articulating surface

to be in perfect position.

This case has recently been examined

by the writer, that is to say seven months

after the operation. The motions of the

elbow are practically perfect. Exten-

sion may possibly be limited by three or

four degrees. In closing this report I

wish to thank my friends, Dr. T. Ritchie

Stone and Mr. W. H. Merrill, for the

excellent x-ray photographs illustrating

this article, which were taken at the

Lionel Laboratory, Emergency Hos-

pital, Washington, D. C.

1328 New York Avenue, N. W.
—Medical Register, Dec. 15. 1898.

Through the courtesy of E. C. Levy,

M. D., Editor of the Medical Register,

we were enabled to procure these elec-

tros.

Recovery of Roentgen Rav Tubes.

Machado. Coniptcs Rendus, 126, p. 1341;

noticed briefly in Science Abstracts, Sept.

Electrical World, N. Y.—He wraps the

tubes surrounding the stem of the ca-

thode with a flexible metallic sheet of

tin, lead or platinum, or surrounds it

with an insulated coil of copper wires.

With this arrangement it is claimed that

exhausted tubes recover in a few sec-

onds. No further description is given

in the abstract.

The usefulness of the Dennis Fluo-

rometer has been recognized in Europe

and several complete outfits have re-

cently been purchased for x-ray oper-

ators on the continent.

LONDON ITEMS.
J. M. BARBOUR. M. B.,

Librarian Rosntgen Society, London, Correspondent.

"Traite Pratique de Radiographic et

de Radioscopie A-Londe," Paris.—This

is a practical work without any introduc-

tion of electrical methods. To Eng-
lish and American readers the work

presents some errors and occasional

omissions. The only allusion to work-

ers other than French, is in regard to

Prof. Silvanus Thompson, to whom they

erroneously ascribe the inception of tin

focus tube. The employment of tungs-

tate of calcium for screens is omitted,

and further it is surely inaccurate to af-

firm that the size of the anti-cathode gov-

erns the definition of the tube. The
chief merits of the book are its medical

chapters.

"Of Traumatic Injuries, Especially

Those Depending Largely on X-Ray
Application for Their Elucidation. "—Dr.

Poland's treatise may well be regarded

as the leading publication of the year, if

not the foremost work of its kind. Some
idea of the magnitude of the work in-

volved may be gathered from a collec-

tion of over 700 cases wherein each is

carefully recorded, classified, deductions

drawn, and where possible, illustrated

by skiagrams. The work is arranged in

four parts—the first treating on traumat-

ic separations in general. The second

and third on those pertaining to upper

and lower limbs respectively, and finally

those of the vertebrae and ribs are dealt

with. Under each heading, the age,

sex, varieties, complications, and treat-

ment are fully given, together with

drawings of special appliances where

helpful. Nineteen skiagrams of the hand

at ages varying from 1 to 17 years are

given, serving to illustrate the relations

of the epiphyses at their respective ages.

This is well embraced here, though also

published in a separate volume, as "The

Skiagraphic Atlas" of the bones of the
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hand and wrist. The entire volume is

extremely well got up and is a mine of

information on a subject, the literature

of which has hitherto been most scat-

tered.

"Clegg's International Directory of

Booksellers.'' Rochdale. 6.—The edi-

tion for 1899 is a wonderfully cheap com-

pendium of all that is necessary for the

average bibliophile. The foreign sec-

tion and the list of dealers in every vari-

ety of book hobby is remarkably com-

plete.

A discussion on "Dermatitis in Rela-

tion to Roentgen Work", was held at

the Roentgen Society on the 6th inst. Mr.

Ernest Payne and Dr. Walsh read each

a paper dealing with some of the accept-

ed theories and some recorded cases.

The exact factor in determining the de-

struction on tissues remains an unset-

tled one. X-rays, other rays, brush dis-

charges, abnormal conditions of the skin,

individual susceptibilities, had each

their advocates. The employment of

metal and other "masks" around the ex-

posed parts occupied some discussion,

but the modus operandi by which these

exercised protection was not agreed up-

on. It is to be regretted that only some
half dozen replies were received in re-

sponse to a largely distributed "form"

requesting tabulated information from

those who had experience of x-ray burns.

This limited testimony, however, was
quite in accordance with the general ex-

perience of workers, viz. : That small

coils with long exposures, and "soft"

(low vacuum) tubes, were the usual con-

ditions under which the damage occurr-

ed. However, under improved tech-

nique, long exposures are no longer nec-

essary, and in future such "burns" may
be regarded as almost outside the pale

of possibility.

In a recent lecture before the Royal

Photographic Society, Dr. Russell dis-

cussed the manner in which certain bod-

ies act in the dark on a photographic

plate. The principal substances dealt

with were printer's ink, in contact with

or at a distance from a photographic

plate, oils, copal varnish, turpentine,

wood and metals. Dr. Russell is of

opinion that peroxide of hydrogen is the

cause of many of the singular photo-

graphic phenomena thereby produced.

A still further singular employment of

the x-rays has been suggested. In the

process of winding silk from the cocoon

it is necessary to place it in hot water

whereby the grub is killed. A rough

guess in weight is the only way of deter-

mining between the male and female.

As the latter contains—on account of its

eggs—much more mineral matter than

the male, x-rays may be employed to

distinguish the sexes so that the females,

valuable for their eggs, may be saved.

In Germany the use of the Roentgen

rays has led to very satisfactory diagno-

sis being arrived at in cases of swollen

feet, a complaint very frequently met

with among infantry soldiers, more par-

ticularly after days of weary and pro-

tracted marching. This swelling is fre-

quently unaccompanied by any outward

and visible wound. An examination

made with the help of the Roentgen

rays not infrequently shows the trouble

to be caused by a fracture of the middle

metatarsal bones. Among the soldiers

of the mounted branches of the army

bone fractures are not infrequent. To
enumerate : damaged shoulders, elbows,

hips and ankles. Again in cases of ma-

lingering, or alleged malingering, the

rays have been equally successful. The
following case shows to what curious de-

vices men will sometimes resort with the

object of thus freeing themselves from

military service. A cavalry soldier re-

ported himself in hospital as suffering

from inflation of the skin of the third

and fourth fingers, which had—-he af-

firmed—been caused by the bite of a

horse a week previously. After under-

going an examination at the hands of
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the regimental surgeon, who was mucli

puzzled by some of the symptoms, the

part was x-rayed. The result showed five

needle-shaped foreign substances em-
bedded in the flesh of the hand. The
man then admitted having himself in-

serted the two smaller ones during a pe-

riod of arrest that he had recently un-

dergone. Of the three larger ones he em-

phatically denied all knowledge. He
himself afterwards secretly withdrew the

two smaller needles. The other three

had to be removed by an operation.

These substances proved to be strong

pins which had had their heads broken

off before being inserted. One of these

was found to be embedded in the inter-

osseous muscles.

In another recorded case, the muzzle

of a revolver was discharged opposite

the apex of the heart. The surgeons

had every reason to suppose that the

heart itself was injured. On a radio-

gram being taken it was seen that the

bullet had become fixed in the lower

part of the pericardium.

Dr. Hoffman records an interesting

case of a shoemaker aged 38 who was
shot on December 14, 1895. The shot

was fired at a distance of thirty centime-

tres and struck the unfortunate man in

the throat just over his shirt collar. Af-

ter a short interval of consciousness, he

fell down senseless and so remained for

four hours. On regaining his senses he

became conscious of a feeling of extreme

cold and a great rigidity of the whole

body. His head remained quite clear.

At the same time he felt extreme pain

in the throat. For a long time he re-

mained bed-ridden and semi-uncon-

scious. With the exception of the head

and neck, nearly all the muscles seemed

paralyzed—he being only able to move
his toes and fingers. For the first fort-

night evacuation only took place after

the use of an enema, and micturition af-

ter using a catheter. The use of his

limbs gradually returned—the right more

quickly than the left. His left arm also

recovered very slowly and still remains

weak and stiff. A curious symptom was
recorded

;
any part of the body ( with

the exception of the throat and face) that

was touched with anything cold experi-

enced a curious prickly sensation re-

sembling the application of a mild elec-

tric current. At no period was a loss of

feeling present. Evacuation and mictu-

rition became normal. The man recov-

ered entirely with the exception of a

slight lameness of the left leg, and a

slight stiffness of the left arm.

An examination made with the help of

the Roentgen rays clearly showed the

bullet lodged in the vertebral canal at

the height of the fourth cervical verte-

brae. This shows that a bullet may
pass through the throat from front to

back, into the vertebral column, and

even through and into the vertebral ca-

nal without injuring any vital organs.

The result of such an accident being

nothing more serious than the partial

and temporary paralysis of the limbs.

At a recent meeting of the Royal So-

ciety, Mr. C. J. R. Wilson, read a pa-

per showing the results of his experi-

ments in the comparison of x-rays with

the rays from uranium, with ultra violet

rays, sunlight, metals in contact with

the gas under examination, and further

with the modifications brought about by

electricity. The net results of Mr. Wil-

son's work, which lay in the effect upon

the condensation of aqueous vapor into

fog or visible drops of these various ra-

diations, conclusively showed that these

radiations were all distinct and differ-

ent and not to be confounded with one

another, there having been at one time,

a strong tendency to show a similarity

of constitution through similarity of

effect.

In the annual report of the Paris Ob-

servatory for 1897, we learn that a spe-

cial study of the cathode rays has re-
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cently been made. These investiga-

tions were inspired by the theory, in

accordance with the conception of M.

Deslandres, which assimilates the rays

of the solar corona to the cathode rays.

Firstly, it was a question of if the

the reciprocal actions of the cathode

rays and of the conductors could ex-

plain the curved rays of the corona.

The ollowing are the initial results

obtained: A cathode ray is deflected

by means of a metallic wire situated in

the interior of the vacuum tube and

connected with a conductor on the out-

side. It becomes devided into une-

qually deflected rays, in the same man-

ner as the prism deflects rays of lights

by reuniting these deflections the

"Cathodic Spectrum" is obtained.

Who knows if the phenomenon of the

crepuscular lights (twilight), such as

has been authenticated, will not be ex-

plained in this manner?

A simple cathodic ray corresponds to

a simple electric oscillation (vibration).

At a very low pressure, widely deflected

simple rays alone exist in the cathode

spectrum and furnish the greater part of

the x-rays. At that moment, the cor-

responding electric oscillations are those

of the vacuum tube itself, which vibrates

in its own period.

Mons. Deslanders and Millochan have

succeeded, basing their opinions on

these results, in giving a very clear ex-

planation of the tail of a comet.

Radiograms taken at different stages

of Coxalgia show the following lesions :

atrophy of the femur and of the pelvis

on the side corresponding to the coxal-

gia
;
light color of the whole femur in-

dicating lesions of the full length of the

bone
;
deep color indicating fungi or the

presence of cold abscess; spongy bone

with small anfructuous cavities ; disease

of the neck of the femur ; lesions of the

cotyloid cavity
;
dislocation, or partial

dislocation of the head of the femur.

By following these deductions, an ex-

act diagnosis of the affection and its pe-

culiarity may be made, coxalgia may be

distinguished from osteo-myelitis, peri-

articular lesions, and the different vari-

eties of arthritis.

Fluorescent Screens For X-Raj Work.

A contributor to the British and Colo-

nial Druggist says, from personal expe-

rience, that effective fluorescent screens

may be made by the amateur, and that

a material reduction in cost is thereby

effected. Calcium tunsgate he regards

as a very fair material, and a salt of ura-

nium he thinks very good (the particu-

lar salt not being mentioned). The

method of making the screen is as fol-

lows : Take a plate of glass, say, 8)4

by 6' j inches, make a mask of stout pa-

per, with an opening 7 by 5 ; wet this

mask with glycerine or mucilage of gum
arabic and place it over the plate ;

cover

the plate with collodion or varnish, 01

mucilage (with a little glycerine added),

and sift the powdered salt quickly and

evenly all over the surface. If vellum,

parchment, cardboard, or ebonite be

used as the support, one may put a coat-

ing on both sides, and thus even up any

inequalities of deposit ; but with a glass

support the same advantage will not ac-

crue. Having got a good thick coating

of powder, the mask is removed, but

this does not matter very much ; it has

served its purpose to give a clear edge

to the coating. The coated side, which

must face the tube, if glass is used, is

covered with a piece of thin black cel-

luloid, or ebonite, or opaque paper.

With vellum, parchment, or paper, there

should still be a black shield between

the tube and the fluorescent salt : but

the latter should be left uncovered, and

facing the eye. The platinocyanides
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may be used in the same way, though

they do not powder or sift so finely : or

they may be mixed with varnish, and

spread over a glass or vellum surface.

The trouble is to get a really even coat-

ing, but with anything but glass one can

apply a roller pressure-, and thus smooth

down any unevenness. The easiest way

to get an even coating, according to the

author, is to use a vehicle of paraffin and

petrolatum. Equal parts of each are

melted together, stirred until cool, and

the powdered salt (about 2 drachms for

a 7 by 5 screen) rubbed on a slab with

just enough of the wax mixture to make
a workable mass, which is spread by

means of a long, straight spatula. An
undesirable feature is the liability of the

mixture to "run" in a heated atmos-

phere, but at normal temperature no

trouble whatever is encountered. The
author, whose article is abstracted in

Scientific American, mentions that in ad-

dition to its value as a means of direct

observation, the fluorescent screen re-

duces the time of exposure in making a

skiagraph, being placed beneath the

plate when exposed. In conclusion, the

author remarks :
— "Of course, it must

be understood that even the best and

most costly screen will not fluoresce to

any extent if the rays are being deliver-

ed poorly and intermittently ; it will not

compensate for a poor and weak electri-

cal discharge and a faulty tube. As a

gauge by which to estimate exposures, I

consider a good screen very valuable.

With practice one becomes as intimate

with the capabilities of his 'tubes' as a

photographer with the capacity, as re-

gards covering power and rapidity, of

his lens.''

—

Electrical Review, London.

Conservative surgery is the pride of

the modern Esculapian on the field of

battle. The stacks of amputated limbs

that constituted such a gruesome and

constant sight after every great battle

during the Civil War, will never be seen

again on the field of battle where mod-
ern surgery is practiced. Aseptic sur-

gery has driven out of our military hos-

pitals the four greatest enemies of the

wounded soldier : hospital gangrene,

secondary hemorrhage, pyemia and ery

sipelas. The probe, an instrument of

torture, danger and fallacy, has been

abandoned for the x-ray in locating bul-

lets lodged in the body.

Extract from "Esculapius on the

Field of Battle," delivered at the ban-

quet of the Inter-State National Guard

Association, Dec. 14, 1898, by Dr. Nico-

las Senn.

The Value of the X-Ray iu Military

Practice.

The use of the probe as a diagnostic

instrument in locating bullets in modern

military service has been almost entirely

superseded by dissection and the em-

ployment of the x-ray. If from the na-

ture of the injury and the symptoms pre-

sented the bullet is located in a part of

the body readily and safely accessible to

the knife and it is deemed advisable and

expedient to remove it, this can often be

done more expeditiously and with a

greater degree of certainty by enlarging

the track made by the bullet than by re-

lying on the probe in finding and on the

forceps in extracting the bullet. If, as

is often the case, the whereabouts of the

bullet is not known, its presence and ex-

act location can be determined without

any pain or any additional risks to the

patient by the use of the x-ray. All of

the bullets removed on board the hospi-

tal ship Relief were located in this man-

ner. Dr. Gray, an expert in skiagraphy,

who has charge of the scientific work of

the floating hospital, has been of the

greatest service to the surgeons in ena-

bling them to locate bullets and in guid-

ing them as to the advisability of under-

taking an operation for their removal.
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His larye collection of skiagraph pic-

tures will also furnish a flood of new

light on the effects of the small caliber

bullet on the different bones of the bod)'.

Dr. Gray's work will constitute an es-

sential and enduring cornet-stone of a

much-needed modern work on military

surgery. The skiagraph has enabled us

to diagnosticate the existence or absence

of fracture in a number of doubtful cases

in which we had to depend exclusively

on this diagnostic resource. In frac-

tures in close proximity to large joints

the x-ray has been of the greatest value

in ascertaining whether or not the frac-

ture extended into the joint. In one

case of gunshot wound at the base of the

thigh in which the bullet passed in the

direction of the trochanteric portion of

the femur, opinions were at variance

concerning the extent of injury to the

bone. Some of the surgeons made a di-

agnosis of fracture while others contend-

ed that there was no fracture but believ-

ed that the bullet had made a deep

groove in the anterior portion of the bone

and had possibly opened the capsule of

the joint at the same time. The x-ray

picture clearly demonstrated the absence

of fracture and the existence of a deep

furrow with numerous fragments on each

side. The x-ray apparatus also proved

of the greatest practical utility in show-

ing the displacement of fragments in

gunshot fractures of the long bones,

which enabled the surgeons to resort to

timely measures to prevent vicious un-

ion. The fluoroscope has greatly added

to the practical value of skiagraphy. In

the light of our recent experience the

x-ray has become an indispensable diag-

nostic resource to the military surgeon

in active service, and the suggestion that

every chief surgeon of every army corps

should be supplied with a portable ap-

paratus and an expert to use it, must be

considered a timely and urgent one.

—

Journal of the American Medical Associa-

tion, Nov.

The Rational Treatment of (irippe.

The necessity of a powerful eliminant

in every prescription for grippe is self-

evident. While antipyretics and anti

periodics may somewhat stimulate the

excretions and relieve congestion, there-

by controlling certain features of the dis-

ease, a complete cure can net be expect-

ed until the grippe poison is thoroughly

eliminated and the diseased organs en-

abled to resume normal functions.

The successful treatment of grippe de-

pends upon the thoroughness of the rem-

edy employed, hence we ask why tem-

porize with antipyretics and antiperiod-

ics when Tongaline always secures

prompt and efficient as well as perma-

nent results.

The internal use of Tongaline Liquid

taken at short intervals in hot water,

washed down with copious draughts of

hot water, may be supplemented by its

local application to the inner parts of

the thighs and to the abdominal surfa-

ces. Or as grippe invariably renders

the stomach irritable and the nerves

sensitive, the disturbing effects of inter-

nal medication can be entirely avoided

by the external use of Tongaline Liquid

alone.

In fact when the system is thoroughlv

under the influence of Tongaline, the

progress of the grippe is arrested and as

a result there is immediate recupera-

tion, followed shortly by a perfect cure.

Wanted.—A Second-hand coil in

first-class condition that will give full

6 inch spark. Address,

American X-Rav Jourxm .

Upbraiding the Doctor.

Dr. Samuel Wolf, Physician to the

Philadelphia Hospital, and Neurologist

to the Samaritan Hospital of Philadel-

phia, presents among others, a case

which is of special value at this time.

He says :
— "The entire experience of the

writer with antikamnia is not confined to
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the series of cases on which this paper
is based, although its previous use had
been limited to a few prescriptions, and
those in cases where it was given after

the usual routine had been exhausted.

It is, however, to a striking result in one

of these instances, that the incentive to

investigate more fully, is to be largely

attributed. A man of 42, in the course

of an attack of LaGrippe, was enduring

extreme torture from the pain of a tri-

geminal neuralgia. The second ten

grain dose of antikamnia gave such com-
plete and permanent relief, that my pa-

tient, a druggist of large experience, up-

braidingly asked me, 'Why didn't you

prescribe this remedy before?'
"

FOR SALE.

UNIVERSAL.

$50 Will buy a

Complete X-Ray Outfit,
In perfect order, consisting of two coils 14 inches

long and capable of generating an 8-inch spark.

There are two condensing boxes, one resistance

box, fluoroscope and one tube, all ready to con-

nect up for work. Cost $200. Used only short

time.

Address "B." American X-Ray Journal.

STANDARD OF THE WORLD.

-'99-

Hammond

Typewriter.
UNLIMITED SPEED.
INTERCHANGEABLE TYPE.

UNIFORM IMPRESSION.
ANY WIDTH PAPER.
PERFECT and PERMANENT

ALIGNMENT.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

The Hammond Typewriter Company.
BRANCHES

:

Boston. 300 Washington Street.

St. Louis. 310 N. Eighth Street.

Cleveland, 43 Arcade.

Kansas City. 17 W. Ninth Street.

Philadelphia. 33-35 S. Tenth St.

Pittsburg, 43 7 Fourth Avenue.

Minneapolis. 3 N. Third Street.

BRANCHES

:

New York, 167 Broadway.

Chicago. 139 Monroe Street

London. Eng., 50 Oueen Victoria St.

Birmingham, Eng., 36 Paradise St.

Liverpool. Eng., 24 North John St.

Belfast. Ireland. 2 5 Donegall St.

Cardiff. Wales. 2 8 Mount Stuart Sq.

HOME OFFICES AND FACTORY:

403-405 East 62d Street, New York, U. S. A.
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THE ROENTGEN RAY I IN THE ORME
MURDER TRIAL.

BY JOHN T. PITKIN, M. D. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Tlie Tragedy.— It was in an old house

known as "the harracks," in the little

village of Horseheads, Chemung County,

N. Y., on the eighth day of July eigh-

teen hundred and ninety-seven, when

an elderly man with a long gray beard

and intelligent features upon returning

rather unexpectedly to his residence

found to his great surprise his conjugal

partner in the fond embrace of an Italian

boarder named James Punzo. In the

general melee which ensued Mrs. Orme

is said to have assaulted her husband

with a large tin dipper striking him sev-

eral times on the head, cutting a deep

gash with each blow from which the

blood gushed most profusely, covering

his head and face and blinding his eyes.

Whereupon Orme drew a revolver and

discharged two of its chambers, both

shots took effect upon his antagonists.

One struck Mrs. Orme in the mouth

and removed a portion of her tongue,

the other went crashing through the

skull and into the brain of James Punzo,

her paramour. *

The Sequel.— Mrs. Orme recovered

sustaining only the loss of a small por-

tion of her lingual organ, but Punzo did

not fare so lightly, the thirty-two

caliber bullet penetrated his skull at a

point in the back of his head, one and

one half inches to the left of the median

line as indicated by the external occipi-

tal protuberance, and about one and one

half inches above the superior curved

line, entering the posterior portion of

the left hemisphere of the cerebrum to

the depth of about two inches, in which

position the bullet remained until its

exact position was revealed by postmor-

tem examination.

At The Hospital.—On the day of the

shooting Punzo was taken to the Arnot-

Ogden Hospital, in the city of Elmira

where the patient was subjected to a

process of probing which failed to locate

the position of the foreign body. From

the eighth day of July (the day of the

shooting,) to the fourteenth of the same

month the patient remained in a some-

what dazed condition with more or less

elevation of temperature. On the six-

teenth of July the patient began to man-

ifest signs of improvement so that be-

tween that date and the thirty-first, a

period of fifteen days, his temperature,

respiration and pulsation indicated a

nearly normal condition and it was sub-

sequently provea by the sworn testi-

mony of six professional nurses that the

patient so far recovered that he was able

during this time to leave his bed nearly

every day, to walk about the hospital

wards, including the rooms set apart for

the convalescing, that he was allowed to
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converse freely with all who were inter-

ested in his case and wellbeing, during

the greater portion of this period he was

perfectly rational but had short spells of

incoherency. Examination of the

patient July thirty -first showed that the

scalp wound had healed perfectly over

the aperture in the skull, but on that

day an unsuccessful attempt was made
to locate the bullet in Punzo's brain with

the Roentgen Rays.

The Exposure.— In order that your

humble scribe may render a true and

impartial report of the remainder of this

extremely interesting case we will refer

to the court records of the Orme trial,

from which we glean the following :

First. Substantially an extract taken

from the testimony of the prosecution's

own witness as to the modus operandi

employed in the x-ray examination. The
patient was placed under the influence

of ether and maintained unconscious

for the space of fifty minutes. A sort

of head rest was employed which had an

aperture through it to admit the back

of Punzo's head. A Crookes' tube was

then placed in a stationary position

directly under, and opposite to the bul-

let opening in the skull at a distance of

one and one half inches from the head,

this tube was attached to and received

its excitation from what is known as a

Holtz Static Generator with a capacity

of producing a half million volts. Its

use was continued for a space of thirtv-

five minutes without removal from its

position. The weather and other condi-

tions were favorable for the working of

the apparatus ; nevertheless no picture

of the bullet was obtained, nothing but a

dark outline of the skull appeared upon

the sensative photographic plate.

Exit Punzo.—The clinical record of

the hospital indicated that within a few

hours after this x-ray exposure the

patient's temperature rose from normal

to 100.4
(
two degrees,) and from that

day until the day of his death, August

twelfth, his temperature fluctuated from

one to two points above to a little below

normal, the patient remaining in a dazed

or semi-comatosed condition which

gradually increased up to the time of his

demise.

Second. The following is a sworn

statement certified to by the leading

physician who was duly appointed

by the Coronor of Chemung County, to

make a post-mortem examination of the

body of James Punzo.

"On the twelfth day of August, 1897, at

the hospital morgue, Elmira, N. Y. , 1

assisted in the autopsy of the body of

James Punzo. The body was in some
degree emaciated and showed but little

rigormortis. We found no external

wound but could feel through the- scalp

a circular opening in the occipital bone.

The scalp was incised transversely and

turned off from the skull and on uncover-

ing the opening in the bone a flattened

bullet fell out. The skull was then

sawed through, the brain uncovered and

removed for examination.

Report of Medical Examiner to Coronor

on the Autopsy 1

s Revelations.—The wound

in the brain extending from the opening

in the skull was laid open by incision.

The ball had passed through the skull

a little above the transverse ridge and

half an inch to the left of the external

occipital protuberance aud entered the

brain, its direction then being forwards

and outwards toward the left. At its

termination there was a depression in

the brain of the size and shape of the

ball where it had laid imbedded. I

measured the extent of this wound and

found it to be one inch and one half in

length, and the ball must have been ly-

ing there when we commenced the

autopsy, and by the concussion and jerk-

ing of the head in removing the scalp it

became dislodged from its bed and drop-

ped into the opening in the skull. There

was no abscess or accumulation of puss

in or about the wound. Numerous deep
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incisions wore then made into the brain,

anterior to the track of the ball, but we

found no wound or injury to indicate

that the ball had penetrated the brain

any further than one and a half inches.

The scalp had perfectly closed over the

aperture in the bone, and a little plastic

lymph had been effused about the bed

where the ball had lain to protect the

brain from its rough and angular surface,

and would appear to be in a favorable

process of repair. It would appear then

It is idle to say we do not know that they

penetrate the brain or do harm, because

we do not know what they are. We
know no less what the x-rays are than

we know what light, heat and electricity

are. All we know of any of them is by

their effects. And we know that instances

are now being published from all

parts of the country of most disastrous

and destructive effects of the x-rays in

unskillful and imprudent hands."

In my opinion James Punzo came to

that the bullet wound was only a con-

tributing cause and by no means the only

or sole cause of his death. It has been

stated here in the account of the treat-

ment given him that on two occasions

anaesthetics were administered and the

x-rays used to locate the ball in his

head. The administration of the anaes-

thetic at any time after adhesive inflam-

mation had supervened jeopardized his

safety, and the application of the x-rays

to his head was hazardous to his life.

his death from injuries to the brain

caused by a gunshot wound, anaesthetics

and the x-rays.

(Signed) E. H. Davis, M. D.

Third. The following is taken from a

report of Attorney Wilmont E. Knapp.*

The Trial.—George A. C. Orme was

placed on trial charged with murder in

the first degree on the thirteenth day of

*Wilniont E. Knapp, of the Uw firm of Messrs. Knapp

and O'Connell. attorneys for the defense whose indefati

fiable efforts in their client's behalf resulted in his ac

quittal.
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December at a term of the Superior

Court, held in the city of Elmira. The

case lasted until the twenty-third of

December (some ten days) the defence

maintained that the cause of death was

.not the bullet alone, but that there were

other contributing causes. First, and

chiefly the exposure of the deceased to

the influence of the Roentgen Rays.

Second, repeated and improper adminis-

tration of ether. Third improper prob-

ing for the bullet on the day of the

shooting, being claimed that the probe

went outside of the wound and into the

substance of the brain proper. The last

subject, however, was very lightly touch-

ed upon and played little or no promi-

nence in the case, owing to lack of proof,

but the question of the x-rays figured as

the principal eleme nt as to the cause of

death.

The jury sustained the position taken

by the defense and acquitted the defend-

ant. The penal code section 181 pre-

scribes that the prosecution must estab-

lish beyond a reasonable doubt that the

bullet was the only and direct cause of

death.

The Scribe Swears.— To sustain the

contention of the defense the writer was

produced and duly sworn. In reply to

the hypothetical question based upon the

conceded facts as to the manner in which

the x-rays were employed the following

answer was given: "I regard the use of

this small apparatus (that is the one em-

ployed upon Punzo) for x-ray purposes

extremely dangerous to the subject ex-

posed. See illustration. I should say

that such an examination of a brain

already irritated as his was supposed to

have been would in my opinion, have

not only retarded the healing process

but cause a distinctive irritation, result-

ing in a breaking down and softening of

the brain tissue and thus cause the death

of the sufferer." In the exposure of

Punzo to the Roentgen Rays it was proven

that no preventative means were em-

ployed to obviate their dangerous and

destructive effects. The parts were too

close to the excited tube. No plate of

aluminum connected with a ground

win was interposed between the Crookes'

tube and the patient's head to absorb the

electrical streamers. No attempt was

made to insulate the patient from the

electrical conductors of the apartment.

In other words the irritated brain of the

patient was placed directly in the danger

zone without protection from electrical

bombardment, and in all probability

what was a healthy reparative construc-

tive proc ss was arrested and converted

into a condition of destructive or retro-

grade metamorphosis.

NON-METALLIC DIAPHRAOM FOR R\-
I)l()(iR APHIC WORK.

BY W. S. ANDREWS.

I feel much indebted to Dr. Wm.
Smith for the information given by him

in the December number of The Ameri-

can X-Rav Journal, concerning the use

of vermillion for screening x-rays.

The employment of metallic dia-

phragms in radiographic work is objec-

tionable on account of their conducting

properties, and their liability to draw

the high tension discharge away from

the tube. Diaphragms of very thick-

glass have been used, but they are ex-

pensive to make and heavy and cumber-

some to handle.

Dr. Smith's remarks on the opacity of

vermillion to x-rays suggested the idea

of making a diaphragm of heavy bristol

board thickly coated with vermillion

paint. As stated by Dr. Smith, Chinese

vermillion should be used, but if this is

not procurable, the best grade of Eng-

lish vermillion will answer. It can be

mixed with a solution of shellac in grain

alcohol employing only sufficient shellac

to make the vermillion hard and solid

when dry, but not enough to impart any

glaze to the dry surface. The mixture
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may be mixed to about the consistency

of ordinary paint and applied to the

bristol board with a brush in successive

coats to tin- desired thickness.

I have made a diaphragm as above

with two pieces of bristol board, each

io'j.x^ inches, and about .065 inches

thick, with a circular hole 2^ inches,

diameter cut in the center of each piece.

These cards were coated with vermillion

to a thickness of about .025 inches, on

both sides. They were then stuck togther

while the paint on two surfaces was soft,

and dried slowly under pressure for two

or three days. It was then covered with

ordinary writing paper, the edges were

rounded and smoothed off, and a few

coats of fine varnish completed the

finish.

The combined thickness of the four

coats of vermillion is about . 1 inch,

and I find this to be sufficiently opaque

to x-rays tor ordinary radiographic work.

I use a high frequency apparatus that

produces a strong 6 inch stream of

sparks, and the discharge shows no

tendency to leak across or through this

diaphragm. It is cheap and easy to

make, very light and handy to use, and

nearly as strong as a metal screen.

Schenectady. N, Y., Jan. 31. 1899.

AN I.MPoR I \M STEP IN THE ADVANCE-
WENT OF X-RAY RESEARCH. THE

WEHNELT INTERRUPTER.

BY FREDERICK STRANGE KOI. I.E. M. D.

Since the discovery of the focus tube

and perhaps an advancement in a better

knowledge of the cause of x-ray inju-

ries, little has been accomplished toward

simplifying radiography. The addition

of the Wehnelt electrolytic current in-

terrupter promises, however, to prove

one of the important discoveries, in this

direction, which will within a few

months revolutionize the building of

vibrators now provided with the usual

induction apparatus.

The interrupter has, up to the present

time, as a rule, proved more or less un-

satisfactory and the instrument of Dr.

Wehnelt seems to have come to us as a

blessing in the hour of need.

The discovery is the outcome of the

electric forge devised by Hoho and

Lagrange, and is a modification of their

device, utilizing the phenomena produc-

ed by the immersion of two unequal

sized electrodes in an electrolyte.

The light perceived in such an ex-

periment or in the use of the forge will

be found to be of a rapidly intermittent

character, accompanied by the usual

vibratory buzz or hum of the spring

rheotome. Dr. Wehnelt of Berlin,

conceived the idea of introducing this

principle, which seemed to answer every

function of the vibrator, into the primary

circuit of an induction coil and found

the results to be far better than those

given with even the most modern in-

strument especially made for that pur-

pose.

Before going into the details of the

results obtained by him, it may be of

interest to describe the interrupter used.

The latter consisted simply of a

beaker of glass, (a) containing an elec-

trolyte, (e) on which were placed a plate-

electrode of lead or cathode, (b) and a

second electrode made by fusing a

platinum wire into a curved glass tube,

(d) containing liquid mercury to convey

the current. The exposed point of

platinum (c), is allowed to project be-

yond the closed end of the tube. The

electrolyte employed was a solution of

dilute sulphuric acid of 20 degrees
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I Baume.) The point of platinum of tin

anode was placed opposite to the

cathode plate with an appreciable dis-

tance between the two, to permit of a

spark gap.

In the first experiment a batter)' of 60

accumulators was employed to furnish

current for the primary of a small in-

duction coil. As the pressure or volt-

age of the current in the primary was

increased from a low E. M. F. , a mod-

erate spark discharge was noted at the

secondary at the moment the light

phenomenon between the interrupter

electrodes was perceived. This spark-

ing occurred even when very low poten-

tials were used in the primary.

A sharp whistling noise accompanied

the light phenomenon when about 80

volts and 3 amperes were employed.

With a 12-volt pressure and 6 am-
peres in the primary circuit of a 12 inch

spark coil, the number of vibrations as

judged by the tone were found to be

about 1,000 per second, and even more

than that of the Depre/. interrupter,

while a profuse spark discharge of as

high as i8i/( inches was obtained.

ft was found that the condenser was

not necessary in this case, as self-induc-

tion was found to greatly favor the pro-

duction of the light phenomenon and an

increased sharpness in the breaks: in

tact a higher potential was required to

give the same results when the con-

denser was introduced into the circuit.

It will be found upon experiment that

the number of interruptions or the rapid-

ity of the break increases with the in-

crease of the E. M. F.

I find a copper or amalgamated zinc

plate electrode as the cathode seems to

be an improvement on the lead elec-

trode; but hardly think any doubt if any

improvement can be made in the anode,

as platinum seems to be especially ad-

vantageous because of its high infusi-

bility.

The current strength increases with

the size of the anode, corresponding to

a current of an approximate density of

0.41 amperes per millimeter of its area.

With the increase of the current

strength there is a definite decrease in

the number of breaks because of the

thus increased resistance of the induc-

tion coil.

The fact that the interrupter can be

readily used on the direct lighting cir-

cuit of 1 10 volts, its striking simplicity

of construction, indestructibility and its

high rate, regularity and uniformity of

breaks, makes it an instrument of ines-

timable value for induction coils used

for x-ray work. In making a compari-

son with the expense of the improved

make and break attachments of today,

this instrument displaces all in its cheap-

ness, even the oldest and cheapest

spring vibrator.

The following increase in spark dis-

charge was noted with the given sized

spark coils where this interrupter was

employed:

inches increased to 22^ inches.

19^ inches increased to 36^ inches.

With a coil giving a 7-8 inch spark

discharge, tubes intended for 6-inch

spark coils, can be used with the Weh-

nelt instrument giving the same ray

efficiency. With a 6-inch spark coil,

using this interrupter, will permit of the

making of a clear radiograph of the

pelvis in about two minutes exposure.

I would advise, however, to use tubes

intended for much larger apparatus

when using this break arrangement, the

platinum discs in all future tubes in-

tended to be used therewith should be

made much heavier to prevent the rapid

fusion otherwise certain to follow.

A second's time I find is sufficient to

pierce the platinum plate used in the ordi-

nary focus tube. I propose to make the

anti-cathode in the form ot a square

pyramid slightly flattened and in that

way believe to overcome this difficulty.

Another noticeable fact is that the
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Bickering observed with apparatus fur-

nished with poor interrupters is, by the

use of this instrument, entirely over-

come, and therefore the diagnostic value

of the rays to the physician has bee n in-

creased beyond description—the diag-

nosis of pulmonary disease are especial-

ly included herein.

A simple instrument may be con-

structed using either a copper or zinc

cathode, while the platinum of the anode

may be, partly, replaced by ordinary

bare copper wire or a strand of wires as

obtained in flexible cord, soldered to the

platinum or projecting tip, just above

the point where it has been fused into

the glass. Liquid mercury surrounds

the wire within the glass tube.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 21. '99.

OSTEOPLASTIC EXCISION OF THE
WRIST-JOINT.

Transactions of the New York Surgical Society. Stated

Meeting, October 29. 1898.

Dr. Frederick Lange presented a

man, thirty-nine years old, who, until

the onset of his present trouble, had

always enjoyed good health. On the

29th of May, 1893, he was admitted for

a large swelling of the lower end of the

left radius; this was operated on, and

he was discharged, four months later,

with a discharging sinus. In October,

1893, and in February of the following

year, he was again operated on for re-

currence of the growth.

In May, 1894, when the patient first

came under Dr. Lange's care, he pre-

sented a fungoid growth, surrounded by

scar-tissue, evidently taking its origin

from the lower third of the radius, which

was thickened and partially destroyed.

After an extensive excision of the bone,

almost four inches in extent, the patient

made a rapid recovery, and two months

later he was able to resume his work.

In January, 1897, he again presented

himself with a recurrence of the growth,

which now involved almost the entire

carpus, with the exception of the os

pisiform and os unciform. The hand

was useless for work, and a number of

the axillary glands were distinctly

swollen.

On February 11, 1897, the carpus was

excised, together with the bases of the

second, third, and fourth metacarpal

bones, and a number of enlarged glands

were removed from the axilla. In order

to secure for the ulna a broad attach-

•ment to the hand the following plastic

operation was done : About one inch

above the styloid process the ulna was

sawed across within its periosteum : the

proximal end of the bone was then dis-

placed out of the periosteal cylinder

anteriorly, pushed down to the sawed

ends of the second and third metacarpal

bones, and united to them by silkworm

sutures ; the empty periosteum connect-

ed the two ends of the severed ulnar

bone. The extensor tendons, now mi 1 '..

too long, were suspended in several

loose catgut loops, drawn through the

integument, and tied outside, thus pre-

venting the tendons from lying in close

approximation to the bone and becom-

ing adherent to it. Cicatrization was

completed in about three weeks. The

tendons, aided by proper exercise and

electricity, gradually resumed their func-

tion, and within three months after the

operation the hand was again fairly use-

ful. The man is a locksmith and machi-

nist, and is now able to perform all the

work belonging to his calling. The hand

is slightly adducted, but he has good

control over it ; there is no wabbling

and the metacarpal bones are closely

approximated to the carpus.

In connection with this case, Dr.

Lange showed two Roentgen ray photo-

graphs, taken, respectively, four months

and twenty months after the operation.

One of these photographs shows the

formation of a broad and firm bony
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bridge between the two parts of the ulna, shadow. A broken point of the drill is

which now forms the ulna-metacarpal seen in the distal end of the ulna in

joint : in the first photograph, which both photographs. The relation between

was taken about four months after the the second and third metacarpal bones

operation, it appeared as only a slight and the ulna has somewhat changed,

Fig I —Osteoplastic resection of the carpus three months after operation; a, radius; /', prox-

imal end of ulna, displaced and united to second and third metacarpus; c, distal end of ulna; t/, peri-

osteum in beginning ossification; between < and d, the point of a broken drill; e, probably point of

needle.
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the latter being in closer approximation

to the base of the thin! metacarpus.

(See figures.)

The radiographs Fig. I. and II., were

kindly furnished for reproduction in The

AMERICAN X Ray Journal by Lewis

Stephens Pilcher, M. D. .
editor of

Annals of Surgery. The February issue

of the Annals of Surgery published the

transactions of the October meeting of

the New York Surgical Society and also

the instructive illustrations.

Fig. II. Osteoplastic resection of carpus twenty months after operation: broad, firm, long

bridge between the two ends of the ulna; the proximal end of the latter now more opposite to the

third metacarpal bone
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The Importance of Radiography, For the
Diagnosis and Treatment of Devia-

tions of the Vertebral Column.

BY M. M . P. REDAN, AND LORAN.

Translated from the French by Frank Ring, a. m., m. d .

For Thk American X-Ray Journal.

Our Radiographic investigations dem-
onstrate that we can obtain, with a great

precision of detail, the image of the con-

figuration and the position of rachitic

vertebrae.

We insist, more particularly, upon the

service rendered by radiography, in the

diagnosis and treatment of Pott's dis-

ease and of Scoliosis.

r. Pott's Disease. Several of our ra-

diographic proofs of the dorsal and lat-

eral planes, display clearly vertebral tu-

berculosis foci at different periods. The
initial- tuberculous lesions are revealed

by radiography of the vertebrae. We
have been able to affirm in several cases,

the real existence of Pott's disease, and

to exhibit therapeutic measures, when
the objective and subjective symptoms
were obscure.

Radiography teaches us, besides, the

number, of vertebrae affected, the ex-

tent and depth of the tuberculous le-

sions, as well as the alterations in the

neighboring tissues and organs. At an

advanced period of Pott's disease, the

radiograph indicates the extent of the le-

sions, the importance of loss of sub-

stance, the existence of sequestrations

and of tuberculous caverns, the degree

and causes of rachitic curvatures.

In several cases, cold abscesses, par-

ticularly those treated by iodoform and

oil, have been manifest upon the pic-

ture, under the form of a shadow, more

or less prominent. Radiographs taken

at different periods of treatment indicate

the progress or decline of the tubercu-

lous process.

In a number of radiographs it is noted

that the rachitis is consolidated in good

*Read before the Congress of Surgeons, at Paris,

France.

position. They demonstrate .the union

of one or several vertebrae by a peri-

pheral or interfragmentary callous.

The radiograph is in concordance with

the proof furnished by the study of an-

atomical specimens, in demonstrating

that, in a great number of cases of Pott's

disease, above all in recent cases, that

consolidation in good position, by junc-

tion of the vertebrae is frequently ob-

tained.

ii. Scoliosis. In scoliosis we can ob-

tain information which is, usually, only

learnt post-mortem.

One can see, very clearly, upon the

radiograph, the dorsal and lateral as-

pects, the various deformities of the

body, pedicle and arch of the vertebrae.

Upon a number of plates may be no-

ticed the bony union of several vertebrae,

the existence of osseous products at the

periphery, which teach us the cause and

degree of rachitic rigidity, and conse-

quently fix the prognosis and curability

of some old cases of scoliosis. The de-

gree of rachitic lateral curvature, the

diminution of the space of the concave

side and the increase of convex side are

displayed upon our radiographic proofs.

Several radiographs, taken at difierent

periods of treatment, indicate the thera-

peutic results obtained.

It is demonstrated that the osseous

tissue of the concave side is more dense,

the medullary spaces more close than

the convex.

Further, contrary to the usual opinion

of former times, the osseous tissue of

the concave side, far from being atro-

phied, is the seat of a hypernutrition.

and of an osteo-genesis much more mark-

ed than upon the convex side.

SUMMARY OF RADIOGRAPHY IN FRANCE

FOR 1898.

Reone Internationale a" Eleetrotherapic

et de Radiotherapie, of Paris, gives an in-

teresting summary of radiographic work,

for the year 1898.
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Some of the items are here tran-

scribed. Gunshot Wound of the Left

Kidney. Immediate Laparotomy. Sec-

ondary Radiograph) and Extraction of

the Ball. Secondary Infection. Peri-

Renal Drainage. Preservation of the

Ornan. Recovery. [Lyon Med).

Displacement of the Pyramidal and

Pysiform Bone. {Rayons X, Paris).

Treatment of Lupus by Concentrated

Rays, after the method of Prof. Finser.

I Rayons X, Paris).

X-Rays and the Diagnosis of Tubercu-

losis. {Rayons X, Paris).

Injury to the Elbow in Infants. Util-

ity of the Radiography. {Jour, de Med.

de Paris').

Diagnosis of Stomach and Bowel

Complaints, by Means of X-Rays.

{Dea/sch Med. Wochens-cher).

Endoscopy by X-Rays. {Rayons X,

Paris).

Causes of Error in the Application of

X-Rays to the Diagnosis of Tuberculo-

sis. {Rayons X, Paris).

Application of X-Rays in Stomatolo-

gy. {Progres Med., Paris).

Upon the Determination in a Single

Radiographic Operation of the Position

of a Ball in the Organism. {Rayons X,

Paris).

X-Rays in Ocular Surgery. (Soe. de

Met/., Rouen).

Amputation in Ukro of the Right

Fore-Arm. {Rayons X, Paris).

Report Upon the Application of

Roentgen Rays to the Diagnosis of Pul-

monary Tuberculosis. {Are//, d' Elec/r.

Med.)

Localization of Foreign Bodies in the

Eye, and in the Orbit by X-Rays. {Ann.

d' Oeul., Paris).

An Old Pleurisy. Consecutive De-

formation of the Thorax. {Rayons X,

Paris).

Examination of Calculus and Other

Concretions by the Aid of X-Rays. {These

de Doe/. Bourdeau, 1898.

Localization of a Fragment of Babbit-

Metal in the Eye-Ball, by Means of Re-

peated and Differently Placed Expos-

ures to the Roentgen Rays. {Pliila.

M.J.)
A Piece of Money in the Esophagus

of an Infant, Revealed by the X-Rays.

External Esophagtomy. Extraction.

Recovery. (Gaz. de Hop., Paris.)

Acne Treated by Electrolysis and the

X-Rays. {Revci/e Interna/, d' Eleetro/h,

Paris.)

Foreign Body (piece of 5 centimes)

in the Thoracic Esophagus ot an Infant.

Radioscopy. External Esophagotomy.

Death from Broncho-Pneumonia. (Bull,

et Mem. Soe. de Chi?, de Paris.)

New Communications Upon the Ap-

plication of Roentgen Rays in Rhinolo-

gy and Laryngology. {Arch, de Laryng-

ol, Paris.)

Multiple Deformities of the Metatarso-

phalangeal Articulations of the Left

Foot. Radiography. Resection of the

Metatarso-Phalangeal Articulation and

of the Head of the Second Metatarsal

Bone. Recovery. {Rev. d' Oil/top.,

Paris.)

Note Upon a Case of Elephantiasis,

with Nervous Troubles. Cured After

Application of Roentgen Rays. {Aror-

mandie Med., Rouen.
)

Urinary Calculi and the X-Rays.

{Ann. d' Elec/robol.)

Method of Measuring the Cardiac

Area by Radiography. (Radiographie,

Paris.)

Right Hemoplegia. Troubles of the

Memory and of Speech, Occasioned by

the Presence of a Ball in the Left Cere-

bral Hemisphere. Raidography of the

Ball by the Process of A. M. Contre-

monlin. {Eranee Med. , Paris.)

Reflection of Cathode Rays. Starke.

Elek. Zcit., Nov. 17; abstracted from a

German physical paper.— Description of

experiments with the reflection of ca-

thode rays. Platinum was found to re-

flect 36 per cent., brass 30 per cent.,
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aluminum 21 per cent., and lampblack

17 per cent, of the incident cathode

rays;these figures are not changed much
when the voltage is increased from 6,000

to 9,000.

The Use of Roentgen Rays in Cuba.

In an editorial which appeared in our

issue of July 6, we described at some

length the excellent results obtained by

means ot the Roentgen ray in an Indian

campaign as described by Surgeon-Ma-

jor Beever, of the English army, in a lec-

ture before the Royal United Service In-

stitution. At that time the Roentgen

ray apparatus had not been given a fair

trial in Cuba in locating bullet wounds,

and there were many who still advocated

the use of the probe, looking upon the

x-ray apparatus as altogether too com-

plicated for practical use in field hospi-

tals. That the Roentgen ray apparatus

may be used speedily and effectively is

now clearly proven by Dr. William M.

Grav, the microscopist of the Medical

Museum in Washington, who was de-

tailed to the hospital ship Relief by that

institution for surgical work, with spe-

cial reference to the diagnosis of gun-

shot wounds by the Roentgen rays. In

an interview with Dr. Gray, which was

reported in a recent issue of the New
York Sun, he is credited with the follow-

ing statement: "One thing this war

has taught is that the probe in all its

forms lias gone out of use. No more

searching blindly in a man's body for the

bullet ; no more danger of blood poison-

ing from the introduction into the wound

of instruments of search. The fluoro-

scope tells us instantly where the pro-

jectile has imbedded itself, and we have

only to cut it out as if it were there be-

fore our eyes. The ingenious electric

probe and all similar devices have seen

their day. In all future battles experts

in skiagraphy will be attached of neces-

sity to the medical corps, and the work

of the surgeons will be materially assist-

ed by their precise indications. We
took out bullets by the pint on board the

Relief, and almost without exception

they were located by the x-rays."

As to the time consumed in photo-

graphing the patients and in developing

the x-ray plates, Dr. Gray stated that

the whole operation consumed but a few

minutes. It took ordinarily not over five

seconds for a wound in the hand, thirty

seconds for one in the foot. He further

mentioned a case where a man was

wounded in the right shoulder by a Mau-
ser bullet which plowed its way on

around the chest walls under the deep

muscles and finally lodged in the arm,

shattering the humerus. He said :

"Here was an odd condition, a wound in

the right shoulder but no bullet
; tin

bone of the left arm broken but no

wound. How long do you suppose it

would have taken to find that bullet by

probing? It did not take us one minute

to find it with the x-rays."

That the Roentgen ray apparatus can

be advantageously made use of to allevi-

ate suffering during a campaign is not

to be doubted notwithstanding argu-

ments to the contrary. This fact would

seem to be clearly proven by the state-

ment of Surgeon-Major Beever, of the

English army regarding the use of the

x-ray in India and by Dr. Gray's expe-

rience in Cuba, who says : "In many
cases we save hours of vain searching,

and not infrequently we save the sol-

dier's life."

—

Electricity, Sept. 7.

Currents Generated by Roentgen
Rays. Winkelmann. Wied. Ann. No. 9;

abstracted briefly in Lond. Elec, Oct.

28, and Am. Jour, of Sc., Nov. Elec-

trical World, N. Y.—He studied the

property discovered by Perrin, that dif-

ferences of potential are produced be-

tween two different metals when exposed

to x-rays ; a small constant current was

observed.
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INFLUENCE OF INDUCTION COIL CON-
DENSERS ON X-RAY DEFINITION.

BY ALFRKl) C. . DKLI-.

In making experiments to determine

the effects on x-rays by varying the ca-

pacity of an adjustable condenser con-

nected across the breaks of the interrup-

ters of induction coils, I was impressed

with the possibility that the varying

penetrability of the light obtained by

various experimenters in the fluoro-

scopes used was, if not entirely, at least

to a considerable extent to be attributed

to the different capacities of the condens-

ers used.

The different penetrabilities of the

rays have been ascribed to the vacuum

of the tubes. While the vacuum of partic-

ular tubes may have some little to do

with the penetrability of the x-rays pro-

duced, I think the capacity of the con-

denser plays a more important part than

is generally supposed.

I find the light obtained in a fiuoro-

scope, when the capacity of the conden-

ser is between certain limits, is clearer,

and objects are more distinct. The

Light is not such as would be obtained

by increasing the electromotive force in

the primary of the coil with capacities

outside of the limits. The light obtain-

ed, no matter what the electromotive

force used, when the capacity of the

condenser is outside of the favorable

limits, is more cloudy or duller in color,

than when within the favorable limits.

The same proper capacity for the

same coil seems to suit a rather wide

range of electromotive forces in the pri-

mary of the coil, from which I would con-

clude that the proper capacity for any

particular coil could be fixed in value,

but, of course, an adjustable condenser

is better.

1 also find there is a limit to the elec-

tromotive force to be used with any par-

ticular coil, beyond which it is not well

to go, when a good definition in the

thioroscope is required. One can ob-

tain more light with excessive electro-

motive force, but poorer definition of

the object.

I believe the cause of the better light

between certain capacities of the con-

denser is that the impulses are made
with greater suddenness, and the cathode

discharges falling on the anode with

greater vigor produce a clearer . light.

Each impulse is produced in less time

with the proper capacity than when the

capacity of the condenser is not right.

When the capacity is too small or too

great, the impulses are more prolonged

in their discharge, and the cathode dis-

charges striking the anode plate fall on

it more in a stream, as it were, and pro-

duce the cloudy light, and not the ex-

treme bright lightobtained with a proper

condenser capacity. I really do not see

why the fluoroscope could not take the

place of the photographic plate, if atten-

tion is paid to small, but important,

details in construction and use of the

apparatus in cases where a record is not

absolutely required.

—

Electrical Engi-

neer, N. Y.

The Light of Glow-Worms.—Exper-

iments have recently been made to de-

termine the character of the glow-worms,

and the result seems to be that it must
be identified with the x-rays. Experi-

ments, says the Revue ties Sciences, have
been made with about 300 of these in-

sects by enclosing them in a dark room
sheltered from all foreign light and plac-

ing them before photographic plates

screened by several thicknesses of black

paper besides plates of brass, copper,

and aluminum
; also a piece of card-

board with a hole in it was interposed

between the plates and photographic

plates. When' the plates were devel-

oped they were blackened except at the

part opposite the hole in the cardboard.

The rays of the worm penetrated the
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metal and excited luminosity in the card-

board. When there w;>s nothing be-

tween the sensitized plate and the worm,
the rays acted as do those of ordinary

light.

—

Electricity, London.

in this respect as a non-luminous tube
—Electrical Review, London.

Influence of X-Rays on Luminosity of

Gases.

When a tube containing gas, at low

pressure, is exposed to electrical oscilla-

tions, it becomes luminous when the

pressure is reduced sufficiently, but if

exposed also to the influence of x-rays

the pressure at which luminosity occurs

is increased. This effect of the rays was

recently examined quantitatively, and

the sub-joined table gives the pressure

at which the gas becomes luminous— (I.)

by the oscillations alone
;

(II.) by the

simultaneous action of x-rays
;

(III.)

gives the precentage increase:

—

iu.

94 r

68

27 5
26

24
18

32 4

333
57-i

57-5
64-

3

80.0

Molecular Weight. 1.

Hydrogen 2 71 mi
Oxygen 32 51
Methylic alcohol. 32 17.5

"

Kthylic alcohol .. . 46 16.5
"

Ethy lie ether 74 14
Chloroform 119 10

The influence of the x-rays increases

with the molecular weight and molecular

complexity of the gas. Alexander de

Hemptinne, writing in the Zeitschrift fur

Pliysikalische Chemie, 1898, 26, p. 165,

says that he does not consider the effect

to be due to decomposition into atoms,

or ions, and advances, with reserve, the

hypothesis that a certain mobility is im-

parted to the ether by the rays, and this

causes acceleration of the intramolecular

oscillations, and hence, under the influ-

ence of the electrical oscillations, causes

dissociation of some molecules, and

brings about a multitude of minute dis-

charges from molecule to molecule. As
the luminous gas in a vacuum tube has

conducting properties, the author con-

siders it possible that it also, like metals,

would absorb the x-rays, but experi-

ments show that this was not the case,

the luminous tube being as transparent

Vacuum Tudes vs. Coherers. Righi.

Nuovo Civil ntc,
J
uly ; abstracted in the

Lond. Elcc. , Oct. 28. Electrical World,

N. Y.—He describes a vacuum tube

which he invented and which seriously

rivals the coherer for detecting waves.

The details are not given, as they are

said to be too complic ated ; the tube

shows a continuous streak of light, which

breaks up under the influence of electric

waxes into positive strata, dark spaces,

and cathode light ; the cathode is a wire

and the anode a disc ; the conditions are

resumed after the radiations cease ; the

effect is also produced when the radia-

tion impinges on some portion of the

circuit not too far away from the tube.

Besides the optical phenomenon there is

also a change of resistance, the current

often increasing three times when the

tube lights up. It has the advantage

not to require a special mechanism for

restoring the original resistance.

Roentgen Rays in 1898.—In the

course of its "Review of Science in 1898,"

the Times remarks that the year witnessed

great improvements in the technique of

radiograph} - or Roentgen photograph}-,

especially in the direction of making it

stereoscopic. The opening of the

Thomson-Yates laboratories at Universi-

ty College, Liverpool, was an event of

much interest to physiologists, inasmuch

as their completion and equipment is an

indication that private generosity will

often carry out what communities and

Governments fail to support. The labora-

tories under Prof. Sherrington's care

are probably the finest in this country,

and regarded from the standpoint of

convenience of mechanical appliances,

electricity, etc., are equal to the most

renowned on the Continent.

—

Electrical

Review London.
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CLINICAL CASKS AND THE X-RAY.

Manton records a case in a boy aged

17, in whom the right canine had been

extracted four years ago and from other

dental idiosyncrasies the question arose

whether the patient's permanent canine

had been extracted or was still latent.

This was .determined by first taking

models of the month : then a vulcanite

splint was made for the maxilla, cover-

ing the palate and the masticating sur-

faces of the bicuspids and molars, but

not encroaching on the labial aspect of

the teeth. The case was also well cut

away behind the incisors. This splint

served to retain the sensitized plate in

the mouth during the pose. After sev-

eral failures it was found that an expos-

ure of three minutes at a distance of

forty centimetres (60 volts, 8 amperes)

gave the best results. In using the sen-

sitized films, it is urged that they need

not be bent over accurately to the curve

of the palate from the tendency of the

gelatine to crack, and the trifling error

otherwise arising is of so little moment.

Further in view of the heat of the mouth

damaging the film it is suggested that a

hollow metal splint might be used with

metal tubes attached through which a

stream of cold water might be passed.

"Study of the Motar Function of the

Stomach by Roentgen Rays." Roux

and Balthazer have recently experiment-

ed in this respect on frogs, dogs, and

men. In dogs and men liquids passed

•from the stomach in two or three min-

utes; solids not until usually about three

hours after. Pure water at the end of

five to ten minutes, but when 50CC. of

water to 10 grains of peptone were add-

ed, an abundant secretion was deter-

mined which persisted for 1 to i
1
/^ hours

until the mass was wholly liquefied when

it passed out.

Interesting phenomena have recently

been observed by Kienbock in the exam-

ination of patients suffering from tuber-

culous pyopneumothorax. This condi-

tion was present on both ri^ht and left

sides with large empyemata showing

signs of free movement. The screen

showed respiratory and pulsatory phe-

nomena. The pulsation of the empyema
was less marked in the case of pyopneu-

mothorax of the right than of the left side

as might be expected. This paradoxical

respiratory movement of the surface is

to be explained on the assumption that

this half of the diaphragm was paralized,

and therefore the inspiratory descent of

the sound half raises the other one, car-

rying with it the fluid by the intermedi-

ary of the contents of the abdomen.

"On the connection between the

Chemical Composition of a gas and the

Ionization produced in it by Roentgen

Rays." by Prof. J. J. Thomson.

This paper contains an account of ex-

periments made to determine the ioniza-

tion in a number of different gases when

Roentgen rays pass through them. It

is well known that the current of elec-

tricity passing through Roentgenized

gas does not increase proportionately to

the electromotive force, the current ap-

proaches a finite limit beyond which it

does not increase however large the

electromotive force may be. This maxi-

mum current which we shall call the

saturation current is determined by the

condition that the number of ions used

up by the current in one second is equal

to the number of ions produced in that

time by the rays. Thus the value of the

saturation current is proportional to the

number of ions produced by the rays in

one second, so that to compare the ion-

ization in two gases we have only tc

compare their saturation currents when
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exposed to rays of the same intensity.

The results of the experiments are

given in the following table, the num-

bers give the saturation current through

the various gases, the saturation current

through air being unity :

H, = 33 N O = i. 08 S O, = 6.4

N, - »9 Ng = i 47 H CI = 8.9

o2 = i . i C,N, = i 05 CI, == 17-4

co,= i 4 C..H, = i NH, = i-7

CO = 86 H..S - 6

"Soft" tubes were chiefly used, as

those given out penetrating rays were

found to be too variable'for these exper

iments.— (Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc, Vol.

10.)

Mr. J.
Dennis in the AmericanJournal

of Electro. Therapeut, gives some ex-

cellent hints in common causes of failure

in x-ray work. Notably with regard to

a fault in the coil he says that it had

better be returned to the practical elec-

trician, at the same time common errors

in the connections and at the binding

posts should not escape attention
;

the

latter should always be bright and clean.

As to the tube, if its vacuum be either

too high or too low, imperfect results

can only be obtained. Again if the

terminals in the tubes are too close or

too wide apart the penetration will be

interfered with. Repaired tubes, he

thinks are only false economy.

On the vexed question of x-ray der-

matitis, Dr. Foveaux de Courmelle of

Paris thinks that the cathodal rays only

are injurious, and that if the vacuum

tube be wrapped in black cloth this ac-

cident cannot occur, or at most a trifling

desquamation only, and then only from

a verv prolonged exposure.

The Roentgen Rays and Hysteria.—
Dr. Holland, reporting in the Liverpool

Med. Chirurg, Jour., the examination

of thirty-two cases for foreign bodies in

the hand or wrist, found them in all but

six cases. Regarding these latter he

says : "Nearly all are women, and they

are generally hysterical
;
they complain

of pain, and are certain that at some
date a pin or needle had run into the

hand and had stayed there. To be able

to take a radiograph and demonstrate to

these people the absence of any such

thing is to cure them of their ailment.

On the other hand, many patients com-

plaining of pain in this manner have

been considered as manifesting hysteria,

and to be able to demonstrate the pres-

ence of a foreign body is most im-

portant.

Seasonable Prescriptions.

Douche for Nasal Catarrh. Ozaena, etc.

K Antikamnia and Codeine Tablets. No xxiv.

Sig —Crush and dissolve six tablets in a pint

of tepid water and use one-third as a douche
three times a day. Shake well before using

Snuff for Acute Coryza, Rhinitis, etc

K Acidi Borici I'ulv., i

Acidi Salicylici gr. vi

Antikamnia (Genuine) I i

Bismuth Sub. Nit I ii

Mx Sig.—Use as snuff every one, two or three
hours, as required.

"While the salicylates have long been

regarded by the profession as potent

anti-rheumatics, for many years 1 have

prescribed them in the form of Tonga-

line and have found this the most satis-

factory method of doing so, on account

of all the salicylic acid which it contains

being made from natural oil of winter-

green. I have also found Tongaline the

most satisfactory method of administer-

ing the other important agents which

enter into its composition.''

"In rheumatism, neuralgia, nervous

headache, gout, sciatica and lumbago,

Tongaline may be regarded almost as a

specific."

"In grippe and malarial fever with

their concomitant sequelae Tongaline is

the remedy par excellence, its action

bein^r culminative, decisive and invalu-

able. In these diseases Tongaline

thoroughly eliminates the remaining

toxaemia which seems ever present and

which forbids convalescence, for after

the stage of hyperpyrexia is controlled,
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X-RAY ESSENTIALS—THE VALUE OF
THE X-RAY FROM A DIAGNOSTIC

AND THERAPEUTIC STAND-
POINT.

Kead before the Erie Railway Surgeons' meeting held

in Chicago at the Grand Pacitic Hotel on October 19,

189.S by Prol. H P. Pratt, M. D. of Chicago:

It was the latter part of January of

1896 that Prof. Roentgen announced to

the scientific world that he had succeed-

ed in photographing the bones of the

living skeleton. There has not been a

discovery of such vast importance to

the medical profession since the dis-

covery of the circulation of the blood by

Harvey. Before the telegraph wires

were fairly cold, giving to the world this

intelligence, every scientist having an

available, or able to secure an available

apparatus, commenced to experiment

independently, endeavoring to prove or

disprove said statement. After they had

satisfied themselves as to its correctness,

they then undertook to advance a theorv

which would be acceptable to the scien-

tific world.

The Century Dictionary gives the fol-

lowing definition of the x-ray or Roent-

gen ray, as it is sometimes termed :

The x-ray. or Roentgen ray, is a form

of radiation having characteristic and

distinctive properties discovered by

Prof. Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen, of

Wurtzberg, as announced by him in

December. 1895. He said that the dis-

charge of a Kuhmkorrf coil through a

vacuum tube produced a form of radia-

tion external to the latter, which has the

property of causing various substances

to fluoresce, affecting the ordinary pho-

tographic plate, like light (although itself

invisible) and of penetrating opaque

bodies in various degrees, according to

their density and relative thickness
;

platinum, lead and silver being quite

opaque, while aluminum, wood and

paper are quite transparent.

This is a statement that came from

Prof. Roentgen direct ; in the above

definition he is dealing with the effects

"only," and does not even suggest the

cause or first principle.

Numerous hypothesis were advanced

from time to time by such men as Edi-

son, Tcsla, Prof. J. J Thompson, Elihu

Thompson, Sir Wm. Thompson, Dr.

Lodge and others, and yet no two of

them agree.

In January, 1894, Prof. Phillip Leon-

ard is credited with being the first to

discover the phenomenon that we now
term the X or Roentgen ray. He
was experimenting with a similar appa-

ratus to that in use at the present time,

for the production of the shadowgraph,

endeavoring to determine whether the

cathode ray could be transmitted to the

outside of a vacuum tube. This sug-

gestion was made to him first by Prof.

Hertz. "His interest, therefore, in this
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discovery was so great that his research-

es extended to the minutest details."

From all that can be learned, Phillip

Leonard is entitled to all of the credit

for the discovery of the X or Roent-

gen ray, because first, he not only used

the same kind of apparatus for produc-

ing it, but he actually photographed

coins in boxes, etc. These first experi-

ments were published in "Wiedermann's
Annalen," in January, 1894, a"d Octo-

ber, 1895. Had he placed his hand on a

photograph plate for a few minutes, and

then had the plate developed, Prof.

Roentgen's name would never have been

known. Since the announcement made
in 1894 and '95, by Prof. Leonard, there

has not been a change in apparatus or

an improvement, as far as principle

goes, down to the present date. The
only improvements made, were purely

mechanical, perfecting the old ap-

paratus.

1 will refrain from entering into any

further discussion, in regard to the

history of the x-ray, etc., but confine

myself to the essentials for their produc-

tion. The first apparatus for the pro-

duction of the x-ray, was designed as I

said before, and worked by Prof. Leon-

ard (Fig. 2), which consists of a Ruhm-
korff coil (R,

|
a battery </>, ) and a

vacuum tube (/.) The Ruhmkorff coil

consists of a primary (x,) and a second-

ary wire
(

r, ) of different lengths and

sizes surrounding a core of soft iron

wire (z ) Into the primary circuit of the

coil, a battery or an electric generator

(b,) and a vibrator or interrupter (</,)

are introduced.

The two terminal wires of the second-

ary being attached to a vacuum tube

(/.) There are several forms of vacuum

tubes made, the difference being only in

shape and degree of vacuum. They are

named after the one that suggested the

form, such as the Plucker, the Hittorf.

the Geissler, the Leonard, the Crookes

tubes, etc. The Geissler tube having a

low vacuum, while the Crookes tubes

are carried to a high degree.

In the Geissler tube the vacuum is

estimated to be about one thousandth of

an atmosphere, while that of the Crookes

tubes, the vacuum is carried to an ex-

treme degree, about one millionth of

an atmosphere.

There are several different kinds of

apparatus that can be used for the pro-

duction of the x-ray, such as Static

machines, Magneto-machines in con-

nection with condensors, etc.

Now if you will follow me very closely,

I think I will be able to satisfy you as

to the nature of the x-ray. I think it is

very simple. Before we can appreciate

what it is, let us take up and discuss the

following questions:

First: What is electricity?

What is an electrical circuit?

What is an electrical current?

What is induction?

What is resistance?

What is magnetism?

What are lines of Magnetic

force?

What is electrolysis?

What is polarity?

The first question is, what is electrici-

ty? This is a question that has been

discussed by the scientific world for

years, and yet they have not arrived at a

proper definition. I do not care what

electricity is ; but we do know of a phe-

nomenon to which we give the name of

electricity. If we take an ordinary bar

magnet, properly magnetized, capable

of attracting irm, nickel, cobalt etc.,

and analyze it very closely, we are bound

to arrive at a definite conclusion.

For instance, if we take the north

pole of this bar magnet and approach it

to the north pole of a compass needle,

we find that the two north poles repel.

If we present the opposite poles, we

find they also, repel : but if we present
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the north pole of one, to the south pole

of the other, immediately there is an at-

traction.

Now let us take this bar magnet and

divide and subdivide it into particles so

small that it requires a magnifying glass

to see them. Every particle of the

magm t will exhibit the phenomenon on

the one hand of attraction, and on the

other hand, of repulsion when presented

to like particli s.

We are bound to arrive at this con-

clusion, that all particles, that is, every

particle of this magnet, is a magnet in

itself, and the large magnet is nothing

more or less than an accumulation of

small magnets.

This takes us back to the original

,7

:!

v

:,t

A c :

hypothesis which was suggested so

many years ago. especially by Faraday,

that each molecule in the universe is an

independent center of force, and that

each molecule has, and retains a definite

and constant amount of electrical force

or energy, and that which is known as

chemism, or chemical affinity, is noth-

ing more than this electrical force, and

that this force is what holds matter

together.

If we should sprinkle iron filings on a

glass plate and place a horse shoe mag-
net below the plate, we would find that

all of the particles will be arranged in

series and in parallel with the molecules

of the horse shoe magnet, having all the

north poles of the particles or molecules

point in one direction, and all of the south

poles in the opposite direction. Now it w<

substitute for this horse-shoe magnet, a

temporary magnet of soft iron, with coils

arranged in circuit, attached to a bat-

tery with a reversing switch, and change

the direction of the current several

times, we will find that the iron filings

will turn in the opposite direction with

every alternation of the current
;

they

will have the appearance of turning

within their own plane. My definition

of electricity is a persistent force which

is a part of the atomic structure of mat-

ter, and it exhibits the phenomena of

attraction and repulsion.

What is an electrical circuit? (Fig. i)

An electrical circuit is a series of

molecules arranged in parallel, each

molecule being a magnet or an equiva-

lent of one. When so arranged, all of

the north poles of the molecules point

in one direction, and all of the South

poles point in the opposite direction.

If the north poles of a portion of the

molecules pointed in one direction, and

the north poles of the remainder point-

ed in the opposite direction, we would

have two repelling forces coming togeth-

er, and it would be impossible to estab-

lish a circuit.

What is an electrical current?

An electrical current is an accumula-

tion of polarized molecules in a circuit :
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the greater the number of molecules

arranged in parallel, the stronger the

current and vice versa. "The use of the

word current has its advantages, and

helps to convey ideas which are in ac-

cordance with observed effects ; but the

actual passage of a fluid in either direc-

tion is a matter of doubt, and in the

opinion of Faraday, does not take place;

he believing than the resulting phe-

nomena are caused by a polarization of

the molecules of the medium."

What is induction?

Induction is the result of a physical

force which is brought to bear upon the

molecular structure of matter, changing

the relation between the molecules, caus-

ing them to be arranged in series in

juxtaposition, and in parallel with the

molecules of said initial force.

What is resistance?

Resistance is the condition or proper-

ty of matter which opposes the rear-

rangement of the molecules.

What is magnetism?

Magnetism is the polarized condition

of matter.

What are lines of magnetic force?

An endless chain of molecules arrang-

ed in series, each molecule representing

an individual line of force ; the greater

the number of molecules added to the

chain, the longer the line of force.

Electrolysis is the disassociation of

the elements of a compound by the aid

of electrical energy.
I Fig. 3.)

Polarity: The having two opposite

poles.

What is meant by potential?

Electrical pressure or force.

What is the unit of potential or elec-

tro-motive force called?

The unit of potential or electro-motive

force is called a volt. The Daniell cell

being taken as a standard, representing

1 079 volts.

What is the unit of resistance called ?

The unit of resistance is called the

Ohm. In 1S27, Dr. George F. Ohm

formulated his famous law, that the

electro-motive force divided by the re

sistance is equal to the strength of the

current.

Legal Ohm: The resistance of a col-

umn of mercury one square millimetre

in cross section and 106 centimetres in

length, at the temperature of 32 degrees

F. This value of the Ohm was adopted

by the International Electric Congress

in 18S4, as a value that should be ac-

cepted internationally as the true value

of the Ohm.
What is the unit of current called?

The unit of current is called the am-

pere.

A milli-ampere is one-thousandth of

an ampere.

THE ELECTRO-CHEMICAL SERIES.

Berzelius's final series stands thus:

EUclro-hTeg<ttive.

Oxygen. Boron. Mercury. Thorium.
Sulphur Carbon. Silver. Zinconium
Selenium. Antimony. Copper. Aluminum.
Nitrogen. Tellurium Bismuth. Didymium
Fluorine. Tantalum. Tin. Lanthanum
Chlorine. Titanium Lead. Yttrium.

Bromine. Silicon. Cadmium. Glucinum
Iodine Hydrogen. Cobalt. Magnesium
Phosphorus. Gold Nickel. Calcium
Arsenic Osmium. Iron. Strontium.
Chromium Indium. Zinc. Barium
Vanadium Platinum Manganese Lithium.

Molybdenum Rhodium Uranium Sodium
Tungsten. Palladium Cerium. Potassium

Electro- Positive

We have about seventy elements so

far discovered, each one of these ele-

ments having a given electrical force, or

pull, and each bearing a given relation

to the other. For instance, Berzelius's

according to his final series, claims that

oxygen and sulphur are the strongest

electro-negative, while potassium and

sodium, are the strongest electro-posi-

tive.

Note the relation between all of these

different elements. The two extremes

will break up or separate any of the in-

tervening elements when the}' are ar-

ranged in compound.

Note the relation in the list between

hvdrogen, the electro-positive element

and So
4
the electro-negative radical of
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H., So,. Compare them with zinc which

is stronger electro- positive than hydro-

gen : now imagine that every one of these

sixty odd elements have a definite and

constant pull, or, in other words, im-

agine that the oxygen and sulphur, the

electro-negative radical on one hand

represents a very powerful woman, and

that zinc, an electro-positive on the other

hand, a powerful man; but not as pow-

erful a man as sodium or potassium.

The intervening elements are weaker in

strength in proportion to their place in

the list.

Now let us go back to what takes

place in a battery which produces the

force that excites the primary wire of

the Ruhmkorff coil. (Fig. 2.) Take for

instance the form of battery used by

Phillip Leonard, or the ordinary sul-

phuric acid battery (Fig. 3), with zinc

and platinum elements. Now, in refer-

ing to this list we find that H, repre-

senting the electro-positive element and

the So, the electro negative radical of

the solution H., So, we find by referring

to the list that So, has a greater affinity

for zinc than for hydrogen, it standing in

the same relation as a strong man would

to a weak one. Consequently hydrogen

is driven off and the So, combines with

zinc, converting the sulphate of hydro-

gen into the sulphate of zinc: the force

that is generated by the change, is sim-

ply enormous. It is sufficient to cause a

rearrangement of the molecular struct-

ure of a telegraph wire around the globe

When this change takes place, the force

generated causes a rearrangement of the

molecules of the wire in the same man-

ner and following the same law regard-

ing direction as in the magnet described

a few moments ago, in which all of the

north poles point in one direction, and

the south poles in the opposite direction,

so far as to the initial force that ener-

gizes the primary circuit. To energize

the secondary coil a circuit breaker or

interrupter is introduced. This primary

wire is of low resistance. Surrounding

this primary wire, properly insulated

from it, we have the secondary wire. The

molecules in the secondary wire are

arranged in the same manner as the

molecules in the primary wires when ex-

cited: that is to say, they are arranged

in series and in parallel. Whenever a

current passes in one direction in a pri-

mary wire a current is set up in the sec-

ondary wire in the opposite direction.

So when we make and break a circuit,

we get a complete reversal of the cur-

rent: that is to say, when the current is

made, or when the battery is connected

in circuit, the molecules of the primary

wire are arranged in series and in par-

allel in a definite direction, while in tin

secondary wire the molecules are ar-

ranged in the opposite direction: but

when we break the circuit the molecules

in the primary wire are reversed, which

in turn produces a reversal in the sec-
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ondary wire. So in this secondary wire

the current generated must be alternat-

ing in character. (Fig. 2.) Now, we have
followed a line of thought from the point

of generation or the first cause, to the

deliver)' of a current to a vacuum tube.

Now, let us sec what takes place in a

vacuum tube. The tubes we have here

tonight are of focus type. The one elec-

trode being of aluminum, called the

cathode, the other electrode being of

platinum, termed the anod . These two
terms are wrongfully used, as they mean
a positive and negative, or the same as

north and south poles, when applied to

the body. With an alternating current

in the secondary wire, how is it possible

to have a definite positive and negative

terminal connected with the vacuum
tube? It is true that the force at one

terminal, called the cathode, is stronger

than the other, not by virtue of its being

negative or positive, or cathode or anode;

but by having a shunt introduced into

the primary circuit, cutting down the

discharge, so, when the current is made,

the primary wire acting as a shunt, cuts

down the force that otherwise would be

equal. If it were not from this fact

alone, the x-ray would not have been

discovered, at least to date.

Now we come to the vacuum tube.

This vacuum tube is constructed of the

best German glass, as free from all metal-

lic substances as possible, although not

essential. It is exhausted by use of an air

pump until there is comparatively a few

molecules of gases left. When the tube is

energized, the same law and the same phe-

nomenon takes place in the tube as takes

place when the impression passes over

the wire to the tube. The molecules of

the tube are all arranged in series and in

parallel, and following the same law that

governs all magnets, the outside of the

tube being electro positive and the in-

side electro-negative. (Fig. 2.) The tube

is nothing more or less than an ordinary

condensor and discharges in the same

manner. The tube is really a magnet

and it follows the law that govern mag-

nets. If we take an ordinary bar magnet,

or a piece of steel, properly hardened,

without subjecting it to a magnetic in-

fluence, and then take a hammer and

tap on the end of the steel bar, it is sim-

ply a matter of time until the whole bar

will be magnetized. The magnetization

is due to the hammering, which has pro-

duced a complete change of the mole-

cules of the steel, arranging them in

series and in parallel, in the same man-

ner and way as they are arranged in a

tele graph wire when the electrical im-

pressions are being transmitted over it.

Now this tube, as I said before, is ex-

hausted to about one millionth atmos-

phere. There are now a comparatively

few molecules of gas in comparison with

what was there before the pump was ap-

plied. When the tube is excited by the

coil the molecules in the tube are agi-

tated and a circuit is established in the

tube, causing the molecules of gas in the

tube to be arranged in the same manner

as the molecules of the wire are ar-

ranged. With every oscillation, or every

break of current in the primary circuit

it produces an alternation and change

in the molecules in the vacuum tube,

but, owing to the shunt in the primary

circuit one pole or one side of the sec-

ondary wire is a trifle stronger than the

other. The difference in the strength of

the two causes the molecules of gas to

be thrown against the platinum disc or

anode, rebounding, striking the surface

of the tube setting up a terrific bombard-

ment. This bombardment presents the

same phenomenon as the tapping on the

steel bar with a hammer, which not only

causes the molecules of the tube to be

arranged in series and in parallel, but

the lines of force are projected out in a

straight line several feet beyond the

tube. The stronger the bombardment,

the longer the lines of force. Figs. 2

and 4.
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Imagine that tube to be an equivalent

of a magnet. The lines of magnetic force

thrown out from the tube will produce

decomposition in the same manner as

we would find in a bath were we pro-

ducing electrolysis (Fig. 3. )
In the elec-

trolysis of water. Formulae H, O we
rind that the hydrogen is repelled from

*the positive pole or anode, but attracted

to the cathode. We also find that the

oxygen is repelled from the cathode or

negative pole, but attracted to the oppo-

site anode. Why is this? The oxygen

being electro-negative, and as like poles

repel, the oxygen is repelled from the

negative side but attracted to the oppo-

site. In the case of hydrogen being

from the electro-chemical changes that

take place in the circuit, which reduces

the chemicals on the screen into simpler

compound or converts the bromide of

silver on the photographic plate into

oxide of silver. Figs. 2 and 4.

The amount of conversion depends

upon the strength of the current. That,

in return, depends upon the resistance

of the circuit. The greater the resist-

ance of circuit the less the change, the

less the resistance of circuit, the greater

the change. (Diagram C, Fig. 4.)

When we interpose between the screen

or the photographic plate the hand or

any part of the human body, what we see

is not a picture of the bones, but the
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electro-positive, it is repelled from the

positive side but attracted to the nega-

tive. This phenomenon takes place when
we present a photographic plate, or a

tungstate of calcium screen near a vacu-

um tube. The lines of force are thrown

out from this Crooks tube in a definite

direction, Figs. 2 and 4. producing de-

composition with every discharge of the

tube, and decomposing all substances in

its track. In any chemical compound
when decomposition takes place, for in-

stance, a liquid, solid or gas, a spark is

produced, we call this fluorescence. This

is why in looking at a screen, the screen

is lighted up by the x-ray, not from the

light that is thrown from the tube, but

shadow of the difference of the resist-

ance of a circuit, as determined by elec-

tro-chemical decomposition; bones af-

fording a greater resistance to the circuit

than the flesh, the decomposition is less

and hence the shadow. This follows

Ohm's Law. The current is equal to the

electro-motive force divided by the re-

sistance.

Diagrams A, B, C and D, of Fig. 1,

represent four different kinds of elec-

trical circuits, the only difference be-

tween them being the source of electrical

energy or initial force with a definite

potential. So far as fundamental prin-

ciples go, they are identical. The ar-

rows represent polarized molecules or
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molecules arranged in series and some in

parallel, the arrows also indicating the

direction of the lines of magnetic force.

Diagram A, of Fig. i represents a

magnetic circuit; the initial force is a

magnet as indicated I)}' Utter m, n s is

its north and south poles. The potential

of this circuit is over 1 00,000 volts. (This

is disputed by some, but there is no doubt

the potential is very high, even higher

than the above figures).

Diagram B, of Fig 1 represents a gal

vanic circuit, the initial force indicated

by letter l> is a battery of three cells with

a potential less than four volts.

Diagram C, of Fig. 1 represents a

static circuit, the initial force as indica-

ted by letter c, is a condenser or static

machine, having a potential over 50,000

volts.

Diagram D, of Fig. 1 represents an

x-ray circuit, the initial force comes

trom the vacuum tube (/,) having a po-

tential over 500,000 volts, letters />

representing the photographic plate,

letter n representing the object or body.

Diagram A and B, of Fig. 2, represent-

ing vacuum tubes (/) one disconnected,

and the other in circuit with Ruhmkorff

cod (R. ,

Diagram A, Fig. 2, letter R, is a

Ruhmkorff coil (;j is the wire core, with

the primary wire (
v) surrounding it,

having battery {/> 1 and circuit breaker

or interrupter ( </ 1 with condensers (V)

in circuit, surrounding the primary wire

(x) and wire core (;) is the secondary

wire I )') with its terminals attached to

the electrodes (
<-

1 and ( a) representing the

cathode and anode of the vacuum tube

(/. ) The small (/) are lines of magnetic

force thrown off from said tube. When
the Ruhmkorff coil (R) is excited upon

the closure of the circuit at the adjusta-

ble screw (?) the arrows indicating the

direction of the current in the- primary

circuit. The letters (N. S. ) (N S)
(N" S'

;

)
representing the polarity of the

primary coil, the wire core and second-

ary coil respectively, (//) representing

the north pole and ( t) the south pole.

Upon the breaking of the circuit at t

there is a complete reversal or change

of polarity.

Diagram B, Fig. 2, representing a

vacuum tube'/i with lines of magnetic

force ( / 1 concentrated and extending

down to the photographic plate or screen

(/>/. 1 The arrows below the plate indi-

cating the return circuit. As indicated

by the direction of the arrow passing

through the vacuum tube (/, ) of diagram

B, Fig. 2, the outside of the tube is

electro-positive, the inside electro nega-

tive. Fig. 3 representing the elec-

trolysis of water. A, is a sulphuric acid

battery e) the positive element or zinc

(«»;) (ne) is the negative element; the

negative- pole (///) and the- positive pole

I //>) are connected to the cathode and

anode of the bath B, respectively, in

which water H.O is being decomposed.

The arrows connecting the battery A

with bath B are polarized molecules and

indicating the direction of the magnetic

lines of force. Fig. 4, illustrating 3

vacuum tubes of varied potential, show-

ing the direction of the lines of magnetic

force, the arrows representing polarized

molecules arranged in series and in par-

allel with said initial force-, the plus and

minus signs indicate the north and

south poles of the molecules.

Diagram A, Fig. 4 is an x-ray circuit

with a vacuum tube (t) of low voltage,

the objector body (0) with photographic

plate or screen (//) in circuit. Note the

irregular position or direction of the

arrows in object (o. 1 This condition

takes place when the voltage of the

vacuum tube is not sufficient to hold the

lines of magnetic force or molecules, in

series and in parallel, the object (0) or

body exhibiting resistance or counter-

force, consequently the lines of force

thrown from the tube are reflected or

refracted giving a distorted image on the

photographic plate (//•) For this rea-
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son I have yet to see a good shadow

graph of the hip joint taken of a man
weighing 200 pounds.

Diagram B, Fig. 4, is another x-ray

circuit. Instead of the tube (/) being of

low voltage, it is of high voltage. Ob-

serve the difference in effect on object (<')•

The molecules are held in series and in

parallel, and hence the shadow is more

perfect. To take a first-class shadow

graph of the bones through the body of

a large man, it is necessary to have the

voltage sufficiently high to hold the

structure in series and in parallel, other-

wise we would have a faulty picture.

Diagram C, Fig. 4, illustrates the vacu-

spoke at length, and the following is a

summary of his remarks:

First, remember the difference in prin

ciple between the magnetic, galvanic,

static currents and the x-ray is in poten-

tial only. They are all conditions of the

same force. They are all electrical.

(Note diagrams A, B, C, D, Fig. 1.
|

The following hypothesis was formulated

by Dr. H. P. Pratt and published in all

the daily papers several times during the

months of February and March, 1896:

The x-ray is an electro-static phenom-

enon, an accumulation of the lines of

magnetic force of high potential, and of

short wave length in a circuit. (Note

Ill \\

um tube (/) with a tluoroscope ( / ) and

object (<>) in circuit; the four dark cir-

cles marked r, 2, 3, 4, on rluoroscope,

indicate the difference in decomposition

as recorded on the screen, the large cir-

cle indicating the greater decomposition,

while the smaller one the lesser decom-

position. The object (0) marked 1', 2',

3', 4'. indicate a difference in resistance

of the object to the x-ray indicated by

the amount of decomposition recorded

on tluoroscope marked 1, 2, 3, 4. It

follows Ohm's law: C—

E

R.

At the conclusion of the paper, which

was a basis for argument, Dr. Pratt

diagram B, Fig. 1, letter /, also diagram

C, Fig. 4. ) It decomposes every sub-

stance capable of being decomposed, in

its path, and renders every substance

over which it travels a conductor of

electricity. (Note diagram A, B, C, of

Fig. 4, also Fig. 3.) The result of said

decomposition on the photographic

plate or screen is the shadow, which is

the difference of the resistance, of the

circuit, determined by the amount of

electro-chemical decomposition, (as re-

corded on the photographic plate or

screen within a given time.) This fol-

lows Ohm's law: C=E
R.

For this reason I use the word sha-
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dowgraph, instead of skiagraph, radio-

graph, etc. The word shadowgraph is

in accordance with ohserved effects,

and conveys a better idea as to what

takes place.

THE VALUE OF THE X-RAV AS A DIAGNOSTIC

AGENT.

The x-ray is proving invaluable to the

surgeon. It not only enables him to

determine the nature of a fracture or

break, but abnormal conditions; enabling

him to determine whether such fracture

or break is properly set and whether such

abnormal condition can be corrected

with surgical interference. In fact the

surgeon can reduce dislocation and set

bones with the aid of the Huoroscope

under the ray, having his assistant apply

the bandages. The effect of the ray on

the nerves is sedative, and in fact there

is a partial anaesthesia produced. We
are now able to detect abnormal condi-

tion in the softer tissues, such as tumor

of the brain and body, diseases of the

lungs, stomach, heart, liver, kidneys

etc., locating stones in the kidney and

bladder, as well as foreign bodies in the

eyes.

While the x-ray is of advantage to the

surgeon, it has its disadvantages. Ever

since its discovery, especially in the last

year every malicious person who can

scrape up enough money to pay for a

shadowgraph, is having one taken for

the purpose of bringing a damage suit

for personal injuries or malpractice. It

is coming to this : That a surgeon is

not safe unless he has a shadowgraph

taken before and after each operation.

It is surprising to see the number of

damage suits now pending against cor-

porations, individuals and especially

surgeons for supposed injuries sustained

or for malpractice, depending entirely

on the shadowgraph as evidence. I

will say the shadowgraph is not compe-

tent evidence because there is an oppor-

tunity for a great fraud to be perpetra-

ted. Even the operator if he is not

careful can be deceived himself. I have

defended several corporations against

shadowgraph, which showed a fracture

where no fracture ever existed. An op-

erator skilled in x-ray work, can deceive

the most skilled if they are not on their

guard. Now let us conn- to damages
attending an exposure.

First of all, no person should be

allowed by law, to do x-ray work unless

he is an expert electrician as well as a

physician. If he is not familiar with

the electrical part of it, he can make
shadowgraphs that are distorted and in

every way unfit for evidence, and at the

same time, he can do a great deal of

damage. He ought to be a physician,

so that he could determine as to the

amount of force that should be used,

in each particular case, and in case of

injury he would be familiar with the

methods of treatment. As I said before

while the x-ray is valuable as a diagnos-

tic agent, it has its disadvantages. Too
great an exposure and too many ex-

posures of the same part to the ray,

may prove disastrous. For instance, I

can recall several cases in which united

fractures have reopened, the scar tissue

being absorbed, due to many exposures

to the x-ray and carelessness of the

operator. I have seen a good deal of

damage done not only to the skin, but

to the deeper tissues. I know of two

cases where the jawbone had been par-

tially disintegrated and absorbed. This

is due entirely to carelessness on the

part of the operator, he not being a phy-

sician, but a very poor electrician. The
reason for this disintegration and absorp-

tion is as follows:

The x-ray produces disintegration or

decomposition, and if the strength is in-

creased to an extreme degree, electro-

cution is the result.

The x-ray is a germicide. In March.

1896, Prof. Wightman and myself de-

stroyed the bacilli of eight different

diseases in the culture tubes by the aid
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of the x-ray. In the same month, I

placed the first tubercular patient under

treatment, and I will say that the pa-

tient is still alive and enjoying fairly

good health, and what is more, the

whole scientific world have acknowl-

edged the fact that the x-ray is a germi-

cide, and they are now treating tuber-

cular patients both in France and(ier

many. On December 6th and 7th of

1896, the Associated Press published

the following statement made by me in

defending the x-ray as a healing me-

dium :

"Recently much has been published

about the injurious effects of the x-ray

upon the human bod}', such as its pro-

ducing abscesses, burning and blistering

of the skin, shedding the hair and linger

nails, etc.. etc. For the last eight

months 1 have had patients under the

x-ray in my labaratory from 9 a. m. to 6

p. m , duration of treatment varying from

a half hour to four hours at each sitting,

and not once with any bad result in any

case.

"After the Crookes tube is excited

by the coil, the magnetic lines of force

are projected down, in the same manner

as they pass off from a magnet, and

traversing the intervening space, pass

through the body down to the floor, and

back to the coil, and tube again, com-

pleting the circuit.

"The x ray is electrostatic in char-

acter, and of a very high potential.

With every discharge from the Crookes'

tube, oxygen is liberated in the body as

well as the surrounding atmosphere,

which, combining with nascent oxygen,

forms ozone.

"It is due to the electrolysis pro-

duced in the body that we are able to

destroy the bacilli in contagious

disease; ozone being the most powerful

germicide known.

"The ozone generated between the

tube and the body does not produce the

burning, etc., noted; it is the increased

current which, passing through the body,

produces electrolysis, the skin being of

a higher resistance than the rest of the

tissues.

I bis same condition of burning takes

place under the galvanic and static cur-

rents, if excessive use be made of them.

Except for potential alone, the two

forces are identical.

"In one of the Eastern states crimi

nals are electrocuted. Here electrolysis

is carried to an extreme, destroying the

whole body, but the product of partial

destruction exhibits abscesses, etc.

"In the disastrous treatment given

and reported, the unskilled operators

used a current in the apparatus of too

high tension, and instead of hastening

normal physiological change, carried

their treatment to a point of electrocu-

tion. Strychnine is a good drug when
used by a skillful physician, but a dan-

ger in the hands of a tyro.

"It must not be forgotten that electric

phenomena are very powe rful, and not

every man who can buy a machine is

capable of applying it. The electric

machine must be as skillfully adjusted

to each individual as the microscope to

a specimen submitted to it. It is a

treatment full of danger if ignorantly or

rashly handled, but beyond price in

value to the skilled and careful electro-

therapeutist."

The diagrams of F'igs. 1, 2, 3, 4, I do

not claim are absolutely correct in de-

tail, but only in general. For instance,

from all experiments I have conducted

so far, I am led to believe that the lines

of magnetic force are thrown off at right

angles to the surface of the vacuum tube.

The more nearly flat the surface of the

tube, in the field of bombardment, the

greater the concentration of the lines of

magnetic force, and consequently the

more perfect the picture.

The apparatus for demonstrating was

kindly furnished by Charles Truax

Greene & Co.
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IZAMBARD PROCESS OF PRINTING BY
X-HAYS.

George Izambard, who has been ex-

perimenting in Paris with tin- Roentgen

rays in tin- hope of adapting them to

commercial use in the printing industry,

announces that he lias succeeded in pro-

ducing a machine for the purpose. He
reasoned, it is said, that if the x-rays

would penetrate oaken logs they ought

to penetrate piles of paper, and that as

photographs could he taken with x-rays,

it ought to be possible to reproduce a

picture or printing through every sheet

of a pile of paper. The invention is so

far matured, that, according to some of

our exchanges, M. Izambard is able to

expose a pile of paper between two

Crookes tubes and print both sides of all

the sheets in the pile at the same time.

He can also place a series of piles of

paper around a Crookes tube, making

use of the x-rays by radiating them from

a centre.

It was suggested many years ago that

the printing of the future would be done

by electricity, operating, not on single

sheets, but on all the sheets of a pile at

the same instant. Various inventions

have made some approach to a solution

of the problem, but none of them has

been successful in producing satisfac-

tory printing. M. Izambard's first suc-

cess was obtained by sensitizing the

paper, on the side that was to be printed,

with a gelatino-bromide emulsion, such

as is commonly used in photography.

A pile or block of paper thus prepared

was placed in a position of exposure to

the x-rays. On top of the paper was

placed a copy of the thing to be printed.

J his copy being proof to the x-rays, in

a trice the thing was done, and on

developing the pile of paper the inven-

tor found a copy clearly printed on each

sheet.

To print in this manner, it is neces-

sary that the copy or original shall be

nearly impervious to the Roentgen ra^s

and that it shall be placed betwetn the

Crookes tube and the pile, where the

rays may be directed to it. The copy

is preferably first printed or written in

what is called radiographic or x-ray

proof ink, composed of a material calcu-

lated to intercept the rays. A few sec-

onds' exposure is sufficient to effect the

printing through the entire pile of paper,

but it is at first invisible and requires to

be developed or fixed, after the method
of a photographer. The piles of ex-

posed sheets are trundled into a red-

light room and suspended in vats, where

the developing and fixing liquids are ap-

plied. Rinsing and drying follow, and

the latter may be hurried by mechanical

and chemical means. It is apparent

that the process is really a sort of whole-

sale method of photography with the

x-rays, and is printing only in the pho-

tographic sense of the term.

The inventor admits that there is a

difficulty in printing on ont side only of

the paper, owing to the tendency of the

print to show through on the reverse

side. He proposes to overcome this by

sensitizing the paper in stripes, printing

the lines on the stripes, and causing the

lines on one side of the paper to fall op-

posite the spaces between the stripes on

the other side. Until he can improve

upon this method the process must be

limited by these restrictions. To offset

this drawback, there are peculiar ad-

vantages in the process. It is just as

easy to print in white on a black ground

as is black on a white surface. Type-

written matter can be reduced in size

and reproduced, thus saving the expense

of composition.

For printing very large sheets, such as

newspapers, M. Izambard uses several

Crookes tubes, which are shut off from

one another by partitions of a metal not

easily penetrated by the rays. Thus

the tubes send their rays through the

paper in nearly straight line. The limit
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if thickness of the pile that can be

printed at one exposure is reached when

the rays are so distributed as to distort

the image. Probably no pile of more

than a couple of inches in thickness

could be impressed at a single exposure

with satisfactory results.

The x-ray proof ink used is made in

part of finely divided metallic or calcare-

ous powder. Bronze, copper, white

lead or white zinc may be used. As a

writing ink white lead in a solution of

gum has been found most satisfactory.

When the matter to be printed is first

t\ pewritten, the metallic powder is

mixed with boiled linseed oil.

A peculiarity of this x-ray printing is

that it affords opportunity for printing

copies of private or secret matter, with-

out the printer's being able to see or

read what he is printing. A customer

desiring copies of private matter may
deliver his copy written in the x-ray

proof ink and securely sealed in an en-

velope. He may also see that the paper

on which the copies are to be printed is

securely sealed. Then the printing

may be done by the x-rays and the

developing, executed without once

breaking the seals, so that no one

through whose hands it passes can know
the contents. If desired, the envelopes

may even be made of stout canvas or

leather and securely locked.

—

Electrical

Engineer, N. I '.

Measuring the Area of the Heart.

In view of the difficulty of measuring

the area of the heart upon the anterior

thoracic wall by percussion or phonen-

doscopy, M. M. G. Yariot and G. Chi-

cotot advocate the use of the fluorescent

screen. It is easy, the}- say, to trace

with a pencil the radioscopic image of

the heart on tracing paper fastened to

the screen. This, of course, does not

give the true size of the organ, but mag-
nifies it; but when one knws the dis-

tance between the anode of the Crooks'

tube and the screen and the distance of

the anode from the heart, it is a simple

application of the rule of three to correct

any given diameter of the radioscopic

image. The distance of the heart from

the anode can be calculated by subtract-

ing the distance of the screen from the

heart from the distance of the screen

from the anode, and the distance of the

screen from the heart has been deter-

mined in the case of young children by

a series of observations upon cadavers,

supported by calculations made in living

children confirmed in autopsies. The
distance that separates the right and

left borders of the heart from the sur-

face of the skin varies with the age of

the child ; it is about 25 centimetres

(one inch) at 18 months, 3 cm. (1.125

inches) at 2^4 years, 4 cm. (1 9-16 inches)

at 5 years, and about 5 cm. (2 inches)

from. 10 to 12 years.

—

Journal af Electro-

Therapeutics.

Therapeutic Effect of the Roentgen Ray.

Southgate Leigh, M.D.
,

reported to

the Seaboard Medical Association a few

cases which bear on this subject. The
first was that of a young man with a

bullet in the thigh. At the time of the

examination the knee was very much
swollen, exquisitely tender and painful.

The slightest touch or motion made him

cry out in agony. The doctor, having

at that time an imperfect coil and poor

tube, exposed the knee to the x-rays for

four hours, in order to get a photograph.

The next day the patient moved about

the bed without pain ; the second day

he was up in a chair, and the third day

he was walking around on crutches.

A second case was one of tuberculosis

of the elbow joint. Prof. Wyeth had

advised excision. Nicola Tesla, when
consulted, advised a trial of the x-ray.

Accordingly, the joint was exposed to

the ray two or three times a week for

two hours each time, until the total ex-

posure was about twelve hours. After
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each exposure a wet dressing was ap-

plied. In a short time all signs of in-

flammation had disappeared, and now
eighteen months have passed without

any return of the diseases.

The third case was an examination for

gall stones. For several months the

patient had been suffering frightful

attacks of pain at frequent intervals.

No stones were found on examination,

which was prolonged. Since the examin-

ation, however, the man has not had an

attack, and is in perfect health. Two other

cases of a similar nature were apparently

relieved by the use of the ray.

The X-Rays at Omdurman.—In a

recent paper read before the Roentgen

Society, Surgeon-Major Battersby re-

lated his experiences in the use of

X-rays in the last Soudan campaign.

After the battle of Omdurman 121

British wounded were taken to the base

hospital. In twenty-one cases the bul-

let could not be found, and in twenty of

these an accurate diagnosis was obtained

by the use of the rays. The electric

current was obtained from E. P.S. cells

charged by a hand dynamo, and much
ingenuity was displayed in utilizing the

back wheel of a tandem bicycle, strip-

ped of its tire and geared to the dynamo,

for driving power.— The Med. Surg.

Review of Reviews.

The Mississippi Valley Medical Press

Association has been organized in St.

Louis with an initial membership of 15,

Dr. C. H. Hughes is president. The

selection of Dr. Hughes as president

speaks well for the organization as he is

one of the most scholarly and widely

known physicians in the world.

The object of the Press Association

is to further the interest of Medical

Journals wherever the English is read,

fraternize more closely the editorial

members and aid with all its might the

success of the Louisiana Purchase Ex-

position.

Missouri State Medical Association.

Officers : President, G. R. Highsmith,

Carrollton.

Vice Presidents, W. A. McCandless.

St. Louis ; C. F. Wainright, Kansas

City ; W. S. Allee, Olean
; J. D. Drum-

mall, Salisbury; W. E. Lucas. Minden.

Recording Secretary, B. C. Hyde,

Kansas City.

Corresponding Sec'y. , E. Van Note,

Hamilton.

Treasurer, U. S. Wright, Fayette.

The annual meeting of the Missouri

Medical Association will convene in

Sedalia, Mo., on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, May 16 and 17 and 18,

1899. All members of the profession

are cordially invited.

A notable feature of the programme
this year is that three-fourths of it is

furnished by members practicing in the

country. The claim heretofore made,

that the city members monopolize the

time, cannot be justly made this year,

as it has been the aim to give the

country practitioners every opportunity

to present the results of their labors.

The Medico Chi. Kins.

Supreme Court says it can grant

degrees in dental surgery. The Medico-

Chirurgical College petitioned the Com-
mon Pleas Court No. 3, for leave to

amend its charter so as to grant the

diplomas and degrees in dental surgerv.

etc.

This was resisted by the Philadelphia

Dental College on the ground of want of

authority to do so, etc. The Common
Pleas Court decided in favor of the

Medico-Chi., and the Dental College

took an appeal from his decision. The
Supreme Court in an opinion by Justice

Dean, this morning confirmed the decis-

ion of the lower Court, and dismissed

the appeal. L. Webster Fox is Sec-

retary of the Board of Trustees.
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Duration of Roentgen Ray Emis-

sion.— Roiti, Trouton and Colardeau

have by various means endeavored to

ascertain the duration of a single x-ray

impulse. The values arrived at varied

from i-3ooth to i-io,oooth of a second.

H. Morize has devised and carried out a

method of determining this duration,

which he believes to be capable of great

accuracy. A photographic plate is fixed

on the end of the shaft of a highspeed

motor. A metallic slit is mounted in a

radial direction just in front of the plate.

Photographs are taken when the motor

is at rest and when it is moving at a

known speed. The images of the slit

appear drawn out sideways when the

plate moves, and the amount of the

broadening is a measure of the duration

of the x-ray impulse. The results ob-

tained by this method show that to each

current impulse in the primary of the

induction coil there correspond several

successive impulses of the rays. Suc-

cessive images of decreasing intensity

are thus produced, separated by uniform

intervals. On some plates four images

can be traced, the last being very feeble.

The durations obtained ranged from 65

to 107 millionths of a second, with a

mean of 82x10 s
. The intervals were

0.00033 sec - on tne average.

—

Morize,

Comples Rendus, Oct. 17, 1898.

One of the Oldest Antiseptics, But One
of The Best.

There are thousands of physicians,

yes, tens of thousands, we doubt not,

who can say with "Doctor," in "An
Interview," "Why, I absolutely depend
upon Listerine in most of my throat

work, and find it of inestimable value

in my typhoid cases (as many a poor

soldier boy can testify,) and there are a

number of purposes I put it to in the

sick room, where nothing can take its

place, notably, as a douche, mouth-
wash, and in sponging my fever patients.

Furthermore, I always deem it my duty

to see that my patients get exactly what

I order for them, therefore, I always or-

der an original package, thus avoiding

all substitutes. That is just where my
views upon professional attitude and

sound business policy consolidate into

one joint effort for the patient's benefit,

and incidentally, my own."

Like every other good thing, Listerine

has been counterfeited, as many a phy-

sician has found to his regret, none of

the "just as good and cheaper'' prepa-

rations approaching it for trustworthy

antiseptic service.

—

Mass. Medical Jour-

nal.

Better Still.

The influenza has been quite preva-

lent in a number of cities during the

past month. In Richmond, there have

been many cases, though no deaths dis-

tinctly attributed to it. It is affecting

mostly those who have had the disease

almost annually during the past few

years. Although the attacks of this

year are relatively mild, they are severe

enough to keep business men away from

their places of business. Phenacetin,

or better still, antikamnia, with salol or

quinia, and a little powdered digitalis

added, has proved a satisfactory plan of

treatment, presupposing, of course, that

the bowels are kept open, the secretions

of internal organs are attended to, and

that the patient is kept indoors, espe-

cially at night or in bad weather.— The

Virginia Medieal Semi-Monthly.

Rothwell's B. B. Mineral Springs.

These springs are located at Bowling
Green, Mo., and the waters are for sale

by all first-class druggists and also by
many saloons and general stores. The
B. B. Mineral water is a genuine Mis-

souri product and a natural blood puri-

fier. For persons who have weakened
their system by excesses of any kind, it

is valuable. None of the imported or

manufactured mineral waters can vie

with it. It is, really, the king of all
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healing waters, restoring health to those

who use it. For persons who experi-

ence evil effects from drinking, it is

especially efficacious, clearing the mind

and cleaning the system. Headquarters

of Rothwell's B. B. Mineral Spring are

at 2937 Olive street. All orders are

filled promptly and any information or

advice desired cheerfully given. J. S.

Rothwell, the manager, refers to the

following well-known gentlemen: Allen

and Geiger.. 714 Olive street, Meyer

Bros. Drug Co., John G. Joyce, Survey-

or ; Gov. Colrnan, Rural World; F. R.

Dunn, commission merchant; Wm.
Tivy, commission merchant ; F.

Brockman, commission merchant
;

thur Kruer, Lafayette Brewery;
J.

Farley, Merchants' Exchange ; Fred

Deibel, Hay and Grain Exchange, and

thousands of others. Where the names

of such fair-minded people can be used

it is worthy the consideration of fair-

minded people.

N.

W.
Ar-

H.

Am Excellent Uric Acid Solvent.

Individuals with a marked uric acid

diathesis, who exhibit the various symp-

toms produced by this effete product of

disturbed metabolism, are promptly

benefited by the use of Tongaline and

Lithia Tablets and eventually cured.

The high-colored urine which deposits

a thick, reddish sediment is soon re-

stored to a normal light color ; the urin-

ous odor of the breath and the hypera-

cidity of the system are no longer mani-

fested. The urinary canal recovers tone

and all traces of irritation then disap-

pear.

In a word, as a uric acid solvent Ton-

galine and Lithia Tablets are unexcelled,

a conclusion which is not the result of

experiments in vitro but of actual ex-

perience.

Samples of Tongaline and Lithia Tab-

lets can be obtained by applying to

Mellier Drug Company, 21 12 Locust

street, St. Louis.

Intestinal Antisepsis.

For intestinal antisepsis you cannot

find an) thing better than W-A Intesti-

nal Antiseptic used in connection with

Abbott's Effervescent Saline Laxative.

"I have found your 'Intestinal Antiseptic' and

'Saline Laxative' to admirably fulfill the claims

you make for them."

J B. Goounough, M. D.

Long Branch City, N. J.

"The Intestinal Antiseptic (W-A) you sent me
I have tried on three cases of diarrhea in chil-

dren and on one of severe diarrhea in adult—all

with the most satisfactory results
"

W. K. Marriott.

Capron, 111.

4*1 have cured a case of chronic dysentery with

your 'Intestinal Antiseptic' and 'Saline Laxa-

ative' which was pronounced incurable, and

given one year or less to live. Many physicians

in different parts of the country had unsuccess-

fully treated the case." C. H. B. Gilk.

Falum, Kansas.

Manufactured by the Abbott Alkaloid-

al Co., Station X, Chicago.

The more searching the test, the more

satisfactory the Qualities revealed by the

R lemington
I
Standard Typewriter.

New Models. No. 6, No. 7 and No. 8, (Wide Carriage.)

WYCKOFF, SEAMAISS & BENEDICT,

32 7 Broadway, New York.
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A Physician can not be well informed

in x-radiance unless he reads Thf.

American X-Ray Journal.

The American X-Ray Journal is the

only publication in the world that gleans

all the useful matter from the world's

store of x-radiance.

Dr. C. B. Clapp, of Moberly, Mo.,

has just installed a large io-plate static

machine in his office. The doctor is

surgeon of the Mo. Pac. Ass. Hospital.

Dr. Geo. W. Cox, formerly of Mur-

physboro, Ills , now of Iola, Kans., has

recently put in his office an 8-plate static

machine for x-ray and electro-thera-

peutic work.

X-Ray cases that become medico-

legal and all suits in which x-ray testi-

mony is used are reported fully in The

American X-Ray Journal. In no other

single publication can all these facts be

found.

Dr. H. V. L. Brokaw, Professor of

Anatomy in the Mo. Med. College, St.

Louis, has added a io-plate 30-inch x-ray

apparatus to his office. The doctor finds

the x-ray indispensable in his surgical

practice.

Dr. Waite, the well known physician

and inventor, and head of the Waite &

Bartlett Manufacturing Co., of N. Y.

City, has been in St. Louis for the past

month. The doctor has made many

friends here and been successful in

placing his electro-therapeutic and x-ray

apparatus in the office of several phy-

sicians and hospitals. The doctor has

had a most successful tour.

Dr. S. H. Monell, the eminent au-

thor and teacher, is making a tour of

some of the leading cities of the U.S.,

for the purpose of instructing physicians

in x-ray technique and clinical electro-

therapeutics. The doctor is at the head

of the Post-Graduate School, of Brook-

lyn, N. Y. , which has just closed its

third most successful year. We predict

for him a successful and useful trip.

Dr. H. A. Rogers, of Isabella,

Tenn.. has equipped his x-ray laborato-

ry with the Dennis rluorometer. This is

proof that the doctor has an apparatus

for x-ray work that will shadow any por-

tion of the interior of the body. It is

unmistakable evidence also, that the

doctor will not be caught in the court

room with apologetic evasions when he

is questioned in a medico-legal case in-

volving x-radiance.

W. R. Rochell, M. D , of Jackson,

Tenn., has replaced his old x-ray ap-
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paratus for a more modern machine of

the highest grade. The doctor is sur-

geon to the railroad lines that pass

though Jackson. He says that the x-rays

render true service and that it would be

now impossible to do without it. Dr.

Rochell keeps a record of his work,

when received and when discharged,

in radiographic pictures.

Dr. W.m. W. Graves has placed in his

office a 10 plate, 30 inch x-ray and elec-

tro-therapeutic apparatus. It was with

an 8 plate machine that Dr. Graves la-

bored with such fruitful results. Very

early he demonstrated that a Crookes'

tube need never be re-exhausted, but to

the contrary, such tubes as formerly were

considered worn out, had now just ar-

rived at the most useful condition.

This principle applied to static machines.

The "biggest-hearted man in the

world," Edward Lewis—the man with a

musical heart—has been recently radio-

graphed by Prof. W. O. Horner, of

Cleveland, Tenn. The Professor re-

ports the organ to be eleven inches long,

by nine inches through, which is larger

than that of a horse. The normal hu-

man heart measures about five inches

long by three inches through. The prob-

ability is that distortion by position had

something to do with the size of the

shadow of the heart.

Our advertisers of x-ray machines

report more sales for the three months

ending with March than for the full year

of 1898. This growing interest in

x-radiance is largely due to the teach-

ings of the American X-Ray Journal.

Nearly all the manufacturers in the

United States that have a legitimate

x-ray machine to sell employ the only

medium of recognition for that purpose.

We have kept a watchful eye upon those

who work for the improvement of this

diagnostic means and use our utmost

endeavor to further their interest. Pub-

lic reproach and condemnation should

fall upon those houses that are full of

the commercial idea and offer with flat-

tering terms worthless apparatus for

x-ray uses. Prospective purchasers who
desire the truth can always find full and

explicit information through the columns

of this Journal.

Dk. J. T. Morehouse of Orange, N.

J. , writes to us the following : "I inclose

you two prints of a guinea pig, you
will notice how entirely different the

skeleton from that of the rat, and yet

we are told that the cavey and rat

belong to the same family.

When we consider the radiograph

depends for its sharpness of definition

on the density of the structures involved

it is truly wonderful that such sharp out-

lines of structure can be obtained. You
will notice that even the ears are out-

lined in the prints and the contents of

the intestines. It shows what fine work

can be done with the x-rays. It is not at

all rough work. Little by little improve-

ments are taking place and before long

the progressive physician that realizes

human beings should have the benefit

of everything that will make a diagnosis

certain instead of being satisfied at a

blind guess, will become, yes, he must

become convinced that he is not honest

with either himself or his patient if he

accepts a fee on a guess diagnosis."

Dr. J. C. Davis of Rochester, N. Y.,

while examining the head of a 13-year-

old boy with the x-rays for the purpose of

determining the cause of epilepsy found

a depression of inner table of the skull

in the anterior central portion of the

head. The boy had fallen upon the

corner of a marble slab when 5 years of

age and almost immediately developed

fits which grew in severity until his

mind was materially affected. There

were no external signs to determine the
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exact point where the head struck the

marble slab. The divergence of the

x-rays was sufficient to mask the exact

location of the depression although the

honey projection was readily seen. The
Dennis Fluorometer was used to cor-

rect the divergence and the location

fixed. The skull was trephined and the

boy has made a happy recovery.

It is clear that even with exploratory

surgery the location of this depression

of bone would have been very uncertain.

With the x-rays it could be seen, but for

accurate surgery another adjunct to x-

radiance was necessary. The use of the

Dennis Fluorometer afforded every

essential.

Physicians up to date of this kind

deserve the praise of their fellow men.

X-Rays as Motor Power.

Kays similar to x-rays are proposed

for motor power. In fact Axell Orling

gave a practical demonstration recently

in London, Eng. The transmission of

motor power was by waves of light and

by this method he was able to steer a

torpedo from a distance. Mr. Orling

fitted up a model of a torpedo with a

rudder like the tail of a fish and placed

it in one room with the controlling

power in another, the rooms separated

by double partition walls. The specta-

tors were astonished to see the rudder

of the torpedo turn to the left or the

right at the will of the operator.

Styloid Process and Colles' Fracture.

J. Lynn Thomas, F.R.C.S., Surgeon

to the Cardiff Infirmary, in five consec-

utive x-ray examinations of Colles' frac-

ture, found the styloid process of the ul-

nar broken in four of the five cases. Au-

thors writing upon the subject, speak of

this fracture as "sometimes ' or, "excep-

tional." In Trevis' System of Surgery, it

is stated in connection with Codes' frac-

ture that "the carpus moves outward

with the lower fragment, and sometimes

carries the ulnar styloid process with it."

In Keen cV. White's American System 0/

Surgery, we find these words: "Excep-

tionally, the styloid process of the ulna

may also be broken off."

Professor Thomas is of the opinion

that fracture of the styloid process of the

ulna, is of frequent occurrence when the

radius sustains a Colles' fracture, and to

ascertain the facts, he is gathering sta-

tistics from surgeons who make use of

skiagraphy in their practice—the only

source of true evidence.

Use of the X-Ray Is a Dut> .

Medical journals reflect the thought

of medical men and every invention or

discovery worthy of a few or many, find

full expression therein. In proportion

to the usefulness of the invention or

discovery do medical journals give

space editorially. During the past

year no one subject has occupied so

much attention upon these pages as the

subject of x-radiance. Every enlight-

ened person now knows that there are

many ill conditions the result of disease

and violence that can not be ascertained

by any means except by the means of

x-rays. A medical man can not play

ignorant of these facts for he is repeat-

edly apprised of the truth through

journals, free or otherwise, that have

been put upon his desk. If he has not

read he is culpable and if he does read

and heeds not he is the more blamable.

This evasion is mostly found in the

ranks of those who have plenty of sur-

gery to do in the "old way."

Apparatus are expensive and techni-

cal knowledge is required to obtain

the best results from any machine.

This knowledge, however, is easily ac-

quired. The expense of an apparatus

can not be properly used as an excuse for

not employing this aid for there are good

x-ray apparatus in every city. The
places, however, where we would expect
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to see efficient machines are the places

where this diagnostic aid is woefully

neglected. The hospitals have gener-

ally been very slow and give the reason

that they have not the money. An in-

stitution that can not treat its patients

fair and honest should close its doors.

As a rule they send out inducements

that allures the unwary to their beds

which they have no moral right to do

unless prepared to render honest service.

The naming of college professors as

their operators and attending surgeons

draws the innocent from the better com-
forts of home to undergo the ordeal of

"head or tail diagnosis" and exact sur-

gery. Exploratory operations have but

little favor, the probe has been laid in

the archives, and commercial surgery is

being revealed. A revolutionary tide in

methods of diagnosis is on and the be-

ginning of the 20th century will witness

the conquering lines in surgery controlled

by those who can grasp the spirt of the

age—the workers in x-radiance.

THE X-RAY I IN LAW.

Balling vs. Schmidt and Fuchs.

A brief personal history which induced

Frank B. Balling to bring damage suit

for $25,000 against Dr. Otto L. Smith and

Prof. W. C. Fuchs of Chicago will be of

general interest and is herewith append-

ed. Judge Chetlain the judge in the case

refused an exhibition of the x-rays in

court, an opinion not equally shared

by all the lawyers. The attorneys for

the prosecution Stirlen and Dickson,

after the jurors had been polled and

discharged repaired to Dr. Pratt's office

to witness the workings of the x-rays.

This suit was commenced over two

years ago and is said to be the first

started for alleged damages resulting

from the application of the Roentgen

discovery.

Mr. Frank B. Balling is of German
descent. Age 37 ;

weight, about 270.

While driving a fractious horse Mr.

Balling was thrown from his buggy,

striking square on his feet. As a result,

his right ankle was broken. This was

on September 2, 1895. The limb was

set by two surgeons and in about three

months Mr. Balling was able to get out

with the use of crutches. A short time

after that the crutches were discarded,

and by May 1, 1896, he was able to

attend to his duties in his lumber office

and yard, practically as well as

before. There remained, however,

a slight stiffness in the right

ankle. He suffered no pain from

it, but it would swell some during the

day and that swelling would disappear

by morning. On Sept. 19, 1896, x-ray

photographs were made by exposures

occupying from thirty-five to forty

minutes, by placing the tube from five

to six inches from the ankle, the tube

being about the same distance from the

top of his foot While under the ex-

posure he experienced and complained

of sharp tingling pains. Three days

after a slight redness appeared between

the big toe and first toe, which, in three

weeks had spread to almost the entire

surface of the top of the foot, and later,

formed a blister. This blister was

opened and attended to by a surgeon,

but it continued to spread until it

covered the whole foot and ankle and

formed a very ugly looking ulcer, which

penetrated the deeper tissues of the foot.

The foot was never free from a burning

sensation, after the exposure to the

x-rays. In three weeks from the time

of his exposure, he was using crutches

again after having discarded them sev-

eral months before. Nov. 28, 1896,

the patient entered Englewood Union

Hospital, where the surgeons amputated

the foot, which amputation was made

on account of the ugly looking ulcer,

and the intense pain with which the

patient was suffering. The sur-
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geons testified that they, of course,

hesitated less in making the am-

putation on account of the stiffness

which had existed in the foot prior to

the x-ray exposures. After the ampu-

tation, all of the parts which seemed to

be affected were removed. The wound
healed rapidly. On Dec. 12, 1896,

all the stitches were removed. The pa-

tient went home the same day and was

cared for by his regular physician.

Three weeks later pus formed, and the

wound opened, but healed in a week.

A month later the wound opened again

but there was less pus. The limb was

never free from the burning sensation,

and occasionally had an acute pain in

the bone. In May pus formed again,

and a drainage tube was put in, which

remained four weeks. This was irri-

gated daily. At the end of four weeks

the tube was removed. The burning

sensation continued. The acute pain

in the bone was still very severe. Aug.

2, surgeons removed two or three inches

of fibula, and ends of two nerves. The
wound healed again but the burning

pain continued. Returned to hospital

Aug. 23, for re-amputation of the pain-

ful stump. Friday, Aug. 27, 1897, at

9 a. M.
,
patient was anesthetized, by a

physician, chloroform being used. The
patient took chloroform nicely. Two sur-

geons performed the amputation by two

anterial posterior flaps, four inches of

tibia and an inch and a half of fibula re-

moved by the saw. All of the cicatri-

cial tissue was removed. The nerves

as they were found, were drawn down
and cut short, removing about four inch-

es of nerve. The end of the tibia was

severed with the periostial flap. Arte-

ries were ligated with silk worm and cat-

gut. Flaps were united with silk worm.

Soft rubber drainage tube was used,

and removed the third day. There was
no shock after the operation, patient

rallied quickly, but a small amount of

oozing occurred. Dressings were re-

moved the second day. A moist dress-

ing of boro glyceridi and formolin used.

Iodoform and glycerine emulsion was in-

jected each day at a point of drainage.

One stitch removed fourth day. All

stitches removed fifth day. Aug. 29,

lay free from pain, first since injury.

Professor H. P. Pratt, M. D., was

called as an x-ray and electrical expert

for the purpose of establishing the fact

that the x-ray or the electrical discharge

produced while the x-ray was in opera-

tion, was competent to produce injuri-

ous results, and that such injurious re-

sults were more apt to occur in an ex-

posure where the tube was placed as

close as from five to six inches, than at

a farther distance. There were four or

five x-ray and electrical experts called,

by the defense, who disagreed widely,

one from another, with reference to the

effects of the x-ray and the distance of

the tube from the part exposed which

would produce those effects, yet, taking

the testimony of each one, as a whole,

there was no substantial difference, so

far as to the fact that injurious results

might follow an exposure to the x-ray

The jury awarded $10,000 damages.

IN PROVIDENCE, K. I.

A medico-legal case has just been con- •

eluded in Providence, R. I. About two

years ago a woman of Bridgeport, sus-

tained a Colles' fracture. There was

disagreement as to the nature of the in-

jury, some consultants contending that

it was a Barton's fracture. It appears

that some of the physicians that felt re-

sponsible for the deformity held to the

opinion of Barton's fracture, this being

the more hazardous of the two injuries,

inasmuch as the fragments extend into

the articulation. The plaintiff tried to

prove that treatment was directed to the

cure of Colles' fracture when she had no

such injury. At the trial which was
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brought for $4,000 damages, the x-ray

was invoked, and solely upon its revela-

tion was it possible for a just recognition

of the injury to be made and equity to

be meted out to the parties in the case.

Radiographs of the right and left fore-

arms and wrists of Dr. Green, of Bris-

tol, produced as normalcy and likewise,

those of the plaintiff, but for the purpose

of disproving a former existence of a

Barton's fracture. The radiographs in-

dicate a characteristic deviation of the

hand to the radial side. The defendant

contended that this deformity was vol-

untary on the part of the plaintiff and

resorted to for the purpose of deception.

Dr. Green explained the radiographic

picture. He said that about one inch

from the carpal end of the radius there

were slight prominences which could be

seen extending laterally from the sur-

face of the shaft of the bone. This

could not be seen over the shaft of the

bone, because the density of the provis-

ional callus was less than the shaft and

would, therefore, become transparent

before the rays would traverse the dens-

er structure. At this point was located

the site of the fracture which is known
as Colles' fracture. According to Dr.

Green, Barton's fracture was not con-

firmed by the evidence of the x-rays,

. and the court accepted this as final and

dismissed the case.

The report of this case does not read

as if the evidence was all brought out.

In the x-ray examination the writer

would judge that the radiographs of the

hands were taken in opposite directions

on the same plate. It is a well known
fact that the right and left hand and

forearm laid evenly and opposed, will

not show corresponding space between

the bones of the carpus and radius. If

the physician understands anatomy and

radiography very well, he can at will,

distort a normal joint in a picture, or

favorably present the condition of an in-

jured one. The normal divergence of

the x-rays, which is constant always to

some degree, makes the picture untrue.

The distortion by position can be of al-

most any degree, and with an operator

who is an expert, we must rely on his

oath. If he is not an expert his testi-

mony is faulty It was not shown in

this case that any /mums were taken to ob-

tain parallelism of the x-rays.

It is now history, that if provisional

callus in considerable amount remains

about a fracture, then x-rays will show

on the screen and on the sensitized

plate a line between the fragments.

The distortion by position and also the

normal distortion should have been cor-

rected with impervious devices and

these shadows should appear in the pic-

ture, in order that the judge and jury

might have the truth understandingly.

Certainly from the report of the case, as

it comes to us, we can not resist the

feeling that the evidence was insuffi-

cient to prove a Colles' fracture, and

lacking in x-ray expert testimony, suffi-

cient to disprove a Barton's fracture.

IN BANGOR, MAINE.

Miss Gertrude E. Jameson, of Great

Works, Me., brought suit against Dr.

G. Gilmore Weld, of Old Town, for

$4,000 damages, on account of alleged

malpractice of the defendant, in setting

her dislocated right elbow.

It appears that the physician dressed

the injured elbow on the day of the ac-

cident and on the following day removed

the dressings because he was not satis-

fied. Dr. Weld had consultation with

Dr. Norcross, and massage treatment

was instituted for several days without

avail. Dr. Pease was then added to the

consultants. Repeated failure to ren-

der relief and a perplexed countenance

on the part of the physicians induced

the patient to suggest the use of the

x-rays. Dr. Weld objected to its use as

he claimed to know just how the condi-

tions were. According to the plaintiff's
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testimony, Dr. Weld said that she had a

fracture of the olecranon, fracture of

both condyles and dislocation. This is

substantially as the case came to us.

The plaintiff went to the Eastern

Maine hospital for treatment when an

x-ray picture was made, the same being

admitted in evidence by Justice Haskell.

Dr. Rome refused to have anything to

do with the case after he had examined

it at the request of Dr. Weld. Drs. E.

T. Nealy and W. L. Hunt, of Bangor,

made the x-ray examination and discov-

ered that there had been no fracture of

either the olecranon or condyles, but

there was a backward dislocation which

they successfully reduced. This ap-

pears to be one of those trying cases in

which the "old way" causes the doctor

to grope in darkness, feeling content that

his faults can not be uncovered. The
x-rays used in this case would have

saved the woman physical pain and the

doctor mental anguish.

Justice T. H. Haskell admitted the

x-ray picture in evidence. No objections

filed. He admitted the bared arm to be

witnessed by the jury. Objection filed

by Attorney Carleton for the defendant.

He would not permit medical text books

to be read and used as evidence.

The legal ruling in this case was cer-

tainly in line with the intelligent opin-

ions of judges in higher courts.

The x-ray picture was the principal

factor in the plaintiff's case for it told

the true condition of the arm at the close

of the defendant's treatment. This put

the defendant to an excuse of his treat-

ment resulting so disastrously.

The jury found a verdict for the

plaintiff.

IN PARIS, FRANCE

Mme. Mochert, a young lady of Paris,

France, recently brought suit for 5,000

francs damages on account of an alleged

x-ray burn. The plaintiff had an affec-

tion of the thigh which the doctors ad-

vised should be radiographed. The

thigh was exposed three times without

protection, with a total duration of 60

minutes.

Dr. Bardet, one of the witnesses, testi-

fied that burning would result in rare in-

stances from the use of the Roentgen

rays. Everything depended on the pa-

tient's physical condition. Susceptible

subjects could not be pretold. He main-

tained that if the doctors were made re-

sponsible for such accidents they would

be obliged to renounce the use of the

x-rays. Acquittal.

OBJECT LESSONS UN RADIOGRAPHY.

BY J. T. MOREHOUSE, M. D.

The few radiographs I am sending by

this mail, are some of the many interest-

ing ones which I have recently taken.

The one with the broken bones of the

right hand was taken by myself as the

result of a little joke at the dispensary

near here. The hospital to which it is

attached has no x-ray apparatus and this

boy was taken there in the ambulance

and had his hand set (?) by the good (?)

old-fashioned method like our grand-

fathers used. It was not a compound

fracture and the hand was supposed to

be in excellent condition. When I first

saw the boy he had just had his hand

dressed, and I was asked by the dispt n-

sary physician: "If I would like to take

a radiograph of the hand and watch

'the process of healing' ". He told me
that it had happened three weeks before.

The boy was feeding a printing press

and accidently caught his hand between

the type and the platten, and had thus

crushed his hand. I radiographed the

hand through splints and bandages and

also discovered the piece of type metal

in the finger and the pin which was

driven through the nail. The boy was

fourteen years old. The radiograph will

tell the rest. I might say that the hand
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has been reset and is now believed to be

all right. It was set under the machine
and it was found that when the hand was

set abducted that the bones went in

place without trouble. The second pic-

ture is of a lady's hand. She was

shot with a iz bullet and after many un-

successful attempts by the good, old-

fashioned doctor, to extract the bullet,

she was brought to me. It was abso-

lutely impossible to feel the bullet, and

FIG. I.

the radiograph only could tell where it

was. It went in at the lower part of the

thumb, and lodged in the interspace

formed by the third and fourth metacar-

pal bones, where it was readily located.

The third radiograph is that of an old

lady's hand, she having fallen down
stairs and supposed that she had

"sprained" her wrist. The radiograph

tells the true nature of her injury. This

is one of several Colles' fractures, which

might have been treated as a sprain,

and it is remarkable how often an im-

pacted fracture is so mistaken, and only

discovered after weeks of needless suf-

fering.

The fourth that I send you is another

needle in the hand and again the old sto-

ry. The woman was washing clothes

and on the scrub board while rubbing

hard, she found that some one had used

a needle instead of a pin in some clothes

fk;. 2.

and in consequence, she drove it with

great force into the palm of her hand.

It was removed with a great deal of

difficulty, being broken even with the

bone, and considerable fat had to first be

removed before it could be seen, but the

first cut struck it all right, and this could

not have been done without the radio-

graph. I am astonished at the large

number of needles that find their way

into people's hands in various ways.
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There is such satisfaction in knowing

just what you have and being able to

help the patient immediately, that I can

not see how any physician can do with-

out some kind of an x-ray apparatus,

and how can the managers of a hospital

that claims to "afford succor to those

that meet with sudden accidents only,"

do their duty to the public and their pa-

tients unless they have proper radio-

graphic apparatus. Surely the day is fast

fig. 3.

coming when the people will demand it.

The fifth is a broken radius. The boy

ten years old. He went to our dispen-

sary to get a sprained wrist attended to,

giving a history of his having sprained

his wrist while playing ball, claiming

that in catching the ball it struck his

thumb unusually hard. The good (?) old-

fashioned doctor painted his wrist with

iodine, and this was repeated the follow-

ing day, and then every other day for

three weeks, then as the arm was very

painful and useless, he became disgusted

with the good old way of treating

"sprains" (?) and went to a prominent

physician who requested me to "radio-

graph the wrist." The radiograph shows

how it appeared after it was placed in

splints. Just think, three weeks with

an arm in this condition and the arm al-

lowed to go flopping around, and the

fig. 4.

only thing that was done was to paint it

with iodine.

The sixth radiograph is the elbow of

a seven-year-old boy who fell and broke

the humerus in the lower fourth. He
was taken to our "hospital," and I am
informed that he was a pay patient for

four weeks and his arm was set (?) per-

fectly straight, in the good old way, by

those that "afford succor to those that
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meet with sudden accidents only" and was
discharged with a supposedly straight

arm. A glance at the radiograph will

show how straight it really was. Why
an institution that receives thousands of

dollars every year, and with the above

motto, can tolerate the above, is beyond

my comprehension. The seventh radio-

graph is another elbow joint. A little

girl of three years, fell off the back stoop

and cried because she had bruised her

fig. 5.

elbow. Her parents happily took her

to a physician who believes in finding

out at once what the condition is, and as

a result, we radiographed the elbow and

found the internal condyle broken off

and separated by an eighth of an inch

from the shaft of the radius. The elbow

was immediately set and has united per-

fectly, the child being able to use the

arm as before the accident. The eighth

radiograph is that of another sprained

wrist. This was a puzzle, as a look at

the radiograph will show that none of

the signs of fracture could be made out

by the usual means. There was no loss

of motion. The hand could be pronated
and supemated and there was no crepa-

tus, and but little swelling and very lit-

tle pain. The radiograph shows the

styloid process broken off and displaced,

and an extensive impaction of the shaft

and head of the radius. The wrist is

now well, and has healed in the posi-

tion shown and is as useful as it was be-

fore. The case was a woman fifty years

old and she caught her foot in a piece of

ragged carpet and fell down stairs.

The ninth radiograph, is the hand of a

bride, 1 notice how a true diamond dis-

appears in the radiograph) and the ends

of her fingers were crooked. The ques-

tion was, could they be straightened?

This radiograph shows the fault is at the

end of the bones and it can not be rem-

edied. The tenth radiograph, is the

wrist of a man, and a close inspection

reveals the increase of bone on cunei-

form bone, and a destruction of bone on

the outside of the head of the radius and

changes in the density of the bone.

This was due to specific disease, and the

history of the case bears it out. It was
radiographed because it was supposed

that the stiffness was due to an injury to

the wrist. There has been a great im-

provement in the use of the wrist since

the condition was thus discovered, by
the use of iodide of potassium treat-

ment.
Orange, N. J.

Charge Carried by Roentgen Rays.

—J. J. Thomson. "Phil. Mag." Dec—
A long article describing some experi-

ments made to determine the magnitude

of the charge of electricity carried by the

ions which are produced when Roentgen

rays pass through a gas. The paper

does not admit of being abstracted here.
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THK WEHNELT INTKRRUPTKR KITH

ALTKRIN ATlINCi CURRKNT.

BY W. S. ANDREWS.

Tlie Wehnelt current interrupter may

be used in connection with an alternat-

ing current for the excitation of an ordi-

nary induction coil providing its natural

periodicity exceeds the alternations of

the current, as already pointed out by

Prof. Elihu Thomson. The natural

periodicity of the interrupter being

governed by several factors, such as

amount of exposed anode surface, im-

pressed voltage, and self induction of

circuit, the above condition is not diffi-

cult to fulfill.

As might be naturally expected, the
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secondary discharge produced by pri-

mary excitation with alternating current

is not equal in strength to that which is

obtained by direct current at same volt-

age.

It is evident that with alternating cur-

rent used under ordinary circumstances

the platinum point can only be charged

positively during one-half of each cycle.

There may be also some interference

between the natural periodicity of the

interrupter and the alternations of the

current. The most serious drawback,

however, which accompanies the use of

this interrupter with an alternating cur-

rent is the disintegration of the plati-

num point, which does not occur to any-

thing like the same extent when a direct

current is employed.

This disintegration probably takes

place during the half of each cycle

during which the wire is negatively

charged.

The trouble could probably be obvia-

ted, at the expense of a little complica-

tion, by arranging two interrupters in

one circuit with a pair of electro-chemi-

cal rectifiers interpolated to act as a

sort of electrical check valve to prevent

the current passing in the wrong direc-

tion through either of the interrupters.

As each cell of the electro-chemical

rectifier has about 20 volts counter-

electromotive force in one direction

only, one cell in each branch might be

effective.

The accompanying sketch illustrates

the above arrangement, the rectifiers

being shown at A. A.

Schnectady, N. Y.

RADIOGRAPHY OF ARTERIKS I IN THE
LIVING SUBJECT.

BY DUDLEY TAIT, M. D

.

M. Leray, of Paris, recently reported

the case of a woman of 72 years, par-

alyzed since the age of 45, and present-

ing multiple deformities of the bones.

Radiographs were taken which illustrated

the possibility of obtaining a clear defi-

nition of the deep arterial system in

arterio-sclerotic subjects. The tibia was

markedly curved : the fibula, on the con-

trary, was rectilinear, although some-

what thickened. Between these bones,

the anterior tibial artery stands out very

clearly. On the plate it was even pos-

sible to note the principal branches of

this artery.

Carl Beck (New York Medical Journal,

January 22, 1898) was the first to call

attention to the use of radiography in

arterio sclerosis. In his case, a man
of 68 years, it was proven that arterio-

sclerosis involved only the arteries of
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the forearm. A few months later, Pro-

fessor Potain presented to the Academy
of Sciences (Paris) a series of radio-

graphs of the cubital, radial and pcdious

arteries, made by Imbert, of Mont-

pellier.

Such facts as these are of extreme in-

terest, and it may be safely asserted that,

with but slight improvement in tech-

nique, one will be able to discern with

accuracy the arterio-sclerotic lesions of

the deep arteries. We shall then be in

a position to clear up many a preplexing

case of internal pathology.

,
Since the publication of this radio-

graph in the Pacific Medical Record,

several physicians have remarked that

such accuracy of definition could only

have been obtained through manipula-

tion or so called "retouching" of the

plate. Had these gentlemen read the

entire article with attention, they would

not have overlooked the very important

facts recited in the necropsy report
;

they would have noted the marked and

extensive arterio-sclerotic lesions involv-

ing the aneurismal sac, and thereby

explained in a rational manner the ac-

curacy of the radiograph.

San Francisco, Cal., 1054 Post street.

TRANSLATIONS.

BY FRANK RING, M. D.

M. M. Ansset and Bedart report the

cure of a case of chronic tuberculous peri-

tonitis, as a result of x-ray treatment.

The patient was a girl of four years,

upon whom laparotomy and other meth-

ods had failed to produce benefit.

Radiography was practiced daily, with

the tube at distances of from 13 to 20

centimeters from the skin, and with the

tubes of great intensity. The ascites

became reabsorbed, the abdominal walls

became supple and the indurated masses

disappeared.

Review Internationale d'Electro- Thera-

pie el de Radiographic. Dr. G. Gan-

tric reports the cure of a vericose ulcer

by means of the x-rays. The treatment

extended from Nov. 5th, 1898, to the

1st of February, 1899. He made eight

applications with the tube at 25 centi-

meters distance from the surface of the

ulcer. The first application was of 5

minutes' duration, and the subsequent

ones of ten minutes duration.

In a communication to the French
Society of Dermatology and Syphilog-

raphy, on Jan. 12th, 1899, M. M. Bal-

zer and Mousseaux presented a patient

who had been daily exposed to the

x-rays, in a museum, for about a year.

The result was multiple lesions of the

skin, nearly all localized on the right

side, which was the most exposed. The
right hand, arm and wrist are invaded

by a hard and red edema, the skin is

violet, fissured and covered with yellow

crusts, or scales of epidermis, which are

reproduced incessantly. The nails had

fallen and again grown thickened, in-

curved and with longitudinal stria-

tions. Other skin alterations are found,

although less accentuated, on the neck,

upon the cheek and right ear. The
right parietal region is the seat of a com-
plete alopcia. The beard, moustache,

and the eyebrows have almost entirely

disappeared in the region exposed to the

x-rays. Finally, the right vision is in-

distinct and a conjunctivitis exists.

It seems to be incontestable that the

troubles here are of a trophic nature,

due to the action of the x-rays.

The Wehnelt Interrupter.—At a

meeting of the Hunterian Society at the

London Institute was exhibited the

above interrupter working with 14-inch

spark coil. The tube used was a Cox

Record. There were 24 2-volt accumu-

lators employed, and no resistance was

used. The tube worked with perfect

steadiness the whole of the evening

and the interrupter was almost noise-

less.
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Open Letter to Patrons.

Boston, Mass., March 28, 1899.

Dear Sir.—We beg leave to announce

that we have purchased the business

and good-will of the American Roentgen

Ray Co., of Bedford street, this city,

and have removed the same to the above

address.

We hope that you will continue to

favor us us with your patronage which

will receive prompt attention.

We are prepared to furnish, immedi-

ately, anything in the line of static

machines, parts and supplies, x-ray

tubes, fluoroscopes, spark-gaps, tube-

stands etc. Also everything in the line

of electro-medical apparatus.

Our new Barium Fluoroscopes are

very brilliant and will last indefinitely.

Special Static tubes price S5.00 and

$6.75, also type M. for the largest

machines, price $8.00. These tubes are

superior to any on the market for bril-

liancy, penetration and life. Thanking

you for past favors, we are, very truly

yours, Swett & Lewis Co.,

Successors to American Roentgen Ray Co.

In the heart of the Hoosier hills and

charmingly situated on the banks of

Pine Creek, a picturesque tributary of

the Wabash, is located the Magno-Mud
Cure. This is not a sanitarium, but a

health resort, endowed by nature with a

specific for uric acid diathesis and all

diseases of the blood. It is the only one

exactly of its kind in the world. The
surroundings of this cure, at Indiana

Mineral Springs are as excellent as the

location is beautiful. No intoxicating

liquors are sold within a radius of miles

of the springs, and no doubtful charac-

ters are entertained. Attica, the near-

est town to the springs, is at the junc-

tion of the Wabash and Eastern Illinois

Railroads, 125 miles south of Chicago.

The restoration to health, of hundreds

of patients who suffered from rheuma-

tism and kindred diseases, has yearly

given positive proof of the curative qual-

ities of the Magno-Mud and Lithia Wa-
ter at this resort. Two constituents of

the utmost value in all diseases where

alterative and sedative effects are de-

sired, magnesia and lithia are contained

in this water. While they have a seda-

tive action on the kidneys and bladder,

they aid in the cure of such diseases as

gravel, catarrh of the bladder, and pain-

ful urination. In rheumatism, gout and

all those diseases which arise directly or

indirectly from the excess of uric acid

in the blood, muscles and joints, this

water is of immense value, owing to the

presence of bi-carbonate of soda, as well

as that of lithia. Organic matter and

potash are missing from this water. A
person may drink unlimited quantities

of the water without feeling the least

discomfort. This lithia water contains

only the carbonates: it is free from all

bacteria, ammonia and albuminoids. It

is as pure as boiled or distilled water,

without being deprived of its vital prin-

ciple. The drinking of large quantities

of the water begins at once to dissolve

the uric acid in the blood, the calcare-

ous deposits, adhesions and calculi,

causing quantities of impurities in the

urine to pass away, while preparing the

greater portion for expulsion through the

pores.

What is called "mud" is not the het-

erogeneous and impure stuff which the

name suggests. It is as pure as the

water from the spring which medicates

it. The solid portion of the "mud" is

pure humus. The leaves, flowers, grass-

es and plants which grow upon the hill-

side above the Magno-Lithia Spring,

reach their maturity and die annually.

The disintegrating forces of nature step

in and return them to their original el-

ements. The gases escape into the at-

mosphere and are inhaled by new
plants. The solids are changed to

dust. This is the humus, and out of

its bosom spring new plants. It feeds
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them and gives them vitality, but only a

small portion is thus used. The residue

remains upon the surface and each year

adds to it until what was originally a

fraction of an inch thick, became, during

centuries, ten, and even eighteen feet in

depth.

The humus used in the cure, con-

tains the same chemical constituents as

the water from the spring. It is black,

soft, odorous and without a trace of

gravel, sand or clay. This mud lies in

a natural basin, almost three acres in ex-

tent, and at the rim of its highest side,

the Magno-Lithia Spring pours out its

water and saturates the contents of this

little basin. For centuries the water

has kept the humus saturated until it is

thoroughly medicated. The prefix,

"Magno," given to the mud, simply

means powerful, potent, great, and al-

ludes to the curative forces of the hu-

mus.

The Magno-Mud and Lithia Water

baths are given in a brand new and

magnificent bath house attached to the

big hotel. The appointments of the

bath house rival the best establishments

of this kind in the world. The first re-

sult of the application of the mud is the

opi ning of the pores, the removal of su-

perficial substances and the stimulation

and absorption of a constant stream of

impurities, in solution, through the

pores. At the same time, the Magno-

Mud stimulates the superficial nerve-

fibers and capillary blood-vessels, and

the reactionary results are a soothing of

the nervous system and a strengthening

of the entire circulation. The mud bath

never results in colds nor does it have a

weakening effect. In many cases the

results of the treatment at this resort

have been seemingly miraculous. W.

"One evening I was called to attend

a gentleman, a member of my own
family, who had just returned from a

trip during which he had contracted a

well-developed case of catarrhal fever

as the result of a severe cold. His

pulse was 120 degrees, temperature 102-

2.10 degrees, skin hot and dry, pain all

over the body and a splitting headache
;

all the mucous tissues were inflamed,

involving the nasal tract, throat and

bronchial tubes ; the eyes were watery,

the nose was running, throat sore, in

fact, his whole system was thoroughly

congested.

It was very important that he should

be able to travel within a day or two.

I ordered him to take a hot foot bath,

then drink a hot lemonade and go to

bed. I left six Tongaline & Quinine

Tablets with instructions to take one

every half hour, washing it down with

plenty of hot water.

I saw him about 7 o'clock the next

morning and received the following re-

port:—About one hour after going to bed

he commenced perspiring and began to

experience a feeling of drowsiness, so

that before he had taken all of the Ton-
galine & Quinine Tablets he fell into a

refreshing sleep, from which he did not

awake until 5 o'clock. I found his pulse
was normal, temperature 99 degrees,

skin moist, the pain entirely gone and

all the unfavorable sysptoms decidedly

improved ; in fact the trouble was

thoroughly under control. I prescribed

a mild cathartic and by the following day

he was able to go on his way rejoicing.

Since then I have frequently given

Tongaline & Quinine Tablets in similar

conditions with marked success in each

instance.

"

Frank A. Barber, M. D.,

Chicago, 111.

"Listerine is Listerine. " "The best

antiseptic is Listerine." These are the

words which adorn the white handle of

the best paper cutter that ever came to

our desk. We suspect that any one

writing to Lambert Pharmacal Co.,

could obtain one of these useful instru-

ments.
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This is the Index issue.

Study the index and see how much
you know about x-radiance.

The physician is very much polished

if he is in possession of useful x-ray

information.

Doctors doing surgery in the "old

way" will be benefitted by reading the

observations by Dr. Morehouse pub-

lished in The American X-Kav Journal

for May.

An evidence of the value of The Am-

erican X-Ray Journal to the general

practitioner is noticed in the fact, that

not one of the thousands -of physicians

who read this publication has ever

been prosecuted for causing x-ray in-

juries.

"The X-Ray" is the title of a paper

by G. G. White, M. D., of El Kader,

Iowa, read at the sixth annual conven-

tion C. M. & St. P. Ry., Surgeons,

Chicago. The article reflects credit

upon the author and deserves careful

reading by all surgeons employed in R.

R. practice. The full text can be found

in the Rai/ii'tiv Surgeon, for April.

The lay press has given the public

some smattering knowledge of the

x-rays ; and since it is a purely medical

question the people have a right to

expect intelligent answers to their ques-

tions from their family doctor. The
intelligent only can answer and it is for

this reason that physicians who read

The American X-Ray Journal stand

first in the community in which they

live.

Prof. W. C. Fuchs of Chicago has

specialized his "Observations in Radio-

graphy" and frankly made concessions

in the Electrical World and Engineer

that the cause of backing up pictures

are unknown to him. He says: "Ex-

periments made by me have shown in

many instances that objects back of the

plate appear upon the plate, and this is

something that it is necessary to avoid.

It also opens up a subject for discus-

sion, for it would be interesting to know
definitely the cause of this freak, as it

might be termed."

If Prof. Fuchs will read, "Further

Observations on the Properties of the

X-Rays," by W. C. Roentgen, (third

communication to the Royal Prussian

Academy of Science, Berlin) he will

find this simple explanation: "The
effect just described might be due to the

deflection of rays of very long wave

lengths, or to x-rays emitted by bodies

in the field of the discharge apparatus,

such as the air. The latter explana-

tion is the correct one, as may be readily
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shown by the apparatus about to be

described.

"

It is not a "freak" but a universal

fact that bodies such as air in the field

of the discharge apparatus emit

x-rays. If the rays an permitted to

diffuse in all directions from the surface

of the platinum disc the screen and the

sensati/.ed plate must to some degree

be influenced by x-rays that have their

origin outside of the tube. Prof. W.
S. Andrews of Schenectady, N. Y., has

devised "Non-Metalic Draphragm for

Radiographic Work,"' full account of

which was printed in The American

X-Rav Journal for March, 1899. With

this diaphragm all the direct rays are

cut off from the body except at the cir-

cular hole made for radiographic work.

The impervious material used in these

diaphragms was first suggested by Dr.

Wm. Smith, full account of which was

printed in the Dec. issue of this journal

for 1898.

To restrict wider diffusion of the rays

emanating from the tube Dr. Wm. Rol-

lins, of Boston, Mass.. has confined all

the rays not deemed necessary for radi-

ographic work. With the observance of

these precautions it may be possible to

avoid all backing up rays except such

as directly pass through the parts in-

tended to picture.

TRANSLATIONS.

BY FRANK RING. M. D.

The Epilating Properties of the

X-Rays.—Following the Electrical Ex-

position at New York, a gentleman who
explained the apparatus and used the

cathodic rays, brought an action for

$10,000 damages against the Company.

His cause of action was the loss of his

hair and beard of the right side of his

face. The Company is sought to be

held accountable, because the}' knew,

or should have known, the epilating vir-

tues of the x-rays.

An electro- therapist of California, has

drawn a practical lesson from this in-

cident. In California, bearded women
are very rare. On the other hand, there

are sufficient female moustaches, and

even the use of the razor does not make
this manly ornament disappear.

Certain of the fair sex have the arms

hairy, not like an ourang-outang, (this

would be saying too much; but, like a

blacksmith. This down is far from

contributing to the increase of their

graces or their charms. Hence our co-

quettish sisters would willingly give all

the gold of California which is in their

possession, to be relieved of this su-

perfluous covering.

A doctor of Los Angeles, after having

read in his journal of the misadventure

of the New Yorker mentioned, con-

ceived the very practical and productive

idea of using the cathodic rays, to re-

lieve the most beautiful half of the hu-

man race from their moustaches, and

the downy growth from their arms. As the

doctor has not taken out a patent, and

in order to gain the grateful favor of all

French women, I will make known his

method of proceeding.

There are certain precautions neces-

sary to preserve the epidermis of our

amiable companions; the current must

not surpass an intensity of two amperes,

and the tension of the volts; the Crookes'

tube should be placed at a distance of

one foot from the face, naturally gra-

cious, or from the admirable arms of the

patient, and finally in order not to try

her patience, the application must not

last longer than ten minutes. Natur-

ally, one seance will not suffice, but

the patient is free to return again, and

pay accordingly at San Francisco or

Los Angeles, after eighteen seances, the

best results are obtained, and the moth-

er-in-law loses her moustache of an an-
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gry cat. As to the young ladies, three

or four seances are sufficient.

—

Revue,

Internationale (RElektrik.

In Footschritte an/ detn Gebrik der

Rocnigensprahlert Hamburg, Hand II,

Hoft IV., Gassman cV Schenkel report

progress and improvement in cases of

lupus treated by the Roentgen rays, in

the University clinic at Bern. They de-

scribe the technique as used by them,

as follows: Primary current, 30 volts,

verging between 3 and 4 amperes. The
greatest length of the spark was 45 cm.

and the number of interruptions was

from 1400 to 1600 per minute. For the

protection of the sound skin, a mask of

sheet lead )± mm. thick was used. Daily

seances of 30 minutes' duration were

held at 20 cm. tube distance.

Insensitiveness to Fractures.—Mc-

Lean (in Medical Age, Detroit) describes

a case of fracture of the astragulus,

which was contested by an accident in-

surance company, which claimed that it

was a sprain. The Roentgen rays es-

tablished the diagnosis, and payment

was made. Subsequently, the same pa-

tient presented an unrecognized fracture

of the ulna, followed in three weeks by

fracture of the adjoining radius and the

x-rays were again used to make the diag-

nosis complete.

Prof. Dr. G. Julliard, of the Cantonal

Hospital at Geneva, reports the case of

a man of 34 years, in perfect health,

who was suddenly attacked with com-

plete suppression of urine. Examina-

tion by the x-rays gave a clear image of

the place, form and volume of a vesical

calculus, which upon removal by the

hypogastric route, was found to be 25

mm. long, 15 mm. wide, and weighed

4 grammes.

Dr. Jimmelman of Berlin, at the Bal-

neologic Congress, proposed the ques-

tion, "Can one recognize phthisis pul-

monalis by means of the x-rays, in cases

in which it is not possible to recognize

it by the methods heretofore in vogue?"

In an exhaustive demonstration of the

subject, he claims to prove the affirma-

tive of the proposition.

In Munchener Med. Wochenscriftt
No.

50, 1898, Alsberg submits report of a

case of venal stone, in which the diag-

nosis was made by the aid of the x-rays.

A successful operation followed the ra-

diographic indications.

At the "Arzlichen Verein" at Ham-
burg, on February 7, 1899, Dr. R. Hahn,

gave an interesting demonstration illus-

trating the application of x-rays, to the

diagnosis of tertiary syphilitic lesions.

Among the lesions made manifest by

this means, were gummy tumors in va-

rious locations, as well as various bone

changes, such as periostitis, osteo-slero-

sis and osteo-porosis.

University of Pennsylvania, )

The College,
[

Philadelphia, May 19, 1899.

To the Editor of The American X-Rav Journal:

In your last issue I read a note enti-

tled, -'Styloid Process and Colles' Frac-

ture." in which attention is called to an

observation by J. Lynn Thomas, F. R.

C.S., that fracture of the styloid process

of the ulna is not as rare an occurrence

as it was thought to be. He mentions

that fracture of the styloid occurred in

four out of five cases examined for Col-

les' fracture. On looking over my col-

lection of radiographs to determine my
own experience in the same line. I am
surprised to find that it agrees closely

with that of Prof. Thomas. I have on

hand six cases of Colles' fracture in four

of which the styloid process of the ulna

is unmistakably fractured also. In one

case the process itself is divided into

two fragments. Respectfully.

Arthur W. Goodspeed.
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Currents Generated hy Roentgen
Rays.— In 1897 Perrin succeeded in ob-

taining differences of potential between

two different metals when exposed to

x-rays, and even observed a small con-

stant current of about io" amperes on

joining them by a wire. A. Winkelmann
has made further observations on this

interesting subject. He placed a Roent-

gen apparatus in a leaden box with an

aluminum window. In front of the

window he mounted an aluminum plate,

and behind that a copper plate. On
working the apparatus and connecting

the two through a galvanometer, a small

current was indicated, which was in-

creased by reducing the distance be-

tween the plates. A battery of plates

could be constructed by mounting plates

of the two metals alternately one behind

the other, taking care, however, that the

insulator between them was not, like

mica, for instance, impervious to x-rays.

The resistance of one such battery was

found to be 130 million ohms, and to

increase as the battery was moved away
from the Roentgen apparatus evidently

owing to the lesser degree of ionization of

the more distant air. Further, the resist-

ance of the layer of ionized air diminish-

ed as the thickness of the layer was

diminished, down to a certain minimum.

At very small thicknesses the recombina-

tion of the ions is so rapid that the cur-

rent intensity is thereby diminished.

The author calculates the proportion of

ionized molecules of air in the total num-
ber of molecules at 4.6 x io 13 at least,

in a position of maximum conductivity.

—Winkelmann, "Wied Ann.," Nov. 9,

1898.

Nature of Cathode and Roentgen
Rays. Walter, Wied. Ann., 66, p. 74;

noticed briefly in Elek. Zeit., Nov. 17.

Electrical World, N. Y.— If cathode rays

are moving particles charged with nega-

tive electricity, as now generally accept-

ed, then, according to this author,

Roentgen rays are nothing more than the

reflected cathode rays which have

deposited their charge on the anti-

cathode. This explains why x-rays are

not deflected by a magnet, as the parti-

cles no longer carry an electric charge:

that they have a higher penetrating

power may be explained by the fact that

when the particles carry a charge they

are attracted by the body through which

they are passing, while particles without

a charge pass through them without

meeting this opposing force.

Corpuscular Theory of Roentgen
Rays. Walter. Wied. Ann., No. 9 ;

abstracted in Lond. Eire, Oct. 28. Elec-

trical World, N. Y.—He works out a

theory similar to that of Yosmaer and

Ortt, the truth of which is said to ap-

pear obvious and palpable at first sight.

He supposes that Roentgen rays are dis-

charged cathode particles
;

they are

therefore not deflected by a magnet ; af-

ter striking the anti-cathode and discharg-

ing themselves they are reflectedin a dif-

fused manner and penetrate the walls of

the tube. These particles must be much
smaller than the electro-chemical ions.

That Roentgen rays have a penetrating

power is due to their electric neutrality
;

a copper bullet, for instance, could pen-

etrate a forest of magnets easier than an

iron bullet.

Currents Produced by Roentgen

Rays. Winkleman. Wied. Ann., 66, p.

1: abstracted at some length in the Elek.

Zeit., Nov. 17.—He shows how a con-

tinuous current may be produced from

one metal-plate to another, between

which Roentgen rays pass.

X-Ray.—An x-ray photograph of a

fractured arm is being used as evidence

in a damage suit at Henderson, Ky., in

which a physician is sued for $10,000

damages for malpractice—the first time

in the history of the court, at that

place.
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Defective Elimination.

Defective elimination is without doubt

the cause of a large number of diseases.

Usually when the kidneys fail to do

their work the skin comes to the rescue

and vice versa. Occasionally when both

are derelict the bowels may help, but to

a small extent only. Again all the ex-

cretory organs may be ready, able and

willing to perform their functions but

there is an emunctory at fault, which has

become gorged and fails to carry to the

"main"' that waste product over which

it exercises particular care, causing an

interruption of metabolism. As a re-

sult there is an attack of a rheumatic or

neuralgic character.

Tongaline, on account of its extraor-

dinary eliminative properties, especially

when administered with copious draughts

of pure water, hot preferred, flushes the

emunctories, thoroughly removes the

obstructions and promptly restores nor-

mal conditions.

The American Electro-Therapeutic As-
sociation.

The ninth annual meeting of the

American Electro-therapeutic Associa-

tion will be held in Washington, D. C,
on December 19th, 20th and 21st, 1899,

under the presidency of Dr. F. B.

Bishop, of Washington.

Quite a number of papers of great sci-

entific value have been promised and the

Committee of Arrangements insures the

members a very entertaining and pleas-

urable meeting. Aside from the sessions

of the Association, the committee has
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5M Fessenden Mfg. Co.
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55 Farwell & Rhiues.

56 W. B. Harrison, Tub.
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Dept.
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50 The Electrical Review. London.
CO Dr. H. P. Pratt.

01 The Miller Rubber Mfg. Co.

completed arrangements for a trip to

Mt. Vernon, one to Arlington, and sev-

eral other social features.

The headquarters of the Association

will be at Willard's Hotel, where special

rates will be given to members and their

families during the meeting.

St. Louis, Mo., May 15, 1899.

To the Trade:

We take peleasure in notifying our

friends, and the photographic fraternity,

that the recent extensive additions and

improvements which have been under

way for over a year, are now practically

completed, so that we are in a position

to fill all orders entrusted to our care,

promptly on receipt of same, with plates of

unsurpassed quality.

Thanking our many friends for their

kind forbearance during the time when
we were short of goods, and hoping to

be favored with their future orders,

which shall have our prompt and care-

ful attention, we remain,

Yours Fraternally,

G. Cramer Dry Flate Co.

Reduced Rates to Columbus, Ohio,

account National Meeting of the Amer-

ican Medical Association, June 6th to

9th inclusive. For this occasion the

Missouri Pacific Railway will sell tickets

at one fare for the round trip, plus $2.00

from certain points on the line. See lo-

cal agent for dates of sale and further

particulars. H. C. Townsend, General

Passenger and Ticket Agent.



VI ADVERTISEMENTS.

CARBUTT
x-Ray ry
Plates ^4

and _,

Films Years
in

PRACTICAL USE
In the leading Hospitals and Universities.

Specially Made and Individually Enclosed in

Light-Proof Envelopes.

"The Carbutt Plates have been tested by the writer in
comparison with other makes, and those now in use give
by far the best results of any yet tried. "—Arthur W.
Goodspeed, Ph D , Univ. of Pa.

Send for price list, etc.

JOHN CARBUTT,, : ; Phila.,Pa.
Mention The American X-Ray Journal.

Have .You Tried Them?

CRAMER

X-Ray Plates
JUST OUT

Specially Made
.for.

.

X-Ray Work.
Full Descriptive Catalogue sent to any address

on application.

G. Cramer Dry Plate Works,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Men;ion the American X-Ray Journal.

XRay$
WITH

IDica Plates
Show these Cardinal Virtues. As used
on our Static machines, Mica Plates

make the most perfect appliance used
in X-Ray and Therapeutic work. They
are even more reliable than the best

Induction coils, rain or shine; produce
a perfectly constant discharge of cur-

rent : illuminate the highest vacuum
tubes (which have the greatest power
of penetration) with practically no
induction around the tube, thus en-

tirely eliminating the possibility of

X-Ray burns. The great speed at

which they can be run makes it possi-

ble to generate sufficient current for all

practical purposes, with a compara-
tively inexpensive machine.

CATALOG ON APPLICATION

R. V. Wagner &. Co., inc.

308 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO
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